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A Note on the Sources 

The pages which have been 
filmed are the best copies 
available. Every technical 
effort possible has been 
made to ensure legibility. 
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COPYING RESTRICTIONS 

Reel duplication of the whole or of 
any part of this film is prohibited 
In lieu of transcripts, however' 
enlarged photocopies of selected 
items contained on these reels 
may be made in order to facilitate 
research. 



National Phonograph Company Records 

Correspondence, Foreign (1904) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

marketing, pricing, and supply of phonographs and cylinder records in Great 

Britain, Germany, Russia, France, and other countries. Most of the items are 

letters to and from William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Some of the letters 

were written while Gilmore was in Europe in April, May, and early June. Other 

correspondents include James H. White, European sales manager; Walter 

Stevens, manager of the Foreign Department; John R. Schermerhorn, assistant 

general manager; George Croyden Marks, British patent agent; and Frank L. 

Dyer, Edison’s general counsel. Among the documents for 1904 are letters 

pertaining to the quality, condition, and origin of phonographs and records offered 

for sale in Europe, Australia, and Mexico; to litigation with Edison-Bell; and to the 

activities of former Edison associate George E. Gouraud. There are also 

documents concerning the manufacture of records in Paris, Berlin, and Brussels 

under the direction of Edward Riehl. These items include descriptions of the 

manufacturing process, the ingredients in the wax, and the prices of materials. 

Other documents pertain to the cancellation of Ludwig Stollwerck’s contract with 

NPCo, the organization of the Edison Gesellschaftin Berlin, and the finances of 
NPCo, Ltd., in London. 

Approximately 15 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are letters regarding foreign patent rights, weekly and 

monthly remittances and accounts, and ongoing litigation over price cutting and 
the unauthorized use of Edison’s name. 



(3&omab (X£d\*oiu 
Cable Codes Used, a.i., a.b.c., c 

■m-c-4 . 
OM MERCIA L, 

Thomas A. *ARK 
EBSSQIS’S EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS F 
Phonographs, OP THE 

*pT NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH <3° Ltd. 
SsSF EDISON! AVANUFACTURING <30- Ltd. 

Motors, * ' — ■*-' V -ZZJ 
Edison-Primary 

Batteries, 
Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 

Numbering Machines. 

25 Cler.kenwell Road. 
. ,.U4 I * 

^nnu^oaio^ KC 
f n~~ 20tli Januaxy, 1904, 

USA. it 
Berlin. 

Paris. 
SS 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
President, National Phonograph. Co. 

Orange, New Jersey. U.S.A. 

Dear Sir, 

With further reference to the plan about which I wrote you some 

time ago of carrying a stock in Berlin to take care of the Carman, 

Austrian and possibly the Russian Market, I believe we should keep 

a complete and well assorted stock of recordB at the Berlin factory 

suitable for this market. As X have already advised you we are 

arranging to do this, but X don't want to begin t0 fill orders from 

Berlin until we are prepared to fill them complete. Therefore for the 

present we are taking care of this trade to the best of °ur ability 

from London. I find a great many of our people in continental 

Europe have been dissatisfied with deliveries as made from Antwerp 

ever since that office was started. Therefore x believe ws can 

greatly increase the business in that territory by being in a 

position to deliver from Berlin. I don't think it necessary to go 

over the Antwerp situation, but will simply say that we found it 

entirely impracticable to make prompt deliveries from that port, 

partly owing to the fact that we were unable to g9t as much stock as 

we required, and partly on account of difficulties in our way due to 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 
EUROPEAN OFFICE. 

Custom regulations and so forth. I do not want to have a recurrence 

of this difficulty at Berlin, therefore I propose to go ahead, 

publish record and machine lists in the German language - these 

lists to contain only those selections which are suitable for the 

countries in question. I think our stock of records in Berlin shouH 

comprise only such songs as are listed in the German language and 

no other. English record lists can be supplied on special request 

from London. 

So far as Russia is concerned X cannot see^way^^or any large 

business in the very near future. We are extremely lame on the 

matter of Russian repertoire, and of course we cannot sell machines 

to any great extent without the proper records to go with them. 

The list of Russian records which we have at present X find is 

practically obsolete, and there is little or no demand for them, 

Therefore it is my idea to begin making a good class of Russian 

music at the earliest possible time. 

In Austria and Hungary the situation is somewhat different. 

The new records which we have been making in Germany during the past 

two months will be very suitable for this market, and as soon as we 

are in shape in Berlin to make deliveries^ I believe we will 

largely increase our trade in these countries, and as soon as I can 

spare a record-taking outfit I purpose sending one into Austria, 

and Hungary, to pick up local music, advertise what we are doing and 

probably send a commercial man along to stir up the trade. I think, 

as I have already written you before , it would be absolutely neces¬ 

sary to establish an office and perhaps a ware-room in Vienna. 

To sum the whole thing up I believe we. should make the following 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 
EUROPEAN OFFICE. 

arrangements: Send a traveller and record-making outfit as soon 

as possible into Austria making records at Prague, Vienna, Budapest 

and other local points, advertise in that territory and open an 

office at Vienna. 

Russia - We should send a record-making apparatus into this 

territory as soon as possible for the purpose of making records in 

St. Petersburg, Warsaw, Moscow and I believe open an office in 

St. Petersburg. 

Of course this represents my general views of the situation and 

I do not for a moment think it can all be done within a few months' 

time or even that you can decide on the natter at once. I know it 

will take a long time to accomplish all this and involve the ex¬ 

penditure of a large amount of money. I wish, therefore, you would 

think the matter over carefully and let me have your views upon the 

subject. I sincerely trust what I have written will meet with your 

general approval. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W./t.D. 



Mf / '6'r«„je£ tAQfjvm/'^/M/tym/Zf '(./• 

fj 
@>a/r0 ty//ft/i(f/fee!^/r^M^f^ y 

££j/ce&- Trade Mark "Edisi 

S&Hdl&Sfr*!' Vrt,,,Je£ fficrt/&>. (Mmr//fy[ . r > 

ited" <^^J^!^>^^iuary 22,1904. 

William E.Gilmore, Esq., 

Pres., National Phon. Co., 

• of the 20th instant, I asked 

i the subject of the scheme of 

i for registration have been made are the following: 

/ / Great Britain 
/ Belgium, 

Prance, 
* Holland, 
fi Turkey, 
a| India, 

In Servia, 
Im Sweden, 
(H Austria-Hungary, 
TO Great Britain, 

/fffi Russia, 
Switzerland, 

tp- Denmark, 
j Norway, 
V Italy, 

‘5vT'-Germany, 
■t^Bortugal, 
Wr-Mexico 

',V!‘v9%.pan 
Spain, 

X New South Wales, 
■o, Victoria, 

South Australia, 
Queensland, 

Cape Colony, 
Natal, 
Orange River Colony, 
Transvaal, 
Argentine, 

.Bolivia, 
Brazil, 
Chili, 
Colombia, 
Ecuador, 
Paraguay, 
Peru, 
Uruguay, 
Venezuela, 
Straits Settlements 
Hong Kong, 
Jamaica, 
Barbadoss, 
Bahamas, 
Western Australia, 
New Zealand, 
Luxembourg, ^ 
Roumania, >0- 
Bulgaria 



This you will note floes not include Egypt which Mr. 

Marks thinks is important. I can have the trade-mark registered 

in England through Richards & Co. or can have Mr. Marks do this, 

whichever you say. Probably Richards & Co. would be cheaperj 

Yours very truly, 
O' 

CJ’/l -- ELD/feiW 



(Ktm&u&tug (!riujinm-5:^ntot£(!rxpfri. 

J&dLl/uwJtem, 
7 /?/ <> 

50'th.^. 

Dear Mr. Gilmore, 

lylf|4f 
You will be interested in hearing that your .old 

emissary or whatever you prefer to call him. Colonel Gouraandf called 
on me on Monday, and has lost none of his original assurance. He 
explained that he was the Governor General of Sahara and that His 
Majesty the Emperor desired to have a number of phonographs for that 
great land. X told him that no doubt he could, be supplied as any 
other trader but he must go to the right quarters for that,as X was 
not concerned on that end of the business- 

He did his" best to pump me concerning Mr. Edison but obtained 
little information on the subject. He (Gouq*«4; has just appointed 
the Commander i'n Chief of Sahara and. various other officers of the 
State and he, the Colonel, i’s the only minister not having a salary 
although he was offered one by the -Emperor greater than that of the 
President of the United States of America, he -preferred however to be 
freef- 

He claims, as' you may expect, to have praciioally made 
Mr. Edison's fortune and I sat almost bathed in smiles, which I tried 
to hide whilst he enlarged upon his various exploits in the past and 
his great expectations for the future. 

I sent him to Mr. White not telling himhis name and telephoned 
Mr. White he might expect this august pers'onage, and X believe as a 
matter of fact Mr. White- did s'ee him and has probably -written you 
thereon. J . 

An incident lilce this goes to relieve the monotony if such exists 
in any offioe and it is- for this that I send it not that it is of any 
value. 

Yours faithfully, 



N (X Sd^ian 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

Pi . " YYUSL-^- i I 
It Cades Used: A.!,, A.D.C., commercial, Telegrams &• Cables: " Randomly, London.' 

Telephono No. SOSO, 

Thomas A. 
©©ISO EC’S 
Phonographs, OF THE 
Gold Moulded ___ Orange N.J., 
^Reeosds, NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH <3©. Ltd. ur ProjeelitiE 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London,. E.C. 

. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
Orange, N.J., U.S.A. 

5th P|b^uar'y;lJl")^ 

I have had a call at this office from your old friend Colonel 

Gourud. I beg to inform you that he has "broken out in a new 

place", and now holds the very exalted position of Governor-General 

to the new King of Sahara, Mons. Jacques Lebaudy. Colonel Gourud 

came into my office in his usual effusive and enthusiastic manner 

and informed me that he was in a position to place an order for 

several thousand phonographs and a few million records to take out 

to Sahara to sell to the unsuspecting natives. Of course I was very 

pleased at the chances of receiving such a large and beautiful 

order, and answering his enquiry I informed him that we could fill 

such an order on two or three days' notice, but, alas, my hopes have 

been cruelly da3hed to the ground, inasmuch as the Colonel wanted me 

to get all the goods ready, and when I mentioned the cash part of the 

transaction he stated the cash would be forthcoming, but as I have 

not seen it yet I begin to suspect very strongly that 1 am not 

going to secure the order. Of course in this wicked world one 



has to 13900013 used to ouch reversals this. 

The Colonel la very anxious to know when Mr. Edison intends 

visiting this country, he having heard in some way that we was comin 

over in connection with the Iron Ore Co. in Norway. Of course I 

could give him no information as to this, and I understand he has 

been around Fitzhugh House in Arundel Street to see what he can 

find out there. This may or may not he interesting to Mr.Edison 

so I send it along for what it is worth. 

The Colonel is evidently a very hard man to keep down. He 

reminds me very much of the Irishman who will get up in the world, 

even if he has to sit in the Gallery. 

With kind regards 

Believe me, 

Very truly 

j.h.w.A*d. 



j.r. s,i ■ {Ousted- 7kw. 

ThiB matter seems to be getting quite seriouB. I hardily 

know what to say to Mr. White. See me in regard to it. 

2/8/04. W.E.G. 

[ENCLOSURE] 

(^\omab Cl8dwon." 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

Gold Mould 
Records, 

Projecting 
Kinetosco NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ©o. Ltd. 

EDISON NVANUPACTURING ©o. Ltd. 
25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

J 

W.ji.Gilmore, .asq. , 1 ^ 
President, national Phonograph CoJ /SO 

Orange, Hew Jersey, U.S^A, ■ 

28th January, 1904. 

i Esq. , 
national Phonograj 

■ 
Dear Sir, ‘— -* 

I enclose herewith a further letter received from H.Cooper & 

Co. upon the subject of Concert records which we recently delivered 

to them and which they reported to be very inferior indeed. I have 

recom-ly procured several*of our Concert records and have listened 

to them, making careful comparison with Concert records of various 

European makes, and I must admit frankly- that as compared with 

these several makes our records are very much inferior, I therefore 

do not believe it good policy to put these records out in Europe as 

they are certainly no credit to the name ''Edison'1. I think you 

will agree with me that it would be better policy for us not to 

execute orders for Concert records under these circumstances. How¬ 

ever before taking any definite steps in this matter I will wait 

a letter from you upon the subject, which letter I hope you will 

direct to me personally. 

You.rs very truly, 

J.H.V/./l.D. 









Ct£dw<m, 

E©ES©E«'S EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
Phonographs, OF THE 
Gold Moulded 

ft53£ NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH 0o. Ltd. 
Kioetoscopes, 

EDISON MANUFACTURING <3°- Ltd. 
Motors, 

Edison-Primary 

Factories : 
Orange N. J* 

25 Clerfeenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

16th February, 1904. 

ajn officeN 
W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 

Orange, New Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

Upon receipt of yours of February 6th I have j.hstT'ei 

as follows 

"GILMORE. Advise holding Stollwarck matter. Writing. WHITE". 

Your letter enclosing copy of letter from Stollwerck dated January 

20th this moment received, and I quits agree with you that Stoll¬ 

werck ‘s letter says very little. I am now firmly convinced that 

Stollwerck is not over friendly towards us, and I sincerely hope 

that negotiations with him fall through, as I believe wa can do 

better with this business in Germany ourselves. I would point out 

the fact to you that we now only have five jobbers in Germany and 

I believe it would be a very easy matter indeed to get the majority 

of the Retail Dealers1 trade. I believe that a business in Germany 

can be worked up to be fully as good as the trade we are now en¬ 

joying in Gt. Britain. . 

We now have an established^ttnBerlin and will shortly have 

a plant equipped to take care of our entire record product, and 



personally I very much prefer taking the chances of finding a market 

for the output of this plant than in leaving the matter to Stollwerck, 

and 1 believe if we adopt this course we will come out on top. 

Stollwerck advises me that he is not willing to begin business 

until we can give him a catalogue of 500 new records, and that these 

records must be voices of the greatest artistes of Europe as well 

as the most famous bands. Of course the band part of it is all 

right and we have already made band records of the leading organisa¬ 

tions of Germany, but the artiste.part of it is another story and 

will be another story until such time as your permanent master is 

an assured fact. 

I have been devoting all the time X possibly could to arrange 

matters at the Berlin office so as to be in shape to. go ahead with 

the German business immediately after' the close of our fiscal year, 

and I have had Mr. Graf here this week getting tSa. line on our 

order, shipping and invoice system, so that same can be carried 

into effect in handling the German business. 

We are also compiling matter for a new German catalogue of 

both machines and records and shall be ready to circulate this 

shortly after the 1st of March or just as soon as Mr. Riehl is 

ready to give us an output of the 100 and odd new German selec¬ 

tions he is now moulding at Brussels, so that you may understand 

we are going ahead with our arrangements entirely independent of 

Stollwerck; in other words we are not considering hima at all. 

As to sending the contract schedules through me I think this 

is a matter which can very well be left to your own good .Judgment 

2. 



and I do not see that it will make much difference one way or the 

other. Personally I am opposed to the whole arrangement with 

Stollwercks and I want you to know just how X feel on the matter. 

I believe we can do very much better by paddling our own canoe, 

and I feel that the Stollwerck arrangement will antagonise the 

entire German trade. 

Furthermore I am glad to advise you that I have just learned 

that the Allegemaine Phonographen Gasellshaft of Germany, a 

concern that has been manufacturing imitations of Edison's phono¬ 

graph, has gone to- the wall, so that we need fear nothing more 

from this source, and our sailing in Germany will be that much 

easier. 

Awaiting your further advice upon this matter 

I am, 

Most truly yours, 

/ Sales Manager. 

P.S. I am suggesting to Mr. Riehl that he look into the matter of 
the Allegemaine people, as I understand their stock is to be of¬ 
fered at public sale and it might be that we could procure some¬ 
thing useful to us at a very cheap figure. 



CX&dViHHU 

\pz•'7^'^^ - 

CoM* Ctofo Used I A.l., A.l 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH S° Ltd. 
Phonographs, 
GoUMoulded 

“Is EDISON /MANUFACTURING 6©. Ltd. 
Motors, 

Edison-Primary 
Batteries* 

Bates and Edison Autotr 
Numbering Machines* 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

. Gilmore, Esq,, 
Orange, New Jersey. 

27th February, 

Dear Sir, 

rhich I Bent to 

5th complaining 

X beg to enclose you herewith copy of letter \ 

the National Phonograph Co. under data of Fe/ruary/ 

of the fact that we had not received populs£ numbers of any 

of the big selling titles which we have ordered in large quantities. 

I have since concluded that this is a matter which should be brought 

to your personal attention as X seem to get no satisfaction whatever 

by writing to the Company. Since writing this letter I have had 

a statement made up of requisitions which we have placed with Orange 

for records, and I enclose you herewith copy of same. I beg to call 

your particular attention to our requisition 628 placed on October 

28th calling for 141,000 records and to the fact that there are 

still due us on this order 48,900; also our order of November 19th 

for 234,500 records on which you still owe us 160,500, and our 

requisitions 711,712 of November 18th calling for 100 D. repro¬ 

ducers and 1000 C. reproducers against which no shipments have 

been made up-to-date. We will add that we have had orders placed 

for C. reproducers for the last 7 or 8 months and have received 



nothing but a handful to say the most. The Edison-Bsll Company 

have placed a C. reproducer on the market and as near as we can 

learn are getting a large amount of "business from it. Nov/ I think 

you mu3t admit that this is rather a serious state of affairs from 

our standpoint. Y/s are doing the very "best we can to fill orders 

and to taka care of the trade which v/e have created "but we cannot 

fill orders or make the show that v/e would like to if the factory 

continue to ship goods to us in this manner. I have in mind also 

at the present time the various Continental customers who have 

written to New York and to yourself complaining about non-deliveries 

and while I do not of course blame you- for writing us and jogging us 

up on these matters I will simply say that it is quits impossible 

for us to supply goods which we do not receive from America. 

Since writing mine of February 5th I have personally gone through 

our racks and find that the records we lack are in almost every 

particular the titles which are most called for, and therefore I 

am firmly convinced that some-one at the factory is giving us very 

much the worst of it in delivery of popular selling records, and 

I must protest emphatically against thiB as I do not believe you 

would for one moment sanction it, and I certainly think the business 

we are doing entitles us to at least a fair share of consideration 

when records are being dealt out. We have now been stocking records 

in London for two months and I can truthfully state that with one 

or two exceptions we have never had any of the popular selling 

titles in our racks although we have placed orders for large quanti¬ 

ties as far back as last October. In fact I find that our requisi¬ 

tions Nos. 628 and 7i4 embrace a very large quantity of popular 



selections-against which practically no deliveries have been made. 

I win take the selection "Hiawatha" as an illustration. We have 

had orders in for over two months calling for thousands of this 

one selection and up to the present moment we have never had hut 

one case of 300 of "Hiawatha" in this building. 

How it is not pleasnt to me to write complaining letters and 

I do not want to bother you on these matters unless it is abso¬ 

lutely necessary, but I do feel that we have not been treated right 

in these matters find X feel also that X am justified in complaining 

to you. 

I sincerely hope you will give this matter cue consideration 

and that I will hear from you to the effect that we will at least 

be given a fair proportion of popular records which you are turning 

out, 

Very truly yours, 

/ / European Sales Manager. 

j.h.w./l.d. 

...-4. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

COPY. 5th February, 1904. 

The National Phonograph Go., 
Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

Gentlemen, 

We have just cabled you to ship 2000 Band records of "Hiawatha" 

to Manchester and send B's/L to us. This cable is sent by the 

request of our client Mr. Christian Duwe. We sincerely hope you 

will make shipment of these records immediately. 

In connection with this I beg to call your attention to the 

fact that while you are now doing fairly well on shipments of 

records, we are not getting shipments of popular titles such as 

"Hiawatha", "The Holy City", "Shade of the Palm", Bell Solos, and 

so forth. I have written you on this subject before both from 

Antwerp and London, but seem to get no reply, neither do 1 get 

records of these popular titles. It is fair to assume that you are 

turning out these popular records in large quantities,.and there¬ 

fore I must conclude that the domestic market is getting your en¬ 

tire product. While we have a good stock of records in hand at the 

present time I may say that with one or two exceptions our racks 

are entirely empty so far as popular titles are concerned, therefore 

I must say that I do not think we are being treated fairly in this 

matter, and I hope you will give the above your attention and see 

to it that we get at least a fair proportion of the big selling 

numbers which you are manufacturing. 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) JAS. H. WHITE. 

J.H.W./t.D. European Sales Manager. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

ORDERS 

Planed. with the factory to: 

STOCK. 

628 141,000 Records. ' ll/S4 -SI,000 ' /:V' 112/12 -20,100 ■ " 
1/5 -26,000' ■ 
l/lS -16,0001 %ir 
1/16 - 9,000: 

,, No* 2^, / 
Ut-tp-pJ • -7/ \_ 

.)lO; //( if ! 

l/l -20,000' 
1/12 -16,000- 
1/15 -21,000 
1/23-17,000- K 

50,000 Record Cats. 

13 742- 10,000 Shaved Blanks. l/27 - 5,000 J| 
3 • 746. | 25 Each. Electrotypes. ^ No;.~,(- ' 

3. 747. Sample Boards of all 
__[_types of Phonographs. ?}lAtaZji, 

12/17/04 750. Parts of reproducer 

_ 
and recorder. '"•No'/' L-C'° 

1/8/04. 767. 150-14" Brass horns. ■' ' No. ' 1 
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1/23/04 1 790 ' 1,000 "Standards". |,- No. ' rz,. j,: 
1/23/04 | 804. , 200 "B" Reproducers. 

*9; Jz 
1/30/04 | 814. 24 Oov. Springs for 

Victor. . ' No. . ' y/ 

do. | 815 5,500 Records j ^.NOg,,v j 77.”'. 

2/1/04 : 816 

j_ 5,00 Lithographs, form 
| No. 433. 

2/5/04 !j 817 j| 27 Films No. ' 0 

819 2,000 Oem Phonos. No. 

2/5/04 ! 820 3,000 Oem Phonos. ^No. / 

do. 821 1,000 Home Phonos. yvvHo/;; 

do. 822 | 1,000 Diaphragm Micas. No ^'''7 ■ • ' ‘ 

2/12/04 840 Repair »c Supply parts. jj No- i-'./i 

do. 842 8,000 Records. No/'-' ?. £ 

2/13/04 844 3,000 Records. 1 ' — 

2/16/04 848 9,600 Moulded Records No. ,, 

2/20/04 j 854 5 Triton Motors. | 
J&W if 



I 
LIAR ! 

~nANS.__ 
Janies K, White, Esq., 

European Sales Manager, 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

X have your favor of the 11th, having reference to the raatl 

of delay in filling orders of Shnlts of Altona and 0. Detmering of 

Hamburg, with memorandum from your Order Department explaining the 

situation. Of course I am sorry that the trouble was due to the 

inability to get the records that you required as you should have 

liked. In this connection I quote memorandum from Mr. Hird, who is 

in charge of the Order Department, which sets forth exactly the ordere 

placed and from which you will see that weekly shipments on all of 

the orders and of the particular selections referred to were made 

right along. I also draw your attention to what he says about plac¬ 

ing larger orders in any case. 

Referring to the attached, I find on looking up Mr. V/hite's 
orders that on his order Ho. 628, dated Hov. 2nd, calling for a to¬ 
tal quantityrof 141,000 records, to popular selections alluded to, 
vis: "Hiawatha", "Holy Oity", "Shade of the Palms" and "Bell Solo", 
were ordered in quantities as follows: 

Hiawatha, 
Holy .City 
Shade of the Palms, 
Ho. 8295 
Ho. 8416 
Ho. 8379 

250 
200 
300 
300 ) 
350 )- Bell 
300 ) 

Solos. 
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As to Mr. ’White's order ITo. 73 4, dated Nov. 
a totai quantity of 234,500 records, 1 find 
ions ordered are as foiiows: 

30th, which ca33s for 
that, the popu3ar seiect- 

Hiawatha 
Hoiy City 
Shade of the Paims 
No. 8295 
No. 8436 
No. 8379 

We have made weekiy shipmentb uueos nu ori 
c3uded some of the above se3ections in each shlpme: 

300 
200 
200 
500 ) 
500 )-Be33 So3os. 
500 ) 

these two orders and have 
and 

present time we have fi33ed the entire qu^tity^iihesirselection* 
cajjea for. 

It seems to me that the London Office has not ordered ver» 
iiberaiiy of these popuiar se3ections, and I wou3d suggest that, they 
p3ace an order suffacient,3y 3arge to take care of their requirements. 
An oraer say for 2,000 of each seiection, wou3d, I think, keep them 
wejj suppi led. As the matter now stands, the'' have no unfi33ed 
orders for tliese particu3ar se3ections. 

The tota3 quantity of these se3ections ordered bv the London 
Office for their stock since Nov. 2nd, is as foiiows:" 

Hiawatha 350 
Ho3y City 400 
Shade of the I aims 500 
No. 8295 800 ) 

8436 850 ) -Be33 So3 os. 
No. 8379 800 ) 

These quantities tve have shipped in 3ots proportionate to the 
quantities of other seiections caiiedjfor. 

W0113d say for your further information that up to the present 
time there remain but, 3o,600 records due on order No. 628, and that 
oraer No. 734 was comp3et,e this week .(week ending Neb. 27th). 

The orders of the London consignment account are being taken 
care of and as iiberai shipments made as our production wi33 permit 
without negiecting the domestic trade. 1 

I think that, if Mr. White wi33 send us at.good 3ibera3 order'for 
these popuiar seiections, aiiowing us to make shipments from time to 
time, he wiii have no further cause for complaint in this direction." 

There is another thing, you are perfectly11 fami!,iar”fg£ions 

two months at ieast, before Christmas, and even 3ong after the Christ¬ 

mas Hoiidays we are simpiy overwheimed with business of aii kinds. 

Of course next year we are not going to have this trouble, as what 

we can do is for us to arrange between us, jirovided we are not in a 

position to furnish you these promptly, to give you mo'ids; so that 

the records can be made at the Brusseis piant, and then you can 
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govern their output yourself. Of course I refer only to popular 

selections such as those enumerated, or such selections as seem to 

be in great demand. You are perfectly .correct, in your supposition 

that these moulds were working day and night; there is no question 

as to this. We are unable to keep our own customers going here: 

Keep up writing complaining letters; that is the only way 

you will ever get anything. There is no use sitting down and think¬ 

ing that your office is neglected to the benefit of all other cust¬ 

omers; if you do not complain about it you will never receive any 

consideration. You have a good man with you who knows all about 

this; his name is Squire. He was on the other side of the fence, 

and now that he is on the opjjosite side there is no doubt that he 

can write as good a complaining letter aw anybody that I know of; 

a.t least, it would seem to me that he has had sufficient experience 

to enable him to do so. 

I understand that Schermerhorn has already written you on 

this general■subject, so it is not necessary for me to go into 

details. 

Yours very truly, 

WHIG /LYA'/ 

President 



17th, together with copy of affidavit in the case that he has brought 

against the Edison-Bell Consolidated Phonograph Co., Ltd., also letter 

from 'White dated the 15th of February and copy of advertisement 

referred to. X have written Mr. Marks that what he has done is entirely 

approved, and X trust that you will sanction it also. 

Please return the papers in the enclosed envelope, with any com¬ 

ments. 

Enc- 
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I am bringing an action against Edis'on Bell now for. the 

misuse of the word "Edison" I have claimed against these people before 

and suggested that they should make their own advertisements" dis'tinct 

and it is idle to write letters. I am without notice therefore applying 

for an Injunction and am swearing an affidavit on the terms which I 

enclose so that you may know exactly what the position is; you will 

remember that these people advertise how their own record but put at 

the heading "The Slew Edison" and then follow on another line with "Bell 

Popular Phonograph Records'" Mr. White sent you copy of the advertise- 

'mdnt last wee]* and I think we shall bring them down on this matter once 

.and for all, 

You will gather the position.from the copy of the chief points' 

in my affidavit;! .am spending copy also to Mr. Dyer for his record. 

Yours faithfully. 
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Thomas A. Edison & The national Phonograph Company Ltd. 

Edison Bell Consolidated Phonograph Company Ltd. 

Points of Particulars' in Affidavit. 

I George Croydon Marks Consulting Engineer and Chartered 
Patent Agent of 18, Southampton Buildings, London, W.O. 
make oath and say as follows":- 

1. That I am attorney in England for Mr. Thomas Alva 
Edison of Orange, New Jersey. U.S.A. with full power to 
institute proceedings in his name and on his behalf. 

2. I called at the head offices of the Edison Bell 
Cobs'olidated Phonograph Company Limited at 59, Charing Cross 
Road, London, on the 17th inst. and asked for s'ome of their 
New Edison Records. The salesman enquired whether I wanted 
Gold Moulded and I produced an advertisement from the Iron¬ 
monger" of January 16th 1904. and pointed to the samesaying 
that I wanted those; he said the ordinary records were one 
shilling and the gold moulded were one shilling and sixpence 
each. I asked for six of the Shilling New Edison Records and 
obtained them done up in a parcel before I had seen them. Upon 
opening the parcel I found that the records were in Edison 
Bell boxes and not the Edison boxes. 

* enquired as to whether they had anything fresh of 
Edison s to offer and I was shown'a phonograph for commercial 
use which the salesman explained was their regular Edison 
Machine. . 

4. I subsequently went on the sane morning to No. 20, 
Cheapside the other London address of the Edison Bell Con¬ 
solidated Phonograph Company Limited and enquired for New 
Edison Records and asked the price. The salesman asked what 
kind I wanted and upon my producing the advertisement from 
the "Ironmonger" of January 16th. he said on glancing at it 
"this is not ourrs this is the Edison Records which we do 
not stock". Upon my pointing out it was his own company's 
advertisement he s'aid "Oh yes, that is so I had not seen it 
before" and then informed me that the records were one shilp 
ling and sixpence gold moulded; I purchased two at that price, 

5. I say that the records sold to the public as the 
Edison Reoord is that made under Mr. Edison's patents for 
which patents the National Phonograph Company Limited hold 
the sole license in this country. 

6. The Edison Bell Company do ntt purchase Edison Record 
at the present time but axe rivals selling their own records 
in competition with the National Phonograph Company Ltd. and 
publicly advertise that their records axe made in London aid 
warn persons against fraudulent copies that are being 
offered to the public. 

7. The advertisement which appears in the "Ironmonger 
is calculated to deceive the public into the belief that the 
New Edison Record is that one that can be obtained from the 
Edison Bell Consolidated Company Ltd. whereas no genuine 
Edison Records' axe sold by them and they have not the slight¬ 
est interest in any way in any of Mr. Edison's recent patents' 
connected with the manufacture and production of records. 



/& MaLyta*. 

March 4th /W/: 

re. Gouraud. 

rea,r Mr. Gilmore, 
I am obliged by your cable to me concerning the notice 

which appeared in many papers here emanating from Colonel Gouraud as to 
Mr. Edison's visit. He "Gouraud) has evidently been fooling in pretty 
high quarters this time, for he wrote to the King's secretary and en¬ 
deavoured to get the patronage of the King to some entertainment or 
some kind of show that was to be got up by Gouraud in honour of the 
'25th anniversary of the phonograph. This latter however I only have 
by rumour, but the other part is" public, I enclose you a cutting from 
one of the papers on one day and at the sane time a cutting from another 
paper which shows' what Gouraud is doing with his doughty friend of 
Sahara. 

This man is a very dangerous' person and may do- a great deal of harm 
by representing himself as being Mr.. Edison's emissary.' I consider 
that, a man who is' fooling away calling himself all sorts of titles' and 
being ridiculed in the Press by his association with Jagues of Sahara 
is not a creditable person to be posing over here as one to commit 
Mr. Edison in everything, X have taken means to stop the rumours and I 

think we shall have no recurrence of them. 
Yours faithfully. 



Copy 
P'fxo ,r. Yha 

of Minutes .of Board Meeting of the National Phonograph CoLiraitdd 

Held. 8th. March 1904. 

Presents Mr G Croydon Marks, in the chair, Mr J H White & 

Secretary. Mr BueJzler attended by invitation. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting wereeread & confirmed. 

The correspondence between .Mr G. Croydon Marks.* Mr W 3 Gil¬ 

more re the Licence,from Mr T A Edison to the N. P. Go. Ltd. 

. v,as read. z '/ 

Resolved’: - 

(1) That Mr Edison's^ terma as conveyed verbally by Mr p 

Puehier with rggard to his trade mark viz-: 

£5000, per /fehnum be accepted & that an agreement embodying x 

such terms be prepared, if desired by .Mr Edison. 

(2) . That the offer as conveyed verbally by Mr Buehler, 

°1 the National Phonograph Co of U.S.A. to keapea recording 

department in this Country and to prepare moulds for all >/ 

records thus taken chargingjthe Co. an amount each month vary- 

with the selections!., be accepted^that an agreement embody* 

ing such proposal be drawn up if desired by the National 

Phonograph Co. 

(3) .. That the Co. agrees to Collect & transmit any 

accounts for goods delivered prior tb the 31st December '03 

t0 the Wat'ional Phonograph Co. Orange, New Jersey, charging 

tjhem One 5s on all sums thus collected. 

(4) '. That the D’fWer of the National Phonograph Co. to 

Pay a commission of I<jfi on taa amount of British business done 

through their Orange and Antwerp offices ftom October XOth. 

’03 to December 31st '03. be accepted, such commission of i* 

being paid in consequence of the Co not being ready themselves 

Po execute orders at the ClerkenweailRd. prenW TOtll Ist>1 



January '04., the National Phonograph Co. also undertaking uh?.* 

through Mr Buehler to pay all costs of admlnlstratiiion and staff 

expenses and wages up to the end of 1905. 

(5). That the annual meeting of the Co. -136 held as' soon *= 

as the Report & statement of accounts are prepared, and that Mr 

Callaway , Chartered accountant , he instructed to audit the ac¬ 

counts; and that the Directors report & statement of accounts 

be submitted at the nest Board meeting. 

(Signed) G Croydon Marks. 



• 9 Referring to the attacheqTlett er from Riehl, as you know, 

these records are hehe. iVoorhis Saafe^tested them and reports that prac¬ 

tically aj.1 of them are quite roAgh, some of them much more so than 

others. Hone of them compare with our records. I have two or three of 

them on my desk that X will h^lad to show you at any time you wish to 
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Cl £Ma0iv+ PJofjograpji c° 
^ 55, QUAI DU HALAGE 

'll - ■ _ BRUXELLES (Belgique) 

FACTORERIES 

ORANGE N. J. U. S. A. 

RERUN (GERMANY) 

PARIS (FRANCE) 



,N Edisotu 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

M- 

Factories : 
Orange N* J., 

3p*T NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH G°- Ltd. “*• 
<SSS EDISON nANUPACTURINQ 6°- Ltd. Battery 

Motor*, 
Edison-Primary 

Batteries. 
Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 

25 Clerfeenwell Road, 

. London, EC, 

18th March, 1904. 

The National Phonograph Co. 
Orange, New Jersey. ^jnii 

Gentlemen, 

The trading name of the National Phonograph Co., Berlin, has 

Been changed, we having registered an entirely new name as follows 

"THE EDISON GESELESCHAFT M. B. H.». The new Company will "become 

operative on April 1st 1904 and all ccmmunications addressed to 

them after this date should be in accordance with the above. The 

offices of this Company will be 24-25, Sudufer, and the cable ad¬ 

dress as heretofore will be "Ediphon". 

Very truly yours, 

J*H-\V-/L.D. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

LIMITED. 

gjtrcclnrs: 

W. E. GILMORE, Esq. G. CROYDON MARKS, Esq., J.P., 

" and J. H. WHITE, Esq. 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS 

To be presented at the Second Annual General Meeting of the Company, to be 

held at the Registered Offices of the Company, 56, Chancery Lane, 

London,. IV., on the 2SI/1 day of March, 1904, at 1 o'clock. 

1. —The Directors submit a Statement of Accounts and Balance Sheet as 

at December 31st, 1903, duly audited. 

2. —-In consequence of the delay and difficulties that arose in cOiiiTection 

with the legal and other formalities pertaining to the acquisition of the lease of 

premises in 25, Clerkenwell Road, and 105, John Street, which the Directors 

had selected as being suitable for the Company’s business, it was found 

impossible to enter into actual possession of such premises until 

January 1st, 1904. 

3. —Owing to the vexatious delays that thus arose and the impossibility 

of entering upon the proper premises for the storage of goods and for the 

’ transaction of business, the Directors Have to report that no actual trading or 

business could be done directly by the Company; they therefore made 

arrangements whereby the business that would otherwise have been transacted 

. by them should be undertaken, until December 31st, 1903,0ft commission, by 

the National Phonograph Company of Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

4;—Mr. W. E. Gilmore retires by rotation and offers himself for 

re-election. 



THE NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED. 

BAlaKNeE SHEET, 31st DECEMBER, 1903. 

Authorised t— 
Shares of £ 1 each .5 

£ s- d. A' S. d. £ s. d. 
By Debtors . ... . ... 

„ Cash on Deposit with Guarantee Society 
„ Guarantee Premium paid in respect of Lease... 37 to 0 

Less amount written off . 326 
Shares full)'paid 
;d Loan ... . 

d Loss Account:— 
ce as per Account below . 

98 18 8 

470 16 0 

£2,569 14 8 ^ 

„ Registration Fees, Capital Duty and Preliminary 
Expenses . ... ... ... 47 10 0 

Less amount written off. 3 19 2 

PROFIT TKMlO laOSS pceeoUNT for* the year* to 31st DECEMBER, 1903 

Tax 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

13 18 8 By Commission ... ... • ... 

on of Guarantee Premium written off... 
Preliminary Expenses, &c., written off 

carried to Balance Sheet 

3 2 6 
3 19 2 
- 7 1 8 

£491 16 ,4 

holders of the NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED. 
In accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1900,1 certify that all my requirements as Auditor have been complied with. I report that I have at 
of the Company for the year to 31st December, 1903, and have examined the above Balance Sheet with the accounts and vouchers relating thereto, and in my opin 

fair Balance Sheet properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Company's affairs as shown by the books of the Company. 
W. D. CALLAWAY. 



\^NAT10NAL PHONOGRAPH^1 

“ r COMPANY, LIMITED:- - * 

:f-r 

-.1 

NOTICE ; is HEREBY GIVEN that the 

Second Annual General ,. Meeting of the 

A'.-^:^t»^.^A/iSUWt^iHONocR®n:'^c6«fpSi7r'Limited, 
will be held, at ,the Registered' Officds^of'.the 
Company, 56, Chancery LaNe,'Lqn'don;'\Y.C., 
on the 28th day of March, 1904, at .l .o’clock, . 
for the following business:— , 

Dated this 19th day of March, 1904. 

■ 56, Chancery Lane, 
London, W.C. 

igth March, 1904. . 



G. Croydon Marks, Esq.., 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose you herewith original letter dated March 28th, from 

Mr. Dyer to myself, relative to the organization of the German company, 

together with your letter to me dated the 14th of March, from Berlin. 

I do not think that this plan is proper. 7/hat I want to do is to 

have the New Jersey Patent Co. grant licenses to all the different com¬ 

panies that we will organize in Europe, and not through the National 

Phonogra.ph Co., Ltd. X want to treat the National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

as a purely selling concern, handling our products throughout the 

British Isles, and Ido not like the method of having all these trans¬ 

actions go through the National Phonograph Co., Ltd. There may he 

a reason, however, that will not permit of thid with which I am not 

familiar, so I wish you v/ould think over this matter and he prepared to 

discuss it with me when I see you in London about the 13th of April. 
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Orange, N. J. 

Dear Sir:- 

Your favor of the 25th inst. has been received,attach¬ 

ing letter from Mr. Marks which 1 return herewith. 

As I understand the scheme, a German corporation is 

to he formed capitalized at £20,000 of which you, Mr. Edison, Mr. 

White and Mr. Marks are to hold shares for £100 each, and the 

National Phonograph Company, Ltd; of London is to receive shares 

for £19,600 in payment for the German patents now owned hy Mr. Edi¬ 

son. These latter shares are then to he transferred to the New 

Jersey Patent Company, while Mr. Marks and Mr. White are to execute 

blank assignments for their holdings. 

I see no objection to this sche'me except to suggest, 

if it has not already been done, that the German patents be assign¬ 

ed by Mr. Edison to the National Phonograph Co. Ltd. and then from, 

the latter Company to the German Corporation, in order that there 

may be a bona-fide consideration for the stock. 

In accordance with your suggestion, 1 have written 

Mr. Marks to-day explaining that it will be hardly possible for me 

to furnish him with the necessary power of attorney before he leaves 
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W.E.G.2 - German Company. 

for this side, and requesting him to advise me by cable as to 

what he wishes me to do. 

eld/mm. 

Yours very truly, 

Enclosure, 
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• REIGN DEPARTMENT 

NAT ID NAL PHONOGRAPH HO. 
EDISON MANUFACTURING ED. 
BATES MANUFACTURING ED. 

Mr. W. E. Gilmore, Pres’t., 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London E. C. England. 

1 heg to hand you herewith communication received from 

Mr. Cabanas, in which he confirms his cable, asking us to send 

Recording Outfit to Mexico. 

The Outfit -comprising a shipment of 11 cases- was for¬ 

warded the 15th inst., by Express and Mr. Werner will lwave 

the following Tuesday, (April 19th) and I have cabled Mr. Cabanas 

to this effect. 

1 have forwarded one copy of Mr. Cabanas’s letter to Mr. 

Schermerhorn and a copy to Mr. Miller, 

ESTIMATE OP RECORD TAKING: He gives the approximate cost 

of the 350 titles, $5600.00 Mexican Silver, equivalent to $2464.00 

U,S.Cy. 

MR. WERNER'S EXPENSES: I advanced Mr. Werner $200.00 to pro¬ 

vide for his expenses to Mexico City and have aBked him to render 

his expense account each week to Mr. Cabanas who will O.K. same 

and pay the amount from cash he will draw against his letter of 



W.E.G.—2. 

April 18, 1904, 

credit. Mr. Werner’s salary will Tie arranged at the factory. 

NUMBER OE MASTER RECORDS TO BE TAKEN: Mr, Miller ad¬ 

vises-; that this matter must he left to Mr. Cabanas, hut states 

that we should have as many if not more than the Columbia people. 

I have advised Mr. Cabanas, and Mr. Miller has also given Mr. War¬ 

ner positive instructions, that what we require is QUALITY. 

I shall arrange to renew letter of credit as expense 

vouchers are received. 

Very truly yours, ^ 

ws/al/encl. 

MANAGER EOREIGN DEPT, 



Mexioo City, April 5, 1904. 

Stevens, Manager "Foreign Kept., 

National Phonograph Co., 

83 Chambers fit., Hew York. 

Yesterday afternoon 1 cabled you t 

whioh you will read: 

"Arrangements are oomploted practioally. Bend as soon as pos¬ 
sible outfit for recording. Telegraph probable date of arrival of 
our expert and outfit. 

Although there is a great deal to be done yet with regard 

to selecting the music to be recorded here, moot of the obstacles ir 

the way of securing talent have boon overcome, and I believe that. 

i oan start right to work Just < i soon as the outfit arrives, even 

;'though it has beei ade ready to start oA short notice, whioh, 

indeed, I trust is the oase. I trust that, as was proposed by 

Mr. Miller, the expert will make it a point to go through Laredo 

at the timo the outfit does, as they are very careless in repacking 

there, and if he is on the ground to see that this is properly done, 

p robably a good deal of breakage will be avoided. I tried to have 

the goods oome straight through to Mexico City and be inspected 

by the Customs offioialB here, but was unable to do so. I was 

also unsuccessful in obtaining exemption from duties on the outfit. 

Could probably ultimately get such a oonoasnion, but it would 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

entail a loss of time in the arrival of outfit, which, as the duties 

will not amount to very rauoh, would not he worth while. 

ESTIMATE 0? RECORD TAKING: 

While I oannot ar. yet give you an absolutely aoourate 

estimate of the expense whioh will he incurred in this connection, 

I believe the following to he very nearly oorreot. In outlining 

this work I have very thoroughly oonBUlted both Messrs. Morales 

Cortaaar ft Co. and Mr. Jorge Alcalde, and have also been glided 

in a measure by the work done by the Columbia people, as representa¬ 

tive of Mr. Joaquin Espinosa's opinion of the records which will 

have the bent demand here. As this latter gentleman is entirely 

tied up with the G.P.Go., he could not be consulted direct. 

The distribution and cost of this work will be about as 

follows: 

1st. POPULAR; 

_ ^ Ho. Cost 
Songs (Solos and Duets) guitar accompaniment. ISO $600:00 

National Episodes -battles etc- 20 400.00 

2nd. BANDS: 

Mexican selections, by the three best Milita¬ 
ry bandB in the Republic 100 8500.00 

3rd. S0HGS: 

Selections from most popylar zarzuelas (light 
opera), comprising solos, duets, trios and 
quartets, with ohoruseB when necessary; 
also typical songs not taken from zarzue¬ 
las -all with orohestra aooompanimont 70 1700.00 

Porward- 310 5200.00 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

HO. 
Carried forward- 310 $5200.00 

4 th. KIS CELLANEOU S: 

Orchestra and instrumental selections; 
typical voonl selections with guitar and 
piano accompaniment, eto.— 40_400.00 

Total 350 5600.00 

Explaining these items more in detail, would state the 

songs under the 1st. are typioal of the lower classes, and have 

a very great demand among itB kind of people, especially for ex¬ 

hibitors, of which I am informed there are in the neighborhood of 

2000 traveling throughout the country. The "National Episodes" 

are sketches from Mexioan history, comprising battles, eto. They 

are made only by one man and his assistants here, who make a spe¬ 

cialty of this work for wax records. Although this class of reoords 

are Bold moot extensively among the lower classes, they have a fair 

demand among the upper classes, The "National Episode" reper¬ 

toire consists of about 100 selections, of which we have selected 

the 20 best sellers. 

2nd. l?Dr the execution of these selections I have contrac¬ 

ted the Estado Mayor and EapadoreB bandB, and have secured the agree¬ 

ment. of the lot. Artillery Band to play for us as soon as it oan 

obtain a^onse from it's oontnitct with the G. P. Go., or '.said 

oontraot oan be gotten around, aotive stepB towards which end are 

being taken. We will then have the three beBt military bands in 

the country, and the 100 selections to be taken of this class of 

musio will be divided among the three bands in proportion with 

the popularity the dealers here believe they enjoy. The price 
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agreed upon ia §100.00 per session of throe hours, and we have 

figured four selections per session. This is conservative, I be¬ 

lieve, as the O.P.Co. averaged seven selections of two master 

reoords per session. 

"rd. ThiB item includes almost all of the high class sings 

with orchestra accompaniment, and the prices at whloh the singers 

have been contracted vary. Although we will gat some of the sin¬ 

gers of tho Principal Theatre (now under contract with the C.P.Co.) 

if necessary, most of these selections will he executed by parties 

not belonging to that troupe, although well and favorably known 

to tho Mexican ptfblio. In selecting these we have considered less 

their popularity on the Btage and more the quality of their voices 

than waB tho case with the other company. It is true that the 

Principal Theatre troupe has the most populafc artists in tho coun¬ 

try, and wo will secure them if we have to, hut believe there in 

material here from which a great deal better results can be ob¬ 

tained than the sample reoordB forwarded you. 

4th. This item Includes selections from typical orohestraB 

quintets, eto,, and a few high olass vocal solos and duets with 

guitar and piano aooompaniment. The Mexioan typioal orchestras 

are oomposod almost wholly of string instruments, and are, therefore 

I believe, diffioult to record. We have, therefore, wherever there 

is any doubt, made it a condition of the oontraot that a trial be 

made before any number of selections are agreed upon. 

I have aH yet not seoured quarters for installing the 

plant, but have several in view. The approximate rental will bo 

$100.00 per month. 
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Of course, ell prions mentioned are in Mexican currency. 

I believe that the prions at whioh talent hen been contracted when 

converted ±h into TJ.S.Cy., will compare very favorably indeed with 

the prices obtaining at the laboratory. 

I trust I have not gone into unnecessary details in this 

connection, but desire to keep yon as thoroughly posted us possible 

on the work that will have to be done here. 

MXPMRTtig EXPENSES. SALARY, CTO. 

1 believe it is your wiBh that X him die the we accounts here. 

I would therefore request that you give ran definite instructions as 

to amounts, advances, if any, eto. in this connection. I request 

thi3, of course, on the supposition that it has been found imprac¬ 

ticable to have Mr. Hiller come down. 

HUMBRR Of MABTRR REOORSS TO BE 'OAKEN: 

The agreements I hare made are based on two, or at most, 

three masters of eaoh selection, this being the number Hr. Hiller 

told mo he thought would be necessary. If there has been any 

ohange in Mr. Miller's plans I would like to know as soon as pos¬ 

sible, in order to make corresponding arrangements. X have thought 

it advisable in most oases to pay per selection rather then Recording 

to time oonaumod, because I feared the latter arrangement would oause 

less satisfactory and more expensive wtrk. 

I will most heartily appreciate any suggestions Mr. Miller 

may deem it advisable to make in oonneotion with this work, with 

which I am at hc8t not as familiar as I might be. Of course Kr. 

Werner is I know thoroughly oapable, but everything will assist 

to obtain the most satisfactory results possible. 
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I have ntlll on hand pratioally the amount of letter of 

oredit (§1,000.00 II.S. Oy.), and thin will ho sufficient to cover 

expenses for some little time after plant starts operations, For 

further remittances, I believe letters of oredit will he the most 

satisfactory form. Mr. Hollins advised Mr. Root and myself that I 

could sign these here on receipt. 

I trust soon to receive your oahle advice os to v/hen we 

can expect arrival of outfit, and with kihd records, hog to remain 

Yours vory truly, 

(Signed) R. CABASIAS. 



21st April, 1904. 

Mr. Henry Nownld, 
Eq.uita.Hle Palast, 

Berlin, W. 

Dsar Sir, 

You will doubtless He surprised to hear from me again from 

london. X have just received a communication from my Orange office 

to -which is attached an original letter addressed Hy you to Mr. 

Thomas A. Edison, in which you complain most Hitterly at the so- 

called treatment that you have received from the management of 

the london office of the National Phonograph Company. In the first 

place let me say to you that Mr. Thomas A. Edison does not give 

any of his personal attention to the commercial end' of the phono¬ 

graph Husin8ss. He is not familiar with any of its details, and 

therefore is not competent to answer any communications that you 

may address .: to him, whether in the way of complaints or otherwise, 

so far as the phonograph Business is concerned. I immediately 

took up with Mr. White personally the general complaint that you 

make, and he has shewn me copies of certain letters that he has 

written you, one under date of April 5th, and another under date 

of April 7th, to whioh I understand he has received as yet no reply 

whatever. Now in answer to your letter X hardly think it proper 



that you should address such a general letter of complaint, hut 

that you should have been more specific aB to your inability to 

procure certain goods from this end of the line. Upon investiga¬ 

tion I find that the orders about which you complain call for some 

reproducers. The only answer X cam make you is that the London 

office of the National Phonograph Company could not furnish you with 

these goods as they were unable to procure them from the factories, 

and the reason of such inability was that the factories wore not 

able to take care of the demand for extra reproducers as our 

facilities were not sufficient at the time. 

X am very sorry at the sarcasm of your letter relative to Mr. 

Graf's form of management and your criticism that the present 

management "is still worse". I consider this absolutely uncalled 

for. Furthermore my recollection is that you have not at any .time 

been satisfied with the management, and as this management has been 

placed in authority by me I can only conclude that the question is 

one that I am better able to cope with and decide about than your 

good self. I would, therefore, prefer that such letters as this 

be not written, and I cun assure you that should any further com¬ 

munications be written to Mr. Edison or myself of this character 

X shall simply consign them to the waste-paper basket, and refuse 

to reply to them. If after due consideration you conclude that you 

prefer to close your account with us it will be entirely satisfac¬ 

tory to me. 
Very truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

W.E.G./L.D. President. 

r 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

21st April, 1904. 

Thos. A. Edison, Esq., 
Edison Laboratory, 

W8st Orange, N.J. 

Dear Mr. Edison, 

You will remember that some time ago we advanced the National 

Phonograph Company Ltd. of London $10,000, which was necessary to 

put up as a guarantee for the rent of the premises at 25 Clerkenwell 

Road. On an arrangement made by Mr. Marks and myself when I was 

laBt in Europe we purchased through the Law Guarantee Society 

£2000 ($1.0,000) of 5 per cent, debentures of the Royal Hotel at 

Ventnor, Isle of Wight, in addition to the debentures themselves 

we are guaranteed the interest and principal of the Law Guarantee 

Society, so this is practically a safe investment. In fadt Mr.Marks 

assures me that the Royal Hotel is a very prosperous institution 

being located at one of the finest watering places in the Isle of 

Wight. After the first year we oan if we like reduoe this amount 

proportionately until the whole has been wiped out, but this is a 

question that oan be taken up and decided later on. The oharge 

for guaranteeing the rental by the Law Guarantee Company was £50 

or $250. The lease and premises at 25 Clerkenwell Road will, you 



remember run until the end of 1909. 1 send this to you as a matter 

of information. 

Very truly yours, 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE TO JOHN R. SCHERMERHORN] 

April 22nd. 1904. 

My Dear John:. 
1 hare been here a week, or practically a week to look 

around. In the first place I find that the plaoe is loaded with good 
and there is no. more room than is really needed. In fact it is a 
question whether there is going to he enough room for the Tall 
trade. I think not, and White will therefore have to look around 
for a storage room. I do not think he will find much trouble in get¬ 
ting it in the immediate vioinity.' We all thought it would he plenty 
large enough, hut it is not* 

The outlook for business over here is very bright indeed, and 
from what White tells me there is going to hd a large business done 
here this I’all and Winter. The agreements are working in fine shape, 
and we only have one real good oase of cutting prioeB, and that is a 
man by the name of Gamage, who rims a large department store on one of 
the principal streets. He is trying now to make overtures, after 
doing all the damage he could, but I have given instructions to M 
Marks to press the case to a final hearing, so as to get a decision 
that can be used to good advantage later on. There were a number 
of Bmall dealers who out on our goods, but as soon as we go for them 

they lay down, as they will not fight, and there is nothing to do but 
sign them up, taking judgment of oourse by default. Gamage is a Com¬ 
pany with lots of money, wanted to fight and will get all he wants. 

We must push ahead ,to get a big stock of machines, as we 
shall require a lot of them over here to take oare not only of the 
English trade, but the German and Erenoh, as well as others, and to 
this end I am going to load him up to the muzzle. How you want to 
take this up with Weber at once and arrange to keep the production righ 
up om phonographs, and then the question of getting the new reoord 
plant going full must also be well mncMcK considered. Of oourse I 
have got tp keep the reoord plantB going here and no doubt this will 
relieve us materially. 

I have been going through the principal aooounts here, and I find 
that some of them have been higher than our aooounts. Eor instance, 
I find that Murdoch's aooount for December last wasSft.4,705. and for 
February of this year it was #21,777. Stookall for Deoember was 
214,650. and for February #12,450. Symonds Stores for Deoember was 
#22,868, There are quite a few others that run from#2,000. to #7,000. 
How this business is going to require a great deal of nursing, and in 
view of the faot that White has a great deal more competition than we 
have in the States it is my intention that he shall be favored, and 
we rauBt be prepared to help him out in every way* I therefore want 
you to give this serious consideration, and Weber as well, and be 



prepared to discuss it fully when I get hack. 
The hooks are in had shape, hut Buehler has taken right hold of 

things and will soon have order out of chaos. We shall keep Jubert 
on until everything is satisfactory to Buehler when he will he fired. 
He is absolutely useless. When he gets hack tp the States he will 

doubtless apply for a job with you, hut do not put him on. X am 
through with him. Tell Westee. 

We expect to leave for the Continent Monday next. I should 
go before, hut will have to wait for the letter you sahled you mailed 
last Saturday, as the chances are it will not he delivered until Mon¬ 
day. We shall go right through to Berlin, then hack to Brussels and 
then to #aria, and then hack again to Bondon. I see no good reason 
now why we should not get away for home about May 25th. However, 
you never can tell Why may arise to change this. 

We had rather a disagreeable trip over. Xiena was ill for three 
days, and never left her befcth. It was very rough on the Sunday, 
and there were very few down to luncheon, and not many more for dinner. 
I had my meals that day in the room, with the exception of breakfast. 
I talked with Ed Waters over the telephone about an hour ago. We 
expect to run down to Rugby on Sunday to Bee them. 

I assume that Mr. Edison has returned and that he is looking and 
feeling well. However, your next letter will doubtless tell me all 
about it. X have written him a long letter by this same mail. 
X-ena seems to be enjoying herself on land, and Bhe does nothing but 
gad and look. She knows now how and where to go, and that of course 
leaves me to attend to business. I have taken lunch with her one day 
since our arrival. 

I have been listening to some of . there British records and they 
are entirely too blaBty. White tells me that the publio here are be¬ 
ginning to criticise this and as a consequence we have got to reduce 
the volume and increase the quality. I have already started this. 
I have also instructed Hayes to begin at once to make hiB talent with 
orchestra aatKHspBuxx and t.o cut out the piano almost entirely. The 
bands and orchestras are almost alike and very harsh indeed. How I m 
want you to send for Walter Miller and have a talk with him about coining 
over here soon. Hayes is a way behind what we are, doing and I think 
it would be to our advantage to have Miller come over here rather than 
have Hayes go over there. Of course I do not know whether Miller 
has the 4th. Avenue plant running smoothly as yet, but if he can ar¬ 
range to get over here before I leave I wish you would have him do so. 
How if Mr. Edison should object tell him I know the conditions as they 
are, and Miller mist come over. If Miller says he has not sufficient 
help tp operate the 4th. Avenue plant send him anyway, as I warned him 

a§? t0 Put on Plenty of help. He should arrange to be away 
mi wrt ** "'I'a Cable me about this, stating how soon he 

+1__ mail thiS as 1 Want t0 sure sets in 
the mall, so with love to the little ones at home, Angie, Agnes, Jane 
and. yourself, X am, 1 ° 9 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

April 22n<i.l904. 

My Dear Mr. Edison:- 
A week has passed sinoe I reached London, and I 

have been looking the ground over quite carefully, so X will write 
fully how I have found things here. In the first plaoe the hooks 
are as we expected in pretty had shape, hut Buehler, the expert ac¬ 

countant X sent over from the Works is hard at work and will get every¬ 
thing in good shape very.soon I hope. We are also looking around 
for a good accountant, and there is no good reason why a satisfactory 
man cannot he prooured here. This is of course having close and t 
•oareful attention, and Buehler will not go hack until the new man thor£ 
oughly understands everything. We are now closing the hooks for the 
month of Deoemher last, and thereafter the work will come along very 

quiokly I hope. 
The total ampunt of oash sent into Orange for the twelve months 

ending February 29th. J.904 was #366,208.50 The amount of money sent 
in during March,1904, was #66,710.41, and this month a check has heen 
sent you for #25,'359.75 to pay royalties, &o., and I have drawn down 
#3,000. additional, whioh I turned over to Edward H. Johnson, as in¬ 
structed hy you 

The Accounts Receivable to the 1st. April aarounted to #130,275.13 
and to the 16th.Aprll they have Increased about #30,000. On the 
other hand they owe about #2,000. outside of the consignment account 
to Orange. 

The total sales for the twelve months ending February 29th. 
1904 were #663,355., and the sales for the month of Maroh,1904, were 
#79,471. as against #26,128. for March 1903. The total sales for the 
month of April, 1903 were #18,806., and the total sales for the month 
of April,1904, to the 16th. inolusive are #20,584.56 

Our business here is going to grow right along, and it has got 
* There is a gm great deal more competition 

hs^e than in the States, hut I must admit that generally speaking 
White has things in very good shape indeed. He has a nice way about 
him, can sell goods and in this way retains his oustomers. Then again 
the agreement system is working fine here, and the only real fight we 
have on is a department store known as Gamage, They defied us at 
first, but seeing that we meant business they do no further advertising 
u«r.S=\?ri0^Bapproached Marks indireotly to settle, but as 
XSE «h!Jaii8flei we hBIe a e°od case I have instructed him to 
push ahead for a decision. We have had any number of decisions by 
default. i* warv,.g3oa«nwive .to., fight and the little will . .... 



TAB 2 

not fight, bo that in their cases the victory is spmewhat hollow. 
We have had. here aoopunts with some of our jobbers that exceed those 
in the States for a single month, one of them running over #32,000. 
I have the details of the principal accounts and will show them to you 
when I get hack. 

The outlook for business is good and already the cry is are you 
going to he able to take care of our orders in the Pall and Holi£ 
day season. I am writing Schermerhorn about this, and I nha.n stir 
them up when 1 get back. The Columbia seem to be dead here and Paths 
has killed himBelf with the English trade by turning out the worst 

kind of product. The only people we have to compete with therefore is 
the Gramophone Co. 1 understand that they are going to have some 
fierce competition this Winter, however, as several manufacturers are 
coming out with a 25 cent disc record. This of course hurts. 

I am going on the Continent either Monday or Tuesday next. 
I shall go right through to Berlin and then back to Brussels and Paris. 
The three plants are now running, the last one Berlin having started 
up some days ago. I shall of course go into these most carefully, 
to get them going on a paying basis as soon as possible. 

I have not seen Johnson, but had a letter from him from Brelin 
in which he asked me to send on that #3,000., which I did. He has 
gone to Nauheim for treatment, and it is doubtful whether I shall 

see him before X leave for the States. Mrs. Johnson is in London with 
her son I believe. Johnson is no doubt in bad shape financially, so 
far aB I can learn. 

I am very glad I came over, as they all needed a lot of bracing 
up, and I can see now that I must oome over at least twice a year, as 
this territory is a very rich one, and we must nurse it carefully, so 
as to get all we can out of +** it. * 

. -Tru?^inf that y°u wil1 ^ve returned to Orange in fine fettle, 
I am7 f°r thS fray’ and 17ith iitld regards from Mrs. Gilmore and myseif, 

Yours very truly, 

S. Bye-the-way the record making over here is "rotten". I have 
written Schermerhorn to arrange to send Walter Miller over so that he 

^ere ^efore l leave. The records are hard and blasty, and 
ia W^at they wanted six months ago, the public are be- 

ft0.discrJ"1Jnat®» and the only way to. do it is to-give them qual- 
no* Quantity. We have gone through this in the States, so^ 

nSW *n ?h» if 1 had a good recorder.’ It 
must come along some day, and is the next move, and the salvation of 
the business-that is the «d principal thiSg we w^t now° 



Mr.W.E. GILMORE, 
President of the NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

25 Clerkenwell Road LONDON E.C. 

Dear Sir:- 

I have your favor from April 21st. My complaint was perfect¬ 
ly in order, as I have the proofs in my hands. I would never do 
anything without a proof. 

If you say, that you are responsible for the management, 
then it is certainly your fault and it is certainly your mistake, 
if you say so. 

In regard to my complaints I beg to say that I am in such 
a long connection with your Company, that I think myself justi¬ 
fied to put such complaints either before yourself, or before 
Mr.EDISON or before your Board of Directors. Whether you like 
this, or dislike this,- I do not care. I will act always in this 
respect according to ray best judgment. 

You say, that I have always complaints about your management 
This is not true. I have never complained about your management 
in the States, but I always had to complain about your manage¬ 
ment in Antwerp. Whose fault this was I did not know. But I think 
that there _is a fault on your part and a fault on the part of 
your European management, TT“f.i. letters are not answered prompt 
ly and orders f.i. are not even acknowledged or, may be, ack¬ 
nowledged two months after. Similar occurrences have happened to 
me many of times. I never complained about your American manage¬ 
ment, although I have been dealing with you in the States during 
6 years, but you never heard from me a wrong word or a complaint. 
We alwys had been on the best terms. 

But what I say here I can prove and I will prove it, Mr.GIL¬ 
MORE, and if you do not investigate it, I will have investigated 
it from your Board of Directors. Just because you wrote me such 
a letter I will prove what I have said. You can depend on it! 

I have appealed to yourself because I always found, that 
your American house has filled my orders promptly and properly. 
But if you write me such a letter instead of investigating the 
facts I will not stand. I can exist without your Company and your 
Company certainly does not need me at all. I know that. But just 
on account of the fact, that we never had a misunderstanding be¬ 
fore, just on account of that, you should not have written a 



letter like this. If you go back to the first years of ray connect¬ 
ion with your Company until GRAF started in Antwerp you will 
Company ^ 8ll§khest Misunderstanding between myself and your 

... ,You say, that you have investigated my complaints. But I 
think you have not done so. Otherwise you would have found by 
going over my correspondences that in some instances it took 2 
or 3 months to notify me only, that the goods were not in stock 
m London, when I was waiting and waiting in Berlin from week, to 
week.to receive the goods. If the goods are not in stock in Lon¬ 
don it would be a -proper management", that I should receive no¬ 
tice and not, that I should have to write 3 or 4 times until I 
get a letter or acknowledgement two months after, that the goods 
are not in stock, or that 5 months after I am asked, whether I 

before r88t °f my order» whioh has been shipped partly 5 months 

What I say here is true; I can prove it. If you will take 
the pains.of calling on my office, I will show it to you. I never 
oomplain just for the sake of complaining, but only if I cannot 
help it. 

_l 



9th May, 1904. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
Hotel Westminster, 

Rue de la Paix, 
Westminster. 

Dear Mr. Gilmore, 

I have pleasure in enclosing you herewith reports which have 

come in on Ludwig Stollwerck and the Deutsche Edison Phonographen 

Gesellschaft M.B.H. These reports X think you will find speak for 

themselves, and X would call your particular attention to the closing 

paragraph of the report on the Deutsche Edison Phonographen Gesell- 

.sohaft, in which you will see that the first steps in liquidation 

were taken on December 3rd 1903. According to Dr.Schneider's ad¬ 

vice this would make it impossible to complete the formalities 

until December 3rd 1904, and undoubtedly furnishes a reason for 

Stollwerck not wishing to trade under the old name. I think you 

will agree that this is very obvious indeed. I have in mind the 

fact that you will probably see Stollwerck in Paris, and you will 

undoubtedly want the information contained in these reports. 

I have forwarded a copy of the reports to Mr. Marks 

Very truly yours, 

i-* 

J.H.W./L.D. 
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Deutsche Edison Phonographen GesellBchnft m. b. H» 

Koln, Corneliusstr. ; 

S. Mai 1903.. 

Above company has been established in October 1895. The 

stoclc capital amounts to M. 1',£00,.000.— At the founding of the 

Company 25 % of the stock capital were paid in, and in December 

1896 further 25'^ were paid in by the partners. 

Partners are: 

1) Director JBottinger, Elberi'eld with M„ 36,000.— 

2) Carl eahn, Berlin, with M, 72,000.— 3) Johann Daniel 
e. 

Puhrmann, Antwerpen, with M. 36,000.-- 4) H. Mein^cke, Br.eslau, 

with Mo 72,000.— 5) Arthur Poensgen, Dusceldorf with M. 36,000.— 

6) Carl Poensgen, DUsseldorf, with M. 36,000.— 7) Erh. Aug. Scheldt 

Kettv/ig, with M. 72,000.-- 8) .Louise Schiiraann, maiden name, Scheldt 

Kettwig, with M. 36,000.— 9) Peter Schumann, Bonn, with K. 36,000 

10) Carl Stollwerck, K81n, v/ith i£. 36,000.— 11) Gebr. cjtollwerok 

(Bros.) with M. 50,000.— 12) Deutsche Automatengesellschaft Stoll¬ 

werck & Co., with M. 112,800.— 13) May Wilke, guben with M. 36,000 

11) Edieoa United Phonograi-h Co;- Orange JJew-Jersey with M. 333,400.- ' 

§ 15 of the Statute of the Company prescribes: 

If the company goes into liquidation the partners No. 1 

to 13 must pay to the Company that amount of their subscribed shares 

which they have not yet paid in. The property left, after all debts 

have been met, is to be distributed among the partners 
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•in such manner that in the first place M. 250,000.;— is paid hack 

to the partners He. 3. to X? in relation to their shares. These. 1-3 

partner.** receive likewise 2/3 of the remaining property and the 

isat third must be turned over to the Edison United Phonograph Co. 

As the Company has been dissolved on Secember 3rd 1903, 

and as she liquidation commenced from that date, the'remaining 50/ 

’Of the stock capital, which were not yet paid.have been called in. 

•:-iuuids.tors of the Company ore Mr. August Heise and Heinrich Trim- 

bora, The board of direct-ore consists of: director Bottinger, XI- 

Uarfeld, Carl Cahn, Hanker, Berlin, H. ICeineoks, Breslau, Carl 

roensge:;, Dusseldcri', Carl Btollwerck, Koln and the. lawyer Emil 
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4th May 1904. 

Stollwerck was horn 1657 and married 1581 Mi;;;; M. So hi a,;: 

loth from Koln. He possesses larger means from home as -.veil aa 

through hi a wife. His father in lav? is proprietor of a number of 

valuable houses in Koln, and from this side Stollwerck has to ex¬ 

pect property later. 1894, before the introduci.ionof self-valuativ 

Stollwerck paid H. 2,160.— state incometax. The family of the re¬ 

peatedly mentioned party, (who is supposed to live with his wife 

in separate ownership;. ol‘ property) consists ou.'side of the couple, 

of 3 sons and 2 daughters. Ludwig Stollwerck is partner or share! 

holder of the firm «ebr. Stollwerck Actien-Gesellschaft, Koln. 

The Stock capital of the company amounts to M. 9,000,000.— and 

the shares are in the hands of the members of the' Stollwerck fainii 

exclusively. Besides the Jointotook share company Gebr. Stollwerck 

disposes also over a capital of M. 5,000,000.— consisting of pre¬ 

ferred shares, which before long 'will be brought to quotation at 

the Exchange. Ludwig Stollwerck among others participated at the 

founding of the Deutsche Autmoater.gesellschaft, Stollwerck & Co., 

at the Austrian-Hungarian Automaton Company Stollwerck Bros. & Co. 

in Vienna, the firm of Volkmarm, Stollwerck &. Go. , in Hew-York and 

the firm of Stollwerck Bros, in Pressburg- He is supposed to be 

still a partner in these enterprises. He is still in ,the board 

of the managing oomlt tee of the firm of Gebruder (Bros.) Stoll- 
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werok, A0 G. in Koln, and is also engaged with the Deutsche Edison- 

Phonographen-Geaellschaft nu b„ H„ in Koln, at present in liqulda- 

tiono-His shares of the aforesaid enterprises recruit from the oa- 

• pital invested by the firm of Gebr. Stollwerck with M. 30,000.— 

and the Deutsche Automatengesellschaft Stollwerck & Co., with 

M„ 112,800o-- for he is,as mentionjled ,partner of both last named 

finnso Stollwerck is proprietor of the house he lives in; Hardefust- 

str. 16. Up to date he met his obligations in*regular manner, and 

he.is described as a thoroughly honorable, respectable and am¬ 

bitious (go'ahead) gentleman. 



J. R. Schermarhorn, Esq.., 
Orange, New Jersey. 

Bear Sir, 

I have just Rad brought to my attention copies of 2 letters 

written the Orange office under date of Hay 19th as to mistakes made 

in the machine numbers entered on the invoice rendered this office, 

that is, that the machines actually reoeived are in some oases not 

indicated, whereas the numbers mentioned as being shipped have not 

been received. This is very serious indeed, and you must take im¬ 

mediate steps to introduce a more complete method of oheoking the 

machines shipped here so that there will be no errors of this kind. 

If you will stop to think you will see what a bad effect this is 

going to be all round. If certain machines are shipped here,the 

numbers of which are not indicated on the invoice, then how are we 

going to traoe them if such machines get out to dealers or jobbers? 

What I mean is this, supposing you ship machine as indicated on 

invoioe No. 815., No. 159785 to the Chioago office - this particular 

invoice shews that it was shipped to London, whereas evidently the 

machine intended'to be indicated on said invoioe was No.159705 

Now, where did maohine 159785 go to, and on the other hand where 



was machln, 9705 shippad to prior to the date of this letter 

May 19th, t assuming of course that hoth machines had "been 

shipped, ij, tlisse two particular numbers cannot he made to indicate 

what I am ^riYir*.g at, then take any two others of the same letter 

and see & n-umber of errors oan taks place which might prove 

eventually ^ oi£r disadvantage. On the other hand supposing that 

this saina ^king occurring in connection with maohinss goig 

to the Ohi5#^o office and. in fact to anybody else. This is most im¬ 

portant, aver, if you have to put an additional olerk on who shall 

do nothing compare the shipping tickets, invoices, and machines, 

it must te ^-ranged at once. 

1 v'iaj, ,/ou "would give this your immediate personal attention 

and intro<iUo^ a ;r8m9dy at onoe. I want to disouss this with you 

when X 86t ^eiz . 

Vary truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

President. 

W.E.G./l,^ 



24th May, 1904. 

J. R. Schermerhorn, Esq., 
National Phonograph Co., 

Orange, New Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

I am in receipt Of your 2 letters of May 3rd and May 13th. 

V/e shall require a large number of phonographs for the European 

market, but I don't want you to let up on the production for one 

minute. Of course the record situation is another thing and con¬ 

ditions must govern as to this up. 

I am glad to see that you have received orders for a total 

of 600 slot machines.: 

Walter Miller has;,arrived and will get right down to work. 

I am very sorry t'o hear that the ebonite -which you ordered is 

not satisfactory. I h‘ave sent a transcript of this portion of your 

letter to Riehl, and^i have instructed Walter Miller to discuss this 

thing fully with Mr. '.Riehl and endeavour to find out the source of 

supply and so forttyi Miller has some samples of materials with him, 

and this'will no dpubt.aid Riehl materially in his investigations. 

I have also quoted! that part of your letter having reference to 

the apparatus for Berlin and Brussels, and have told him to take 



this matter up direct with Mr. Weber. 

I cabled you yesterday that I would sail on June 4th on the 

"Campania". I sent this to the New York office but I assume that 

they telephoned to you. 

Extremely sorry to hear that the business generally is de¬ 

clining in the States, but I don't see that I can say very muoh 

about it. There is no doubt in my mind that the issuance of the 

circular letter as to the change in price, dated May 16th, will have 

anything but a good effect, but as you say we have to meet this con¬ 

dition sooner or later, and therefore the sooner the better. 

I have received Mr. Weber's letter on the record situation, 

and it goes without saying that we should go ahead with the new 

plant with the present record, making such improvements as we can 

and continue the experiments on the cotton reoord to sea if we can 

produce something that will be commercial. 

I note that the aooounts payable will run about ^56,000, but 

what with the money that is being sent you from here right along and 

what you take in on that side you should be able to swing this all 

right. This never worries me. It is the laboratory end that I am 

afraid of. J 
Wilson wrote me regarding taking on additional jobbers. The 

position assumed by ypu is entirely correct. I will prefer that any 

new jobbers be fully acquainted with the ohanges that are about to 

take place, as of course we don't want to mislead them in any way. 

Regarding the Douglas situation, I don't see but what this will 

have to await my returnj I will be coming klong very soon after you 



get this letter, and as Dalbeer has bean unable to do anything with 

him it might be well to let the matter rest. However, I have written 

Dalbear very fully. 

I am glad to know that my new place in Prospect Street is look¬ 

ing so well. The fixing up of the building and so forth will have 

attention when j get back. 

Very truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

President. 

W.E.G./L.L. 



24th May, 1904. 

J. R. Schermerhorn, Esq., 
Rational Phonograph Co., 

Oranga, Now Jarsay. 

Dear Sir, 

I oahled you to-day through the Haw York office as follows 

"Rush Brussels two eaoh all hand and orchestra moulds you 
"can spare". 

I have had quite a conference this morning between Messrs .'White, 

f.H.Hiller & Riehl, and it has been decided that the Brussels plant 

cannot continue to run unless they have additional moulds from you, 

and 1 understand from Mr. falter Miller that there are a great many 

moulds that can be spared whioh oan be used here of bands and 

orchestras, that is, that you have more moulds than your require¬ 

ments demand, and therefore you oan Bpare at least two of eaoh of 

them. Of oourse where you oannot spare two moulds of any certain 

piece there is no ubo sending any along, as to work to the best 

advantage they should have not less than two. I suppose that this 

will surprise you but aB there is no doubt that eventually the 

plants here will produoe reoords much oheaper than they are produced 

at Orange there is no reason why we should not have this advantage, 

and it will also enable Mr. White to obtain records very much more 



promptly and thus enable him to fill his orders satisfactorily. 

Generally speaking it has heretofore "been the oase that this end 

has not been given an equal chance with the domestic end. I 

realise of course that looking at it from the American standpoint 

we have got to fill our orders promptly, but nevertheless when I 

look the situation over here the same rules would apply equally as 

well, and therefore we must put this end of the business in a 

position that they can take care of themselves. 1 realise further 

that wo have always been very much hindered in that we could not 

furnish moulds to the plants over here, but now that the new method 

has been introduced we can no doubt arrange very soon to furnish the 

different European plants with moulds so that they can supply this 

market independent of Orange. 

Very truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

President. 

W.E.G./li.D. 



24th May, 1904. 

E. Riehl, Esq., 
55, Quai du Halaga, 

Brussels. 

Dear Sir, 

I give you below quotations from a letter I received dated 

May 3rd from Hr. Sohermerhorn showing trouble that they experienced 

with the new material called ebonite. Mr. Walter Miller has with 

him samples of this material and is able to discuss it quite fully 

with you. I have also quoted the cables that wore sent from Berlin, 

the replies thereto and further data regarding shipments of lathes. 

I assume that you are taking this matter up direct with Mr. Weber 

and must leave it therefore for your attention:- 

n-r ?ou that 1 l1"1 mada arrangements for 500,000 pounds 
of ebonite. 1 now regret to say that after writing you we re¬ 
ceived a lot of this material which was not up to the mark; a 
q?rn^I8iSP?dA°n t*9 r8°?rds* I immediately instructed 
Strohmeyer & Arpe to cable cancellation of the shipping 
instructions, and also had Aylsworth call on them to the end 
of ascertaining as to what the material consisted of. They 
told him, or at least led him to understand, that it was a 

o? °LKt°ZKot ^itumlnous ooal ““I that in the recovering 
of this material benzine was used. Aylsworth is of the 
opinion that Benzine would ;cause the fogging, and he is now 
experimenting to the end of overcaning it. There is every 
„ad^°a“on that the producers have sent a somewhat differs? ' 
grade of material than was first supplied us, and possible 
not been so oareful in the recovery. Strohmeyer & Arpe 



•written the producers drawing their attention to the trouble, 
and likewise have sent them samples of the two lots which v/ere 
different. Of oourse they may arrange to overcome the diffi- 
oulty on the other side. I find upon investigation that thi3 
material is forwarded from the Port of Hamburg. One of the 
shipments which we reoeived left there under date of April 3rd 
on the s.s. "Pretoria". Possibly by searching back from this 
point th3 produoers might be discovered, thereby enabling us to 
make a better arrangement than we have made with Strohmeyer & 
Arpe, or, in the event of that not being possible, it would at 
any rate enable us to communicate direct with them to the end 
of having them overoome the trouble last experienced." 

"X duly received your cable Saturday from Berlin readings 

'Ask Weber how soon can ship eight lathes. If necessary 
'can purchase lathes here. Ship one tank complete here. 
'Answer Brussels". 

To this I instructed Stevens to reply to Brussels as 
follows 

•One lathe Berlin three Brussels next week's steamers; 
•four additional Berlin week following. Ho extra tanks; 
'suggest making of sheet iron there. Writing'. 

Prom this I take it jrou will understand that during the 
present week we are shipping one lathe to Berlin and three to 
Brussels. The shipments are mado in this manner in accordance 
with instructions previously received by Mr. Weber from Mr. 
Ri3hl. IText week we can send forward four additional latheB, 
and insomuch as your cablegram was sent from Berlin wo assume 
that they are wanted in Berlin. As a matter of fact I under¬ 
stand from Mr. Webor that the equipment in eaoh of the plants 
is as follows 

Paris ..... One tank; three lathes. 
Brussels . Two tanks; six lath8B ) (including the 3 

whioh go forward this week) 
Berlin . One tank; three lathes (including the one 

shipped this week). 

Therefore, according to our understanding Paris is fully 
equipped; Brussels is, or will be, fully equipped upon the 
arrival of the three additional latheB, and Berlin will be 
fully equipped for one tank upon the arrival of the additional 
lathe. Of oourse more lathes will not he needed at Berlin 
until an additional tank is oompletsd, at whioh time ho would 

2. 



need three more lathes there, and these lathes will he taken 
care of by our shipment of next week, leaving him one extra 
lathe at Berlin. As I telegraphed you, we have no extra tanks 
here, nor have we any aluminium from the the tanks can he made. 
Of course wo might send one of tha tanks that has heen in use, 
hut these are in a more or less had condition and it would 
hardly he advisable to send a partly worn-out tank abroad. 
After talking this over with Mr. Weber and Mr. Dodd I cabled 
you as above regarding tho tank. Mr. Dodd and Mr. Weber both 
state that a sheet iron tank would be much more durable than 
aluminium, besides being much cheaper. Mr. Weber advised me 
that Mr. Rishl had complete drawings over there and without doubt 
sheet iron tanks oould be made as cheap, or even cheaper, in 
Berlin than in America, and you would save both time and shipping 
expenses. Mr. Weber is writing both you and Riehl fully on 
the subject." 

This may conflict with Mr. Weber's letter to me of May 3rd, a 

copy of which was sent to you at Berlin and Brussels. In that case 

the only thing I can say is that you should write Mr. Weber on the 

subj ect. 

Very truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

President, 

W.S.G./L.D. 



26th May, 1904. 

Jas. H. 'White, Esq.., 
National Phonograph Co. Ltd., 

25, Clerkenweli Road, 
E.C. 

Dear Sir, 

Regarding the situation in the Empire of Germany, and with 

particular reference to the agreement with Ludwig Stollwerok, a very 

full disoueaion was had between Messrs. Stollwerok, White, and my¬ 

self yesterday. 

As 1 have already advised Mr. Riehl and yourself all master 

records and mouldB that are made in the Empire of Germany are to be 

made at the expense of this Company, and the fruits thereof are, 

therefore, to remain absolutely the property of this Company. Under 

no oircumBtanoes are you to manufacture master records or moulds 

for outside individuals or oompanies, unless you get the approval 

of same from Orange. 

The Beleotion of the repertoire is something that I must leave 

to you and Mr. Riehl to formulate, but of course it is distinctly 

understood that the suggestions of the various looal managers, (as, 

for instance, Mr, Graf in Germany} Mr, Kaiteneokar in Prance), should 

be considered for these respective countries, and the same rule ap- 



plies in oonneotion with any other agenoieB that may he established 

elsewhere. The selling end of the business, however, must not in 

any way interfere with the manufacturing end of the business, but 

any suggestions or instructions that they may have to give, assum¬ 

ing that you delegate to them the authority to make suoh suggestions 

or instructions, must be made direct to Hr. Riehl and not to any 

of his subordinates. Oooasions may arise wherein it may be found 

necessary to suggest changes that will prove beneficial to all con¬ 

cerned, and the Company in particular, and it will not be possible 

to get at Mr. Riehl at the time and where it may be necessary that 

suoh suggestion or instructions may have to be made direot to the 

parties in charge making original records, and it goes without say¬ 

ing in this case due Judgment should be used by all parties in 

interest to the end of producing the best results. 

Regarding the output of the plant at Berlin it is the inten¬ 

tion that the output of records required by Mr. Stollwerok in order 

to enable him to properly take care of the business shall be turned 

over to him as fast as produoed, but to arrange for the transfer of 

suoh records to his own store-house, and he will also arrange to 

take care of suoh phonographs and other app aratus as he may order 

from us (Orange), placing them at his own risk in a store-house 

furnished at his own oost and expense. In other words Mr.Stollwerok 

must arrange to take off our hands the records that he will have 

ordered as fast as they are produoed - these reoords of oourse to be 

delivered to him in cartons. In oase Mr. Stollwerok should 

deoide to have his store-house in Cologne then the goods should be 
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paoked and shipped to him, free on hoard oars, Berlin. In case 

Mr. Stollwerok decides to have his plant at Berlin then these 

goods oan he delivered to him in oartons on trays as it is obvious 

that it would not he neoessary for us to paok these goods in our 

factory simply to have them unpaoked in his factory again. There 

is a possibility that some other modification may he required as to 

this, hut I am perfectly willing to leave it to you to arrange with 

him. This will, therefore, leave us in the position that the stook 

whioh will he on hand at our Berlin plant will he used in filling 

orders for countries other than the Empire of Germany. Of course 

so far aB the stock to he carried by the Edison Gesellschaft is 

concerned this is something that you must arrange with Mr.Graf. 

My reason in setting forth the conditions absolutely are that the 

faotory end is only interested in producing goods to go into the 

stock of Mr. Stollwerok to enable him to take care of orders in the 

German Empire, and in addition thereto to provide suoh stook for 

the Edison Gesellsohaft or others to enable the Edison Gesellschaft 

as well as your other interests to he properly taken care of in 

countries other than the Empire of Germany. 

I have advised Mr. Stollwerok that he should plaoe any orders 

that he may require for records with you as our agent, hut that he 

oan plaoe his orders for maohineB direct with us at Orange as of 

course these machines will he shipped direct to him. 

Of oourse in writing this communication it is not my intention 

that the rules set down shall he absolutely rigid. Conditions may 

3. 



ohangs to auoh an extent as to warrant a ohange in the methods 

outlined abovej in that ease I am perfectly satisfied to leave the 

adjustment of such ohanges for Mr. Riehl and yourself to decide. 

Yours very truly, 

NATION A! PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

Vioe-President. 

. v> 
W.B.G./X.P. 



Telegrains & Cables: " Randomly, London.' 
Telephone No. SOSO, HO LB OR 
/ / J Cl Sdworu 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
Tltomas A. 

Phonographs, 0P THE Orange N. J, 

‘pT NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH <3<>. Ltd. ^ 
oHgS EDISON /MANUFACTURING <3©. Ltd. X Battery Fa 

Motors, 
EdUon-Priraary 

Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 
Numbering Machines* 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

31st May, 1904. 

Mr. Walter Stevens, 
National Phonograph Company, 

83, Chambers Street, 
New York. 

Near Sir, 

Mr. White tells me that his customers in the British Isles and 

on the Continent still continue to receive circulars from the 

States, and I must of course assume that they come from your de¬ 

partment. This is altogether wrong, inasmuch as the prices are 

generally on the American baBis whereas the prints! matter that is 

issued from this offioe to the British IsleB particularly 13 set out 

in £. s. d., and of course there is a difference in the price of 

records. The only way in which this oan be obviated 1b by your 

eliminating the names from your lists, transmitting a list of such 

names to the London office whioh they can in turn enter up here,and 

then forward circulars and so forth as fast as they are issued. 

There is a possibility that this may not entirely emanate in your 

department but it may be in MoChesney's department, in that Case the 

same rule would apply, and I would suggest that you send him a copy 

of this letter so that he oan govern himself aooordingly. 



If you want to discuss this matter further you are of course 

at liberty to hold it up until my return. 

Yours very truly, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 

President. 

W.E.0./E..D, 



(^amat>(X Sdifton. 

EblSOK’S EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS Kactories; 

Phonographs, 0F THE Orange N J 

22T NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH So. Ltd. 
2*“|= EDISON MANUFACTURING ©°. Ltd. 

A , u H d 25 Clerfcenwell Road, 
Numbering Machines* 

Berlin. 

Paris* 

London, E.C. 

2nd Juno, 1904. 

B. Mohl, Bsq,, 
national Phonograph Company, 

SB, Qua! du Halago, 
Brussels. 

Door Sir, 

In oonnootion with tha oalootion of artistoa, tho songs which 

they aro to sing, duoto, trioa, quartettes, hands, oroheatrao and 

othera, I want it oloarly and distinctly understood that tho sailing 

deportments must in all oaaaa he consulted as to what is required. 

You of oourao understand that tha Heads of the Soiling Departments 

with their different branches, and particularly their close oon¬ 

nootion with tho trade, are in a much hotter position to determine 

what is heat to meet general as wall as local conditions, so there¬ 

fore it is my desire that in all oases you consult with the dif¬ 

ferent Hoads of the selling brandies. At the present time, of 

course, it is Hr. TShito generally speaking} in Germany Mr. Graf, 

and in Stance Mr. Kaltoneoker. In addition to the above the selling 

end of tho business know more or loss what particular pieces, Whathai 

vocal or instrumental, have the readiest sale, and they are there¬ 

fore able to indicate to you what is the beat to meet their custom¬ 

ers' requirements. Then again tho artistes that are the most 



TS Stomas A. 
EKISCJEC’S EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

°pi“" NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH So. Ltd. 
sfs? EDISON /MANUFACTURING So. Ltd. 

Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 
Numbering Machines* 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

Factories : 
Orange N. L 

U.S.A. 

Paris* 
M 

Brussels* 

i. aLVsT-* .‘.9:1 yo".- " a : fi: i’jV; ba no ;Vlci- 

u/tcc-ti .aLiciinii uai a oqpy «.:* this 1.*:'*bsi':' h*c M-w trVuiB- 

ndCt'.-u e.o K».taj‘o. US-tits & a* fcl-.ivU thoy will ’tndoVaisni the 

oitws/.i.'jn, mi-i -siiasi *H you in dv.u-y .-.ssaibla .vay in obtaining bho 

vary l»aat as well aa th<> c«rtisrt-»a, and a reyorholro 

tims will isi •■:■> frond bo non* in tiwir roaiiaoUys torritori-m. It is 

oIko ■*•:*•. Ls intent ion t» fcaJce «|> this ja&ttar fully with «r. 

KaltoiirivTcon &r. *:>i? firat favourable opportunity, I ballavu that 

the e-bovti la 'tbaolutoly in t&oord&nus with our undoratending at 1;1vj 

nonv-i'Tisations had- in Bruauals as ws 11 aa hora. 

Yours vary truly, 

HAT IOKAIj PISOiroa&APK COSPAHY, 

President, 
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Berlin N. June 17th 19o4 

ChaueseeBtrasse 81 

Jas. H. White , Esquire 

"Agent of the National Phonograph Company" 

LONDON. E.C. 

Dear Sir , 

I herewith beg to confirm the letter of President Gilmore 

Esquire of May 27th, in which he appoints you as agent for the company 

and informing me that you that you shall give all my record orders to 

the German plant whilst you would send all orders for Phonographs or 

parts thereof to Orange. 

Referring to clause 9 of my agreement with the National 

Phonograph Co.,made on June 9th 19o3,of which I have already sent 

you a oopy, and which runs as follows : 

"Just as soon as Ludwig Stollwerck is adequately prepared to 

"take up actively the sale of Edison Phonographs and Edison 

"Records within the Empire of Germany,the National Phonograph 

"Co. agrees to turn over to the said Ludwig Stollwerck all its 

" business in the said territory,and will use every affort to 

"to divert all such business to him,and will thereafter discon- 

"tinue doing business direct in the territory aforesaid." 

I herewith kindly request you to take note that yesterday that is on 

the 16th day of June I got registered the firm : 

"Phonographen Gesellschaft fur Deutschland m.b.H." 

and that the publication of this registration will follow very shortly 

This Company has a nominal capital of Lst 6000/ fullypaid 

in and its managing Directors are Mr. Charles Pathe of Cologne and' 

Mr. Ernest Loews of Berlin. Mr. Pathe has been for 16 years in my 

automatic Blot business and you met him personally last year when you 

were in my home with Mf. Gilmore-;Mr.ErneBt Loewe is a wellknown person 

in the German Phono Trade and well acquainted with it.He speakB and 
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writaB English. 

While the chief office is at Cologen where I stay personally X have 

the intention to canvass the greater part of Germany from the Berlin 

office through Mr Loewe who stays Chausseestrasse 8i. There he haB 

his offioes.show rooms and warehouse in which latter he presently 

can stock over 600.000 Records. 

My new firm is prepared to begin doing business atonce 

and X therefore will thank you if in conformity with clause 9 of my 

agreement you will advise Mr. Graf to turn over to my new firm all 

agreements made until now in Germany with jobbers and dealers, 

furthermore I am willing ,as already explained to you, to take over 

from the warehouse Siidufer 

2oo Gem Machines 

loo Standard Machines 

2oo Home Machines 

12 Triumph Machines 

that is to say all thoBe for which the duty for entrance in Germany 

is already paid,and at last I am willing to take over all Records 

which he has in stock from my orders i gave you namely : 

Exhibits 1.2.3.4. 

In conformity with claus 13 of my agreement with the 

National Phonograph Co.,which runs as follows : 

"This contract is made with Ludwig Stollwerck and is not trans¬ 

ferable.This shall not prevent Mh. Ludwig Stollwerck from forming a 

Company for the working of this contract only Mr. Ludwig Stollwerok 

will remain the sole responsible party in his or his Company's dea¬ 

lings with the National Phonograph Co." 

X herewith expresBly declare that I remain responsible 

with you even for any transactions made and signed by both my managing 
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[Directors.Under this same my responsibility I authorise Mr Ernest 

Loev/e to take over Records after his discretion from the Btock 

held by Mr Graf this not referring to the big orders which always 

will be signed by myself or by both my managers. 

Copies of this letter I have forwarded to the American Head Office 

and to Mr. Graf. 

Awaiting the favor of an early supply I am,dear Sir, 

lA- 



Cjfiomcw Cl Cclbon-. 

June 20th ■■1904^^- 

r==—~* 
feTf' &o»sdeMl 
fe^!^Kope5iuiS,?S X Raj/Apparatus. Numbering, ' 

W. E. Gilmore Esq., 

President, 

Orange ., N.J. 

Dear Sir, 

/main OFFICES 
Received 

As suggested to you in London I have arranged a meeting of 

the Berlin press people in my office on Wednesday last. The atten¬ 

dance was excellent, over forty people Being present, representing 

the principal-papers of the residence, 

The Beginning was set at 11 a.m. and as soon as the party 

was full 

I conducted them to the factory,leading them through and 

explaining the various processes of manufacture of the moulded re¬ 

cords. The explanation was taken with great interest and many 

questions were Brought up ,till after an hour'B lecturing we so¬ 

journed to our improvised Banketting room, wl&e every arrangement 

had Been made for a suBstantial lunch. The room was nicely deco¬ 

rated and 5 large tables ready Be used By more tham 40 people. The 

food and wine and service had Been furnished By a good caterer 

of this town and in order that there should Be no* want of good 

feeling and humour, each member of the party was provided with 2 

Bottles of good wine and ChampaignV^The party was very lively 

and animated and very much pleased with what had Been shown them 

and this was expressed in a number of eloquent speeches on the 



the genius and inventive fertility of Mr. Edison. Of course 

also the managing spirit of the whole arrangement of the day my 

-Rumble self was not forgotten, and I must say, that this success 

which we had to register is rdteXy found with such arrangements. 

After the dinner aud the speechmaking was over X broke up the 

party at about 5 o'clock and drove with number of the jour¬ 

nalists ;with Mr. WUrth and f oreman-1 to a cafe garden in the neigh¬ 

bourhood, where the evening was spent. The effect of this day was 

shown in the newspapers of the next and the following days. Ar¬ 

ticles on the "latest" improvement of the Phonograph and about 

our factory appeared in every Berlin newspaper of importance.The 

articles were written in such a manner that they appeared like 

ordinary reading mattery not advertisements. They were placed in 

such favorable position that every newspaper-reader in Berlin has 

seen it, and wherever I came people told me about these articles, 
also— ' 

Of courier Mr. Stollwerck has seen them, I did not meet,-him, owing 

to the fact that he has been ill for the last 8 days and confined 

to his room; however he congratulate^ me by a letter,<tq_our suc- 

cessfulS1 introduction by the German press. I have been collecting 

a number of these articles which I am sendung you under separate 

cover to-get^wlth the names of the papers publishing them. 

The day previous I have been at a party^ held in^histori- 



W.E, Gilmore Esq., Orange. 

historical garden of the German ChancellorkfcPalace. ^arrange¬ 

ment was patronized by her Excellency the Countess v. Biilow. The 

Emperor and the Kronprinz and a large number of noted people 

were present. My object was if possible to procure a record of the 

Kronprinz and the Emperor. If I have failed this time ;I have 

never—the^less come nearer to that point by having recorded the 

voices of other prominent people, very influential in these cir¬ 

cles and sooner or later I hope to succeed in obtaining what I 

want. Among others there talked into the Phonograph Count Hohen- 

thal, Ambassador to Berlin of the King of Saxonia, Police-Presi¬ 

dent von Borries and her Excellency the d’ountess von Posadowsky, 

/the wife of the Secretary for Interial affairs. His Excellence 

Count von Posadowsky^ believe to be known in America through his 

recent visit there. These people delivered some very interesting 

speeches into the Phonograph, treating some topic of the day and 

I took care to get these speeches into the newspapers. 

I am very satisfied with the effect of these 2 arrangements 

and I shall have reprinit’S made of these articles which I shall 

mail to the Thousands of newspapers in the Provinces, and I have 

no doubt they will be copied by a large number of them&in that, way 

grooved to be a valuable advertisement. 
With sincere regards to yourself and Mr.Edison,I beg to remain, 

Yours veryLiruly, 



TELEGRAPHIC A0DRES8:C 

fJiU-K YTict-'V'^ ' 

/S*, dau/Zur/mA/v/is 
7 £?/ </? 

„ yO'/uMice/^y^Z-CMi^. 

' nc/ows. June USth. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq. 
Orange. N.J. 

Dear Sir., 
X Have written to Mr. Graf telling him that i/W. 

better that he shall take all the orders he can as ttfe'S 
schaft/from dealers,and himself supply the goods to thei 
as Stollwerck has got a visible stock that he has oirfcaJned f^om us frowr 
which he can execute such orders ,as the-.Edison Besselschaft will send 
to him as .a factor. The moment Stollwerck has a stock Mr. Graf will 
have to semd him orders exactly as any other factor would and that will, 
mean Stollwerck must order goods and pay for themi so that We' shall be 

'obliging him to put in some money* 
I am instructing Mr..' Graf not to send the agreements that he has to 

ptollwerck as there is nothing whatever in Stollwerck’s contract to 
(require that he shall be given these, 'he will send the orders direct 
to Stollwerck and' then himself send to his own customers when received 
from Stollwerck and if Stollwerck cannot execute them promptly he will 
be breaking his contract.. 

X have written to Dr. Schneider upon this to get his confirmation 
of this policy and Mr.. Squires also knows at this end that he is to. 

send forward the orders from Stollwerck to you, and I should urge you 
■ to insist upon cash payments for these goods so that there may be no 
suggestion upon Stollwerok’s part that we refused to Bupply vi-tm. 

Yours faithfully. 



ISABjOKAwmy* .ytf j*. 

Walter H. Miller, Es(i., 

C/o Edison GasoilBohaft m.b.h., 

24/25 Sud ITfer, Berlin, Germany. 

Dear Sir: 

1 am in receipt of your letter of the 10th, and note that you 

succeeded in getting some fairly good records at Brussels. I regret 

to learn that you v/ere not able to secure the same men to make your 

hand records; this is somewhat surprising, hut 1 suppose it is a condi¬ 

tion that you will have to meet. X hope that the schooling you gave 

Milestone will prove valuable to him and that he will now he able to 

give us some good results at the Brussels end. 

So far as the record plant at Brussels is concerned, I caiji only 

say that the rent was not very much and my recollection is that Biehl 

could not secure it except by taking it for six months, ad that if 

we are able to use it all well and good; if not, we will of course have 

to pay the rent for the six months, which I believe was $25.00 per month 

Of course I realize that the music as a whole in Belgitrm can, he made in 

Paris, as Drench is the principal language spoken throughout Belgiu^. 

This is something, however, that Mr. Riehl will learn all about and 

arrange his record taking accordingly. VThat Milestone [should do, of 

course, is to get Blemish records in Belgium, as the loiwer classes 

speak this almost entirely. TShen he is through in Belgium you can 
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0f course arrange to send hi m either to England or France. 

There is no question hut that there will have to he considerable 

traveling about on the part of all the experts in the record taking 

department until we have a sufficient force to warrant locating them 

at a certain place permanently, and as you say, this will take time. 'Me 

have got to make a beginning, however, and as I stated to you when 1 

last saw you in London, we have got to get Frenchmen to make French 

reoords, Germans to make German records, etc. etc. You cannot expect 

to use Americans or Englishmen on the Continent who are not acquainted 

with the people or their methods, and principally their language; what 

you have got to get is some of the people themselves who are acquainted 

with tho musical situation and know what is and what is not wanted and 

therefore can use a little judgment, and in the end we will secure the 

best results. You have got to build up the apparatus so as to make it 

absolutely thorough and complete in each and every installation being 

made there, or, what X might better style it is, each outfit^gfcpjjSste1 

130 complete and self-oontained and should have sufficient of everything 

to make first-class records, and not be dependent on any other outfit 

or office to help them out. I hope that they will, continue to( improve 

the records to such an extent that they will be not only satisfactory 

to you but also to the public at large. Generally speaking, you want to 

put record makers in such shape that when you get back you can instruct 

them by correspondence fully, and the recording forces in the different 

countries want to be sufficient to take care of all requirements. Of 

course I do not want extra men standing around idle, but as I told you 

when I saw you last in London, for the present add some few additional 

people and then select the best of them and lay the others off. Even 

though those you discharge do learn something about repord making and go 

elsewhere to obtain positions in the same line, this cannot hurt us to 

any extent. TOiat X want you to do is to feel at liberty to do what you 
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think is best for the business. You may get into an argument with Mr. 

Riehl on the subject, but at the same time you want to stand on your 

own feet and impress upon him the necessity of getting first-clasB 

people and sufficient of them to do the work in the proper manner. I 

^wS^.that Mr. Hiehl, when he does come to know this part of the business 

thoroughly, will have no people standing around, or will arrange it, in 

such a way that when they are not busy ma.ld.ng records their services can 

be utilized*^!, ther in the manufacturing plant or in the selling end of 

the business. 

I hope matters are progressing favorably and that your next letters 

vri.ll be as f|ll and complete as the one you have written me. Of one 

thing 1 feel satisfied, and that is, now^that you are there you will 

see that conditions are as bright, if not brighter, than they are here, 

and the other side has to be taken care of as well as it has been taken 

care of at this end of the line. 

With kind regards, believe me to be. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iot President, 
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Xhomas 
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

Phonographs, 0F THE 

2pT NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ®°- 
£"”? EDISON MANUFACTURING SO- 

Motors, 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 
Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 

Numbering Machine,. London, EC- 
r'iviAiN o, 

19th July, r-1904> ; 

V/. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
national Phonograph Company, j 

Orange, Hew Jersey, U-»S\iAs... 

Ltd. 
Ltd. 

F!CF.\ 

Berlin. 

Paris. 

Dear Mr. Gilmore, 

After a very pleasant voyage I arrived at the office to-day and 

found your telegram of yesterday dated at Orange reading:- 

"Randomly, London. Have just cabled Mordey no proposition to 
"make You have no instructions to act" 

awaiting me. I have before me a copy of Mordey's latter of July 

13th and also his cabled of July 12th addressed to yourself. Mr. 

Mordey has also called me on .the telephone and was vary anxious to 

see me personally. I shall of course see him but will simply advise 

him as to the details of the test to be made of his apparatus at 

Orange, and will also tell him that we do not see there is anything 

in the attachment for us, and that we have no instructions whatever 

to act for you. 

I find a great many communications awaiting me here from 

Stollwerck, but shall not reply to any of them until after I -hare 

seen Mr. Marks who is absent in Manchester to-day. I enclose for 

your information letter from Stollwerck dated July 16th and also 

enclose for your attention an order dated July 11th. I have simply 

acknowledged this order of July 11th and stated that same ha3 been 



' N. P,. Co. Ltd. 

for war dad. to the Hat ional Phonograph Company of America. 

I am unable to write you in detail aa to how matters stand here 

hut will get a complete letter off to you the next post. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W./L.D. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

Jas. 

Dear Sir, 

On first of June I gave you an order for 80000 Records which 

I increased by iny orders of July 2nd and 11th for another 28000 

recordB and by my order of 13th inst. for further 119000 records. 

Except these quantities I ordered June first 100,000 Christmas 

songs. 

I have the intention to repeat my last order for 119,000 

records for each months of September, October, November and 

December. 

My first order from June 1st is not yet executed nor have X 

received the invoice, and even Mr. Graf as stated by him to-day has 

not received that part of the order the moulds of which are here 

in Berlin. 

Who is responsible for this delay? Why for my losses? I am 

unable to give you these new orders before all matters are settled! 

and I lose the season's sale! Who is responsible for this loss of 

traffic? 

I hope to receive your invoice as soon as possible as according 

to my agreement the National Phonograph Company of which you have 
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been appointed agent has to support me in any possible way. 

I profit of the opportunity to advise you the visits of my 

two directors of the new Company "Phonographen Gesellschaft fur 

Deutschland m.b.H. to speak verbally about .the state of affairs and 

the future. 

I still beg to send you copy received of Mr. G. Croydon Marks 

and my answer to it. 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) LUDWIG STOLLWERCK. 

I am ill and sorry not being able to come personally! 

In which position am I? Office, show room, warehouse - staff - and 

no single machine or records. 

Outlook and organisation with heavy expenses for a large 

business! 



Telegrams & Cables: « Randomly, London.' r 77* C/Jnomad Cl Cdvson. 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

P“ NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Go. Ltd. 

22SF EDISON MANUFACTURING 6°. Ltd. 
Edison-Primary 

Batteries. 
Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 

Numbering Machines. 

25 Clerfeenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

26th. July, 1904. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
National Phonograph Company, 

Orange, New Jersej 

Dear Sir, 

Concerning the working of Russian territory i” 

MAIN OFFICES 
Received 

AUG 

,Ans../j 

1904 

IY 
:nclo| 

Bolin. 

Paris. 

* you here- 

with letter dated June 26th written hy Mr, H. Peterson. I have had 

an interview with this gentleman to-day in the presence of Walter 

Miller. I talked with him for a considerable length of time in 

reference to the Russian situation. I got his ideas as to the 

possibilities of that territory and I v/ill say that ha seems to be 

a very intelligent man indeed, and I believe he will prove valuable 

to us. He is a Swede by birth and obtained his education in his 

native city, Stockholm. He presents a very favourable appearance 

indeed, being extremely neat and of good address. He informs me 

that he speaks German and French perfectly and that although he 

speaks Russian with an accent he is abler to converse in Russian 

fluently and that he also writes and .reads the Russian language. 

I have thought so well of the result of the interview that I have 

asked him to write me a letter setting forth his ideas and stating 

the terms on which he would be willing to go to Russia to establish 



our business in that territory, and as this, of course, is all to be 

subject to your approval X shall forward the letter to you immediate¬ 

ly same is received, and hope after due consideration you will then 

give ms a reply stating your views of the matter. I particularly 

wanted Mr. Miller to be present at the interview so that he could 

transmit verbally to you his ideas and impression of the man. Of 

course there is no great rush in this matter, but on the other hand 

I believe we should make a start in Russia as soon as possible. X 

am of the opinion that the war betweon Russia and Japan will not 

interfere with our plans to any great extent. In fact from all en¬ 

quiries that I have made I am of the belief that the war is not inter¬ 

fering with European commerce. On the other hand I believe the 

situation with the industries which embody amusement, is favourable. 

In fact it seems to be the history of all countries that the public 

patronise industries of our kind even mors freely in War times than 

they do in times of peace, therefore I see nothing in connection 

with the war which should prevent our going ahead. 

Walter Miller will arrive in Orange about the time you receive 

this letter, and would suggest that you talk the matter over v/ith 

him. You will doubtless have my second letter on the subject in a 

day or two after you receive this in which I v/ill enclose Mr. 

Peterson's proposition. 

J.H.W./L.D. 
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EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS Factories : 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH <3°- Ltd. UT 

EDISON MANUFACTURING <3°- Ltd. X 
25 Clerkenwell Road, Btus«u 

\utomatic Hand 

Lond-OJlt-^C. Aug. 6th 1904 

/main OFFICE- ■ 

W. E. GILMORE, President, jaujiui, ri-esj.aemi, 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPl 

ORANGE N.J. 1 

I have just returned from Berlin where I have seen the 

long cablegram whioh you sent to Mr.Marks,and I was also present 

when he formulated the reply to you. 

I note Stollwerck’s suggestions that the contract he can¬ 

celled with the understanding that you reimburse him for the expen¬ 

ses he has been put to, and at tho time Mr .Marks cabled you,I thought 

he should have made it clear that you should only consider expenses 

which Stollwerck has incurred in connection with the present con¬ 

tract. In my estimation these expenses would be very small,as so far 

as I can learn he has done very little towards perfecting an orga¬ 

nization, and as to his so-called show-room in Berlin, I have per¬ 

sonally visited this, and find that it consists of a very small 

window,about 4 feet wide by 2 feet deep,which window is part and 

parcel of his chocolate ware-house,and so far as I can see,there is 

no other space whatever set apart for the handling of phpnographs 

and records. I am having a photo made of this so-called show-room, 

and will forward same to you as soon aB I receive it from Berlin. 

I thought I would give you this information in advance, 



/%/ W. E. GILMOHE, President, Orange. 

however,so that you will not regard the matter of Stollwerck's 

expenses too seriously. 

1 hear that Stollwerck is quite ill; this doubtless ex¬ 

plains Why Vollkmann has taken up the correspondence. 

Yours very truly 



[FROM LUDWIG A. STOLLWERCK] 

hrnnab CL Edition. 

PL 
GIRO-CONTO: 

BEI DER BANK FOR HANDEL 
UND INDUSTRIE, BERLIN W. 

PHONOGRAPH EN-GESELLSCHAFT FOR DEUTSCHLAND M. a , 
ORIGINAL EDISON-PHONOGRAPHEN 

PABRIKEN: ORA 
ORIGINAL EDISON-GOLDGUSS-WALZEN. 

RLIN, PARIS, BROSSEL. 

Dear Mr. EdisonI 

X was ill for six weeks, according doctor's advice 

was obliged to go to this healthy place instead going to Grange 

to clear up any misunderstandings personally - arisen between Mr 

Gilmore and myself.- 

Also long cables are a bad substitute.- 

Wired you according enclosed copy. 

It was agreed last autumn when Mr and Mrs Hayes were one day in 

Cologne, and Mr Gilmore two days in Cologne,- that before beginning 

the Phono business on a large scale in great dimensions : 

the repertoire in German selections : band, orchestra, songs, - 

ought to be increased and improved. X showed to both Gentlemen that 

every evening we have in Cologne 7 good military concerts - that 

every town in Germany above 100000 inhabitants its own Opera! 

Therefore the public expects better class of music, - as America does. 

It was agreed that 500 new selections atonce to be made, - \ f 

recording experts to be sent to Germany and I had made by a Professor'- 1 

of Music a repertoire of 500 of the most popular songs, musical 

pieces for Germany and sent it to Mr Graf Berlin. 



o o o Phonographen-Gesellschaft fQr Deutschland m. b. H. o o o 

MW...JBL. .« Harr. 

About middle of March 1904 I received from Mr Tffhite the Schedules 

A & B according clause 2 of our agreement! to complete contract ! 

At the same time I received information, that Mr Gilmore comes 

again to Europe. 

Just after his arrival I went on 28th April to Berlin - discussed 

all questions. 

There were only 90 new records made instead of 500 

Mr Gilmore showed me the fine Berlin moulding Department and asked 

although there were only 90 new selections made, if I am prepared 

to organise the sale according clause 9 of the agreement. X directly 

gave an affirmative answer, as indeed such expensive workB ask food! 

I organised directly the business according my rich experience, 

gave the first order four weeks later on 1st June, and on 16th June 

the Company according clause 13 was registered before a Royal Prussian 

Notary. 

All what is necessary for a big business was done; 

two managing Directors engaged; office and wholesale Bhow room 

rented as rooms for 600000 records. This latter arrangement made 

according the plans and experience of Mr Graf the Berlin Manager. 

The Company called "Phonographen Gesellschaft fur Deutschland" 

was founded by my brothers and myself. I made the declaration to the 

Capitalists of the old German Edison Phono Co (250000 $ capital) that 

while the new Company (the capital was signed alone by my brothers and 

myself) takes alone the risk, all benefit of the new business will 

go first in "Total" to pay the losses to the members of the old / 

Company amounting to fi 120000. If that is paid my business honour 

is reestablished and I hoped to have some fruits personally 

after much excitement and work with the old Edison Co.- as I 



o o o Phonographen-Geseilschaft fflr Deutschland m. b. H. o o o 

A.l„. ...3. » Harr. 

renounced, inspite of the losses on every salary or commission. 

So is the position! 

Have founded officially according an agreement with you a Company 

engaged two Directors and staff, rented offices etc, informed my 

former Phono friends : 

and receive no goods ''1 * no declaration ! ' *''1 

The causes of the disappointment of the old Edison Co were : 

1) because this unlucky Moriarty asked 0 40 licence pro machine 

on which X paid f{ 50000 on account 

2) because the supreme court (Reichsgericht in Leipzig) 

declared for -Null- the most important Patents of the 19 I bought 

from you through Mr Moriarty! every one could now make and sell 

machines of $ 10 to 20. -—— 

I told you and Mr Hayes and Mr Gilmore that only if I can make 

a big business in Germany the Phono business would interest me. 

I am no agent, being not satisfied with a success of only 5 - 10000. 

Will place / 50000 and more in future according developement of 

business into stock and credits ’ any capital necessary. 

Will advertise oji big scale - as ray firm counts to the largest 

advertisers in Germany. 

1 I all told you this and made you the remark that a three years 

contract is very short, as I ought to have also in future the 

fruits of such work. You then answered in presence of my friend 

and partner Mr Volkmann : 

» Have had bad experience with long contracts - but if you 

have success I give you my word of honour, that I will not 

cansel but prolong the contract." 



o o o Phonographen-Gesellschaft for Deutschland m. b. H. o o 

I believe I was always sincere and open 

to Mr Gilmore and fear that third persons made informations to 

him - which made this situation - unworthy to my position and 

business reputation . 

The contract of June 9th is clear; no lawyer necessary to point 

out duties and rights again. 

But without yours and Mr Gilmore's 

support - I will not take the business in hand! as promised by you. 

X will not take advice from lawyers! 

Will speak with you and Mr Gilmore about the cancellation of the 

contract! if you and Mr Gilmore will not respect the contract. 

I still hope you will, after misunderstandings are cleared up! - 

The question is for me such one of Moral Business - Honour - and 

Ambition. 

X promise you every success -but only with a hearty cooperation 

with Mr Gilmore and his staff. 

I promised my friends the success of the name "Edison" in which 

they placed confidence and money 9 years ago - and I would be 

unlucky if you take me the opportunity to fulfill itl- 

So -"Ich machte meinem Herzen luft" (made free my Hearts thought"- 

In old admiration of you and your inventions I am, dear Mr Edison, 

yours very sincerely 
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[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. London, 

Thomas A. Edison, Esq., 

c/o Edison Portland Cement Co., 

Stewartsville, N. J. 

Dear Mr. Edison: 

Referring to the cable that I received from Mr. Marks, 

stating-that he had a visit from Stollwerck’s solioitor, who offered to 

settle for £7,000 and in addition to give us 556 of their old type 

machines, I received your telephone message reading: 

"It would he all right even if we went to $15,000.00; no machines." 
(Signed) EDISON." \ 

(;>. Immediately I received this telephone message I cabled Mr. Marks 

as follows: 

__ to pay ten thousand dollars for cancellation contract, 
ir unable close this basis, then will pay maximum fifteen thousand 
dollars, tfill not accept machines at any price; they are obsolete type." 

and have confirmed same by letter. This for your information. 

Yours very truly, 



j&KM&Jtje/Ui 
Glcrttsullntj Qrttjtuccr Q&pcid. 

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: GlFTEDNESS, LONDON. 

n v 

/$, dLc/rfM/m/i-dons 
7 /?/ 

&/iMMcc4/ip'JZevn.e'. 

21st...September '/S0 A. 

y{. B. Gilmore, Esq., 

Orange, N.J., U. s. A. 

.Dear Mr. Gilmore, 

I cabled you from Gologne that I had settled with Stollwerck 

by paying him £2,000 cash down on my own personal cheque and under¬ 

taking t,o pay a further £2,000 at the end of January 1906, making 

£4,000 total to cancel the contract. 

X do not want to weary you with the very long discussion that 

K had .other than to say that It was one .of the most difficult nego¬ 

tiations that I have ever had to conduct, and I think I have saved 

the Company some thousands .of .pounds in thus effecting the cancella¬ 

tion of a most unfortunate contract. X duscussed everything with 

Stollwerck, and fought hard, driving points against his delay and 

against his method of doing business, while he on his part strenuously 

maintained that the late Mr. Hayes, Mrs. Hayes^and. yourself when 

Mrs. Gilmore was with you had all agreed that it was desirable to 

have a greater number of German selections, arid had acquiesced in 

h'is not vigorously pushing the business until these hew selections 

were made. Notwithstanding this discussiori of course I did not for 

one moment admit any poirit agairist us, but combatted it vigorously 

until I know that he thought that I was the villain of the piece 

/main office. 1 
REICetVEO • 

SEP 30.WM i 



tX W. E. Gilmore, Esq. 

inasmuch as he actually said there was rio trouble until X came on 

the scene, and that you and' Mr. Edison v.-ere perfectly prepared to l 

let him have his contract and go on with the trade in Germany. 

He wanted £7,800, and actually produced books and other docu¬ 

ments to show the heavy sums that he had spent, and harped upon the 

old losses of his original shareholders who had put down over 

£20,000 on the German Phonograph business. He told me that he wanted 

to get the money to pay back these shareholders, and hot one penny 

would he have until they were paid back in full, and that also any 

money that X paid him to cancel the contract w.oula go to them. The 

sum that I arrived at I found out would be less than half of the 

moriey that Stollwerck would get even if he were limited to 5 per 

cent, on the factors' orders that the Edison Gesellschaft sent him 

for the remaining 87 months of the contract, for I can tell you, Mr. 

Gilmore, that the German trade can be worked up into an immense 

one. 

When I was with Stollwerck I saw that if I did not settle then 

there would be litigation, as he pretty plainly told me that he 

intended to stop the Edison Gesellschaft from trading, and that the 

publicity that would result would be very unpleasant for all con¬ 

cerned in the Edison Phonograph business. I challengeo him at 

last to say yes or no to my offer of £8,00.0 cash down and £8,000 

at the end of January 1906with an immediate cancellation of the 

contract and no further claim against anybody. He scoffed at this 

offer at first, and I was ,oh the point of leaving him as I told him 

I was certain that if I cabled to America you would wire me back not 



W. B. Oilmore, Esq. _ 
</ 

■to pay such a high sum. He at last told me to dictate the letter, 

which X did, and a copy of which I enclose, that he duly signed, 

and acknowledged receipt of my personal cheque. 

When X got back to London yesterday I hoped to find the money 

fr.om you to meet the £fJ, 000, and also a further £600 that I had 

asked towards my general account, as I scarcely expected to find 

that I had balance enough to meet such a heavy sum as naturally I 

do not care to keep so large a sum idle in a bank getting no interest 

thereon. When therefore youri cable came to hand with no money I 

was ih an unfortunate position and my banker's sent me word that the 

cheque had reached them, and that they must honour it. They did 

so, and the money has been paid over to Mr'. Stollwerck’s account. 

I have had a visit today from the solicitor of Mr. Stollwerck 

in London, and he suggests that Mr. Stollwerck would be disposed 

to discount the bill that you sent so as to let the money that’is 

paid be divided up at once amongst those of his old shareholders, 

but I told him I did not think there was much hope of this as I had 

already paid considerably more than my clients in America thought 

there was any .occasion to pay. X should suggest to you. 'if you 

agree about paying cash down that you discount it at the rate of 

about 10 per cent, per annum, and thus make an offer of about 

£1750 cash instead ,of the £3,000 later, but this, of course, is 

absolutely a matter at your own option, and the call wa3 quite 

gratuitous on the part of the solicitor. 

I was considerably worried yesterday in the matter of hot 

having your wire, as I felt that I had hot quite pleased you, and I 



Gilmore, Esq. S^f«. - 
.on zny part realised that it v.-as a very serious position that r;e 

v;ere placed, in. 

I have since had your cable, and the cheque will duly be paid 

into my bank, I understand, today from Parr’s. 

Yours faithfully, 



[ENCLOSURE] 

c o P /. 

Ludwig Stollwerclc, Esq., 

Cologne. 

Cologne, September 19th 1904. 

Dear Sir, 

I hereby undertake to nay to you the sum of £4000.- (four 

thousand pounds) for the cancelatLon of the contract entered Into 

by you on the 9th of June 1903 with the National Phonograph Company 

.of America. 

In consideration of the cancelation of this contract you will 

undertake hot to use the name or trade mark "Thomas A. Edison" your¬ 

self or to be associated with others who will use it and you transfer 

to me unreservedly the whole of your rights and interests in the 

said agreement of the 9th June 1903 and you undertake to make no 

claim of any kind against the National Phonograoh Company or 

others in respect to such agreement on the cancelation thereof and 

I on my Part, unc.erta.ke that no claim shall be made against you 

by the National Phonograph Company or others in resoect to such can¬ 

celation of agreement. The sum of £4,000- to be paid as follows:- 

itihg this agreement and £2000.-.- by my ckeclt on your accep 
signing this letter." 

£2000.-.- at the end. of January 1906. 

and I hereby undertake to give you the bond or acceptance of the 

National Phonograph Company and on Mr. T. A. Edison j?or the due. 

observance and payment of the two thousand pounds at the end of 

January 1906. 
'/ours faithfully- 

Agreed re accepted (SgdV G. CRO/DON MARKS. 

(Sgd) Ludwig Stollwerck. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

0A"IyEmot” nSewyorK" EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

3 904. 

JC_ OPT, 

0. Croydon Marks, Esq., 
Lond on, EngS and. 

Dear Mr. Marks: 
I am in receipt of your Setter of Sept. 23st, setting 

forth fu33y the conference had with Mr. 3to33werck and the settSement 
made with him, and a3so encSosing copy of the agreement dated Sept. 
39th. After discussing the matter fuSSy with Mr. Edison I cabSed you 
as fo33ows to-day: 

"letter twenty-first received. Edison appreciate and congrat- 
u3ate you on settSement made. If you can c3ose second payment of 
two thousand pounds for seventeen hundred and fifty pounds payment 
October fifteenth, if RandomSy cannot advance amount wi33 cab3e money 
from here." 

My opinion of Mr. Sto33werck is on3y borne out from what you 
say in your Setter, and particu3ar3y that part of it reading: 

"WhiSe he (StoSSwerck) on his part strenuousSy maintained that 
the Sate Mr. Hayes, Mrs. Hayes and yourseSf when Mrs. OiSmore was 
with you had a33 agreed that it was desirabSe to have a great number 
of German seSections, etc. etc." 

The idea of Mr. Sto33werck bringing in the Sadies. They had nothing 
to do with it, knew nothing of the circumstances■; but it shows the 
smaSS caSibre of the man. However, I do not think it is necessary 
to comment any further on this. Mr. Edison and myseSf, as I have stated 
in my cabSe, not onSy congratuSate you, but fuSSy appreciate the very 
difficuSt position in which you were pSaced in endeavoring to effect 
a canceSSation of this very onorous contract; when I say onorous, I 
mean to myseSf, for if I ever took a vioSent disSike to a man as a 
business man it was to Ludwig StoSSwerck. He may be abSe to selS 
chocoSate, but when it cernes to taking up our Sine, I am perfectSy 
satisfied that he wouSd not do the business. The onSy way that he 
won3d do the business wouSd be that the business wouSd do itself; that i 
is, we wouSd produce the goods and they wouSd seSS theraseSves, and he 
wouSd receive emoSuments to which he was onSy entitSed due to the very 
bad contract made with him by Mr. Edison personaSSy and Jro which, 
as you know, I was absoSuteSy opposed. Howeveh, I shaSS not dweSS on 
this, as it is now ancient history. 

I am very sorry indeed that the money did not reach you as 
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promptly as it should. The fact of the matter is that I was simply 
staggered when I sot your cable from Cologne, and not being certain as 
to your figures, immediately cabled you to London, thinking, of course, 
that I would have ample time upon the receipt of your second message 
to cable you the money, although I immediately went to work to 
arrange for its transfer by cable; but I must admit that X should 
have sent thd money first and cabled afterwards. I can only ask you 
to accept my apology, therefore, for the dilatoriness. 
T„„ „ , 1Tow if y°u oan arrange for the second payment to be made at 
£37B£, oash* t0 be paid °et°ber 35th, go ahead and do so. If 
Mr. White cannot provide the money, then cable me immediately and I 
will arrange to cable it to you in ample time. 

Another reason why I was somewhat delayed in this matter 
was that Mr. Edison was at the Cement plant at Stewartsville, N.J., 

back ^ takeS SOlne tirae to eet a raessce® through to him and an answer 

However, in conclusion, let me again congratulate you on the 
very successful issue, and I know that Mr. Edison appreciates fully 
the efforts you have made in his, as well as our behalf. I presume 
that you will arrange all matters in such a way that this contract 
will be entirely wiped out, the contract itself returned and a full 
release had from Mr. Ludwig Stollwerck of Cologne, Germany, one of 
the Great and only Chocolate Manufacturers of the world, also former 
director of the Sunlight Soap and one hundred and one other connect¬ 
ions of a similar nature. I remember his telling me of the vast 
business interests that he represented, but the only two that X 
recall at the moment are those above mentioned. I am glad that we 
are all well out of it. ” 

With kindest regards to your good self and hoping that your 
health is of the best, although I have learned inderectly that you 
have been having a bad spell at your Summer home, believe me to be, 

Yours very truly. 

Iresident. 



I enclose herewith copy of a letter which I have to-day mailed 

to Ur. Riehl at Brussels. I think you will find this letter to ha 

quite self-explanatory. Tor your further information, however, I 

wish to say that I consider the condition of affairs a3 they stand 

in France to be very serious indeed, and the trouble is that Mr. 

Riehl does not seem to realise just how serious the situation is. 

I enclose herewith copies of letter which Mr. Riehl has written to 

me and to Mr. Squire, giving reasons why selections cannot be turned' 

out faster. This of course is all very interesting but looking at 

it from our standpoint I cannot see that it improves matters so far 

as the selling end of the business is ..concerned. At the time we 

began operations in Paris I understood from Mr. Riehl that they 

could mould new selections for us as fast as they were turned out, 

but in this they appear to have fallen down woefully. As you will 

see by reading copy of letter to Mr. Riehl the moulding of 8 new 

selections out of 160, which have bean turned out since July 15th, 

is not a very good showing, and while I fully understand that they 



N. P. Co. Ltd. 

may have their troubles I do not believe that theBe troubles are so 

great but what they can be overcome. At any rate what we want to 

know is whether or not they are going to be able to take care of us 

for the coming season! if not, I do not feel justified in continuing 

the heavy expenditure in Paris either in connection with the selling 

end or record-making operations, and I should not feel that X was 

guarding your Interests or the interests of the European end of 

the business if I continued under the present circumstances. I 

wish, therefore, to clearly state that X am extremely dissatisfied 

with the condition of affairs, and I wish to make it very clear that 

I am protesting most vigorously against what appears to me to be a 

great lack of progress on the part of the Continental moulding 

plants, and I sincerely hope that you will take such steps as will 

ensure a better service. <■»«/do not hesitate to say that while I 

am not competent to comment on the reasons for these delays I fully 

believe that the condition of affairs can be Improved if a suf¬ 

ficient amount of energy is displayed. 

I shall be writing to yourself and Mr. Walter Miller under 

separate cover regarding the record-making situation as I see it, 

as I believe this is a matter that requires considerable more at¬ 

tention than it has had since Mr. Miller's departure for America. 

Yours very truly, 

J.H.W./L.D. 

P.S. I enclose you herewith copy of letter received from Mr 
Kaltenecker dated September 28th and also copies of Mr Kaltaneokar's 
letters to Mr. Riehl of the 28th instant wK were SittS £ 
Prench and which translation we have prepared for you. 

On second thoughts I also enclose copy of letter written by 



N. P. Co. Ltd. 

Van der Wes to Mr. Squire on the subject of production of the 
Brussels plant, and enclosed also you will find copies of Squire's 
reply to Both Van der Wee and Riehl, In connection with this I will 
say that Mr. Squire is watching the matter of production from the 
Continental plants, and in fact will give it his personal atten¬ 
tion during the rushed season here, and for this reason I am sending 
these communications along so that you will he familiar with what 
steps are being taken. 

I would further call your attention to the conflicting informa¬ 
tion conveyed in the letters of Messrs. Riehl & Van der Wee addressad 
to Mr Squire. I will make further comments on this in another 
letter. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

30th September, 1904. 

B. Riehl, Esq., 
55, Qual du Halaga, 

Brussels. 

Dear Sir, 

I beg to advise that I have raoently returned from a trip to 

Paris, and I find that conditions thero are anything but satisfac¬ 

tory bo far as the listing of new records by the Sales Department 

is concerned. I have gone into this matter quite fully with Mr. 

Kalteneokor, and X find that the French recording plant has turned 

out upwards of 160 new selections since July, whereas up to the 

time of my visit they had only been able to list S new selections, 

and according to advice this for the reason that your plants have 

been unable to turn out any more moulde. I have no doubt whatever 

that there are reasons why you cannot turn out moulds faster, but 

on the other hand I hope you will fully realise the seriousness of 

the situation. I will say, however, for your information that the 

oxpenBes of our sale organisation in Franco are very heavy, and we 

are doing very little business at the present moment, the chief 

reason being that we are unable to offer the trade any now selec¬ 

tions or at least so few new selections that they ooaroely count, and 
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I win say that I cannot allow this condition of affairs to go on 

and unless wo can have assurances that now selections will ho turned 

out more rapidly I shall fool it my duty to practically suspend 

operations in Franca so far as tho sailing and is concerned, or at 

least arrange to cut dov/n axponoea as I feel sura that unless your 

end can make a vary marked improvement during tho next few weeks we 

shall ha unable to capture tho Christmas business. I will, further¬ 

more, state that during my observations in Paris I learned through 

numerous dealers and other reliable sources that the firm of Pathe 

are vory unpopular with tho dealer through Franco, for tho reaoon 

that thoy aro opening their own retail depots and thus antagonising 

the small shop-keepers. This information hao boon further confirmed 

by a letter from Mr. Kaltenooker dated September 28th, in which ho 

advises me that dealers are more than anxious to be in our line if 

wo can only give them new goods. Under the oiroumstancos I consider 

it my duty to report this condition fully to the Home office, and I 

am addressing a latter to Mr. Gilmore on tho subject to-day giving 

him a full report on my viBit to PariB and in faot acquainting him 

with tho entire situation ao I find it. 

I might further state that I have seen your latter to Mr. Squlro 

received hero yesterday in which you give the reaoon for dolay in 

making moulds under the new aystow. I have no doubt you are ex¬ 

periencing considerable trouble, but thiB information does not in 

any way help tha selling end of tho business as wo must have results 

or we cannot hope to very much improve the standing of our soiling 

organisation in Franco this year. 

I feel sure you will realise the very serious oondltion of 
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affairs and that I will hava more encouraging nowa from you in tho 

vary noar future. 

Vary truly yours, 

Uanaging Diractor. 

J.II.W./L.D. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

COPY. 

30th. September, 1904. 

E. Riehl, Esq., 
55, Quai du Halage; 

Brusaala. 

Bear Sir, 

1 have before me your favour of the 28th instant giving general 

information on the manufacture of records and so forth. You state 

that you can ship a minimum quantity of records from Brussels of 

30,000 per week; Paris, 15,000 per week, and Berlin 15,000 per 

week. Of course the production of the Paris and Berlin plants do 

not, generally speaking, concern us as no English selections are 

made there. 

As to the Brussels output which you compute as 30,000 per 

week ; if this quantity is the minimum what is the maximum? It 

doesn't particularly interest us how few you can turn out, what we 

want to know is how many you can turn out. I presume, however, 

that you have used the word "minimum" by mistake instead of 

"maximum". 

As to the list of records that I,gave you in a previous com¬ 

munication which we wish to include in the No. 11 supplement, and 

your advice to the effect that the masters have not been received, 

would say that Mr. Van dor Wee addressed us a letter bearing the 

same date as yours wherein he acknowledges that these records have 

been received. It appears, therefore, that you were not in pos- 
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session of true information on this subject at the time of your 

writing. I have acknowledged receipt of the list sent in by Mr. 

Van dar Wee and enclose you herewith carbon copy of my letter to 

him which is self-explanatory. 

Now, as regards the formalities which must be gone through 

in order to get a perfect mould of a selection, we are perfectly 

familiar with this process and to do not expect to receive moulded 

records immediately after masters are sent you, for we know that 

there must be some delay, but what we wish to impress is the im¬ 

portance of having the work of making the mouldB done as expeditious¬ 

ly as possible, so that there will be no unnecessary delay in re¬ 

ceiving records made from such moulds. As I stated in a letter X 

wrote you a few days ago, the indications are that we are going to 

do a much larger business this season than ever before, and inas¬ 

much as we must look to the Brussels plant for a good percentage 

of our records it behoves you and Mr. Van der Wee to do all you can 

towards getting an increased output and having the records shipped 

to us promptly. 

In regard to the stock of German,selections that you have on 

hand, we believe you have more room to carry these than Mr. Graf 

has, therefore we do not think it would be prudent to ship these to 

Graf unless he wants them. I presume he has knowledge of what your 

stock is, but if not I think it would be a good idea if you would 

mail him a list at once so that in case he can use any of the 

records he will send orders in without delay. 

With respect to our being supplied with a list of moulds dis¬ 

carded by all the plants, we Bhould like such a list as soon as 
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soon as possible, and we presume you have arranged to obtain this 

information by corresponding with the different plants. Of course 

Mr. Graf and Mr. Kaltenacker should he notified direct should you 

disoard moulds of any selections that would affect their catalogue. 

I note that a number of cases have been shipped from Orange 

which you presume contain masters of American selections, and we 

are glad to know that you will keep us thoroughly posted on the 

delivery of such masters. He are particularly interested in this 

as we are already being subject to delays in getting records from 

America, and it will be very gratifying when we get in position 

so that you can furnish us from the Brussels plant American records 

listed on the late supplements. The bulk of our business is done 

on new numbers, and if we can get them promptly it will be of very 

material assistance to us in oaring for our trade. 

Very truly yours, 

Assistant Manager. 

c.c-s.A.d. 



SSJr. NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & REGOR.DS. 

James H. Hhite, Esq;., Managing Director, 

national Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

Although lfr. Buehler ha3 heon back something like two weeks, I 
have keen unable to talk over matters generally with him until within the 
last day or two, principally due to the fact that he had considerable 
work of his own to attend to when he got hack and I have been so extreme¬ 
ly busy that I have had no time to give to him. 

He brought with him the trial balances and general information 
as to the condition of affairs in London as made up from the books 
to August 31st, 1904, or in other words, the first six months of the fis¬ 
cal year. I have looked over the General Expense statement which he 
brought with him (of whioh 1 understand you have a copy there) and 

vs have taken out the following items, or euoh portion of the items as 
presumably would be ohargable to us. X do not say that the amounts I 
now indicate are our proportion, but X have taken this, after looking 
it over with Mr. Buehler, and endeavored to deduct as muoh as po3Bible 
so as to bring down the expen ee to what we consider it would be. There¬ 
fore these amounts are reduced as follows: 

Legal Acco unt, £ £98 
Ereight & Express, £ 200 
Paris Sales Office, £ 1867 
Experimental, £ 916 

Total, £ 3081, 

leaving the' net General Expense for the six months £6895, or, on the 
basis of §4.80 to the pound, §33,096.00, an average of §5,516.00 per 
month. How this seems to me to be very high indeed, considering the 
amount of buainess that has been done during the same period, and it 
seems to me that you Should make it a point to go into all the items 
most carefully; or, if you have not the time to do so, you should give 
Squire particular instructions to go into it moBt carefully to see if 
this General Expense cannot be reduoed very materially. I am not going 
to dispute with you ary of the items. X realise that a great many of the 
items are fixed oharges, and of oourse there is nothing that I have to - 
suggest or aay regarding them;, but the grave question with me is, have 
we not had too many employees during the slow season? I know that you 
are going to utilise all of these employees during the Holiday season, 
but I want to impress upon you the necessity of reducing this fores Just 
as muoh as you can as soon after Jan. 1st, 1905, as possible. 
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J. H. TJhite. 

•When you stop to think, as you will see frcm the General ledger 
trill balances, that the gross profits during the six months were £8319, 
or §39 931.30, and against this you have General Expenses amounting to 
§33,096.00 you must realize that this is out of all proportion to what 
it should he; in other words, there is a difference of exactly §6,835.30 
net. I am hoping, of course", that the present six months will bring 
this up materially, hut you have a hard fight ahead of you. 

I can only add that I wiBhyou would make it your particular busi¬ 
ness to try and shut off expenses at every end; this not only applies™, 
sma.ll expense, hut to large expenses as well, and the more snail expenses 
you can save the better able you will he to take care of the larger 

In looking over the Accounts Payable I notice that there is charged 
to you personally £709/2/11 • 1 understand from Mr. Buehler that tfii.S 
represents monies advanced to you from, time to time, agataBt which you 
had rendered no statements whatever of expenses up to the time that he 
left.’ Now you know perfectly well that you should not have practically 
§3500.00 charged up against you in this way. It is out of all propor- 
tion and out of all reason. I never had such a thing happen to me in ah. 
the time that I have been connected with the Edison interests, so get 
out your books and make up your statements and get the other Bide of the 
ledger credited with some expenses so that this will even itself up. 

We will now pass along to the Accounts Receivable. 

H. APPLEYAKD, LOETHOUSE & CO,- £583/12/9. I .understand from Mr. 
Buehler that this 1b an account that has been open since last April and 
that it represents goods furnished to them prior to April. Is there any 
good reason why this account should not be liquidated? I think Mr. 
Marks had something: to do with the account-, and if you are unable to get 
payment in the usual way I wish you would see Mr. Marks and ascertain 
from him what is the best course to pursue to the end of its being liqui¬ 
dated. 

A. LOETHOUSE & CO.- £597/2/11. I understand that this Lofthouse 
is of the firm above mentioned, of Appleyard, lofthouse & Co.. Is this 
a good account and will you succeed in collecting it? 

LEOPOLD MELLLNGER - £233/l3/0. I understand from Mr. Buehler that 
this is the account which I agreed with Mr* Graf to settle up, he (Graf) 
paying one-half of the amount, the other one-half to be, charged back to 
the National Phonograph Co., Orange, N. J., inasmuoh as this .transaction 
was something that toolrffelaoe long before the organization of the 
National Phonograph Co..', ltd. I further understand from Mr. Buehler that 
just prior to his leaving he arranged the account so that Mellinger was 
credited with the goods returned tb the Edison Gefie11sohaft, the 
Edison Gesellschaft. being oharged with same , and as the account now 
stands on the hooks one-half of.same should be charged forward to Orange 
and the other half should be billed to Graf; and it seems to me that it 
is about time that he paid for his end of it.' 

PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY CO.- £5605/l8/4. This equals upwards of 
§27,000.00,. Now, although there was an understanding that ire Should get 
this store open on Oxford Street, I have been expecting that you would 
have succeeded in getting them to reduce the amount somewhat. The ac¬ 
count is altogether too high. They, are either giving you a large dOBe 
of "hot air" or else there is something radically wrong. I wish you 
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would give this your immediate attention and see if you cannot succeed 
in reducing the account materially. They must be doing some business, 
and although we used it as an advertising scheme, they surely must have 
succeeded in getting in some money for sales they have made. If the 
Management is not proper, than I think it is about time that you arranged 
to put in another Manager who will look after the interests to a greater 
extent than seems to have been the oafle in the past. 

RI CHARD SOUS. - £1466/19/04. It seems to me that this is rather 
high for this party. Possibly you may have reduced the account material¬ 
ly. Let me know as to this. 

J. J. STOCKALL & SOUS LIMITED. - £1824/3/5, or practically $9,000.00. 
Do you consider that they are entitled to ary such amount of credit. In 
connection with this Mr. Buehler tells me that in the settlement made by 
them in September, although the account was practically four months 
overdue, they deducted a oash discount of 2 l/3J«s which you refused to 
allow them. Have you succeeded in making them pay up the full amount, 
or did you permit them to take off this 2 l/2£a? I also understand 
that they take off, under the item of "allowance for breakage and 
additional This must not be allowed hereafter. The goods that you 
ship them are sent over from your storehouse on Olerkenwell Road or 
shipped direct from Brussels to them, and we cannot permit , nor do we 
permit, any further allowance of this kind here. It is arbitrary in 
every sense of the word and they are simply "milking” us, as I am 
fully satisfied that they do not have any such breakage as of the 
net amount of reoords that are shipped to them. 

SYMOHDS LOHDOH STORES. - £1191/3/5# I understand from Mr. Buehler 
that this was reduced £300 during September, which would make it 
£89l/3/5. Have you succeeded in getting this account closed up? I 
further understand that you are again giving them open account. The 
fact that the capital was practically withdrawn from this concern and 
the further fact that it-was mad! into a corporation convinces me that 
they are getting ready to have a final failure, and you want to °ut 
that you do not get caught in the maelstrom. You have always had more 
or less trouble with this conoern. They were the source of the supply 
to Gamage, to say nothing of a great many other dealer* who intended to 
cut prices, and’I think it is & out time that you dropped them entirely 
as factors. How it does not make any difference how much business they 
do that is, if they are inclined not to do business in a legitimate 
way and in accordance with the agreement which they signed, _I would 
prefer that the account be closed and that we discontinue all further 
business with them. In my commercial experience 1 have often 
necessary to discontinue business relations with certain individuals or 
firms as I found it did the general business. good. to do so. ^Shall _ 

large t 

1 any name*; but you know that in the. past I have' had some very 
iccounts that I closed absolutely for the reason that the business 

methods pursued by such individuals or corporations were somewhat 
nefarious, and the conclusion was reached alter oarefuioonslderation, 
and in every case, we found that it was very beneficial to the businesa, 
to say nothing of the anxiety and worriment that was avoided by pur¬ 
suing such a course. Let me hear from you fully as to this. 

L. T. TAHBT. - £38/2/9. I presume that our old "friend" Tandy has 
got into us for this amount. I must say that I am as much to blame for 
ft as anybody else. However. I would like to know if there is anypossi- 
bility of your.collecting this. I also notice that Tandy & Vincent 
owe us £19/ll/9; is this in the same category? 
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Ur. Buahler tells me that they have been in the 
habit of taking orr one half-penny per record- claiming that this was the 
price at which they had heretofore purchased the goods from America-and 
therefore they -sere entitled to the came consideration from the London 
office. This is altogether -wrong. In the first place, we accept 
agreements from all jobbers whereby we undertake to charge out records 
at one and the same price to all of them. How by what right a an we 
irivc this half-penny to Brown Bros.? Tie are selling our goods in 
London in English money, and the fact that Brown Bros, or ary other con¬ 
cern purchased them originally from America on an American money basis 
has nothing to do with the case. You must take a firm stand with them 
and toll them that they will hare to buy the goods at 10 d. the same 
as anybody else. If they refuse, there is nothing for you to do but 
close the account;- You cannot "malce fish. of* one concern and flesh 
of another11 * Supposing that some of your other factors should learn 
of this, what would be the effect? I will further illustrate this 
as follows: Assuming that they buy 100 records in 
Amerioa, they cost them at that time 20 cents each, or $20.00 per 100. 
If the exchange was $4*88 it would equal fA/z/0', ii the exchange was 
$4.8? it would.equal £4/2/2; if the exchange was §4.86 it would_equal 
£4/2/4; whereas, buying them from you at 0 l/2 d. each they would only 
pay you £3/19/2. How they are simply taking advantage of you, and the 
only thing for you to do is to put your foot down and 
they cannot, get any more records from you (and this applies to orders 
already on file from them) at less than 10 d. each. 

■m will now look at it. from, your standpoint. 

ICO records delivered to you in London cost the 
National Ltd.,— 

Adding only 10/ for your General Expense, 
which, p.ccording to figures mentioned in 
the first part of tills letter is a very 
low estimate, makes— 

Total, 

Figuring exchange at $4.80, this equals 

017.00 

1.70 

§18.70. 

£3/l?/ll. 

You are selling the goods to Brown Bros, 
at 9 l/2 d. each, .or per 100, 

In addition to this they take off 2 l/zt , y 
for cash, or per 100 rooords, £0/1/ 

Less 6/> for advertising, £0/2/8 l/2 

Total per 100, ' '■ 

£3 A?>/3 

£0/3/8 

On the above basis this puts the 
records in to them per 100 at £3/15/6 

You are therefore selling the goods to 
them at a loss s#r .100 of £0/2/6. 
Of course we cannot stand this, and the only way I can see out of 

it is aB above outlined, that they pay you the same as any other 
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jobber pays you, at the rate of 10 d. per record. 

How on the general subject of the allowance for advertising, 
are you satisfied that you are getting good returns for thiB investment? 
Our experience here ie proving to the contrary and we are eliminating it 
just as fast as we oan all the way around. Tho: principal reason is 
that v.e found our jobbers in putting in advertisement would advertise 
other types of machines .in the same advertisement, whereas there was a 
distinct, understanding originally that such advertising was to coyer 
Edison goods exclusively., We wore hampered so ranch,, however, that v© 
finally decided to withdraw this S,% consession. You had better look 
Into-it there, and if you can do so gracefully, withdraw it all around. 
If you decide to withdraw on any of them you must withdraw on all just 
as fast as you can, but.diplomatically. I realise, of course, that in 
some ^ew cases Jobbers may have, contracted ahead.. You must insist upon 
seeing the contracts, and if you find that they are correct in their 
statements, then carry it out up to such period, but decline to do 
anything of .the kind thereafter. 

I wish you would have. made, up and sen A to me copies of any end all 
credit memorandums that have been issued since Sept. 1st, and please 
give instructions to your Accounting Department to forward to our 
Accounting Department here copies of all credit memorandums that may 
be issued in future, or, should any allowances’bo made through the Cash 

Book where credit memorandums are not necessarily issued, I should 
like t,o have, sent me a transcript, of all such allowances. 

Going •'back again to the sdbject of cadh discount, I oro afraid that 
your people are entirely too easy in'making allowances for cash discount. 
The 2 l/jjs? cash discount was originally intended to cover invoices paid 
within ten days from the date of seme- It would seem, however, that 
this, faot is entirely; overlooked .and in some cases thi s discount has been 
allowed after an account has run 60 days. How this is .not at all cor¬ 
rect. "rlity should one jobber be .favored to the detriment of another? 
If, on the other hand, yotir other jobbers find you are all,o?ri.ng this 
cash discount on a longer period than ten days .they will'expect, you to 
give them the same extension, and the first• thing_ypu know .it will 
■become a farce pure acid . o implc* X ’.do not went^ to mate tbe- rule .so rigid 
that it, will be irksome to you, but. at the same time wo must draw the 
line somewhere. The. very best; that, is allowed here is that invoices 
of the previous month must be paid on or before the 10th of the follow¬ 
ing month to enable the jobbers to get'the advantage- of-, the Zfi allowance 
which y» make. In other cases we allow jobbers to- make pajrmehts twice 
a month,, that is, on the -,15th and 30th, ;but the. greatest, time given is in. 
the ease of large corporations, t,tf whom'we grant the privilege of making 
payment of the entire month's purohases-with the 2^~d6duction if vsuoh 
payment is made on or befort-the ;iOth of the’following-month. „You 
should make your rules likewise. -If there is ii. good reason why you 
cannot do soi. wr&o me on .it and-we will try; to arrange.this so that it 
wi11 be to the mutual advantage of all- concerned..;, . 

You-will'remember that I had quite a long talk with you. as to get¬ 
ting Mr. Marks to meet "with'you at. least once a month so as to go over, 
matters generally. AS a Director of the company he should know what is 
going on. I realize that we must pay him, for this; work,’ but. If eel 
sure that, he" can give you some good advice, in that where you are 
unable to’ decide absolutely as to .vhet course you should pursue in con¬ 
nection with any matt era he oan no doubt assist you materially.. If, 
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therefore, you haw not heretofore arranged for a meeting of the 
Directors at least once a month I wish you would make it a point to see 
nn^Maw£Hvfld then arrange for a meeting to take place at Clerkenvvell 
RoEd where any and all matters in dispute can he taken up and di ecuseed 
fuliy. Personally, I have a great deal of respect for Mr. Marks* opin¬ 
ion, both legally and from a commercial standpoint, and were I in the 
position that you hold I should not hesitate to call upon him for advice 
on many oommercial matters. I realise,,of course, that he is a very 
busy man, hut nevertheless, X am perfectly satisfied that he could arrange 
his time in such a vray as to be able to give you one half day at least 
once a month to discuss and settle difficult questions that may arise 
and must arise in connection with the various interests that you represent 
riot only in I.ondon, but Berlin, Baris, Brussels and elsewhere as v/ell. 

In_conclusion, I do not wish you to bo offended at anything that I 
have written in this letter. I sm writing you in the same old frank 
-way and for the good of the general cause. You want to stop and think 
every once in a while that the immense quantity of goods going over there 
r?Pief,entf a ereat ?eal of mo”61r< The figures I have before me show 
that the total consignment accounts of the London, Berlin and Paris 
selling organizations amount to §433,559.50 I trust, therefore, that you 
Ti1* $°rider thi3 letter rory carefully, taking up the different matters 
that I have brought, up sereatim and write me very fully in relation 
thereto. 

Yours very truly. 

kk/iw President. 

P. S. 
In connection with the reports that you have been sending me 

weekly, showing business done in London, I wish you would give instruc¬ 
tions to Mr. Graf in Berlin and to Mr. Kaltenecker in Paris to make up 
and send me similar reports. X understand that Mr. Graf has been sending 
these to you weekly, so simply give him instructions to send me a copy of 
such report; and I would suggest that you send to Hr. Kaltenecker a blank 
form made up complete with fictitious figures and ask him to arrange to 
forward such report, one oopy to you and one to me, weekly; and I would 
also suggest that these reports include, as I have wlready written you. 
a statement of the number of machines that they have-In stock. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Go. Ltd. 

EDISON NVANUFACTURING G°- Ltd. X 
25 Clerfeenwell Road, bJL. 

London, E-G, 

25th October, 1904..,. 

rMw; QFFioiS, 
V/. E. Gilmore, Esq., j ' I'-'T'D j 

Orange, New Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

I have recently received copies of the "Newark Evening News" 

and "New York Sun" giving an account of a suit which you are press¬ 

ing against Thomas A. Edison, Junr. Chemical Company of New York, 

and that the United States Postal Authorities have refused to 

grant this Company further use of the mails. I very much wish you 

would send me any further particulars of this matter that you may 

have at hand, as I find a great many people on this side of the 

water are interested in same. I believe some of these electro 

chemical or magnetic cure-all fakes or whatever they call them have 

been sold on this side of the water. We frequently have to answer 

correspondence relating to this matter and it has occurred to me 

that it might be a good scheme to advertise the fact generally that 

Mr. Edison himself has no connection whatever with this concern. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W./L.D. 

+ 
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PERSONAL. 25th October, 1904. 

V. E. Gilmore, Esq., \, ■ jrpV 
Orange, New Jersey. ' j 

wy> | 
Dear Hr. Gilmore, i 

Your very kind favour of October 14th has just come to hand 
having particular reference to the matter of open accounts and gen- 
eral expense. I shall be unable to reply to the letter in detail 
to-day as I cannot get sufficient information together to enable 
me to give you a complete answer in time to catch the post. 

Referring to the matter of open accounts, however, I will take 
them in the order in which they are given by you and beg to advise 
as follows:- 

r« H. Appleyard lofthouse & Co. 

J as possible. X have conferred with Mr. Marks on this regularly 
) and everything possible is being done to get expeditious liquidation. 
/ I hope to be able to write you shortly that the account is entirely 
^ closed. 

A. lofthouse & Co. is a new concern which took over the 
business of H. Appleyard lofthouse & Co. who we hold responsible 
for both accounts. Both myself and Mr. Marks are satisfied that the 
account is entirely safe, but they are very slow payers. In fact 
a friend of Mr. Marks, a Mr. Thomas Hird, has guaranteed the 
account. 

Neopold Hellinger : I beg to advise you that Mr. Graf has 
remitted us the money in part payment of the Mellinger account, and 
we will now charge the other part over to Orange and you will re¬ 
ceive bill during this month. 

Richardsons, Manchester : This account has now been greatly 
reduced, and they owe us at the present time only £1060 , and is 
an account I consider absolutely safe. 
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J. J. Stockall & Sons. Ltd. - This concern have now settled, 
their account up-to-date, and only owe us for purchases made during 
last Month. I have not permitted them to have the 2-£ per cent 
on their old account. As to the 2 per cent allowance which we have 
made this concern for breakage I will say that it is the first I 
have learned of the fact that you do not allow breakage in America, 
and 1 know that at the time the Foreign Department was trading 
here with our customers in Great Britain a 2 per cent allowance 
was made to at least one of our customers, Messrs. Brown Bros, and 
if you had discontinued this practice in America X certainly would 
have been glad had you advised me of the fact. 

Symonds1 London Stores : This account, as X have previously 
written you, has been settled in full, and we are now selling them 
goods on an absolutely cash basis, and will continue so to do. 

, L. T. Tandy : This is our old friend Tandy as you have sug- 
gested, and we issued a writ about one week ago in the endeavour to 
press the collection of this account, and I believe we will succeed 
in covering it. 

Regarding the Phono Supply and Messrs. Brown Bros, account 
X will write you under a separate cover. 

I am very glad to say that we have not up-to-date lost any 
money on open accounts at this office, and I sincerely hope we shall 
not do so. I want you to feel that all the care possible is being 
exercised as regards to open accounts. 

With reference to conferring with Mr. Marks you may be sure 
that this is done regularly once a month and sometimes twice a month. 

.. In reference to your closing paragraph you may rest assured 
that your remarks are accepted by me exactly in the spirit in which 
I feel they are given, and that they are not in any way offensive. 
As a matter of fact I appreciate very fully your writing me in such 
a perfectly frank manner, and you may be sure that I will take 
every questuon up carefully and give you a complete reply by the 

Very sincerely yours, , / 

• 

CyS Managing Director. 

J.H.W./fc.D. 
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W. E. Gilmore, Esq. ,, ,.. 
Orange, N.J.i '■ •'■' i ' ;V;'- , 1 . 

Dear Sir, / 2/’*?/P M 
I have your/s of1 the 19th ult, enclos/ng/copy of your's 

of Oct. 14th addressed to Mr. White. While I oan quite appreciate 
all that you say and had perhaps Anticipated that you would some¬ 
day make such a suggestion, I am afraid that my position has' not 
teen as comfortable a one to me as X would ha.ve liked, because 
although being nominally a director and thus resppnsible in a 
measure I was not concerned in that which affected the commercial, 
or. business portion of the undertaking although I was perfectly 
oertain that in such a business conferences with others would 
have been an advantage. While that was the case I did not want 
to push my suggestions but I may bay that I have had repeated 
interviews with Mr. White and also with Mr. Squires and Mr.Lemoinb 
but it has not been always satisfactory for me to come in upon 
what might be termed the rough end of the business when probably 
an earlier conference would have made things easier for us all. 

My impression is that the business over herd could be 
much more successful than it is provided methodical and system¬ 
atic meetings were held for determining upon all vital questions 
Of policy or commercial matters* . ... . .. , __■ „ 

I consider that a board meeting should De held once every 
month and this would last some hours; at this board meeting 
there should be presented;- 1st. a statement showing all accounts 
due to the Company and from the Company and no cheques should be 
drawn except for current wages expenses other than at the ooard 
meeting. 2nd. a statement should be prepared showing the 
business done' and also giving stock in hand and or.der.s pending, 
3rd. a list of all orders giving da,te when placed and showing 
when filled so that qny complaint as to delay and any question 
of preference could be immediately dealt with. 4th. a salary 
statement showing the whole expenses of the staff together with 
a list of employees and their duties should be presented, and 
this' could then be modified depending upon the orders and output, 
5th. a list of proposed new records for future stock and 
.proposals for engagement of artistes and others. 6th, a list of 

the records made together with the cost and the whole expenses 
connected with the recording department. 7th. advertising and 
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- 8tlu 3117 important matters or disputes as 
to accounts between dealers, factors and others P 

It may happen that the whole of these matters would not 
arise every month but they are such as in my opinion should be 
dealt with and be within the scope of the board meeting business. 

I suggest that the first Thursday in every month should be 
set apart for this business' the hour of meeting being 2.&0 so as 
to enable the morning to be given to the commercial and ordinary 
work arid leave the 'directors free to work as late as might be 
necessary for. settling everything, this day would also be con¬ 
venient for getting the report ready for. the mail on the .Saturday 
for America, 

I -have'been connected with other companies and at our 
board meetings we always dealt with matters somewhat on the lines 
I Have laid down. 

You said quite frankly to Mr. 'White that you know I am a 
busy man, but my experience shows me that busy men manage to find 
most time for their work as they have to adopt some method. You 
know of course that I cannot go down there to those meetings and 
simply think about what has to be dealt with at that time and no; 
other, as to be of any use I should have to frequently carry in 
my mind the interests' of the company and be constantly having in 
View matters that I now have no time to enter intoj I can only 
do this work by paying more for. other assistance and I suggest 
therefore that if I am to do this business properly in the way I 
have outlined I must charge a fee of £20. (twenty pounds) pisr 
month for this service alone. 

I do not by any means court this work as I can quite under¬ 
stand it will not always be pleasant and I shall have to be oqn-? 
earned in exercising authority and possibly coming into conflict 
with others occasionally with whom at present X have nothing f*4v 
the way of administration *.r=. 

In the matter of the accounts you have mentioned-in your 
letter, I know nothing whatever about them with the exception of 
Appleyaxd & Lofthouse, whom you tmMjf. remember were two of the 
worst cutters in Manchester and whom I got together in partner¬ 
ship, the understandihg being that we should allow them credit 
for, a time in order that they might build up a business, at the 
same time by doihg this took a,way from, all our other factors and 
dealers the complaint they had' against these people trading. At 
the end of the year we found that Appleyard was not a very 
satisfactory man in his methods and we gave each of them the 
opportunity of buying the other put. Lofthouse took the Dusines 
and formed a limited company of it merging his old jewellery 
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business with it and we thus got his jewellery as security in 
this business for the .debts that were owing so tha,t if the 
business developes as I think it may under Lofthouse' s control 
we shall be all right, but in. any event I consider that too muqh 
oredit has been given to this man since the formation of the 
company and X will look into this at our first meeting. 

With regard to some of the other accounts it is' the very 
first X have heard of them and I am simply ama.zed at the credit 
that has been given and consider that pretty vigorous methods 
should be adopted towards reducing them, particularly with 
regard to the Oxford Street "Phonograph Supply Co", the shop is 
in the wrong position to start with and I am of opinion is "not 
likely to do us very much good, however I will report to you 
fully after the board meeting. 

I may say that as a Director I had been feeling somewhat 
uneasy over this matter as I knew there would be an occasion 
sometime or other for a conference on the business with a yiew 
to making the accounts up to suit the income tax authorities and 
also the joint Stock Companies Office, and to do this very close 
attention is necessary on the part of the Directors. 

Perhaps you will let me know definitely as to my proposals 
and terms before the date of any first meeting you may wish us to 
hold. 

Yours faithfully. 
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<§>I|e; Pfi©e0gmp& |kippf$ ©©mperia^., 

321, OXFORD STREET, W. 

SALES. EXPENDITURE 

Machines 

6 Accessories A. /i.tf 

h Records 66. t.y 

Sundries 2.. (o. la. 
foi. e. y 

Machines — 

73 Accessories • 3. 
•H <D 
oc Records S', a. C, 

Sundries *• ~ 6'. //. 6 

£/oq. o. /. 

Cash Sales £ 93. /. 3. 

Credii t „ £ 6 4-/£.//. 

Stock . ^ tf. - 

Rent, &c. I — 

Wages and Salaries 9-/6. - 

Sundries. 

/2+. - . - 

S- 
/3. - 

ToTAL^/* 9 t ■ lOTAL 

Cash in hand or at Bankers. Assets Receivable. 

Brought forward £ /o6>, 7. //. Brought forward £ /p. (, 

Cash Sales ... 1/.&. /. ^, Credit Sales ... /<F. // 

Cash to Account t • *+ • 

£ /go. /3: / /6. «r. 

Less Less 

Expendituri ■-1 ?*■ - Amount Received <3/. 4f . - 

£ //. /. 

THE PHOI ’H SUPPLY C- 
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1 
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Machines 
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Records 

Sundries 

38■ z. - 

Z. to 

?t. e,. t 

//3. //. 8 

Machines _ 
Accessories *.<s 

cc Records 3. /s. - 

Sundries 5. -. 
S/f.6 

£ ffq. //• 2.| 

Cash Sales ^ 

Credit ,, £ 83. /&• o 

Total j£//f //.Z. 

Cash in hand or at Bankers. 

Brought forward £ 88. //. / 

Cash Sales. ... JSA/-.J. 

Cash to Account • ~ • 3 . 

i/s?. s. y 
Less t 

Expenditure £ £jf. /2, *7 

EXPENDITURE 

Stock . A 4*. 3 

Rent, &c. — 

Wages and Salaries S. /G. 

Sundries. At. f. 

9ts/6cLeja • 3 . fo 

&<sOt/-CA/, 
/ '*■ - 

Total 

Assets Receivable. 

Brought forward £ ££o. /2. J" 

Credit Sales ... 8Q, f&./f 

T~— 
Less 

.Amount Received 3//- . — . o?. 

3/0 . i/36. /3. - 
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Telegrams; & Cables: '* Randomly, London.” 
Telephone No. 5050, HOLBORN. (^ama^CX&d\ 

EOISOEf’S EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
Phonographs, 0F THE 

IIS* NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH 

Batteries. 
Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 

Numbering Machines. 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London, 

, T* A- 
Cable Cades Used: a.i„ A.D.C., commercial, 

’?WvX ' 

Factories : 
Orange N. J* 

GO. Ltd. "**• 
Go. Ltd. X 

E.C. 

T.A.Edison Junior Blectro-Chemical Company, we have sent circulars 

out in this country, in fact we believe every customer on our books 

has been properly circularised and we have duly charged the eo:pense 

of this back to Orange. 

Regarding the matter of sending these circulars out in France , 

I Efri advised by Mr. Kaltenecker that nothing has ever been printed in 

the French papers regarding this "fake" Electro-Chemical Company, 

and that the French public are entirely ignorant of what has taken 

place, therefore X do not think it would be a good idea to stir 

them up or to circularise our small connection in France. I take 

it in making public this fraud order your idea is merely to safe¬ 

guard Mr. Edison’s name am* business interests, l4ierefora for the 

present I shall do nothing further about this matter in France, as 

X think the publishing and sending round of this fraud order would 

not make a very favourable impression upon the French public at present 

-\ 





ily, London." 
. 5050, HOLBORN. Cl 

'Q&g-'-uL - Tfltuv* 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

Projecting 
Kinctoscopcs, 

Original Films, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ©o. 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

Ltd. 
Ltd. 

, Gilmore, Esq., 
Orange, Hew Jersey. 

Londo.nt__E.C, 

/Main office's 
3rd DaeSifibew)/ 495)4'. 

3EC la 191M 

Berlin. 

Paris. 

D8ar Sir, 

I enclose you herewith report for weekly sales of this office 

ending November 26th being #22615.78 total. London Sales being 

#20446.90. I have not yet received figures for the entire business 

of November, but from what I can see at the present moment I fear 

they will fall somewhat short of the business for November 1903, 

which was #144,810.26. However, I shall give you a complete report, 

as soon as I get the figures from Berlin and Paris. 

Our record sales during November of this year have been light, 

and X put it down to the following reasons 

1. The weather during the month of November in Great Britain 
has been exceptionally fine, which is detrimental to phonograph 
business generally. 

2. We are up against the stiffast kind of competition here 
to/s?ord«- T*e following well-known firms are selling 

moulded records to the public at l/- each: "The Columbia Phonograph 
Company, Edison-Bell Consolidated Phonograph Company, Ltd., The 
?;®ot1ric 58°or,d Company (Messrs.T. & G. Hough, proprietors). Messrs. 
Lucock and Packman'and the PathS Company advertise their record at 
1/4 but it is generally sold at l/-. 

S' 7s £ully expeetfljto have shipped to our trad® from the 
Brussels plant during November records from the No,, ll British list, 
copy of which I enclose herewith, and also recordsJfrom our special 



N. P. Co. Ltd. 

Christmas supplement, which I enclose herewith. The Brussels 
plant has fallen down very badly in delivering new records. With the 
exception of a few records shipped against our orders for the No. 
11 British supplement, the Brussels plant turned out no new records 
during November, and the records which they have shipped on the 
No. 11 supplement did not go out until November 30th, therefore 
too late to include in the November business, as we have not yet 
received invoices for them. We had hoped also that the Brussels 
plant would be able to deliver us records from the November- 
December American supplement, moulded masters of which are now at 
the Brussels plant, but up to date there is no sign of receiving 
a production from these moulds. 

While I do not wish you to think from these remarks that X 

am discouraged about the record business, I feel that in justice 

to ourselves we should set forth our opinion as-to the reasons for 

light record sales. So far as the competition hers in Great 

Britain is concerned, I still do not fear this as X am satisfied 

our record will prevail in the end at 1/6. The greatest problem 

which confronts me at present is the one of Brussels being able to 

make quick delivery of selections which we turn over to them for 

moulding. Of course v/e must in justice add the sales of Berlin 

and Prance for the purpose of making a fair comparison against 

November of last year, and I think when the figures are received 

from Messrs. Graf and Kaltenecker we will not fall far behind last 

year's business, but it will probably be 10,000 or 20,000 lower. 

I hops, however, that we will make up this loss during December, as 

it has already started in very brisk, and I feel sure that with the 

new records that Brussels will give us things will boom to a very 

considerable extent. However, I will write you very fully on this 

at a later date. 

I also beg to enclose hers\ 

National Park Bank of New York, 

2. 



N. P. Co. Ltd. 

to our credit and a receipt returned. 

I shall be able to 3end you ^25,000 to ^40,000 within the next 

tv;o weeks. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W./L.D. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE. N. J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

13, 1904. 

E. Riehl Esq.r 

C/o Rational Phonograph Co., 

Brussels, Belguim. 

Dear Sir:- 

Please accept thanks for your letter of Dec. 2nd, enclosing 

factory reports for week ending Rov. 29th. 

The average percentage of good records at Brussels is very low? 

indeed and does not begin to compare with the output at Berlin and Paris. 

As X understand this, the average percentage of the total records 

manufactured during that week at Brussels (50527) was only 53$; or do I 

understand that out of the total number of records inspected there 

were only 53^ good? This looks very ponr indeed any way that you look 

at it. 

I note what you have to say about cost of records there, and it is 

quite gratifying to know that this has decreased materially for Eovember 

production. I hope that you can keep it down to this point, or even 

less. I realize that this is only an approximate estimate. 

Regarding the location of another factory, this is the first inti¬ 

mation I have received that London or any body else has contemplated the 

erection of a new factory at any other point. For your information I 

would say that I do not care to have another factory installed at the 

present time; in fact, I want to consider it most carefully before doing 

so. Mr. V/hite has not communicated with me on this subject. X will 

take it up, however, later. Please do nothing about the installation 



NATIONAL PHONOBHAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHDNUERAPHS & REEDRDS. 

13, 1904. 

of any further plants or in fact making any further increases, until you 

communicate with me. The jurisdiction as to this is with this company, 

and not with London, or in fact any other of the selling plants. What 

I want to do now is to get the present plants that we have going working 

successfully before we enter new fields. X think you will agree with me 

that this is the better course.to pursue. 

I note that your further advice from the Austrian patent attorney 

is that you have done everything possible to protest the patent, but as 

I have indicated in another letter, I assume'that you have seen Mr. 

Dyer about this, but if not, X will take it up with him when he gets 

back. 

Yours very truly. 

WEO/lVAV 

President. 



I duly received your letter of Nov. 16th, regarding the taldng 

hack of the factory at Berlin, now that the Stollwerok contract has Been 

cancelled. 

I have diacussed with Mr. Edison quite fully the method that Bhould 

he pursued, and the decision reached is that what you purpose doing is 

entirely satisfactory in every way. I see no good reason why the 

Edison Gesellschaft should not own the patentB there and that they grant 

to the National 'Phonograph Go. the sole lioonse to manufacture under 

suoh patents in Germany. 

I do not. see where there is going to he any friction as to the 

administration of this factory. You will remember that Mr. Riehl has 

charge of all the manufacturing plants at Brussels, Berlin and Paris, 

and it iB our desire that he Shall oontinue to manage them, and that 

they shall not oome under the supervision of the selling departments. 

If the selling departments will attend to their own business they will 

have plenty to do, and all that is neceSBary is for the selling depart¬ 

ments to arrenge to place orders with the manufacturing departments for 

Buoh records aa they may require. 

So fhr as money is concerned, there is no reason why the Edison 

Gesollsohaft .oannot advance such monies as may be required to meet all 
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expenses, in the sane manner as is pursued by the national Phonograph 

Co., Ltd., of London. Of course, as matters are now running, all goods 

for the Edison Gasellsohaft are billed to the Hational, Ltd., at London, 

who in turn charge same forward to the Edison Gesellschaft. How 1 f the 

Edison Gesellschaft advance money to this company for the proper opera¬ 

tion of their plant in Berlin, then of course the amount would haw to 

be charged back to the National Ltd., London, who in turn would charge 

it back to us. I do not see but that this can be done without any 

great moimt of trouble, but it brings tip the question as to whether 

eventually we should not deal direct with the Edison Gesellschaft in 

Germany and with the-Trench Company in Paris, the sene as we do with 

the National Ltd. in London Of course I do not see that ve can arrange 

this at present, so far as machines are concerned, nor do Z want to 

leave the seme authority vested in Germany and in Prance as it is in 

London, as if they are allowed to order promiscuously directly from 

us the tendency would be to order such a large quantity of goods that the 

consignment account would be very much heavier than v.e could stand, I 

have before me a memorandum showing that the consignment account with 

the National Ltd. at London at'this date is $554,770.93. Of course this 

represents the goods that they have on hand plus their Accounts Hecoiv- 

able (which includes all shipments made by them to Germany and Prance), 

goods in transit, etc. etc., but the amount is getting so large that 'we 

have got to do something radioal to the end of reducing it. I think, 

therefore, that for the present it will be necessary to let both Prance 

and Germany order their goods from London, so that the London office can 

control the amount of goods that Should be shipped to them. This, of 

course, only applies to phonographs and accessories, and when it comes 

to the question of records I assume we have got to leave them the right 

to order such records as they want from our Berlin plant, in the case of 
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-Berlin, and from the Paris plant in the case of Paris. 

I do not. know whether you hare discussed this matter with Mr. Byer 

or not, hut in any case, what you haw indicated in your letter is quite 

satisfactory to us. I wish you would make arrangements to take it up 

and straighten it out forthwith. 

Yours wry truly, 

USEfl/lW Pre sident, 



I have carefully read over 

the letters from Riehl to you, also Mr. Scherraerhorn’s reply to 

same, and would advise you that I have already written Riehl on 

the subject of Mr. Schermerhorn's letter under date of Deo. 19, 1904 

Tt seems to me that he is ignorant to certain details of 

the business if he thinks that the moulded masters we have been 

sending him are to be used to make "mother" moulds of. I have 

recently seen a Supplement of Christmas carols which have been 

listed in London, and which had been made from moulded masters we 

have sent him, and if he has treated these moulded masters sent 

as "mother" masters, and from them made mould masters, and from 

them the regular moulds from which the commercial product is 

produced, they will certainly be a failure as not one of them 

will track across the record without adjusting the reproducer. 

I also note what Mr. Riehl says in regard to the strict 

inspection of masters under the microscope in Paris, as follows: 

"I hold the opinon that we cannot be too severe, and no 
chances can be taken in examining masters made under the 
original or "mother" mould system, and our criticism should 
be most rigid in the selection this also has a tendency of 
bringing our records to a higher standard." 

I wish to say that J differ very much with Mr. Riehl in 

this respect, and would add that if he keeps this inspection to 

severe he will throw away masters, which, from a reproducing 

standpoint, are of the best. It has been my experience that 

certain kinds of shades can be moulded, and to as good an 

advantage as an absolutely perfect mould, and I have written him 

sometime ago in regard to this severe inspection, and advised him 

that when he is doubtful whether a master is good or not to make a 

mould and try it,,and get some experience as to what will work 
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and what to reject, as 'it is a whole lot cheaper to discard a 

copper shell of a mould than to run a chance of throwing away an 

estpensive master, and I have recently received a letter from him 

on this same subject stating that he had tried this, and found that 

masters he had experimented with made a satisfactory mould. It 

seems to me that it would he a good idea if he keep us posted more 

in detail as to some of the troubles he is having in the 

production of the Brussels plant. I note that on his report he 

has only 44 per cent good, but I find in figuring it out that he is 

wrong and that it is 55 per cent good. This seems to me to be a 

very poor showing, and if we knew what his troubles, are we might be 

able to help him out considerably in the same manner that we sent 

him information on the moulded master situation. I have heard, 

however, that he is rarely ever at the Brussels plant and spends 

most all his time at the Wax plant. It seems to me that if the 

Wax plant is going satisfactorily,.and quite evidently it is, he 

should be at the place where the trouble exists to try and remedy 

it. 

W. H. Miller. 

12/23/04. 
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SS YOUR REPLY YO THIS I 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHDNDGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

E. Riehl, Esq., 

C/o Rational Phonograph Co., 

Brussels, Belgium. 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Gilmore has just shown me your letter of Dec. 9th, enclos¬ 

ing your weekly report, and I have noted particularly that portion of it 

which has reference to the sending of masters of American supplements. 

I assumed that Mr. Miller had fully acquainted you with the fact that 

we are sending you, not original or mother masters, hut masters from 

v/hich working moulds could he made, and as a matter of fact, Mr. Miller 

states that it is a very eaqy matter for you to determine v/hether or 

not such is the fact. Also, I should think it would strike you that we 

would not send you five or ten originals from which to make mother moulds. 

The letter has just reached us and we have not had time to take up 

the matter of supplying you vlith moulds; X am only writing you thi3 

letter so as to set you x±gkfc straight on the masters that are now going 

forward. 

Yours very truly, 

J .R.Schermerhorn. 

JRS/lW Asst .Gen.Mgr, 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. L°p‘ 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

o/o national Phonograph Co., 

Brussels, Belgium. 

Dear Sir: 

In discussing matters with Mr. White having reference to 

our business abroad, he has brought up the question of broken promises 

as to deliveries of records from the Brussels plant, and particularly 

the shipment of Christmas Carols, about which you have already had 

some correspondence. He further states that promises made as to 

shipments for the past two or three months have not been lived up to 

and that quick selling records, apch as selections from the comic 

opera "Prince of Filsen", "The School Girl" and the November-December 

records, had not up to the time that he left been shipped to London 

so that they could fill orders. 

Prom the talks that I have had with him, I can only conclude 

that the management of the Brussels plant is in a very demoralised 

conditionand that, extremely raidal measures are necessary to get this 

plant running satisfactorily so as to meet the growing business in the 

British Isles as well as on the Continent. It, therefore behooves you 

to take hold of the Brussels plant immediately with a view to intro¬ 

ducing an effective remedy. 

It is my wish that you immediately make an investigation of all 
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the orders that have been received from London since September 3st 3ast, 

that you go through these orders and 3ook up a33 correspondence in con¬ 

nection with same and then see what instructions were given to the 

Brusse3s p3ant as to manufacture, what their necessities and future re¬ 

quirements were, and in fact, any information you can obtain which wi33 

put you in a position to exp3ain the di3atory tactics that have been pur¬ 

sued at that p3ant. I judge that London has instructed Brusse3s as to 

their requirements in the way of records, and if these instructions have 

not been fo33owed there must be some good reason for it, and that is 

exact3y what I want to know. I am satisfied that you may find it 

necessary to make a change in the management there; there is no doubt 

that there is something radica33y wrong. 

As I have previous3y written you, I cannot understand why it is that 

the percentage of accepted or good records is so 3ow at the Brusse3s 

p3ant, and particti3ar3y during the months of October and November. 

When you compare the output of good records at the Ber3in and Paris 

p3ants as against the Brusse3s output there is a vast difference, which, 

so far as I can see. can on3y be accounted for by poor management. 

A3though I have written you as to this heretofore, I have not as yet 

received a satisfactory exp3anation as to why the percentage of good 

records was so 3ow. It is now my desire that you 3ook into it persona33y 

and that you report to me fu33y as to the reasons therefor, and what you 

intend doing to remedy it. For your information I wou3d say that the 

net output of good records here averages about 82%. 

There is another point upon which I wou3d 3ike to hear from you as 

we33, and that is, how often are you visiting the different p3ants? I 

refer to the p3ant at Ber3in, at Paris and at Brusse3s. It wou3d seem 

to me that you should out3ine some scheme whereby you visit.these plants 

periodica33y. My opinion is that you shou3d visit everyone of them at 
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least every two months so as to go Into any troubles that they may have 

and so that you will be acquainted with what is being done there. Of 

course, in the absence of any information to the contrary, I am 

assuming that you do not visit these different plants so long as they 

are operating satisfactorily, but, it would seem to me that you want to 

visit each and every one of them so that you will know the exact condi¬ 

tions and suggest any remedies that may occur to you in the way of improve¬ 

ments, cleanliness, etc. etc. I am speaking particularly now of the 

Paris and Berlin plants, as I understand that you had not been to the 

Berlin plant for a long time, your last visit being just at the time 

Mr. White sailed over here. Of course, so far as the Brussels plant is 

concerned, if it is your intention to have your headquarters at the wax 

plant in Brussels then of course you should visit this plant right along. 

I should be very glad if you would consider this most carefully 

and let me have a full report as to what method you have heretofore pur¬ 

sued and what method you purpose adopting hereafter. 

I might add in conclusion that my immediate assistant, Ur. J. R. 

Schermerhorn, will doubtless leave for Europe in the very near future. 

He is going abroad to look over the factory plants particularly, but 

will also look after such other business as X may direct. You will be 

advised in due course as to when he leaves, and I wish you would so 

arrange matters that you can give him ynur undivided time when he visits 

the different plants to go into any and all matters that he may bring up 

looking to giving me a full report, as to how he finds conditions in the 

different establishments. 

. Yours very truly 
WES ,/lVAV 

T n T President.. 
P.o. 1 want particularly to get from you a report as to the reasons 
for the delay in getting out what we designate as popular selections. I 
understand that our compeditors have all of these latest selections. 
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whether it be comic opera, ba33ads, bands 

3ong before we are ab3e to produce them. 

American-made se3ections, but abso3ute3y 

am advised th#the Edison-Be33 peop3e had 

by the 3st of November, whereas our first 

factory unti3 about 3)ecember 8th to 30th. 

good reason for this, and if there is, I 

ph co. to s. Rfeh3 

, etc. etc., on the market 

How I do not refer to the 

to the British se3ections. I 

Christmas Caro3s on the market 

shipment did hot 3eave the 

There roust, of course, be a 

want to know what it is. 





National Phonograph Company Records 

Correspondence, Domestic (1905) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

commercial exploitation of phonographs in the United States. Most of the items 

are letters to and from William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Other 

correspondents include John R. Schermerhorn, assistant general manager; Carl 
H. Wilson, manager of sales; Leonard C. McChesney, manager of the 

Advertising Department; attorney Frank L. Dyer; and San Francisco jobber Peter 

Bacigalupi. Included are letters pertaining to the manufacture, distribution, and 

sale of phonographs and cylinder records, as well as correspondence about 

litigation, patents, copyrights, and other legal matters. Among the documents for 

1905 are letters regarding the control of the New England Phonograph Co.; 

Bacigalupi's participation in the Lewis and Clark Exposition in Portland, Oregon; 

and schedules for shipping cylinder records. Other items concern the 

reorganization of the phonograph business on the West Coast; competition with 

Victor, Columbia, and other companies; and the formation of a Commercial 

Department to sell and operate dictaphones. Also included is a 6-page report by 

Dyer concerning pending litigation involving NPCo, the Edison Manufacturing 

Co., and other Edison concerns. At the end of the folder are reports detailing the 

ownership and condition of the local phonograph companies organized under the 

aegis of the North American Phonograph Co. during the years 1888-1890. 

Approximately 20 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are documents regarding ongoing litigation with the New 

York Phonograph Co. and other parties, the business of individual dealers and 

jobbers, and the evaluation of patents granted to outside parties. 
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musical copyrighta was decided "by Judge Colt on January 27/88 

in the case of Kennedy et al. v. McTammany, 33 Federal Reporter 

584. In that case the defendant manufactured perforated sheets 

for use In organettes. The Court said:- 

"I cannot convince myself that these perforat¬ 
ed strips of paper are copies of sheet music, within the 
meaning of the copyright law. They are not made to he 
addressed to the eye as sheet music, hut they form part 
of a machine. They are not designed to he used for suck 
purposes as sheet music, nor do they in any sense occupy 
the same field as Bheet music. They are a~mechanical 
invention made for the sole purpose of performing tunes 
mechanically upon a musical instrument." 

All of these considerations apply with even greater emphasis 

to phonograph records and there is practically no douht hut that 

the opinion of Judge Colt would he sustained if the attempt were 

made to enjoin a phonographic reproduction of a copyrighted 

musical composition. Of course as Mr. lnsull suggests it might 



. Gilmore,Esq. - 2. 

■be possible to have the law changed by Act of Congress, but 

if any effort is made in that direction, we ought of course to 

oppose it to the utmost. 

Yours very truly, 
& 

7Z-. - sid/ark. 
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Chicago, January 13th, 1905. 

W. B. Gilmore, Esq. 

Care Edison Manufacturing Company, 

Orange, N.J. 

My Dear Gilmore: 

I am interested-in some inventions for the manufacture 

of music rolls, and the people interested with me have drawn my 

attention to the efforts of music publishers to get the law changed so 

that they can copyright their music and prevent its being manufactured 

into music rolls, and prevent the use of such music in the making of 

phonograph records. One way they would have of doing it would be to 

try and get the law changed so that they could copyright a perforated 

music roll and copyright a phonograph record. It would seem to me that 

this would interfere with your business, just as much as it would 

interfere with my exploiting the patents which I control on music rolls. 

Have you looked into the matter at any time. I wish you would write me 

your views on the subjeot. 

Yours truly 



□ATE, 

Mr. W. E. Gilmore, 

Mr. C. H. Wilson. 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPff CO>o J V I ^ • 

/:■• Orange, N. J. March 15, 1905. 

-,h:s 
maim oPFicr. 

After nearby Jobbers having repeatedly asked to have 

Record Supplements shipped in advance of new Records ( in order to get 

their mailing lists ready before arrival of Records), it was decided 

to get the sentiment of the trade on the subject. On February 23, 

the following letter was mailed to all Jobbers. 

"At various times in the past Jobbers have asked to have their 
supply of Record Supplements shipped to them BY EXPRESS COLLECT 
a few days in advance of the new Records each month for the 
purpose of getting their mailing lints ready in advance. We 
are willing to change our present rule of shipping them with 
Records if it can be done without detriment to the trade, and 
desire your replies to the questions on enclosed postal card. 
Please fill in and return at once." 

The postal card referred to in this letter read as 

follows: 

"It being understood that Jobbers availing theraselveB of this 
plan will not circulate them in advance of their receipt of 
new Records:- 
1. Do you want your Record Supplements sent by express, 
COLLECT, a few days in advance df shipments of new Records each 
month? 

2. If not, do you object to its being done for othsr Jobbers?" 

All but 19 Jobbers have replied at this date as 

follows: 

53 Want Supplements in advance, will pay express charges and 

agree not to distribute in advance. 

17 Do not want them in advance and make no objection to others 

having them. 
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4 Do not want them and express no opinion about others having them. 

16 Do not want them and oppose other Jobbers having them. 

10 Wrote special letters: all but 1 being opposed to any change. 

The attached sheets give the names of replying Jobbers and show 

their preference. 

In all cases where an opinion was expressed by more than "yes" 

and "no", the cards and letters are attached. 

It is evident from the above tabulations and the accompanying 

cards and letters that any change in our present plan of shipping 

Supplements with Records will be followed by friction and dissatis¬ 

faction, notwithstanding that more than half of the replying Jobbers 

want them in advance, jf these Jobbers are taken at their word, then 

the only benefit of getting the Supplements will be to get their 

mailing lists ready in advance. It seems to me that this advantage is 

more than offset by the trouble that the change will cause us and 

the friction that it will cause in the trade. If Jobbers have envelopes 

addressed and stamped in advance it cannot be much of a task to 

enclose the Supplements: it can be done while the Records, are being 

unpacked. Getting new Records to retail customers each month is not 

a matter of such urgency after all and so long as xr one Jobber 

cannot get Supplements ahead of another, the present plan cannot work 
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to any one's disadvantage. 

The tone of some of the replies makes it certain that the 

Jobbers wanting Supplements in advance will not he content with 

getting them a day in advance, hut will want them still earlier. 

No matter how many times we change the plan to meet their views,the 

time will come when we must make a stand and refuse further changes 

because of inability to get the Supplements printed earlier. 

I believe that the real desire for a change in our present plan 

is to get Supplements to send to Dealers, in order to get ahead of 

competitors, and Supplements in the hands of Dealers in advance is 

going to cause trouble with no gain to any one. 

Aside from the friction in the trade, a change in our present 

plan will mean considerable extra trouble to the order and shipping 

departments. I hope that no change will be made. 

£ 
Manager Advertising Department. 



SUBJECT: Discarded moulds 

Mr. Redfearns 

Please make up for me a list showing the moulds discarded 

during the months of December, January, February and March. In making 

up the list, show the discards under two columnB, one to cover those 

discarded because of injury received in the Mora ding Department, and the 

other showing those discarded due to other causes; for instance, bad 

plating, poor phonographically (by Walter Miller), etc. 

4/8/05 i 



SUBJECT: Oil Painting "The Phonograph". 

Mr. Westee: 

Referring to the attached letter, this has reference to the 

oil painting X purchased some little time ago. The letter should he 

put away in the safe, as some of these days somebody may come and claim 

that they have the copyright on it, etc/ 



[ENCLOSURE] 

In re pi-'- to your letter of April the 5th, 1S05, 

sknowledge with thanks the receipt of your check'for §703.00 

[Dieting the purchase of the Oil Painting known as "The Phono 

[>h", hy Professor P. Ilassani of Florence* 

I also take pleasure in advising you as you requ 



SUBJECT; Sapphire 

J. R. S.; 

As you are doubtless 

from time to time against these little manufacturers of sapphires 

of all kinds, find the general result is that we lose all there is in it, 

as they atart up under another name, and they have no capital, nor in 

fact anything that can he siezed. As a result the victories that we do 

obtain amount to nothing. Row what I want to do is to get after these 

people in another way, and that is by putting our prices so low that 

they cannot compete with us, but the only question with me is whether we 

are able to take care of the business that would come to us should we 

, do so. The same remarks will apply to other repair parts, such as 

belts, etc. etc. 

Before doing anything in this respect I wish you would arrange for 

Redfearn to get out all the costs, etc., and then we can decide what 

we intend to do. If you do not understand exactly what 1 am after you 

had better talk to me about it. 

5/42/05. W.E.G'. 

manufacturers. J dVJ2r('' • 

aware, we have been bringing suit 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Prank L. Dyer, 

Dear Sir: 

Esq., 

laboratory. 

Referring to your-letter to me of Peb. 27th, which I attach 

hereto, together with statement of the condition of our litigations 

as of that date, I am returning all of these papers herewith with the 

request that you have it "brought down to date. Quite a few of these 

cases have doubtless been concluded and finished, but 1 would like to 

know the "condition of affairs. 

WEG/iW 

Yours very truly,, 

President. 

Enc-G 



Orange, IT. J. May 18, 1905. 

V/. E. Gilmore, Esq., 

Orange, N. J. 

Dear Sir:— 

Replying to your favor of trie 15th inst., 

I hand you herewith a report on the present condition of 

pending suits: 

EDISON PHONO. CO. V. LEEDS & CATLIN CO. 

Bill filed Oct. 1, 1903 in the United States 

Circuit Court at New York for infringement of Edison Mold¬ 

ed Record Patent No. 667,662. No Testimony has Been 

taken. 

NATIONAL PHONO. CO. v. LEEDS & CATL1N CO. 

Bill filed September 23, 1903 in t'hT'united 

States Circuit Court at New York for infringement of Edison 

Patent No. 414,761, covering blanks or records. No testi¬ 

mony has been taken. 

NATIONAL PHONO. CO. v. LEEDS Sc CATL1K CO. 

Bill filed Sept. 18, 1903, in the United States 

Circuit Court at New York for infringement of Edison Pa¬ 

tent No. 713,205, covering molded records. No testimony^ 

has been taken. \ 

NATIONAL PHONO. CO. v. INDESTRUCTIBLE RECORD CO. et als. 

Suit pending in the U. S. Circuit Court at 

Chicago for infringement°Edison Patent No. 397,706 on 

Auxiliary Shell between Mandrel and Record. As the patent 

forming the basis of this suit has expired, I recommend 

that the case be discontinued. 



MEW ENGLAND PHONO. CO. HORTON 

" " HANSON 
" 11 CALI. 
" 11 LEPEVOUR 
" " SULLIVAN 
" " LORD 
" " DAKIN 
" " HANLEY 
" " CAMPBELL 
" " PARSONS 
" " ABBE 

No testimony has Been taken. 

NEW ENGLAND PHONO. CO. Y. DAWSON CO. 
-„-«~COT,T]};,JIA"5'0. 

" " American grapho.co. 
" " SEAVEY 

Taking of testimony postponed. 

NAT.PHONO.CO. v. AMERICAN ORAPHO.CQ.& COL.PHONO.CO. 

Bill filed Jan. 27, 1903, in U. S. Circuit, Court 

at New York for infringement of Edisop Patent No. 

454,941 on Mica-Built-up Diaphragm. Defendant's proofs 

closed and case ready for complainant's rebuttal. I have 

Been authorized to drop this case, But as Kauro is not 

willing to trade off the suits on the Macdonald Recorder 

patents, it may Be well to keep this suit pending for 

the present. 

EDISON PHONO.CO. y. HAWTHORNE & SHEBLE 

Suit on Patent No. 386,574 for infringement con¬ 

sisting in removal of phonograph name pla.tes. As the pa¬ 

tent in suit has now expired, I recommend that the case 

Be discontinued. 

NATIONAL PHONO. CO. v. AMERICAN GBAPKOPHONE CO. 

Suits on Edison Molded Record Patents Nos. 

667,662 and 713,209. An appeal has Been taken from Judge 

Platt's decision to the Circuit Court of Appeals. 



NATIONAL PHONO. CO. v. LAMBERT CO. 

On Edison Molded Record Patent No. 713,205. 

The appeal has just been argued before the Circuit Court 

of Appeals, and we are awaiting decision. 

NATIONAL PHONO.CO. v. AMERICAN ORAPKO.OO. 

On Killer & Aylsworth Molded Record Patents 

Nos. 583,615 and 683,676. No testimony has been taken. 

We are to discontinue this suit, which is pending in the 

District of Connecticut, and bring a new suit in the Dis- 

|| trict of West Virginia. 

EDISON v. BIOGRAPH COMPANY 

Bill filed November 7, 1S02 - Edison reissue 

Patent No. 12,037 - in the United States Circuit. Court at 

New York. Defendant's testimony is closed, and Mr. Bull 

is now working on our rebuttal. 

Bills filed Noy. 6, 1502 in the United States 

Circuit Court at Philadelphia, Edison reissue patents 

Nos. 12037 and 12038. Defendants testimony closed and 

complainant's rebuttal is to be taken. The suit on re¬ 

issue Patent No. 12,038 should be discontinued, as this 

patent was again reissued as 12,192. 

EDISON v. SELIG 

Bill filed Nov. 7, 1502, in U. S. Circuit Court 

at Chicago, Edison reissue patent Number 12,037. Prima 

faele testimony closed. Defendant's testimony closed and 

complainant's rebuttal is to be taken. 

RICHARD E. OUTCAULT v. EDISON KEK.CO. & PERCIVAL L.WATERS 

Suit brought in U. S. Circuit Court at New York 

for infringement of copyright on "Buster Brown" pictures 

3. 



A motion for pre]iminary injunction was brought on and was 

denied by Judge Lacombe. A demurrer has been filed. Ho 

change In status. Suit probably will not be pressed. 

KDISOH PHOHO.CO & HAT.PHOHO.CO.v, BRED1K,SUDKRIHK.et al, 

Bill filed April 28, 1904 in U.S.Circuit Court 

at Hew YorJt to restrain the sale of Edison Phonographs and 

records. A motion for injunction was brought on for heap¬ 

ing add was granted by Judge Lacombe. Awaits taking of 

testimony. 

AMERICA!! GRAPHOPHOHE CO. y. HAT. P110M0. CO. 

Bill filed in U.S.Citcuit Court at Hew York on 

Macdonald Patent Ho. 683,958. Mauro is going to dis¬ 

continue this suit and bring a new suit on the same pa¬ 

tent in the District of Hew Jersey. 

AMERICA!! GRAPHO.CO. v, HAT'D.PHOHO.CO. 

Bill filed March 10, 1904 in U;S. Circuit Court 

at Hew York on Macdonald patent Ho. 527,755. Mauro is 

going to discontinue this suit and bring a new suit on 

the same patent in the District of Hew Jersey. 

AKMAT MOVIMC. PICTURE CO. v. EDISOH MEG. CO. 

Bill filed Hoy. 28, 1904. Injunction granted 

and reversed on appeal with costs. Church is trying to 

settle the case. 

HATIOHAD PHOHO.CO.v.AMERICAH GRAPHO.CO.. et al. 

Bill filed Oct. 21, 1904 in the U.S.Circuit 

Court at Hartford for infringement of Edison Patents on 

Bloating Weight Reproducer. This case is to be discon¬ 

tinued. 



HEW YORK CASH. 

Judge Hazel's recent opinion modifies his for¬ 

mer opinion by granting an injunction, hut suspends^the 

same pending an appeal. 

INTERNATIOITAL GRAPHO.CO. v. EDISON PHONO. WORKS. et al. 

Bill filed in Chancery Court of Hew Jersey for 

an accounting, etc. Defendants' ansv/ers have heen filed. 

There are no new developments. 

THOMAS A. EDISON v. EERRHARD SCHNEIDER 

" " GEO. NELIES, ET AL 
" " \m. PA1EY, ET Al 
" " CA1IPAGNIE GEHERALE, (PATHS), etc. 

Bills filed Hov. 23, 1S05 in U. S. Circuit Court 

at New York on Edison film Patent Reissue No. 12,192. 

Defendants have appeared in each suit hy Herman Herst, 

Jr. and Kerr, Page & Cooper. Ansv/ers and replications 

have heen filed and the cases are at issue. We have re¬ 

tained Carter as expert and are about to proceed with our 

P.rima facie proofs • 

AMERICAN KUTOSCOPE & 310GRAPH CO.v. EDISON KEG.CO. 

Suit filed Nov. 12, 1904 in U;S. Circuit Court, 

District of New Jersey for infringement of copyrighted 

film entitled "Personal". Judge Banning has overruled 

our demurrer and refused a preliminary injunction on the 

ground of non-infringement. We are about to file our 

answer to the hill. 

THOMAS A, EDISON v. VI l'AGRAPH CO.OP AMERICA 

Bills filed Mar. 13, 1905 in U.S.Circuit Court 

at New York, on Edison Patents Reissues 12,037 and 

12,192. Defendants have appeared hy Kerr,Page & Cooper 



and answers have been filed. 

AMKR,GRAPHO, CO. v. NOT YORK PHOHO. CO. 

Bills filed April 1, 1905 in U.S.Circuit Court 

District of New Jersey on Macdonald Composition pa¬ 

tents Nos. 606,725 and 626,729. We are preparing answers. 

NOT JBRSNY PATENT COMPANY v. C01.PHONO. COMPANY,GENERAL 

Bill filed April 3, 1905 in U.S.Circuit Court 

District of New Jersey on Aylsworth patent. De¬ 

fendant's answer due June 5, 1905. 

Bill filed Apr. 7, 1905 in U.S.Circuit Court, 

District of New Jersey, on Tainter Composition Patent 

No. 393,190. Our appearance not due until June 5, 

1905. 

WISCONSIN PHONO. CO. v. EDISON, et al. 

Bill filed in U. S. Circuit Court at Trenton. 

Answers not yet due. 

STATT! PHONO. CO. OP ILLINOIS v. EDISON, et al. 

Sill filed in U. S. Circuit Court at Trenton. 

Answers not yet due. 

Yours very truly, 



National Phonograph Goi, 

Orange, it 4 

Gentlemen: 

Referring to your letter of eyon date, having reference t9 

the matter of new :prdces to, he quoted you op the standard type phono^ 

graphs that we have heretofore furnished for you, we hereby quote you 

the following prices, basest on quantity orders the same as heretofore 

placed by you: 

Gem, type, $2.90 each 
Standard type, 4.00 « 
Home, " 3.B5 " 
Triumph " 9,ao n 
Concert 1Q.9D » 
Victor •” 10.30 " 

These prices,ape to be effective as of M&roh 1, 1905. We will make 

up and send you a -credit memorandum for these different type machines 

charged since that date, and hereafter the machines will be charged to 

you at theee prices. 

It is of course understood that these -prices include the machines 

as heretofore furnibhed j^6uv boxed, ready for Shipment. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

The question of the price of phonographs having been hr'ought 

up and considered and it feeing found necessary that a reduction in 

price fee made this company feased on the quantity orders that we have 

placed with you in the past fiscal year, and to fee effective as of 

March 1, 1905, will you kindly indicate the prices at which you 

intend to furnish machines to us of the following different types: 

TSEG/iW 



preparing copy for the Catalogue of the new Business Phonograph, I 

would like to refer to a matter in connection with this machine that 

seems to me worth more than ordinary consideration. In discussing 

the future of the Business Phonograph on one or two occasions with Mr. 

Durand, he has suggested that it might he a good plan to begin to ex¬ 

ploit the Business Phonograph as a business dictation system, treating 

the subject on a larger and broader basis than a mere sale of single 

machines. This subject seems to offer many possibilities for the 

success of the Business Machine. If we were to adopt such a plan, it 

would make a material difference in writing copy for a Catalogue, jn 

fact, a Catalogue prepared either way could hardly be used for the 

other without entirely re-writing. Has Mr. Durand made any similar 

suggestion to you, and if so, have you given it any consideration? 

Can you give me any suggestions upon what lines to prepare a Catalogue? 

When this work is done, I intend getting some assistance from Mr. 

Durand and also from the Lord Agency. 

Yery^-sy^, 

Manager Advertising Dep't. 



Mr. H. E. Miller to-day brought up the matter of the 5^ 

rebates due us from the J. Valter Thompson' Co. Mr. Miller denies 

the statement of Mr. Chapin that our rule up to this year had been 

not to take advantage of the 5% discounts. Mr. Miller states that the 

rule has always been to take them and that where we did not, it was due 

to an oversight or to some fact which made it impossible or difficult 

to do so. Such, for instance, as your own absence from the city or 

other causes beyond the control of the Accounting Department. If 

this is the case, we are entitled to a rebate from the Thompson Co. 

of 5^ on all advertising done by us in publications which allowed the 

discount to Thompson. On the surface, it looks as if the Thompson Co. 

have deceived us and have not treated us as they should. Just as the 

Lord Agency is now allowing us 5on nearly all publications that we 

are using, so the Thompson Agency should have allowed us in a 

similar maimer. I think that we should demand this rebate, unless they 

can prove to us by letters from the publications in question that the 

discount was not allowed to them. 

This may seem harsh, but people who do not treat us fairly 

are entitled to no other consideration. Mr. Chapin has repeatedly 

assured me that we were being allowed discount on all bills, where it 
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proper to do so. It is charitable to assume that he believed that 

he was making a correct statement, but it does not excuse his house, 

for they knew that such was not the case. If you are disposed to insist 

upon our rights in this matter, I will have Mr. Miller go over the 

vouchers for the past three or more years to establish the fact that 

it was our rule to take the 5^ cash discount,and then make a demand 

upon the Thompson Co., accordingly. 

Very truly yours, 

yvi 
Manager, Advertising Department. / 



786-7B8 MISSION ST. 

PROJECTING 
MACHINES 

FILMS 
SLOT PIANOS 
PIANINOS 
PI AN'ORCHESTRA 
miniature Railways 
MERRY-GO-ROUNDS 

san francisco June 1, 1906. 

TO OUR FRIENDS AND PATRONS: 

We take pleasure in informing 
coin-controlled you that the National Phonograph Company and the Edison 

machines Manufacturing Company of Orange, New Jersey, are to have 
an exhibit at the Lewis & Clark Centennial to be held at Portland, 
Oregon, June 1 to October 15, 1905- V/e are their representatives 
for the Pacific Coast and they have kindly consented to allow us 
to have charge of this exhibit and are to furnish us with a very 
handsome booth and many specially equipped machines- 

V/e know that you are not going to miss this great Fair 
and trust that we will have the pleasure of a call from you. We are 
to have a fine showing of all that is new and up-to-date in the 
Phonograph and Record line, also a display of Moving Picture Machines 
and are making special preparations for the entertainment and comfort 
of our guests. V/e will be glad to have you make our booth your head¬ 
quarters, where our clerks will be in attendance to furnish you any 
information you may desire and take care of your wraps and bundles. 

Through the courtesy of the Remington Typewriter Company 
we are to have a complete Remington Typewriter Outfit to be used in 
conjunction with the new Edison Business Phonograph. You will thus 
have an excellent opportunity of testing the merits of Mr. Edison's 
latest triumph in a practical way- 

Hoping to have the pleasure of seeing you in Portland, 
we are, 

Yours very truly, 

PETER BACIGALUPI• 



[ATTACHMENT] 

pan mxb of the Lewis and Clark Centennial Expo¬ 

sition and Oriental Fair to be held at Portland, Oregon, 

the Rose City of the Pacific Northwest, from June i to October 15, 1905 

Y ACT of the United States Congress, approved by President Roosevelt, April 13, 
1904, followed by an invitation issued by the Honorable John Hay, Secretary of 
State of the United States, there will be held, during 1905, in the City of Port¬ 
land, Oregon, one of the great commercial ports of America, an important In¬ 
ternational Exposition, to be known as the Lewis and ClarK Centen¬ 
nial and Oriental Fair. The Exposition will commemorate the 100th 
anniversary of the exploration of the Oregon Couutry by an expedition planned by 

President Jefferson, and commanded by Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. 

The Oregon Country comprised all of the present States of Oregon, Washington and Idaho 
and parts of Montana and Wyoming, an area of 300,000 square miles. As the acquisition of 

this region was one of the most important events in American history,' 
because of the direct influence it had upon the subsequent territorial ex¬ 
pansion of the United States, the American people in general and those 
of the Pacific Coast in particular, backed by the Government, have decided 
that the Centennial shall be fittingly celebrated. The Exposition will 

demonstrate the marvelous progress of Western America, and will be the first international 
exposition, under the patronage of the United States Government, to be held west of the Rocky 
Mountains. It is estimated that 5,000,000 people live in the section of country, within a radius 
of 1000 miles of Portland, who are directly interested in making the Exposition the true exponent 
of its material progress and development. 

The Exposition will represent an expenditure approximating $7,500,000 when the gates 
shall have been officially opened on June 1, 1905. It will occupy 403 acres adjoining the 

principal resident district of Portland, on the gentle slopes and terraces' 
overlooking Guild’s Lake and the Willamette River. Of the gross area, 
180 acres are on the mainland, including natural forest park and land¬ 
scape gardens, while 60 acres form a peninsula in the lake. Guild’s Lake 
is a natural fresh water body, 220 acres in extent, separated from the 

river by a narrow span of land. The grounds are 20 minutes ride by electric car from the 
center of the city, and have been pronouuced by competent authority as, scenically, the finest 
exposition site in the world. Five snow peaks in the distant mountaiu ranges are in plain 
view from all parts of the grounds. 

Eleven large exhibit palaces form the nucleus of the Exposition. Around these cluster the 
State, Territorial and Concessions buildings', special pavilions, the Administration group, the 

Auditorium, and numerous smaller pseudo-exhibit structures. The main 
exhibit palaces are: (1) Agriculture ; (2) Liberal and Industrial Arts ; (3) 
Oriental Exhibits; (4) European Exhibits Building; (5) Forestry ; (6) Fine 
Arts; (7) Mines and Metallurgy; (8) United States Government Exhibit 
Building; (9) Territorial Building; (10) United States-Fisher-ie^Forestry.— 

and Irrigation Building; (n) Machinery, Electricity and Transportation. The Forestry Building, 
constructed entirely of huge logs felled in the forests bordering on the Columbia, will be the 
most striking architectural creation ever seen at an exposition. 
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Bird’s-Eye View of Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition and Oriental F 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
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V". 
The United States Government bitildiug will occupy the peninsula in the center of Guild's 

Uake. It will cover three acres, will cost $250,000, and will have two towers, each of which 
will be 260 feet high. Arrangements have been made with the trans¬ 
portation companies so that exhibits displayed at St. Louis in 1904 
may be shipped to Portland through the opportunity offered by the 
free return freight rates established on goods sent to'the Louisiana 
Purchase Exposition. All the main exhibit palaces will be under 

roof long before the time it is necessary to remove exhibits from St. Louis. The Liberal and 
Industrial Arts Palace, Foreign Exhibits and other buildings were ready for the storage of 
exhibits on November 1, 1904, and the • remainder of the buildings will be completed by Feb¬ 
ruary i, 1905. As Portland is the termini of four transcontinental railways and, as the Willamette 
River harbor is one,of the boundaries of the Exposition site, enabling ocean steamers to dis¬ 
charge their cargoes, if necessary, directly upon the grounds, it is manifest that the facilities 
for expeditiously and economically conveying, installing and maintaining exhibits at the Lewis 
and Clark Centennial Exposition are unparalleled. 

The United States Government officially participates in the Centennial with complete ex¬ 
hibits representative of every division of governmental function and resource. Great Britain, Ger¬ 

many, Holland, Italy, Japan, China, Turkey, Austria-Hungary and 
other foreign nations will be represented with comprehensive displays. In 
recognition of the new era of Oriental trade relations, the exhibits from 

• Asiatic lands will be significant. The following states in the Union 
have made appropriations for their participation: New York, Massa- 

'sota> North Dakota, Wyoming, Washington, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Cali¬ 
fornia, Oregon, Missouri, and, provisionally Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, and other states and 
territories with which negotiations are pending. 

.. -.national, state, foreign, or otherwise, will be pleased to know that the ninety- 
day limit for the return of articles of exhibit to the original point of shipment has been ex¬ 

tended one year, in order to permit state and commercial exhibits at 
St. Louis to be trans-shipped to Portland for the purpose of taking 
advantage of the rare opportunity afforded for exploiting new, but 
rapidly developing trade fields. As a special inducement to partici¬ 
pating nations it has been the pleasure of the Exposition to make 

liberal terms covering the exhibit and sale of foreign goods. Quality and not quantity is the 
aim of the management and with this purpose in view the result is bound to prove successful 
and advantageous to exhibitor and exhibition alike. 

The City of Portland, with 140,000 inhabitants, is but 3^ hours distant from the Pacific Ocean, 
Oil the Willamette River at, practically, its confluence with the famous Columbia. The heaviest 

draft vessels of all nationalities are seen nearly every day in the 
year in Portland’s harbor, aud besides the many fleets that regu¬ 
larly ply to the port, the war vessels of our own and other 
nations are frequently here, adding a picturesque feature to the 
city’s water front. A fleet of our most famous battle ships 

will be anchored1 in the river at the foot of the Exposition grounds during the summer. Port¬ 
land holds extensive commercial intercourse with the whole world, the chief export , commodities 
being lumber, flour and grain. Portland does a wholesale business of $175,000,000 annually and 
the product of its factories was $50,000,000 last year. 

Thirty conventions have already arranged to meet in Portland during the Exposition. The 
~C.ity_.is amply provided with the finest facilities for handling large. .assemblies. Hotel accommoda¬ 
tions are equal to all demands, and reasonable rates will be charged. An inn of 500 rooms 
is being built on the Exposition Grounds for the convenience of visitors. The rapid transit 
facilities of Portland are the equal of those of any city in the United States, and the 200 miles 
of electric street railway are splendidly equipped. 
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jontrolled I am in receipt of yours of the 28th tat. re 
achines Portland Fair. I have carefully followed your remarks 

and 1 hope that the increase of business on the Paoifio CoaBt will 
make you change your mind as to the efficacy of exhibits in Exposit¬ 
ions. I know that our exhibit is attracting a great deal of attent¬ 
ion and oertainly will open new business for our dealers on the 
Coast. They are getting the benefit of all this very materially 
already. We certainly will not oompote for. prizes. 

How regarding the slip you sent ub about the 
attachment, will say that I did not want to bother you with this un¬ 
til the inoident was olOBed. Owing to the faot that your people 
were so long in sending their part of the fixings and our not know¬ 
ing what we were going to get, we oould not make a contract with the 
builders, but they talked so nicely that my man, Wilson, made a 
bargain with them to a± pay for the material and allow them 15J9 pro¬ 
fit. When I saw the bill for §465.00 I nearly had a fit and refused 
to pay them. They attaohed the booth and 1 telegraphed ray man Oeddes 
to give a bond and have the attachment released at onoe whioh was 
done. I understand that there have been seventy-four attachments 
on the Fair grounds so you see we have plenty of oompany. Leave it 
to me and 1 will do the best I oan to have the bill reduced. You 
know I am like yourself, adverse to being held up and will not see 
you held tip either. I know that you have lotB of worries and law 
suits, therefore, was waiting to have things settled before writing 
you. 

1 am sorry to hear that Mr. Edison is not ooming 
out to the Fair, he oertainly would enjoy it. Mature has done every 
thing to make this Fair the prettiest one possible on this earth. 



Why don't you and Mrs. G. take a dump there? 

Bo I understand it right in regard to the Phonographs 
at the Exposition, that we are to sell them at 10J& more than list 
price on gilded and plated Phonographs? Don't you think it would 
be better for you to send us a list with the selling prices, I 
could send this to Mr. Geddes and there would be mistakes. 

Yours trulj 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

the various talking machine companies for the six months beginning with 

January, 1905, together v/ith the publications and space used by each. 

Because of varying conditions under which advertising contracts are 

made, the figures of our own advertisement's are the only ones that can 

be regarded as accurate. The cost of the Victdr advertising is quite 

uncertain because in January and February they used cover positions 

and inserts, the priceqfor which are much higher than regular space. 

Its cost, too, is indefinite. It is probablp, however, that the amounts 

given in these tables for the Victor advertising fully cover the cost 

to the Victor Company. The 7th sheet gives approximately the total 

amounts expended by each of the five companies in the six months. These 

sheets include only general magazines. It is probably that all of the 

competing companies have done more or less advertising in other mediums. 

These sheets have been prepared for your special information 

and need not be returned. A similar set is being sent to Mr. Edison. 

Very truly yours, 

yVi 
Manager, Advertising Department. 



ipaoe Coat Space 

Ainalee's 
Argosy 
Associated Sunday Magazines 
Booklovers 
Christian Herald 
Collier's 
Cosmopolitan 
Delineator 
Everybody's 
Barm & Eireside 
Earn & Home 
Eour Track Hews 
Good Housekeeping 
Gunter* s 
Harper's Monthly 
Hearst Sunday Magazines 
Ladies* Home Journal 
Ladies' World 
Leslie's Monthly 
Life 
McClure's 
Men & Women 
Metropolitan 

national Sportsmen 
Outing 
Overland Monthly 
Pearson's 
Popular Magazine 
Red Book 
Review of Reviews 
Saturday Evening Post 
Scribner's 
Smart Set 
Strand 
Success 
Sun set 
Twentieth Century Horae 
Woman's Home Cmnanion 
World's Work 
World To-day 
Yo uth's C ompanion 

, 140 1. 
1/4 p.1000.00 

140 1. 
Insert 748.44 page 

140 1. 
page 374.40 page 

140 1. 
page 

page 475.00 page 
page 

l/4 p. 450.00 1/4 p. 
page 225.00 
page 225.00 

Cover 2000,00 140 1. 

EDISOH COLUMBIA 

Cost Space Cost. 

Page 1.16.87 

e :• 224.79 

374.00 
245.00 
215.60 
'79.46 

l/2 pag 85.00 

346.50 

256.41 
249.48 

69.30 
374.40 
33.11 

110.88 
475.00 
126.22 

page 249.48 

374.40 

112.20 
198.00 
350.00 

261.80 

315.00 

60.77 
388.08 

4866.00 825.75 



[ENCLOSURE] 

EEBRUARY, 1905. 

. VICTOR EDISON COLUMBIA 

Space Cost Spaoe Cost Space Cost. 

Ainslee's 
Argosy 
AssO. Sunday Magazines 

Page 211.61 
Page 280.00 

Booklovers 
Christian Herald 

, Collier’s 
Cosmopolitan Page 394.24 

l/4 page 224,79 

Page 116.87 

Delineator Cover 3000.00 
Everybody1s « 600.00 Page 374.00 Page 374.00 
Earn & Eireseide 140 1, 245.00 
Earn & Home 215.60 
Eour Track News Page 79.46 
Good Housekeeping 
Guhter's 

Page 170.00 

Harper’s Monthly 
Hearst Sunday Magazines 

Insert 433.22 
140 1. 346.50 

Ladies' Home Journal 
Ladies' World 
Le slie’s Monthly Page 249.48 Page Page 249.48 249.48 
Life 140 1. 69.30 
McClure's Page 374.40 374.40 
Men & Women 
Metropolitan Page 110.88 

140 1. 33.11 
Page 110,88 

Mun sey' s 
National Magazine 

Insert 950.00 Page 500.00 

National Sportsmen 
Outing 
Overland Monthly 
Pearson's 

Cover 260.00 
Page 
Page 

40.00 
178.20 

Popular Magazine 
Red Book Page 112.20 
Review of Reviews 
Saturday Evening Post 
Scribner's 
Smart Set - 

Page 225.00 
l/4 page 350.00 

Strand 
Success 16 in. 418.88 168 1. 314.21 

Page 200.00-' 

Sun set 
Twentieth Century Home 

page 49.19 

Woman'b Home Companion 
World's Work 

140 1. 315.00 

World To-day Page 60.77 
South's Companion 140 Lj. 388.08 

7397.71 4269.29 1551.23 

ZONOPHONE advertising in the month--- $374.20 
OjKOPHONE M ti n none 
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MARCH, 1905. 

victor anisoir Columbia 

Space Cost Space Cost Space Cost, 

Ainsj.ee ■ s 
Argo sy 
Asso. Sunday Magazines 
Booklovers 
Christian Herald 

Page 116.87 1/2 page .. S66.OO Page 116.87 
Collier’s 
Cosmopolitan 

1/4 page 346.50 

Delineator 
Everybody's 
farm & Hireside 
Harm & Home 

Cover 600.00 
140 1. 245.00 

215.60 
79.46 

Hour Track Hews 
Goodhousekeeping 
Gunter’s 
Harper's Monthly 
Hearst Sunday Magazines 

Rage 

1 
Ladies' Home Journal 
Ladies' World 
Leslie's Monthly 
Life 
McClure•s 
Men & Women 
Metropolitan 
Mun sey' s 
Rational Magazine 
Rational Snortsmen 
Outing 

Page 

Page 

Page 

249.48 

|374.40 

,475.00 

140 1. 

140 1. 
Page 
140 1. 
Page 
Page 
Page 

256.41 j 

69.30 
374.40 
33.11 

158.40 
475.00 
12.6.23 

1 

Overland Monthly 
Pearson's Page -40.00 

Popular Magazine 
Red Book 
Review of Reviews Page 112.20 1 

. Saturday Evening Post 
Scribner's 

l/4/page. 
Page 

350.00 
225.00 

Rage 
1/4 page 330ioo 

Smart Set 
Strand 

Page 225.00 

Page Success 
Sun set 

.16 in. t 418.88 1 Col. 314.21 
200.00 

Twentieth Century Home 
./4 page 

Page 49.19 

Woman's Home Companion 3 
World's Work 
World To-day 
Youth's Companion 

386.00 

Page 
140 1. 

60.77 
388.08 

Page 118.80 

. 

5420.63 3957.86 

TALKOPKolffi adTei:tislnE in„the rnth; -none 
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APRIL, 1905. 

VICTOR EDISON COLUMBIA 

Space Cost Space Cost Space Cost 

Ain alee's 
Argo sy 
AssO. Sunday Magazines 
Booklovers 

Page 211.61 

Christian Herald 
Collier's lA. page. . 346.50 
Cosmopolitan 
Delineator 

Page 394.24 

Everybody's Cover 600.00 page 420.75 
Pam & Eire side 140 1. 245.00 
Parm & Home 
Good Housekeeping 
Gunter's 

Page 170.00 
140 1. 195.38 

Harper's Monthly 
Ladies' Home Journal 
Ladies' World 
Leslies* Monthly Cover 560.00 Page 249.48 
Life 
foClure's Page 374.40 

140 1. 69.30 

Metropolitan Page 158.40 
Munsey's 
National Magazine 

Page 475.00 Page 475.00 

National Sportsmen 
Outing 
Overland Monthly 
Pearson's 

Cover 260.00 
Page 
Page 

40.00 
178.20 

Popular Magazine 
Red Book 
Reviev/ of Reviev/s 

Page 112.20 Page 112.20 

Saturday Evening Post 
Scribner's 
Smart Set 

Page 225.00 
l/4 page 450,00 

•' 225.00 

Strand 
Success 16 in. 418.88 1 Col. 314.21 

" 200.00 

'Sunset 
Tv/entieth Century Home 

l/4 page 

Page 49.19 

Woman's Home Companion 386.00 140 1. 315.00 
World's Work 
World To-day 

118.80 
Page 60.77 

" 118.80 

Youth's Companion 140 1. 388.08 

4352.33 3909.06 656.00 

ZONOPHONE advertising in the month-none 
TALKOPHONE " fl « £732.52 
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MAY, 1906. 

VICTOR 351)1 SOH COLUMBIA. 

Space Cost Space Cost Space Co st. 

Ain sice' s 
Argo sir 

Asso. Sunday Magazines 
Booklovors Page 116.87 
Christian He raid 
Collier's l/4 p. 346.50 
Cosmopolitan 
Delineator 
Everybody'S Cover 600.00 page 420.75 
Pam & Hire side 140 1. 245.00 
Para k Hone 195.38 
Pom- Track Hews page 79.46 
Good Housekeeping 
Gunter's 
Hamer's "'orithly 
Ladles' Home Journal 
Ladies' world 140 1. . 256i41 
Leslie's Monthly 
Life 

Page 249.48 
140 1. 69.30 

Lippinoott' s page 55.00 
McClure’s Page | 574.40 page 374.40 
Metropolitan 
Mun sey' s Page 475.00 

page 108.40 

Rational Magazine 
national Sportsmen 
Outing 
Overland Monthly 

Page 126.23 

Pearson's 
Popular Magazine 
Red Book page 112.20 
Review of Reviews 

l/4 p. 
198.00 

Saturday Evening Post 450.00 l/2 p. 450.00 
Scribner' s Page 225.00 
Smart Set 
Strand 

Page 225.00 
Page 200.00 

Success 
Sun set 
Twentieth Century Home 

16 in. 418.88 1 col. 314.21 

"Homan's Home Companion 
"Vorid's Work 
’World To-day page 60.77 
Youth’s Companion 140 1. 388.08 

3134.63 3850.09 200.00 

ZONOPHOMS advertising in the month---none. 
TALKOPRONE » '• «--$1074.08 





January 

Potruai"; 

>:arch 

April 

Yw 

June 

[ENCLOSURE] 

TOTALS 

VICTOR 

$11,330.12 

7,397,71 

3.420.63 

4,352.33 

3.134.63 

3,243.89 

32,879.21 

EDISON 

$4866.00 

4269.29 

3957.86 

3909.06 

3850.09 

4014.62 

24,866.92 

COLUMBIA 

$ 825.75 

1551.23 

435.67 

656.00 

200.00 

451.61 

$ 4~120T26 

ZONOPHONE TAIK0PH011E 

5 694.22 $ 985.12 

374.20 

796.56 

732.52 

1074.08 

$1068.42 $3,588.28 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 
31 Union Square, New York. 

July .14, 1905. 

Mr. J. P. Randolph, 

Orange, IT. J. 

Dear Sir:- 

Beginning July 1, 1905, a Department, known as the Commercial 

Department, wae organized for the purpose of instituting an aggressive 

campaign for the sale of the Edison Business Phonograph, under the 

general style of the Edison Commercial 'System. 

It will he sold direct hy the Rational Phonograph Co., through 

the Commercial Department, to which all correspondence should he address¬ 

ed, and which will furnish all information as to prices, etc. It. 

will not he sold through the trade. 

The Commercial Department will he in charge of Nelson C. 

Durand, as Manager, with C. D. Hihhard, as General Superintendent. 

Qffices have been leased at 31 Union Square, ;(3rd floor. Bank of Metrop¬ 

olis Building) New York, which will he so equipped as to thoroughly 

demonstrate the system. 

Yours very truly, 

JRS/&ED 



1905. 

Mr. Petar Baoigolupi, 

San Prancisco, Calif. 

Dear Sir:- 

The matter of the situation and conditions on the Pacific 

Coast has been having my most serious thought for a great many months 

past, but in order to know exactly how matters were going, I had a full 

report made as to. what you were dping in the so-called territory, which 

wo have allowed you to handle, so far as we are concerned, but without 

preventing other jobbers from selling to dealers or to users therein. 

The States that have heretofore been handled by you, as I 

understand it, are as follows: Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, 

Nevada and .Idaho, and you also, or did up to last Pall, have Montana, 

Wyoming, Colorado, west of the Rockies, and Now Mexico. 

Now we have never made any objections to the manner in whioh 

you have handled this territory, but to my way of thinking you have 

never pushed our lines to the extent that I consider necessary. Of 

course, your answer will be that I limited you as to credit, but the 

fact remains that your oredit was never limited, and at times you have 

owed us upwards of $50,000. 

I have been looking up your business for the ficccl year ending 

March 1, 1905, and find that it amounted to about $96.000., or say 

$8,000 per month. Now this will never do, as from information that we 

have gained from different sources, we find that our competitors are 



Bacigalupi 

doing an enormous Business in that territory. I am advised on reliable 

authority that Sherman Clay, who are the Victor distributors for the 

Pacific Coast, have been dMng a business right along with them of 

from $20,000 to $30,000 per month, and, considering the fact that our 

goods are selling elsewhere as well, and in a great many cases better, 

I oannot understand why we should continue the arrangement in all of 

thi3 territory under present conditions. 

Kie reason that we have decided to pay the freight is so that 

we can increase our business west of the Mississippi River. 

Our records indicate that you have installed dealers in the 

States mentioned as follows: Washington 30; Oregon 30; California 165; 

Nevada 4; Idaho 3 Arizona 8, making a total of 240. This may vary a 

trifle either way, but no matter. Now you know yourself that this 

is 3imply absurd. 

Now to get down to facts. What wo propose to do is to 

instal at least one good jobber in the largest cities, such as Seattle, 

population 81000; Spokane, population 37.000; Tacoma, population 38.000; 

Portland, population 90.000, and Los Angeles, population 102.000. 

As you know, wo have been approached repeatedly by people, end 

large people to in the largest cities, to take up the jobbing line, but 

in all cases we have protected you in every way, but we havj got to a 

point that we must do something, and we cahhot continue tir.allow the • 

present conditions to exist. OjdT> en*iagj$&..are simply laughing at us, 

and when it comes to a point that they make a laughing stock of me I 

wake up most deoidedly and do something. 

I want to begin right here, but before I say a word I want to 

know what you have tegsay for yourself. Instead of doing a business 

of $95,000 per annum, we should be doing a business of not less than 

$200,000, but nearer. $300,000 per annum. 



Bacigalupi t '1 3' 

Now you have got to look at this thing from a strictly Business 

standpoint, and you must give us an opportunity to have our Edison 

goods thoroughly represented in the territory Before mentioned, so 

think it over carefully, and let me hear from you at year earliest 

convenience. 

Another thing, you have Been giving too much attention to the 

penny 3lot Business. Of course, I realize it is a money making Busi¬ 

ness, But at the Biame time you cannot operate this to the disadvantage 

of our Business, and to my mind this is exactly what has Been taking 

place for a numBer of years past. 

Yours very truly, 

President. 

TOG/feED 
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VChautajjxtua 

School of iShorthand and 

v.il) 

WILLIAM D. BRIDOL. Director 

Chautauqua, J\[. Y., 

July 22, 1905, 

Mr, Edison: 

It seems as if I had a ohanoe to talk with you, and 

don't have to speak any louder than when I am present with you. 

I have just been looking into your Business Phonograph. It is 

a wonderful invention; I have a great mind to order one for 

myself. It would save me a great deal of time, and is invalua¬ 

ble to all business men. 

Remember me to Mina and the ohildren, and believe me 

Very truly yours, 

John H. Vinoent, 



WHOLESALE. EXPORT. RETAIL 

coin-controlled I am in receipt of your letter of the 20th inst. 
MACHINES 

and. I feel very much grieved to think that you are of the opinion 

that X have not pushed the Edison article to the extent that you 

consider necessary. I am sure, Ur. Gilmore, that no man under the 

same circumstances could have done more than I have. 

You have Just discovered that the freight rateB 

have been a handicap for our doing business in Montana and Idaho, 

and you can add to this the very expensive ooBt of sending a travel¬ 

ing man through these parts. My very limited profit on your goods 

has at all times prevented my traveling this country as it should 

be done. 

Our competitors give larger discounts than you 

do so as to cover these expenses, you know this as well as X do. It 

will be hard lines on me if you were to withdraw Montana and Idaho 

from me now that you have established the paying of freight, which 

would give me a chance to do some business, which opportunity we 



W.E.G.—2 

never had before. 

I read between the lines that you have been visited by 

Mr. Graves of Portland. Here is a man, Mr. G., who I have nursed 

and Kept in business and now he is like the dog that has been nursed 

and fed and relieved of a thorn in his foot that turns around and 

bites the party who is his benefaotor, I am sure if you were to 

make him a Jobber in Portland it would not increase your business, 

but would increase his discounts for retail business and will do us 

the injury of taking away a good customer. I do not think you want 

a Jobber there Just now. 

I have placed in business and nursed along, a good com¬ 

petitor to Graves, his name is Hyatt, and this gentleman handles only 

Edison goods. This makes Graves walk a chalk mark and he does not 

like it. Your making Graves a Jobber would put Hyatt out of busi¬ 

ness and Graves would continue to sell the Talk-o-phone and other 

machines much to the detriment of the Edison article. 

As far as Seattle is concerned, I have two very good deal¬ 

ers there who make each other handle our goods and I make a little 

profit on these dealers whioh helps to keep me going, for God knows 

the profit I make on your goods is small enough. 

How you hit a tender spot when you talk of "putting a 

Jobber in Los Angeles. I have two good dealers there who do a very 

fine business. One of them is theEdisonia Talking Machine Go„, who 

handles the Edison article exclusively. I think I can handle Los 

Angeles from here besides what trade could a Los Angeles Jobber do 

that oannot be done from here? They would have no territory at 

all and would simply have their discounts increased. 

Arizona I do not oare for as the freight to that place is 

very high and traveling expenses in comparison, although if you pay 

the freight we may be able to do something there. You have taken 

away Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico' which I do not object to as I 
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know you oan handle them better than we can. You certainly ought to 

leave me Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada and Idaho, with this 

territory I would be satisfied and with freight facilities we could 

do a better business. Do 1 understand that you have taken away Utah? 

Now a few words about Sherman & Clay, you remark that you 

have positive information that they do from $20,000 to $30,000 worth 

of business per month. This I have known for sometime but never 

mentioned it to you as you have never considered them competitors. 

How that you have taken their competition, into consideration,'. I am 

glad to know that you feel that they are strong competitors. I have 

for a long time been doing a better business than Sherman & Clay for 

they have devoted their time almost entirely to a retail business, 

ignoring dealers and putting obstacles in the way of dealers. This 

has been put a stop to in a very nice businesslike manner by the 

Victor people who sent out a traveling man, at their expense, who 

visited the Coadt, doing business and turning it over to Sherman & 

Clay, thus obliging them to establish dealers and increase their ovm 

business. 

Now don.'t you think it would be a good plan to send a * 

traveling man, at your expense, to do up the territory of Arizona 

which has never been done up? He oould at the same time do up Texas, 

for your Jobber there, giving us the benefit of the business he gets 

in Arizona, and while he is out he might also travel through Nevada 

and Idaho for ,our benefit and Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and New 

Mexico for the benefit of your other Jobbers. I am sure the mission- 

any work of this kind would be very beneficial to you in increasing 

the business, and you can rest assured that any business obtained in 

this way would be kept up by us. 

My present profit doss not Justify me in having this 

territory traveled in this way. My profit is small to say nothing 

of the bad aooounts I make* 



W,E,Gf--4 

I am proud to say that I am confident from what I hear 

from traveling people in the business who oome here from the East, 

that I have got the best establishment devoted to the Talking Machine 

Business in the United states* This has cost me a mint of money in 

fitting it up, putting up shelves, signs and advertising and I am 

now paying $550.00 per month rent and elevator service. I don't 

think anybody can make a better showing in the business in the United 

States. Am I right? 

You are wrong in having the impression that I have devoted 

most of my time to the Penny slot business. This business runs itBelf. 

1 am never there in the day time and only loaf around at night. My 

Penny Aroades are in the hands of people whom I trust and are runn¬ 

ing themselves. You will please remember, Mr. Gilmore, that you told 

me when I went riding with you iny&ur Automobile to Newark that I 

would be a B.P. if X did not go into the Penny Arcade business. Please 

remember that I tried to borrow $3000.00 from you to go into the 

business. You know that I am a sincere follower of your mode of 

doing business, and like yourself I am a plunger - I took your ad¬ 

vice and plunged tcf^i%ck in the Penny Arcade business, in the start 

I made big money which encouraged me so X opened a place in San Jose, 

Sacramento and Oakland. All of these made big money for a month or 

two and then dropped off bo that I have had to close them all. In 

Sacramento X have to pay #150.00 per month for four monthB more for 

an empty store, ily large Penny Aroade on Market street is not mak¬ 

ing money and the smaller one on Kearny St., in the latin quarter, 

is jnst sustaining itself, so you Bee the Penny Aroade business is 

on the bum as far as I am concerned. All I had to do was to show the 

people the road, as a result there are four Penny Aroades In my blook 

on Market St., which means that none of us are making any money, if 

there was but one it might, make a good showing. 
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I hope you will leave this matter open until I oome East as we 

can talk things over rauoh better than we can write, l oan hardly af¬ 

ford to oome East this year, so if there is any transportation laying 

around lose in your office 1 oan use it. it seems to me that if I 

did $95,000 worth of business in the fiscal year ending March 1st 

that it ought to be a good showing when you consider the fact that 

I am handicapped in the oountry where large towns are few and far 

between, railroad transportation exceedingly high and freight even 

prohibitory. 

If we understand it right that you are going to pay freight 

everywhere in the united States it will give me a better chance to 

make a good showing in the next year and I would hate to have you 

out off my territory, with the exception, as I have eaid before, of 

Arizona, which is hard to handle unless a traveling man was sent 

through this territory at your expense. Freight to Arizona has 

simply been out of the question, this you will find out for yourselves 

when you have to pay it. 

You must remember, Mr. G., that out here there are not so 

many towns of size and importance as there are in the East. They are 

far apart and it takes a lot of money to travel from one to the 

other. I am doing all the business that oan.possibly be done here 

and in Los Angeles as far as California is concerned, and these two 

towns really are California. If you will give me a chance I feel sure 

that I will make a showing that will please you for the next year. 

I had a visit from your Ur. A. Y. Chandler, who is with 
wheather 

Mr. Mesbit in Chicago, he can tell you that I have got the best es¬ 

tablishment for the Talking Machine Business, or not. we are con¬ 

stantly complimented by Eastern people on our fine establishment that 

is devoted to the Edison Talking Maohihe business, and I am sure 

if you were to see it you would pat me on the back instead of scold- 
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ing me, 

The Victor is not the only competitor we have to contend 

with although it 1b the most formidable. The Columbia Co. have out 

all kinds of soheme machines which make- them sell records, but I 

do not mind them much. Now we have a new competitor in the shape .of 

the Talk-o-phone, as you will see by the cutting which I enclose 

you they have gotten up a soheme with the chronicle, which is one of 

our leading papers, and I understand it has been the result of their 

disposing of over 2500 machines in the last three weeks. These mach¬ 

ines go out to the public and increase the sale of records for the 

Viotor, Columbia and other competitors. 

1 had a call sometime ago from a man representing the 

Great Amerioan Tea Company. He came to me in order to make arrange¬ 

ments to purchase machines for one hundred stores all along the Coast, 

and of course I had to decline selling them to him .as they were in¬ 

tended for premiums, i never tell you these things as x know you 

are a busy man and know these things as well as X do, but X cannot 

help reminding you of the many handicaps we have to contend with in 

handling the Edison product. You see this Tea Co. has made arrange¬ 

ments with the Talk-o-phone people and now have their machines in 

all their show windows on the Coast. We could have had this order 

as the manager preferred the Edison machine. Have you have any idea 

of making a soheme machine? 

Of course, I understand your interest in a larger busi¬ 

ness and I am willing to do all you ask me to push the business. You 

sometime ago spoke to me about buying out my business and good will. 

Have you entirely dismissed that from your mind? I have worked hard 

as you know and I would hate to see the business slip away from me 

entirely without having some remuneration for my hard and continuous 

labor. I know that you will at all times do the right thing for me 

and I have no great fears on that soore. This we can also talk over 
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when I come East. 

Talking about Braves, I would.like to tell you in oonild- 

enoe that when I was in Portland on one of my trips he took me out 

in his Automobile (a ancient sort of a trap he has) and while on this 

ride he offered to make me a present of $1000.00 and give the Victor 

Company a oaBh order for $5000.00 worth of goods if they would make 

him a jobber. 1 think that my connection with Leon made him of the 

opinion that I could assist him in securing this. I told Leon on 

my return to San Francisco and he only laughed at it. Graves has 

incurred the displeasure of Sherman & Olay and they will do anything 

to prevent him from becoming a victor jobber. He went to Philadel¬ 

phia and was entertained there royally by the Victor people also in 

Camden, but has returned to Portland without being a Victor jobber 

and it is my impression that he could not get to be one. 

I wish to call your attention to the remarks I made to 

you about the increased business of Sherman & Clay caused by the 

Viotor Company's traveling man. You will notice by looking over 

their list that no extra jobbers have been made on the Coast, there¬ 

fore, Sherman & Clay get the full benefit of the traveling man s 

work which oosts them nothing and has increased their business 

fabulously. The only jobber that they have established^on the Coast 

is at spokane. 

Now in Spokane we have a splendid dealer, Foster & Foster. 

I will hand you a little statement of the businoBB they have been 

doing. 1 nursed these people from Everett, Wash.where I put them in 

business, boosting them and giving them plenty of credit and taking 

big ohanoes which Iwould have to make good myself. They are doing 

such a fine business that another house has taken up the handling 

of our goods. If you were' to make a jobber there now you would kill 

them both. 
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Hats it ever struck you that the discount the Victor people 

gives their jobbers leaves them a margin of profit which justifies 

their doing some judicious advertising besides paying for their 

freight? Please study their discounts and yours and you will Bee 

that the Victor jobber oan make money selling wholesale where the 

Edison jobber makes no profit at all and cannot afford to advertise. 

Should you send a traveling man on my- suggestion, at 

your expense, would you have any objection to his working up dealers 

for me in California besides the other territory mentioned, the Bame 

as the Victor traveler has done for Sherman & Clay? 

The following statements will give you an idea of amount 

of business I have done with the principal places you are thinking 

of talcing away from me; 

NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY GRAVES & CO.,PORTLAND, ORE. 
(Is a Talk-o-phone Jobber sells Columbia and Victor) 

1904 August-$216.63 
September-•- 686,12 
October- 633.41 
November- 974.97 
December- 236.54 

1905 January-1134.60s 
February- 253.58 
March- 586.45 
April- 269.95 
May--- 802.11 
June- 202.53 
July-— 264.21 

NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY E. B. HYATT, PORTLAND, ORE. 
(Deals in Phonographs and nothing elBe) 

1904 August- 
September- 
October- 
November— 
December— 

19B5 January— 
February— 
March- 
April- 
May- 
June—- 
July- 

-$444.10 
• 238.73 
• 367.07 
• 739.69 
- 237.24 
- 503.95 
- 713.69 
- 489.84 
- 61.69 
- 203.75 
- 212.39 
- 47.28 
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NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY FISKE & CO., LOS ANGELES', 
(Dealers in Sewing Machines & Phonographs) 

October- - 320.91 

January--- -1113i81 

Maroh81'7- 
- 565.50 

April- - 184*03 

$4473.12 

NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY EDISONIA TALKING MACH.CO., LOS ANGELES. 
(Handles nothing but Edison Phonographs) 

1904 August- 
September- 
Ootober— 
November— 
Deoeraber— 

1905 January— 
February— 
Maroh- 
April- 
May—-- 
June- 
July- 

-§1349.26 
- 445.79 
- 425.61 
- 1610.23 
- 2154.23 
- 482.12 
- 629.83 
- 741.43 
- 838.35 
- 1451.64 
- 541.43 
- 1154.00 

§11833.89 

NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY POSTER & POSTER, SPOKANE, WASH. 
(These people handle nothing but Phonographs) 

1904 August- 
september- 
October— 
November— 
Deeember— 

1905 January— 
February— 
Maroh- 
April- 
May- 
June- 
July- 

§ 197.78 
374.03 
180.44 

1139.17 
504.87 
846.99 
376.78 
310.94 
633.50 
497.78 
194.04 
330.30 

§5585.61 
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NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY EIDERS' PIANO HOUSE, SPOKANE,WASH. 
(These people use Phonographs as a side line) 

1904 AugUBt- 
September- 
Ootober— 
November— 
December— 

1905 January— 
February— 
Maroh- 
April- 
May- 
June- 
July- 

-§159.11 
- 46.20 
- 253.54 
• 288.53 
- 402.73 
- 105.55 

- 164.17 
■ 324.91 
• 168.16 
■ 110.54 

87.48 
§2391.54 

NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY D.S.JOHNSTON CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 
(Handle all kinds) 

1904 October— 
November- 
December- 

1905 January— 
February- 
Maroh- 
April- 
May- 
June- 
July-- 

§150.00 
47.69 

360.76 
468.36 
352.89 
525.59 
386.35 
396.80 
863.20 

76.47 
§3628.11 

NATL. GOODS BOUGHT BY L017MAN & HANFORD, SEATTLE, WASH. 
(They sell all kinds of goods) 

1904 August- 
September 
October— 
November- 
Ddoember- 

1905 January— 
February- 
March- 
April- 
May- 
June- 
July- 

-§751.97 
- 163.12 
- 243.45 
-1106.95 
- 953.36 
- 153.14 
- 583.63 
- 294.15 
- 838.21 
■ 58.58 
- 181.85 
• 492.12 

-v. 

§5820.53 
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$ 6261.10 
4259.42 
4475.13 

11825.89 
5585.61 
2591.54 
5638.11 
5820.55 • 

$44245.53 

This is a very important part of my wholesale trade, and it certainly 

would cripple me if you take it away, to say nothing about the 

$12,000 a year you have taken away from me for Australia. 

Please do not forget that I could have been on the 

ground floor of the Victor boom had I not at all times remained loyal 

to the Edison. 

1 hope you will pardon my taking up so much of your 

valuable time, but this is a very important matter to us both and I 

think I have gone over the ground without repeating too much of the 

matter which you are already acquainted with. I know yoii are a man 

who will appreciate past services and will do me full justice, i 

am ready to sell out my business if you .want it, or I will oontinue 

to give you the full benefit of my services endeavoring to make as 

good a showing as any one man could on the Pacific Coast. 

1 will try to go East, where we oan talk these 

matters over fully as soon as I can get away. The people whom I 

beat in the Superior Court are. talking about compromising, and my 

lawyer tells me that he does not think they will appeal to the 

Supreme Court. 1 cannot afford to pay more than $850.00 per month 

for the Market St. store and I am hanging fire awaiting their de¬ 

cision. My present lease runs out September 50th and I would not to 



go East leaving this unfinished. 

Yours very truly 

P.8. X am pleased to inform you that vre have finally succeeded in 

compromising for the erection of the booth at the Exposition at • 

Portland, for the sum of $354.85, including lawyer fees and other 

expenses. I oertainly trust you will.approve of this. 
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SHEET No. DATE, NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. To 

COPY 

Mr. R. H. Thompson, 

Prince & Concord Strs., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Thompson:- 

Mr. Edison has referred to me your letter to 

with reference to an attachment for the Phonograph gotten out hy a man 

hy the name of Gates, of Norwich, Conn. This particular attachment is 

not at all new. A number of people have gotten up machines suitable 

for operating from six to a very much greater number of records; the 

results commercially have never proven satisfactory. A concern in 

Michigan has a machine of this kind, in which about twenty four records 

are arranged on a cylindrical frame, which can be turned to any one of 

the records, and the record itself then plays. They are not having 

any great success with it. We know the particular attachment that you 

refer to, but have never gone into this much, as our customers in the 

slot machine business do not care for it, but prefer to operate the sin¬ 

gle machine changing the records themselves. In fact, they have always 

objected to a machine that would operate more than one record. In view 

of the above, I do not think you would care to have us bring Mr. 

Gates on here with this apparatus,’ as, of course, if anything was done it 

would have to be done through another company to exploit the invention, 

as we do not operate machines of this character, but simply manufacture 

and sell them to others who do the exploitation. 

Very truly yours, 

signed W. E. Gilmore. 

President. 

WEG/&ED 
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Vr. Peter Bacigalupi, 
786 Mission Street, 

San Francisoo, Cal. 

OsT" 

Dear Sir:- 

I am in receipt of your favor of July 27th, which I have read 
over most carefully. I never understood that there was any handicap in 
your securing business in Montana and Idaho due to freight rates. I do 
not know, however, what the freight rates are from San Francisco to dif¬ 
ferent cities in Montana and Idaho. The truth is that we do not allow 
freight rates to dealers anywhere, although we do allow it to Jobbers. 
This is where we endeavor to protect the Jobber, and, as an inducement 
for him to push the dealers' trade, we naturally expect to take care of 
him (Jobber) by giving him delivery. I realize that this is going to be 
very expensive, but, nevertheless, I am considering the "bitter as well 
as the sweet", and this very matter has been under discussion for over a 
year. You say that our competitors give larger discounts so as to off¬ 
set the freight expenses. I presume that you refer to the Victor people. 
I do not think that the additional discounts that they allow will go very 
far towards offsetting the freight. In any case, I imagine that they will 
have to change it now, if they want to do business in the far west. I do 
not see how the paying of freight into Montana and Idaho to their Jobbers 
will affect you. If you think that we intend to allow freight to any and 
all dealers that you may have established in these and other western Btates, 
you are entirely mistaken, as it is not our intention so to do. 

So far as Mr. Graves is concerned, he did xsfc call on ub when he 
was east, and endeavored to make some arrangement to take up the Jobbing 
end in Portland, Oregon. We refused, however, to consider the propo¬ 
sition. I do not think it fair that you should criticise him in the way 
that you have, in view of the amount of business that he has done with you. 
However, I do not propose to go into any discussion 'With you as to this. 
I must differ with you absolutely as to the statement that another Jobber 
in Portland would not be beneficial to our business. 

So far as Dos Angeles is conwerned, I am not inclined to put a Jobber 
in Los Angeles at present in view of your statement, but I Btill think 
that Los Angeles is located so far from you that a good Jobber there would 
be a benefit rather than a detriment to the Edison business. 

Now in regard to Sherman & Clay, I was simply astounded when I was 
advised of the amount of business that they were doing on the Coast, and 
to think that we were doing such a small business in comparison is what 
nettled us particularly. If you were acquainted with the fact that they 
were doing any such amount of business, it Would seem to me that you 
should feave given our business as a whole some consideration. The further 
fact that their principal business has been retail rather than wholesale 
makes it even worse, as I assumed, of oourse, that they had been doing • 
a large business with dealers, which enabled them to pay the Victor people 
the amounts of money which I indicated in my letter to you. I was aware 
of the fact that the Victor people intended to curtail their arrangement 
and, of course, this is going to increase the business of the Victor Co. 



This i-'s exactly what X want to do, i.e., as to the business of this 
Company, but, in order to do so I have got to have a free hand to go 
in4to the different states and cities enumerated in ny letter of July 20th 
to get the business. 

As to the territory of Arizona, this will all oome along in good time. 
So far as Texas is concerned we have been doing exactly what you indicate 
v/ithin the past year, and with successful results indeed. 7/e feel that 
by following the same tactics in the far western cities and states, we 
will be able to build up a business of not #96,000. per annum, but in 
the neighborhood of |300.000. per annum. 

I cannot understand why it is that you continue to harp upon the 
small profits that you make in trading with dealers. You are one of 136 
Jobbers that we have on our books located all over the United States, and 
these same Jobbers appear to be making money, else they would not continue 
the line, and they continue to add dealers right along. These Jobbers 
are in the same category as yourself; have extreme competition in every 
case, and yet they do a large business with us. .A certain Jobber in New 
York State, with all the competition.that he has to meet, has done close 
to if90,000 worth of business the last year. Another. Jobber in New York 
City has done more than #95,000 last year. Take in Boston, where wo have 
a number of Jobbers, some of them are doing a business equal to yours. I 
oould go on enumerating others, but it is unnecessary. 

The fact that you have been the only Jobber on the Pacific Coast for 
so many years would seem to indioate that you required some stirring up, 
and the only way that we.can stir you up is to put some competition in 
the field with you. '.Ve have always found that it pays to do so. I do 
not say that you are going to die of dry rot, but the fact remains that 
you are not doing the business that you should, and it is our intention 
to get our share of the business in that territory. 

Ndffa word as to the penny slot business. / At the time I discussed 
this with you, going down to Newark oh the automobile, I, discussed it for 
.your benefit. You wanted to take up this line as you considered it a 
money maker. I told you what other people were doing, and I only advised 
you for your own good, but this does not enter into the question of the 
business .that We should do in the selling of phonographs and records. 

opinion is that the slot parlor business:haB been given the '■ preference 
to the detriment of the general phonograph'business. I am very much 
surprised to learn that this is not a .success; I cannot understand it. 
There are more parlors opening to-day than ever before, and they are all 
making money. The Marks & 7/agner crowd are now opening parlors abroad, so te 
they must think pretty well of it. 

The matter is too important, however, to leave until you come east. 
In fact, 7/e have about decided that:we will take steps at onoe to push 
our goods in that section, and it is my intention to send Mr. Wilson out 
v/ithin the next 30 days, so as to look over the territory very thoroughly 
and arrange for the installation of Jobbers in such cities as we may 
designate. 

Now it is not our intention that you should be ignored entirely in 
this matter, so that we are willing to make you the proposition to pay 

; you two and one-half (2-l/2%) percent, on all the business that we may 
do direct with Jobbers in the different states on the Paoifio Coast, 
such arrangement to continue for one year from the date of the placing of 
the first Jobber's order, and a further consideration that it is not our 

[intention to place another Jobber in the State of California for the same 
lperiod of time. 



, You say that you have heen "handicapped, in the country where large 
towns are few and far between, etc. eto." Now this is exactly what we 
are after. 'Ve find that dealers are beginning to realize that the 
smaller towns can do a great deal of business for us, and we find 
further that by sending our salesmen into these smaller towns we have 
little if any trouble in installing new dealers to the benefit of the 
trade as a whole. I know perfectly well that the Pacific Coast States 
cannot differ from othe parts of the United States, and all kinds of 
people; tradesmen, farmers, workmen, etc. etc., have plenty of money 
and are willing to spend it for anything that will interest them. 

So fat as the soheme business is oonoerned, we are turning thlB 
down every week. Only recently a proposition was made to us by one of 
the largest insurance companies, but we refused to consider their offer. 
I realize that the business will go to a competitor, but let them go 
into it; \vp do not want it. 

As to buying out your business, I gave this matter up after your 
last visit here, for the simple reason that you did not seem to aooept 
it in the spirit in which it was given. I simply dropped it. I do not 
see why you should seSl out a good business. You have surely been making 
money, and why you should give up a good business X cannot for one minute 
understand. 

Some little time must elapse, of oourse, before Mr. Wilson oan get 
out, as above indicated, but we have made up our minds that we are going 
to get a larger portion of the talking maohine business on the Paoifio 
Coast, and you have ample time to make a full reply to this communication 
although the fact remains that we cannot he oonsidered ae absolute 
outsiders any longer. 

Trusting that you will let me hear from you at your earliest con¬ 
venience, I am, 

Yours very truly, 

President. 



FIRST WEEKLY 

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT 

August 13, 1906, 

■by 

NATION!ORAL PHONOGRAPH COMPAHY 
; Commarolal Department. 

In thiB first report it is proper to briefly review 
the work done prior to the organization July l, 1905: Mr. 
Hibbard sustained for a number of months seventy (70) Edison 
Business Phonographs and eight (8) shaving machines, in eleven 
different offices. All of these machines have given good 
satisfaction, as shown by the fact that seven (7) of the eleven 
(11) firms have paid for fifty (50) phonographs and six (6) 
shaving machines, at the full list price, leaving only four 
(4) concerns to pay for twenty (20) machines. These outstanding 
accounts will be adjusted by the 20th. inst. on the same basis, 
no doubt. ’ 

Since July 1st. this Department has installed seven¬ 
teen (17) Phonographs and five ('5) shaving machines in twelve 
offices. Only three (3) concerns ordering four machines re¬ 
quired the appliances to be put in on trial and the balance 
were direct orders for immediate payment. It is very satis¬ 
factory to note that the Prudential Insurance Company and the 
Hetropolitian Insurance Company, 'botjr large concerns, employing 
several hundred typewriters, gave us renewal orders for two 
machines each, to be placed in their Correspondence Department, 
we expect to push this class of sales very rapidly. 

You will be interested to note that all of the Photo¬ 
graphs have been taken and the illustrations completed f<r our 
new catalogue. We expect to publish this catalogue in about 
two weeks and will then be in a position to sell out-of-town 
concerns, who require instructions for operating. 

The organization of this office will be completed on 
September 1st. At that time we expect to have with us Mr. 
Elliott of the Hew York Edison Company, as District Manager of 
Hew York City, also Miss Mabel Brown, late of the Smith Premier 
Typewriter Company, who will take charge of our Employment Bur¬ 
eau. We now have a complete card system installed for all 
parts of business, so that the work from the start will be pro¬ 
perly recorded. 

Everything that can be done for the Business is being 
rapidly pushed and we are canvassing in the city for prospective 
customers, putting in trial installations when we interest them 

Respectfully, 

Manager. 
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WHOLESALE, EXPORT, RETAIL 

SION ST. 

COIN-CONTROLLED 
You/ letter* of the 9th Inst, is before me, thiB 

machines- - and yoursjof the 20th ‘/net. have certainly come as a great 

bomb-shell in my camp and have had We^effect, as you say, of stirr¬ 

ing up everybody connected with me. V 

I am very glad that you "'are going to send Mr. 

X T/ilson out here. This will be the first time in seven years that 

anybody from the Company has been here, with the exception of once 

when Mr. Walter Miller spent a week with us making Chinese Records. 

You certainly have reposed complete confidence in me, and X hope you 

do not think for a moment that I have failed in ray duty and obligat¬ 

ions to you. On the arrival of Mr. Wilson I will be able to go over 

with him, in a complete manner, the situation of^the country which 

X must insist is different from what you are accustomed to find in 

the East. He will find this out for himself and, be able to report 

to you on his return. 

If I may be allowed to suggest, I think it would 

be the best plan for him to come by way of Arizona and Lob Angeles 

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT THE EDISON EXHIBIT AT THE LEWIS A CLARK FAIR AT PORTLAND. ORE. 
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and. from here he could go North J' after, having thoroughly gone over 

matters here. 

As X have stated before I would regret to lose Oregon 

and Washington, which are very good'territories and better than 

California, but I must bow to the inevitable and am entirely in your 

hands. 

One thing, however, X cannot understand, and that is 

why you should say you 'dropped the matter of buying me out beoause 

I did not take it up with you in the spirit in which it was given. ' 

As. far as I oan remember our conversation on the matter was that you 

could take the business anytime you wanted but would not do so, al¬ 

though you might eventually entertain a proposition to buy me out. I 

replied as I have done on many occasions, that you could have the 

business anytime you wanted it, knowing full well that I would get 

justice at your hands. 

It always has been in my mind that you would want 

San Francisco for a distributing point, and I have looked forward 

for a very.handsome salary from you as its Manager and I hope I have 

not done anything to displease you on this subject. 

Sherman, clay people have been compelled to sell 

goods to Furniture Companies and scheming people owing to customers 

having been secured for them by the Victor Company's traverlers. You 

have never sent any travelers here to help me and I have alwayB had 

to help myself. Before the Victor people sent traveling men out here 

Sherman & Clay were doing a business of from §7000.00 to §9000.00 per 

month, and I waB doing the same if not better. They did not cater 

to dealers and I did. They have now been obliged to Bell to all kindB 

of trades people and I am going to do the same, except that I am 

handicapped for scheme goods, besides Victor Records at §2.50 and 

$1.00 each net go into money quicker than ours at 17ft, to say nothing 
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of their $100.00 machine which is a great seller. 

Have just closed with the Grand Rapids Furniture Co., 

of this City. They are large buyers’ of Victor and Columbia goods, 

and will try to get others of the same class. Heretofore I have avoid¬ 

ed selling to this class of trade as I was of the idea that you did 

not care to have the Edison goods peddled around the same as the 

Columbia produot. How 1 will branch out and get all Rinds of people 

to handle our goods which I believe is what you want in order that 

my sales may be increased. 

Mr. Wilson wrote me sometime ago that it might be a 

good plan to go over our list of dealers and strike off those who 

are not live ones, we are now going through our list and I will 

send you the names of all those who have not bought from us, say for 

the past seven months, and these you can eliminate from our list. This 

will materially reduce my list of dealers, particularly in California 

where your report shows that we have one hundred and sixty-five live 

and dead. 

1 have at all times tried to keep up the interest in 

country stores and music houses who handle our goods, giving them at 

all times the benefit of the doubt as to their being active or not, 

but as it is your wish we will drop out all those who are not aotive. 

I hope. Mr. Wilson will be able to stay a little while 

with us and instruct us in the way business is done in the East, for 

we very seldom get any instructions. I have had to establish my own 

ways of doing business, and it is my aim to give satisfaction and I 

intend to do so at all hazard. I will say nothing more of Mr. Graves, 

but will talk matters over with Mr. Wilson when he comes, l hope 

you will not establish him or anybody else as a Jobber for this year 

anyway,,so that 1 may get the benefit of the Christmas trade which I 

have worked up. For instance the Portland Fair is not going to behe- 
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fit mo in any direct way, although it has cost me considerable in 

money-and time. 

I note that you are comparing my business with that 

of Jobbers in New York City (population several million against 

350,000) a slim ohance I would have to make a showing similar to 

those people. 

Am glad.that Mr. Wilson is coming for he will then 

be able to talk understanding^ when you have your meetings with him 

in regard to the Pacific Coast business. I will also satisfy him that 

I am not devoting my entire business energy to the Penny Arcades, 

whioh I can assure you is a losing proposition. All round I have been 

losing for the past year at least $500.00 per month and not making 

money as has been your conclusion, for as I told you before I have 

the Mission St. store on my hands at a cost of $550.00 per month for 

rent and elevator service, have a staff of people working exclusively 

for the Phonograph business at an expense of about $300.00 per week 

for salaries. My share of freight, insurance, list of lost accounts 

etc. go to make up thiB loss. Times are just commencing to pick up 

and X look for an immense Holiday trade. 

I am now is a position to make a little money with 

your assistance and handle the Edison Phonographs and Records in 

good shape. Have established a good trade, have a good staff of 

assistants and am'ready for business, but you are going to take some 

of it away from me. This certainly will cripple me, all of which I 

hope I can show to Mr. Wilson.'s satisfaction. 

X want to sell out the Penny Aroade business and 

devote myself entirely to the Phonograph business, so if you come 

across Messrs. Marks & Wagoner and they want to buy I am willing to 

Bell. 

I thank you kindly for thinking of me with a percent- 
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aga, should you decide to take gome of my business away. Although 

this is small it is appreciated b'y ad. I Know I am in your hands 

and that you will give me a square deal. 1 certainly can handle Los 

Angeles from here and there is no need of a Jobber there as he would 

have no territory. It is only a twelve hours ride by railroad from 

San Francisco and we have two good deale is who are doing all the 

business that Los Angeles can stand, as you will see by the state¬ 

ment I sent you. 

I do not know as I can say anything more, but I will 

await the arrival of Mr. Wilson so that we can go over matters and I 

am sure he is a good judge of what ought to be done and certainly will 

give me the benefit of any doubt that may arise in his mind. 

Dict.P.B. 



SECOND WEEKLY 

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT 

August 21,1906 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
.Commercial Department. 

This week was practically devoted, to attending the 
National Shorthand Reporters Association held at Chautauqua 
August 16th. to 16th. The object of attending this Con¬ 
vention was to place our Business Machine in competition with 
the Columbia Graphophone among this class of customers who 
could not dispense with the: machine and who have furnished ad¬ 
vert laments for them for years. 

There is no doubt but what we succeeded very well in 
our purposes. Our Phonographs were run by eleotricity and we 
had a very good plaoe to show them. The Columbia people did 
not have a good place and they ran their machines by Spring 
Motor. Our success may be shown from the following endorse¬ 
ments which will make good advertisments. 

■The undersigned members who have reported part 
of the proceedings of the 7th. Annual Convention 
of the National Shorthand Reporters Association, 
are pleased to state that the Edison Business 
Phonograph used in transcribing the proceedings 
has done the work in a most satisfactory manner." 

SIGNED: Louis E. Schrader 
H.H.Pechin 
E.C. Hardesty 
Paul Wisenall 
J.E. Puller 
Prank Weller 

The following endorsement is from Mr. Irland who reports 
in the House of Representative and was elected the next Pres¬ 
ident for the National Association: 

"I take pleasure in saying that I have been using a 
talking machine for fifteen (15) years and that 1 
dictate all my notes in that way. It is the most 
satisfactory way in which a reporter can get out 
his copy and I some time think it is the one thing 
that makeB life endurable for a busy shorthand re¬ 
porter. Having stated these facts you oan readily 
understand that I hope to see the Edison Business 
Phonograph a great success. ■ 

SIGNED: Very sincerely, 

The venerable Benn Pitman, who with his broth err I ssae, 
was the'author of shorthand in England and America, dictated the 
following on a cylinder to be handed to Mr. Edison.(Cylinder 
accompanies this report.) 



"I am Berm Pitman. I am here at Chautauqua, my first 
visit. I have just heard your new-Business Machine, 
and I think it is one of the most wonderful and com¬ 
plete inventions ever achieved hy human ingenuity. 
I heartly congratulate you and feel highly honored in 
having the pleasure of conversing with so supernatural 
and temporal a man." 

Mr. Pitman also wrote the following in connection with 
the effect of the Business Phonograph on stenographers: 

"While experimenting yesterday with the Mew Business 
Phonograph I was struck with the remark of your re¬ 
presentative about your jfearB that the introduction 
of the improved machine might diminish the call for 
stenographers. Let the jwork of Improvement go on; 
it will only make a grealter number of-lpeople want 
Phonographs and an lfaereased nunher jjf your' experts 
to use typewriters. ^ £4 

SIGHED: Bennt-Pitma 
jiV j| di 

It is respectfully suggested tha& Mr* .j Edison send Mr. 
Pitman a signed Photograph, throWh the writjejr, in1 return for 
the good feeling expressed. IjJ !> 

•u g IM 
On returning from the Convention we stopped in Buffalo 

and installed two Business Phonographs in the office of the 
Larkin Soap Company, where one hundred and fifty (160) Grapho- 
phones are in use. This firm is hi$ily pleased with the ma¬ 
chines which we left with them and the trial should result in 
the sale of a number of machines. 

Respeotfully, 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD 
. ORANGE, N.J. 

atdiooru, EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

22d> 1905 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange, N.J. 

Dear Sir; — 

Referring to your telephonic conversation with Mr. 

Ireton on August 9th, relative to Ray J. 0. Ritter, Allentown, Pa., 

regarding whom Mr. Edison wanted to know why he did not handle our 

goods, I Deg to quote below special report, made on this party by our 

salesman-, Mr. C. S. Gardner; ' 

"Mr. Ritter reports that the Disc goods displayed in his 
window were mostly second-hand traded in on Edison and that he is 
offering them at any price he can get. Ihe Bale on Disc good3 in 
Allentown is very limited. Mr. Ritter has in stock about 1000 
Edison records and 10 machines. He is an Edison dealer through and 
through. Mr, Ritter is very sorry the display of Disc goods was in 
the window the day Mr. Edison came to town. Mr. Edison could not help 
seeing it as he left his motor car in the garage next door." 

mlm/ 

Yours very truly. 



Mr. Gilmore 

Sometime ago 1 suggested to you that we do away with 
announcements on all records made abroad, using only the words 
"Edison Record," inasmuch a3 they have the name of each record 
fully printed on the cover of each box, and the records are 
retained in this boxes by the customers when used in their 
homes. The cutting out of this announcement will be of great 
assistance to them in making some of the operatic selections, 
where , especially, it is very difficult to cut them so that 
they will go on the record. I should be very glad to have your 
decision on this subject at your earliest convenience, and if it 
is decided to let the announcements remain, it will be necessary 
for us to secure Additional help at each plant for thiB 
particular work, and I am afraid this v/ill be very difficult for 
us to do judging from the experience they have already had 
abroad in securing up to date announcers. However, it will have 
to be done if the announcements are retained. 

Attached herewith is a letter from Mr. Vfhite on the 
same subject. 

W. H. Miller. 

8/25/05, 
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•Telegramt <6 Callu:11 Randomly, Lohdon. 
Telephone No. SOSO. H 0 U B o R IWOYL 

Cabin Codes Used : , 
'8 AND HUNTING’S. 

Thomas A. 
EDISON’S 
Phonographs 

Projecting 

«!?“• EDISON 
Motors. 

Edison-Primary 

Numbering Mac 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

OF the Factories : 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Go. Ltd. 0"J 

/MANUFACTURING Go. Ltd. Be;llD 
25, CJerkenwel] Road, Br+ussel, 

London, E.C. 

3rd August, 1905. 

Y/alter Hiller, Esq., 
65 and 69, Fourth Avenue, 

Nov/ York City. 

Dear Sir, 

I enclose you herewith copy of letter that I have to-day 

written Mr. Schermerhorn on the subject of dropping announcements 

on records in the future, which kindly note. 

J.H.W./L.D. 
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■ Co., Ltd. 

2nd August, 1905. 

1. R. Schemerhom, Esq., 
The National Phonograph Company, 

Orange, New Jersey, 
U.S.A. 

Dear Sir, 

During Mr. Miller's stay here we have discussed several times 

the question of doing away with the announcement on the Edison re¬ 

cords, and I have "been giving this matter considerable thought of 

late. I think a very good argument in favour of doing away with 

the announcement is the fact that we are using a box, on the lid 

of which the title of the selection as well as the names of the com¬ 

poser and artiste are shewn. As these boxes are very handy and 

useful in connection with keeping records, preventing dust getting 

on them and so forth, it is my belief that nearly all users of re¬ 

cords on this side of the water keep their records in these boxes, 

and therefore the name of the selection is always at hand. I as¬ 

sume that you will shortly be adopting this box in America, and 

therefore I send along these remarks in the hope that they may be 

of some use in considering the question of dropping announcements. 

Of course it may not be a wise plan to discontinue the use of the 

words "Edison Record", but these two words would not occupy much 

space on the cylinder in comparison with the rather long announce¬ 

ments on some of them. On this side of the ocean we often hear 

the remark that the announcements are very tiresome. 

X presume you have some of the latest Brussels boxes in Orange, 
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N. Ltd. 

but at any rate I enclose you herewith the top of one of our boxes 

which will illuestrate just what I am driving at. 

In connection with the matter of breakage as between our Euro¬ 

pean and American boxes, I have had Mr. Bray unpack and carefully 

examine 2000 records, 1000 from Brussels and 1000 from America. 

I enclose you herewith a statement by which you will see that out 

of 1000 records from Brussels we found 4 broken and 2 faulty, and 

out of the 1000 American there were found 11 broken and 7 faulty. 

This bears out what we have previously written you in connection 

with breakage of records in American boxes. We always find the 

breakage on American shipments to be much heavier. 

These remarks are. of course, 3ent along to you for what they 

are worth. 

With kind regards 

I am, 

Yours most sincerely, 

Managing Director. 

j.h.w./l.d. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 

Q/£dVb<m~ 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHONDERAPHS &HEEDRDS. 

C. H. Wilson, Esq.., 

Manager of Sales, 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose herewith copy of letter to Bacigalupi, which is 

in answer to his letter to me of August 18th. I presume that if you • 

want to see his letter of August ISth he will show you his copy when 

you get to San Francisco. 

You want to he firm with Bacigalupi, and you want to point out 

to him where he has "been lame and has not followed up the business 

properly. He may say to you that he does not feel that he has been 

properly treated, that we never came out there to see him and all that 

sort of thing, but he came on here once a year and was given every 

opportunity to learn what v/e were doing, and I do not see why he could 

not gather this knowledge here and use it to good advantage on the 

Pacific Coast. 

I was informed the other day that a large consignment of Victor 

goods was shipped from Philadelphia via Panama addressed to him. I 

want you to try and find out if he intends to take up the Victor line. 

If. he denies it, which he must not do, as if we find that he is, of 

course, we shall take strenuous measures then to close our business 

out with him. .1 am not opposed to his taking on the Victor goods, but 

I am opposed most decidedly to his using our money to pay other accounts. 

You will see from the letter how much he owbb us, and I do not propose 
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to allow the account to go any higher. I do not care whether it takes 

three weeks, four weeks, six weeks or two months to get goods to him, 

the account has got as high as X propose to allow it and he has got to 

make other arrangements to get money to reduce it materially. 

Yours Yery truly, ~ 

s'. v ^ JLt * / D 
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Sept. 15, 1905 

Mr. Peter Bacigalupi, 
786 Miosi on 

San 
St., 
Francisco, Cal. 

Dear Sir: 
„ letter of August 18th came duly to hand, hut insomuch as 
, r. ./ilson was then making arrangements to go west I have not replied to 
it, as 1 consider that my previous communications on this subjeot were 
about all that could be said. I have talked very fully with Mr. Wislon, 
and he will doubtless be with you ere you receive this letter. I want 
you to talko to him very freely as he intends to talk to you very freely 
on tne general situation, tell you what our position is and how we feel 
about the matter. 

I must say that I have not been satisfied for the past year with what 
you have been doing. I have been expeoting that you would materially 
reduce your accounts with us. The statements that went forward Sept. 1st 
showed that you owed as followB:- 

National Phonograph Co. $36,128.63 
Edison Mfg. Co. 1*446.99 

Against this we have received remittanoeB so far 
this month as follows: 

National Phonograph Co. 3,586.65 
Edison Mfg. Co. 200.00 

whioh reduces your acoount to 

$.37,575.62 

3.886,65 
$33,788.97 

Against this, shipments of the National Phonograph Co 
so far this month (no shipments of the Edison Mfg.Co) 
amount to— io 
which again brings the account up to a total of- $33,807!07 

I do not know how far you expect us to carry you, but I want to 
say to you right here that we do not propose to allow this aocount to go 
beyond what it is at present. It is all very wefl for you to talk about 
the long time that goods are on the road to you, hut that we cannot be 
held accountable for. Now the busy season is goming on and you want us 
to grant you further credits, which we cannot at all stand. We know that 
there is going to be a tremendous business in our line for the balance of 
the year, and early in the New Year as well, and I must absolutely protest 
against this acoount being increased more than it is. We have given 
you every opportunity to reduce the account materially, and my previous 
correspondence with you has been on the lines of a reduction. We have 
now reached a point where we cannot and will not continue to carry this 
account^at the large amounts we have been carrying it in the past, and 
you will have to make arrangements to reduce this materially, as we oannot 

tofore*- Way t0 00ntinuinS to 8hip you S°°ds in the manner we have here- 

. . Afaiil4 ref®/Tin?, 110 the matter of °ur buying you out, we had no more 
idoa of doing this thanv/e had of buying out any other concern. We feel 
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perfeotly satisfied that we can get all the Jobbers we want along the 
coast, and if anybody else wantB to go in the business there, all well 
and good, and you could sell out to them at far better advantage than you 
could to us. We are not in the business of selling maohines retail, 
wholesale or otherwise; we simply want to furnish to Jobbers and dealers, 
and we do not believo in any suoh adage as that of the Columbia Co. of 
handling agencies ourselves. As I have stated, I do not believe that 
"you can keept the bread and eat it to." 

So far as the Sherman-Clay people are concerned, I know nothing, 
of course, as to the business they did before they took up the sale of 
goods through furniture companies and "scheme goods" people, but X do 
know that we have been increasing our business, not only through these 
channels, but in other ohannel3 as well, not only in the east here but 
likewise all over the west. 

Mr. Wilson is armed with full data as to the business conditions, 
is familiar with the methods pursued by the eastern jobbers and dealers, 
and also the western jobbers and dealers as well, and he can enlighten 
you very greatly as to what they have been doing. Now bo far as you are 
concerned, we have never interfered one way or the other as to what 
course you should pursue in the sale of our goods. It never interested 
us ae to whether you sold them through music houses, furniture people 
or anybody else. What we want to get is an equal amount of the business 
on the coast, which, from the statistics which we have, we find has 
been going to our competitors to a very much larger extent than it has 
to us, and yet, when you consider quality and price, our goods are 
equally as good, and in a great many oases better them similar goodB 
now on the market put out by others. 

As I have already written you, we have decided to install Jobbers 
in all of the cities other than California, and this decision we have 
reached after moBt careful consideration. We see no good reason why we 
should withdraw it at this time, as we feel that we have not been properly 
represented in Washington, Oregon, Eto., and we must, for the preservation 
of our interests, take up with others what you have been unable to do in 
the past. When you stop to think that for a long time past you have 
been getting your goods delivered in San Francisco, or practically so 
as the 50 cent charge amounted to nothing, I do not Bee wherein you 
have been handicapped in any way whatever. Now that we have decided to 
pay all the freight charges to Jobbers in the far west, you must under¬ 
stand, .pf course, that this is going to rdduoe our profits very materially 
but nevertheless, in order to get in we have got to do it or EdiBon 
Phonographs and Records wifi,be supplanted by others. 

As I have above stated, Ifr. Wilson is thoroughly familiar with the 
situation and 'will be able to discuss this matter most fully. 

YourB very truly, 

President. 



Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, California 
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786-708 MISSION 840 MARKET STREET 
80S KEARNY STREET 
60S K ST. SACRAMENTO 

projecting ?'r. E. Gilmore,. \ l\jI W* 
films MACH,NES Pre3, Rational Phonograph Co., ^ yOyr*^ 

p’IaHrLestra Dear alr|“ ^ 

m,n,«tURE railways On my arrival at San Francisco, lo-3ft|4 jAt A 
merry-go-rounds sept. 20th, I received your letter of the 15th, with conv of 
coin-controlled -*-e't'ter written Mr. ’■>aci<?alupi enclosed. 

machines 
iv to 1-T Thursday Fridy and to-day I have devoted entiro- 

• . aci^alupi, and have, 1 think, rrone over all matters of im- 
P°? -R" e,re ati^,t0 hl3 bU8ln98a and the method of operating same, as 

■>' “**»■“"* ***««» «*» •«.« 

SSS “S? S “* JWffiSSlSt'SBS, 
M1*8 receivahle, running expenses, etc.; all of which I will-for- 

informatlon !;°~nlorr?w °f Monday, together with letter containing as much 
information and explanation as con he aiven hy correspondence. 

„ j, , , So far as the establishing of oth"r (fesLaa i, 
net?tfood’rh3f °hjIsctlon3 and Protests to our doin.<r so are simply a're- 

?no?o/^^^;n lnttw8 hefore 1 l9ft? consequently there is 

I think I have finally oonvinll?^? 

of busings to^whioh'1 1'rashin^+'Onf. least^rin order to secure the amount 
of business to which we are entitled, and^rot.ect our interests. 

such stenn +„ * fjUGh as he regrets our beinf? compelled to take 
fled in doinJTso^ ’ R nB33 standpoint, we are fully Justi- 

raTiFni.riin H? appreciates our p-ivinp; him the state of 
California for another year at least, and trusts that his business will be 
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3uch during that time a3 will warrant our giving him the same concession 
for a longer period. Ho also appreciates the 3 l/s# ws agree to give him on 
Jobbers' business, as he realises it is an act of kindness on your'part, 
and not one which we were compelled or under obligation to make. 

Hegarding freight diaries which he has horetofore been compelled 
to pay, and to which he refers in one of his letters to you, this, he 
states, was due to his not knowing that we only allowed other ?/estem 
Jobbers §1.50 per hundred, and that they had to stand the balance. 

He claims that ho was of the opinion that we had always allowed 
full transportation charges to all otner Jobbers, and that the fifty cents 
per hundred pounds that he had been compelled to pay reduced his profits 
Just that much, as compared with other Jobbers. 

I explained this matter Id him fully, and he now regrets having 
raised the question to you in any way, shape or manner, as he is of the 
opinion that you took exception to his remarks on the subject, and says 
had he kgowr^that other Jobbera in tie (Test were paying equally as much, 
if hot ttfb^aaa, in the way of freight, than he was, ho would have never 
mentioned the fact to you. 

In conclusion I can only add that aside from being able to ar¬ 
range withMm some way, whereby he can reduce his present‘account and 
still continue to push our interests, I have settled g243rther points, in 
a manner, which I think it satisfactory to him, and will.bd to you when 
I have fully explained them. •' 

The account question will have to be settled and .determined be¬ 
tween you and he after you receive statements and reports, which, as be¬ 
fore stated, I will mail you later. 

I had hoped to leave here on Monday night and arrive in Port¬ 
land Wednesday morning; but owing to the length of time I have had to spend 
with Mr. Bacigalupi, it looks as though I would not be able to look over 
the ground, and call- on other talking machine concerns, etc. and get away 
before Tuesday night. I will keep you prated by wire as to JuBt what my 
movements are. 

Yours very truly, 



WHOLESALE., EXPORT, RETAIL 

840 MARKET STREET 
806 KEARNY STREET 
605 K ST.. SACRAMENTO 

PROJECTING 
MACHINES 

FILMS 
SLOT PIANOS 
PIANINOS 
PIAN-ORCHESTRA 
MINIATURE RAILWAYS 
merry-go-rounds My dear Mr. Gilmore:- 

COIN-CONTROLLED 

7B6-788 MISSION ST. 

SAN FRANCISCO Sept. 28th, 1905. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
o/o National Phonograph Co., 

Orange, New Jersey. 

Ur. Wilson has come and Mr. Wilson has gone. I 
presume he arrived in Portland this morning and will go at 

the work he has been sent out to do. 

While Mr. Wilson was here, which was nearly a 
week, I used -every endeavor in ray power to make thingB pleasant for 
him and his good lady. 

On his return to New York I am sure he can re¬ 
port to you very thoroughly in regard to my business as he has gone 
through everything with me ar.d ray people here. My books and establish¬ 
ment were open to him and he examined into the minutest details every¬ 
thing connected with the "trust" you have reposed in me for the past 
seven years. All of his questions have been answered and the figures 
have been placed before him and I feel sure his report to you will be 
satisfactory. You will find that I have considered your consignment 
a sacred trust and have treated it as such, kept Special books for it 
and at all times catered to giving you the benefit of any douht which 
might arise and always remitting to you any money that oame in for 
goods sold belonging to you. This fact seemed to make a very special 
impression on Mr. Wilson, as I think he expected something quite 
different. He has called on my trade and bankers here and, while I 
do not know the details of his conversation with them, X am inclined 
to think they all gave me a good send-off. 

While l regret, as you can readily understand, 
the loss of Oregon and Washington - the former the best state of all 
my territory- I must bow to the inevitable, fully knowing your posit¬ 
ion in a corporation and at the same time appreciating your unlimit¬ 
ed confidence in my honesty. 



He tells me that in order to become a Jobber he will exact 
a cash purohase of $10,000 worth of goods. I oan see, of coiirse, 
how a bunch of money comes in to your Company and is not to be despis¬ 
ed. But x am inclined to think that had you continued in the old 
way you would have come out better in the end. Shis, of course, is 
my opinion - nothing more. I appreciate it that you are going to 
allow me 2-1/2$ on salea made to these new Jobbers as a sort of balm 
to sooth my losses. I am inclined to believe, however, that if you 
will think it over you will decide to allow me more than this, part¬ 
icularly now that our oommon enemy, the Graphophone Co., has just put 
out a oiroular where they allow their Jobbers 10$ on sales of over 
$2,000 per month. If they can afford to do this, oan you not do the 
same? The taking away of Oregon and Washington means the taking away 
of two-thirds of my business, for I have at all times considered 
Oregon especially better than California, 

Am I to understand that my territory now as a Jobber is 
reduced to California and Arizona and that I can deliver to either? 
A great fall-down after having controlled almost the entire Pacific 
Coast to be reduced to two measly states. ' Don't you think for a 
moment, though, Mr. Gilmore, that I am not thankful to you for allow¬ 
ing me another year for these two states, for I certainly am. 

Mr. Wilson will tell you that my Penny Arcade business haB 
gone to the Devil, as have other outside lines whioh I have had and 
which are the cause of my taking the lease on the Mission Street store 
at $450.00 per month, with three years and a half more to run. I am 
now reduced to the Edison Phonographs and the wurlitzer goods. These 
latter are generally consigned to me and the wurlitzer people carry 
the papers, for nearly all the sales of their Pianos- and Orchestrions 
are on time, so you see x don’t handle muoh cash on other goods. . 

I have three lofts to let in my building, which ought to 
bring me $300.00 per month, and have been unable to rent them for a 
year and a half, and no prospects of renting them shortly either. This 
has put quite a damper on my plans for having a representative build¬ 
ing for the Edison article. 

Mr. Wilson insists that I ought to have a retail store on 
Market St. This you know means increased expenses, more salaries, 
etc., etc. He thinks if 1 were in a position to do so and would 
handle the Victor and the Edison goods exclusively on a retail basis 
X could make some money. You know, Mr. Gilmore, that from the beginn¬ 
ing X have been loyal to you, have turned down offer after offer to 
handle the Victor goods - which if I had accepted would have made me 
larger profits. I know you appreciate my loyalty and you can rest 
assured I will not handle these goods until I am in a position to re¬ 
fund you for the handsome credits you have allowed me. Mr. Wilson 
was informed that I had a large consignment of Victor goods on the 
road to San Francisco. This 1 think 1 have convinced him is a false¬ 
hood, started by some of the few people who do not like me on the 
Coast. This 1 oan assure you I would not do. My business with you 
has been and will always be openhanded. I have never told you any 
falsehoods and never will. The day I cannot do my business without 
lying to you I will quit. 

I was going to suggest that as„you frequently come in con¬ 
tact with large capitalists it might occur some day that you would 
meet somebody who had some money to invest. If X could secure a loan 



SU.-S 

of about $25,000 say for efo I would like to take it and seoure the 
party by giving him a blanket mortgage on everything I possess. The 
statements whioh X have given Mr. Wilson will show you that I have 
more than three times this amount, so that the party furnishing me 
with the funds would be amply secured. With this money I could pay 
you enough to reduce my balance to a deoent amount, pay cash for other 
goods and take advantage of the 2$ discount, whioh would more than 
pay the amount of interest I would have to pay each month, and I 
oould then do a large retail business on the installment plan. 

The position I will be left in to-day if Jobbers are put 
in the North will not be a very good one, I can assure you. Mr. Wilson 
tells me you are going to send a travelling man-out here to spend at 
least six months at your expense. Now you cannot send this man too 
soon. He is badly wanted and I hope will be a good one for our mutual 
benefit. He oould first work the state of California and then on his 
way home do Arizona. His experiences would also be information for 
you on the hard time I have had in being a missionary for the EdiBon 
product on the Coast. Now that the pudding has been boiled and is 
ready for eating these other duffers come in and get the benefit of it. 

I am glad to know that after you have had your talk with 
Mr. Wilson and have seen his figures you. will see the reason why my 
account has been so large. I think he is thoroughly satisfied that 
it is a Coast habit that nobody pays their account in less than 60 
or 90 days, and I have had to give this credit the same as other 
people do only it was with your money and not mine, it was very hard 
to convince Mr. Wilson of this fact, but I think he now knows it. I 
am sure he will have a nice talk with Mr. Dolbeer and show him some¬ 
thing quite different from what you people are accustomed to in the 
East. He has found that the people with the largest rating in Dun 
and Bradstreet are the slowest pay. We had to lunch with us one day 
Mr. Beck of the Eastern Talking Machine Company of Boston, who by the 
way X think is a very smart and able gentleman, and this matter was 
discussed and they both agreed that things were different here from 
what they are in your part of the world on the subject of credits. 

X presume in the event of Mr. Wilson failing to seoure the 
required orders to make a Jobber in any of these states I will be left 
in my old position, in that case I would ask you to kindly have your 
travelling man visit him before coming to California, as it would be 
a great help. You know as long as there is life there 1b hope and I 
am hoping he will not seoure all the new Jobbers he expects to. Rather 
a forlorn hope. 

Mr. Wilson has written for your permission to return the 
largest part o% all of our Concert Records as the most of these used 
to be sold in the North, where we have sold a great many Conoert mach¬ 
ines. if you instruct me to return these shall I break them up as 
suggested in one of your letters, or do you think you can use them 
intact. By returning the Concert Reoords my stook of Edison goods 
will be a very clean one indeed. I have also asked him to kindly have 
you secure for me a credit for the Films now held by the Edison Mfg. 
Company in order that I may wipe out this account altogether and con¬ 
tinue to pay for machines as fast as I .get them. 



W. E. a. —4 

I have decided, to sell out my entire Penny Aroade Outfit. 
You may help me to do so as I Know that Marks thinks the world of you 
and a hint from you might do the trade. In that case I think X would 
have the nerve to open a retail Btore where ray Penny Arcade is at 
$850.00 per month, hut I feel confident it would be a winner. So 
please don't forget to try and boost this sale should the proper op¬ 
portunity ever come. Marks & Wagner have for a long time wanted to 
open an Aroade in San Francisco. They run their Arcades on plenty 
of capital and could make money where x oould not. 

While Mr. Wilson was here I took upon myself to introduce 
him to people who were not handling the Edison goods and the invaria¬ 
ble reply to the question "Why do you handle the Victor goods in 
preference to the Edison?" was "Because the Victor goods are well 
advertised." He can tell you this himself. I did not know before 
we made these trips together that the Victor Company was allowing 
their Jobbers money to advertise with, nor did X know that they were 
in the habit of putting goods out on consignment - that is Sherman 











MAIN 5464 786-788 MISSION ST. 

PROJECTING 

FILMS 
SLOT PIANOS 
PIANINOS 
PIAN-ORCHESTRA 
MINIATURE RAILWAYS 
MERRY-GO-ROUNDS 

840 MARKET STREET 
805 KEARNY STREET‘S p~”j y g ~ > 
606 K ST., SACRAWEN^t^ 

Cf 
SAN FRANCISCO, Oot. 30th,1905. 

coi^controlled I returned, from my trip to Portland yester- 
machines day and can assure you that 1 was met with a very 

pleasant reception by nearly all of ray dealers whom I have lost through 
your new arrangements. 

Thb blow is a very hard one on me as it 
takes away about §600.00 per month profit, but 1 presume you are the 
best judge of what should be done under the circumstances and I will 
abide by your judgment. Hope you will do the best you can for me in ■ 
the territory I have left. For my part I will use every energy to in¬ 
crease my present number of dealers and also my retail business, on 
which latter X now have to rely a great deal more than before. 

My one regret now is that I have taken a 
five years least on the Mission street store at §450.00 per'month, 
with an additional expense of about §100.00 per month for elevator ser¬ 
vice, making a total of §550.00, which is too much for my present re¬ 
duced business. There seems to be no prospect of my renting the three 
lofts which are now empty as you Mr. V/ilson saw. 

X am informed by my dealers in the North, 
and which can be vouched for by Mr. Wilson, that they have been benefit¬ 
ed by the Portland Pair. My object in having you make this Exhibit was 
in order to benefit myself as much as possible and now that I have lost 
this benefit I would like to know if it would be add- right for you to 
compensate Tor the expense I have been put to in running the Exhibit. 
For instance I have paid my manager there §440.00an^ about §50.00 for 
traveling expenses. I have made three trips there which oost me about 
§150.00 each trip. If you think it is right, in view of the change 
that has taken place, and that others will get the benefit instead of 
me, and you will refund this amount, I am willing to throw in my personal 



of charge, if you decide to allow me this credit would 
L i M^L^Inr^ aPPiy to the Edison Manufacturing Company's account 
as i am very anxious to have this account disappear entirely. 

throne* hi a VmoHr,«oolne't Ur* '7Jl8on in Portland after he had gotten 
3ln3SS, purposely not wishing to interfere with any 

?? 6ht have* 1 met hlm after hls work was done and we talked this matter over and of course it is now up to you. 

X5?“ « «» iKhVSiS ln 

n.nmri+t, uee best energy to collect my out standing 
™°™ts, and remit to you every possible amount in order to reduce my 
inSL would like have it. I will do this without 

”g+th9 trade for us both as fast as possible. Mr. Wilson will 
fnd1 n? h?w “noh credit is given on the Coast by other people 
and, of course, i must do the same if I want to do the business. 

MeHR-pfi unoto. . J" I,ant to So °n record^my satisfaction in your naming 
nlSVr™ ™+£«!0B*er as^Jobbers in Spokane, i have nursed these 

£r°® nothing to what they are and I would have been as sorrv as 
Ebbing ** that section! I had Tvery^ice 

irTthe Sst.* ±n Whi°h th®y thanlc me very kindly for my assistance 

remains as with the D- s* Johnston Co., Seattle, 
remains as heretofore, and I am sure I will get some of thkr business. 

territory nil vn, can be of service to .you at any time in that 
ter_itory all you have to do is command me. 

Yours very tru] 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. loNDON 
'i ORANGE, N.J. P/sRe'rSi;in. 

JUxxuu>a.£diAciv> EDISEIN PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

■ oct. 24,1905. 

Mr. W. B. Gilmore, President, 

Orange, N. J. 

Dear Sir: „ . 

If a printing plant of our own would save $5000 a year, 

would you spend $30,000 to $35,000 to put up a building and install a 

plant? If the subject interests you at all, I will make a careful 

investigation so as to determine the present cost of our printing and 

what an adequate plant would cost,and discuss the subject v/ith you 

further. 

Very truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Advertising Department 



(VI. P. - 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. LoNDON 
ORANGE.N.J, PAbRe'rSi; 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS &RECDRD5. 
31 Union Square:, New York. 
304 Wabash Avenue,Chicago. 

Mr. Gilmore——Mr. Weber, 

Orange, N.J. 

Dear Sir; — 

As I have already talked over with you, I believe 

it very important that we design and manufacture a combination talk¬ 

ing and picture machine. There are several concerns throughout the 

country now making this type, and I find Slot Machine Parlors gener¬ 

ally are putting them in. It is my opinion that sooner or later 

they will have preference over the regular Slot talking machine, 

which we are now turning out,. 

MT. Kohn,of the Automatic Vaudeville Company,advised me 

yesterday that he had three machines of this kind, in their 14th St. 

store, each of a different manufacture, and that he would be pleased 

to have Mr. Weber look them over at hio convenience. 

Copy sent Mr. Weber, 



WHOLESALE. EXPORT. RETAIL 

840 MARKET STREET 
806 KEARNY STREET 
605 K ST., SACRAMENTO 

786-788 MISSION ST. 

PROJECTING 
MACHINES 

FILMS 
SLOT PIANOS 
PIANINOS 
PI AN-ORCHESTRA 
miniature railways 
MERRY-GO-ROUNDS 

COIN-CONTROLLED 

Mr. w. e. Gilmore, i 
National Phonograph Co., 

Orange, New Jersey 

Dear sir:- 

Yours of the 30th ult. received! I note what 
you say about your establishment of Jobbers on the Coast and, of course, 
will cut out any further correspondence on this subject, only, I would 
like to suggest that as your Mr. Wilson has informed you of the tremen¬ 
dous business that is being done here we naturally presume you that he 
has also informed you of the fine advertising that is being done by the 
Victor Co. on the coast. 

I thank you kindly for your suggestions on my 
Mission St. store. Here I am up against it. My signature has always 
been good and X will have to make it good on this lease. You can bet 
that if anybody comes along with any kind of an offer they will be my 
tenants. 

I am not surprised at your generous action in 
the matter of the Portland Pair. 1 know you too well, and thank you 
kindly for your action whioh is certainly a relief to me. I enelose 
you herewith and bill for miscellaneous expenses, $122.19, also my bill 
for allowance, as per your letter, $940.00. 

Now I certainly did not express myself fully in 
my letter, I did not pretend to tell you what accounts you should 
charge/* your expenses to, but what X meant was that if you will allow 
me credit for this bill, whioh you have so generously done, and have 
the credit placed to my account agalnBt the amount I am owing the Edison 
Manufacturing Co. Don t you for a moment think that I would tell you 
what you ought to do in charging expenses. Only my ambition is to re¬ 
duce the Edison Mfg. company^ aooount to where i can get: 2$ when I 
pay cash for Projecting Machines, and in this way save money on freight 

which I have to pay totally, as that Company does not pay freight, not 



•WvE.G.—3 

-being so generous as the National Co. 

.. . „ 1 have taken due note of your general opinion as to 
the benefits that will be derived by my hustling for California t^ade. 
I am dying for you to send yourtraveling man to investigate Calif, and 
you oan bet that I will do all I oan to inorease my business in the 
territory that is now left me. i have to do it or X cannot eat, and 
those depending on me, whioh by the way are numerous, Trill be in the 
same boat. 

Yours very truly. 

Diot.P.B, 



is YOUR REPLY YO THIS COMMU^^ON 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. lo, 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHDNDGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

Mr. W. E. Gilmore, President, 
Orange, H. J. 

As a preliminary to a discussion concerning the use of . 

additional mediums,like Leslie's, Puck and Judge, I want to submit a 

few facts which will give you a better understanding of the. situation 

when you can find time to talk over the matter of advertising for 1906. 

In the year ending December,1905, we spent $55,000 in what 

we call magazine advertising. This amount was expended in mediums 

shown on the enclosed sheet. The crosses on this sheet indicate the 

months in which our advertisement appeared in the various mediums, 

gives the total numbers of insertions in the year and shows whether 

the publications were weekly, semi-weekly or monthly. 

You will see by this sheet that even this expenditure does 

magazine, Red Book,and Success are the only publications that we have 

used almost every month throughout the entire year. In Collier's 

and Saturday Evening Post, we have only had one insertion each month 

' any additional mediums unless 

we are now using or spend more money. V/e have already decided not 

to use some of the mediums shown on the enclosed sheet, such as Life 

and Woman's Home Companion. Others will undoubtedly be dropped as 



find that they do not seem profitable for < 

Puck, and Judge and other medii 

drop some of the publications \ 

•iously considered Leslie 

larger number of mediums 

i about the increased value of i 

NATIONAL PH1T0 GRAPH CO., 

Advertising Department. 

yn t* 
Hanagei 
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assistant o.NtflAL'manager. COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
, ORANGE, N.J. 

—--- > Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 

{MonSia&fiwru EDISON CDMMEHEIAL SYSTEM 
mark. Conducted with the 

BUSINESS PHENUEHAPH 

Dear Sir:- 

You will bo Interested to note the attaohed 
original letter from Bonn Pitman, who states that he was 

coined the tem -Phonograph- in oonneotidn with 
a phonetic sign in stenography. llr. Pifcan’s letter oomee 
aB *1 r°Ply to my letter, asking if he had received the photo* 

of Ur. Hdieon. fee letter acknowledging the ^oto- 
graph had not been received by the writer, anil X am pleased 
to^aote that he has the same in his possession, as you will 

Yours respectfully, 

HATIOHAL PE0500RAPH CO. 
Coameroial Dept. 

Uhnager, 
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Bear Sir 

payment 

■“• «><<sKKr*vr 

. Wilson; Mgr,, of Sales, ' Qf^ y» 

National phonograph Co,, J 4^ JX ' j \|J' 

We enclose you our check for §1936.82 in full 
of your statement for §7510.69, as follows: — 

Oct. 30th, freight, § 419.70 
, Oct. 31st, cash, 5000,00 

/» N ov. 16th, Merchandise, 4.07 
V A Bee. 8th, draft herewith, 1936.82 

Vft discount on §7510.59 150.00 

_§7510. 69 

As vra are sending you this amount something like sixty or ninety 
days in advance, the amount being due, as you will remember on the 
order which we gave you, there was one third of the balance above 
§6,000. to bo paid in sixty days and one third in ninety days, and 
one third in one hundred and twenty days, with the 2/5 discount 
deducted' at the end of that time. 

Our business has been so good and money has come in so 
freely and the tjAisongoods have sold so well that we do not feel 
like availir.g our solves of the liberal terms which you gave us 
in securing the order. We fool that you might as well have the 
money as to have it in the bank, We appreciate very much your 
liberality in allowing us this extra time with the usual discount, 
as we are paying to-day, as before stated, something like 60 days 
in advance* We might perhaps next Sail when we will probably get 
in a oar load of machines, ask yon for. an extension of the us\:al 
time. 

The balance of the order Which we gave you was billed 
on Beo. 3d- This amounts to over §1100. It is possible that vre 
might allow this amount', or §1000. of it, to go to the end of the 
120 days, but if remittances are as good in January as they are 
this month, it will not be necessary. ' 

We are hapny to say that our business has been so good 
with the Edison jobbing, and that we now praot.ioally owe you nothing 
for goods raoeived, and have a great many goods; paid for that have 
not', been received, and also have a few thousand dollars In the bank. 
We speak of this as wo feel that you are interested in our welfare. 

Will say further,- that we have started a great many 
EdiBon dealers besides the ones already started by Mr. Baoigalupi. 
Nearly all of them have qrdered and re-ordered beyond our moBt 
sanguine expectations. We have made quite an advertising, feature 
in the newspapers of the fao t that you have .been- shipping us in 
oar loads. It is a good advertising featureitovgija'ithe; public an 
idea of how many Edison goods have been reoeivedj^F3N?B W. GRAVES 

Yours very truly^EOR GRAVES & 00. 
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DEPOSIT WITH 

CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY. 



SCHEDULE OF CERTAIN PHONOGRAPH STOCKS 

ON DEPOSIT WITH THE CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY OP N. Y. TRUSTEE, 

UNDER VARIOUS AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE NORTH AMERICAN PHONO¬ 

GRAPH COMPANY AND JESSE H.LIPPINCOTT, TRUSTEE. 

V #250,000. The New York Phonograph Co. Stock, shs.$100. 

each. 2500 shs. Ctf. 55. name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. , Trustee. 

/ #25,000. y Columbia Phonograph Co. Stock shs. #5. each. 

,w>./v. r£t> 5000 shs. Ctf. No. 110. name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

#80,000. y Kentucky Phonograph Company stock, -shs. #100. 

each. 800^shs. Ctf. No.3 name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

■J $15,000. / Plorida Phonograph Company Stock, shs. $100. 

each. 150 shs. Ctf. No. 26, name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

■I $200,000. / The West Coast Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100 

each. 2000 shs. Ctf. No. 99, name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

>/ $125, 000. S The Missouri Phonograph Co. Stcok shs. $100. 

each, 1250 Ctf. No. 643, name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

y $500,000. •/ Pacific Phonograph Co. Stock, shs. $100. each 

5000 shs. Ctf. No. 433 name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

•‘S&l _ y x. 
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$200,000. 

$125,000. 

$950,000. 

$50,000. 

§50,000 

$62,500. 'Z 

$125,000. 

$45,000. </ 

$3QQ,OjQ». 

!So 9*0. 

/ Ohio Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. each, 

2000 shs. Ctf. No. 8 name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

^ The Iowa Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. each 

1250 shs. Ctf. No. 90 name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

/ Colorado and Utah Phonograph Co. Stock shs. 

$100. each. 500 shs. Ctf. No. 13name of Cen¬ 

tral Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

J South Dakota Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. 

each 500 shs. Ctf. No. 65 name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

Montana Phonograph Co. Stock, shs. $100. each 

500 shs. Ctf. No. 27 name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

The Kansas Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. 

each. 625 shs. Ctf. No. 73 name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

' New jersey Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. 

each 1250 shs. Ctf. No. 200 name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

Georgia Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. each 

450 shs. Ctf. No. 17 name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

/ Eastern Pennsylvania Phonograph Co. Stock, 

shs. $50. each, 3000 shs. Ctf. No. 3 name of 

Central Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 
-2- 



V §100,000. ^ Texas Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100" each, 

1000 shs. Ctf. No. 29 name of Central Trust 

Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

/ $60,000. \/ Old Dominion Phonograph Co. Stock shs., $10. 

each, 6000 shs. Ctf. No. 1 name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

" $126,000 J Central Nebraska Phonograph Co. Stock shs, 

#100. each. 1250 shs. Ctf. No. S3 name of 

Central Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

J $125,000 / Nebraska Phonograph Co. stock shs. $100. each 

1250 shs. Ctf. 36 name of Central Trust Co. 

$250,000. ✓ Metropolitan Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100 

each, 2500 shs. Ctf. B 125 name of Central 

Trust Co. of N. Y. 

' V $50,000 J The State Phonograph Co. of Illinois Stock 

shs. $100.. each 500 shs. Ctf. No. 39 name of 

Central Trust Company, of N. Y. Trustee. 

$100,000. / Spokane Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. each 

1000 shs. Ctf. No. 1 nameof Central Trust Ccj. 

$150,000. Western Pennsylvania Phonograph Co. Stock 

shs. $50. each, 3000. shs. 123 name of 

Central Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 



Chicago Central Phonograph Co. of Chicago. 

Stock shs. $100. each, 400 shs. Ctf. 127 name 

of Central Trust Co. of N. Y. Trustee. 

Minnesota Phonograph Co. Stock shs. $100. 

Ho. 7 name of North American Phonograph Co. 

endorsed over to Central Trust Co. of N. Y. 

Trustee. 

•/if 
The Louisianna Phonograph Co. Iftd. Stock shs.. 

f. 
§100. each Ctf. 55 name of Cen.tral Trust Co. 

of N. Y. Trustee. 

STOCK OP NEW ENGLAND PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

DEPOSITED UNDER AGREEMENT DATED NOVEMBER 5TH^ 1888, BETWEEN 

CHEEVER^ NEW ENGLAND PHONOGRAPH COMPANY AND CENTRAL TRUST 

COMPANY. 

$400,000 >/ The New England Phonograph Co. shs. $100, 

3 0,0o a . y 

'oo, o*> c>» y 

fo, o e o . ^ 

each, Ctf. No. Name of Central Trust Co. 

of N. Y. Trustee. 4000 shs. 
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National Phonograph Company Records 

Correspondence, Foreign (1905) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

marketing and supply of phonographs and cylinder records in Great Britain, 

Germany, Belgium, France, and other countries. Most of the items are letters to 

and from William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Other correspondents include 

James H. White, European sales manager; Walter Stevens, manager of the 

Foreign Department; and John R. Schermerhorn, assistant general manager. 

Among the documents for 1905 are letters pertaining to prices and litigation and 

to the quality, condition, and origin of phonographs and records offered for sale 

in Europe, Australia, and Mexico. There are also documents concerning the 

manufacture of records in Paris, Berlin, and Brussels under the direction of 

Edward Riehl, European superintendent of NPCo. These items include 

descriptions of the ingredients used in making the records and references to 

French copyright provisions. Also included are the minutes of the board meetings 

of NPCo, Ltd., for the period March-October 1905. Two letters at the end of the 

folder refer to the fire in the Moulding Department of the Paris factory. 

Approximately 15 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are letters regarding foreign patent rights, weekly and 

monthly remittances and accounts, and ongoing litigation overthe unauthorized 

use of the name "Edison." Also not selected are the translated minutes of the 

Compagnie Frangaise du Phonographe Edison (1904-1905). 



(^amab Ct&Uaoru 

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHnNOERAPH CO. 

EDISON MANUFACTUHINE CO. 

BATES MANUFACTUHINE CD. 

Mr. vr. E, 

Bear Sir: 

©3 CHAMBERS STREET, 

NEWYORK.N.Y 

January 12, 1905, 

Gilmore, Pres’t., 

national Phonograph Co,, 

Orange, N. J, 

I beg to hand you herewith a statement of saleB for 

1903 and 1904.-- In making comparison I would call your attention to 

the fact that in March, 1?03, the European business was transferred 

to our London Office, and as previously stated thiB represented at 

least80^ of the entire business of the Eoreign Department. 

V/e continued, however, to execute some orders for which 

remittances were received in Hew York, for this territory to and 

including October, 1903'. ' After that date European shipments were 

discontinued. 

By referring to the statement you will note that our 

business for December, 1904, amounted to $22t747.75, as compared 

with #13585.50 for December, 1903, showing an increase of #9,162.25. 

I also enclose a statement showing our sales in Austra¬ 

lia, India, So. Africa, China, Japan, Mexico, Cuba, & So. America, 

for 1901, 1902, 1903 and 1904, 

tfou will note that our business in 1904 exceeded that of 

any previous year, however, we show a loss in South America and 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

January 12, 1905. 

South Africa, also a Blight lose In Australia, in explanation of 

whioh I heg to state as follows: 

SOOTH AFRICA: 
Conditions in South Africa at the present 

time are very unsatisfactory, • ... due to the fact that this 

country has not as yet recovered from the recent war and I am ad¬ 

vised hy parties who are thoroughly oonversant with the situation 

thit this country is practically bankrupt at the present time, 

but there is no doubt that conditions will soon improve. 

SOOTH AMERICA: 
The conditions in this country are very 

unsatisfactory. A large paftt of our South American business has 

been done through New York Commission Houses, many of whom have 

representatives in the different South American citieB. I have 

conferred with the managers of these several commission houses 

and they all agree that for the present,business in this country 

is practically dead. Our direct business has increased, but the loss 

sustained is on account of the several commission houses doing very 

little business in this territory. This particular field 1b a 

difficult one to handle; in the first place we are in direct com¬ 

petition with Germany, who have direct representatives on the ground 

and are flooding the country with cheap material, at the Bame time 

giving practically unlimited credit, whereas we demand cash in New- 

York against all orders. Secondly, we are handicapped on 

account of not being in a position to supply Phonograph Records 



January 12, 1905, 

W.E.G.— 3. 

acceptable to these people. There is a great demand there for firBt 

class Italian, Portuguese & Spanish Records. Now that we have 

300 or more very superior Mexican Records, no doubt this will 

relieve the situation somewhat, although we should have not only 

an increased list of Italian but also a supply of Portuguese Records. 

Another condition that we have been obliged to combat 

is the fact that invariably our South American clients desire some¬ 

thing of a special nati’.re in Phonographs supplied. We have repeated¬ 

ly reoeived orders for Edison Phonographs to bear Borne special 

name or title, also requests that changes be made in the construc¬ 

tion of same. Of course, it was out of the question to consider 

a proposition of this kind, as I know how you feel about making 

any change in apparatus bearing Mr. Edison's name. In this 

reppect the German manufacturers invariably comply with their 

requests and supply any special apparatus desired. 

I am sure that if we can sometime in the future send a 

representative through this country, and at the same time supply 

acceptable phonograph records, an enormous business could be done. 

AUSTRALIA;_. 

I do not know of a richer field for our pro¬ 

ducts than Australasia. There is no country on the face of the 

earth that is as loyal to the Edison interests &b this. Many 

of our important jobbers and dealers could not be perpuaded to 

carry in Btock Phonographs or Reoords of any other make than 
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Edison's. I quote as follows from letters received in the last 

Australian mail: 

"Mr. Wortlejr, tColuiribia's representative) was very much 
hurt 'because I would not admit that his goods were equal to yours, 
and urged me to give him an order for 1000 Reoords, as a Bample 
order. I told him that I was well served by the Edison Company 
and could see no reason to change at the present." 

Another writes: 

"The Columbia Company have started here hut the Edison 
goods are good enough for me." 

Still another: 

"1 am sure you will agree with me that the Edison 
Phonographs are the only genuine Talking Machine made and I 1 
satisfied that all others are imitation." 

Every mail brings similar testimonials. 

The Columbia Company have recently opened a large store 

in Sydney which they ubs as a distributing point and one of their 

best men, Mr. Wortley, is in charge, 1 have never considered the 

Columbia Co., as a competitor in Australia, as records sent there 

have been forwarded from London and X have been advised from time 

to time by the trade that these were very inferior. However, 

conditions have now changed and all supplies are sent from this 

country, and with their Improved machines and records they are 

attracting no little attention, and there is no doubt that we shall 

be obliged to reoognize them as competitors in the future, 

Messrs. Osborn & Jordan, one of our largest jobbersin 

Sydney, have taken over the agency for the Pathe Records and are 

doing everything in their power to increase the sale. 

The Edison-Bell Company of London, have also invaded 
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this territory and are iising every endeavor to advance the sale of 

their goods. 

The Victor people have won over another one of our large 

Jobbers, Messrs. J. Albert & Son. All these people continue to 

carry a stock of our goods, but the inducements offerBd by the other 

companies have proven detrimental to our interests. 

In view of these conditions we cannot remain passive, 

if we are to hold our own. 

The past year the Phonograph business in Australia 

has been in a chaotic state, due to the fact that price-cutting 

has been indulged in to a large extent. It is easy to under¬ 

stand how conditions of this kind could exist, when we realize that 

at least 75of the business is done in Sydney and Melbourne, which 

naturally makes competition very keen. We have been urged from 

time to time to introduce our Agreements and thuB enable dealers and 

Jobbers to maintain prices. 1 fully appreciate that before this 

can be done it is necessary that the legal end U looked into very 

carefully.^However, I am convinced that the trade is so thoroughly 

interested,,!* our agreements were distributed, they would not only 

be signed, but strictly adhered to without re.toting to legal mea¬ 

sures. If at ary time it was found that any Jobber or dealer 

was violating this agreement, now that this trade is controlled 

by the Foreign Depf., I think that by simply refusing to 

execute orders, the-.difficulty:,wohldtbe -.remedied. 

To show you how our Jobbers feel about this matter, 
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woulcl state, that I have received a communication from a .jobber in 

Melbourne, advising that a meeting of the prominent jobbers and 

dealers had been called and an agreement signed by all present 

that certain prices be maintained. These prices representing the 

list prices of our apparatus, to which duty and all landing char* 

ges vrere added. 

I simply mention the above so that you may understand that 

these people are deeply in earnest and are certainly doing all 

they can to protect the trade. 

I believe that if we could establish a distributing 

depot in Sydney, placing a good man in charge and have him keep 

in close touch v/lth the entire trade that we oould do at least 

75$ of the entire phonograph business. . On account of the dis¬ 

tance from Hew York and the length of time required to receive goods, 

it would be necessary to carry a consignment aooount, represent¬ 

ing about $50,000. If this plan is not feasible, the next best thing 

to do, would be to send a man there to visit the entire trade, spend¬ 

ing say about 3 to 4 months on the field* ThiB would mean an ab¬ 

sence from Hew York of about 6 months* He could take our agree¬ 

ments with him, see that they are thoroughly introduced and get the 

business in good working order and I have no doubt that.the increase 

in business would’ fully warrant the expenses incurred. 

Would it not' be well — pending other arrangements - to 

have Mr. Oabanas undertake thiB work? This he oould do and return 

by the time you have definitely settled the course you wish to pursue 
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in Mexico. I am sure that v/e could find no better man.—One of the 

most enthusiastic phonograph men X have ever met. 

X have omitted one other suggestion regarding the demand 

for Records in Australia.-—- All records as issued with the ex¬ 

ception of foreign selections are very acceptable in Australia, 

and we are receiving large orders, but there is a demand which is 

constantly increasing for a limited number, at least, of British 

subjects. We have issued no British supplements later than May, 

1904, and if we could supply from time to time, even a limited num¬ 

ber of British Records, I am sure the trade would greatly appreciate 

our efforts. I might also add that during our entire business 

experience there, our lasses have not exceeded $100,00, which I 

believe 1b a very good record when you consider the amount of 

business done. 

MEXICO: 

Anticipating Mr. Cabanas's trip to Mexico, I 

obtained from there one of their latest directories and sent out 

about 10,000 complete sets of our catalogues. These catalogues 

were addressed principally to merchants who were likely to become 

interested and I believe this together with Mr. Cabanas efforts 

is responsible for the increase of our business, whioh is nearly 

double that of 1903. I will nit at this time go into details 

of Mr, Cabanas trip, but have asked him to submit a full report, 

which he will do in the course of a few days and I will then for¬ 

ward same to you. 
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CUBA: 

This is a very satisfactory field and by referring 

to the enclosed statement you will note that our business is 

constantly increasing there and in 1904 we more than doubled the 

business of the previous year. 

Sometime ago I followed the same plan as in Mexico, 

and distributed a large amount of literature in this country 

and I trust the time is not far distant when we can Bend a capable 

representative into this territory, take a limited number of 

popular selections and also thoroughly canvass South America. 

Should you desire further information, I will very gladly 

submit same to you. 

Very truly yours, 

orc'cL/.',r- y 
MANAGER FOREIGN DEPT. 

v/s/al/encl, 
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Sim, 19, 1905. 

G. Croydon Marks, Nat*., 

London, England. 

Bear sir: 

Referring further to your letters of Nov. 2nd and 25th, on the 

oubjoot matter of Board Meetings, as I havo already indicated to you in 

a letter that 1 handed Mr. Scherarrhom just before he left, I realize, 

of oouroo, that you have had more or lasts talko with Mr. mite as to -the 

general management of the business of the National Limited end its 

subsidiary companies, but on the other hand I am afraid that thoao infor¬ 

mal talks have been at suoh times and in such a way that ypu have not 

had the full facts before you to pass upon them intelligently, as from 

time to time problems will come up that oannot be decided on the minute 

end must have due and careful consideration. 

I notice in your letter that you think a Board Mooting once a month 

would be sufficient, but my impression is that you will not be able to 

oope with the present situation by having only one meeting per month for 

" the next few months, and it would seem to mo that if you could arrange 

to have meetings, say for the next three or four months semi-monthly it 

would enable you to grasp the situation better, arid then after the bulk 

"Of the work has been completed -the meetings can be arranged to -take 

place once a month, when all matters can bo tfdcen up and discussed on 

the lines indicated in your letter. If you think well of this I would 

suggest that you arrange it with Mr, mite. 
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Now in regard to the otatements, I agree with you that what is 

called for should he arranged, except the following. I will take eaoh 

one up aafiriatim and disouss eaoh as I go along. 

1. Statements showing all aoaounts duo the company and owed hy 

the oompany; no checks to he drawn except for current wages and general 

expenses other than those approved at the Board Meeting. 

1 hardly see how this can he carried out, as from our standpoint 

1 have given orders, and wish that you would co-operate with me regard¬ 

ing it, to the ef& ot that over and above a stipulated amount remittances 

Should he made to us here weekly, regardless of the exchange. As I 

have already told you in my letter, the aouslgnment account of the 

National Limited is very largej a statement that I have before me up to 

Jan. 14th, 1905, shows this consignment account to be $535,551.11. 

Of course this represents goods in transit as well as goods on hand. 

I see no reason why other payments should ho made, except, of course, 

immediate current expenses and wages, until same are approved hy the 

Board at their regular meetings, and payments sent to us can ho tabulated 

and shown at any und all euoh meetings. 

2. -Statements to he repared showing the business dons and giving 

the stock on hand and unfilled orders. 

I see no good reason why thlB cannot he arranged for, except 

that the stock of records on hand would he approximate, hut it, never¬ 

theless, can he shown. 

3. A list of all orders, giving date of receipt and Bhowing date 

stone was filled, bo that any complaints as to delay and questions as 

to preference can he dealt with at that time. 

This is entlre^&pproved. 

4. Salary statement oompiete, with list of employees, their 

duties, etc. 

This is a very important statement, and wherever possible this 
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should he reduced whenever business warrants a reduction, and inoreasod, 

of course, Then necessary# 

5, A list of proposed now records for future otook,'together with 

proposals for engagements of artists and others. 

Of course new monthly lists can he; gotten out and arranged for 

tho same as hero, and the work can he so arranged that this can b6 

anticipated and passed upon well in advance. I am a little doubtful 

about the engagement of artists, hands, orchestras, eto,, hut I think 

that after the work gets going well this can also he arranged readily. 

6, A list of records made, together with tho cost of the recording 

department and all other expenses in connection therewith. 

There is no question hut that thin can he readily or ranged for. 

7, Advertising and publicity matters. 

This is.also important, and the question of the amount to ho 

expended for advertising purposes should he taken up and dooidod monthly- 

in advance, 

8, All other important matters in the y/ay of disputes as to 

accounts, and in fact, any other matters concerning the general welfare 

of the business. 

It goes without saying that this should likewise he brought up and 

disoussed and settled upon at each and every meeting# 

1 realize that this covers quite a few items, and that other mat¬ 

ters may come up, which we will designate as generalities, and where 

Other points ooeur to you from time to time as the meetings progress 

it would Seem to ioe proper that statements, if necessary, Should he 

prepared and submitted at the meetings, 

- I disoussed this matter quite fully with Mr, Vhito when he was hers 

and ho aoquiesoed in everything, so that there is no good reason why 

JiSllsSBifeg should not be taken up by you and him and arranged for at 
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Mr. Schormorhorn will have seen you ore you receive this letter, 

and 1 will say to you now that I have discussed all of these matters 

very fully with him, aud I am supplementing what I have told him hy 

this letter so that you will understand that he has full authority to 

act for me in any and all matters, and I would suggest that you make 

arrangements to call the meetings periodically. I would alao suggest, 

and it is my desire, that vdiilst Mr. Scheraerhorn is there he he asked 

to attend all such mootings, to enable him to enter into any discus¬ 

sions that may come up, just the same as if I were present personally. 

A copy of this letter has been transmitted to Messrs. Sohermerhora 

and Uhite for their information and guidanas, and 1 trust to learn that 

everything has been arranged for and that our mutual business interests 

will be moot carefully conserved from now on. 

Yours very truly. 

4. . l/lS/05. 

ima/im President, 
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Mr. Walter Stevens, 

In pursuance of your instructions, I beg to report on the Phono¬ 

graph business conditions in Mexico, as found on ray recent trip there. 

I believe ray correspondence with reference to the Record Taking 

has kept you fully informed as to what was done in Mexico by us in this 

connection, and it will, therefore, not be necessary to further report 

on this part of my work to any extent. Prom the opinions expressed by 

our dealers and other parties whom I consulted in Mexico, as well as those 

I have heard here, these Mexican Records appear to be satisfactory and 

will no doubt find a ready narket. I wish, however, to again call your 

attention to the fact that for the better class trade in Mexico ( and I 

believe this condition obtains likewise in other Spanish-American coun¬ 

tries) a selection of high class Italian vocal Records .is^ necessary. 

The Italian songs at present listed in our Poreign Record list is almost 

totally inadequate to fill this demand, owing largely to the inferiority 

of the Records and also in a measure to the fact that most of the singerB 

are not very widely known. . The present popularity enjoyed by the Vic¬ 

tor machines and records in Mexico is undoubtedly due, I might say, 

wholly, to their fine Italian vocal repertoire. These Records sell very 

well, in ppite of the very high priceB charged ($5.50. for 10" and $7.00 

for 12" discs, Mex.Cjt,), Our Mexican Dealers, as I wrote you, were very 

anxious to have some Italian selections taken in Mexico, especially of 

Mine. Tetrazzini, whose opera troupe was there at the time. I understand 
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that Italian selections are being taken in Europe, and it would undoubted¬ 

ly prove stimulating to o\ir Spanish American trade if these could he sup¬ 

plied there at an early date. Th9 Columbia people, who some months ago 

were taking Records in Italy, have seen the necessity of listing them 

for Spanish-American countries, and 'though I believe they have not as 

yet placed them on the Mexican market, shortly before leaving Mexico I 

was shown an advance list which had been sent to their Manager there. 

COMPETITION: 

Our principal competitors in Mexico are the Victor Talking Ma¬ 

chine and the Columbia Graphophone. The Victor has been pushed actively 

by the General Agent, J. V. Schmill, for about three yearB. He adver¬ 

tises extensively and has dealers in all of the largest cities. A very 

good business has been established, especially with the higher classes, 

who, owing to the fine opera selections they list have begun to show a 

marked preference for the Victor over other nachines. The Viotor people 

list about fifty Mexican selections of 150 taken by thorn, most of the 

masters having been lost in the recent fire at their factory. This ma¬ 

chine is very surely working it's way into the best homeB. 

The Columbia people are represented by Mr. Joaquin Espinosa, 

who was given the General Agency in Mexico the latter part of 1903. He 

has a very.competent Manager at the head of the business, a Mr. Wilkinson, 

who, I understand was virtually appointed by the Representative of the 

Columbia Co. who made the necessary negotiations with Mr. Espinosa. They 

are advertising extensively and are pushing the business aggressively 

throughout the country, keeping men constantly on the road and going even 

to the extent of placing goods in consignment when found necessary to do 

so to get a Dealer started. They liBt at present about 250 Mexican se¬ 

lections in both disc and cylinder Records, and although these are extre- 
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»>ely poor, they are selling well owing to the fact that there has been 

nothing else for the people to choose from. 

There is some swill corapetiton from cheap German and French 

talking machines, hut this amounts to very little, Italian and Spanish 

soft wax Records have been Bold there extensively, owing to there having 

hsen nothing in the moulded form to fill this requirement. Generally 

speaking* Edison Phonographs and Records are thought of more highly than 

ary others, but this prestige is rapidly being overcome by the efforts 

of the other companies, 

PRICK CUTTIKG: 
Upon my arrival in Kexico City I found the price conditions in 

rather a chaotic state. Price cutting was indulged in to a ruinous 

extent, and prices were consequently down to ridiculously low figures. 

Our goods got the brunt of this price situation because the representa¬ 

tives of competing goods naturally did what was possible to protect them¬ 

selves. Although not entirely improved, the present conditions are not 

quite so bad, owing to the healers having agreed among themselveB to up¬ 

hold prices. However, .there appears to be Borne bad faith shown in liv¬ 

ing up to this agreement. 

The development of our business is undoubtedly severely handi¬ 

capped by existing conditions, and it would appear advisable to correct 

tfaHm at as early a date as possible. This I believe would not be a dif¬ 

ficult matter, especially now, when our business in Mexico is only in 

it's infancy. The fact that the Mexican dollar is practically standard¬ 

ized, thus eliminating the uncertain factor of a constantly fluctuating 

exchange with which it has been necessaty to contend in the paBt, makes 

it a relatively easy matter to establish prices in Mexican currency to 

correspond with the Domestic prices. The next step I understand would 
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be the establishment of agreements similar to those existing here, and 

this could be more easily and satisfactorily accomplished at the present 

time,than later on, when the business will be larger and more difficult to 

straighten out; in fact, all the present Dealers with whom I spoke seemed 

anxious that steps be taken to have such agreements made and enforced by 

the company. As pa” report of Mr. C.H.M. y Agramonte sent you from 

Mexico City, boius changes would have to be made in the wording of the 

American agreement to conform to the Mexictri laws, steps taken to pro¬ 

tect Edison patents, etc.; but once these conditions are fulfilled, the 

agreement will be as binding as it is here. Owing to the commercial cus¬ 

toms of the country it might be v/ell to start with a slightly less exact¬ 

ing agreement than the Domestic one; but, undoubtedly, Dealers should be 

nade to sign sore sort of an agreement which will compel them to maintain 

an equal footing with regard to prices. 

ADVERTISING: 

Although our Dealers in Mexico City have lately started to ad¬ 

vertise our goods more extensively, the advertising done by our competi¬ 

tors is greatly in excess of this. As you know, the only advertising 

we have done is on the Principal Theatre drop curtain, and this haB un¬ 

doubtedly been of benefit. Advertising in a few of the principal news¬ 

papers would show results, and if thiB could be started Boon after our 

Mexican selections are all ready for the market, it would of course be ad¬ 

vantageous. I have already written you as to the best advertising me¬ 

diums, arrangements, etc. 

MEW BUSINESS: 

Thsre is not the slightest doubt that Medico offers an excep¬ 

tionally good field for the sale of o\ir goods, but it will require active 

steps not only to develop it, but to hold our own agai.net competitors 
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already aggressively at work there. The greater part of the hueiness 

has "been confined to the Mexico Oity Dealers, whose husiness is of course 

riot limited to the local trade in that city, as they have clients through¬ 

out the whole country, "but they have pushed it to such poor advantage and 

by such crude business methods that the;'' have succeeded in doing a very 

limited business, considering the large possibilities the country offers. 

We have now at least one Dealer in most of the largest cities, and no 

doubt these will materially increase our Mexican business, although, as 

they are just starting out, with practically no knowledge of the line, 

they nia;'' not show immediate results. At the present time it is somewhat 

difficult to interest business houses, owing to there being very little 
Phonogr aph 

confidence; the taindooHn1 being, fnoa a business standpoint, practically 

unknown. Therefore, before it can be expected to secure a larce number 

of Dealers, it will be necessary to create a demand among the people, by 

advertising, judicious circularizing, etc. 

As to the best means for developing the trade in Mexico, my 

trip through the country has fully corfirmed a? opinion as expressed in 

letter of Sept. 10th written you fl-om Mexico City; namely, that to ob¬ 

tain the best resultB it will be necessary to be on the ground, as our 

competitors are. The two competitors mentioned have adopted the policy 

of appointing a General Agent, and this is the manner in which almost all 

foreign products are handled in Mexico. The Columbia people looked into 

the field very thoroughly, their Representative having made four trips 

through the country within two years, accompanied once by their Vice- 

President, and I vias informed on good authority that if they had not 

given the General Agency to Mr. Espinosa, they would have opened an office 

there themselves. . They fully appreciate the possibilities of this mar¬ 

ket, and are doing their best to introduce their goods. 
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The establishment of an office and base of supplies in Mexico 
manner 

would, I believe, be the quickest and most satisfactory„in which to ad¬ 

just the conditions already referred to. The business could be placed 

on a sounder basis than it is at present for the reason that the agreement 

policy could be adopted and carried out effectively, v/hich it would un¬ 

doubtedly be more difficult to do from here. Advertising could be 

carried on to a great deal better advantage, especially from an economic 

standpoint, and the creation of a demand among the people by judicious 

circularizing and the prompt following up of inquiries would be greatly 

facilitated. It v/ould enable the development of the retail tHade, and 

consequent appointment of healers, to much better advantage than from 

here, as the distance, general lack of information amongst the public 

as to duties, exchange, freight, etc. etc., make it practically impossi¬ 

ble to obtain much of a retail trade from here. 

The outlay incident to establishing a base of supplles in Mexi¬ 

co would not be large, as it would be entirely unnecessary to carry a 

heavy stock of goods. All that would be required isjk stock sufficient 

to promptly fill orders, which, at the present time, would be relatively 

small, and this stock could be carefully replenished as required,and in¬ 

creased as justified by the development of the business. 

I brought with me from Mexico ample information relative to the 

local expenses in connect ion with an office there, freight rates through¬ 

out the country, and, in fact, as complete data a.s I believed would be of 

interest in this connection, on which I cs report more in detail if you 

so desire. The same applies to the natters of Advertising aid Price- 

Cutting, in rejs rd to which I can give you precise detailed information. 

While in the foregoing I have referred particularly to the Pho¬ 

nograph business, there is undoubtedly also a good field in Mexico for 

the other Edison-Laboratory products, which -are. scarcely.■.■■known- In 'thfrb ' 
-;——■—• • • • •• ... 
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market. Projecting machines and films of European manufacture are sold 

extensively there, whereas ours are only imported to a limited extent, 

and this is due entirely to the fact that the former have direct repre¬ 

sentation in the country. Y/hile speaking of this class of apparatus I 

might mention that the fact that such concerns as T. H. McAllister quote 

our trade discounts to the retail trade, makes it very difficult for us to 

secure any of this business through our regular Jobbers and healers. 

f’he fact that last year our Mexican business showed an increase 

of over one hundred percent over the previous year, in spite of the 

steady decline that had been shown the three years prior to last, demon¬ 

strates beyond a doubt Yrhat can be accomplished there by even a small 

amount of circularizing, advertising and csnva4ing, and if more energetic 

and thorough steps were taken to secure this trade, X am perfectly cer¬ 

tain that ■ satisfactory results would be obtained. 

If, thing to the fear of making this report too lengthy, I have 

omitted any details which you require, I shall be glad to report more mi¬ 

nutely on any of the points you may indicate. As already mentioned, I 

believe I have supplied myself with all necessary informal! on, but should 

this not be the case, I can easily obtain> same. 

Yours respectfully, 



[FROM JOHN R. SCHERMERHORN] 
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Compagnie Frangaise du Phonographe Edison f 

February 7tli 1905. 

W. E. Gilmore Esq. , 
President,National Phonograph Co., 

ORAMGE. M.J. 

Dear Sir: 

As I cabled you last week,the decision in the case of 

the Authors against the Talking Machine Companies kb decided on 

Wednesday last. At the time White cabled,the text of the decree 

was not in our possession, and he was therefore unable to give 

particulars. The text of the decree was secured on Thursday,and 

a translation -(hereof was made by Brandon Brothers,copies of -which 

were handed to Mr.White and myself,and likewise copies of which were 

mailed both to you and Mr.Marks. As 1 wrote you in a previous 

letter,it was necessary for Mr.Karks to come to Paris on Saturday 

last,and upon his arrival the decree was very thoroughly gone over 

by Mr .Marks with Brandon Brothers,and after his interview with 

them, with Mr.Mr.White,Mr.Kaltenecker and myself. In the meantime 

Hr.Kaltenecker had seen the representatives of the Authors and 

they gAve verbal permission for us to continue the business untill 

such time as they decided to the contrary. They stated at this inter 
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view tint the minimum royalty would lie 25 centimes (5 cents) 

per record. At the discussion held in this Office between the 

four of us, it was thought advisable to again get in touch with the 

auti ors to the end of making better terms if such a thing were 

possible. After thiB decision was arrived at,we thought it best 

not to cable you further untill we learned something further. 

Kr.Kaltenecker and Hr.White immediately took the matter in ahdn 

(Mr.Marks in the meantime returning to London).Mr.White and Mr.Kalte 

necker were able to see the Authors yesterday morning. At this in¬ 

terview they indicated a friendly feeling towards our Erench 

Company, but at the same time stated absolutely that the minimum 

royalty would be 5 cents per record,and as a matter of fact Clark’s 

contract provides for the same royalty, the only advantage he 

gets being that other disk records are subject to a royalty of 

C cents,each. At first the authors were end dined to take a somewhat 

arbitrary stand. They stated that the Erench Company was owned by 

Mr.Edison and practically demanded that the Company should agree to 

pay royalties in all countries where records of selections con¬ 

trolled by tiion were vended. Kr.Kaltenecker and Mr.White,of course, 

put them right on this subject,stating that Mr.Edison is not a 

stock holder in the Erench Company and has no personal interest 

therein. When the authors were advised to this effect they were 

more tractable and then stated that,if ,we would immediately sign 

a contract binding us to pay them 5 cents royalty,they would take 

no action against us as to past business, although they will 
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probably demand royalties on such records that have been sold by tin 

French Company that are covered by the decree.Mr.White and Mr.Kal- 

tenecker,of course,put them off, advising that it was necessary 

to bring the matter before the Board of Directors,and also to give 

time to enable our attorneys to go over thecontract. 

After the above informations have been gathered,! cabled you 

as follows: 

"DECREE CARRIES ROYALTY COPYRIGHTED VOCALS AED PROBABLY IN¬ 
STRUMENTAL WHEN WORDS AND MUSIC COPYRIGHTED JOINTLY ALTHOUGH 
LATTER INDEFINITE. CLARKS ATTORNEY SAYS NO OURS YES. AUTHORS 
DEMAND FIVE CENTS PER RECORD ON SELECTIONS THEY CONTROL. HAVE 
CABLED MARKS TO COME AND IF CAN ARRANGE SATISFACTORY CONTRACT 
WILL CLOSE ON ABOVE BASIS UNLESS YOU DISAPPROVE. GRAMOPHONE 
COLUMBIA PATHE FACTORIES AND OFFICES CLOSED. MANY MILLION FRANC 
DAMAGES DEMANDED FROM TOTH. RUMORED PROBABLE FINISH PATHE. CLA 
CLARKS SAYS HIS CONTRACT INEFFECTIVE. WE ARE OPEN WITH AUTHORS 
APPROVAL SUBJECT PROMPT ACCEPTANCE TERMS. OUR DAMAGES PRACTI¬ 
CALLY NOTHING - SCHERMERHORN", ~ 

As ay cable indicated,tlxe decree 3tateo positively that 

royalties must bo paid on all works of a literary nature,in other 

words songs with word3.lt also 3eems to indicate that wo will be 

compelled to pay a royalty on all selections wherein the music and 

"ords were copyrighted at the same time whether or not the words 

are used on the record or again even though the selection be of 

instrumental nature only. Mr.Clark*s lawyer has advised me that he 

does not believe this portion of the decree can be sustained,this 

being due to the fact that the law was enacted in 1866 which would 

seem to permit the reproduction of copyrighted music in music boxes 

and could of course be well taken that a phonograph is nothing but 

a music box when music only is reproduced as against this,however9 

both Mr.Marks and Brandon Bros and likewise the authors themselves 

maintain that we would be compelled to pay a royalty on instrumental 
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selections when they are copyrighted in connection with the words 

as above indicated, as against this,of course,arises the question as 

to whether or not a judge can render a decree that apparently 

Shis is a question,however,that of course it is not wise for 

us to take exception to at the moment.lt will doubtless be adjudi¬ 

cated by 3ome of the other companies. As fly cable indicates all the 

other talking machine places were closed up,none of than were oellinj 

records,the only places open being some of the small shops and the 

slot parlors. 

It seems that the decree permits the collection of damages on 

business done in the past,and Mr.Clarks personally advised that 

without doubt the derand against his company would amount to many 

million of francs,and Vives, who reprosents the authors,yesterday 

told Mr.White and Kr.Kaltenecker that the claims both against Paths 

and the Gramophone Company would be enormous. As a matter of fact 

we heard indirectly that the initial demand on Paths was 150 mil¬ 

lion of francs.Shis ,of course, has not been verified. On the other 

hand the Manager of Pathe’s large store stated confidentially that 

he was very doubtful if they would again open. Of course you will 

understand all the above is more or less of a rumour,but without a 

doubt the authors will endeavor to secure very large damages,in fact 

as much as they can sqeese ouut of the different concerns. Clark has 

no contract whatsoever on the cj'linder business,and as above stated 

his contract on disks is not exclusive, it simply gives him one cent 

per record better on the royalty end. 
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In response to our cable Mr.Marks arrived this morning and af¬ 

ter placing the entire situation "before him he agreed with the test 

of us that it was very advisable we immediately make some kind of 

terms. Doubtless this may seem hasty to you but it seems to us 

wise to get in line quickly thereby enabling us to keep the business 

running which doubtless could be used advantageously in advertising 

and iheo at the same time preserve the good will of the authors 

who absolutely control the situation, that is they can license us 

to do business or not,just as they please. They stated verbally to 

Hr.White and Mr.Kalteiiocker that we would have just as good terns 

as any other concern,and of course this feature will be embraced 

in the contract. The authors this morning submitted a formal con¬ 

tract which Mr.Brandon has translated, and Mr.Brandon,Mr.White, 

Kr.Kaltenecker and Mr.Marks are now having an interview v/ith the 

authors,at least the appointment was made at 3 o’clock.! presume 

they are still in session. If the contract was entirely satisfactory 

to Mr.Marks, who of course, is looking over the legal end of it, 

it will be effected at once,which I assume will be entirely satis¬ 

factory, insomuch as up to this writing we have not had. a reply to 

my cable suggesting any other plan than that briefly outlined 

therein. Eive cents of ^course seems a very large royalty,and as 

axmatter of fact it is a large royalry. at the other hand I do not 

believe it will come out of the profits of our Company. It is our 

belief that we can make the public pay the additional 5 cents for 

such fecords as are covered by the copyright act,and if so,it will 

of course not affect us financially,except in that it might cause 
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less demand for our records due to the higher list price.On the other 

hand Pathe is listing his records to the public at Er.1,25 (25 cents) 

and is selling them to the trade as lew as 55 centimesOl centd). It of 

course goes without saying that if he does continue business,it will 

be impossible for him to sell at the last mentioned price. He will have 

to add to his present figures a portion if not all of the royalty 

charge and naturally the retailer will want more profit which would seem 

to indicate that they will be compelled to increase their list price. 

Kie Columbia people are also retailing their records at Er.1,20 

(25 cents) and qre selling to the trade at 75 centimes (15 cents).It is 

of course possible that they might continue to sell to the trade at 15 

cents, but by so doing it would take 5 cents per record from their 

profit,and I do not believe they can afford to do business on that 

basis. Of course the Gramophone Companies are in a better position.Ehey 

get more money for their records and the 5 cents would not affect than 

in the same maimer as it does the Cylinder people. 



CABDE. Peb. 7, 1905. 

. ' . ) 

' Paris. 

Sohermerhom. Cannot understand whether Association Authors, 

who fought case, are seeking royalty collectively or for individual 

authors. Can they make hinding contract? Does five cents royalty 

cover existing copyrights and all future productions? Royalty demanded 

five cents absolutely prohibitive. Royalty on cylinder records should 

he half amount disc records account breakage and lower selling price. 

Marks and Brandon should obtain full data responsibility and demands 

Authors Association, submitting oontraots here before final closing. 

Contract only binding providing all other mechanical sound producing 

apparatus included similar arrangement. Any royalty paid by us must 

not exceed royalty paid by otherB. Yearly contract preferable, with 

right to renew or cancel should circumstanoes warrant. Cable New York 

fully. 

CILMDRB. 
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1 0 C- jy-*-c-o-^ jJ"«D t 
Dear Mr. Edison: 

I enclose you cam e received at the New York Office this 

morning from Schermerhorn, further referring to the verdict render¬ 

ed in favor of the Society of Authors, in France. 

I judge from this that hoth Marks and Brandon have gone 

into the matter most carefully, and therefore approve the making 

of the contract. 

I, of course, understood always that this contract would 

toe made with our French company, and not with the National Co. 

What I cannot understand in this cable is: "No lower granted 

any time to others; royalty basis 10^ with. 5 cents, minimum." 

The only construction I can put on this is, as it is 

stated, that they will not accept less than 5 cents per Record 

minimum, from anybody. On the other hand, there is a vast difference 

between 10$ on our net selling price, and a 5 cents minimum price. 

By "other companies" I jlodge that Schermerhorn means the 

Gramophone Co., Columbia Co'., Pathe, and all others. The four 

people that he refers to, are doubtless MarkB, Brandon, White and 

himself. 

In view of what they have done, I do not suppose that we 
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FOREIGN DEPARTMEI 

can do anything further, but before I 

to have your suggestions, so the boy i 

which answer will be telephoned to me 

cable any tiling, I wou.la like 

s waiting for an answer, 

here at the New York office. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH G° Ltd. 

EDISON NVANUFACTURING ®°- Ltd. 
25, ClerkenweU Road, 

n Automatic Hand 7 
London, E.C. 

lofeh t 

V/. E. Gilmore, Eg a., 
Orange, New Jai 

1 enclose you herewith several clipp-in^s-talcanJ’rom London 

papers having reference to the decision recently handed down in 

Paris, all of which will perhaps "be interesting to you. You will 

note hy these clippings that Pathe as well as the various other 

talking machine companies are still closed. I have learned to-daj 

from several sources that Pathe's past damages have been assessed 

at twenty million francs, or about four million dollars. Of 

course I cannot vouch for the truth of this, but if it is so and ii 

they force such assessment on Pathe it v/ill most surely close his 

business so far as France is concerned, as he of course could not 

I understand also that the Authors in Prance will not close ar¬ 

rangements with the Columbia Company unless they consent to pay the 

author's royalty in all other countries where they do business. 

This, of course, will be a great hardship on the Columbia, and result 
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' doubtless in their being obliged to close up in Prance. Hy under¬ 

standing is also that they will endeavour to obtain the same sort 

of an arrangement from the Gramophone Company although this seems to 

be a little indefinite at present; at any rate the fact remains that 

the Gramophone Company in Prance are still closed, and I think our 

friend Clark is doing considerable worrying. 

X think the fact that we were the only Company in Prance who 

remained open for business after this decision was handed down, will 

prove to be a good and lasting advertisement for us. We have sent, 

out circulars to all our dealers in Prance advising them that our 

business has not been suspended, and that we have made such arrange¬ 

ments with the authors as will permit of our going on without inter¬ 

ruption. I am greatly in hopes of getting a large amount of busi¬ 

ness at once. This is all that I can write you in connection with 

this affair at the present moment. Of course it goes without saying 

that I shall be kept constantly advised of any and all matters which 

come up in Prance in connection with the case, and that such informa¬ 

tion will be immediately passed on to you. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W./L.D. 
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Here is a letter from White, from Paris, dated Pet. 

3rd, and copy of the decision in favor of the Authors Association. X 

think you had better read this over carefully, and if you desire to Bee 

me to-day, if you will telephone me I will gladly come up and see you. 

I think we had better wait before making any rep>ljr to this until we hear 

from Schermerhorn, Marks and Brandon, who will doubtless write us 

most fully on the entire situation. 
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Compagnie Francaise du Phonographe Edison f. 

February 3rd 1905. 1 

W. E. Gilmore Esq., 
President, National Phonograph Co., 

ORANGE, if. J. U.S.A. 

Dear Sir: 

I beg to confirm herewith my cable of the 1st inst.,reading 

as follows: 

"DECISION JUST RENDERED AGAINST PHONOGRAPH COMPANIES IN FAVOR 
OF AUTHORS MAKING REST ARRANGEMENTS POSSIBLE CABLING LATER 
COMPLETE INFORMATION - WHITE".— 

As indicated in same, the decision in the case of the French 

Authors against the Phonograph Companies has been decided in favor of 

the Authors, and , of course, will make a considerable difference to our, 

business here. I enclose you herewith a correct translation of the 

decision in question, which, in a way, seems to be very broad, and fullyi 

in favor of the authors. On the other hand, the legal people here seem 

to be somewhat confused as to just how far reaching this decision is, 

i.e. there is no question but that the Authors are fully protected so 

far as the reproduction of songs are concerned, but there seems to be 

a question as to whether or not we are prohibited from making band; 

records of the French Operatic Airs,where the words are not sung in the 

phonograph. 
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V. E. Gilmore Esq., Orange.- 

In this respect the decision seems to he somewhat contradic¬ 

tory.- You will note on Page 3, where I have marked "A", that according 

to the law of May 16th 1866, the manufacture and sale of instruments 

serving to mechanically reproduce music, is held to he no infringement, 

and I take it hy this that music boxes, phonographs, etc. do not infringe 

the Authors’Copy Eights, unless they reproduce words. - Again on Page 4 

paragraph,which I have marked "B", the Judge indicates that Phonographic 

Reproductions, which are purely musical, and not accompanied hy words, 

co.r.e within the category of the lav; of May 16th 1866.- Again on Page 5, 

paragraph vAiich I have marked "C", it goes on to say that litterary 

works, without songs or of litterary works, accompanied hy music 

belonging to the appellants constitute an infringement.- Again on same 

page paragraph which I have marked "D", you will note that it holds, 

on the contrary, that there is no infringement in the phonographic 

edition of music without words, and I take it hy this that it means 

that where a musical composer creates for instance a march, and no 

accompanying words were published when the march was copy-righted, 

that Phonograph Companies would have a perfect right to reproduce said 

march. My interpretation of thi3 decision is as follows: 

All copy-righted songs, used hy the Phonograph Companies, 

constitute an infringement, and all selections of Operas such as airs 

from Lohengrin, selections from Rigoletto, Carmen, Paust,Aida,Mignon, 

Tannhauser, etc.etc. do constitute an infringement on the Authors' 

rights, in that these operas when first produced and copy-righted were 

accompanied hy words and therefore constitute a literary production. 
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W. 13. Gilmore Esq., Orange. 

I beg to inform you that Ilr.Kaltenecker and myself have already 

seen the Secretary of the Society of Authors,and he has informed us that 

vie may go on doing business for the present, and that no undue attacks 

will be made on us, and t' at we will not be molested as far as past 

transactions are concerned as we are a new Company here and have not 

yet done a large business. He said that the Society will let us know 

in the course of a fortnight just what they will expect U3 to do. He 

simply asked us to keep;a strict account of what we sell from now on. 

In the meantime all the other Phonograph Companies in Paris 

are closed,including the Gramophone, Paths Preres, Columbia and others 

of less importance. Hr. Clark is in Eondon at present conferring with 

the Directors of the Gramophone Company, and does not know as yet what 

action they intend to take, and whether or not they will attempt an 

appeal. I am informed that it would take at least 2 years to get the 

case retried in appeal, and in the meantime the authors have the right j 

to make seizures when and as they like. Kr.Marks will be here to-morrow f 

and as Hr.Schermerhorn is now in Paris, we propose having a conference 

discussing the thing fully, and in the matter of making a final arran¬ 

gement with the Authors, you may be sure that we will move with the 

utmost caution. 

V/e are informed by the Secretary of the Society that the 

royalty demanded will be 25 centimes per cylinder or disk, regardless ! 

of the price at which the records are sold to the public, and there will 

be no descrimination whatever against any Company, each being required to 

pay the same royalty. Therefore I do' not see but that we are in a better , 
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position than either Paths or Colurnbia, as both these concerns are 

selling records to the trade as low as 55 centimes, whereas our best 

price to the dealer is Pr. 1,30,- in other words 26 cents against 11 

cents in American money of Paths and Columbia.- Patlie’s list price to 

tha public is Pr.1,10 for small cylinders, and the Columbia’s list price 

to the public is Pr.1,25. Our list price is Pr.1,85 for small records. 

I am therefore sure that both Paths and Columbia will have to 

raise their list price as well as prices to the trade, as they cannot 

afford to sell records at 11 or even 12 cents to the dealer and pay a 

royalty to the Authors of 5 cents per record. You will therefore see 

J:hat in all probability thi3 decision will tend to bring the Columbia 

and Patho prices closer to our own, at least that is they way I figure 

it. With the advantage we have in turning out better records than 

either P4the or Columbia, I think we should get a good share of the 

business. V/e probably can afford to pay this royalty without raising 

our list price, bit of course this is a matter to be figured on later. 

Vie,of course, will keep you fully posted as to the above as 

things will shape themselves, and hope to be able to write you more 

fully by next mail. 

Mr. Schermerhom will doubtless be writing you on the same 

subject. 

1 enclosure 

JHV7/JC. 

Yours very sincerely 
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management and c ondu 

details of handling 

a recommendation, ho' 

bo provided v/ith sufficient capital to talc.-; 

as they arc presented. After they are pui-; 

V0:1 bar-with a copy of letter v/tiicli I 

bavins reference to the future 

the Recording Department. Of course, the 

will be loft onti oly to you, as 

I would suggest that the selling offices 

Li’o of those vouchers 

the amount so c;rpen¬ 
ded c i bo billed 1: 1 the London office. Both copies of the 

vouchers should be attached to such bills; you in turn can forward 

the duplicate copy to Orange v/ith your bill covering the monies 

expended for recording. If later on it is determined that the 

European Selling Department should bear the expense of the master 

making, then of course you •..ill receive further instructions to 

that effect, and as to the manner in which those vouchors are to 

bo handled. 

So far a n recording in Belgium its concerned, I would 

suggest that you make the necessary arrangements with Hr.Riohl to 

j.inaneo the work, -and also utilise his services in the some general 

manner as you would tlio managers of the various selling departments 

in other cltic::. 

Without a debt Jfc will be necessary for you to use the 

sorvieoa of Ecriborf to criticise the records made in Brussels. 

This in particularly true with -fee-records of Blemish and Wallonish 

selections 
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or ouch persona as ho nay delegate. 
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Mr. Jane is White, Manager, 

LOUD O IT. 

Y/ithout a doubt many of tho instrumental selection 

.can bo used both in Paris and Berlin. At the moment it is quite 

possible Paris cannot take caro of the making of moulds of those 

selections, on tho other hand,, Berlin can. Hence it occurs to mo 

that it would bo advisable to send a complement of masters of Amer¬ 

ican instrumental selections direct to Berlin, Brussel;; is now 

receiving such complement. By so doing it would enable Hr. Graf 

to tost thesob selections, and in the event of any of thorn being 

suitable for tho German market, masters could bo made of those 

moulds without delay. This would also apply possibly to the En¬ 

glish made instrumental selections and likev/i30 French made in¬ 

strumental selections. Thinking this plan ^advisable, I have to-da 

written to America to make a shipment of flvo^ instrumental selection 

enah-. which appear on our regular lists. It, of course, rests 

v/ith the soiling department as to whether or not these selections ac 

to be listed in Germany or Prance, and of course moulds should not 

bo made unions the Selling Departments feel confident they will be 

in demand. So far as the English and French selections are con¬ 

cerned for the present staple records can be sent to Mr. Graf, and r 

after tasting these samples ho can order sxch moulded masters of 

such selections as he wishes. Mr, White should arrange to advise 

Mr. Graf of these instructions. 1 would suggest that a copy of 

thin letter bo sent him, with such other instructions as he may 

with to embody. 

Assistant General Manager. 
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lUuhl as to the selections r/hich should appear on 

supplement. 

Assistant General Kunafjer. 
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24th February, 1905. 

. Giliuors, Bs4., 
Oranga, Mew Jersey, U.S.A. 

Dear Sir, 

1 anclosa herewith copy of a latter received from Kaltenecker 

dated February 22nd which will doubtless interest you. You will 

probably have learned from Mr. Schermerhom before now we have 

been able to secure a reduction in the royalty which we pay and 

same will now be 20 centimes instead of 25. 

I learn from several sources as well as by Kaltenecker!s 

letter that the Gramophone Company have not yet succeeded in con¬ 

cluding an arrangement with the authors, and that their business in 

France is still suspended. 

Doubtless you will also be interested in reading that portion 

of Kaltenecker's letter which refers to the boulevard shop which 

Vives desires to let. I have written him for further particulars 

as to what the £2000 cash payment covers and so forth, whether it 

is stock and fixtures or goodwill or what. I will write you further 

on this point. I remember the shop vary well which is only three.-or 
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four doors from Clarke's largest retail depot situated on the 

Boulevards Italienne opposite the Credit Lyonnais. You will also 

doubtless be able to recall the location. 1 have, of course, told 

Kaltenack8r to do nothing in the matter until we have all consider¬ 

ed it thoroughly. On my next trip to Paris I will go into the 

question fully and will talk to J. R. S. about it on his return from 

Berlin. 

In conclusion I will say that nearly everyone seems to be 

somewhat at sea as to just what final arrangements will be made 

with these French authors, and the situation in my estimation will 

not be entirely clear for at least a month from date. I under¬ 

stand from reliable sources that these authors are now prepared to 

make a move in Great Britain, America, and in fact all other coun¬ 

tries where music is copyrighted with a view to prosecuting the 

same sort of suit which they have just won in Prance. I will of 

course keep you fully advised on anything 1 hear in connection with 

this. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W-/&.D. 
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N. P. Co. Ltd. 

31, Rue du Quatre-Septembre, 

PARIS. 

COPY. February 22nd, 1905. 

Jaa. H. White, Esq., 
President, Cie. Pse. du Phonographs Edison, 

25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Dear Sir, 

I herewith confirm my letter of yesterday with regard to the 
signing of the new contract. This new agreement was to be prepared 
and ready for signature to-day, but in view of the fact that the 
Editors are moving into new offices, they were unable to get the 
document ready for to-day, and I shall probably be able to sign it 
to-morrow. I saw Mr. Vives personally, and he assured me that there 
was absolutely nothing to fear in regard to what he told me con¬ 
cerning the 20 centimes royalty, and that we could absolutely de¬ 
pend upon his promise. Nevertheless, of course, we must have the 
thing in writing. 

I had the chance of finding Mr. Vives quits alone in his of¬ 
fice, and we talked about various points concerning the business. 
Ha told me that the Gramophone had not yet signed the contract, and 
from what I understood him to say it would appear that the chief 
reason is the question of back damages. Vives says that Clark was 
running backward and forward to London, but that there will be only 
one thing for them to do, that is to submit, unless they prefer to 
close up. 

The Editors have just sent out a circular concerning the ques¬ 
tion of reproduction of purely musical records. They claim a roy¬ 
alty on absolutely everything they own. The circular says that 
they will be very strict in upholding their rights. 

One of Paths's very intimate friends, who seem3 to know almost 
everything that is going on in the firm told one of my friendB the 
whole history of the affair, and assured my friend that Mr. Paths 
himself said that he had to pay 25 centimes royalty to the editors. 
Moreover, this statement was made in an article of a well-known 
financial paper, an article which was evidently inspired by Messrs. 
Paths Preres. I tried to get some information through several 
members of the Society of Authors but could not get any satisfac¬ 
tion, and X quite understand now why. The reason is that Mr. Vives 
has a separate contract with each editor belonging to the Syndicate, 
and "by which ha guarantees to pay to the editors a royalty of 15' 
centimes on every cylinder. Therefore, whatever arrangement may 
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have been made between Vivas and Paths is unknown to the Authors. 

While I was in Mr. Vivas’ office, he was called to the tele¬ 
phone and I heard him saying: "Yes, hut you must hurry up; they 
are both to he let". Prom this conversation I inferred that Vives 
was speaking about hiB two Boulevard shops, opposite to the Credit 
Lyonnais, and as I looked at him, he said: "Haven't I told you 
about my intention to let these two Boulevard shops?" I asked him 
for the price of the one that is next to the Gramophone, namely, 
the shop nearest to the'Opera. You will remember that it is a very 
nice place, and besides the shop there are two rooms in the back and 
the basement, all fitted up with Edison motors. He has had this 
place fitted up only very recently, and say3 that he paid somewhat 
like Frs.40.000 for fixing it up. He demands £2000.0.0. in cash. 
The rent is Frs .12.000 per annum, and the lease is still to run for 
six years. This, of course, would be an excellent occasion for us 
if you are ready to spend the money. Shops on the Boulevards in a 
good situation are an extremely rare occurrence. I know that 
several talking machine firms have made offers for the one or the 
other of the two shops. Stransky Bros. (L'Iddal) have made an 
offer, and they are very'keen on it.- I know that Oullmann has 
also made another offer for the sane shop. Of course if we took 
a shop on the Boulevards we could easily sub-let our present place 
in the Rue du Quatre Septembre., .and have the whole of our office 
organization and the warehouse in the sane premises. This could be 
almost anywhere in Paris, or what would still be better in Leval- 
lois, close to the factory. 

I have told you that Paris is a good deal harder to conquer 
than the provinces, and I expressed that'feeling the other day to 
Clark who told me that X will no.doubt remember that the Grauophone 
experienced exactly the sane thing when they started, and that just 
as soon as they got a strong foothold in Paris the business went 
up to an enormous figure. The way they conquered Paris (and they 
were forced to do so) was by taking the Boulevard shop which they 
still occupy opposite to the Credit Lyonnais. X do not mean to 
say that we want a shop to-day of to-morrow, but we ought to have 
one for the coming autumn season, and I have no doubt that it would 
be a most excellent investment. There is a unique occasion, I 
thought it interesting to report•it to you, but of course I must 
leave it also to you to decide in this matter, as I do not know 
whether you are ready to make any pecuniary sacrifice for the 
present. . '* .. j 

Prom our deily reports you will have seen that our sales are 
increasing, and they will continue to do so, especially if we get 
a better catalogue, that is to say, a larger number"(of selections. 
We have often had demands to send 500 cylinder of different selec¬ 
tions to our customers, but we are at present unable ..to do so con¬ 
sidering that; we have only about 250 more or less saleable French 
selections, and in this’number1 we -include the records made last sum¬ 
mer-in Brussels, for which we have hardiy any sale in Prance. 

I am, Dear Sir, 
Yours very truly. 

(Signed) J. L. KALTEHECKER. 
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W. E. Gilmore, Esa., 
Orange, New Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

Vftien I reached Berlin I was vary pleased to learn that Mr .Graf 

nad gotten copies of the patents covering Montan wax (which we call 

ebonite), and which patents apparently give a pretty clear idea of 

the process by wnich the material is produced and the source from 

which it is derived. Mr„ Graf advises me that he sent one copy of 

this translation direct to you. X enclose another copy herewith and 

would suggest that you hand either your copy or this one to Mr. 

Aylsworth. After reading this over Mr. Aylsworth may arrive at a 

satisfactory conclusion a3 to the exact nature of the material, and 

also figure out a plan whereby it or a similar product can be made 

in Auerica. It occurs to me that possibly some of the bi-products 

of petroleum may have like qualities and a supply therefrom could be 

used. If so there is no question but that we could buy it very 

cheaply, in fact for even less than half a cent a lb. 

In the event of that not being possible we can make arrangements 



N. P. Co. Ltd. 

to purchase the material in Hamburg and make a saving possibly of 

one cent a lb. I have not taken any steps, however, to mak3 such 

an arrangement in view of the fact that I am not quite sure as to 

just what our arrangements are with the American importers - 

Messrs. Strohmyre & Arps, and of course did not wish to do anything 

that would compromise our position with them until we have fulfilled 

the terms of our present contract. X have talked it over with Mr. 

Riehl, however, and in the event of our wishing to make a change 

I believe he could handle the situation; if not, I am very sura 

Mr. Graf could. 

Vrtnvo 

J.R.S./t-D- 
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lAA-f — 'OTWf'/IlsoX^v 

inufaoturlng "Montan-wax" from Bituminous Brown- ^ Prooess of Manufacturing "Montan-wax'' from Bituminous Brown- ^ 

(u.cu%! 

The generally known process of destination of bro^ln-coal «/ 

produoes the brown-ooal tar, which serves in turn for the pro- 

duotion of paraffin and mineral oils. 

Brown-ooal tar is produced in distilling (Sohweel) retorts, 

in whioh the coal is heated and thereby undergoes a process of 

destination, in consequence of whioh the distillable products 

- brown-coal tar - escape, and t > condensed in condensing pipei 

The tar consists chiefly of liquid and solid carbohydrates or of 

paraffin and mineral oil, and is of yellowish brown or black 

oolour, melts at about 35°C. and has a peculiar small, caused by 

certain aromatio, aoid and basic substanoesit contains. It 

amounts to about 7$ to 10$ of the moist ooal, hauled out from 

the mines with 50$ water. 

The working up of the tar is done through repeated distill¬ 

ing in distiiling-stllls, whereby it is decomposed in its mineral 

components, whioh are then purified by sulphuric aoid and sodium 

hydrate. Out of the highest boiling parts the paraffin crystall¬ 

izes, which is then cleaned and improved through repeated press- 

The paraffin amounts to about 15$ of the brown-coal-tar. 

The fractions of mineral oil, asjwell as the press oils ob¬ 

tained from the paraffin, are separated according to their 

specifio gravity and oolour; the lightest serves as benzin, and. 

the heaviest as train-oil. The entire mineral oil amounts to 

about 70$ of the brown-coal-tar. Phenol and pyridinlike sub- 
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stanoaa which are removed by sodium hydrate and sulphurio acid 

and reobtained by regeneration, amount to about 5$ of the tar, 

the remaining 10$ consist of gases and retort-coal. 

By this process the paraffin is the most valuable substance 

of the brown-coal-tar. It is however the smaller part, and be¬ 

sides the supply of paraffin is for the present time large and 

low in price. The greatest part of the tar consists of mineral 

oils, representing soaroely l/3 of the prioe of paraffin. For tfefc 

this reason the generally used distilling process has become 

unprofitable. 

The manufacture of Montan-wax described in the following 

extracts from the bituminous coal a valuable produot in large 

quantities. Through the process of extraction there are about 

7 to 10$ Bitumen obtained. This Bitumen, in a further described 

process, yields about 50$ Montan-wax, whoh on account of its hard¬ 

ness and high melting point is likely to obtain a higher price 

than paraffin. Mineral oil beoomes thereby a mere byproduct, 

amounts to about 10$ of the Bitumen. The remaining 40$ consist 

of worthless gases and retort ooal. 

The production of the bitumen, whioh serves for the manu¬ 

facture of Montan-wax is done: 

1. according to the steam distilling prooess. Moist brown- 

coal is distilled in distilling cylinders by steam overheated to 

about 250°0. and moderate fire until it is burned into coke.' 

The distilled produot obtained in this manner, which is distin¬ 

guished from ordinary brown-ooal-tar by its higher melting point 

(over 70°C), its non-orystallisability and its easy saponifies- 
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tion by alkalies, forma the starting material for the production 

of Montan-wax. 

2. According to the extracting process dried brown-coal 

is extracted by benzine, soloa oil or Blmilar means of solution. 

The extract is of a brown to blaok colour, shining, hard, brittle, 

without smell and melts at 80°C. It is used like the above 

destillate for the production of Montan-wax. The bitumen of 

brown-coal obtained according to 1 and 2 is then melted and 

heated over 300°0. in a distilling still. The bitumen is then 

turned into a crystalline substance the colour of yellow wax, 

of high melting point (Montan-wax) by leading through it over¬ 

heated atoam of 250°C.and subsequent repeated steam destinations 

This Montan-wax can then be purified by pressing with organic 

means of solutions and subsequent treatment with bleaohing 

powder. The purified Montan-wax is a quite hard crystalline 

substanoe, melting at 70°0. or higher which in distinction from 

paraffin is oompletely charred if saponified by alkalies and 

treated with concentrated sulphuric acid. It consists of two 

different distinct bodies i.e. an aoid and a non-saturated carbo¬ 

hydrate. The separation of both bodies is done by alkaline 

saponifioation in an alkaline solution wherein the aoid produoes 

a certain potash, soluble in water and crystallisable in alcohol, 

from which the oarbohydrate, which is not soluble in alcohol and 

water, is separated. The Montan-acid obtained from the potash by 

preoipitation with sufchurlo acid or other mineral aoid and re¬ 

peated crystallizing, melts unchanged at 80°C., dissolves in ben¬ 

zine, benzol, ether and alcohol, stiffens after the melting in 

orystal shape and has its specific gravity of 0,915. The 
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potash and natrium salt* are easily soluble in water and produce, 

if further diluted, soap jelly. They are soluble with difficulty 

in aloohol and orystalllze therefrom in matted needles. 

The seoond body of the Montan-wax is an unBatiated carbo¬ 

hydrate and is easily soluble in benzine and benzol, and with 

more difficulty in alcohol and ether, and crystallizes in benzine 

in shining white soalea; melts at 60,5°0. and has a specific 

gravity of 6,920. In distinction from paraffin it chars complete¬ 

ly if treated with concentrated sulphuric acid. 

Both bodies are valuable materials for candles. By dis¬ 

tillation without steam Montan—add as well as oarbohydrate turns 

into paraffin and minerals oils. 

Patent Claim. 

Production of Montan-wax consisting of an acid and an un¬ 

satiated oarbohydrate oalled Montan-aoid or Montan-oarbohydrate 

from the bitumen of brown-ooal by treatment with strongly over¬ 

heated steam with subsequent repeated steam distillations. 



James H. tThite,. Esq., Managing Director, 

national Phonograph Co.,'Ltd., 

London, England. 

, „ _ l an in receipt of your favor of the 24th of February, onclos- 
^Lr?nL°La-+e^tter from Kaltenecker dated Feb. 22nd. I am v£ry much 

at.at” c02^ent»* I hare no word from Mr. SchOrmerhorn that 
o^yoK° th® Freneh Authors has been reduced to 20 centimes 

centimes. Yo.uvpeople may think that you have made a 
S bu* on the contrary, we think that the contract 
between *•«» *&«•». .aflfcr a full conference last week 

l myself, Mr. Dyer wrote very fully to 
v ol?^GCu' . 1 do not see hov^ aiybody could walk into 

Annn^?o+y0h a3TThav te8n Bet Kr* Vives, representing the Authors 
nrohihi+n ,Fe h*6. comPelled you to Bign a contract which actually 
prohibits us from doing business in France. I do not see how vou could 
and"thHr°r>nmoCJ wh^c + y?u asree to pay not leBS than 25 centimes 
?nd<ill0n °°?f kook and tell me that there is going to be u reduction 

^yalty to 20 centimes, if such is the fait, then I Jrelme 
SS?110* l0JtS E!adSl ahd xr therefore, after conference 

with Messrs. Edison and Dyer, cabled you as follows: 

oabl^GiSed^esf^?^^ H ^dified French contract being made see - 
oacie Giftedness, act accordingly. Make no arrangement Boulevard shop." 

that LWm 5ay *2 y0? Seasonally that Mr. Edison is very much upset 
“Y h c2ntract shoiad have been signed either directly or iridi- 

hand^ °f,0Ur in2sr!ats- ** remains that a decision was 
tb»+ -Ld2^^y ?he courts in favor of the Authors Association. Assuming 

■5“?-*® decide to accept the decision and admitting that we will navth? 
royalty demanded, whether it be 20 or 25 centime s.nofu thar 
E «»» the- verdictwould indicatej^dw4o5jeou?e n 
should have gone further than^is we cannot at all understand.* 

^-■srs.-a* 

6o.£rs ssrswtf. spy; a 



' Z. 3/7/05. J. H. White. 

we will liquidate the French company, close up the levalloia factory 
and discontinue all further business in Franco. We qant to do business, 
are willing to abide by the decision of the court, subject to further 
revision (if we consider it necessary), willpay a proper royalty; but 
to ask us to pay any such amount as 20 or 25 centimes on a 35-cent 
list price record netting ub about 20 cents, and only asking our competi¬ 
tors to pay a 5/ royalty on higher price records is to our minds not 
only obstructive to our business but iB what you might as well Bay 
prohibitive. You may not realize this on first consideration, but if 
you will figure the percentage that we are paying as against the percent¬ 
age that our competitors will pay on higher price records, I do not see 
how you can for one minute think that v/e have made a satisfactory con¬ 
tract. 

Furthermore, the reading of the contract in the first article 
would indicate that vs nu3t pay a royalty on all records. By the time 
that you receive this letter Mr. Schermerhorn~wIll no doubt bo on the way- 
hare, and I presume that he can fully explain the situation, but from ; 
the reading of the contract X must say that I cannot understand it. 

Then again, in all the cables that originally passed between us 
10fo royalty was indicated, but when we receive the contract itself v/e 
find that the royalty is only 5/, with a minimum of 25 centimes; how 
do you explain this? As already indicated in the cable to Mr. Harks, 
we want no further contracts made of ary kind until a draft of sane 
has been submitted here. I presume that I will hear from Mr. Ibrks 
in regard to this sometime to-day or tomorrow, but in the meantime I can 
only reiterate what I have already written you--that we are oil very 
much disappointed that any ouoh contract should have been entered into 
with the Authors Association. 

Of course, in. view of this situation, it goes without spying that 
no arrangements whatever must be made looking to taking a shop on any 
of the Boulevards in-Paris, or in fact Anywhere else. As to the par¬ 
ticular plant .that Mr. Vives has, we do'-'-not want it atIt looks 
to mo as though Mr. Vives -would like to run our businesfpS'flSbntract 
would indicate that he can do so if he wants to, and. now he wantB us to 
take off his hands soma "while elephant" in the way of a shop of which 
he has not made a success. I do not see it, so do not let Kaltenecker 
make ary contract whatever until you first confer fully with mo. 

Yours very truly, 

ma/im President, 



copy OP MINUTES 

OP 

BOARD MEET INC OP THE NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LIMITED, 

held at, 

85, Clorkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

on 

March 88th 1905. 

Present Mr. James II. White, Mr. G. Croydon Marks. 

Mr. Marks reported that the defence had boon put in by 
the Edison-Boll Co. and a counter claim made, and after a 
discussion it was decided to instruct Messrs. Ward, Porks & 
McKay Solicitors, to take over this aotion and to defend the 
counter claim so far as it rolates to the N.P.Co. Ltd. and to 
do what Counsel may advise towards getting such struck out as 
the N.P.Co. Ltd. know nothing about the alleged breaches of 
contract and other matters between the Edison-Boll Co. and the 
two American Companies joined as defendants. 

Mr. White presented account, reports showing 
business done to March 1st from December 51st of £51089/16/9. 
and cash paid in by customers in the same time £58846/13/1. 
while the expenses account was £4418/18/7'. This accounts not 
including Germany this year. 

The list of credits given and of debtors were pre¬ 
sented and it was decided to press Lofthouso & Co. for payment 
on account forthwith. 

A proposal having been made in the Public Press for 
a museum or National record of voices, Mr. WJjiito read a copy 
of a letter he had sent to the "Evening News" offering 
facilities for securing such. 

Mr. White reported that he had arranged with Miss 
Plorrie Ford to sing exclusively for the N.P.Co. Ltd. with 
permissipn only to the Russel Hunting Co. as at present con¬ 
stituted also for the Gramophone, no new pieces to be perform¬ 
ed for the Edison-Bell Co. The terms arranged were decided 
to be ^^ed^n^agre^gn^ Uc^tgf. < 

business in all departments and that with the exception of 
Lofthouse & Co. the paymrents for goods were coming in satis¬ 
factorily. 

It was reported that the shop d>fi the Phonograph 
Supply Co. in Oxford Street, London was now closed. 



OOP? OP MINUTES 

OP 

bo^rd meeting op the national PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD. 

hold at 

56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 

April 17th 1905® 

present Mr. J.H. White. Ur. G. Croydon Maries. 

Mr. White reported that he hadreceived acommuni- 
cation respecting the Oxford Street premises and submitted a 
proposal for the purchase of the stock and taking over liab¬ 
ilities on the condition that factors agreement should be con¬ 
tinued and that £1,500. should be allowed to remain in shares 
of a company to be formed. A discussion followed on the 
proposal and it was agreed that Mr. White should interview the 
persons .and report at the adjourned meeting to bo held on the 

20th inst. 
It was reported that Mr. White and Mr. Marks had 

attended at, Berlin, had inspected the works and had boon with 
Mr. liwHah at the offices of the Edison Gesellschaft, and 
that the audit was proceeding^ /the business of that Company 
being considered encouraging and of a progressive nature. 

A communication was read ffieom the Income Tax Author¬ 
ities but the consideration thereof was deferred until the next 

meeting. 



A BOARD MEETING -./as lield. at 56 Cliancery Ian 

May 1st. 1905. 

Mr. Y/hite and Mr. Marks. 

Mr. V/hita rai>orted that he had not concluded the arrange¬ 

ments with the persons proposing to take over the Phono Supply 

Company’s Business, hut produced a Balance Sheet that had Been 

prepared By the Auditors of the persons negotiating, showing 

the trade done in the past and expectations for future. It 

was agreed to take no part in the affairs and to require that 

no use should Be made of our name By the proposers v/hen 

seeking subscriptions to this new Company. 

(Signed) JAS. H. WHITE. 



N. P. Co.. Ltd. 

BOARD MRRTEJG held at 56 Chancery lane 

May 24th 1905. 

PRESEOT 

Mr. White and Mr. Marks. 

A discussion arose as to the prices that were Being 

charged in Prance for records, and a3 to the Society of 

Authors* royalties. It was agreed to confer with Mr. 

ICaltenccker on the subject. 

Mr. White reported that Mr. Squire and Mr. Buehler were 

proceeding to America to-morrow or the 26th instant from 

Dover. 

-V- 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

n • - 0 

A BOARD MEBTEIO was held at 25 Clerkenwell Road 

Hay 31ct 1905. 

Mr. White reported that business was now somewhat quiet 

and that no further proposals had come from the Rliono Supply 

Company's Manager. 

Mr. Marks submitted letter from Mr. Hough of the Edison- 

Boll Company offering to agree not to deal in our goods pro¬ 

vided we would buy back all their present stock of machines. 

It v/as agreed to accept these terns provided machines were 

not .old, and not obliterated in the name-plates, and that 

stock was not too great. 

(Signed) JAS. H. WHITE. 



N. P. Op., Ltd. 
piUn. - ■ 

BOARD HEIST IHG held at 56 Chancery Lane, 

London - July 6th, 1905. 

Mr. Marks and Mr. White. 

It was resolved to send instructions to the Credit Lyonnais 

Bank, in addition to the Birkbeck as previously arranged, that 

Mr. Lemoine's signature could he on cheques for the Company 

for endorsement and for drawing. 

Mr. White reported that the arrangements in respect to 

the Phonograph Supply Company had not been carried out, and it 

was decided to recover what stock was available towards the 

debts owing by that Company to us. 

Lease of the premises, 103 St. John Street, was agreed 

upon, and Mr. Marks reported having visited the premises for 

the purpose of obtaining sanction of landlords for the .cutting 

away of walls to form a door-way between present premises and 

new ones. 

Mr. Marks reported that Edison-Bell Company refused to 



N. P. Co„ Ltd. 

- give the number of machines in stock, and declined to sign 

agreement unless we 'blindly agreed to buy their stock. 

(Signed) JAS. K. WHITE. 



BOARD MEETING held at CHANCERY LAKE 

July 24th, 1905. 

PRESENT : 

Mr. White and Mr. Marks. 

Mr. White reported that the further attempts of the 

persons interested in taking over the Phonograph Supply 

Company's business had failed, and it was accordingly re¬ 

solved not to have any further dealings with them or others 

in connection with such, and to notify them that vre should 

not appoint them as Pactors. 

Mr. Marks reported correspondence had with Edison-Bell 

and their refusal to agree to cease dealing in our goods 

unless we purchased entire unknown and unstated stock. Re¬ 

solved not to accept such proposal. 

(Signed) JAS. H. WHITE. 



CfA/M'i 
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THE NATIONUL PHONOGRAPH 00. LTD. 

Board Meeting held at SB, Clerkenwell Road, London. E.C. 

.August 10th 1906. Present Mr. G.Croydon Marks, 

Mr. James H. White. 

Mr. White reported Mr. Squire had left for America and that 
re 

he was arranging duties of staff to suit his absence. It was 

decided that Mr. Lemoine should for the time undertalee the chief of 

such duties.. 

The Lease of new premises 103 St John St. was discussed and 

suggestions made for cutting doorway between the dividing wall. 

The Records sung by Mr. Sootte were reported to be of fine quality 

and tone. 

Board Meeting held at 68', Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 

August 17th 1906. Present Mr. G. Croydon Marks. Mr.eT.H.Whlt 

The lease of the premises 103 St John St. from 0. Bryant and 

another to the N.P.Oo.Ltd. was produced and sealed the terms being 

£460. rent from 24/6/06." to 26/3/09. 

Board Meeting held at 26, Clerkenwell Road, London E.C. 

September 9th, 1906. Present Mr. G. Croydon Marks, Mr.J.H.White 

Mr. Marks reported that he had seen the Ihcome Tax Surveyor, 

and certain adjustments have been made in the amount claimed. 

Mr. Makfcs ;lso reported' that he had seen Mr. Hough by appoint¬ 

ment, and that the Edison—Bell Company declined to agree not to 

trade in our goods, and refused to give an undertaking to sell Only 

their own goods in thh future. It was,' therefore, decided to allow 

the action' to proceed. 



w. 

Mr. White reported -that the business from Paris was increasing 

and that -the Society of Authors had now decided not to impose a1 

■ tax upon goods held in stock, but only upon those sold, upon the 

French Company undertaking to pay ifrs. 100 per month as part of 

the salary of the Inspector, whom the Authors had. appointed to 

look after their interests. 

It was reported that the German business was developing 

satisfactorily, and that the records being sold numbered about 

2000 per day. 

Mr. White explained that he had visited the factors and ha.d 

personally informed them that this Company did not, intend to allow 

any misunderstanding- to arise as to the position of this Company 

and imitation products and with a view to preventing confusion of 

name and mis-nse of the title concerning Edison goods it had been 

decided that factors and dealers must choose as to which goods they 

would deal in, 'either the genuine Edison or imitation goods. 

It was agreed to send a, ndtioe out to all dealers warning them 

against the imitation machines and goods that were being placed 

upon the market by various firms. 

It was resolved.to make Mr. Graf's salary henceforth at the 

same rate as the Manager in l^rance. 

Mr. Marks explained that he was sailing for America on the 

9 th. 

It was reported that the business of August 1906 was bigger te 

than the business of any corresponding August of any other year. 



W. 

Board Meeting held at Orange, September 18th 1906, 

A Board meeting of the Company was held at Orange, N.J. on 

September 18th 1906. Present Mr. W.E.Gilmore, Mr. G. Croydon Marks 

and by invitation Mr. i'.A.Edison, Mr. Schermerhom, and Mr. Dyer. 

Mr. Marks explained the difficulty he had hajterienced in trying 

to arrange matters with the Edison,-Bell Co. in consequence of their 

declining to undertake to discontinue selling genuine Edison Googd 

and in consequence of this attitude on the part of Edison-Bell it 

was resolved to allow the action now pending against them to proceed 

in the ordinary course. 

Mr. Marks drew'attention to the manner in which the Edison-Bell 

Co's machines were now being sold in England with name plates cal¬ 

culated to deceive thte eye of the purchaser into’ the belief that 

they were machines manufactured at the works of Mr.'l1.A.Edison, 

although the body and case of the machine set out that they were 

EdisonrBeil. After a discussion upon this it was agreed to allow h 

the matter to remain in abeyance for the present. 

A discussion arose as to notices to be sent to the trade con¬ 

cerning imitation goods on the British market and it was resolved 

that no notice should be issued having reference of any kind by 

name to any particular firm:, and that no restrictions should be 

placed upon dealers in regard to their stocking the machines or 

goods of other makers beyond such as were set out in the Company's 

trade agreement which a.ll factors and dealers were called upon to 

sign. 

A transfer of one hundred shares from the N.P.Co.Orange in 

favour of Mr.J.B.Schermerhorn was received and ordered to be 

registered. 

It was decided that as Mr. Gilmore was unable to visit England 

As frequently as he wished an additional Director should be 

appointed. 



It was resolved that Mr.J.R.Scherftierhorn “be elected a. Director 

■and that in due course a meeting of the shareholders of the Company 

be called to ratify or confirm this, and that Mr. Schermerhorn 

should act as Chairman of the Board of Directors in England. 

A discuss ion arose as to the policy of the Company and it was 

explained that Mr. Schermerhorn was proceeding to England to take 

up his residence there and that in future Mr. Marks would give 

greater attention to the commercial affairs of the Company than he 

had been able to in the past. 

Board Meeting held at 36, Cl'erkenwbll Road, London, E.C. 

October 17th 1906. Present . Mr. G. Croydon Marks, Mr. <7. H.White. 

Mr. Schermerhorn. 

Mr. Marks reported that as shown by the minutes of‘the meeting 

held at Orange on September 18th Mr. Schermerhorn had been Elected 

a,, Director of the Company and it wan agreed that he should act as 

Chairman of the Board of Directors in England. A discussion arose 

conoeming the terms of discount allowed to factors it was ex¬ 

plained that owing to the concessions made by the N.P.Oo. of America 

it was now possible to grant extra discounts to factors in order to 

induce them to further advance the sales of the Company's records 

in face of the competition that exists due to the number of cheaper 

records now oil the British market. 

It was resolved to send a circular under the signature of the 

Chairman to all factors notifying them that'a rebate would be 

allowed upon all records purchased by them since the Commencement 

of September and' this rebate would be to the extent of one penny per 

record, while the further future price of the records to factors 

would be reduced by a like ampunt of one penny. 

Mr. White produced a copy of a letter he had written to 

Mrr.W.E.Gilmore dated 30th September 1906 and-this was discussed the 



Spirits therein seeming to require attention being met and explained 

by Mr. Schermerhom. 

Mr. Marks undertook to prepare-the ciroiiar concerning the 

concession .to factors to be considered at the Board Meeting to be 

held on the 20th October 1906. 

Board Meeting held at 25, Glerkenwell Eoad, London, IS.C. 

October 20th. 1905. Present Mr. Schermerhom, Mr.G.Croydon Marks 

Mr. James H. White. 

Circulars were considered for issuing to factors and dealers 

and such were' adopted and approved. 

It was resolved to notify the Bankers of the Company that 

Mr. Schermerhom would in future sign and endorse cheques upon- the 

Company's aocounts and that a copy of Mr. Schermerhom's signature 

be sent the Bankers with a copy of this resolution and minute 

authorising them- to receive and acoept such signature when upon the 

Company's oheques bills or drafts from this date. - 

Resolved that all cheques hereafter drawn on the Company's 

account at the Credit Lyonaise be signed on'behalf of the Company 

'either by Mr. J.R.Schermerhom, Mr. G. Croydon Marks, or Mr.J.H. 

White, and that a copy of this resolution with specimen signatures 

of these Directors be sent to the'Bankers. 

Board Meeting.held at 25, CJerkenwell Road, London, E.C. October 2th 

1906. Present Mr. J.R.Schermerhom, Mr. G. Croydon Marks .Mr.J.H.White 

Letters were read concerning Messrs .Barnett Samuels & Cos 

practice of paying carriage oil their goods and it wss resolved that 

thby be notified that such could not be allowed as it wa-s a breach 

of our agreement that they had signed. 

It was resolved to appoint Mr. H. M.Lemoine Assistant Manager 

to the Company.' 
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Thomas A. European headquarters 

EDISON’S OP THE FACTORIES: 
Phonographs, ** 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH so. Ltd. “Si ’- 
OrlglnaI°Fi°ms.S' epison Manufacturing s°. Ltd. *r 

Motors. d„i, 
Edison-Primary 

Bates and Edison Automatic Hand 
Numbering Machines 

25, ClerkenweJ] Road, 

London,! EA.^ 

4th April, 1905. 

Regarding the matter of charging up the expenses of the various 
European recording departments, X wrote you on this subject under 
date of February 15th, and I quote you from my letter as follows 

"Hr. Buehler has advised me that it is your intention to bill 
"us each month with the exact cost of manufacturing moulds for 
".British selections as well as the expense of the British 
"Recording Department rather: than bill us with a lump sum 
"at the end of each year. I think this i3 a vary good and 
"wise plan indeed, and would appreciate your advising me 
"when you are likely to put this into effect".' 

During Mr. Schermerhorn's visit here he advised me that it was 
your intention the Buropean selling offices should assume the 
expense of the recording-end of our business, and that amounts paid 
out for all the recording departments should not be billed back 
to Orange. Inasmuch as this arrangement somewhat conflicted with 
the statement made by Mr. Buehler I asked Hr. Schermerhorn to 
take up the point as soon as he returned to Orange and see that we 
were advised definitely. I realise, of course, that Hr. Scher- 
/inerhorn had a great number of questions to take up with you on 
his return, and of course everything cannot be decided at once. 
It occurs to me, however, that this matter may have been overlooked 
and therefore I write you again on the subject. We are holding all 
vouchers representing monies paid out since March 1st and have°not 
as yet billed anything back to Orange on account of the Recording 
Department sinca the close of our last fiscal year. 

As this matter is of considerable importance I would be vary 
grateful if you would let us hear from you definitely as to just 
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how you would like this handled. 

Trusting for rsply hy rsturn of post 

Samging Pirsctor 

J.H.W./L.D. 
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EDISON’S OF THE V 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Go. LtJ 

gffKF' edison Manufacturing g°- Ltd 

S5S1 a.25> CJerkenweJI Road, 

, London, E.C. 

8th April, 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq.., 
Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

I have pleasure in enclosing you herewith Statement which I 
have had made up showing a comparison of sales of records and of 
all the various type machines for the 12 months, March to February 
inclusive, years 1903 and 1904, and 1904 and 1905. I think you 
will find this information to be interesting and useful. 

You will note that during the months of September, October, 
November, December and January 1904 and 1905, our record sales show 
a decrease as compared with the same months 1903 and 1904, whereas 
a comparison of machine sales for the same period shows a good in¬ 
crease all round with the exception of the "Gem" account for 
November 1903 as compared with November 1904. This is undoubtedly 
due 1,0 the big sale of "Gems" during October 1904. 

As I have previously written you X attribute a portion of the 
decrease in the record sales for the above months to the fact that 
nearly all our competitors in Great Britain reduced the price of 
•chair record to one shilling about September of last year, and this 
of course affected our product for a while. Also during this 
period we were having considerable trouble in getting new records 
from the factory, and you will note that our sales of records for 
January and February, 1905, compare very favourably with the same 
months of 1904; January 1905 being very nearly equal to January 
1904, and February 1905 considerable in excess of February 1904. 

/m ? sales still continue to increase and th3 outlook for 
7%+t1 an^May ia exc8®dingly good. The sales of records as compared 
with machine sales for the two years in question convinces me that 
the business is healthy and that the outlook i3 of the best, as the 
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good shewing wade by machine sales indicates that there is no lack 
of interest in pur goods, and that it ie now only a question of 
getting our new selections on the market as quick as other people 
to enable us to hold our own, and in fact to increase our record’ 
sales for the coming year. 

In thiB connection I wish to say that I hope you will soon 
arrive at some definite conclusion as to putting down a record plant 
here in London. I beg to tell you that the Columbia Phonograph 
Company at the present moment are constructing a plant in one*of the 
London suburbs, and I understand their machinery has nearly all 
arrived from America. Without doubt they will bs in a position to 
make prompt deliveries of records next season. To the best of my 
knowledge and belief Messrs. Paths Preres are also arranging to put 
down a London plant so that the chances are next year we shall be 
up against pretty stiff competition so far as the matter of quick 
delivery is concerned. I have discussed this matter pretty general¬ 
ly with Mr. Schermerhorn, and he has no doubt talked it over with 
you since his arrival in Orange. 

X think it well to send these figures and facts along to you 
so that you can have them before you in finally deciding the matter. 

I would also say that the question of renting the building 
next door for the purpose of increasing our shipping and stock- 

^acUy is in abeyance until the question of the London 
plant is fully decided, as of course if we put down a plant here 
• 1'i}1 }s necassary to carry a very small stock of records 
in this building and we v/ill have plenty of room and to spare. In 

£?Sn f<nd ro?m Recording Department to work in 
1 B th«s dispensing with the Grays Inn Road quarters, 

am on wbicb wfW YV0 Eive UP on six months' notice at any time, 
ana on which we are at present paying a yearly rent of ^1200. 

Qr *n °na °Lyour pravious communications you asked me as to whether 
next Lor ?“£ a Uoorthrough from our builuing to the building 
wLn L-m10,5’ f ?trast> in tns 9TOnt of our leasing same. I ' 
Ponr+S you ,'ha^ vra cannot do this inasmuch as the London 
County Council rules do not permit, and furthermore we could not 

joined onYoLuLl °f Y ^ Gilding next door is, however 
-nor+ao + own, and the two entrances are less than four feet 

thf't W* ?'°uld not inconvenienced due to the fact that 
we could .not cut through the wall. 

and record^aiLYr1?^ °+f statl3m9n£ shawlne comparison of machine 
LLY-YY for the two years, I should vary much appreciate 

to wi-J mo oneVtheasubject!ntS “ S°°n aS y°U can find U convenient 

Vary truly yours, 

J.H.W./L.D. 





FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

EDISON MANUFAOTOHING CD. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CO. 
91 UNION SQUARE, Con. WAY & 16tm Stuck- 

NEW YORK, N 

Mr . V. E. Gilmore, Pres’t,, 

National Phonograph tJo», 

Orange, Haw Jersey. 

Dear Sir :■*- 

W''ilMy! 12,4/905. 

MAIi-J OFFICE. 

With further reference to the patter of Bending -a re¬ 

presentative to Australia, would state that MR. WILLIAM: W. WfPEB, 

a,t present employed with the Ansonla Brass & Copper "Co., Would 

he pleased to serve you in that capacity., 

Mr. Wyper has been ©ployed by the AnsonjLa p.eopl-e for 

about 12 years and I have been personally acquainted .with him 

about & years r and know him to be a man of sterling character, 

s.trictly temperate and of good business ability;, 

X am. sure you will appreciate that in sending a man 

to fill so. important a position itewt it is necessary that he he 

not. only" a. good salesman, blit also possess a knowledge -of general 

Office worte Combined with a pleasing personality. These quallfAea- 

tfons t am Sure W* -Wyper possesses. -On the other hand I believe 

front the fact that Australia being.^Jr.i.-; WyparfiB hirthplaca. and.hi*i.- 

home for a number df jteaft, that lie wliljartlbulai^y acceptable to 

the Australian trade. 



As to his 'business ability and general worth, 1 am 

sure the Ansonia people will give you this information. 

There is one advantage in sending a man of this icind. to 

this distant field, viz., there would be little danger of his de¬ 

veloping a "yellow streak" and deserting the field on account of 

homesickness or other causes. 

Mr. hyper’s family consists of himself, wife, one daughter 

-.-about a or 9 years of ago—-and one son about 3 yearB. -If his 

services are accepted, he will go there with an idea of making 

Australia his home. 

Should you decide to accept him and will so advise me, 

3) will, be pleased to communicate with him. He is ready to-'accept 

the position at once, after giving a reasonable notice to his pre¬ 

sent- employers. 

Awaiting your decision, I am 

Very truly yours, 

MANAGER EGREIGH DEPT. 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

Mr. G. Croydon Marks, 

IB Southampton Buildings, 

London, E1TGLAKD. 

Ori the 2 Pth I received the following cable from you: 

"Hough just called. Proposes each side withdraw all 
olalms present and past, including American. Bdbell 

n®t °uy Bdiscn Machines except through us. 
will sign agreement and will not sell their own 
make machines less price than ours. Cable immed¬ 
iately. (Signed)•Giftednesa." 

To which I replied under same date, as follows: 

"Will not consider acceptance Kdison-Bell proposition 
Understand our present legal position best. Their ’ 
business methods detrimental our interests. 

(Signed) Gilmore." 

Immediately on receipt of your cable I at onoe got into com¬ 

munication with Messrs, paison and'Dyer, and we discussed this question 

quite fully, and, in view of the information obtained from Mr. Byer as 

to the legal status of our suit against them, the opinion seems to be 

that we were in a better position to continue the suit, rather than 

compromise with the PcU son-Bell Company; prom a commercial standpoint, 

we are not at all inclined to take on this conoern, as we are satisfied 

that they have found that their production, both as to phonographs manu¬ 

factured by. themselves as well as records which they manufacture, are 

not satisfactory, and the methods that they have pursued in connection 

with the sale of their apparatus have not only proven detrimental to 
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themselves, hut have not done our business a bit of good; and now, when 

they find that they are losing what little business they did have, they 

are naturally anxious to compromise with us and thus endeavor to save a 

losing oause. Of course, the situation may have changed somewhat 

recently, and both Mr. White and yourself may be of different opinion. 

If so, I assume that you have written me fully, and that Mr. White will 

have addressed me fully on the subject, so that if it is necessary we 

can reconsider, this. On the whole, I do not consider it a good proposi¬ 

tion for U3 to effect any compromise v/ith the Fdison-Bell company, if 

we can avoid it. Wo are satisfied that they are simply endeavoring now 

to have us build up their business, which they have ruined by the business 

methods heretofore pursued,by the company, under the administration of 

Mr. .Tames K. Hough. Furthermore, we are of .the opinion that all they 

want to do is to arrange to use the name of.Kdison in such a way as will 

inure to their benefit without our receiving any more benefit than they 

are compelled to give us, and I do not see where it would be good busi¬ 

ness policy to attempt to trade with them only on phonographs, as, of •> 

course, our opinion is that they will purchase no records from us so 

long as they.can continue to manufacture and sell their so-called 

Standard records at one shilling eaoh against our records of same type, 

sold at a higher price. The "bull-dozing" tactics heretofore pursued by 

them we do not and have never countenanced and, generally speaking, wo do 

not ocnsider that, a compranise arrangement of any kind with this company 

could prove anything but detrimental to our interests in the long run. 

If you have different views as to this, I presume you will have'oom- 

munioated them to us and, of course, I will take it up immediately I 

hear from you, and will let you hear from us further. 

Trusting that after due consideration you will agree with us 

entirely, and awaiting your further favors, I am, 

Yours very truly, 
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June 2: d J3i'J 

r.William E. Gilmone, President: 
• - THE NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH C°J 

/* jO RANG E. Ni.J. U.S.A. 

omcji. jj*^ 
\ Please find enclosed herewith condensed European factory 

^rdport for week ending May 30th, of Brusseie, Paris and Berlin fac¬ 

tories, also Brussels Wax Plant. \ 

The average approximate cost of each European manufactured 

record made during the month of May, that is^beginning from the 

week ending May 2nd, and ending May 30th is Ers.0.66.3 (#b.l3) 

In order to find this result we have taken as a basis, 

as usual, the full amount of monies received at our various fac¬ 

tories, and the cost of moulds, general expenses, wax, etc. is 

included in this statement; consequently, the coBt given is a very 

maximum one, as amongst expenditures are those of improvements, fur¬ 

nitures and fixtures, machinery and tools, etc., which should not 

he included in finding the cost of the record. 

You will note that the cost is somewhat higher than it 

has been in the previous months, and this is due to the fact that 

we have but little to do at our factories, but we are promised more 

orders in the future, which I sincerely hope will prove to be true. 

I also enclose you a statement giving the number of sel¬ 

ections we have in use at our various plants. This statement was 
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taken Hay 30th, and shows the different amounts of moulds which we 

have , for the various nationalities. 

This statement shows that we have a total of 661 /selections 

at our Brussels Eactory, a total of 509 selections at our Berlin 

Eactory, and a total of 639 selections at the Paris Eactory, of 

which 478 are Erench selections, and 161 Spanish selections. 

7re have a stock of records at all our plants of all these 

selections enumerated above, and this statement is given with a 

view to show the progress that is being made at our different fac¬ 

tories in building up our various catalogues. 

Under date of May 19th I wrote you as to the advisability 

of either making a new set of Erench moulds at our Brussels Eac¬ 

tory, or having Erench moulds sent periodically from our Levallois- 

Perret factory, in order to carry a stock of Erench records coming 

under the law of the Authors Rights' Society here, at the Brussels 

Eactory; we began the shipping of moulds, and the first batch of 

50 moulds arrived at Brussels this week from Paris. 

The question of paying a continuous Custom duties on these 

moulds arose, and in order to avoid paying such custom duties twice, 

I petitioned the Secretary of Einance in Belgium in order to .ob¬ 

tain the free entrance of our moulds, which would be assessed gen¬ 

erally at 15^ duties of the-value thereof. I was assured that 

in producing proofs of the re-shipment of. the moulds to our Paris 

plant, we would be allowed free entrance, which of course is quite 
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a saving. I will also try to obtain the same at the Paris end, 

which, however, is more difficult to obtain than here; still we 

are working towards that result in Paris also, and I hope that we 

shall obtain our rights, which are justified, as we have paid Cus¬ 

tom duties once already, and therefore it would be unjust if we 

should be assessed every time the moulds are shipped from one fac¬ 

tory to another. 

I have also your esteemed favour dated May 22, in whioh 

you state that there is scans experimental work awaiting Mr. Wurth 

at Orange, and that he may start for home as soon as he has comple¬ 

ted his work in Europe, to which I beg to reply that I have writ¬ 

ten Mr. WUrth, who is in Paris, to-day. Mr. Wurth is putting some 

'finishing touches t.o the work begun there, and amongst other work 

that of changing the regular moulds over to label moulds. if- have 

instructed him to finish as soon as practicable, that is to say, pre 

pare to leave Paris in a week or 10 days, and if there should be 

some unfinished work remaining, v/hich he has begun, to instruct' 

our foremen at the levallois-Perret plant, giving him.full par¬ 

ticulars, in order to facilitate the finishing of the work commenced 

by him (Mr. Wurth). I am awaiting the answer .to my letter, stat¬ 

ing when he will be able to leave the factory, and will advise you 1 

exactly v/hen Mr. Wurth will start from Paris. 

I note, in the latter part of your letter, that you ask 

if.we have overcome the blistering of moulds, which occurred in 

the nipkel-platihg, and which made the records made from such 



moulds very rough on the surface, in reply to which I wish to state 

that we have entirely overcome all difficulties in the nickel-pla¬ 

ting of moulds. In the beginning we had some trouble, and some of 

the moulds nickel-plated showed a certain amount of blisters, but, 

as above stated, we have long ago overcome this difficulty, and 

have now absolutely no trouble in nickel-plating at either of our 

factories. 

Enelosures.- 



[ENCLOSURE] 

UAIIOIA1 PHONOGRAPH C °. 

BRUSSELS FACTORY 

The following is number of selections for which we can 
manufacture records 

American selections.236 

British Selections.343 (cut selections not in- 
eluded in this amnt.) 

Hebrew selections. 23 

Flemish & Yfallonish selections 59 

661 

BERLIN FACTORY. 

The following is the number of selections for which we can 
manufacture records:- * j 

German selections.308 

Polish selections. 4 

Bohemian selections. 17 

• French selections with 
German titles. 55 / 

American'selections.,. 77 

Hebrew selections... 24 j 
Danish selections. 24 

509 

PARIS FACTORY. 

The following is the number of selections for which we 
can manufacture records 

French selections.478 

Spanish selections.161 

659 

THIS INVENTORY WAS TAKEN MAY 50th! 



G. Croydon Marks, Esq., 

18 Southampton Buildings, 

Bear Mr. Marks:- 

Bondon, England. 

You may know that in the manufacture of our 

present molded record composition we no longer use carnauha wax, 

hut employ material called Ebonite or "Montan-wax", which we pur¬ 

chase through an importing house in Hew York City. This material 

is manufactured either in Germany or Austria by the distillation 

of brown coal and is covered by Betters Patent of the United States 

granted to Edgar Von Boyen of Hamburg, Germany, Ho. 689,381 of Bee, 

24, 1901 and Ho. 690,693 of Jan. 7, 1902. The patents in question 

not only cover the wax as a new product, but also, processes for 

making the same. As yet, our principal competitor here, the Ameri¬ 

can Graphophone Company has not discovered that we. make use of 

Ebonite in our composition, but is still using the more expensive 

Carnauba wax. We would like, if possible, either to purchase the 

patents,if they can be obtained at a reasonable figure, or to secure 

an exclusive license thereunder to use and sell the material in 
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connection with the manufacture of talking machine records, in order 

to prevent the American Graphophone Company from taking advantage 

of the low price and superior qualities of the material in the man¬ 

ufacture of their own records. If either cannot be done, we would 

like at least to secure from the manufacturer, or European exporter, 

a contract to purchase the material in such quantities as we may 

desire during the lives of the patents, in order that the Grapho¬ 

phone Company may not acquire the patents or an exclusive license 

thereunder by which they could prevent us from using the material. 

The negotiations which I would like to have you initiate and carry 

forward are very delicate indeed, since it is possible that the 

European manufacturers do not know the value of this material for 

our purpose. 'What we would like to obtain, if possible, is one of 

three things in the order below presented: 

First: To purchase the patents outright from the invent¬ 

or, provided the price is low enough. You mieht explain that 

since at the present time, there are no known deposits of brown 

coal in America from which the material could be derived, the pa¬ 

tents ought not to be regarded of much value, since their purchase 

would be largely speculative and would depend on the later discov¬ 

ery of a suitable material from which the product can be secured. 

Of course, before closing any negotiations on this line, you should 

submit the price to Mr. Gilmore for his approval. 
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Second: To secure an exclusive license to use the material 

in connection with the manufacture of talking machine records. In 

that case, in addition to paying a fair price for the license, we 

would also agree to purchase such quantities of -the material as we 

would neeiin our business either directly from the European manu¬ 

facturer or from the New York inporters at the prevailing market 

price, provided the latter does not exceed the price now paid for 

the material. 

Third: To secure a contract either directly with the 

European manufacturer, or importer, in which the patentee should join , 

agreeing to furnish us with such quantities of the material as we 

may wish during the lives of the patents at a price to he agreed 

w?on from time to time, hut in no event to exceed the present price 

paid for the same, said contract to contain an agreement on the part 

of the patentee not to dispose of any rights under his patents hy 

which our rights under the contract would he affected. 

In other words, the contract would he coupled 

with a separate non-exclusive license. giving us the right to use 

the material in the manufacture of talking machine records so long 

as we purchase the same from the European manufacturer. 

Before commencing your negotiations with the pa¬ 

tentee, I suggest that you talk over the matter with Mr. Riehl, in 

order that you may know just what the situation is. Mv.Riehl has 
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bought large amounts .of the Montan-wax from Mr. Joh. N.V. Conradi, 

EL, Johannistr. 9, Johannishof, Hamburg, and possibly Mr. Conradi 

may be able to assist you materially, since he lives in the same 

town as Mr. Von Boyen. Possibly, also, Dr. Schneider might be of 

assistance, but in any event, we regard the matter as important 

and hope that you will taice it up as soon as possible. 

Kindly keep me informed as to progress. 

Yours very truly, 

PLD/AHK 





[ATTACHMENT] 



Orange, June 20th, 1905. 

Formulae of wax foi^-moulding master Records from mother moulds. 

This formulae to he made up under the directions given to make wax, 

using Ebonite as a substitute for carnanba wax. 

100 lbs. Stearic Acid 

64 lbs Ebonite 

22.13 lbs Recrystalized Sal Soda 

468.5 g'ms Caustic Soda 

113.47 " Copper Powder 

181.28 " Aluminum 

With this formulae i i ceresine is used. 

D.A. Dodd. 



June 23rd, 3905. 

Mr. White:- 

I wish to caD3 your attention to the importance of having 

committee meetings to be set on certain dates, and that the members 

are notified in advance, so that there wi33 be no excuse for port- 

ponement of same. I have read your memo' of June 3 5th to Hayes 

stating that meetings should take place on the 5th of each month, but 

I find that it did not take place until the 23st. At this meeting 

I believe we rejected six selections out of the seventeen submitted, 

the accepted selections to be used for the August supplement. As 
to 

I understand that you intend^have about 38 selections on this 

supplement it will be up to the recording department to make six 

additional selections; it will also be necessary to call another 

Committee meeting to pass on them and have same delivered in Brussels 

by July 1st. Under present conditions in the Recording Department 

this will be a difficult thing to do. 

This will show you the importance of having the committee 

meeting earlier in the month, and X would insist that, they meet 

not later than the 35th, unless absolutely unavoidable; at this 

date records for the supplement should be approved and finished 

complete for delivery to Brussels. 

I wish also that you would decide on a definite number of selec¬ 

tions you want listed each month, and put it up to the Recording 

Department to have them ready. I would also suggest ±hx± whatever 

number is decided upon it should be an even number, and would add 

that in my opinion 12 to 38 selections would be enough, when the 

American supplement is taken into consideration. The average 

phonograph user does not buy over one dozen records per month and 

listing 36 to 40 selections should giv.e him liberal choice to 

select from. The suggestion of selecting an even number is to 

——-'— ------. A 
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accomodate the packing of the records. 

I have instructed Hayes and Milestone to send written notices 

to members of the Committee three or four days in advance of date 

set, also to keep copies of the minutes of the meeting and to always 

send copy of same to me. This will keep me informed somewhat and 

enable me to render ail the assistance possible. 

I would also request you to give letters introducing Mr. Hayes, 

Mr. Milestone and Mr. Seymour to some of your most active factors, 

and I have instructed them to take a half a day twice a month to 

visit them to make enquiries as to how the records they make are 

going, and to get any information that will be of value to' thegi 

in improving their product. 
start 

Mr. Milestone has been ordered to kexp a book to.keep inven¬ 

tory of sales, so that all can keep informed as to which talent 

sells best, and Mr. Seymour is to make the selections on the sup¬ 

plement to conform to this report as near as is consistent and 

give the proper variety, and I trust you will give him these 

figures to get the book up to date. 

I would also recommend that the Committee be increased by at 

least two members; as it is now there is only two members outside 

of the Recording Department when yourself and Hayes are out of town. 

It is also advisable that the recording Department should 

assign the numbers, and I have instructed Mr. Seymour to do so. 

Masters are not to be sent to Brussels until passed upon by 

Committee, and to the selections which have been passed Seymour will 

assign numbers in such a manner that will make the supplement look 

as varied as possible; at the same time he will also mark the 

number on each label within the master. 

In regard to the booking of Talent, no masters of new talent 
will bp made until acted upon by Committee, and it is understood 
that the Recording Department has the authority-to book such taler 
as has proved itself satisfactory, without-first getting the 
consent of the hales Departments. - w. 1. Miifer. 



[JUNE 23, 1905] 

— Copy. -- 

Messrs. Graf & Hayes. 

In looking over the recording plant I find there are a number 

of records which are not up to the standard and should never have 

been passed. I also.find quite a few mould duplicates which are 

much weaker than the masters. I have explained the cause of the 

latter defect to Mr. Grusser as you know and if he will follow care¬ 

fully my instructions the records will be as good as those made in 

America as far as loss of volume is concerned. In regard to the 

poor masters would say that I am testing out a lot of good 

diaphragms and will run a number of dates to instruct them in the 

latest improvements. 

There also seems to be an understanding in the record depart¬ 

ment that if records of a new singer are wanted or masters of a 

certain piece of music, that they are to make the best record 

possible of same and that will be satisfactory, and have advised 
is 

them that this^wrong, that we do not want any masters made or 

passed that are not up to the standard. If the piece will not 

record well it should never be passed. 

If the selection be a band piece and it does not record well 

it should be rearranged until proper results are obtained. If a 

singer does not make a good record of a certain song, it should 

be tried by another. 

I also wish to advise you that I have instructed the 

Recording Department not to make any more masters unless we have a 

good announcement on them; when I arrived here I found them recording 
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a female voice and letting her make her own announcement and would 

add that I have yet to find a female that could give satisfaction 

in this respect. 

In regard to the passing of masters I have advised the re¬ 

cording department that a committee will be formed of yourself and 

not less than four additional members whom you will select from 

your working force, to pass upon their work, and when this committee 

is in session they should all be free to express their ov/n frank 

opinion. At these meetings some of the best records of competing 

firms should be shown from time to .time in order to keep posted 

on our competitors. These meetings should occur on the evenings 

of the 5th and 15th of each month, so that all members will' be 

prepared to come. At the same time the Recording Department 

will send out notices three days in advance. Regular minutes of 

the meetings should be kept and gopy sent me in Hew York. I trust 

you will appoint some one from your department to do this work 

and be sure and send Hayes and Quadfasel a copy. 

It may be wise to have the committee listen to the three mast¬ 

ers of each selection. This can readily be done as you only list 

twenty selections per month and half could be listened to at each 

meeting. The Recording Department v/ill have extra samples if you 

think this is unnecessary, but if these samples are used same 

should have written on the label why they were rejected. 

The Musicsi Critic which you are about to engage will have 

the power to discard any master which he. thinks imperfect when he 

gets thoroughly posted on the quality of masters desired, but 

should there be any difference between him and Quadfasel, the 

latter will have the privilege to bring same before the committee 

for final action. 
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The duties of the Musical Critic will be to assist in inspect¬ 

ing all masters, to select the selections for the supplement, that 

will make a good variety and that will be consistent with the 

sales report that you will give the department monthly and to see 

that all selections are played in a musical manner, to lay out med¬ 

leys for the bandmaster, and also to see that the proper balance 

is obtained in all masters made and to assist Quadfasel in every 

respect. 

In regard to the booking of new talent; no masters of new 

talent will be made until passed upon by committee. I would also 

suggest that you give letters of introduction to your most active 

dealers for Hayes, Quadfasel and Musical Critic, so that they may 

call on them monthly to get any information that will be of value 

to them in improving their product. 

Quadfasel and the Musical Critic should go to the theatre 

regularly at Company’s expense in order not to miss anything 

musical that will be of valus to us. When selections are made musicaj that wi33 be of va3us to us. V/hen se3ections are made of 

over, Quadfasel will notify the factory to discard the old molds. 

Xlease instruct Musical Critic to advise us whenver our bandleader 

brings us poor musicians, which I know exists at the present time. 

Have ordered to small trombones from London and if his work is no bett 

on this instrument, I shall insist that we secure another at once. 

As soon as the committee passes on the masters of selections, 

numbers should be assigned so that the aiKsfcKxs factory can begin 

v/ork on them at once. We should also have a number of extra selection 

which have already been passed by Committee but not numbered, which 

can be used to replace a selection which might be rejected by them. 

X think the above will cover all the points with reference to the 

relationof the sales and Recording Department and should any 

misunderstanding occur later, I shall be o-laa +n ^ „ 
1 sh"J y"“- 
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Thomas A. 
EDISON’S 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

pcSfd national phonograph go. Ltd. ' 
gg3F EDISON MANUFACTURING <30. Ltd. 

BSSpLpZLmnd /25> Clerkenwell Road, 

* A London, EX. 
FfBOEfVED 
M 911905 

22nd July, 1905. 

E. 'GiJjnor^ | 

Dear Sir, 

I enclose you/ierewith rough- draft of a circular letter which 

we propose sending out some time "before September 1st to every 

music dealer in Great Britain and Ireland. The music trade in Great 

Britain, as you doubtless know, have not as a whole taken up vigor¬ 

ously the sale of phonographs and records. I am under the impres¬ 

sion that somewhat the same conditions exist in America. "What I 

' do this Winter is to induce j many music dealers i 

to take up the sale of our material. I have sent a draft of this 

letter along to Messrs. Graf, Kalteneclcer and Eenberg with the sug¬ 

gestion that they send on a like communication to music dealers in 

their territory provided the conditions warrant. As this letter 

will not go out to the trade for isiderable over a month, I shall 

be very glad if you will read it over carefully and let us have any 

criticism you wish to make or any changes you feel like suggesting. 

Perhaps you may also think the letter will interest Mr.Wilson, 



P. Co., Ltd. 

if bo you might pass it along to him "before returning with your 

comments. 

Very truly yours, 

J.H.W./i.D. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

!^L<~ ,(i OixJ 

From information which we have gathered we believe it to 

be an incontestable fact that Music Dealers, and especially those 

of the higher class, have devoted very little attention to the 

steadily increasing trade in EDIROH PHONOGRAPHS and RECORDS. 

The result of this disinclination on the part of the Music Dealers 

to seek new brandies in which a profitable business can be done 

is that the principal retailers of these Machines are Ironmongers, 

Cycle Agents, and Typewriter supply houses. The reasons of 

music houses for refraining from handling this line of goods are 

as unaccountable as those which shoul'd have recommended it are 

obvious. Ho objection could possibly be raised on the score 

that an Edison Phonograph is merely a machine, and is not worthy 

of the consideration of dealers. The automatic piano-player is 

Just as mechanical in its action as a Phonograph. Moreover, 

nobody but a faddist will deny the many artistic and pleasure 

giving qualities of the latter device. 

Nowadays EDISON GOLD-MOULDED RECORDS have attained 

such perfection and such minute fidelity of reproduction that 

not only are the purely entertaining properties of the instrument 

acknowledged but also its position as an educational factor is 

indisputable. The vocal student who, by circumstances of distances, 

is debarred from hearing great artistes, such as _ 

can do so at any time and as often as he likes by means of the 

EDISON PHONOGRAPH. The British Muse™, recognising this has caused 

records by our famous statesmen and singers to be preserved for 

the edification and instruction of future generations. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

On purely business grounds we cannot think of any adverse 

argument, not even the one that such a machine would oust the 

Plano from its position as chief instrument of household 

amusement. The Phonograph was never intended to enter into 

competition with the piano, but in the case of, let us say, a 

young married couple, who are not overburdened with wealth, and 

who, whilst unable to play any instrument, are yet sufficiently 

musical to want some kind of music in their home, a Phonograph 

will meet their requirements admirably. A piano-player, ?rith ■ 

which a piano is necessarily required, would mean a too heavy 

expense in the majority of cases. A Phonograph, on the other hand, 

represents the outlay of a touch smaller sum and would answer the 

purpose required. In addition to this there is to be considered 

the fascinating pleasure derived from making records of the voices 

of ones friends or family. Why should Music healers then allow 

this valuable addition to their business to escape them?; more 

especially in these times when they complain of their inability 

to sell expensive instruments should such an additional source 

of incotiB be very welcome, especially as the outlay on each 

instrument is small and the space required not excessive. 

The gross business of the National Phonograph Company 

dur-ing 1904 amounted to many hundred thousands of pounds, and 

as the discounts offered to dealers are very liberal you can 

easily form an idea as to the enormous profit derived by those 

who handle our goods. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

TO ASK YOU TO ASK YOURSELF why you should not .figure in 

these profits. If you are not satisfied with the profits of 

your 'business at the present tine communicate with us and we 

will furnish you with terras and particulars. 

RATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED. 

25, Clerlcenwell Road, E.C. 

European Headquarters for Products of 
Laboratory, Thomas A.Edison. 



—Copy— 

Ju3y 24, 3905. 

Mr. Ka3tenecker:- 

In regard to the conversation Mr. White and myse3f had with 

you with reference to Committee, wou3d say that Mr. Rieh3 has of¬ 

fered us the services of Messrs. De3a, Wick3y and Levique, who v/i33 

represent the factory end at the meeting. I would suggest that 

these Meetings occuV twice a month, and that regu3ar dates be set 

for same, s ay the 5th and 35th of each month, so that each member 

wi33 be prepared to keep this time open, and that they take p3ace in 

the evening otherwise the men from the factory cannot be present. 

I think it a3so advisab3e to have one or two men from the 

office beside yourse3f and Mr. Rumme3 in order to make a good site 

Committee. It wi33 be the duty of the Recording Department to send 

out written notice three days in advance of a meeting so that the 

date wi33 not be over3ooked by any of its members. 

It wi33 be the duty of the Committee to inspect the 3rd masters 

of every se3ections that is intended to be cata3ogues, and none 

shou3d be passed un3ess it is entire3y satisfactory. The Recording 

Department must see that masters Nos. 3 and 2 are as good in every 

respect as No. 3. They shou3d use great care when this master is 

reproduced to see that it is not injured by the reproducer. If at 

any time the Recording Department is able to secure records which 

sound as good as any of themasters, but has some mechanica3 defect, 

wou3d suggect that it be used instead of No. 3. 

The Committee’s duty besides the inspection of masters, wi33 be 

to 3isten to comparison of 0ur own records with that of competing 

Companies, and shou3d they find any of our produce inferior, same 

shou3d be made over prompt3y. 

They shou3d a3so pass on tria3s of new singers, whose name can 

be obtained from the artistes, and each member shou3d be a33owed to 
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express his opinion freely. Mr. Rummel should have authority to 

pass only such records as he thinks are satisfactory, and should 

there be a misunderstanding between him and the recording Department 

at any time in this respect the records should saved and decided 

by the Committee, but if the point in question be a musical one 

Mr. Rummel should be given necessary consideration. 

Whenever it is possible samples of new selections, Bands and 

Vocals, should be submitted for opinions, especially when Mr. Rummel 

and the Recording Department are in doubt as to its value for phono¬ 

graph purposes. When recording a Band selection and it is found 

same does not record well, it should be re-arranged until proper 

results are obtained. If a singer does not make a good record of 

a certain song, same should be tried by another. 

I have also advised the Recording Department to be careful in 

regard to announcements, and not to make records by an inferior 

announcer. 

Minutes of the Committee Meeting should be kept and a copy sent 

to me at New York, also a copy to the Recording Department, Mr. White, 

and Mr. Hayes. These Minutes should contain the names of members 

present, date of meeting, selected passed and rejected, and comments on 

same. 

I would also suggest that members of the Recording Department 

be given letters of introduction to your best dealers so that they 

may call on them monthly to get any information that will be of 

value to them in improving their product. 

As soon as the Committee has passed on the masters of Select¬ 

ions, numbers should be assigned to them so that the factory.can 

begin work at once, it is also advisable to have a number of extra 

selections which have already been passed by Committee but not 
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numbered, which can be used to replace any selections rejected by 

them. 

I think the above covers most of the points with reference to 

the relation of the Sales & Recording Department and the duties of 

the Committee. 

V/. H. Miller, 
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Thomas A. 
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ffifjpP EDISON MANUFACTURING Go. Ltd. 
Edison-Prlma 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

0F THK FACTORIES : 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Go. Ltd. °uTanj 

Numbering Machines. 
25, ClerkenweJ] Road, 

London, E.C. 

4th October, 1905. 

Mr. Peter Weber, 
The National Phonograph Company, 

Orange, New Jersey. 

Pear Mr. Weber, 

I regret to say that the first business letter which I Bhall 

write while here must be in the nature of a complaint. 

The changes which you made in the starting stop lever on the 

"Gem" machine is being very severely criticised by the principal 

jobbers and dealers here. The chief criticism i3 that it is im¬ 

possible to regulate the speed of the machine. Of course, I know 

how the regulating screw is operated, but there is nothing whatso¬ 

ever in the instruction sheet to advise the user or owner of the 

machine as to how this feature is to be got at. It is my recol¬ 

lection that when I talked to you about this I suggested that the 

instruction sheets be so changed as to give full information re¬ 

garding this particular change. The instruction sheets, however, 

which are now accompanying "Gem" machines do not make any mention 

of the change, nor does it tell the user how to regulate the speed 

of the machine. Will you please, therefore, see that the 



instructions shoots are immediately changed so as to emhody this 

very important feature, and give positive instructions that the 

correct instruction sheets he packed with each and every "Gem" 

phonograph that is hereafter shipped from the factory. You may 

take the stand that it is unwise to tamper with the regulation of 

the machine, hut I wish to say that this is an absolutely necessary 

thing on this side, due to the fact that so many different types of 

records are made, and nearly all of them are made with somewhat 

different speeds. 

ffor your information I would say that there are eight different 

concerns besides ourselves, who are selling similar records, and 

there is more or less demand for all of these types. 

This is very important, and I would he very glad to have you 

give it your immediate personal attention. 

We had a very pleasant trip over, and it is a pleasure to 

write you that the babies, Mr3. Scherraerhorn and myself reached 

london none the worse for the voyage. 

With kind regards 

I remain, 
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r°r 
Thomas A. 
EDISON’S 
Phonographs, 
Gold Moulded 

sosT0"^"” (^amxbCk, Edita 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

.. NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH G° Ltd- 

“Is?""” EDIS°N A\ANUFACTURING ©o. Ltd- 
25^ ClerkenweJJ Road, 

London, E.C. 

24th October, 1905. 

/ E. Gilmore, Esq., 
Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

Mr. Marks allowed me a copy of letter which he wrote you bavin* 
reference to the first Board Meeting and also his interviews, 
after arrival here. 

So far as the points mentioned therein refer to me, they are 
a statement of faots, and there is nothing that I oan add thereto. 

y.0? we held a Board Meeting, at which meeting the 
Minutes of the meeting held in America were ratified, and I was 
elected. Chariman of the Board of Directors, which is the title 
I shall do business under here. 

havfi £is ??sition as Managing Director, but I 
have made it plain that he will devote his t ime to the selling of 

^trfUfvand,that^ w?uld look after the general details of 
that r0li8Ting him of some of the responsibilities 
™ h ! her^?fore h»d. Of course this means that he can give 
tained*016 t0 09lllne> and 1 hoP0 satisfactory results will be at- 

TIf»«?':Lly+^e^SIe*ih?tTMr; mite is Phased with my being here, 
^«r,ar.feeluSa^ sfiad thf* 1 wil1 have his co-operation in every 
respect. He has shewn the desire to talk many things over with me, 
and I can see from day to day that he is bringing up more and more 

which heretofore he has acted upon individually, such being 
the fact I believe we can plan out things in such a way as to bring 
about a general improvement. * g 
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At the Board Meeting above mentioned, we all talked very 
plainly and frankly, and I did not hesitate to criticise past oc¬ 
currences which apparently were not especially beneficial. 

\7e also told of the reports that had been rendered to America 
regarding the rumourB that had been current with respect to the 
Sterling situation. I am sure these rumours we re not true because 
of the way in which the information was received, and,<I hastened to 
explain at that time that the stories were not credited. w‘lt certain¬ 
ly, however, was a very good lesson, and I believe that more dis¬ 
cretion will bo exercised in the future. 

I am also pleased to write that 1 am receiving the- co-operation 
from all the other employes, and feel that such co-operat ion will 
continue. We have a good force here and thoy^are^all desirous 
of improving matters all round, and insomuch as II purpose giving 
the different heads a little more leeway and make them feel they 
must assume their share of responsibility a further interest will 
follow. 

All the above facts naturally encourage me considerably, and 
I oan take hold of things with a much better heart than seemed to 
be the prospect when I left home. 

.1 have not written Mr. Edison on any of these subjects, al¬ 
though when'll have some rea)l good news it is my intention to write 
him direct as well as yourself.. Naturally you will bring such 
matters to his attention as he should know, and at the moment I 
have no desire to multiply the work. 

Chairman of Directors. 

J.R.S./L.U. 



[FROM FRANK L. DYER] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

COPY. 

Vf-P October 27, 1905. 

C 

V/. VI. Wyper, Esq.., 

National Phonograph Company, 

Sydney, JT. S. \V., 

Australia. 

Dear Sir:- 

After discussing the Australian matters 

recently with Mr. Gilmore, we concluded that it would be better 

to organize a local company for Australia, to which the 

National Company here would sell or consign its goods, the 

management to be placed in your hands, and in view of this 

change in our plans X am not sending you the power of attorney 

which I had prepared. You should consult Messrs. Piggot & 

Stinson at once in reference to the organization of the company, 

and have them proceed without delay. 

Our idea is to have them organize a limited liability 

corporation of small capital, and issue sufficient stock to 

yourself and such other persons as you and they may agree upon, 

if it is necessary to have more than one resident stockholder 

and director. The balance of the stock should be issued to 

this company in payment of the goods shipped to you. The stock 

issued to you and other persons should be paid for in cash out 

of the remittance of |5,000 which Mr. StevenB sent you, or 

other funds in your possession, and all this stock should be 
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Mr. W. Y/yper, #2. 

endorsed in 'blank and forwarded with the stock issued to the 

National Go. Of course it is not important what specific 

amount of stock is issued for cash, any amount will do. I 

merely suggest this amount to illustrate the plan. 

The total capitalization of the company need not be more 

than, say, <85000, divided into as mary shares and of such par 

value as may be agreed upon between yourself and our attorneys. 

Of this total capitalization I would suggest that about 54000 

be paid for in our goods, and the balance paid for with the 

cash sent you; and the goods so turned over should, preferably, 

be made up of complete outfits to the extent of 54000, and the 

remaining outfits, records, etc., in the shipments to you, to 

be sold to the new company and proper charge entered on the 

books of your company. The figure at which you turn the goods 

over to the new company in payment for stock, should be 

governed by the prices at which they are invoiced through the 

custom house. The other goods included in the shipment, that 

is goods manufactured by the Edison Mfg. Co. and the Bates 

Mfg. Co., should not be included in the stock transaction, and 

should be made a separate transaction in the form of a purchase 

by the new company from these two concerns. TMb new company 

will thus correspond to our English company, which is known as 

the National Phonograph Company, Limited, and is in charge of 

a managing director, and our local counsel there is also a 

director. We have similar local conpanies on the Continent. 

The name of your local company should be similar to our 

name, but should bring in the designation "Australia", and I 
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therefore suggest the following name: "national Phonograph 

Company of Australia, Limited". 

Your local company will operate under our patents and 

trade marks in Australia under a license granted hy this 

compary to your local company, and Messrs. Pigot & Stinson 

should prepare a proper license. Three patents were applied 

for December 6, 1904. The trade mark, as you know, is on the 

name "Thomas A. Edison", which has been registered in the 

Australian Colonies, but not in Tasmania. When the Jobbers' 

and dealers' agreement is finally revised, you should substi¬ 

tute the local compary for this company. 

Cable us if any further information or instructions are 

desired. 

Yours very truly, 

National Phonograph Company, 

JTO 

Legal Department. 

P.S.: The patents were applied for in the name of the com¬ 

pany, but up to present advices have not yet been granted. 



Oot. 27, 1905. 

JV R. Soheraerhorn, Es<i.., Asst. Gen. Mgr., 

national Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

My dear John: 

I am enclosing you herewith oorhon copy of a letter 1 

have this day addressed to Mr. G. Croydon Marks in answer to his letter 

of Qot. 18th, which I, of course, send for your information. 1 have 

expressly sent this to you oare of Mr. Marks and asked him to telephone 

you to drop into his office and hand it to you personally, so that 

it will not "miscarry0 in any way* 

letter to Mr. Marks oovers the situation fully, and I assume, 

of course, that you have seen his letter to me of Oct. 18thj if not, 

do not hesitate to ask him to show it to you. I know you must he famil¬ 

iar with its contents at any rate, 

lit continuation of ,;my letter to Mr* Marks, I want to say that 

White’s position is not only inimioal, hut dangerous to us. Mr. Edison 

is very angry indeed at the statements made hy Ilia to the effect that 

he had a five year agreement. You know perfectly well that I never 

made any suoh agreement, and I know positively that Mr. Edison would 

not have made arty suoh agreement. When it comes to making an agreement 

1 am going to get the first one that is issued. I was refused any kind 

of agreement when I oame with Mr. Edison in 1894. Others have tried 

to get agreement^, hut they have failed, and you know perfectly well 
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that X was the one to in every oaae object to any agreement. How 

Mr. White could have the effrontery to say that he had an agreement 

of this kind X cannot understand. It has materially lowered him in 

my estimation, and if you had been present at my interview this morning 

after Ur. Edison had read over Mr. Marks' letter you would have been 

thunder-struck at the statements that he made} "fireworks" does,not 

define it in any sense of the word. He is absolutely positive now that 

you must dispense with White's services just as soon aB you can. Xt 

would seem to me that you could so frame up matters aB to make him 

hand in his resignation, and this is what you want to try to do. At 

any fate his services must be dispensed with by Deoember 31st. X am 

positive that you are going to find out a great deal more as time 

progresses, and the sooner you do dispense with his services the better 

it will be for all concerned. Of course I do not want to handioap 

you, but personally X do not think that getting rid of him will handi¬ 

cap him to any great extent, and the sooner we get on a man whom we ' " 

can trust and have every faith in the better it will be. 

Of course I have not heard from you as to any of these matters, 

this letter from Mr. Marks being the first that X have received on the 

subject, I naturally assume that X will hear from you very shortly, 

but as X want to catch the mail leaving tomorrow I thought best to 

write Mr. Marks and you fully so that.you will understand our position 

and be governed accordingly. 

With kind regards to your good self, X am, 

Youra very truly* 

WBfj/tWW 
Eno- 

President. 



(Private) Oat* 27, 1905. 

E, Croydon Marks, Esq., 

London, England* 

My dear Mr. Marks; 

, .+ ■„ . . . „ Lf00,0ived yesterday your very full and complete 
letter of October 18th, having reforenco to the first meeting held at 
Olerkenwell Hoad at which Mr. Sohermorhorn was present and wherein the 
policy to hereafter he pursued was very strongly Outlined. 

, Ab Mr. Edison was away yesterday I was unable to get at him, until 
I presented your lott8r t* and he was very much 

exaroised indeed at the position assumed by J£r*.White, as any stat e~ 
^tollman* thnt ha Iks a contract with Hr/Edison or 

'llS 1”te^e3t8 which I represent, is absolutely unfounded. I 
therefore cabled you this morning as follows? 

“Letter 18th. Write has no oontract, directly or indirectly, with 

i^vaL0U^4.0+ra!Ptmif}f* ^ifion and I firmly convinced position 
^L^^”®0088-?-^?8 re®lcnation whenever Schemerhorn arid your¬ 

self decide he oanbe dispensed with, but not later than December 31st.11 

and, , Mr. Write seems to have gotten on the wrona trank acain 

?SJ*Si-Sh°7 and a^Mr^,Sohem9rhorn w*W knows, he never had any 
.Iwhatever, direotly or indirectly, either with Mr. Edison or 

understanding was that he was to re- 
§8»$00.00 per annum and after the fisoal year closing 

■ war? Pr°£ito ka 'was to receive such a proportion of said 
profits aB^mlght in the opinion of ourselves be determined upon. He 
hvn«rdv»t0 ae that this,was to be 10& but it was absolutely refuted 
firat1®?d h® Tas 0v®n Paid a greater amount than lo/on the 
bJ to yEAisont,Mmnnra| *Ut £he snouat was «inply determined upon 

B«tia°n himself without reference to any percentage whatever. You 
Soheraorhorn were acquainted with these facts When we had the 

thia^bjeot!16 LQ:boratorjr‘ and there is nothing further to be said on 

fact that he has approached you indirectly to ascertain why 
?«merh?£? WGnt 07ar is sufficient evidence to our minds th^ 

^2J8^aomet4n? wronS ,vith **». that he is suspioioua as to what 
andha^*«°«!+n^a not 0<T <"«'•*» toe open. Prom certain fSes 
and.-acts-with «|iioh we are both familiar, there is no doubt that there 
ie aometiling going on there that is not as it should be. and that this 
something is inimical to our interests. Peeling this*way—and 1 am 

be0i^d2S<.w«LMrl Bdinon aa well» we ars oonvinoed that a change should 
be made there at onoej or, as indioated in my cable, Mr. Whiti'sser- 
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vioes should he dispensed with not later them December 31st, 1905. 

As to any personal matter that ho may have with Mr. Edison, 1 
desire to say most strongly—and Mr. Edison also desires to oonfira it 
most strongly—that there was never any personal arrangement between 
Mr. Edison and Mr. White whatsoever. If there had been any such 
arrangement 1 most assuredly would have knovrn of it, as I was present 
at any and all interviews that took place prior to Mr. White’s taking 
up the foreign end of our business. His talk, as to having witnesses 
to this verbal agreement, is all bluff, and whereas I desired to close 
matters with him in a friendly way, paying him suoh amount as we would 
consider most equ*Jbl4«fe_I desire to say now that it is not our intention 
to give him anything more than what we consider is ample pay for the 
services that he has rendered ub, not only for the past fiscal year, but 
for the present fiscal year as v/oll. In other words, I shall treat 
him as if he was a discharged employee, compensating him as such only. 
Ihe foot that he would even attempt to moke any such statement to you 
as that contained in your letter is the most convincing evidence that 
he is unscrupulous and would not for one minute consider past relations 
or benefits that have accrued to him, but that on the other hand he 
would endeavor to do what he could to disorganize the businesa whioh 
has been so well established abroad. It is therefore the desire of 
Mr. Edison and myself that ho bo treated justly but that no favors be 
shown whatsoever. 

It le also our desire that Mr. Scherraerhom shall take immediate 
charge of all of the affairs abroad, not only of the Rational Phonograph 
Co., Etd., but also all over Europe, and if a lettor to this effect 
is necessary I presume we can arrange to issue this forthwith. 

It would seem to me essential that all checks should be most 
oarefully scrutinized from now on and that the signing of such checks 
on the part of Mr. White should be eliminated just as soon as possible, 
and in facti^eaflralMthority that he has heretofore hod should be can¬ 
celled so that he cannot in any way entail any expenses of any kind 
or do other things that would be detrimental to any of our vast inter¬ 
ests. 

Regarding the oiroiJlar to factors showing the extra allowance on 
records, the position that you assumed, of having Mr. Schermerhorn sign 
suoh circular as Chairman, was entirely correoi and meets with our 
entire approval, as of course it makes Mr. Schermerhorn’b entree in 
a good cause for the factors and introduces him much quicker than could 
be done otherwise except by personal introduction. 

She position that you have assumed so far as the extra remunera¬ 
tion to Mr. White is concerned is fully endorsed by us, as this pay¬ 
ment when made was made direotly by Mr. Edison and had nothing to 
do with the companies whatever. 

Rest assured that should any personal letter from Mr. White to 
Mr. Edison be reoeived at this end of the line same will not be answered 
by Mr. Edison or any of his people, nor will it be answered by me, 
except through you. aa in view of Mr. White’s position it is not my 
intention to commit myself in any way or to any extent that would plaoe 
us liable to a suit, and any communication will therefore be referred 
to you with suoh suggestions aa we may have to make in connection with 
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So far as the business policy of the interests abroad i3 oonoarned, 
as you already, knowl this is loft entirely with;Kr« :Schormorhorn and 
yourself to decide,.and,whore it 1b necessary to receive instructions 
from this end or any doubtful .Question arise on,> which,you wbuldprefer 
to' have our docisibft, that matter oen be'taken up by'}ir, Bohermerhorn 
and yourself with me. • < • ‘ 

Relative to his connection with the Stirling Coi.I do not think 
it necessary to allude; to this any further,, as pur opinion on this ' v 
matter' has .not changcdono iota aince you left’ uis,... and from the . infor¬ 
mation we have received wb are satisfied that.if'ho v/fiu not interested 
in other concerns he"was too. much interested in-the’business of'other . 
concerns, whereas hd.shouldh&ye demoted,his tirao arid'attention to the 
interests from’ which'he received large :emolumentsj, and not associate>' 
with our- competitors, It is perfectly natural that ho should have 
denied all' connection 'with it-j- but hevertholesa,.. it ,does’ not .olterour 
opinion. .. 

We' are extremely gldd that all these matters were’taken up so .soon 
after your return.' as there is no question: in the minds Of Mr.' 'Edison 
andmysalf that 'it has .ole'a^ed. the 'atmoaphore-matofdally, and Mr. . 
ScheraerlLorn’a poBitlon will not be so irksome and' be' will'be better 
able to take up and: decide the policy,' to-be ^pursued as to the1 differ¬ 
ent selling endsaswellas in tho^manufacturine-endB.. 

Mr* Edison and myself desire to -thank iyOu for the■ .-very full and 
complete communication' that you.have sent us> ’wXiich lfj.' of .course, most 
interesting*' andvto assure you.that lengthy eommuriioationa relative 
to our business there are always', received and, read with, great interest. 

1 Yours very truly, , , 

WISG/raw . . President* 

Kindly indicate,to your stenographer that,when .those private 
and confidential 'letters-.are' forWarifcd he, or :she, .should;aldo See that 
the envelope, id’ bo marked. Xhe letter was opened.: luckily, by' my 
Secretary* ,Mr.>.Walker, but he has not even seen it , having'brousht it - 
immediately ic mo personally* < „ 

N» B. * 
I am enclosing.d personal letter on.the subject on which I hate 

written-you adaroaBQd to Mr. Schorradrhorn,. which r would thonkyou to 
hand to him personally, at the :firstrfavbrable "pppori6tmity*v I would 
suggest that you Bend word for him to drip in to see you, but; do’ not 
send the letter over, to him* as I want it to get into his hands direct. 
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Telegrams & Cables: "Randomly, London, w a P , „ , , 
Telephone No. 6050, HOLBORN. ^-^TUMlOd U Gd^<m. ^>^7“’ 

Thomas A. 
EDISON’S 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

^nonographs, 

„fS'“ NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH so- Ltd. “SS 
KfSSP EDISON NVANUFACTURING S°. Ltd. “ 

MfZ.,_CJerkenwell Road, Z 
Numbering Machines. 

U London, E.C. 
TH. INDIVIDUAL A  THIS. IHITI.L,. 6 th NOVS!^!" £ ”l90fc £ D 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., j j 
Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. j .A.j./ j 

Dear sir> i 

„ enclose you herewith statement showing comparative sales - 
for the years 1904 and 1905, from January 1st to Ootoher 3lSt 
inclusive. 

You will notice that the sales of "Homes" for the year 1905 
represents a decrease of 424; "Standards" an increase of 178; 

Gems" an inorease of 209; records, a decrease of 693,226.; 
Sales, a decrease of £28,848.15.0. 

_ . ■F£°? sucl1 observations as I have been able to make, from 
this office, and by conferring with several of the largest f&otors, 
lows11' ud9 reasonB for bhis decrease are particularly as fol- 

During the winter of 1903 and 1904, there were large orders 
for records placed with the factory at Orange, Which were not 
filled properly due to reasons well understood by both you and I, 

is, the unusually large amount of business whioh wo had at 
that time, and Inadequate facilities to take care of the demand, 
in consequence of this many of the orders which were plaoed by 
+ in31211,and. lat® ln 1903> were not shipped from Orange un¬ 
til February, March, and even so late aB April 1904. 

One instance in particular that is now up for discussion re- 
presents an aggregate of 60,000 reoords that were shipped to Murdoch 

mdjWhLcil he aJoeptea, but only after considerable correspondence 
and after making certain concessions. * 

Consequently the factors were compelled to carry over during 
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.the summer months of 1904 a very large stock of reoords. 

In the Pall of 1904 the EdiSon-Bell people introduced their 
new moulded record, and insomuch as it was a considerable improve¬ 
ment over their previous produot, and also was sold at the popular 
V- price, the factors as a whole laid in a considerable stook of 
these reoords. This militated to a extent against the 
sales of Edison reoords last Winter ftp you Will notice by comparing 
the shipments of 1904 as against those of 1906. 

You, of course, will bring np the question as to why this sur¬ 
plus stock was not returned to us on the exchange basis, and I wish 
to say that I brought this very point up with some of the factors 
and in detail with Murdoch. The statement was that if they Re¬ 
turned all the stook which appeared to be unsaleable,. the number of 
reoords that they would be compelled to order on the Jto 1 basis 
would aggregate suoh a large quantity as tp .place them in even a 
worse condition than then existed', hence, they returned to Us 
only such stock as they considered ehjPSluteiy dead. 

Again in many instances the time in which factors, were to 
take records on the 3 to 1 exchange basis was extended indefinite¬ 
ly. As a matter of fact on the 1st of Ootoberthere were 46,000 
records which had been returned to us that had not yet been cleaned 
up under thiB arrangement. This quantity was reduoed last month 
to about 12,000, leaving about 34,000 yet to be adjusted* 

In the early part of this present summer the Sterling reoord 
(which is sold at 1/-) was put on the market, and this, in addition 
to the other 1/- records on the market, seemed to cause the factors 
to continue to order very cautiously, all desiring to decrease 
their stock of Edison records.. 

One ofithe principal oauses, however, for the falling-off in 
sales, to my way of thinking, is the faot that we have depended” 
almost entirely upon the faotors to create and increase the demand 
for our reoords. The faotors, as a whole, have,pursued very muoh 
the same praotice, that is, they have advertised in trade papers, 
and haye then waited for the dealers to come and get ouv recdRds. 
A few of them, of course, have travellers 6h the road, btit they do 
not push our material on lines that seem to me to be necessary* 
Eor instance, it has been the praotice to send sample records to 
the faotors and give them their own time to put in the orders, 
but the faotors, on the other hand, have not taken the samples, 
shewn them to the dealers and received advance orders, except 
possibly in a few isolated oases. 

The total number of reoords which were returned to us -on 
the exchange basis aggregated about 246,000 as I have previously 
written you, and from one view-point we might take the stahd that 
insomuch as these reoords were all shipped prior to thb present 
fiscal year it 1b unjust to make this particular yehf hear all 
the credits, thereby, of course, affeoting the sales td that extent. 



Of course I understand, and so will you, that it could not he 
handled in any other manner, hut still if that had not been done 
of ooursS the sales would have heen increased to the amount of 
201,000 records, which was the number that had heen credited up to 
and including November 1st. 

In addition to this in the month of October a credit was 
rendered on account of tjj.e Phonograph Supply Company for an aggre¬ 
gate of ahput 26,000- records, thus making a total of 227,000 reoords 
approximately that this year has home. On the other hand, however, 
if the toms of the return arrangement had been lived up to abso¬ 
lutely there is no question whatever hut that the reoord sales 
would not have been sp seriously affeotpdi in view of the foot 
that we would have received orders immediately for something like 
760,000 records. 

The above is simply pjept along in the way of explanation. 

The sales of machines p,rp pn the whole satisfactory. While 
there is a slight decrease in fhp "Bpmep" there is an increase 
in "Standards" and "Genus", and X do not believe that the decrease 
in the sale of "HomeB" oan be directly attributable to this office. 
Without doubt it is a matter of prlpo and lpcj£ of epergy on the 
part of the dealers to increase'^ he sales of this particular type 
of machine. 

I have not inoluded in this statement "Concert", machines, 
"Triumphs", records, and so forth, bppaupe the sales are compara¬ 
tively limited, and do not enter vitality Into 'the situation. 

As stated above, however, I believe the -principal cause of 
the falling-off in business is due to’SSlank-ef propbrly handling the 
business from this office. It is my flVTO-bbliW tMt in order 
to increase our businbsk it is neObskdry to hdtfe the small dealers 
become thoroughly Interested, induce them to carry a euffioient 
stock to meet demands, apd t o make them understand that there is 
more money in handling tfcp Bdison record and plpo that it will 
prove more satisfactory, ip that they will have less aomplaihts 
from purchasers. 

I further believe that this Can bd SCb'displished 6nly by having 
a force of salesmen who can cover Ahe tdfritbty periodically, who 
will be supplied with the samples bf the pSWest selection at the 
same time they are supplied to and who will show these 
samples to the dealers and impress upon them^thot if they dp not 
get a stock they of course cannot sell the goods. A 

The reoords in thiB offioe indicate that there is a tothl of 
AhOUt 8000 dealers on our hboks. I am very well satisfied In my 

mind that this list is vpry dSPldedly wrong. Without =a 
doubt there are many peoplp who have signed as dealers but -are not 
doing business, or if they ape doipg £nsJ.npsB it is in but -a small 

As an object lesson, however, which I have brought up to 
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our people here, assuming that we have 8p00 people on owr list 
and even if ohe-half o,f them are interested ip our product, we 
should sell an average of at least one record each from the 
new lists whioh are issued peripdically. As a matter of fact, 
however, we are no.0 d^jing anything like this. 

I am enclosing statements of advance orders reoeived at 
this office for the October American list and the November British 
list, and I wish to say that the aggrogation on these two lists is 
larger than has been the case for some mopths past. This, of 
course, is due to the faet, however, tfcpt the busy season J.B coming 

After giving the matter considerable thbOght I decided to 
increase our force of salesmen. We now have four in our employ, 
and if they can show results X shall doubtleah increase the number. 

It is also my intention to personally take thia situation up 
with our various factors, and stats to -than, that if-they will 
pursue a like policy we believe it will largely increase their 
business, and if the factors who are at present on the list do not 
look at it in this light, X am going to make a try to gdt faotors 
that will push our business. I replies, howpver, that I Aay be 
going against long established customs, pnd tjhpt I may not be able 
to accomplish this result, but I do bel^gwp £h^t p ^17 material 
increase in the business oan be effected by pair ov^i qalpsmen. 

I have arranged here to see that a proper record leapt of 
the doings of these different salesmen, and or course if they are 
not satisfactory and oannot produce the deslHd results we will 
get others. 

The matter of advertising, of course, -it) h fcefribus proposition 
and is something that I have not as yet been able to' come to a 
decision on. We are using magazines, but I do not believp the 
masses of this country read magazines. 

Newspaper advertising is, of course, very e*p$psive, and I 
do not think it is of muoh use unless you can have space fre¬ 
quently. 

The hangers, posters, and so forth v&idh hafe been issu&& by 
this office, have as a rule been sent through the f'dotorB. It, 
therefore, occurs to me that many of our dealers ppe not regularly 
and properly supplied. 

Monthly bulletins have not been issjued ?qr English-inade 
selections. I have Btarted that insomuch <u X believe It is good 
advertising, and in order to seoure the various dealers getting 
copies of these bulletins, supplemental lists, and too forth, I am 
having them mailed direot frem this office. Heretofore they have 
depended upon the factors to distribute this matter. 

Of course this last practice will continud With reepeot to 
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catalogues until suoh time that I oan learn the factors are not 
taking proper care of their dealers. 

In view of the fact that we have such a large number of 
dealers, the expense of this circularising is great, hence in order 
to have our records comprise only active dealers I have instructed 
that our salesmen make a report on a printed blank that will give 
us full information, of eaoh and every dealer that now appears on 
our records. All such as are not satisfactory will be eliminated 
from the lists, and of aourse will not receive printed matter. 
Those that are active and pushing we will keep after constantly. 

I neglected to say above that another reason for the falling- 
off in the saleB of reoords is doubtless due to the uncertainty 
as to when advance lists would be prepared and the reoords placed 
on the market. I have taken stepB that I believe will entirely 
overcome this. As a matter of fact Mr. Riehl has now given ub 
information indicating that hereafter we oan expect shipments of 
the advance lists so as to get them in the hands of the factors 
not later than the first of the month, and it is my intention to 
anticipate this by a week or more unless the orders very materially 
increase. If we get these out at stipulated dates suoh as is done 
in Amerioa I believe we oan educate our dealers up to the point 
of waiting for our selections. 

Commenting further on the comparison of sales and particularly 
the record sales for the month of October 1905 as compared with 
Ootoner 1904, you will please note that a credit covering about 
26.000 records was rendered to the Phonograph Supply Company during 
this month and also a credit to Richardsons for 25,197, making a 
total of about 51,000 reoords, thus seriously affecting the nett 
sales for October. 
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EDISON’S 

Record: 
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, EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ®o. Ltd. “a 
Edison Manufacturing ©o. Ltd. 

.LiSS- 25’ Clerkenwell Road, 2 
London, E.C. 

November 7th, 1905. 

W. SJt, Gilmore Eaq., President, 
National Phonograph Oo., . • 

01-ans^ »*w j0rs4®oW. 

dear Mr. Gilmore# 

Inasmuch as I have not had an opportunity of going to 

^merjo?, since the closing of our fiBQal year February 28th, 1905, I 

find it necessary to write to you regarding my personal commission 

on European business for our fiscal year last past. 1 have put 

nils Blatter off inasmuch aB I had expected that possibly circumstances 

would demand my visiting Orange last Summer, and I had hoped to take 

the matter up with you verbally. 

If you will refer to my letter Cf September 9th* 1904 and ■ 

ymr good letter of October 4th, 1904, you will find that in accord¬ 

ance with a Verbal arrangement entered into between Mr* Edison, your¬ 

self and the writer, you allowed me a commission of $4,400. on the 

profits^ off the European business for the fiscal year clOsijig February 

2$th, 1904. The net profits for that year according to private 

balance sheet which I have before me, were $ 39,000. Therefore- 

-commission £*24<j)wsd on profits, to me was Just over 10^. 

I have a copy of pur balanoe sheet for the year ending. 

February 28th, 1905, which was made up for ray private information, 
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showing qur net profits to be J. 11,248.0.3 or roughly figuring in 

American money $56,240. .Taking into OonSideration therefore the amount 

allowed me on business of 1904, 1 asaume that there Will be due to 

me approximately $5,000 on the profits of 1905. I should he very 

thankful therefore if you would have a hill rendered to this Com¬ 

pany fqr experimental work, whioh as you will doubtless recall, wap . 

the manner in which this matter was treated last year, the amount 

of your bill last year being $ 4,400 or L 916.IS.4 in English, citrron- 

I am indebted to this Company to some extent on aocount 

of monies- drawn during the past year for expenses, whioh indebtedness- 

1 would like to liquidate at the same time this commission matter 

is'settled 

Trusting you will attend to this matter for me as early as 

convenient and thanking you in advance for the trouble which it is 

necessary for you to be put to, with very kind personal regards, I 

Yours most sincerely. 

Jhw/paw. 



Mr. Edison: f) • - X 
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X attach letter from Mr. Scheme rhorrt. This is singly ^ 

following out the arrangement offered hy the Edison-Bell Co. 

I do not feel that we ought to follow.suit at the present time, 

"but I think what we ought to do is to let the trade know that we intend 

to make the exchange proposition later on, that we have always intended 

to do so and that, therefore,there is no necessity of issuing circular 

letters of this kind to that effect. What do you think of it? 

II/32/05.' 

C E1V E 

Jj OFFICE. 
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Thomas A. European headquarters 
EDISON’S OF THE 
Phonographs, 

ST NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH so. Ltd. ° 
ffiSF' EDISON MANUFACTURING So. Ltd. 

25> CJerkenwell Road, 
Numbering Machines. 

London, E.C. 

14th Koveml)er 1905 
--- NO" S3 

W. B. Gilmore, Esq., (-• r' 
Orange, New rBe'jr,>u.S§i/. 

I enclose you herewith a oiroular letter which has been issued 

hy the Columbia Phonograph Company General and which does not need 

any explanation from me. 

You will remember that I sent you one issued by the Edlson- 

Bell people and their circular apparently brought forth this one. 

This is one of the new propositions that we are up against. ■ 

Hov/ does it strike you? 

J.E.S./L.D. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

November, 1905. 

Got any Broken or Unsaleable Ones? 
Don’t keep ’em! Sell ’em to us! 

WE’LL BUY ALL YOU HAVE 

AND PAY FULL PRICE IF THEY’RE “COLUMBIA.” 

The experiment announced in our circular of February 22nd, 1905, was of such assistance to our 
smers, and so satisfactory to ourselves, that we have decided to continue the plan. 

Until further notice, Columbia XP Records, Broken or Whole, whict factors and dealers desire to 
exchange, for any cause, may be relumed and full credit obtained for them, on the following conditions 

r 4 IStf r?eC?M%Z0r exch“Se must be delivered at our warehouse, 89, Great Eastern Street, 
withd°n,b<*wee" the First and Tenth of Each Month, accompanied with invoice stating the quantity returned. 

3rd. For each Record exchanged, two nc 

ie in their original boxes bearing 01 

it be purchased. If i< 

e the Records are returned: the 

5th. Each case or package must be plainly marked w 

YOU NEEDN’T WAIT UNTIL NEXT YEAR. DO IT NOW! 

Get the benefit monthly during the season. It’s more valuable then and 
keeps your stock fresh. 

NO RISK IN STOCKING COLUMBIA RECORDS. 

WE CLEAN YOUR STOCK MONTHLY AT OUR EXPENSE. 

rM.™?iealvb DUSt ?ake-,fH?ir retarnsJ throueh ‘he factor with whom they, are dealing. Onlv Genuine 
arrangements cL he JS 

loss. »£t?e?e^ * —— - possible 

ihdicatS!aIerS may’ 8t thdr discretion-exteod simifar ^change privileges' to retail purchasers during the period 

Returns and orders will be dealt with in the order in which they are received. 

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Gen’i., 

89, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C. 



Telegrams dt Cables:11 Randomly, Loni 
Telephone No. 5050, HOLBO F °N" rf&omab (X Sdi won. 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS Thomas A. 
EDISON’S 
Phonographs, 

S*f“ NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH go. Ltd. 
(SF EDISON nANUPACTORINQ 60. Ltd. 

Motors. 

“&£££“" 25, Clerkenwell Road, 
Baras and Edison Automatic Hand > 

London, E.C. 

, E. Gilmore, Esq., 
Orange, Hew Jersey! 

Dear Sir, 

Under date of 'October 9th I wrote a "long letter to Mr. 

Weber on the general subject of. the trouble we are having here 

because of the cabinet frames of "Standard" machines breaking. 

A oopy of this letter was sent to you and I regret to say that 

up to this writing 1 have had no acknowledgment whatsoever of 

the receipt of this letter. 

The condition over here is very serious, in some instances 

the breakages will average 35 per cent. This morning a dealer 

called on me and stated that out of 12 machines which he received 

a day or two since, 4 of them arrived with the frames broken. 

The complaint too is general all over England, although I do 

not imagine that suoh percentage arrives defective. 

Under date of October 24th we sent an order for 50 new style 

"Standard" cabinet frames, latest colour. Up to this writing we 

have had no advices of shipment of this material and I, there¬ 

fore, to-day requested that shipment be made at once by cable as 

___-i-~,_•• Tsp 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

under : - 

"Hurry shipment of Standard Cabinet PrameB Requisition 2897 
"Increase order to 150 Serious SCHEBMERH0R1T" 

We and our factors between us have innumerable machines which 

arrived so damaged as to make it impossible to repair them. 

The dealers are even talcing the expedient of glueing the broken 

frames. There is no question whatsoever but that this is a bad 

practice insomuch as without doubt they will again come apart and 

tiie owners will feel they have been imposed upon, all of which will 

reflect to our discredit. 

! trust shipment will have been made immediately upon receipt 

of my cable, provided the parts have not already been forwarded. 

There is no question but that something must be done to 

strengthen this part of the "Standard" machine, and likewise 

other types, although the complaints are not so numerous, thiB 

being due probably to the fact that we sell a less number of ma¬ 

chines. 

I also feel that when communicationsof such importance as 

mine of the 9th October are mailed some sort of a reply should 

be made. I certainly oannot very intelligently look after the 

interests of the business here unless I am kept posted as to what 

Can be or is to be done, and I must ask that in all justice full 

information be supplied me. There are enough things right here 

in the place to worry me and to take up my time. 

While on this subject I also wish to say that the "Standard" 

m^ohines are reaching us very badly assembled* many of them will 

not work until they have been re-adjusted. 

Qne grave fault is that the pinion on the mandril shaft is not 

finnly fastened to the shaft, the trouble is the set-screw is not 



properly eat up. This being so this particular pif4pn will shift 

and the head of the set-screw strikes the bearing rod. 

I fear that now you are rushed over there machines are 

b^ing hurried through without being properly inspected. I, of 

course, appreciate that this is liable to happen, but the per¬ 

centage is entirely too great. For instance, the dealer who came 

in this morning stated that he had to re-adjust each of the 12 

machines above mentioned. He is a man who has been in the business 

for a long while and is very familiar with the phonograph, and X 

believe he was making only a statement of fact. 

It might be well to say that when I write on matters of this 

kind I personally go into the matter, and my knowledge of the con¬ 

struction of the machines is sufficient to enable me to criticise 

intelligently, and my criticisms are not based upon theories. 

In conclusion I will only say that I think this iB a matter 

that is worthy of immediate attention. 

While you may not have the same difficulties in America I am 

satisfied that you will have the same trouble when machines' are 

exported, irrespective as to whether they come here or to other 

export territory. 

As I stated in the first place to Mr. Weber a large percentage 

of damages on shipments to this country was doubtless caused by 

the fact that the maohines are handled very roughly by the differ¬ 

ent transportation lines. 

It is rather difficult to say how you can overcome this, in¬ 

asmuch as there is a limit as to how heavy the frame can be made. 

It occurs to me that possibly a sheet iron punching placed under¬ 

neath might accomplish the purpose, provided it would not be too 



■ P. Co., Ltd. 

expensive and could be handled Satisfactorily from a manufacturing 

standpoint. In that evdrit instead of using ordinary weight 

screws to attach the machine proper to the franie a bolt could be 

used. 

Veiry truly yoiirs, 

dhalrmdn of Directo: 

j.b.s.A-d. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CC 

^ A 
Dec. 14, 1905. 

'’Mr1, w. E. Gilmore:- 

In reference to the attached the only thing I can say is that 

- When we first started out with the new cabinets we had a great deal 

of trouble with some of the frames. As I explained to you ferbally 

we had a shipment of two or three barrels of bad glue and nearly a whole 

barrel was used up before we got on to it. No change has been made in 

the construction of the Std cabinet. The only change from the old is 

that the lower casing is about 5/8" higher. I am sure’that no trouble 

will be experienced with the cabinets that are shipped out now or that 

have been shipped for some' little time past but if the percentage in 

the breakage of cabinets should continue to be unusually large I shall 

take the additional precaution of putting, rubber strips on the under 

side of the tops to bear down on the t.op plate, the same as we. have ar¬ 

ranged recently, for the Home Machine. I do not believe that it is nec¬ 

essary for the reason that the top part of the Std machine is so much 

lighter than the Home body. 

Regarding the Std cabinet, which came here from the Foreigh 

Dept, and which I presume was returned by Mr. Schermerhorn, all indications 

are that the frame of this cabinet was broken.forcibly. I have given 

this matter special attention' but have been unable to break these frames . 

unless I apply enormous force to the end by trying to push the machine 

down without pushing the supporting lever from the pin and there is no 

doubt but that there are a great many persons who are not familiar with 

^the machine and when unpacking them try to force the machine down in its 

place without unlocking the supporting lever. In raising up the’lid 

the supporting lever drops in place automatically and they may take it 

for granted that it should close automatically. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

SHEET No. DATE NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

On the subject that Std machines are arriving badly assembled 

so that they will not work until they have.been re-adjusted, X only can 

say that we are taking every possible precaution to have the machines 

.properly assembled and adjusted but -as pointed out to you this morning 

in regard to one of the machines that had made the journey from San 

Francisco and return I found the idler pulley dry on its pin and after 

putting on a drop of ,oil the machine worked perfectly, and the second mach¬ 

ine worked perfectly after X took the packing strip from under the spring 

barrel. In a great many cases we have found on investigating a complaint 

of this nature that it merely, required a little oil in the proper place 

to make the machine operate, but instead attempts have been made to re- 

adjuso the parts with the result that it was put out of adjustment and thai 

of course the claiim has been made that it v/as necessary to re-adjust the 

machine before it could be made t.o operate. 

The other point that Mr. Schermerhorn calls attention to,that 

the pinion on the mandrel shaft is not firmly fastened to the shaft, this' 

is the first complaint of this kind that has come to my notice. Of 

course if the pinion is loose it is simply carelessness on the part 

of the assembler and inspector who have overlooked this, or rather 

failed to set it up properly. I have t&en all of these points up again 

and in fact a number of other'points with the assemblers and inspectors 

and I feel that things will go along good. . . 

I believe Mr. Hird made shipment of the frames on requisition 

No. 2897. At any rate I told him yesterday that we would have to spare 

them. 

P. V/eber 



Telegrams <b Cables: “ Randomly, 

MARK 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ®°. Ltd.' 

. ■*°‘ Ltd. 

25, aerkenwejntg^fS,, 

London, E.C. 

I have your letter of November 27thMn reply to mine of the 
6th having reference to the Bales of the Vears 1904 and 1905. 
January 1st to October 31st inclusive. 

I am very glad that the report and the explanation thereof 
seems to have made the situation clear to you. 

The Phonograph Supply Company was closed up as of September 
14th, 1905, or in other words, prior to my having arrives here. 
Practically all their stock, fixtures and so forth, were sent to 
this office, and various credits have been rendered to that Company 
for such materials. Some of the materials will have to be charged 
for to the National Phonograph Company because of the fact that 
it was used in fitting up the new recording rooms. 

When I say closed up I mean that the employes were all dis¬ 
charges and the thing cleaned up bb far as was possible. 

In connection with this, however, I have before me the books 
and it seems that on or about June 3rd the business was transferred 
from Oxford Street to Stoneoutter Street and among the expense 
items there is charged up as follows 

Pitting up of this new Store, fitting up 
furniture and so forth . £162.15. 1 

Rents, rates and taxes . 66. 8. 9 

Wages and Salaries . 91. 5. 0 
(June 3rd to September iithj 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

Office Expenses . £6.12.11 

Insurance ... 4. 6. 5 

Advertising .... 4. 4. 6 

Stationery and Printing . 5.18. 3 

Trade Expenses . 2.18. 6 

Commission .. 4. 9.10 

In addition to which there is also an item of £93.16.6 charged up 
against the Stoneoutter establishment for "Expenses in formation 
of Company". I understand that they endeavoured to form a stock 
Company to take over this oonoern and getting up the necessary 
papers, charters, and so forth cost them the above amount. 

I, of course, have not before me any correspondence that took 
plaoe between Mr. White and yourself regarding this establishment 
although it is my recollection that you wrote him and cabled him 
long ago to close the place up; in faot before it was removed 
from Oxford Street to Stoneoutter Street. 

Bushier has been spending some of his time in going over the 
books so as to give me an idea as to where the loss took place but 
the books are a horrible mess, and he is unable to get at any very 
satisfactory figures. We may be able to figure this out later on. 

It is needless to say, however, that the amount appearing on 
our books as owing to us by this conoem represents an absolute 
loss, and it is my purpose to write it off at the end of the 
present fiscal year. In other words I do not wish to carry along 
into another year an absolute, loss that was incurred prior to my 
identifying myself with this Company, 

At the moment I am unable to say as to just what this will 
mean to our Balanoe Sheet, but indications are that if we break 
even we will be lucky. 

There is also the lofthouse item whioh appears to be un- 
oolleotable, and I shall doubtless write that off also, and like¬ 
wise any other accounts that I know to be uncolleotable. 

I assume, of course, that this will be entirely satisfactory 
to you. 

The other items in your letter do not at the moment seem to 
require a reply insomuch as they are contingent' upon what takes 
plaoe hereafter. 

j.r.s./d*d. 



Bee . 14, 1905. 

James H. White, Esq., Managing Birootor, 

national Phonograph Co., ltd., 

London, England. 

My dear Mr. White: 

Your favor of Nov. 7th cnwe duly to hand, and 1 must 

say that I mu more than surprised at its contents. I have been look¬ 

ing up the old correspondence that you refer to, but I do not nee that 

the communications you refer to cover any reference to a tri-party 

arrangement made between Hr. Edison, you and myself. I remember a 

conversation that took place between Mr. Edison and yourself, in which 

he indicated that you were to receive a certain salary for operating 

the European business, and at that conversation ho stated that if you 

conducted the business satisfactorily and made a success of it he 

would pBrSJHiKlly further compensate you. I do not reaembor any stipu- 

ln.ted amount being mentioned, either percentage or otherwise, it being 

left entirely to Hr. Edison as to whether you should receive any ad¬ 

ditional compensation or not. Your letter of Sept. 9, 1904, and wy 

letter to you of Oct. 4, 1904, cover purely personal matters, and had 

nothing whatever to do with the business of this compare, or in fact 

any other company. I am placed in a very embarrassing position, inasmqhh 

4,s you write me officially on a matter that is purely personal between 

Mr, Edison and yourself. However, if it is your wish, 1 shall be 

pleased to take up for you with Mr. Edison the matter as referred to 



a. 12/U/05. j. h. white. 

in your communication, and I wish, therefore, you would send me a copy 

of the hr-.lance sheet that you refer to, dated.fen. 88, 1905, which was 

made up for your personal information, showing the net profits of the 

National Phonograph Go., htd., to he £11248/t)/fc, or, roughly figured, 

§56,240.00. I do not lcnow how these figures are arrived at, nor can I 

suy what the result'of my conference with Mr. Edison r}q&*' he. 

Yours very truly, 

WEG/iW President, 



oV:“'” C^ormbOi £dw, 
oW. _ 

Thomas A. 
EDISON’S 
Phonographs, 
Gold Moulde 

4 on. 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 

Cable Codes Used: . JMMEKCIAL, 

“ NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Go. Ltd. ‘ 
a-wF EDISON MANUFACTURING GO. Ltd. 
E"«.mary 25, ClerkenweJ] Road, 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq.., 
Orange, Hew Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

I yesterday cabled you as follows 

"ZYUDTXC HEW YORK GIDMORB Moulding Department Haris 
factory destroyed by fire Report indicates moulds not 

"injured SCHERMERHORH" 

1 30'th' December], 1905. 

At the time of sending the cable I had not received sufficiently 

complete information to say more than was indicated in the cable. 

I have since reoeiveiadvice, however, to the effect that the in¬ 

terior of the Moulding Department of the Paris factory was prac¬ 

tically entirely destroyed, that the building was considerably 

damaged but that none of the moulds were injured. X, of course, 

immediately both telegraphed and wrote Mr. Riehl to'&Femge to send 

the moulds of all selections that were immediately wanted to 

Brussels. 

I learned of this fire late Thursday afternoon, but in view of 

the fact that I had several important engagements here, and 

further, in view of the fact that there was nothing that I could 

especially do other than I did by letter and cable, I concluded 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

to defer going to Paris until Monday the let. 

I have to-day received your cable on this subjeot, and your 

conclusions coinoide very largely with mine. Of course the matter 

of duty is of considerable importance, and also even though we 

move to Brussels we will have to provide Paris with suitable 

store-houses and shipping rooms. As you know we are now occupying 

four separate and distinct properties, that is, the factory, the 

record store-house in levalloio, (both the above rented by the 

National Company,) selling offices and the Paris store-house where 

a certain number of records and the machines are carried. 

Unfortunately we have more or less long leases of all these 

properties, and I have only been deterred from consolidating the 

whole outfit because of the fact that we unable to sub-let 

or get rid of the leases of the properties now occupied. There 

would, of course, be considerable saving effected if the plants 

we re consolidated. However, upon my arrival in Paris all of these 

matters will have my careful consideration. 

Mr. Marks is away and has not been to his office this week, and 

I am somewhat in doubt as to whether or not X will be able to see 

him, although X will endeavour to get hold of him later in the 

day. 

We are fully covered by insurance and it is only a question 

of making a satisfactory adjustment. I have written Mr. Riehl to 

be sure to fully, cover himself if such a thing is possible. I 

presume, of course, the adjustment will not have been effected by 

the time I arrive in Paris. 

After reaching Paris I will cable you quite fully on the 

lituation. 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

At the moment I cannot state as to whether or not the fire 

v/ill cancel the lease, although the lease on this particular 

property is in the most satisfactory condition of any. We can 

get rid of it hy giving six month's notice and paying an indemnity 

of six months' rent, or in other words the equivalent of one year's 

rental whioh amounts to hut ^270. 

In the event of moving, however, we should, of course, lose 

the investment caused hy erecting the new building. 

J.R.S./L.D. 







N. P. Co., Ltd. 



National Phonograph Company Records 
Correspondence, Domestic (1906) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 
commercial exploitation of phonographs in the United States. Most of the items 
are letters to and from William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Other 
correspondents include Carl H. Wilson, manager of sales; Leonard C. 
McChesney, manager of the Advertising Department; Nelson C. Durand, 
manager of the Commercial Department; attorney Frank L. Dyer; and San 
Francisco jobber Peter Bacigalupi. Included are letters pertaining to the 
manufacture, distribution, and sale of phonographs and cylinder records, as well 
as correspondence about litigation, patents, copyrights, and other legal matters. 
Among the documents for 1906 are letters regarding losses sustained in the San 
Francisco earthquake and fire, the organization of business on the West Coast, 
the closure of the Chicago office, periodical advertising, and record exchange 
plans for jobbers and dealers. Also included are a report on NPCo’s jobbers and 
dealers in New York State, two circulars sent by the Victor Talking Machine Co. 
to its distributors, a list of the patents under which NPCo was operating, and 
testimonials about the Edison dictaphones installed and maintained by the 
Commercial Department. 

Approximately 10 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 
the items not selected are documents pertaining to ongoing litigation with the New 
York Phonograph Co. and other parties and to the business of individual dealers 
and jobbers. 



Mr. W. T5. Gilmore. Kew Yor?c City,!™-..2ndA....l?_06! 

AKD. 



EDISON 

RECORDS,ETC. 

Imtgto plfptmgntrt Olomyang 
MANUFACTURERS BSPII£FI©Tf OSF SUPPLIES, ETC. 

RETAII-WHOLESALE — EXPORT 

Salesroom. 89 Chambers Street Office, 71 Reade Street 

VICTOR 

TALKING MACHINES 

- 
r.z/vC 

New York, 
./ZTa. 

January 31ot, 1906, 

■t-Co 

ffe hare now panund through the first month's experionoe on our now delivery 

system on new.monthly records, and desire you to know just how it has worked out, 

3-oporating 3 that you will be impressed with the absolute neoessity of c 

r mutual with us oarbfully, to the end that the system may be worked o 

satisfaction. 

Talking into consideration the foot that the system was'inaugurated just 

at the season when we were pushed beyond the limit, and beyond our capacity to 

fill even regular orders for records., - it worked through fairly satisfactorily. 

Our forces both in tho Pressing Plant and Shipping Department hove worked 

during the month of January almost beyond tho limit of human endurance. We are 

under obligations to them for that exhibition of interest whioh caused come 

of them to work until they could.hardly stand on their feet. We oannot expect 

nor will wo ask this another month. Our distributors must roalize that they 

will have to £ot their order for their own stook of new supplement records into 

tho Faotory just as quickly after the first of the month as they possibly pan, 

and ordors ooming into them subsequently from the "Advanoe List Order Blanks," 

whioh they send out to their dealers, should form tho aubjeot of another order, 

whioh must reach us not later than the tenth inst. 

Only by following this plan will the factory be placed in the position to 

guarantee that tho distributor will have a stock of new reoords on hand to sell 

by the 28th of the month. 

Th§-sooond critioism necessitated by ciroumstanoes, and by tho injudicious 

and inexoushble error of some half dozen of our distributors, of whom we have 

loarned, is the fact that they did, in this oase, aoll some of these reoords, 

some wholesale, others at both wholesale and retail, prior to tho 29th day of 

January ( whioh was the opening day in January, because tho 28th fell on Sunday ). 



EDISON Ifluglas pfjntujgraiili tompattu 

RECOnPS, ETC. 
MANUFACTURERS ‘‘PERFECTION” SUPPLIES. ETC. 

RETAIL — WHOLESALE — EXPORT 

TALKING MACHINES 
RECORDS, ETC. 

OENERALSUPPUE. 
Salesroom. 89 Chambers Street Office, 71 Reade Street oenera~pl.es 

CYLINDER MACH,NEB CSA Add.cm, PoMshpW. New Yak 3805 FimUio cbcZhineb 

subject New York, 

We will not again excuse thin on the part of a distributor. Ourannoimoomont 

plainly states that neither records nor supplements were to bo sold, either at 

wholesale or retail, or charged, or shipped, or mailed, or delivered, before 

the 28th day of the month by any distributor. (t This praotioally insured tho 

small dealer having'his records in stock by the first day of the month, whioh 

is nil we are aiming to accomplish. • 

We have thought out the workings of this plan thoroughly, and are 

convinced 8f its fairness to all dealers and distributors. If we hear of a 

violation of these rules on the part of these distributors again, we shall be 

compelled, in justioe to those distributors who live ug to our ruleB and to 

guarantee against such violation, to withhold shipment .of their new reoordn and 

supplements from the faotory until the 28th of tlw month. There is absolutely 

no sense in one distributor trying to got ahead of another in this manner. 

Wo shall not acoept as nn excuse for errors in the future, oarelessness 

of olorko, or ignorance of the rulos by olerko, etc. etc. 

We trust that you appreciate the necessity for and will excuse tho 

arbitrary tone of this letter, but those rulos must be iron clad in order to 

best serve our mutual interests. 

Tours very truly, 

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO. 

Louis F. Geissler, 

’ Gen'l. Manager. x 

P.S. The Sohuraan-Heink records mentioned on the bottom of the February 

Hanger will not be on sale bef.oro February 28th. The mention of Bams at 

that date was an error in our printing office. 



GILMobl 
PRESIDENT (V ai^NERAl. 

^ scher^kTrho^n , 
7-- COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON CUMMEHEIAL SYSTEM 

BUSINESS PHUNOERAPH 

Mr. W. E. Gilmore, President, 

Lonal Phonogn 

Orange, U.J, 

Bear Sir:- 

. V ’•'ns'ifiy 
National Phonograph Co.,— 

Attached please find oopy cf endo rsement*Just received 
from the Office of Official Reporters of Debates, H^ise of Repre¬ 
sentatives U. S. Mo doubt this will interest youras the same 
has been very readily given, and was not dictatejjreit all by the 
writer. S 

Yours truly*^ 

MTIOMj^HOlTOGRAPH CO. 



A.C.Welch 
Fred Irland, 
Reuel Small 
Allister Cochrane 
George C. Lafferty 
Samuel H. Gray 

assistant 
John Cameron. 

[ENCLOSURE] 

OFFICE OF.OFFICIAL REPORTERS OF DEBATES, 

House of Representatives, U. S. 

Washington, D. C. 

February 3, 1906. 

Commercial Department, 

Rational Phonograph Company, 

Orange, Hew Jersey. 

Dear Sirs: 

After having "talking machines" in the of flee of the 

Official Reporters of Dehates ever since they were first used 

for commercial, practical uses, a period of something over 

eighteen years, the machines of your Company were installed 

in place of those in use in the beginning of this year. Our 

shorthand reports of the debates of the House are dictated to 

them, running daily from fifty to sixty-thousand words, and 

we have no hesitation in saying that the Edison Business Phonograph 

is a better machine than any of which, up to this time, we have 

knowledge or experience. 

Yours truly, 
(Signed) 

A. C- Weloh 
Fred Irland 
Reuel Small 
All1bter Cochrane 
George C. Lafferty 
S' H. Gray 

Official Reporters of Debates:}! 
H. of R. 



Mr.„J. I\ Randolph: 

I wish you would put the attached papers in Hr. 

Edison's basket and let him read same over at his leisure, then return 

same to Mr. Walker, who will file them. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

MEMORANDUM 

Enclosed you will find a report on the Edison 
Business Phonograph made by Mr. Ournee, Chief Clerk, of the 
N. Y. Telephone Co.; we enclose also a report on the Graphaphone 
made hy Mr. I. Fleming of the same company. 

You will note that we were in competition with 
the Graphaphone people, and had our initial installation of 
12 machines acoepted. 

The report, ae you will note, is very intelligent 
and shows that the machines won out on thdr merits entirely, 
after being very carefully presented. 

Very truly yours, 

HAT I OPAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 
Commercial Department. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON EEMMEHCIAL SYSTEM 

Conducted with the 
BUSINESS FHENBERAPH 

SUBJECT: A suggestion for the Deapatoh of the Correspondence of this 
Office. 

HEW .YORE TELEPHONE COMPANY, 

Mr. W. T. Gurnee. 
• Chief Clerk. 

Dear Sir!» 

In suggesting the employment of the Commercial 
Graphaphone as a solution to many of the difficulties connected, 
with the dtspatohingof the correspondence of this office, no 
olaim is made for the originality of all the statements which 
follow concerning the, machines. As you, are well aware, the use 
of the Commercial Graphaphone is not new. A large number of 
up-to-date business houBeB, with immense correspondence haying used them 
for years* The faot that many of these concerns are constantly 

adding new machines to their outfits is the best evidence that can 
be offered of their value* And while I may mention nothing about 
the machines but what you are already fully acquainted with, still 
it may be that some of the advantages of their vise may have been 
overlooked, ' dating under this supposition, this suggestion has 
been offered* 

OPERATORS. GEBERAtEY REQUIRED TO jFRAME THE ORDINARY LETTER. 

Dive operators are generally required to frame the 
ordinary letter* First, the diotation! Second, writing the 
shorthand notes: Third, repetitions for the dictator* Fourth, 
reading the notes in transcription: Fifth, typewriting the 
communication. The Commercial Graphophone seeks to dispense 
with the three lntemediate processes, leaving only' the diotation 
and typewriting. 

HOW^IT...WORKS, 

You diotatett the machine in exactly the same manner 
you do to a stenographer, talking as fast as you liks, and ohanging 
and altering as you go* When Interrupted, on resuming you may 
listen to previous diotation and proceed. After finishing yon 
remove the reoord cylinder from the maohins, send it to the 
transcriber who places it in another machine, listens to what you have 



[ENCLOSURE] 

" COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON COMMERCIAL SYSTEM 

Conducted with the 
BUSINESS PHONOGRAPH 

31 Union SquARE. New York. 
304- Wabash Avenue,Chicago. <=' 

said and typewrites it. 

The Graphaphone is always ready - no waiting for a 
no stenographer waiting for you* You dictate when 

you wish and with any rate of Bpeed* Frequently we are kept 

the stenoffrinherhe T Svt opportunity to dictate to 
the stenographer. With the Graphophone at hand the correspondence 

°leaned up* after hours or early in the morning when there 
Bte?°£rapher Present* It enables the typewritist to 

fir» with more speed and greater acouraoy, Having no 
tb®ir entire attention is directed toward writing, 

to Lth^an opportunity immediately afljer transcribing 
Sr Oheck important matter by listening again to the 

the^RRh? t comparing it with the typewritten cow* When writing 
nt»v4^ hA ?°ntroled by the operators foot so that she may S* 
wSlllrMUl at W* enabling her to writTwS^ 

2*° be safely estimated that 40 per,cent or over 
houJs a day of ea0h stenographers' time is taken ol is F 

and^taking dictation, not to mention the. time 
re?^“s the aotee in transoriptibn* With four 

To this ^RtSb^haLm|a!?v ®TaBt amourit of unproductive time, 
added the time lost by each dictator in Waiting 

Md Rtflnn^n^vr-P40r confusion to both the dictator^ 
mth theSkl1” Starting and stopping each ndw task* 

Oraphophone there is no unproductive time. fhile you 
? °rabout other w«**» the stenographer is busy7 

-* s trjssss^ 
COSTft 

The cost of the best machine equipped with electrical 
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motor to run from 110 volt direot current is $60,00 each. 
Each machine includes recorder, reproducer, speaking and hearing 
tubes. The blank cylinders cost 30 ots, each or in lots of 
100, 25 ots. each. A machine for the purpose of shaving the 
surfaces of the cylinders so that they may be reused over and 
over again oosts $30.00. So that the initial cost of an outfit - 
two Graphophoneo, one for dictator and one for transcriber, 

fflachine» cylinders, etc., would cost cost approximately 
$158.00. After that, new machinee added would cost blit $60.00 
and of course but one shaving maohine would ever be required* 

LOV COST OF MAIUTKKAPfmh 

The amount of current required to run the maohines 
is very small • costing about one-half oent per how. The oapaoity 
of one cylinder is about 1.000 words on one surface* The cylinder is 
then put through the shaving maohine and is always ready for use. ' 

As each cylinder can thus be shaved one hundred times it oan readily 
be seen that the cost bff maintenance is very low* 

ssm^ass» 
_ that the Columbia Phonograph Co., the sales 

agents of the Gwamerial Graphophone, furniBh the maohines for trial 
service without any ooBt to the prospedtive purchaser* 
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Equipment Department, 

February 14th, 1906, 

Memo, to Mr. W, T,' Gurnee, Chief Clerk:* 

, As you know, our oorrespondenoe had increased 
to euoh an extent hy the middle of December 1906, that the force of 

stenographers then handling' it was deemed insufficient, and 
that it was neoessary to either increase our force or find some 
other mean* of facilitating the work. 

a Tiow to perfecting a system of oorrespondenoe 
which would enable us to handle the business economically as well 
as efficiently, machine dictation was considered, We found there 
were but two machines in' the market * The graphpphone, manufactured b 
by the Columbia Phono, 0||f. and the Edison business phonograph* 

manufactured by the National Phono* Co, After a careful consideration 
of the respective merits of the twomachines, we came to the 
oonoiusion that the latter is the superior machine for general 

^*?>**at*il 1b muoh the more certain 
requiring logs attention and care *roa the 

riotwt?F* J^aB» therefore, decided to accept the proposition of 
a number of their phonographs 

£°r ?£ December 21st, the national 
until' W«9his«ta1^i?iwi.^laolog t^e *S°W-nes, « few at a time. 
for^diotatinge^76 * t0ta5, °* ele78° ” for transcribing and nine 

With tfce inetailation of the first phonograph, we 
engaged an operator, at a Salary of #16,00 perweek; andsinoe that 

diffaran^owSnnwto0** tran*5rl!le4 diotation from nineteen 
is as follow? 11x0 reoord 9t her writ beginning Januafy 8th, 
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Week ending Jan. 13th: 

.51 .cylinders •* 177 letters, ’ • 

Average: 30 letters per day. 

Week ending Jan, 20th! 

37 cylinders - 191 letters* • ■ '*• 

Averages 32 letters per day* .*. 

Week ending Jan* 27 th: 

45 cylinders - 213 letters*. 

Average: 35 letters per day* 

Week ending I’eb*. 3rd;, A ( t ' ■ 

.. . . .. 48 cjriiiiaers, - ?2b -Ljtter**. , • -: 

,f . Average! 36<letters per day* 

Week ending Feb, 10th: 

• ■ 48 cylinders2|'6 letters* . 

Ayarag#: 36 letters per day* 

Daring this period the operator did f considerable sjapuat 

of copy wojrfr. yet hand! 
matter of this departme 

at least three-quarters of the dictated 
; also that these letters were not 

selected, but such as are written daily in the general course'of 

business# 
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Moreover, few had to he re-written, although the term* and 
phraseology were new to the operator, I think 1 may flay it has 
been fully demonstrated that the only witter it is necessary to 
have typewritten which cannot he advantageously dictated to the 
phonograph, ie the regular statement or tabulated work which 
is usually prepared in longhand, 

As to the economical side of. the question, it is 
quite apparent that a considerable saving would be effected by 
the uae of the m&ohines* The operator cannot only transcribe 
muoh faster from the phonograph then from shorthand note*, but 
her entire time is occupied in transcribing, no part of it being . 
spent with the dictator. Again, there is a saving in the time of 
the dictator for he may dictate to the machine sb fast us he 
chooses without fear of being misquoted* 

Although the change from the stenographic to 
machine dictation Was a radical no difficulty whatever seems 
to have been experienced In adapting the phonograph to ottr offioe 
conditions* The simple requirements of the system were readily 
interpreted by the dictators fhose work has been greatly facilitated 
by tthe constant availability of the phonograph* 

X have found that machine dictation is being 
generally adopted by progressive firm* and that there are perhypa 1 
mere graPhOPhones than p%uOgfapk* in use at the present time* 

' ihis is d»f to the foot mat the former b*ve Mrn on the market 
for a number of years, iMreas the latter was placed on sale 
during gup Zf06# The fact that the phonograph is is obtaining 
a foothold in every house where the graphophone had been previously 
established, is good evidence of its superiority* t might «®hasize 
the following goo,a points ih favor if 'the Bdison Buein*»S ponograph: 

l*t> . It Saves the time of the stenographer spent 
in taping diotatioim • • 

!nd* It economizes, the tima.of theperaondietating, 
as one fill naturally dictate mere rapidly to the phonograph than 

to a stenographer* ... 
3rd*,- It relieves the burden on the mind of the ■ 

person who dictate*, because the machine is always at hand and 
ready to. take any letter or memorandum the moment, the dictator 
determine* upon what he 1b going to say. A dictator is frequently 
unable tp get a stenographer when he wants one, making it necessary 
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has teen able to compile Borne figures regarding the comparative 
cost of stenographic and maohine dictation whioh will possess 

1 give below a list of a few large firms using 
graphophones and at present indreasing their plants by the addition 
of Edison Business Phonographs! 

1. Sears, Roebuck & Co#, Ohioago • Ill* 
° Larkin Soap 06., Buffalo, R,' Y- 

H. Y, Edison Co*, N, Y* City* 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co#, B.' Y, 
Brooklyn Edison 00*, Brooklyn, B# Y* 
Western Eleotrio Co#, B. Y. & Chicago* v - 

.. *5*** 0al1*4 on the B, Y* Edison Co* as well as 
the Metropolitan Life Insuranos Co*, and have been told by 
representatives of both that maohine dictation possesses many 
advantages over the shorthand system and that* having tried both 
the graphophone and phonograph- they oonsidOr the latter muoh the ' 
better maohine# 

3# 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Special Agent. 

mm. to Ur. J. A. Stewart!— 16th- 1W»* 
I oonsider that our test of the phonograph has * 

denwB8trated its usefullness and economy in our business* 
The Edison maohine possesses many distinct advantages over th« 

duoing^diotatioh* prinoipal advantaS« the simplicity *f repro- 

. ■ . Without the phonographs, it would soon be necessary 
Stenographer# This would mean a new 

typewriting maohine worth #80*00 and an increase in our payroll, *f 

to ™rninfl8?D°?v,a year*va total of #860.00, an amount sufficient 
to purchase 12 phonographs and accessories# I oonour in the 
recommendation made herein# 

WTC.B 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE. N.J. 

Q/£diOoru, EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

ADORESS YOUR RE 

apb APHIL 20-1906. 

Mr. Wm. E. Gilmore, President, 

"The Homestead", 

Hot Springs, Va. 

Dear Sir:— 

.. . • , „ Accepting the newspaper reports relative to 
the conditions at San Franc isco, it v/ould certainly appear that all 
of the business places handled by Peter Bacigalupi at that point' 
had been wiped out. Up to this date we have heard nothing whatever 
from him, although Mr. Wilson wired him yesterday, but we all know 
the conditions are such that it will be difficult to get word from 
that point. 

He is indebted to the national Company to the extent of 
$22,642.81 these figures being obtained from the ledger this morn¬ 
ing, and $4,250.07 of these goods have been shipped to him subse¬ 
quent' to April 1st, and I take it for granted that the larger por¬ 
tion of these goods have not as yet been received. 

I am enclosing herewith a Memorandum showing the amount of 
insurance which he is carrying on our goodB and v/hich if he obtains 
settlement in full, should nearly cover the account'. There is no 
debit' whatever on the Edison Manufacturing Company's lodger as this 
account was straightened out only a short time ago. The present- 
amount of Mr. Bacigalupi's indebtedness with us is considerably loss 
than it has been at any time for the post sixteen months, and it’ 
would seem to me that this would be an excellent opportunity of 
changing the conditions under which v/e have been doing business 
with him. It hardly seems possible that anyone will be able to re¬ 
sume business at San Eranoisoo for a period of six months at least, 
although it may be possible that Mr. Baoigalupi will endeavor to 
open at some other point, and as we had practically determined to 
only continue with him for a period pf one year from September last, 
I believe you will decide this is an excellent opportunity to estab¬ 
lish jobbers at the several points in California which have not as 
yet been covered to our entire satisfaction. In conversation with 
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Westees this morning they agreed with me as to 
thlB, and I feel that this is one of the matters which you will now 
consider. 



We had a call from Mr. Howard Wurlltzer of Cincinnati 
this morning and ho states that Mr. Bacigalupi is indebted to them 
to the extent of $4,000. on Open Account and approximately $8,000. 
represented in either his personal NoteB, or Hotes of his customers 
with Mr. Bacigalupi's endorsement', and Mr. Wurlitzer was quite anxious 
to know what we purposed doing in the matter of assisting Mr. Bac- 
igalupi to re sume • 

It does not seem possible to do anything in connection 
with this matter, at least for the present', or until we are fully 
aware of the existing conditions, and, consequently, the natter will 
be allowed’ to rest until your return, or until you issue instruct¬ 
ions concerning it. 

Mr. Wilson has just called my attention to the fact that 
he has instructed that all orders for Mr. Bacigalupi be held, and 
he is also having compiled a list of the goods shipped him recegti^ 
and which must now be in transit, the objoct being to recall^them 
if we deem it necessary. 

With best wishes for your good health, I remain, 

Tours very truly, 

NATIONAL PH0N0®AHi COMPANY. 

LVH Manager Credit Department. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ED. 
ORANGE. N. J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

c/o The Homestead, 

April 25, 1906. 

Dear Sir: 

Hot Springs, Va. 

The following message from Bacigalupi was not received until 

this morning, and I immediately transmitted same to you hy wire: 

"San Francisco, Cal., April 20,1906 
"Everything destroyed hut my energy and home. If insurance not 
paid am ruined. Don't desert me. Still want to he Edison man. 

Bet er Bacigalupi." 

You will note that although this is dated the 20th, the one’which I 

transmitted yesterday, dated the 23rd, was received first. I do not 

know of anything to add to my letter written you yeBterday, and, as 

we have already wired Bacigalupi that we would do all we possibly could 

for him, also that his dealers' orders could he sent to Chicago, I do 

not see that any reply is necessary to this message. It may he, how¬ 

ever, that you will decide to wire or write reply direct. 

We have given the transportation companies instructions to hold all 

shipments enroute to Bacigalupi, with the idea of diverting them as soon 

as we receive advice as to where they are located. Now that Bacigalupi 

has secured temporary headquarters, it is harely possible he will want 

such shipments himself, hut we will do nothing toward forwardtomch ones 
as we are able to hold up until you return or we receive instructions from 
you to do so. 

Yours very truly, 

CHW/lW 
Vi'S w n 

General Manager on Sales 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. ,=rR, 
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EDISON FHDNDBRAPHS & RECORDS. 

F. K. D._ C 

Mr. Wra. E. Gilmore, President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange, N. J. 

Dear Sir:— 

During my recent Western trip I received several 
complaints relative t'o the Chicago Office looking after*Retail 
Dealer's Trade, such complaints, of course, coming from the jobbers 
who had been having some difficulty in obtaining sufficient of our 
goods to take care of dealers requirements. I realize that thiB 
is an old story, and one with which you are entirely familiar, but 
in view of Mr. Logue's death, and looking toward the betterment' of 
existing/oonditions, and with the object in view of somewhat reliev¬ 
ing the situation a3 to our goods, I would respectfully submit for 
your careful consideration, the following suggestions:— • 

FIRST: The abolishment of the National Phonograph Company's 
Chicago Office; that 1b, in so far as the carrying of a stock of 
merchandise, and the maintenance of an office force, together with 
the keeping of bookB and accounts at that point, thereby at once 
restoring our .company to the full confidence of the jobbers in that 
territory, and showing them that it is not our intent1- to take from 
them any of the dealers business, or in any way follow the.plan of 
competing companies. 

SECOND: The prompt distribution of the stock of merchandise 
now on hand among the jobbers in the Western territory, many of whom 
are sadly in need of goods,-particularly records. 

THIRD: The transfer of Mr. Nisbett t!o the New York Office to 
replace Mr. logue^as Sales Managerr of the Edison Manufacturing 
Company, thus at once providing a position for him, and placing one 
who is quite' familiar with the battery line, in charge, and .who I 
feel is competent t'o handle same under your personal supervision. 

FOURTH: The retention of the present Chicago address for the 
Commercial and Kinetograph Departments, placing Miss iCnobloch as 
Cashier; thereby insuring the petty cash and such collections as they 
make, in the hands of a responsible party, and I think you will 
agree with me that she is entitled to the utmost confidence. 



Ho. 2 E. Gilmore. 

FIFTH: 

Bring Mr. Campbell to the factory and there provide Mm with suit¬ 
able employment, and at the same time get him away from hiB present 
associations which I am led to believe are a detriment to him, as 
there have again been complaints that he has been drinking to some 
extent and thereby neglecting his business. This will also prevent 
friction between he and Mr. Chandler. 

SIXTH: Again place A. V. Chandler on the road as a salesman, 
he having been very successful in that respect. 

SEVENTH: Arrange so that Mr. W. C. Patrick may have desk room 
on the top floor and continue him in his present capacity, bo long 
as you deem necessary. 

EIGHTH: Return to the original plan of having our travelling 
salesmen report direct to Hew York Office and travel under Mr. 
Wilson's personal direction. 

The carrying out of the above suggestions will enable us to 
clear out the entire third floor at 304 Wabash Avei.permitting us 
to sub-let same, if possible, for the balance of our lease. 

It occurs to me that there are a number of benefits to be de¬ 
rived from such a course, as the accounts can be better handled from 
our Orange Office thereby eliminating the duplication of work to 
a certain extent, and I am certain Mr. Wastes would be very much 
relieved under the new conditions. The divided responsibility 
as to credits will cease to exist, and my department is at present 
equipped so that they can be handled to much bettor advantage and 
at considerable less expense. 

Our Contract Department under Mr. Madison appears to be a suc¬ 
cess and by combining the Chicago and Hew York Files, it would seem 
to me that mistakes are less likely to occur. 

As I understand it1, the reason the Chicago Office was originally 
established was that we did not have sufficient jobbers in the 
Western territory to properly take care of the dealers requirements, 
and this reason has now ceased to exist as we are muoh better rep¬ 
resented there, due to the jobbers who have been established in the 
past year, and we certainly can obtain representative jobbers at 
the points in that territory which are not now sufficiently well 
covered. In conversation with Mr. Wilson I learn 
that the abolishment of the CMcago Offioe had already been dis¬ 
cussed between him, Mr. WeBtee, and yourself, and if it were not 
for that fact I would hesitate about" broaching this subject ;to you, 
but I had never had this matter brought so forcibly' to my attention, 
as during the trip before mentioned. It"may appear to you that 
I am exceeding ny province in offering suggestions of this nature,, 
but after giving the matter careful thought and consideration, I 
believed it would be wise to at least place before you these matters 
as Ijsee them, and it is only done with the intention of furthering 

company.Yours yery truly> 
the interests of our ( 



To our Distributors: 
It seems that we must remind a few of our distribu¬ 

tors of some of the conditions of our monthly record distribu¬ 
ting plan. Our "sample sets" of records are sent to you 
aimost exclusively for the purpose of enabling you to make up 
an intelligent order for our new records, but you are also 
permitted, through the medium of your own sample room or in 
the hands of your own salesmen,to personally show and try 
these records for your dealers. Our system stops here. 
You are not permitted to send these sample sets out by express 
or otherwise to the dealers, for them to handle themselves. 
These records must not be passed from one dealer to another 
over the country. If this is done, the dealer certainly 
will play for his customers in advance and endeavor to secure 
their orders, and complications and accusations of bad faith 
will reach other distributors and ourselves in consequence. 

Owing to changes recently made in prices on a number of 
our records, both Red Seal and others, which have perhaps 
confused some salesmen, it might be a good suggestion to 
have salesmen, when in doubt, to refer for information to 
the retail prices invariably printed upon the license label 
on the back of each record. 

LEG/CHB 

Yours very truly 

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO. 

Executive offices. 



EDISON PHONOGRAPH WORKS 

PERSONAL 

My dear Peter: 
San Prancisoo, 

May 8, 1906. 

i the same date I wired you at 1107 Pillraore St. 

‘ Your telegram of May lot, from Oakland, Cal., reading 
as follows: 

"Just opened my large safe. Had hoped to find general ledger, 
notes receivable, insurance policies Intact; found only ashes. This I 
consider hardest blow of all. Need three thousand dollars in green¬ 
backs by express urgently." b 

came duly to hand, and i 
as follows; 

"All ^formation received indicates everything wiped out. Can you 
indioate your total indebtedness outside ourselves? Wurlitzer claims 
your indebtedness them, notes and open account, about twelve thousand 
dollars. How many others and what amounts? In absence of full infor¬ 
mation I cannot determine what future arrangements oan be made. Do not 
feel you should incur further indebtedness subject to Belzure by other 
creditors. Hhat insurance other than seventeen thousand assigned us 
did you carry on Kearny, Market and Mission Street Btores? Answer fully.» 

Prom all indications it iB apparent that you have been entirely 
wiped out. I returned from the South last week, but naturally I have 
had a great deal to do, with your matters as well as others, and I have 

Ed*B<ai 30 as to SO into these matters carefully 
and decide definitely JuBt what we could do. Several conferences have 
been held and the matter of what we should do with you in the future 
has been discussed-most fully, with the result that I wired you this 
morning as follows: 

"Letters, telegrams, including communications April 39th and May 1st, 
received. After careful consideration will loan you thousand dollars 

r °ash immediately and extend additional credit limited to ten thousand8 
’ over and above present indebtedness, providing you will permit 

?^er J^ers California and Arizona, wf agreeing pay you 
p?r °ent* commission on all business done with new Job¬ 

bers up to and including September 30th, 1906. Hire reply." 

I.Presume that the letter I wrote you.under date of August 9th, 

in^6vO»aa,n^.vnSrt-i?ther^pap0r!,Jl3a9n destr°yea> and I am therefore send-, 
ing you a copy of it, and would draw your particular attention to the last 
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• • Peter Bacigalupi. 

present time is auch that we cannot send you this verv 

business SrgaS^d! ""CUra ^““^'Sn^o^SS^tS got^ur® 

|l¥l|ppIii|gssK? 

pVSi=i=™::Sis Sll=Ss 

S»i£l^sSs'Sp-3S-““ 
you will bo enabled to do not orh aS th? oradit above outlined 

. large retail business? dust aa soon J b“oine8a bu* a1^ a 
in Ran Franoisoo; but we do not feel tha^the tir^?+been Btr?i®htoned out 

a? ss svs ss.rKVs^oiL^, * “» fiSSr. 
on the I..m. const th. .ntnMlSwM S/IISr^t.Sro'irSSIf1’'' 

and "y' toloBr.no moot o.r.fully 

forty-eight hours. 1 woSld also liJ L« +SP ^ B?“8 within tha next 
tion at your earliest convenience/* Y * acknowledSe this communioa- 

weo/xww YourB very tru*y. ' 
CHW-MGD President. 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

May 9, 1906. 

Peter Baoigalupi, Esq., 

1107 Fillmore St., 

San Francisoo, Cal. 

My dear Baoigalupi: 

Referring to your letter of the 29th of April, I took 
this up at once in connection with the other communication that you wrote 
me the following day officially, out I considered it necessary that I 

-should write you in a personal vein, as the other ooimaunioation that has 
gone forward relates more to the business than anything else. 

I note that you have leased a piece of ground; in fact, I think 
you advised me before as to this, and that you intend to put on it a 
two-story building, and I hope it will be all that you e:cpect. 

As I wired you yesterday, wo will gladly send you one thousand 
dollars in cash and I am making arrangements to have this go forward at 
once so that you will got it as quickly as possible. 

Now in regard to your personal reference, that I be a partner 
with you in this business, you can readily understand that this is out.of 
the question. I have always found that 1 cannot"carry water on both 
shoulders", and I cannot make an exception in your caBe. Furthermore, I 
have so much to look after that I do not see that 1 want to go into 
anything else; in fact, 1 have so many things on ray shoulders now,'due to 
my connection with Mr. Edison, that I cannot even get away. I find that 
conditions are such in Europe that it may be absolutely imporative for me 
to make a. short trip abroad, and that in the very near" future. I have 
got to be back in time to attend the jobbern convention in July, so you 
oan readily understand that I will have to do some very quick work to 
enable me to do so. Furthermore, I will say that Mr.’ Edison has always 
been opposed ftp my having any connection, directly or p-ndireotly, with 
any of the people who purohase from us, and I feel certain that ho would 
not for one minute permit mo to consider a proposition from you. The 
reasons for this are obvious. I should, of course, like .to'run out 
there with Mr. Dolbeer, but at the present time he has his hands full, 
inasmuch as ho has entiro charge of all the arrangements for taking 
care of the jobbers when thoy come East, which is no little taBk, and I 
cannot spare him anyway at the moment, as if I go to Europe I want 
all of my people on their work looking after the various departments, 
so that matters will run smoothly whilst X am away. 

It would seem to mo that I<eon has more time to look after a matter 
of this kind. X notice that he has juBt returned from the South with 
Mr. Johnson, where he has doubtless been rusticating, fishing, shooting, 
etc. Possibly he has the money to invest and also the time to give to 
it. If you have not already done ..so, I would suggest - that you write him. 
3HEEJ. HO- DV1E' EDIEOM bHOHOCUVbH MOUKS 



SHEET EDISON PHONOGRAPH WORKS 

Petor.Bacigalupl. 5/9/06. 

The reason you did not hear from me at the time of the fire was 
that I was away. V/hat I did v/as to immediately got into communication 
with New York and Orange 4o find out what, if anything, they had heard fro„ 
you, and the telegrams that were sent to you were nearly all of them at m 
my instigation. I knew perfectly well that the wires were all jammed up, 
hence your inability to receive them. If tiie telegrams were not signed 

mindya?im?>l«t??*fU'bS??n00 °f t?em camo fronl me» 60 that 1 had you in 
-Z? at?* Io wa?, useless for me to try to send a telegram fi 

They are 

®lnla jI°t Springs, ass it is a side issue, and I douht if youSwoulcl 
have over received the telegram, as it would have had to go through New 
York anyway and naturally New York would have the proferenoe. N 

I thaty°u have deoided to send your family East for a good 
£« „?} indefinite time. I trust that Hishett will meet them at 

1 a5°n sa3 lha? they are properly taken care of and put through to 
ft *e;\,0er$ai» that he will attend to this Ltisfaotoril?. 

***** *"**to i!‘™ 

I hope that your son will make a success with Wurlitzer. 
good live people and it is a good opportunity for him. 

+Jhere is one thing that I ha-e got to give you credit for, and that 
is that you are always sanguine and not at all pessimistic. You want to 
everyth? t0 be °P'f^ntio a£d ieok ahead. We are going to trv to do* 
alRHriHiTfe»TieiPOiS8:Ll5ly/.0an for you’ hut under the new conditions. Rest 
assured I will always do everything I can to assist you, as 1 have done 

. 1 am “rig arrangements to begin shipments to you at 
onoe, inasmuch as while I am writing this I have your telegram in answer 
to mine of yesterday, reading as follows: s answer 

hut ZZh tflssram eighth. Will accept gratefully loan, also credit: 
n0tl‘fr' talking machines, considering competitors 

will be j.ooners who handle discs, besides considering difficulty of 
sa?-es J«st now. You should extend commission to September 1907; Never 

mZlast letter °0nfideration* Plaasa Pay no attention to 
, ter’ Do not attach my insurance; this v/ould only hurt me, 

and there Is no need of it, as you will be fully paid." 

to which' I have replied as follows: 

"No objection your handling disc machines in connection with our 
and1reZe+PParat?B‘ . Consider proposition made you extremely liberal 
PoZnnfZt^^?2?t^OXt??d,CO“n^iBB:LOn to September 1907. Insurance 

poll<\ief assigned to us; do not see this will inter- 
.ere wit~i your future relations commercial concerns* Answer*” 

Prom this you will understand that I have not only taken up and 
ZZoZl proposed arrangement as outlined in my communication of 

hut we have also given further oonsideration to the matter of 
commission, and we oannot see wherein you should ask us to extend this 
Z+ ?aar- You seem t0 thitd£ that your competitors are going to 
get all the business away from you, hut on the contrary I do not see* 
how you can assume any such thing. We have always been advised that you? 
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treated your customers, generally speaking, first-ciasB in every way, 
and I see no good reason why you should not continue to handle this 
■business, providing you can give them proper service; and, as you have 
done it for many years past, there is no reason why you should not con¬ 
tinue to do so, providing you have the goods. 

The last letter that you refer to I do not understand, but assume 
that it refers to a letter now enroute and which I will doubtless 
receive within the next few days. 
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PETER BACK 

786 Mission Street 
840 Market Street 

805 Kearny Street 

' 'Ec 

>4 1113-11X5/ 
Temporarily, HO-7 Fillmore 

SAN FRANCI'SCO 

I beg to enclose you aeopy of an advertisement 

which I put in all our principal papers using a column, and al¬ 

though avery expensive luxury, it has proven a great card for me. 

My object in writing to you to-day is to inform youwhat 

Mr. Prank McLaughlin “The Major" writes to me under date of the 

17th, as follows: 

"Dear Sir: 
I have just read your advertisement in 

to-day's Chronicle - cod bless you and yours! and may 
He send you all the Good Luck you deserve. You'r 
a thoroughbred* 

Yours, 
Prank B' McLaughlin." 

Now my dear Mr. Edison, I dont want to take up your 

time by making you a policeman. I have had a bunch of troubles 

but i dont care a Blank for them. The only thing that I am sorry 

for is thatl have lost my ledger and some of the fellows who owe 

me about $25,000 will give me the "Ha-Ha". ThiB hurts my feelings 

for I have served them, given them my goodB, but as you know . 

everybody in this world is not honest. 

I wish to thank you for the interest you have taken in 

my safety, and hope 1 will never have occasion to db, the same for 

you. Kindly remember that I always have been, am to-day and win 



T. A.-E. - 

be forever at heart, body and aoul an Edison man. You can 

count me the same as before reaidy for business, willing to work, 

and will always do the square thing with you, Mr. Gilmore and 

I 





national Phonograph Co., 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq.., President, 

Orange, N.J. 

Dear Sir; — 

I am sending .you herewith copies of letters 

which I am to-day sending all Western salesmen, G. M. Kishett, A. 

Westee and the TRADE, all of which, I trust, will explain themselve 

and meet with your approval. 

Yours very truly, 

hlm/ 
Encs. 
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_NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
. ' ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHD Nil GRAPHS & RECORDS. 

4, 1906 

Western Saleoraen, G. M. Nisbett. and A. Wectee. 

Dear Sir} — 

We enoloae herewith copy of letter whioh io to¬ 
day being sent the TRADE and whioh we believe will explain itaelf. 

Ao you will note therein, we will close and discontinue 
our Chicago Offioe on May 31 at. On and after that date, you will 
please direct all orders, daily and weekly reports and communications 
of every description, whioh it haa heretofore been your ouotom to 
send Chicago Offioe, to this offioe #31 Union Sq., Mew York City. 

Beginning with week ending June 2d, your expense aooounts 
should also be addressed to this offioe and remittances covering same 
will be forwarded from here. By this you will understand that the 
last expense aocount you are to send Chicago Offioe will be for week 
ending May 26th, and that beginning with Kay 27th. and ending June 
2d, and from then on, they are to be sent this offioe. 

As to where your future headquarters will be, that is the 
point from whioh you are to start out on your trips and to which you 
are to return after finishing a trip, in order to receive new in¬ 
structions, talking over any matters'of importance that may arise, 
etc., that will be determined later on and you will be duly advised. 
In the meantime you are to continue covering the territory now 

allotted, and in all other ways conduct your operations in the same 
manner as heretofore, with the exception of sending orderB either to 
Jobbers or us direct, instead of to Chioago Offioe. 

You, of course, und e r o tend ;i that under this new arrangement, 
we prefer having dealers plaoe their orderB with a Jobber. If, how¬ 
ever, they absolutely refuse to do so, or if there is any good rea¬ 
son why they prefer placing them direct with us, we will, of course, 
accept them. 

Should the question be asked you, ao to why we have aban¬ 
doned the Chioago Offioe, you oan say, in all truthfulness, that it ia 
for reason given in our oiroular letter only. You oan further ex¬ 
plain that at the time it was established, we were not properly rep¬ 
resented by Jobbers throughout the Central or Western States-eonse- 
quently felt compelled to open a distributing branch at that point, 
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in order to properly proteot our interests and Bupply the TRADE with 
our goods. It was never our intention, however, to operate this 
branch in competition with our jobbers: therefore, having now a suf¬ 
ficient number of jobbera in that territory to properly take oare of 
dealers requirements, we are discontinuing the office so that they 
may_obtain the dealers business to which we believe they are right- 
lully entitled. 

4.4 44.Jf^iere la any further information you desire in con¬ 
nection with this matter, I would be pleased to furnish upon 

Yours very truly, 

Eno. GENERAL MANAGER OP SALES 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHDNIIBRAFHS aHECERDS. 

Dear Sirs:-- 

On May 31st, 1906, we will close and discontinue our 

Chicago Office now located at #304 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., 

after which all remittances, orders and communications of every 

kind and nature heretofore sent to Chicago office, should be addressed 

to the national Phonograph Company, 31 Onion Square, Hew York City. 

The original necessity which caused us to open this office 

(scarcity of representative Jobbers in the territory) has now ceased 

to exist and we are pleased to be able to turn over, so far as is 

possible, the Dealers' business to the established Jobbers who are 

now in a position to cover the Central and Western states. 

In order that they may be in position to properly take 

care of Dealers' requirements, we would urge upon our Jobbers the 

necessity of carrying a full and complete stock of Edison goods, 

thereby placing themselves in position to obtain a share of this 

new business . 

Dealers who have been securing goods from Chicago Office 

direot, are requested to sign our agreement with one or more Jobbers, 

thereby enabling them to obtain their supplies promptly and at the 

same or less transportation charges than was incurred from our Chicago 

0;f:fioe- Yours very^t '' 

c^V 
3IDENT & GENERAD MANAGER. 



National Phonograph Co., 

A. Weatee, Auditor, 

Orange, N.J. 

Dear Sir;— 

Enclosed herewith you will find copy of 

letter whioh ia being sent to all Western salesmen, copy of TRADE 

letter referred to therein; also oopy of letter I am to-day writing 

0. M. Nisbett of the Chicago Office in connection therewith, all of 

which I believe will explain themselves to you. If, however, there 

is any information you deaire in connection therewith, I will be 

glad to take the matter up further with you- when at Factory to-morrow 

morning. 

Yours very truly, 

MLM/ MANAGER OF SATES 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

Q/Cd'it on-, EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

y 25, 1906 

National Phonograph Co., 
0. M. Niabett, Western Manager, 

Chioago, Ill. 

Dear Sir; — 

I am enclosing herewith oopy of letter whioh 
ia to-day being issued to all Western salesmen; alBO oopy of TRADE 
letter referred to therein, both of which, I believe, explain them¬ 
selves and be perfectly clear to you. 

The question may arise in your mind as to whether or not 
the accounts of the salesmen are to be transferred to the Orange 
Offioe, as of May 27th, inaamuoh as that is the date on which they 
are to begin forwarding their expense accounts to us here. Would, 
therefore, advise that after talking the matter over with Mr. Dolbeer 
we have decided it will be best to let their accounts, that is, cash 
advanoed them, sample outfit, eto. standon the books at your offioe, 
until the books are turned over, in to Orange, and in the 
meantime we will simply advance to them remittances to cover weekly 
expenses whioh they send in. Mr. Dolbeer will more fully ex¬ 
plain this matter to you The he goes to Chioago on June 4th, if you 
so desire. 

If there is anything you do not understand regarding the 
matter and on which you wish information before he arrives, write 
me at once. 

Yours very truly, 

MEM/ 
Eno. 

MANAGER OP SALES 



JOHN E. HELM 

Newark, N. J., June 4, 1906. 

William E. Gilmore, Esq., 
President Nat'l Phonograph Co., 

Orange, N. J. 

Dear Sir:- 

In accordance with your request 1 am submitting herewith 

a report from Mr. McCoy and myself of our investigation of the job¬ 

bers and dealers in the State of New York. 

We st-arted on this t rip on the 28th day of April in ac¬ 

cordance with your instructions to ascertain the effect of the no¬ 

tice of injunction served on the Edison dealers and jobbers by the 

New York Phonograph Company, and to allay any fear or disturbance 

that might have been caused by the service of the notice, and at the 

same time to study the conditions of the phonograph business in the 

State of New York and make a report as to the business conditions 

in the state. 

Mr. McCoy and myself called on fourteen Edison jobbers and 

one hundred and forty dealers who are located in twenty seven dif¬ 

ferent cities in the state. We found that the jobbers and dealers 

had all been served either personally or by registered mail with an 

injunction notice from the New York Phonograph Company. 1 should 

judge that the number of phonographs carried by the jobbers and 

dealers amounted to about three thousand and about seven hundred 

and fifty thousand records. 
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Several dealers throughout the state had either closed their 

business or had discontinued the sale of Edison goods after the 

receipt of the injunction notice. It was a rather difficult task 

to explain to the dealers and jobbers the New York Phonograph 

Company situation, but after giving them all positive assurance 

that in the event of any litigation the National Phonograph Com¬ 

pany would protect them, they finally concluded to go on selling 

Edison goods. Some dealers, however, claimed that they were 

agents of the National and that the injunction notice affected 

them, and in such instances I gave them a memorandum letter signed 

by myself as attorney for the National Company, which letter was 

of the same nature as those sent out by the National legal depart¬ 

ment to the jobbers. 

The question with those most scared was, not tha.t they 

were afraid of the bringing of a law suit, but what protection the 

National Company could offer should the court hold them for con¬ 

tempt or put them in jail. I advised them that there would not be 

any opportunity for the New York Company to hold them for contempt 

or for damages; that the National Company was the only one who 

could be held for damages or for contempt and that the dealers 

could not be held for damages because not one of them was a party 

to the original suit. This seemed to satisfy them. 

The man who served the notice of injunction was evidentally 

in possession of a list of Edison jobbers and dealers throughout 

the state, which list must have been made some four or five years 

ago and renewed by adding the very latest jobbers and dealers to 

the list, for in serving the papers he not only served them on our 
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present dealers and jobbers but on those too that have been suspend¬ 

ed or been out of business for years. The possession of the list 

was absolutely essential for the process server and the evidence 

that he was in possession of same may be taken from the fact that 

he covered the territory of the state of New York in Ibbs than four 

weeks. Ordinary travel in these various towns, villages and cities 

would take a man six or seven weeks if he merely travelled for his 

own leisure and comfort, hence my belief that the New York Company 

is in possession of the name and address of every dealer and job- / 

ber in the State of New York. TWiere this list came from is a matter 

for the National Company to ascertain and to see that no others are 1 

put in possession of any such kind of a list in the future. 

The effect of the notice of injunction on the dealers in 

my estimation simply amounted to a forty-eight hour scare with 

ninety per cent of the dealers because they immediately started in 

selling goods upon receipt of information from their jobber and 

from your Company, whereas the other ten per cent were all the 

small class dealers, and the time during which they ceased doing 

business amounted to nothing as far as the sale of goods is con¬ 

cerned. 

In getting the affidavits f rom the various jobbers and 

dealers we found great difficulty in mary instances to have the 

dealers and jobbers make a statement on the ground that the dealers 

and jobbers might be brought into court, and they did not care 

to come from out the State to New York City to be a witness in any 

case as the expense and loss of time would be too great. However, 

we got as many affidavits as we possibly could, which affidavits 
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have been turned over to Mr. Pelzer of the legal department. 

The main trouble in the state at the present time seems to 

be caused by the conflict between the jobber and the dealer in the 

method of doing business. 

The following is a recapitulation of the t owns showing the 

conditions as they exist at present:- 

AEBANY - Population 95000; one jobber; six dealers. Pour 

of the dealers are located in the business section and two on the 

outskirts. All these dealers are equipped with a complete stock 

of Edison records and phonographs and evidentally are doing a good 

and prosperous business.There is no dissention and prices are being 

maintained. 

TROY - Population 80000; six dealers, four of whom carry 

a complete stock, and two of whom do business at their homes on 

the outskirts of the city. There is no dissention and prices are 

being maintained. 

COHOES - Population 25000; three dealers; two in the busi¬ 

ness section and one on the outskirts, carrying a full line. No 

dissention and prices are being maintained. 

SARATOGA - Population 15000; four dealers, one or two of O 

which I believe are listed dealers, and two of which are not. L 

None of them carry any records or machines to amount to anything 

and between the four there is complaint of price cutting and dissen¬ 

tion, and not one of them has a good word for the other, and X would 



advise your company to suspend them all and establish two or three 

alive and energetic dealers. 

SCHENECTADY - Population 45000; two dealers; two jobbers. 

All are well equipped and business is going along smoothly. There 

is no dissention and prices are being maintained. 

BLOVEBSVILIB - Population 20000; one jobber; one dealer. 

The jobber is located on the outskirts of the business section and 

in the retail department of his place of business he makes absolute¬ 

ly no show; bis main efforts are to do all the retail business in ^ 

Gloversville and the surrounding vicinity. Reports are also circu¬ 

lated that this jobber, the American Phonograph Company, while a / 

pretty large sized jobber, does a lot of price cutting, selling 

three records for one dollar and giving away parts with a machine, * 

and supplying his retail customers with records before delivering 

them to the dealer. This town could very easily stand one or two 

good dealers in addition to the one they have, for Gloversville 

is a prosperous little town and the Edison goods are poorly repre¬ 

sented at present. 

UTICA - Population 65000; four jobbers within a stones 

throw of one another and among whom exists a lot of dissention 

and jealousy. There are entirely too many jobbers in Utica and I 

would recommend putting three of them on the dealers list and tak¬ 

ing them off the jobbers list. My reason for this is that the Edi¬ 

son business could be largely increased by having one jobber and 

four or five more good lively dealers. As it stands now the jobbers 
and 

do most of the retail businessAare not merely satisfied with the 
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dealers and jobbers' profit, but go beyond that and cut prices 

right and left. The conditions are very bad. 

ROME - Population 16000; eight dealers, four of whom a 

carry a complete stock of Edison goods and their places of business 

look very prosperous. The other four carry from three to five ^ 

hundred Edison records and one or two machines. Two of these deal¬ 

ers should either be compelled to carry a full list or be suspended, 

as they do not carry any more than one machine and only from one 

to three hundred records. 

WATERTOWN - Population 28000; seven dealers, three of whom 

are carrying a complete and full list of Edison goods and from 

pearances are very industrious and hard working and are making 

good showing. Two of the dealers have one or two machines and 

few hundred Edison records in 3tock, the other two dealers are 

virtually out of business as they hardly carry any stock, and 

should either be suspended or compelled to carry a full line. 

OGDENSB URG- - Population 15000. There is no representat 

dealer in the town. Three dealers; one of whom has been in the 

town for a few weeks has six phonographs and about three hundred 

records, the. other two dealers have one phonograph each and abou' 

fifty records apiece. There ought to be one dealer compelled to 

carry a full line of goods, for there is room here for one or two 

dealers, and also room for the elimination of the two or three that 

are here at present. 
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SYRACUSE - Population 20000; one jobber; ten dealers. There 

are eight good dealers in the city and these are located in the busi 

ness section and make a very good showing, carrying a complete 

stock of phonographs and records. Two are very small and should be 

compelled to carry a fill line or be suspended. Most of these 

dealers carjy a supply of Columbia goods. No dissention and prices 

are maintained. 

OSWEGO - Population 23000; one jobber whose main object 

seems to be to control the retail business in the city. He 

carries a good stock of machines and records. There is one dealer 

who carries a full line of records and a number of machines. The 

other dealer in the town should be compelled to carry enough goods 

to qualify him as a dealer. Prices are being maintained and there 

is no dissention. 

AUBURN - Population 35000; five dealers, three of whom /'W 

are good, lively dealers carrying a full line of Edison goods. The / 

other two dealers seem to be in business for the purpose of accomo^ 

dating a few of their friends and entertaining their relatives. ) 

They should be compelled to live up to their contract and carry 

sufficient goods or be suspended. 

GENEVA - Population 11928; two dealers, both carrying a 

complete stock of Edison goods and both alive and active and are 

taking good care of Geneva. 

ROCHESTER - Population 175000; four jobbers; ten dealers. 

Three of the dealers are up-to-date, and a live , have a full stock 

and are pushing the business with good results. The rest are carry- 
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a fairly good line of stock and are located in the residential sec¬ 

tion of the city and don't seem to show any activity or enterprise 

in their business. The city is well covered with Edison dealers 

and they all seem satisfied with the trade they are doing at this 

time of the year. Ho dissention and prices are being maintained. 

NIAGARA. FALLS - Population 25000; four dealers; two of 

whom are located in the business section and two at the Palls. 

carry a full list of Edison goods and the only complaint is againsl 

a suspended dealer who has been advertising and selling Edison 

records for twenty five cents. 

,V- 

3UPPAL0 - Population 400000; one jobber; fourteen dealers, 

four of whom are hustling and up-to-date dealers and conduct the 

business in a very admirable way. The rest of the dealers have a / 

fairly good stock and carry a full line of records, but they have 

a habit of staying at their places of business and waiting for cus¬ 

tomers to come along instead of going out anf hustling for trade. 

Buffalo should have at least one or two good active jobbers who 

would treat their dealers fairly and not supply them with second 

hand goods, such as has been done in the past. 

DUNKIRK - Population 12000; three dealers; one carries /) 

a full list of records, one of the others a few phonographs and a 
f 

fair stock of records while the other has only a few records and 

no phonograph and he should be suspended. 

JAMESTOWN - Population 25000; there are three active deal¬ 

ers and up-to-date business men who work as a unit’ to sell the Edi- 
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son goods and who carry a complete line of everything. They all 

give Jamestown very close attention and seem to he very prosperous 

in their business. 

OLEAN - Population 10000; two dealers who carry a full 

list of Edison goods; have no complaints to make and seem to he 

doing a very good business. Prices are being maintained. 

HORNELLSVILLB - Population 13000; three dealers carrying a 

full stock of phonographs and two of them a full list of Edison 
is 

records. The other dealer has a fair stock of records andAa good 

worker. 

CORKING - Population 3000; three dealers who carry a full 

stock of Edison maohines and records. They are all hustling for 

business and make a good showing. Ho dissent ion and prices being 

maintained. 

EIMIRA - Population 38000; one jobber and one dealer. 0 

The jobber does all the jobbing and retail business in the city. ( 

The dealer is in the residential section and carries a few phono¬ 

graphs and a few records. Elmira can easily stand two or more good 

active dealers. 

BINGHAMTON- Population 42000; four dealers, two of whom 

carry a complete stock of phonographs and records and are very ac¬ 

tive in the phonograph business. ' ' One of the others carries a 

full stock of Edison records and machines, but is working very 

hard to sell Columbia goods in preference to Edison goods. The 

other dealer carries a few machines and a few records, and when 
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questioned as to his reason for not carrying more goods stated that 

he did not do much business in the summer time but carried a full 

stock in winter* No dissention, and business good. 

ONEONTO - Population 7000; six dealers in the city. One 

dealer has a complete list of Edison records and machines and he is„ 

very active in the sale of the Edison goods. The other dealers / J 

have one, and some possibly two, phonographs in stock which they / 

keep to accomodate their customers; the music stores simply keep ( 

them to use as a swap in the purchase of an organ or piano, and 

the carriage and harness stores keep them to swap for carriages and 

harness. 1 would advise the suspension of at least five of these 

dealers and the establishment of one or two exclusive phonograph 

dealers. 

COB IE SKILI - Population 3000; one dealer who is carrying 

three phonographs and about eight iundred records and he is quite 

active in that section of the town and does most of his business 

by travelling around the surrounding section selling records among 

the farmers. 

The general condition of things in the State of New York 

seems to show that where there is more than one or two jobbers in 

a city there is immediate dissention and trouble. 

If you take the eastern p art of New York Statejyou will 

see that the dealers are a very inactive lot compared to the 

southwestern section. The section covered by W. D. Andrews, Syra¬ 

cuse jobber, seems to be well taken care of, as does also the sec- 
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tion taken care of by the Elmira Arms Company. Both Andrews and 

the Elmira Arms Company keep their dealers well stocked up and 

seem to select people to do business who make the phonograph busi¬ 

ness their leader. The Andrews dealers are all more or less full 

listed Columbia dealers; as for the Victor goods, there is very 

little to be seen of them outside of Rochester, Buffalo, Albany and 

Syracuse. In the northwestern part of the state one-half of the 

people don't know what a Victor machine is, and the only machine 

they have ever heard of is the Edison. 

It seems surprising that a city as large as Buffalo with 

a population of four hundred thousand or more, with a lot of Bur- 

rounding territory, should have one jobber and a city like Utica, 

with a population of sixty thousand should have four and Rochester, 

with a population of a hundred and seventy thousand should have 

fowr jobbers also. The trouble seems to.be that the small towns 

have the most jobbers. There are two jobbers for Schnnectady with 

a population of forty five thousand where you already have one in 

Albany and one in Gloversville - in other words, four jobbers within 

a radius of twenty miles, and Utica within four more, making eight 

jobbers within an hours time. 

Take the western part of the state and you will find P. A. 

Powers, now the loud Piano Company, W. D. Andrews and the El¬ 

mira Anns Company who cover everything north, south and west of 

Syracuse, and in this section you find the most active dealers and 

people who are making a specialty of the phonograph business, 

whereas in the other sections mentioned you will find people in the 

clothing,business, dtusic business, sporting goods business and 
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and dry goods business carrying the phonograph goods as a side line. 

I believe this condition is brought about on account of 

competition among the jobbers who are establishing anybody in trrder 

to do business instead of establishing jao—one but bona fide phono¬ 

graph people. 

If there were less jobbers in the districts mentioned you 

would find that the jobber, provided he was given a certain radius 

of territory, would do more business than all the jobbers in that 

territory at the present time and would eventually establish a 

class of dealers who would be a credit to the phonograph business 

instead of a drawback, as it is now. 

One reason for the depression- of the business in the state 

at the present time is caused by the non-fulfillment of the orders, 

as most of the jobbers are from three to seven hundred numbers 

shott and have been unable to fill them for some months past. 

Through this suit with the Hew York Phonograph Company, the delay 

in the April and May records and the JaSTout in June, I find that 

the Columbia Company are very active in the field in Hew York State 

in putting in the Columbia goods on consignment. What this condi¬ 

tion will bring about nothing but the future will tell. 

I would advise by all means to keep the jobber equipped 

with a complete list so that he will not be handicapped in supply¬ 

ing the dealer and allow the dealer to fill in with Columbia goods. 

As to the Hew York Company's litigation, I don't believe 

it las had any effect on the trade and I am qAite positive that it 

will not interfere with the sale of the goods. You must expect a 

depression in the sales at this time of the year, as there are a 
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lot of people who close their homes for the summer, and also a 

lot of dealers who disregard the selling of phonographs and records 

in the summer time and take up the sale of sporting goods and sup¬ 

plies. 

Should there he anything in this report that is not clear 

niiiTHL'Ii. I ..will talc o ay.^iot-ee--anxU p rap a rp—sawe^tn. give you such 

information as you may desire. v 

Trusting that this report is satisfactory, I am, 

Yours ry truly, 



June 18, 1906. 

0. H. Wilson, Msq., 

Manager of Sales, 

Hew York. 

Dear Sir: 

I duly received your letter of the 7th,,on the subject matter 

of Alternating Current Slot Machines. I had quite q long talk this morn¬ 

ing with Mr. Weber on.this general subject, and I find that the great 

trouble ha's been that we cannot secure satisfactory motors from the 

manufacturers. As a consequence, I fsel that we should discontinue tak¬ 

ing any further orders for the present, as I telephoned you this morning. 

I understood you to Bay, however, that you have not boon taking any 

orders, but I now wish it to be thoroughly understood by you and your 

.subordinates, so that there will be no misunderstanding. , Wo must get the 

motor standardised before we can do anything, and the- only', thing X oan 

see to do now is to try and get rid of the orders that wq have on our 

books. The next time you are here I want to take up and talk this over 

with Mr. Weber so that we chn come to some definite understanding. 

YourB very truly. 

WEO/lWW . Presi dent,. 



W. E. Gilmore, Esq.., 

President, 

Orange, N. J. 

Bear Sir: 

I submit herewith statement of the ® ndition of this company 

for the fiscal year ending February 28, 1906. There will be some changes 

in these figures, as we still have some adjusting entries to make; the 

adjustments, however, will be in our favor, as the profits from our 

Chicago branch are to be added to the assets over liabilities. 

ASSETS 

Real Estate Investments and Plant, in-? 
eluding Machinery & Tools and 
Furniture & Fixtures, $491,064.97 
Merchandise & Consignment Accounts, 713,414.19 
Cash and Accounts & Motes Receivable, 829,527.73 
Contracts, Patents and Patent Rights, 
also stock in other companies, 161,680.62 
Miscellaneous, 17,992,86 

Total, $2,213,680.37 

Accounts Payable, 

LIABILITIES 

Total Assets over Liabilities, 

Yours very truly. 

Secretary* 
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trt>, f-tfU iqoy 

legal Department. 

Orange, N.J. June 28, 1906. 

Chao. L.Buckingham, Esq., 

38 Park Row, New York, N.Y. 

Dear Mr. Buckingham:- 

Replying to your favor of the 18th in3t., I 

Beg to submit herewith a complete list of the patents under which 

the National Phonograph Company is operating for the manufacture 

and sale of phonographs and records. 

-PHONOGRAPH PATENTS - 

No.604,740,May 31,1898, Thomas A.Edison- Governor for Motors. This 
patent covers the governor used with the Home & Standard 
phonographs. 

No.652,457,June 26,1900, Thoraa3 A.Edison- Phonograph- reissued 
Sept.25,1900 as reissue No.11,857. This patent covers 
the model C reproducer# 

No.690,069,Dec.31,1901, E.H.Mobley- Phonograph Reproducer- This 
patent covers the special form of floating weight used in 
the model C reproducer. 

No.744,266,Nov.17,1903, Peter Weher- Phonograph Recorder and Re¬ 
producer. • This is a detail patent used in our model C 
reproducer. 

f>«v- 6 iPHuy 
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No.744,267,Nov.17,1903, Peter Weber- Phonograph Repeating Mechan¬ 
ism. This patent covers a repeating attachment which 
is applied only to phonographs made for the Internation¬ 
al Correspondence School, Scranton, Pa. 

No.772,485,Oct.18,1904, Weber and Hibbard- Phonograph- This 
patent covers the business phonograph and no others. 

No.790,542,May 23,1905, Peter Weber - Phonograph Recorder- This 
patent covers a detail used in our recorders,except those 
used with the business phonograph. 

No.793,442,June 27,1905, C.L.Hibbard- Sound Modifier- This 
patent covers an attachment for reducing the sound of 
phonograph reproducers and is used with business ma¬ 
chines .only. 

No.798,087,Aug.29,1905, E.L.Aiken- Repeating Attachment for Phono¬ 
graphs- This device i3 sold as an attachment for the 
various types of slot and amusement phonographs. 

No.798,478,Aug.29,1905, E.L.Aiken- Means for Sustaining Phono- 
graph Motors- This is an important patent for eliminating 
the humming sound of the motor and is used on all ma¬ 
chines except the Gem. 

No.800,890,Oct.3,1905, Peter Weber- Phonographic Recorder- This 
is an important patent and covers in fairly "broad terms 
all of our re0orders. 

No.802,212,Oct.17,1905, C.L.Hibbard- Phonograph Recorder- This 
patent is at present used.only in recorders for the 
business phonograph but is capable of being used with 
others as it covers the means for securing the BtyJ-us 
to the diaphragm. 

No.811,010,Jan.30,1906, Peter Weber- Phonograph Speed Index- This 
speed indicator is used only on the Triumph phonograph. 

No.820,165,May 8,1906, E.L.Aiken- Repeating Attachment for ^no- 
graphs- The device of thiB patent is sold as an attach¬ 
ment for all kinds of slot and amusement phonographs. 

No.821,071, May 22,1906, Peter Weber- Peed Nut sPr^nG °nard- This 
guard is placed on the Home, Triumph and Business 
phonographs. 
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-PHONOGRAPH RECORD PATENTS - 

No. 782,375,Feb.14,1905,J.W.Aylsworth- Composition for Making 
Duplicate Phonograph Records- This is a very broad 
patent covering all of our records and is the patent 
upon which we are suing the Graphophone Company as it 
also covers their records. 

-SHAVING MACHINE PATENTS- 

No.796,857, Aug-.8,1905, J.F.Ott- Machine for Shaving Sound Re¬ 
cords. 

-PROCESS PATENTS - 

No.484,582,Oct.18,1892, Thomas A.Edison- Process of Duplicating 
Phonograms- This patent covers the vacuous deposit pro¬ 
cess by which all of our record;, molds or matrices are 
made. 

No.667,662,Peb.5,1901, Thomas A.Edison- Process of Duplicating 
Phonograph Records- This is a patent whose broad claims 

for casting phonograph records were held invalid by 
Judge Platt. 

No.683,615,Oct.1,1901, Miller & Aylsworth- Method of Duplicating 
Phonograph Records,-^ JFJiis important patent covers the 
dipping process use^^for producing all of our 
records, and we believe it to also cover the method 
practiced by the Graphophone Company, and are suing this 
Company for infringement, the suit having been brought 
in the U.S.Circuit Court,Southern District of West 
Virginia. 

No.713,209,Nov.11,1902, Thomas A.Edison- Process of Duplicating 
Phomograms- This is the patent upon which we unsuccess¬ 
fully sued the Lambert Company at Chicago, and the 
Graphophone Company at Hartford. 

No.713,863,Nov.18,1902, Thomas A.Edison- Process of Coating Phono¬ 
graph Records- This patent broadly covers the par¬ 
ticular method of vacuous deposit used in making our 
record matrices, namely the use of electric current in 
the form of a silent brush discharge. 

No.788,927,May 2,1905, W.H.Miller- Method of Tuning Phono¬ 
graph Cylinders- This method is used in our department 
for making master records. 

-APPARARATUS PATENTS- 

No.683,676,Oct.1,1901, Aylsworth & Miller- Apparatus for Dupli¬ 
cating Phonograph Records- This, patent is a companion 
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to process patent Mo.683,615, and covers practically the 
same invention. We employ thi3 apparatus in making our 
records and are suing the Graphophone Company in West 
Virginia for infringement. 

Mo.698,429, Apr.29,1902, Aylsworth & Miller- Dipping Tank for 
Phonographic Duplication Process- Thi3 patent is for 
the particular form of dipping tank used for contain¬ 
ing the melted wax into which the molds are dipped. 

Mo.764,196,July 5,1904, Miller & Aylsworth-Edging Machine for 
Phonograph Records- These machines are used for trim¬ 

ming the ends of the records after they have been re¬ 
moved from the molds and have hardened. 

Mo.767,216,Aug.9,1904, Thomas A.Edison- Apparatus for Vacuously 
Depositing Metals- This apparatus is used for pro¬ 
ducing the vacuous deposit hy which the record molds 
are produced. 

Mo.813,514,Peh.27,1906, J.F.Ott- Apparatus for Applying Pig¬ 
ment to engraved ends of Phonograph Records- All of 
our records are acted upon hy this apparatus for apply¬ 
ing the white letters thereto. 

Mo.817,831,Apr.17,1906,E.L.Aiken- Molding Apparatus- This 
apparatus is used for automatically raising the molds 
from the dipping tank. 

There are a few other patents who spates appear 

upon the patent plates of the phonographs and upon the record 

carton labels, hut they are not used at the present time. 

I remain, 

dh/mjl - 

Very truly yours, 

PRANK L. DJCER H 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
^-ORANGE, N.J. 
<^3tomaa^O/£dVsoru, EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

II Union Square. New York. 
304\Wabash Avenue,Chicago. 

zw- 
ADDRESS TC 

f « isfr'O/A 

Mr. Thomas A. Edison, 

Orange, H.J. 

Dear Sir: 

The Music Trades, 

issues each year a special Christmas number. 

July 16, 1906 . 

oit ^ r-r6U 4>0$ 

U.o-tu.0. UA-jd'-SJ 

of the leading piano trade publications. 

They are desirous^of 

getting an interview with you for use in this issue. Can you spare the 

time to meet their representative some day next week? If so, have you 

any choice of days and time? V/e are advertising somewhat extensively 

in this publication for the purpose of interesting Dealers in the 

Phonograph and the questions they would ask v/ould bear almost entirely 

upon the Phonograph. 

Very truly yours, 

Manager, Advertising Department. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH DO 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

Our advertisement will appear in August and September issi 
as per the list riven below. The copy to be as per proof enclosed. 
This is the first order placed with the calkins <1 Holden agency and 
first cony prepared by them. 

AUGUST_ 

Collier's Ueelcly-18 l/4 page 
Saturday Evening Post-25 1/4 page 
Associated Sunday Hags.-26 1 col. 

360.00 

364.20 
450.00 

Everybody's 1 page 
HcClure1s 1 page 
Success 1 magazine page 
J.tunney's 1 page 
Red Booh 1 page 
American Illustrated 1 page 

10> 

425.00 

380.80 

170.00 

374.40 

500.00 

226.80_. _ 
1,926.80 1,324.40 

92.68 
"27119748 ' 2,119.48 

3,443.88 

Very truly yours, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. , 

Advertising Department, 
L.C.HcChesney, 

Manager 
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"Yy hat you want is your kind 

of music. It may be class¬ 
ical or it may be “rag-time.” It 

may be the “hit” of the latest 

musical comedy or it may be 

a selection from “Faust.” 
With the 

Edison Improved 
Phonograph 

you can have your kind of music 

and your friends can have their 

kind. This wonderful music- 

maker has no single specialty. It 

is a versatile entertainer. It pro¬ 

duces, with fidelity, the songs of 
all singers; the music of the mas¬ 

ters; the old tunes as well as the 

popular airs of the day. 

National Phonograph Co. 
Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J. 



[ACHlNE WORLD. THE TALKING 

)y National Phonograph Go. Edison Jobbers Entertained 

net at The Waldorf-Astoria Hotei. An Event That 
Had the Privilege of Participating. 

Series of Entertainments Winding up With Grand 
Will Ever be Remembered By Those 
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NATIONAL PHONDEHAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHD NO GRAPHS & RECORDS. 
31 Union Square, New York. 

Sept. 25, 1906 

-DEALERS' EXCHANGE PR0P0SITI0N- 

\4ei, Wrif, 
Beginning October lstvand until October 6th,in¬ 

clusive, authorized EDISON Dealers may return for exchange, surplus 
stock, cutout and defective EDISON Standard (not GRABT OPERA or CON¬ 
CERT) records, under the following conditions; 

1st. All records must be returned to the National Phonos*aph 
Company, Orange, N.J. 

2d. Transportation charges MUST be PREPAID. 

3d. Records must be carefully packed in oases, barrels or 
boxes, and each paokage muBt be plainly marked on outside with name 
and address of the shipper, and the quantity of surplus, cutout; or 
defeotive recordB contained therein. Where there is more than one 
paokage in shipment, they must be numbered consecutively from one up, 
and on each individual package must also be marked the total number 
of packages in oomplete shipment. \ 

4th. Inside of each case must be placed a packing slip contain¬ 
ing shipper's name and address, the number of reoords contained there¬ 
in, and whether they are surplus, outouts or defeotive. 

5th. Immediately shipment is made a letter must be sent us 
addressed to theirNational Phonograph Company, Bxchange Department, 
Orange, N.J.'j advising the total number of each kind (surplus, outout 
and defeotive) reoords returned, stipulating the number of oases in 
complete shipment and what each particular case, in numerical order, 
contain^* A prepaid Bill-of-Lading must also be enclosed with this 
letter. 

You must also fill in on triplicate Exchange Certificate, 
furnished herewith, the name and address of the jobber through vihom 
you want this exchange transaction handled. 

6th. As soon as possible after your returned records are re¬ 
ceived, they will be oarefully counted and inspected, and on the Ex¬ 
change Certificates; we will fillinthe_auantity> of. Standard reoords 
for whioh you are entitled to e^Eer oxohango, and return 
one of them to you, send one to the jobber whose name you have written 
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thereon, and retain one for ourown files. 

7th. Upon receipt of Exchange Certificate, properly filled in 
and endorsed hy us, you must immediately forward it to the jobber, 
whose name you have indicated thereon, and with it enclose an order 
for at least doublet the quantity of new records. 

8th. The Jobber to whom you send your Exchange Certificate and 
order for at least double the quantity, will allow you oredit for 
records returned, as oalled for on certificate, at the Bame time he 
makes shipment of your order. 

9th. Terms of payment for the difference between reoordB re¬ 
turned and those ordered, is left entirely with the jobber. 

10th. Only genuine EDISOU Standard( not GRAND OPERA or CONCERT) 
records oan be returned, and they must be in EDISON CARTONS. Broken, 
oracked, worn-out or other make records will not be acoepted under 
any conditions. 

11th. Grand Opera or Concert recordB are not included in this 
proposition. 

12th. No records oan be returned through jobbers; they MUST ALL 
be shipped to the National Phonos’ aph Company, Orange, N.J. 

13th. No deduction for records returned oan be made from any 
invoice or statement rendered prior to or during this exchange, nor 
until CREDIT has been allowed by the jobber. 

14th. All records returned will be given careful examination by 
our inspectors, and should any be discovered that are not subjeot to 
oredit under conditions outlined, or should there be any shortage in 
oount, our deoision as to the quantity to be credited muBt be final - 

15th. Any records returned after October 6th. will not be ac¬ 
cepted, but returned at your expense. 

16th. In oases where a dealer has signed AGREEMENT and purchased 
reoords through us only, this Exohange Proposition will be handled by 
us direot along th< same lines and under same terms, conditions, stip¬ 
ulations, eto., as where they are handled through jobbers; that is, 
records MUST be returned to us direot, and on the Exohange Certificate 
our name must be filled in instead of the jobber's. All other in¬ 
structions remaining the same. 

IMPORTANT. If all the Terms, Conditions and Stipulations con- 
tained in this proposition are not fully agreed to and carried out by 
the Heftier, we reserve the right to rejectt any and all reoords he may 
return and to hold them subjeot to his order, or return them to him 
at our option. 

loir s very truly, 

MANAGER OP SALES 



j /)^ jh~v ^‘X'-hd-'^-jj <$Hj ^3"TV /~K^^sut/'"^l’'0 ^ 

-CERTIFICATE OP EXCH/UJGE- 
Issued by 

NATIONAL PH01T0 GRAPH COMPANY 
Orange, N.J. 

„ Covering records returned by 
j^>Mh am, 'f-'^f06tul^i__ 

City.. 

State., 

Orange, N.J., Oot.-—1906 

.....Jobber 

H 8^Mb la t0 oertify that.City.State....'. 

Have? returned, to us under exohange proposition4^tot^ 
he -> 

aurplua, defeotive and out-out reoorda, for which theylare entitled to 

an equal number of EDISON Standard reoorda in even exohange, provided 

they agree to oomply with all of the terns, oonditions and stipula¬ 

tions made in "Dealers' Exohange Proposition", as contained in our 

letter of . 

Dated October .......1906. 

Signed. 



national phonograph go 
ORANGE, N. J. 

edisdn phdniigraphs & 
31 Union Square, New Y 

Sept. 15, 1906 

-JOBBERS" EXCHANGE PR0P0SITI0N- 

Dear Sira; — 

?LB!.“UBt be. placed a packing slip con- 
JordiTahd whether 

+ V,< inBrB or eaoft oaae must he placed a pa 
f?fning BhlPP®r s name and address, number of reoon 
they are surplus, out-outs or defective. 

A prepaid Bill-of-lading covering shipment must also he enclosed. 
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6th. Credit will he given the Jobbers for records returned to 
us direct by dealers immediately an exchange certificate is sent the 
dealer!. Credit will be given the jobber for such records as he 
returns' direct, just as soon as we have shipped and invoiced to him 
double the quantity returned.** •> 

7th. All shipments matte from October 1st. to November 30th, 
ihclusive, whether ot\ orders received prior to or from October 1st. 
to November 30th, inclusive, will apply against records returned, 
but jobbers must send us sufficient orders to enable us to make ship¬ 
ment of double the quantity during that time. 

8th. Only genuine EDISON Standard (not GRAND OPERA or CONCERT) 
records can 7)>e, returned and they MUST be in EDISON cartons. Broken, 
cracked' oroutout" reoorde will not be accepted under any conditions. 

9th. Grand Opera, or Conoert records are not included in this 
proposition. 

10th. No deduction for reoords returned can be made from ^in¬ 
voice or statement rendered prior to or during this exchange, nor 
until Credit Bill covering the returned records has been rendered by 
us. 

11th. All records returned will be given a careful examination 
by our inspectors, and should any be discovered that are not subjeot 
to credit under conditions outlined, or should there be any shortage 
in count, our decision as to the quantity to be credited must b6&acvf<-b\ 
final. J 

12th. . Any reoords returned after Ootober 6th. will not be ac¬ 
cepted, but returned at your expense. 

IMPORTANT. If all the Terms,Conditions and Stipulations con-' 
tained in this proposition are not fully agreed to and carried ouitfc by 
the Jobber, we reserve the right to reject any and all reoords he 
may return and to hold them subjeot to hiB order, or return them to 
him at our option. 

Yours very truly, 

GENERAL SALES MANAGER 



The bill for the amendment of the Copyright Act 

is to be considered by Congress during the coming session 

and it is generally rumored that a new law of some sort 

will pass, although probably not as originally framed. 

You are familiar with the general purpose of the proposed 

Act and know that it will prevent us from making use of 

copyrighted publications on phonograph records. I under¬ 

stand, however, that you are prepared to meet the situation 

when it arises. 

In this connection it occurs to me that possibly the 

bill should be amended to protect us more effectively in 

connection with our moving picture business. As the law 

now stands, we are protected only to the extent of a single 

Photograph,,and consequently I have had to obtain protection 

on a photograph in each scene, which sometimes amounts to 

a dozen photographs for each film. This is expensive and 
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requires time, and it is not absolutely certain that the 

protection so obtained is perfectly secure, altho in my 

opinion it is. It also occurs to me that it mi$it be a 

good thing to endeavor to have the law amended in some way 

so as to permit a moving picture film to be protected more 

effectively than can now be done.' 

Another point is that under the present law, an in¬ 

fringement of a copyrighted photograph must be substantially 

a copy or print therefrom. In other words, in a caBe for 

example, of the "Great Train Robbery", we could, under the 

present law, prevent Lubin from making a duplicate print from 

one of our films, but we could not probably prevent him from 

separately posing characters in the same positions and tak¬ 

ing original photographs thereof. Would you care to see 

the law amended so aB to protect not only the exact photo¬ 

graphs, but also the theme or dramatic conception embodied 

in the photographs? I think that this could be done if you 

considered it advisable, so that the protection afforded us 

would be substantially similar to that given dramatists 

at the present time in connection with dramatic works. 

I wish you would consider these points and let me 

know what,if anything,you wish to have done, so that I can 

properly prepare myBelf, if necessary. 

Yours very truly, 

ELD/AHK. 



MEMORANDUM 

COMMERCIAL. DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

j| 'AK)S- l 
I^MAIN 'OFFICE J 

Orange, N. J. Oct. 22, *06. 

We quote you an extract from a letter from one of 
our District Managers and also attach you a carbon copy of 

_ __ „ "f had a very hard time closing this installation, 
th® ^mark that he heard from a friend of 

the Phonograph Company dictates a great deal 
of their correspondence to stenographers. He would like to 
know above all why the National Phonograph Company do not use 
the phonograph for handling all of their correspondence." 

Yours truly, 

E.E.P. 
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Orange, N. J. Oot. 22, :'06. 

Mr. A. A. Sohmidt, Diet. Mgr. ! 
Buffalo Office. ■ . ■( 

Dear Sir:- (\ 

on+i-, ■* —,a. R°f0rr|«S to the third paragraph of your letter of the 
Offices of thnafint?n °f 'ooramerolal machines; In the'. 

!!+ th Hational Phonograph Co., we would say thkt up to the 
wahavQ only been able to install about 40 machines 

hnljf0r?n? ^°?artmentB owlnS to the different arrangements 
vdiich have existed in our offices, but however, we are assured 
? uTr+iidfnt 1<tr* (Silmore that as soon as we occupy our new offices 

?L* Tlfth and al3° our naw building at Orange, n“ J. that 
p50"°6raph will be generally Installed in all 

* a>ld furthermore tiiat we shall have a central transcribing 

heretofore <Tnnn^ °°ndiWonB,of our prevented \this 
Should such a question arise with you again, you can 

.. ^ a11 sincerity that the Business Phonograph is installed 
throughout our offices in the proper manner. y 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

Oct* 24, 1906. 

IT. C. Durand, Esq., 

Manager Commercial Department, 

Orange, IT. J. 

Dear Sir: 

X Tiave your letter of the 22nd. The ropljr that you have made 

to Mr. Schmidt is correot. X do not want to increase the Business 

phonographs at the moment, hut just as soon as wo do get into the new 

ITow York offioe and the building here at Orange I will do. the 

neoessary about letter-writing by means of the phonograph. I have 

already advised you to this effeot. 

' 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iw President. 



\ / 
MEMORANDUM 

I think you should note the circular letters which 
the Sterling Debenture Corporation are sending out hearing on 
the Telegraphone. 

Their latest piece of literature entitled 
" Mantle of Edison calimed for Danish Inventor " is Ih line with 
all of their work in which they refer to Mr. Edison's work in 
comparison with their own, in order to make sales. 

Yours respectfully, 
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Reprinted from the New Orleans “ Picayune " of August 5, 1906. 

Mantle of Edison 
Claimed for Danish 

Inventor 
Poulsen’s Discoveries Have Given Him 

Front|Rank Among Electri¬ 
cal Engineers 

Two Revolutionary Inventions, Besides the Teleg- 
raphone. Already to His Credit 

“It is one of those things 
which open the eyes of all 
scientists.” 

This is what Sir William 
Preece said, after seeing a dem¬ 
onstration of Valdemar Poulsen’s 
“speaking telephone.” Since 
this epoch-making invention 
Poulsen has kept steadily at 
work, and now, at the age of 
thirty, he ranks among the most 
brilliant electrical engineers of 
the day. He has discovered 
principles in electro-magnetism 
which have turned upside down 
what the text-books say on the 
subject, and scientists every¬ 
where follow his researches with 
.the closest attention. 

Poulsen is a native of Den¬ 
mark, born in Copenhagen, in 
1874. His early education was 
received in the public schools of 
that city, after which he passed 
through the best European 
technical schools. 

One of the inventor’s earliest 
successes was in connection with 
the laying of a submarine tele¬ 
phone. . About four or five 
years ago the German Govern¬ 
ment applied to the foremost 
scientists of Germany for a sub¬ 
marine telephone, but they were 

unable to produce anything 
satisfactory. Poulsen was then 
appealed to, and succeeded in 
laying a cable by which it was 
possible to telephone under 
water a distance of twenty-five 

The inventor owes a good 
deal to the generosity of the 
late S. Lemvig-Fog, a Copen¬ 
hagen financier. Some years. 
ago Mr. Fog gave Poulsen 
$50,000 with which to carry on 
his experiments, and to^-day he 
has one of the best equipped 
laboratories in the world, in 
which he conducts his researches, 
assisted by a large staff of trained 
engineers. For many years 
Poulsen has been associated 
with a Mr. Peterson, a college 
chum and one of his closest 
personal friends. Mr. Peterson 
is possessed of a keen mechan¬ 
ical bent and works out the 
theories which the-active mind 
of Poulsen evolves. He, too, 
is young, being only thirty-one 
years old. 

Backed by American 
Capital 

In the United States Poul¬ 
sen’s name is familiar mainly as 
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the inventor of the telegra- 
phone. It is not only the 
broad commercial possibilities 
of this invention which make it 
a remarkable achievement, it 
is the fact that it is based, upon 
an entirely new principle in 
physics—that magnetism can 
be localized. 

Applying this principle in a 
practical way, Poulsen evolved 
a machine which records speech, 
music or any sound, such as 
the ticking of the telegraph, 
storing the sound record in the 
form of magnetic impressions 
on a fine wire or steel plate. 
The practical uses .of the ma¬ 
chine are the same as those to 
which the phonograph is put— 
and many; more. Linked with 
the telephone, the telegraphone 
makes a permanent record of 
everything that passes over the 
line; it takes dictation at any 
distance covered by the teleT 
phone, and talks off, with per¬ 
fect distinctness, the records 
made in this way. American 
capital, seeing the great money¬ 
making possibilities of the teleg¬ 
raphone, is backing the erec¬ 
tion of a plant to manufacture 
the machine here and meet the 
ever-increasing demand. 

New Kind ol Wireless 

Lately Poulsen has been 
giving his attention to wireless 
telegraphy, and has succeeded in 
perfecting a system of his own 
which has the great advantage 
of being absolutely selective. 

It has always been possible 
heretofore with other systems 
to tap messages, and efforts 
have been made by tuning to 
obviate this difficulty. Poulsen 
has now discovered a way by 
which it is possible to send a 
message so that it can be re¬ 
ceived only by the station for 
which it. is intended. Some 
time ago Poulsen , conducted 
experiments in his laboratories 
to show what his system was 
capable of. Haif a dozen re¬ 
ceiving stations were fixed up 
around the room, and the in¬ 
ventor was able to send mes¬ 
sages to anyone of them with¬ 
out. any of the others being 
affected. So far he has suc¬ 
ceeded in sending messages a 
distance of 300 miles over land, 
which is equivalent to about 
i,aoo miles over water. 

A further application of his 
wireless system was shown in 
another experiment. A aa-foot 
launch was fitted up with a 
motor and rudder. Standing 
on shore Poulsen started the 
•motor by wireless power , and 
controlled the rudder so that 
the launch went in any direc¬ 
tion he chose to direct it. The 
same idea is to be applied to 
guiding torpedoes. 

This is not a complete cata¬ 
logue of Poulsen’s achievements, 
but it is enough to show why he 
is called the “ Danish Edison,” 
'a title conferred upon him when 
the telegraphone was first exhib¬ 
ited at the last Paris Exposition. 

Note.—‘This is another illustration of the free publicity given 
to the Telegraphone by newspapers in every part of the United States. 
Newspaper men recognize the vast importance of the Telegraphone, 
and realize that they must give their readers an account of it simply 
as a matter of news. No amount of advertising space that the 
American Telegraphone Company could buy would be . so valuable as 
these free news notices. ' 

Sterling Debenture Corporation 
Ksa 61 Pine Street, New York 



NATIONAL PHONOBHAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

Nov. 26,1906. 

Thomas A. ."Edison, 
Orange, N.J. 

,. , , December advertising of this Company will appear in the 
list of publications named below. Proof of the advertisement to be used 
is enclosed. 

Ainslee's 1 page 
American Illustrated 1 page 

Argosy 
All-Story 

1 page 300.00 

Century 
Collier's 
Cosmopolitan 
Everybody's 
ladies' Home Journal 
McClure's 
Metropolitan 
Munsey's 
National 
Pacific 
Popular 
Red Book 
Saturday Evening Post 

Scribner's 
Sunset 
Smith's 

1 page 225.00 
1 page in colors 1800.00 
1 page 322.56 
1 Page 425.00 
1/4 page • 
1 page 
1 page 
1 page 
1 page 114.75 
1 Page 72.25 
1 Page 109.35 
1 Page 203.05 
1/2 p. It.or 
l/4 p. 2 t. 
1 page 
1 page 70.00 
1 page 91.12 

3842.13 
10^ 384.21 

"$4226.34” 

Very truly yours, 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

1000.00 
414.00 
200.00 
500.00 

900.00 

225.00 

3539.00 

4226.34 



[ENCLOSURE] 

WHEN a man leaves home in the even¬ 
ing it is because he seeks amusement. 

The best way to keep him home is to 

give him the amusement there. Make home a 

competitor of downtown, the club, the cafe, the 

theatre and the concert hall. No one thing will 

furnish so much amusement for so many people, 
so many times, and in so many ways as the 

Edison Phonograph. 

Talk about versatility! If you had a brass band on tap and 
several leading concert hall singers on salary, -and two or three 
funny men to crack jokes, and a beautiful soprano to sing ballads, 
you could not give the same amount of varied entertainment that 
the Edison Phonograph gives by simply changing records. 

You can hear the whole program at some nearby store in 
this town. 

National Phonograph Company 7 ( j 
Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J. _J_ 



[ENCLOSURE] 

PROOF OF 
ADVERTISEMENT FROM 

BOOKLOVERS 

Kindly approve and return with original copy 
See that correct Key Number is inserted 

EVEN John Philip Sousa, who has 
no use for phonographs, has been 
forced to recognize the Edison 

Phonograph as a formidable competitor. 
The two-step king says that people will 
no longer go to concerts if they can 
have music in their own homes so easily 
and so cheaply as they can with the 
Edison Phonograph. 

This is an unwilling tribute, but it nevertheless is a tribute. 
The man who has an Edison Phonograph has a concert in his own 
home. Even a king could not have more. At a store in your 
town you can hear the Edison Phonograph right away. 

National Phonograph Company 
84 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER 

makes one of his characters com¬ 

plain of New York because there 

is nothing to do between midnight and 

bedtime. If this man had had an Edi¬ 

son phonograph he would have known 

what to do between dinner time and mid¬ 

night, which is most people’s bedtime. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

IN the time of the Arabian Nights 

the chief form of amusement was 

telling stories. They had no books. 

Professional story-tellers went around and 

amused everybody who was able to pay. 

This idea of being amused is as old as the 

human race. “Give us something to 

entertain us” has been the constant cry. 

The answer in this day and age is the 

Edison Phonograph. 

Every one can have his own story-teller, his own songster, 
his own band-master, right in his own home. The man who “kept 
a poet ” is not in it with the man who keeps an Edison Phono¬ 
graph. Hear it at the nearest dealer’s. 

National Phonograph Company 
20 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J. 



MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Attached, please find copy of letter similar 
to one which I propose to write to each purchaser of Business 
Phonographs after carefully canvassing the probabilities 
of their using Business Phonographs so as to quote them 
a rebate of 10,% if they use a certain number of machines 
during one year, providing that number is over ten. 
Should they use one-hundred in the course of the year we 
propose to alio?/ an extra ten, , or 10 and 10 per cent rebate. 

In this manner I propose to know exactly 
what prospects vne have among all of our old customers 
and push our agents to see that these proposals for one 
years full sales is accomplished in each instance in 
order to shut off any competition in those plants. 

Thanking you for your approval of this 
letter, I remain 

Yours t ruly, 

•H. C. D. 



d&mnaiick, £d'vs on- 

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ED. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

BUSINESS PHDNUGRAPH 

issrs. Carnegie Steel Company, 

Pittsburg, Pa. 

accordance with our conversation with your 
°f£ic® Manager, we are pleased to confirm our 

stat-ment that should you order from us eighteen machines 
ffliich'3Mr TnZ °rder department, ( this being the number 
dii w believes could be used to advantage ) we 

10/0 0f-,?’0^r imroices for machines and accessories but not for wax cylinders. 

We also confira-our statement that if by any means 
amount fecurs ,ordf3/rom the Carnegie Steel Company which will 

“f0)1111 ea durlns the ensuing year ending 
whlob^wf-iT’3^ 19?7i thal we wil1 re’bate an extra lo£ or discounts 
which .vili amount to not more than ten and ten tier cent on an 

duringe^h’fy2r^Ve ^ purdhased under “V different arrangement 

. j^n regard to the (juestion of repairs we are nreruirori 

orde^durin^th11 expens®3 foI keeping your machines in p^fect 
smeLl ySar fndl?e December 1st, 1907 will be at our 
2“ ' w!1 ???* "0t allow of misunderstanding on our 
plSt will for3^ ly grantee that the cost of maintaing your 
plant will for the year mentioned not be more than the purchase 
price of the machines. We bring this matter to vour attention 
very strongly as competitors have not the same confidence in an 
. eaooeosful operation or in.tnments, 

i»port»5t T&Z S? 



[ENCLOSURE] 

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON COMMERCIAL SYSTEM 

BOSINESS PHONOGRAPH 

YORK" 

Sheet j#2--Carnegie Steel Co. 

We are also prepared by a careful canvass of transcribers 
in your city and their continual education to furnish you with help 
should a member of your force leave your employ. 

Thanking you for an acknowledgement of this letter and 
your interest in advance, we remain 

Yours truly, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 
Commercial Department. 



Dec. 3, 1906. 

Nelii on 0. Durand, 13sq., 

Manager Commercial Department, 

Dear Sir: 

Orange, N. J. 

I have your favor of the 26th, enclosing copy of letter 

similar to one which you propose to write to each purchaser of 

Business Phonographs, extending an additional 10 &.10X rebate 

in case they purchase 100 machines within any one year from the 

date of the first purchase. , I believe this is in accordance with 

our understanding and it is therefore approved. 

I do not know whether.it was intentional or not, but "guarantee" 

seems to be spelled incorrectly all the way through the letter. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iw President. 



pi «" . • 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

to Calkins & Holden for the newspaper advertising begun last month. 

This covers the United States only. It does not include Canada, which 

is being made the subject of a separate campaign and upon which a report 

will be given you later. In addition to the cost of the space shown 

on the attached order, there is an expense of $1239.57 for designing, 

engraving, composition, making stereotyped plates, etc. ThiB expense 

is about offset by the cash discounts allowed by most of the papers. 

I will be glad to furnish any details of this advertising 

that may not be clear to you. I might say that so far the papers are 

treating us splendidly with this advertising. Without paying extra 

for it, we are getting some of the best positions in the paperB. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

Lfanorsi gnlbinc & Holden, 
Her forte city 

at.r our order for Mm,, advortlol„B -o be tor., in 

various Jobberr' oliioo throurhout -he United. State., upon the to.,. 

of the ««*.., enclosed siih four lotto?- of Eccabcr loth, M.loh 1, 

copied on the e„b-JoI,inc sheet./ond r...„c a part of Ohio order, th- 

nlreuciy -been or rued upon. 

* .sO insvrtlotu; of a 14" udvortiii-wsent. All 

» ccPy> com/'.usltlon and stereotypes h.cvc 

Very truly yours, 

HATIOKAL PKOJiOCnAHf CO. 

Advertising Department, 

Ifnr.ager. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

J3ITY 

BET 
por line 

CIRCULATIOK for 3920 
. . llnca 

BATE 
per in. CASH 
for 200 discount 
incheB_ 

Albany,H.Y. Press : ’£1404 
Allentown,Pa. Loader 4671 
Atlanta, On. Constitution 48731 
Banfror ,He. Commercial 9403 
Birmingham, Ala.Hev.-o 23000 
Brooklyn,!!. Y. Ea^le 80000 
Burlinpton,Vt. Prco Prooo 7500 
Canton,0. Heposltory 8073 
Columbus,0. State Jou.rnal)26896 
Cincinnati,0. Enquirer 100000 
" “ Hews 

Hev/s 
Hews 
Call 
Tel er ram 
Times 

Dallas,Tex. 
Dayton,0. 

::Des Koines,la 
Easton,Pa. 
Elmira,H.Y. 
El PasO,Tex. iiajns 
Pi t ohburp, Has s. Sentinel 
Port Podre,Ia. tfessenrer 
Pt. Yorth.Tex 
Gloversville 
Harrisbur<r,Pa 
Helena, Iiont. 
Houston,Tex. 
Kingston ,!!.Y, 

15000 
21196 
42844 

3200 
48222 

6400 
0001 
2243 

13402 
3555 

12055 

. Record 
Leader 

. Star Indp*. 
Daily RecordlOOOl 
Chronicle 23882 
Erooitum 3632 

Knoxville-Tonn.Journal-Trib.13013 
Lafayette,Ind. Journal 5193 

S. Lincoln,Hob. State Journa])l4520 
S. Little Bock,Ark.Gazette 11112 
S. Louisville,Ky. Courier Jrnl.lBOOO 
o. Lowell,Mass. Telerrom 15526 
o. Hemphis,Tenn. ComCcCl Appeaff588! 
o. Kobile, Ala. Rerister 945« 
o. Hontfromery, Ala. Advertiser 1699C 
S. Hashville,Tenn.American 2i«i2C 

Hcvrsrk,B. J. Eve. Hews 6010£ 
E. Kewurk.O. Advocate 2G2ri 
E. Hew Bedford.Hass.Standard 1373£ 
o. Hew Haven, Ct. Rerister 11313 
S. Hew Orleans,La.Times DemocratfcoOOC 
S. Oaklnnd,Cal. Tribune 13481 
Sf Omaha,Net. IIcwb 45087 
S. Ofcden, Utuh Examiner 3815 
E. Qswef*o,!J.Y. Palladium 3900 
E. Patterson,N.J. Guardian 9583 
S. Providence, R.I.Tribune 31000 

Pawtucket,li. I. Times 
S. Peoria,Ill. 
5. Phila. Penn. 
S. Portland, ire. 
S. Portland,Ore. 
S. Quincy,Ill. 
S, RoB.dlnfr,Pis. 
S, Richmond,Vh. 

Journal 830< 
Ho. American 16800C 
Telerrom 864J 
Oreronion 34881: 

8332 
Earle 983*/ 
Times-Diop'ch 23775 

Rochester,!».Y. Bern. Chronlcl^28190 
Sacramento,Cal.Bee 10792 
Salt Lake C.Utah Tribune 1646C 
oan Antonio.,Tex.Express 260C 

.0425 

.07225 

.051 

.144 

.017 

.061 

.17 

.0935 

.0265 

.0425 

.10 

.034 

.0425 

.02125 

.0425 

.102 

.2975 

.2125 

.115385 

.085 

.0595 

.1275 

.2295 

.13 

.03825 

.0255 

.108 

.07225 

.034 
.02975 
.0595 
.0855 

.085 

.04675 

.051 

.051 

.119 

.34 

.15 

.15 

.ie 

.10625 

.034 

.074375 

.0595 

.034 

.03825 

.2975 

.153 

.6545 

if 

2$ 
$ 

25$ 
2$ 

I 
2$ 

' 2$ 
2$ 

4 

2$ 

5$ 
2$ 
5> 

6$' 
3$ , 

f 
2$ 
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PAPER CIBCUEATIOH 

Hot KATE 
per line per in. 
for 3920 for £E 

llnee_linoa 

. rSavannah', Oa. 2!avs 
, Schenectady,U.Y.Gazette 
> Scranton,Pa. Times 
i Slmron,Pa. Tolerrapli 
. Seattle,Wash. Times 
, Sioux City,la. Tribune 
i Spokane,Wash. Spokesman Rev. 
i Sprinpfiold,Mass.Union 

St. Paul,Minn. Dinpatofc 
. T/0uis,Ho. 

St. Louis,Mo. 
Syracuse,'?.Y. 
Toledo,0. 
Tren-.on,H.,T. 
Troy.H.Y. 
Utica,K.Y. 
V/aycross.Oa. 

Globe,Rem. 
Post-Dlop. 

’Herald 
Tiices-Bee 
Advertiser 
Budret 
Herald-PinpJ 
Herald 

5250 
13050 
25741 
2126 

46117 
24267 
21636 
1D640 
65000 

175461 
223508 
40098 
15974 
13^09 
34264 
16499 

. 1000 

E. Williamsport,Pa. 
S. V/orcestcr jITb-ss. 
S. BaltimorCjHd. 
S. 3uffalo,N.Y. 
S. Chicago,Ill. 
S. Cleveland,0. 
S. Donvcr/Col. 

Sun . 11153 
Tel error. 26451 
American 60123 
Courier . 79841 
Tribune 200000 
Plain Dealer 66692 
Post 60104 

S. DetroitjUich. Pree Preeo 
S. Indianapolis,Ind.Star 
S. Kansas City,?.'o. Otar 
S. Milwaukee,Whs. Sentinel 
S. Philadelphia,Pn. Record 
S. Pittaburr,Pa. Dispatch 
S. Boston,Mass. American 
S. Chic;iro,;lll. American 

; S. Eos Anp'.los.Cal. Times 
j S. Wow York, li. Y. American 
j S. San JTranclsco, Caj).Examiner 
■ S. New York, H.Y. World ’ 

S. Chicuro,Ill. Record Herald 
S. St. Eo"is,Ho. Republic ) 
S. Philadelphia,Pa. Press 
S. Pittaburr,Pa. Post 
S. How York,H.Y. Tribune 
S. Boston,lfass. Post 
S. V/asbinrton,D.C. Star 
S. Minneapolis,Hinn.Journal 

B. San PranciscOjCul.Chronicle 
Eos Ann-eles,Cla. Examiner 

55588 
62548 

120867 
54721 

150000 
72960 

100000 
545807 
43150 

600000 
138737 

)383650 

j^.034000 

) 
) 
) 

.378 

.119 

.102 

.058 

.2125 

.153 

.495 

.225 

.405 

2$ 
2% 

.102 

.0255 

.060776 

.054 

.085 

.17 

.21676 

.06375 

.0595 

.0256 
.0425 
.13125 

.os io^; 
(for cash in 
( advance 

2r 

I 
0 
2/5 
% 
65 H 
55, 
F& 

§6.935.15 (5103.171485 §6.07938 5 
_*_ggO, in. 

428,888.01 
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-3- 
Ket RATS CASH 

CITY PAPHl CIRCULATION per line per in. Dlsc'T 
for 3920 for 2B0 

_lines llnoa_ 
_ ■ 528", Q8e. 01 

San. Sran. Chron. 266 Inches (19 ads) 
they ninsed the first one at §2.645625 
not nor inch 676.60 

Also Sunday inara. 42 inches (3 nds) at 
§28.25 per inch. 1190.70 

8 Individual papers on A300. Sunday lint 
to he used after January lBt-196 inches 
(14 ads) at §21.065975 4128.93 

§34,884.24 
10? commission. 3.456.42 
Total cost of space. §38,372.66 

D-—Daily 
S—- Sunday 
3----Sveftinf? 



Without knowing what general plane you or Mr. Weber may have 
in mind concerning this department, it seems to me that the work is of 
such a character and is important enough to warrant the erection of a 
building for its own use. That is, assuming that Mr. Edison will 
eventually insist upon having complete possession of the building we 
are now in. If he could be induced to allow us to stay here indefinitely, 
sufficient additional room could be obtained by building a small addition-, 
to it. I believe that you would not be satisfied to have even part of 
my department in the office building, for the daily carrying of printed 
matter back and forth would be an annoyance and a constant source of 
irritation. On the other hand, I do not think that the department should 
be put down in one of the factory buildings. I think it is entitled to 
more dignified treatment. When I say the department, I do not mean the 
stock of printed matter. If we must abandon this'building, it can be 
carried anywhere in the factory where it can he handled in the most 
economical manner. Or, if Mr. Edison will let us stay in this building, 
we could move the stock of printed matter into one of the factory 
buildings and use this entire building for the other work of the' 

The demands upon the Advertising Department seem to grow 
faster than we can take care of them to'advantage. Every additional 
facility that we get for carrying stock or doing the work seems to be 
outgrown ns fast as we get it. We really should have a building the siz e 
of the present one for nothing but the executive work of the department _ 
and another fully as large for carrying printed matter in a proper 
manner. If Mr. Edison must have this building the ideal solution would 
be the erection of a building at least 25 x 100 and two stories high 
with provisions for increasing its height as well as making additions 
so as to admit of the installation of a printing plant should it at any 
time become necessary to do so. 

My principal reason for writing this letter is to bring the 
matter to your attention and make it the subject of a general discussion 
in the near future. There are a number of -things that we should he 
doing in connection with advertising that we cannot take up for the want 
of room,to add the necessary people and we Should even now have a larger 
force to properly handle the details. We find ourselves constantly 
driven to keep up the work and with our present room it is not feasible 

,to add new people. 
Very 1 



U13M5,FILLMORE STt, 
PrtONffWESTSI07 £ 

Dec. 17, 1906. /|f 

V V.'o ape pleased to acknowledge receipt of your esteemed 
favor of the 7tH, and take this opporttmity of thanking you kindly 
for the decision you have come to in regiy?d to the 15^ disoount, 
which the insurance companies so unjustlyVook away from us. We 
appreciate this credit of $2700.00 very muck, indeed. 

$23241.22 Old Balance — $18000.00 -Including cash 
19267,91 Or. 1267,91 and insurance 
3973.31 Still due — $19267.91 sent - in round 

figures. 

Hope that you will do some thinking on this balanoe. After you 
have carefully figured this out and gone over the matter, know 
that I will get what is coming to me. Should like very muii to 
have same wiped off, and know that you would. The cash that we have 
sent you since the. quake, together with the $10,000 credits goes 
to show that we are still hammering away at the Edison article, try¬ 
ing to make some money for you and ourselves. I know that I am in 
good hands for the settlement of the.old account. 

I spent last Sunday with Leon. He is jsawing wood, v 
tilling the soil and doing other things of this nature to re-es¬ 
tablish his health. }ft/Ce took a trip in a boat yesterday, and saw 
two million ducks. Wish that you could drop in and have a look at 
them. 

Wishing you a very happy Christmas and prosperous New 
Year, in union with your family, arid trusting that everything will 
come your way, as usual, I am, e 

P.B.--H. ■ Tours very - /I /y 
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Edison Moving Picture Machine 
Wurlitzer Automatic 
Musical Instruments 

Wholesale, 1021-23 GOLDEN GATE AVE 
TELEPHONE WEST 0107 

To PETER. BACIGALUPI & SONS Dr. 

15, FILLMORE STREET 
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^Technical Chemical Expert. 
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J. W. ftYLSWORTtl, 
Technical Chemical Expert. 

east orange, n. j.,„ 
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National Phonograph Company Records 

Correspondence, Foreign (1906) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

marketing and supply of phonographs and cylinder records in Great Britain, 

Germany, Belgium, France, and other countries. Most of the items are letters to 

and from William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Other correspondents include 

James H. White, European sales manager; Walter Stevens, manager of the 

Foreign Department; John R. Schermerhorn, assistant general manager; and 

Thomas Graf, managing director of the Edison Gesellschaft. Among the 

documents for 1906 are letters pertaining to prices and management and to the 

quality and condition of phonographs and records offered for sale in Europe, 

Australia, and the Americas. Also included are letters regarding the manufacture 

of records in Paris, Berlin, and Brussels underthe direction of Edward Riehl; the 

resignations of White and Joseph Kaltenecker, managing director of the 

Compagnie Frangaise du Phonographe Edison; Edison’s German patent rights 

and the reorganization of his German business; and the aftermath of the fire in 
the Paris factory. 

Approximately 10 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are letters regarding weekly and monthly remittances and 

accounts, ongoing litigation with Edison-Bell, and litigation overthe unauthorized 

use of the name "Edison." Also not selected are incorporation papers for the 

National Phonograph Co. of Australia and the National Phonograph Co. of 
Mexico, both organized during 1906. 
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January 6th, 1906, 

Kr .William E. Gilmoro, President, 
The National Phonograph 0°., 

ORANGE. N.J. U.S.A. 

I he;; to hand you herev/ith Euroean condensed factory re¬ 
port for week ending January 2nd, 1906 of Brussels, Berlin and Paris 
factories, also Brussels Wax Plant. 

Regarding the fire at our Paris Factory, I heg to state 
that upon receipt of a telegram from Paris in the night of Bee.28th 
I immediately cabled Mr. Schemerhorn the meagre information con¬ 
tained therein, and went with the next train to Paris. I found that 
the interior of the record moulding department was almost entirely 
destroyed, and the building erected by us partly affected by the 
fire. I cabled Mr. Schemerhorn the exact extent of the damage sus¬ 
tained, and found upon investigation that the fire originated at 
10 o’clock at night, when nobody was at work at the factory. I 
questioned the watchman employed at the factory, who claims that on 
passing a pot containing approximately 2 quarts of benzine he set 
it on fire with his lantern. The benzine is used by the watchman to 
wash the Jackets or cooling pots U3ed to exact records, but his as¬ 
sertion that he set same on fire with his lantern is much to bo 
doubted, as the lantern used is a specially constructed watchman’s 
lantern, and the fire may have originated from the smoking of a 
pipe or the throwing of match. The starting of the fire is thus some 
what of a mystery, but there can be no doubt that the watchman is 
responsible for this mishap, which is due to his carelessness. 
I made it a point to demonstrate that the wax contained in the 
kettles did not ignite,- in fact a few cakes lying on a table only 
melted, "but did not c'atcli fire or burn in any v/ay. 

As we carry an insurance sufficient to cover our losses 
I advised the insurance companies at once of the conflagration and 
took the necessary steps fto recover the amount claimed by ub. Our 
total damage claims we put at the figure of Ers.55,000. This 
amount, of course, will not be accorded, as experts will determine 
the amount of the loss, many of the articles, such as lathes, kettle 
etc., not being entirely destroyed. Still we claim that they are 
absolutely uselessjto us, and are trying to recover the full value 
which will not exceed Ers.15,000. ($3,000.) The Insurance Cos.( our 
insurance being carried by two. companies) have deputed an expert, 
terms0^ th!LeX£?rt dePuted us for the purpose of discussing 

for the first time on Jan.4th, when the preliminary legal con¬ 
ditions were discussed. 
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Mr. William E. Gilmore, President, 
The National Phonograph C°., 

ORANGE. N.J. 

renlained in Paris a little over a week, and will return 
H0** meeting of the experts. There is a tremendous 

,}0tr red tape to he gone through, and many hindrances put in the 
way of an immediate settlement, hut I expect that the experts with 
mon+£SSiSTan??J S'111 ac®omPlish «*eir task in the firs^half of this 
Hr tCrovdonWMniv«aVn & P°Wer °*VAttorney, to enable me to act in 
Mi. Croydon-Marks name, so as to effect the settlement with the 
insurance people. 

Schermerhorn came to Paris, and is kept fully in- 

to Sake reSardin2 the miahaP* instructed me not 
to make any effojt as yet to re-erect the manufacturing plant. 

itself on'whirh make the aeca3sarM repairs on the building 
°" dam??3 ars approximately, including the flooring 
*300£ K°,:Fr3*4000’ 1 quite agree v/ith Mr. Schermerhorn that 

should we rebuild, we should find more suitable quarters, large enouch 
“o amalgamate all our Paris stock-rooms, factory and store-warehouses 
TK™ ”of-Jou will doubtless remember that I found a place 

„™?wi®>‘\those Poises X regret to state however, were taken 
by another party soon after. 

T/e have a stock of records at the Levallois stock-room 
amounting to 145889. X have at once sent moulds for all the most 
Sar 00lGC?iOnS fr°m our Paris factory to the Brussels plant, in 
older to supply records from Brussels. Of course we will use up 

C- t0 3UPPly orders first, and as coon as that stock 
?£ ® i, ^ no exhausted, we will manufacture and fill requisition 
fr®? t]ie Brussels Plant, and I daresay that our selling end will not 
suffer through the accident. 

. . 1Ir • Schermerhorn thinks it advisable to throw the two 
stjCkr^ooms ^ogether immediately and transfer the two stock rooms 
and store-rooms to the factcr y and ship orders from there until such 
time asbusiness warrants our erecting a new moulding plant. 

The question of maintaining our patent rights came up. 
eSdi1RetWn+t^0 i*"* ?raad?n’s opinion on the matter, who inform¬ 
ed us that it will be absolutely necessary for us to continue the 
manufacture of records in Prance in order to protect our French pa- 
tents. Ve have however a reasonable time in which to recommence 
the manufacture anew, as the law allows a reasonable time if the 
Sonn bee? 5forked previously, which in our case has been 
done for the past two years at our levallois factory. I believe 
that the law makes an allowance of two years:- that is, I believe 

r“aLatQ,°?“anUfact"rin^ for about that length of time if we have a reasonable excuse for doing so. - 

„„„ v +1 ITwi11 koep y°u fnlly informed of the result of the dama¬ 
ges by the Insurance companies at a later date. 
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, _ , , Relative to the trial of the Authors’ Rights Society suit 
m Belgium, I am very pleased to report that the judgement, contra¬ 
ry to all expectations, has been rendered in favour of the manufac¬ 
turers. This is quite a hard blow to the Editors’ Society, as they 
were so sure that decision would be in their favour, and had already 
made arrangements and contracts with several of the phonograph man¬ 
ufacturers. In fact I advised you lately that the Gramophone people 
had addressed a circular letter to all their dealers in Belgium, 
calling in all the records which were to he stamped for royalty. 

a. ^ While the Editors can appeal to a higher court, called 
Court de Cassation", it is general^ considered that the present 

decision will be confirmed by the supreme court. This decision is 
very good news to us and may very much interfere with the present 
claim of the French Authors Society, which is to the effect that 
all records, instrumental as v/ell as vocal, should pay royalty in 
1 ranee, and the Belgian decision may have some weight in French 
judicial circles. 

Personally I am very jubilant about this decision, not 
only on account of the royalty on each record being saved, but also 
because the nuisance and delay in being obliged to affix royalty 
labels on record boxes, is thus done away with. This has been a 
serious drawback in Paris and greatly interefered with the prompt 
delivery of orders, and if we had had this trouble to contend with 
at our Brussels Factory, the inconvenience would be so much the 
more accentuated. 

We will send you, according to your desire, a monthly 
report instead of a weekly statement in my letters to you. You 
will of course however continue to receive the regular weekly 
manufacturing report as heretofore. 

Yours very truly, 

THE m 

rintendent 

Enclosure. 
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W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 

Orange, Hew Jersey, U.S.A. 

My dear Ed: [ MAIN C,| r'.'.d J 

"Have decided manufacture Brussels temporarily Will write 
"details and recommendations" 

The stenographer in the Paris office was rather slow and insomuch 
as even though a letter were written there it could not get out 
before to-day's mail X decided to await writing until X arrived 

Upon my personal investigation I find that the information con¬ 
tained in my letter of December 30th is exactly in accordance with 
the facts so far as it goes. 

The machinery of the moulding plant is considerably damaged, 
but much of it can be repaired. Of course the cores and jackets are 
absolutely ruined; the reaming machines are damaged to a certain 
extent, that is, new shafts will have to be provided and also 
possibly new bearings, although no very careful inspection haB as 
yet been made. The. dipping machines can doubtless be cleaned up 
and most of the parts used. The kettle is still full of wax and 
has not been examined, but it is probably warped and, of course, 
will have to be taken out and repaired. 

As you can well understand Mr. Riehl very wisely decided to do 
nothing whatsoever until he had received an adjustment as to the 
insurance. He is claiming Brs. 55,000, which will, without doubt, 
be cut in half. At a rough estimate I should say that the loss 
would be from Brs. 15,000 to Prs. 20,000. The principal expense 



will_ba in repairing the building which under our lease is necessary 
xhe brickwork is not damaged, but, of course the windows, roof, 
and also woodwork, such as window-frames and so forth will probably 
have to be entirely replaced. 

Mr. Riehl estimates that it will take from six to eight weeks to 
get the plant in operation. 

Confirming the letters which I had written him I verbally 
instructed him to immediately prepare to supply the French demand 
from Brusseis; of course sending only the moulds to Brussels as 
rapidly as Btock of records might be required. 

I was unable to get any accurate idea of the cost of duty, but 
such figures as I was able to see indicated that the duty per record 
was between 4 and 5 centimes, roughly, 1 cent each. 

Freight, if shipped by ordinary slow route, is trifling - 
about t of a cent per record, or in other words I figure that it 

•ir,rtinA+ath+i,fep0?^4.yhic? y0u receive weekly from Mr. Riehl would 
indicate, this additional cost is practically saved in the cost of 
manufacture as between Brussels and Paris, that is, Brussels is 
manufacturing at something over 1 cent each per record d.ess than is 
sustsS C0St’ ther+e£or?> » little, if any, actual -Should be 
sustained by giving up the Paris factory provided the demand is not 
greater than has been in the past; on the other hand, of course, 
if the demand should greatly increase in France, thereby enabling 
U4*»?° ? larger production, then of course the cost per record 
will not be any more than prevails in Brussels, and in that event 
we would lose the transportation charges and duty-. 

i,o^,lhatv.ni?pr0“8ei„in9 “°8t> h°wever, was the patent situation, and 
™6,f0£8 °5tling you Mr • Eiehl and I consulted with Mr. Brandon. 

u,ira^0nied,that order to Protect our patents in France 
it was absolutely imperative that we manufacture there, and that 
we could not use a dummy plant as a subterfuge. We, however, can 

not oSlrat« £n0+?la^ ffr °r aight monthQ and 8uch action would not operate to the disadvantage of the patent situation. 
fur*her stated that so far as he knew we owned practic- 
pat?”ts that were of any ubb in France, and provided 

the validity of the patents could be sustained it would, of course, 
be very much to our advantage to keep them alive. 

* f’m,We11 satisfied that the conditions under which the French 
if n°W tefne°perated is not only expensive but also it 

SorJ business8 a y provi(ied wa get doing a satis- 

+w if “y,0®1101"81?" that there should be more consolidation, 
shffiH haJ0 bUt ?ne °°nmon store-house, and such store-house 
do man f t * &nd parcel of the manufacturing plant provided we 
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By pursuing such a plan the Manager of the factory could also look 
after the shipping. He would have absolute control of the stock of 
records which is very important. I, therefore, concluded that one 
of the two following plans would he advisable :- 

1. Assuming you decide that it is advisable to manufacture 
in France, which I am inclined to recommend, that we should then 
take on a new plant of sufficient facilities to consolidate as 
above. 

I looked at several plants but v/as unable to see anything 
under a rental of Prs. 12,000 per year. One factory at this 
price impressed both Mr. Riehl and myself as being very nicely 
adapted to our requirements, and it is obtainable. It is now 
leased by Blackwell's Parisian Company and they have a lease for a 
period of 10 years from date. It is really part of the plant of 
the Clement and Bayard Automobile and Bicycle Company, being ad¬ 
jacent to their very large factories, and insomuch as they are con¬ 
stantly growing they are perfectly willing to annul the lease, 
hence it seems quite probable that even though we assumed the lease 
we could get rid of it at almost a moment's notice. 

■While the above plant seemed very desirable, on the other hand 
the rent seemed too high, and therefore I do not especially recom¬ 
mend it except as being very suitable. I, therefore, instructed 
Mr. Riehl to make further search for something that would be suit¬ 
able for our purpose, and which, I believe, can be had at a much 
lower rental. 

2. If it is decided that we do not manufacture in Prance then 
I would strongly recommend that we retain the lease of the present 
factory plant and use it for our store-house and shipping depart¬ 
ment. There is ample room for this apparatus and the rent is, of 
course, exceedingly low, viz: Prs. 1350 (#270) per year. 

By adopting this plan we would be compelled to get rid of 
the following properties :- 

15' Rue Saussier le Roy - Rental PrB. 220 (#440 per year) 
Leased for two years from July 15th, 1905. 

15 Rue Saussier le Roy - Rental Prs. 1000 (#200) per year) 
Leased for two years from July 15th, 1905. 

Levallois-Perret Stock-room - Rental Prs. 1500 (#300 per year) 
Leased for three years from June 30th, 1904. 

It is quite possible that we should have some difficulty in 
sub-letting either of these properties, although we c.ould doubtless 
sub-let them at a sacrifice, if not for the amount we are paying. 
Of course if we took on an entire new property then we would also 
have to get rid of the lease of the Levallois factory, which can 
be annulled by giving .six.months', notice and paying an indemnity of 
six months' rent, or in other words by sacrificing a year'b rental. 

3. 
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Mr. Riehl, however, is very confident that v/e would have no diffi¬ 
culty whatever in getting rid of this property, and as a matter of 
fact claims that v/e could sub-let it at a considerable advance, 
he believes at double the amount we are paying. 

At the present time Mr. Kaltenecker has five people employed 
at his stock room to whom he is paying salaries aggregating Prs.700 
per month. Mr. Riehl is compelled to keep two ordinarily in his 
stock-room to whom he pays approximately Prs. 300 per month. By 
consolidating v/e could save at least Prs. 500 per month, or 
Prs. 6000 per year, which saving v/e might consider could be expended 
for additional rental. 

Even should we decide to manufacture in Paris I have concluded 
that it would be unnecessary to continue making mouldB there; in 
other v/ords the moulds could be made in Brussels. The duty on 
moulds into Prance would be approximately 22 cents each, which, 
of course, would not aggregate a considerable amount because of the 
fact that comparatively few moulds per selection are required to 
take care of the Prench demand. 

I v/ill further say that I believe there is no good reason 
why the Prench business should not increase very materially, and 
after oertain changes that are to take place have been effected I 
am in hopes that better results will be.obtained, and if such should 
prove to be the fact then, of course, the question of manufacturing 
in that territory is one to be carefully considered. 

I have endeavoured to outline the situation as concisely 
as possible so as to enable you to carefully consider the two 
propositions and come to a conclusion, although it just occurs to 
me that X have neglected to state that X consider it advisable to 
have the store-room outside the confines of Paris, as by so doing 
we save the special city tax (Oct/>!j/i) which is imposed on all re¬ 
cords that come within the city limits. 

There is, of course, no especial hurry in coming to a decision 
although I naturally would like to have your opinion at as early 
a date as possible, that is, which ever plan is adopted I would 
like to have put into effect v/ithout undue delay especially if the 
second one seems best; in other words,'! am not satisfied with 
the store-keeper in Paris, and it is my purpose to dispense with 
his services and put Mr. Leveque, who has been managing our factory, 
in charge of the store-room, shipping,, and so forth. He strikes 
me as being capable and is certainly a worker. 

J.R.S./li.D. 
Chairman of Directors. 
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Mr. Weber: /ul^TAT> 

/ . /f 2^. £ , /?06 
, - This letter from Mr. Riehl is very interesting reading indeed. 

I am still of the opinion that we should not maintain a factory plant in 

Prance, for the present, at least; and if, as he states, we do not have 

to resume the manufacture of records for two years at least, it gives us 

plenty of time to look into the situation more carefully. Personally, 

I do not see that it is.going to he a ny great benefit to us to keep a 

factory going in Prance, simply to sustain whatever patents we may have 

there on records or apparatus for the manufacture of same. My opinion is. 

now^that we are doing business on a purely commercial basis, and' if we 

have a better reoord than anybody else we can maintain our price on it 

and do the business; and 1 am certain that if we manufacture in one plant 

we will make money in the long run. This applies to the whole of the 

Continent as well as the British Isles, and it does not make any differ¬ 

ence whether the plant is located in Germany, in Brussels or in England, 

it seems to me that the best thing to do is to have one plant to take care 

of the entire output, rather than several. Of one thing I am satis- 

‘ (2) 

fied; it is simply a waste of money to keep a plant going in Prance. 

If you are of this same opinion, I wish you would send this letter 

along to Mr. Edison with your comments, as of course I would like to have 

his comments before I write Riehl. 

l/ls/06. w. E. G. 

Enc-B 
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19th January, 1906. 

'S ■ 
. E/xyfl 

My dear Ed: 

I this morning received your cable reading: " J 

"Edison and I decidedly oppose negotiating Moriarity directly 
"or indirectly Suggest your advising him communicate with me 
"You should refuse consider any proposition Do not consider 
"Edbell worthy consideration Writing" 

As my autograph letter to you indicated I had no idea of negotiating 

with Moriarity unless instructed by you to do so. In view of the 

fact that he approached me on the subject I thought it well to 

advise you of the fact even though nothing of a tangible nature 

was advanced by him. It is needless to say that I would not permit 

myself to be taken advantage of by that outfit, not only from the 

standpoint of the interests which I represent but especially as a 

matter of personal pride. I was perfectly willing, however, to 

permit Mr. Moriarity to say what he could and would without in turn 

giving him any information or conveying to him any personal opinion 

that I might have; in faot in his talk with me I stated very 

distinctlythat that was a matter which was entirely outside of my 
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jurisdiction and would have to he oettled at Orange. 

X have not seen Mr. Moriarity since his call here because of 

the faot that I could not find it convenient to look him up in 

Paris. If he approaches me again I will simply tell him to com- 

munioate with you and, of course, wash my hands of the entire 

situation. 

Very truly yours, /) 

Chairman of Directors. 

J.R.S./L.D. 



Jan* 31, 1906. 

J. B. Scharmeih orn, Esq., Chairman of Directors 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

. ,... 1 h?ve y°ura of the 13th of January, advising as to the 
troubles with employees at the Brussels factory. Naturally the reoeipt 
of a cable from Rlehl, as indicated, must have put you in anything, but' 
a J oyrui mood, particularly when we come to consider the amount of work 
that you have to do at the present time to get things straightened out. 
However| as has often "been said, trouble never comes singly. 

I am indeed glad to learn that some of the old hands saw the way 
matters were going and decided to return to work. X am rather su*-prised, 
although I cannot say that I am very muoh surprised, at Riehl»B position 
so far as the work is ooncsrned. Certainly we cannot expect people to 
work for us for one-half their ordinary wages when the fault is shown 
clearly to be ours, and I am very glad indeed.that you went' over and 
investigated the matter so thoroughly and straightened them out. 

,-1 indeed surprised, however, to learn that the friction between 

^ 8UH i2 effeot‘ 1 had h°P*A «»t this had been 
eliminated a long time ago; in faot, my last reoolleotion is that we de- 
oidod to dispense with the servioes of Vanderwee, and the faot that he 
was retained naturally was suffioient evidence to me that he had decided 
to improve his ways and that he was working for the interest of all con¬ 
cerned, and therefore his servioes had been retained there. 

The great trouble with us is that we do not Beem to realise the 
necessity of having good men to take charge of important work, and 
this seems to permeate our entire system. X know that I am as muoh to 
blame for it as anybody else, and the result is that I have got more 
work than I know what to do with; what with the different connections 
that I have made, not only here but outside', I am kept on the jump con- 

1T2vert^0l?BB. ^continue to "preach" but not altogether to 
"praotioe". X am having this same trouble here with Weber. He does hot 

*ryin? t0 d0 everything himself he is undermining 
• 1 have br0usht it so forcibly to him now that X am® 

091119 good assistant, to relieve him of a great 
many of tha details, and the same remarks will apply equally in your 

“y ow?\ Ve S99m t0 OY0rlook the increasing amouht of 
business that we are doing and we do not procure suffioient good help 



X ®* l/3l/06. J. R. Schermerhorn. 

to 'take oare of the natural inorease. Now do not you get into that 

position. Take on whatever help is necessary. We are making money and 
we can afford to spend a certain portion of it in securing proper help - 
to look after details, with which neither you nor myself nor Weber, 
nor in fact any of the Heads should be bothered under any circumstances. 

I am glad indeed that you found on your return to the faotory 
Friday morning that there was an entirely different atmosphere as 
between Riohl and Vanderwee, and I am sure that the talks you had 
produced the proper results. The only thing 1 can say is that when you 
go over again you want to note whether they have taken on the necessary 
forman to look after the work, as if this foreman gets to know his 
business he will eventually work out a larger salable production, and 
this is what we are after so far as the moulding plants are.concerned. 
1 suppose that if Vanderwee had been taken ill at any time Riehl would 
have had to go in himself to take charge of the plant, when, no doubt, you 

would require his services somewhere else, and in that oaBe he would 
simply be tied down. This is not as jfct should be, and 1 hope that you 
will eventually be able to secure the' necessary good assistants that are 
required, not only in Brussels, but doubtless in the other plants as 
well. 

What you tell me about the increase in the January American arid 
February British selections is most gratifying. This indicates that vour 
competitors are not getting all the trade. 

I presume you will be writing me later on if anything else occurs 
and as to conditions after your next visit. 

Yours very truly, 

WEGr/lWW President. 
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FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

E0I5ON MANUFACTURING CO. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CO. 

• 31 UNION SQUARE, Cor.Broadway a 16™ Street, 

otoscopes NEW YORK,N.Y. 

’eb. 8th, 190 6-. 

2£r. W. E. Gilmore, President, 

national Phonograph Co*, 

Orange,-IT. J. 

Dear Sir:- 

Xn the early part of August of last year, Mr. H. A. 

V/eissberger sailed from Hew York to Suenos Ayres, Argentine, as a 

representative of the Singer Manufacturing Co. 

Prior to his departure-, Mr. Ueissberger agreed, as scon 

as practicahle after his arrival, to look over the city thoroughly, 

and report to me as to the conditions prevailing v«-ith reference to 

the sale of Phonographs,. Records, etc. 

Under date of Uoveriber 15th, I communicated with this 

gentleman, and asked his assistance in this field, if Tie could give 

it without interfering with his present work, offering to make it 

an inducement for him to do so, and X enclose herewith a copy of my 

letter. I also enclose a copy of Hr. Weissberger's reply, bearing 

date December 25th, which X am sure you will read with -interest. 

Xhe possibility of doing a large business in Argentine is 

a matter that we have discussed frequently, and there is no reason 

why we should not do a very large business in this territory, if we 
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Y\ Gilmore, 

can comply with the requirements of the trade. Our "business in 

South America for 1905 amounted to 031,973.17, against $20,224.70 

in 1904, an increase of $11,753.47. Of the goods shipped to South 

America, more than one quarter were forwarded to Buenos .Ayres, of 

which, goods to the amount of §6,156.91 have been supplied to the 

Casa Eagini, the Columbia people's representative, they alone having 

purchased 32,222 Records, and a limited number of Phonographs. 

\’.'e have been seriously handicapped in doing business in 

South America on account of our inability to meet the requirements 

of the trade, and the following aro among the principal reasons:- 

lst:- Invariably a house of any importance demands 

exclusive territory. Both the Columbia and Victor people do not 

hesitate to give territorial rights, but this is contrary to our 

established rule. 

2nd: CRRBI?:- I find that our competitors are not at all 

careful in extending credit, whereas "we require, in malting shipments 

to distant ports, cash with order, or a very substantial deposit,, 

with sight draft against documents for the balance. 

3rd: LACK OP ffKSIRABia RKCOKDS; - 

Aside from our instrumental music, we ha ve 

a very limited number of high class Spanish, Italian and P’rench, and 

no Portuguese Records. Attached you will please find a Record list 

issued by Cassels & Co., agents for the Gramophone Co., also a cata¬ 

logue issued by the Casa Tagini, representative of the Columbia peo¬ 

ple, and by referring thereto you will note that they list at least 

300 each of Grand Opera vocal selections, sung by prominent Operatic 
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artists. 

4th:- So far as I can learn, there is very little de¬ 

mand other than for a disc machine, v/ith the possible exception of 

a very small type of a cheap German cylindrical machine , selling in 

that country for about §2.00 U.S. gold. These disc machines ob¬ 

tained a foothold about the time we were supplying our old style wax 

Hecords. In making shipment of these wax Records to South America, 

it was invariably reported that a large percentage were received by 

our clients affected with a mould on account of climatic changes, 

and those not affected en route soon became so sifter their arrival. 

As the disc Records were not affected in this way, it became a very 

strong argument in their favor. I am very glad to state, however, 

that we have never received, to my knowledge, a single complaint 

that our Gold Houlded Records were affected in any way by the 

climate. 

Then, too, another point in favor Of the disc machines is, 

that a comparatively large shipment occupies a small space; for ex¬ 

ample, a case of Edison cylindrical Records, containing 500, 

measures 15'8" cubic measurement, whereas a case of 500 seven inch 

disc Records measures 4'5" cubic measurement, and a case of 500 ten 

inch Records measures 6 ft. cubic measurement. On a shipment of 

5,000 Edison Records, the freight charges would be §30.. 66 against 

§8.54 for a like shipment of seven inch disc Records, and §11.76 for 

ten inch Records. 

However, even in view of the above, there is no reason why 

we should not do a large business in South America, and especially 
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Cable Address: “ ZYMOTIC. NEW YORK." 
A.I., A.B.C..COMMERCIAL, LIEBER'S, HUNTINC 

4 FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

national phonoehaph cn. 
r M*"K EDISON MANUFAEI TURIN la CO. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CD. 

31 UNION SQUARE, Con. BnoxowAV & ISth Street. 

COPY. 

Ur. Harry Weis sterner, 

Apartado 453, Buenos Ayres, 

Argentine Republic.' 

Dear Slr:- 

At the present time we are not doing the business in Ar¬ 

gentine that we feel we should, altho* by referring to our books we 

find that our trade has shown a decided increase all through South 

America this year as against the business done in previous years. 

Of late we ha ve received many requests for quotations, and we are 

inclined to think that the time is ripe for us to do a larger bus¬ 

iness in the territory above mentioned. 

.1 have given the matter much thought of late, and am in¬ 

clined to think that possibly you might assist us without in any 

way interfering with your present work. I shall be very glad to 

hear from you in relation to the matter, and I am sure that we could 

make you a proposition that would make it an inducement to you to 

canvass the trade in Argentine in our interest. Before going into 

this matter to any great extent, however, I would be pleased to 

hear from you, as to how this proposition strikes you. 

I am sending you under separate registered cover our latest 
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pricelists and catalogues covering all goods we manufacture, and if 

you feol favorably disposed, I will submit a proposition to you 

which I think.would interest you. 

Should the business warrant, and we can make the necessary 

arrangemsnts, it will he agreeable to us to send our experts to 

South .America and take a number of special Records which will prove 

attractive to the South American trade. 

There has been an objection in the past that our old style 

wax Records were affected by the climate, but this trouble has been 

entirely overcome, I am sure, since oxir Gold Moulded Records were 

placed on the market. These Records, as you know, are not indes¬ 

tructible, but can be handled without fear of injury, and. we have 

yet to receive a single complaint that they have been affected by 

climatic changes. Another objection has been offered to .the 

effect that we have not been in a position to supply high class 

Records. Ror your information, would state that we have procured 

a number of Records stuig by some of the most noted Opora Bingers in 

the world, and these Records we expect to be in a position to supply 

soon after the first of the year. We enclose herewith a list of 

ten selections which will be among the first we put out, and other 

lists will be issued from time to time. By referring thereto you 

will note one selection by Henreich Enote, called "the German 

Caruso", who, as you are no doubt aware, is very popular at the 

Metropolitan Opera House, Hew York. We would also refer you to 

the selections by Dippel, Scotti, Van Rooy and others. We have 

not decided definitely as to the price of those Records, but this 

will not exceed $1.00 each list, and there is a possibility of their 
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being supplied at 75^ each. 

Hoping to hear from you in the near future, in relation to 

this matter, and with kind regards to lira. Weissberger and your 

goodself, I remain, 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) Walter Stevens 

Manager Eoreigi Department. 

C. 

Enclosure. 
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Buenos Aires, Deo. 25th, 1905. 

0^ f\* 
Mr. Vial ter Stevens, 

i,!gr. Foreign Dep't., 
National Phonograph Co., 

31 Union Square, New York. 

Sir!'i „ i„ receipt ot ,ou. «t. C.vor ot So.. 15th, .hjoh ro.oh.d .e oh tho 

2£nd lot.. ..i th»k ,o« ..oh lor ,»« ott.r to ..ko .0 . propo.it,o.-htoh 
“ ’ an 5nduCftMtA„t for me to canvass the trade or Argentine in your intent 

“ ' i reuret very much to state that it will be impossible for me to take up a 

sideline ss it is and always has been my principle to serve only one master at the 

time zii; b6 very to rum^ youtou^ 
as well as give you any other information you may desire from time to time. For 

reasons which you are familiar with I am taking a lively interest in the wellfare 

of the Foreign Dep't of the National Phonograph Co., and in accordance with promise 

made to you before my departure from Sew York, I have tried to gather information 

for you which I hope will be of interest and advantage to you. , 
Before going into detail regarding your line of business, shall try to 

uive you an idea of the Republic of Argentine, knowing that most American concerns 

are inclined to underrate the business possibilities of Latm-Amencan countires 

in general and Argentine in particular. -As far as Argentine is —a 
due to the fact that very little 3apital is represented here and that the Unite 

States have neglected to establish proper commecmial connections with this Repu 

Argentine is one of the wealthiest countered on the globe, 

agricultural country, products exported to Europe, and therefore a serious competitcrj 

of the United States. The cattle raised here are the finest in the world 

highest price ever paid for a bull was paid last month at an auction aVB A., 

amount being $60*000 Nat. curr.. Fine horses are bred and insheep Vising 

and exporting of wool Argentine is a serious competitor of Australia. 
province of B. A. is one of the reachest landscapes I ever laid eyes on, not as far 

as scenery is concerned- being perfectly flat-but on account of the thousands of 

Tattles gazing on the fields and of the richness of the soil The n-e-us and 

larue packing-houses are very much up-to-date in every respect, in fact Jhe new 

process of chilling meqt instead freezing it originated Jurgen ine th 

packinghouses here supply Europe, and the returned "Liebig s Meat Extract » 

prepared in this Republic. They have their own steamers and docks which acilitate 

their loading and unloading cargo. Over £.000 000 head of cattle are 

yearly in IU Argentine, and the numbdr is steadily increasing. 
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for transportation are very good. There are a great number of navigable rivers 

an<(channels; the Rio de La Plata on the moubh of which Euenos Aires is situated 

has suoh a wide outlet that it takes over 12 hours on a fast steamer ho cross 

same. Montevideo, the Capital of Uruguay is situhted on the other bank of the 

river and a few steamers are crossing every day between the Capitals of the two 

Republics. Railroad and Telggrapb connections are all over the countries , 

the trains being fitted out with diningjoars and sleepers.. The smaller cities 

in the Republic are laid out nicely in squares and most of them have electric 

light. All these little cities are less £atin than any place of similar size in 
other Latin American countries. 

The city of Buenos Aires is one of the most beautiful and modern cities I 

have ever seen; very much like Paris or Vienna, and will stand favorable compariso: 

with any city in the United States or Europe of like size. . After having 

traveled and lived for years in different European and Latin American countries, 

I naturally did not possess the idea of the average American, to find Euenos j 
Aires something of a wild apd neglected place,but it will surprise you to hear that! 

it even surpassed my keenest expectations. There is nothing Latin about B.A. I 

excepting the language spoken. A net of eloctrio cars all over the city, 1 

telephone connections, messenger-service, large and modern houses, fine theatres, j 

up to-date newspaners.well paved streets, the majority being asphalted, and particu¬ 

larly well lighted; fine carriages, automobiles, free-libi6qjes,over 150 schools 

and college^ of different languages and denominations, modern hospitals, a number j: 
of good native Life and Fire-Insurance oompanies(without Me Calls or Kydes) etc. J 

The most important newspapers are the^La Prensa"and“La. Nacion;" the first is*j 

the best and most influential paper in all Couth America, and considered as one of 

the foremost papers in the world; these newspapers appear in editions from 14 to 

20 pages, have good editorials, direct cablcjconnections with Europe and the States, 

and show that the modern advertising-spirit prevails in the Republic. La Prensa 

occupies a magnificent palace, has a free school for languages, a free conservatori 

of music, free clinic with specialists for all kind of deseases, a free chemical 

laboratory for the analyzing of agricultural products, a large free-libEKyx library 

free roomx for workingmen meetings, elegant, free accomodations luxuriously 

fitted up for persons of reknown visiting B. A., besdies a permanent exposition of 
products of the Republic. 

Thirtynine banks with branches all over the country. Some of the bank- 

buildings would do honor even to New York There is such an abundance of money ir 

this country that the highest rate of interest paid is 3 1/2 % and this only, if 

the money is left as a standing deposit for six months. Money on mortgages can be 

loaned as low as %, an exceptionally low rate of interest ffer a La'tin-American 

-VfJ 
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country. Mexico which is considered rather a modern city cannot compare with 

E. A. 
The population consists mainly afcx-aside from the natives- of Italians, Irish, 

* ^ German, English, Hebrews and the descendants of these respective nations. 

There is a small number of Americans here, and I regret to say. that most of them have 

left the States for the benefit of their country and to the diriment of Argentine. 
The capital' is mainly english and german; the former predominates. The large 

Packing-houses,* railroads, the most prominent banks and the wooljmarket are controled 

by english capital. 
As far as advertising is concerned the Argentine takes to advertising like the : 

fish to water. They advertise in newspapers, streetcars, and posters are seen „' 

wherever there is room for them. The Ads are clever and modern. Khile I -©©Bead 

consider the Argentine not as pushing and quick in his business methods as the 

American, would say nevertheless that Argentine cannot be classed among Latin Ameri¬ 

can countries, as this word is generally interpreted, i.e. dirty antiquated, slow 

and unstable. Ss mentioned before this is an agricultural country and having had 

eight good seasons in succession , the wealth and progress of this country is assured 

in such a way that one or even two poor seasons could not affect conditions very 

much. ' j 
The currency in this country is Silver and Gold; the silver currency circulates j 

in paper and nickel; one gold peso is worth $2*27 silver nat.curr; this being a 

standard fixxd rate of exchange fixed by act of congress. One American Dollar is wc 

worth $£kAx $2.35 1/2 of this currenoy-also fixed exchange. To illustrate the possi 

bilitres of Argentine- a large Canadian printing-machine concern sent down a re¬ 

presentative some time ago,who within four months took orders for over half a million 

dollars Gold, so that this concern opened up a branch down here, and are enlarging 

their factory now, in order to fill the orders sent frbm here. Just think of it! an oi 

old established northern concern to be compelled to enlarge their factory in order 

to meet the demand of Argentine. 
After having tried to give you a fair idea of the country and conditions, I 

shall give you my ideas as far as the prospects here for your business are concerned.; 

The Phonograph or"lFonografo,,is practically unknown in Argentine; the talking 

machines are known down here as Gramophons or Grapliophons. The Victor and Columbia ; 

people are well represented here and are doing an immense business. Aside from 

the machines sold in B.A. I have found in remote little places in the Provinces 

GRAMOPHONS used at Hotels to entertain their guests during meals. Besides newspaper 

I am sending you some printed matter obtained from these two houses. The Columbia 

people are represented by the "Casa Tagini11, who have a large and beautiful store in 
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ths best part of the City on the corner of the two main streets, C<fclle Florida and 

Aveitida de Mayo. They also sell language outfits, the Rosenthal system at $150 

nat. curr.( $63.69 U.S. Curr.) complete with records and text-books. At present 

they have only records from Spanish to English. The Victor Talking Machine Co., 

are represented by a large importing house on Calle Florida, Messrs. Cassels & Co., 

who have recently established above their store large and elegantly equipped parlors j 

which are devoted entirely to the display and sale of Victoe machines. From 

their catalogue which I am including under separate cover you will note that they 

have a good assortment of records and I would call your special attention to the j 

leaflet marked "3BPERT0RI0 NACIONAL", containing national pieces. Their window 

exhibit is in the form of the largest size Gramophon placed inside of the store with ! 

an immense horn extending through the upper part of the window into the street. \ 

This machine is t>eing played every evening until about 10'30(store closes at 7 P.M.) j 

and attracts large crowds. A splendid advertisement! j 

Eoth stores mentioned advertise extensively 

I regret to state, therefore, that at the present time there is no demand for! 

the. Edison Phonograph on account of a demand not having been created. The name of j 

Edison .however, seems to have a good commercial value here, as same is used to 

advertise many articles such as fountain|pens etc.. In as much as the Phonograph 

would be the last Talking-machine to be introduce! in the Argentine market, it will 

be a more difficult task now than it would have been a few years agoa 

After having left the field open to your competitors for so long a time 

permitting them to get a good foothold here, there are holy two tilings hnre which I 

can suggest, --either keep out of Argentine entirely, or get in on a large scale 

ready to meat and conquer the competition. while I have no doubt that you 

could easily find a large businesshouse here to represent you, bufi who in view of 

the large competition would exact a large allowance for advertising and demand 

concessions which you probably woild not be willing to meet, it appears to me that j 

it would be more advisable for your Co. sxiaKgexxfcaKB to open up a large store 

solely under your control in a prominenet location of the 1'ity of E.A. with a 

complete linp of your goods, i.h, phonographs, coin-slot machines, kinetoscopes, 

films,numberin£j|machines etc. Please, consider that the advertising paid for i 

by you to a merchant-represenUitiv:-. would help that concern to push and advertise 

their own goods, while your line would probably . be considered as a mere altruistic i j 

forjthe customers of their own goods, ml the result;: as far as the sale of Edison 

Phonographs is concerned would not be satisfactory to you. 

In the event of your opening your own store ,-the Gral. Mgr. of same* to engagi ' 

aix( instruct canvassers as to the sale of the goods all- bver the country. Later 

on, if business warrants a branch-office could br opened at RosarioC the second J 
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*Iso “ 3“u P3’toth °“”s -'i"»* w"1-"*™ »<• 

It will be necessary to advertise judiciously, but extensively. 

sales!" and^in orTJT'XV'T “ **”* th°r°U‘S!l *»d 
knowledd* nf fr> ■ r, V t" " venture 3 success, hr must also have a good lass 
knowledge of the opamsh language and Latin countries, -and above all must be 
a splendid organiser. I know fro,, experience how difficult it u to™ 
Balsauaii li-re, therefore your representative must Lav, IL-, ability to nick o„ • 

ztzivti izizzirziiz- h°v;tou- u - “ 
nossess ev-rv cp ,A ! •! success ?of such a venture that the man 
in Mio i , ■' , ° l|Urt 1 '1"> auovv, and rather be somewhat deficienl 

JusilLs6!!!;,^ !° ! °f ,the PI'0n°faph’ understand every detail of your 
^r-e vi! 1 'l0'' understar.d country and customs, for you will 

neoessarv tk,, ^ **“**'“f f°r 3 to acquire ths technical knowledge 
experience in r t T™*' 1 d'VeU Up0n the imPortance of this point as my 
experience in Latin American countries has shown to me a number of instances -here f 

the success of -large American enterprises was seriously handicapped by the repre- ' I 

entatives not understanding countries and customs, and tryinu to force in » 1 

LUOS.""" A"riCan UD0“ thS Pe0Ple( instead of educating them up to such j 

The population of 3.A. is better educated as far as art is concerned than I 

TnlTZl °f r! at WhiS” plaCe 1 kn°W that y°U “• a large s nesJ mile Lexica has only a few small theatres in which are played "Zarzuelas" - ' 

insipid one-act plays, originating from Spain *- having only one largeTtheaWe 

rCaS10,’a115 Itall“ CC!f'Pani3S *"*«* and'eomic Oper , I.A I tiflnJ 
above has a great number of theatres, and we had during the soLor.l at the t me 1 

of my arrival three Italian Opera ICompanies here as well as Sarah Bernhardt 

and. Coquel in at the "Cdeon". La Tosca which I have; heard in sSvo'r I B 

aSrhli-^t^lT^ronr^0 »0d !\the ■!etropoliUn Opera-House in'Hew York"I heard 
a am Lei. at .he Polileawa" and do not. hesitate instating that I would ran- 
the performance at B. A. next to the one at th- lTO H a T* 

r:zf‘: “ds “• d*b“‘ *■»““T™> 
:ib“ r rrJ~ uTz:rzrzzL * I 

you will appreciate how fond of, first class music the population here must be 
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'Therefore there should be a good market for Italian Opera records as well as for I- 

• I TrSn dial0’UeS*ThS UalianS here “■ »-nly frbm the north and not 
Neapolitan like the majority in the States; the Neapolitans being a very ordinary 

diaiect would not have a very large sale here. There would also be a «ood 

sale for Hebrew and Trish dialogues and songs, as well as §nglish(®ritish) and 

German selections. Also Spanish selections, -not mexican, but genuine ppanish 
selections(jota, andalucain|dialogues etc.-). 

tw, hH the. ColJseo Ar§enti»°. » large theatre on the style of the N.Y. Hippodrome 

nable V kl"et°S00pe wlllch raachine is als° “sed at the Casino and large fashio- 
able restaurants,. The films used are exquisite, plain and colored, and grom th 

the topics would jufige them to be of german and french make. At the Casino: 
however, I saw one night the Edison film, entitled the "Great Train Robbery" 

which was well reproduced and received with great applause. Should your 

prices compare favorably with those of german and french film manufacturers a 
large business could be done. 

In regard to advertising matter would advise you to have all printing ! 
done here as I have found through experience that the duty on such matter is almob 
e.-ual to the cost of printing same here. 

, p b° feending a" eXPert f°r hhe recordin^ of native records,this wouli 

:;B:h:Xuu:i;.establisbed’as there wouid be a good -h 

^ Once established in Argentine you could branch out gradually to Uruguay, 
Chile Peru, and eventually Bolivia. Regarding Brazil would say that it is a spiel 

splendid market, but conditions there are somewhat complicated for importing on 

account of the great fluctuation in exchangebut as my stay there was only of a few 

days duration, am not in the position to give you more detailed information. ' ! 

I thank you for the catalogues aoUl me, which I perused with great interest 

oo far have had no time to obtain information regarding duty and freight ' ' 
on goous of your line, but. should you he unable l<, obtain this informal ion'al 
your end »£xtk*xM*** I shall be glad to furnish you with same. 

Trusting U el IU ak-cve will he of service to you, I l eg'to remain'- 
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ebruary 23rd, 1906., 

V/. E. Gilmore, Esq.., 
Orange, Hot7 Jersey. 

Ky dear Ed: 

Your long newsy letter of Eel)ruary 3rd giving an outline of 

the "business conditions was duly received. 

Things are certainly "booming" with you, and I<Was particu¬ 

larly surprised to find that you were so far behind on record 

orders. I assumed that the increased facilities would enable you 

to keep pretty close to the demand. X see the machine orders are 

also good. 

The same condition confronts us. We are a way behind on 

the shipment of records, and as you know likewise on machines, 

that is, on 'fGems"; on other types we are even with the game. 

You are getting weekly reports and know the amount of business we 

are doing, and of course all of this could bo increased were we 

able to get more reoords and more maohines.. We have suffered 

particularly on the record business. I was anticipating that 

Blehl would be turning out about 75,Q00 records per week from 

January 1st, but instead of that he has dropped down to below 

40,000, and has been aboye 50,000 during one week only. He writes 

me that he is now getting over 60?00Q per week, and is looking. 



for an increase. The great trouble is, however, that we cannot 

get the business that has been lost, and it is. unfortunate that 

he '/till reach his highest production just about the time when we 

won't want the stuff. 

I don't know that I can criticise your Pay Roll, although the 

average per hour does seem rather, high considering that you are 

using so much cheap help. However, when things are on the "boom" 

you must expect to pay. 

The January sales were fine. You must have gone close to 

400,000 for the entire month. Apparently you have not been able 

to reach 6000 phonographs per week. What is the matter - lack of 

oapaoity? 

The present state of the business situation both with you and 

with us is another object lesson to us to keep things moving during 

the summer. There is no question at all but that 1 could have 

sold 10,000 more machines, and without a doubt you could have 

sold as many more - a clear loss due to lack of stock and so 

fQrth. 

I am in hopes that conditions will be such that during the 

present summer you can accumulate a very considerable stock. It, 

of course, is not absplutely necessary that the' maohiheB be 

assembled complete, but they should figure Out a scheme to get 

parts ahead. 

I notioe the outlook in the Commercial Department is beginning 

to be encouraging, and I believe it is a coming business. It is 

one of the kinds of business that will not come fast, and it will 

need constant application on the part of evorybody. 
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By the way in writ ins you on this subject in another letter 

I neglected to Bay that ao per your suggeotlon you might send on 

a couiile of machines; aa a matter of fact one will do insomuch as 
S 

v/e have two or three of the old type on hand. 

Mr. Edison^certainly is not bashful, and I imagine that he 

would always go you one better. You, however, have been up against 

it so long that suggestions are not necessary. 

We have on our books a total of 44 factors, and I don't want 

to say anything about the dealers. Our records indicate that 

there are between 7000 and 8000 dealers, but investigations which 

are being made by our travelling men show that from 25 to 75 per 

cent of the names do not represent people doing business. They 

have been signing as dealers anybody who came- in and bought a 

couple of dozen records, provided he was doing any kind of business 

- pianortuners, bicycle repairers, and others of like yilk. These 

people live In private rooms, in Which they do a little repair 

work, and as a matter of fact are selling records and occasional 

machines as a side line, possibly at cut prices. We are endeavour¬ 

ing to eliminate as many of them as. possible, but the conditions 

over here are such that I am afraid that this situation will always 

confront us. When you get over here I will be able tp tell you a 

whole lot of things that I never suspected and that you don't 

- suspect as to. the way in which business is opnducted over here. 

There is a lot to be done, but I have cprae tp the conclusion that 

Y/e have got to conform to pxisting conditions. It will be too 

long a job to make people believe that the Amerioan way is better 

than theirs, and of course it is purely a questipn pf surroundings. 

Over here it is the many small shops that do the aggregate business. 

3. 
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v/hereas in Amerioa most of the business id done in the larger 

shops. As a inatter of fact they have 5 or 6 small shops here to 

1 in America. However, as above' stated there is a great deal of 

business done here in all lines, and the talking machine liijs at 

the moment is very prosperous. 

I had a letter two or three wedks ago from fc'Cliff" Garrison 

in which he advises me that "C.M." was stopping with him. It 

would seem from the reading of his letter that they are pursuing 

a different plan from that first outlined. 

Yours truly, /.J 

Chairman of Directors. 

r - ' 

J.R.S./I.D. 



Thomas A. Edison, Esq., 

Port Myers, Florida. 

Dear Mr. Edison? 

Note attached letter received this morning from 

Marks, relative to a company toeing exploited toy your old friend (?) 

W. II. Stewart. This man is another ''fakir". I have simply acknowl¬ 

edged the letter from Marks and 1 would like to know what further 

I shall say to him. 

Please return with your comments in envelope enclosed. 
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* <7 .tfJMXK. K.f.t/.K 
ffinnsidlmij Omnium-&j)nlritf Qjfxpud. 

I cabled.you and have received your reply, also one 

from Mr. Edison respecting Stewart. I have seen this gentleman this 

afternoon and enclose you copy of prospectus that I obtained from' him. 

He tells me that he is not actually associated with Mr, Edison, 

now "but he has been and that Mr. Edison told him last.year that the 

- battery was now quite perfect, also that he saw Mr. Eergmann in Berlin 

about Christmas time and arranged with him that he would take over his 

Controller and that he could get as many of the batteries as he wanted., 

for this country from Eergmann's works. 

I suggested that the proppectus was misleading in that it contained 

a statement about Mr. Edison's battery although it did not say that they 

were the sole people who were going to supply these batteries, to which 

tie replied that He was not the sole person concerned in the battery and 

in fact He did not care who sold them, it -would bfe his Controllers- that 

would be needed, consequently the more batteries there were sold the- 

better for them. . 

You will notice that the prospectus, is very artfully hrg.Wh it /does, 

not hold out any suggestion that it is associated with Edison ^d X 

have therefore preferred, to send,you this copy that you Slight consider 
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it before I take ;any steps against the man. It is not quite as bad as 1 

expected, but it is clear that he is trading upon his past associations 

with Mr. Edison and he has. hanging up in his office, which is one room n 

on the fifth floor in a big building, a photograph of Mr. Edison sighed 

by him twenty years ago I think, which Mr. Edison presented to him. 

I did not make myself known to him but said 1 was enquiring feom 

an investor's standpoint. 

Yours faithfully, 
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March 13, 1906. 

. R. Schemer horn, Esq., Chairman ox jursoiiorB, 

Rational Phonograph Co., ltd., 

London, England, 

My dear John: 

, , Your letter of the 20th of Pebruarv. pnelosinrf ■f-rini 

31stlC1906r asewel? ton?lnocs trom torch 1st to December 
x,,3;' „ ™> as wal^ as the copies of preliminary and final trial 

and Journal entries, ca,e to hand, but I have only 

everything?'* *" opportunity of takinS «P and going through 

„n. ?ay that the showing is a very poor one indeed. I do 
M !-at?"n 13 «°in« to think of this statement? but, 

written you, he in now in the South and will 
not get back until early in April. 

„ It is a peculiar thing that there is a loss of 27 Gem 
TrinWhn’ WTSAeaB you are ovor 47 Standards, 57 Homes and 8 

not understand how this can be, unless it is that 
the system of checking in and out is radically wrong. I am 

asB?TiA SETSi S**ir° that the Ba“0 0y«tem waf in v^ue there 
wL;L „„I EUe il2r9‘ and try as WQ my and figure as we can, neither 
Westee.nor myself oan understand how this oan be. Of course 

1 ^aesv/ithyou and I fully realise that you must Zvf 
gone.into the subject most thoroughly with Buehler and the 
bewin I?**"* any results. I can only hope that as you 

0 check back on the different type maohineik, you mav be 
dlf?reLaoiaxe errorB that Will correot thosefigures 

so far as all other types of machines are concerned; 
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Schermerhorn. 

The shortage of 149,051 records is a staggerer. Whan 

'mnrn0nneit0athi?k4thai tJlis moanB a losB of 600 neoords par day, ■ 
oictura how +hi« 18 ab3°lut«ly JInexplicable. We have tried to 
picture how this could happen here on an exchange proposition 
or on a breakage•proposition, but the only solution we can 

hava nn8 ^?^9,has b®e« a lot of records Shipped out that 
have noo been billed or that there was a tremendous lot of 

di*rine la8t yaar. Of course, if the latter 
+ w S!, !’ toan there must, be collusion, and after interro- 

®h»iin«?4+?‘ 1 lXS ,?ld me ^at whilst White was away over here 
i.8" time hu discovered that a man in the Shipping Depart- 
Brav hnS ^Ba^i?ff a.nd discharged him, and he then suggested that 
hnnL+ mni +d-ln S-h'?ref 30 that we would know that we had an 
tu?« » t cue Shipping Department. He further tells me that 
this class ol employee has to be watched very closely, as he 
knows that recorders and reproducers were stolen right off 

Jj. tt8 8hw rooa an<* they would not hesitate to steal 

thattaf+Brhpnn-Iisey<°0U?’w lay their hando on* 1 must say, however, 
“aala ®on3idering the matter from all phases, I cannot 
f'n?c‘Snpnd h0W t*.erw could be such an enormous. shortage as 
cnib. Of course the question as to the credit allowed factors 
may have something to do with it, but even at that 150.000 
records is a good deal to allow in this wav. The broken record 
^?Priti0n> of oourae» has a great deal to do with this, arid the 

y«U mk?S L}8 t0 ■’■avinS found a small piece of wax in one 
i- would 1ildiuate that our people over there are no 

onnnSLn?? “n<T are il,3re and wil1 take advantage of every 
meanthi^litSrni?* f” U benofitB themselves. Of course I do not 
mean this literally in every case, but we do know that a certain 

nn+v2»at5? °* *nVrade are alway8 endeavoring to get something for 
“°®|f ’ iegitlraatoiy or illegitimately. of course this mav S 
not a.laf«e.Pa^t of the shortage, but,'as stated above 
not to the extent of 150,000 records. ’ 

vour advorfifW say that although 
y£aLjad^ertising has been increased materially, X am not certain 
nh^«2+ the Increase has been beneficial or not. We are spending 
a G^9at deal more money over here than we ever did before, but S 
whether the money speht in the same way abroad is beneficial 
is a question that you must determine. aenerieiax 

1 notice that the item of rent has be'en materially 

105 Jota st? pre8uir‘e that this iB duo to the taking on of 

that Packing and Boxing is £110/9/8 as 

Possiblv^lt isdn«r+19?^' xf thiB not E very lars® increase? 
addition Jar4? ^ Jh® ®xtra PacklnK Of good* Since the 
S it doL repJeSnt?” ne™ytb®lBBB * would like to know 

IHSTOAHOE. 
I note that this is almost double. 
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ADVERTISING. 
^averting again to this matter, has any limit been placed 

upon the Advertising Department? They are getting olose to 
$30,000 a year, and I do not think that they ought to expend any 
suoh amount of money for r.he British Isles alone; I think it is 
entirely too high. It seems to me that just as good work could be 
done at a less expenditure, and the amount should be kept within 
$20,000, if. possible. Of oourse I do not want to insist upon thia, 
but suggest it, with the idea.of having you look into it at your 
convenience and then let me know your viewB. 

SALESMEN. 
“ r"see that this amount haB gone up materially, being 

£479/16/9 as againBt £259/8/6. I do not want to curtail this expense, 
providing they are doing good work. It is a matter, of course, 

that it might be well to look into. 

BAD DEBTS. 
fhis is a staggerer, but it is better that it should be 

written off and canoelled than to carry it forward any longer. One 
item that strikes rie unfavorably is the I.ofthouse aooount. White 
has always assured me that this was something that Mr. .Marks had 
engineered and backed, but when I interrogated Mr. Marks about, it ' ' 
he was simply incensed and stated that he had nothing whatever to do 
with it. The Phonograph Supply Co. account is one, of courBe, that 
I am familiar with, and I presume that there is nothing to do but 
taka the blame regarding it. It was never my intention, however, 
that they should be given goods to any suoh extent, and therefore 
there is nothing to do but stand the loss. I know nothing about 
the Imperial Industries Co., who owe us £420, nor do I know anything 
about the Anglo-American Co., although on second thought, possibly 
this is the Italian Company with whom we have had dealings for many 
years past. These matters, of course, I must leave in your,hands. 
So the Warwick Trading Co. owe us £51/12/9. I wonder if White will 
ever begin to realize that friendship in one thing and business 
is another. The great itrouble with him is that a pat on the back 
or an invitation to dinner or theatre or an introduction to so-called 
royalty, seems to turn his head. Theso accounts have been opened 

without any idea of Rooking up the individual or company's standing 
in the business community. I venture to say again that if it were 
his own money he would be very careful as to h w far the credit 
was extended. I note your explanation regarding the item under 
"Speoial Records", and have also noted the decrease in Aocounts 
Receivable and Accounts Payable, all of which are %r.y thoroughly 
understood. Mr. Westee doeB not at all question the item of 
Cash Sales under Individuals & Companies; in faot, he considers, and ■ 
I agree with him, that this is the only way to carry it'where, cash 
sales are effected, and th us close the transaction without opening 
numerous small aooountB. 

Generally speaking, I do not see that I can comment very much 
on the report as a whole, inasmuch as you have gone into it most 
thoroughly and can see how important it 1b that something radical 
is done to bring this business down to a working baBis. The talks 
that I have heretofore had with Mr. White seem to have amounted to 
nothing. The whole idea Beems to be to spend money, whether we are 
making it or not, and no individual or company oan expect to continue 
if the business continues to operate at a loss, and the sooner 
Mr. White realizes that any buBinesB must be operated intelligently, 
systematically, oarefully and with all possible economy, the 
better able he will be to eeyre hiB employers, or, for that 
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V 
matter, himself. 1 am naturally very much disappointed at the 
showing, and a loss of $26,000 (without oonsidoring the payment to 
Thomas A. Edison) is a had onej and it looks aB though Mr. White * 
has lost whatever administrative ability he ever had, and it would 
he better for the'Rational Phonograph Co., ltd., to seoure somebody 

■ who will work for their interests. 

As an objeot lesson, it is nice now to look on the oth^r side 
of the page.and go over the figures submitted by you of the business 
done in January, 1906. This shows that you have made the turning 
point-, and 1 cun only hope and wish that it will continue. I 
realize, of course, that during the Summer period we may not get out 
whole, even, but nevertheless it is a satisfaction to know that 
1906 will have an altogether different showing thtjn 1905. 

I want to congratulate you and Buehler as well on the very full 
reports that have been submitted, which are very clear indeed, 
and X shall not hesitate to indicate to Mr. Edison the fact that 
the conditions of 1905 are not anything with which you had to do 
and tliat 1906 is beginning in the way that wo all expected it 
should. 

With best wishes to your good self, and asking yrputjbo remember 
me to Buehler aa well, believe mo to be, 

Yours very truly, 

WEO/lWW President. 



March 16, 1906. 

X. R. Schsrmerhorn, Esq. , Cliairxnan of Directors, 
National Phonograph Co., ltd., 

London, England. 

My ds.ar John: 
I duly received your favor of the 13th of Pobruary, 

having reference to the exchange proposition, hut I did not consider 
it necessary tc write you at or.ee about it, in fact, X preferred to 
wait to see what the effect 'would he. I do not know that I have 
any comments to make on the conclusions reaohed by you. Of course, 
if you think that the three to one proposition is’ all right, go 
ahead. 

My reason for making the two to.oneproposition, of<course, 
looking at it from our standpoint strictly. You know that a great 
many of our jobbers carry a very large stock, and where one of them 
should return a total of say 10,000 records of his own X did not 
want to load him up with 30,000 other records and then have to take 
hack part of this 30,000 records when wo again made an exchange. 
However, this is a matter that must he governed hy local conditions 
and I am satisfied that the two to one arrangement for us will he 
more satisfactory all the way around. I hope that the three to one 
arrangement with you will make the factor increase his stock 
materially so as to make it representative. 

So far as broken records are concerned, I do not agree with 
you. They have taken advantage of us before, and from information 
n 1 receiv0d indirectly, to the effect that dealers were aocumu- 
lating broken records, purely with the idea of exchanging them,-1 ' 
decided, that we would not take them hack under any circumstances. 
I think you are going to find out the same thing; in fact, finffc.a 
letter that j. received from you subsequently you told me of a base 
where a piece of wax was found in a box instead of a record. This 
is exactly what I intended to indicate to you in my previous letter 
* ?ho,?lo5 fanuary» Human nature io human nature," and if a man 
is inclined to he crooked he is.hound to take advantage of you 
if ho can.. However, the deed has been done, so, let ur, see what 
the result will be. 

You 
broken re 
to tell? 
j obberaj 

say that the question of permitting dealers to return 
soords is a different proposition. Now how are you going 

A dealer here will purchase from, say four different 
if one jobber refuses to tales back what he offerB ho will 
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' immediately turn around and offBr them to another, who will accept 
the return, figuring that he will get the new business. I tio not 
Mow whether this same rule applies to you or not, hut I imagine 
tjp.at it does. You may prohibit it to a certain extent, hut 
remember that people with whom you are dealing are in a great many 
/aB0S Just as smart as we are, and very often they think they are 
smarter. At any rate, if they-can get the best of you I am ' 

/ satisfied that they will do it, and my experience with the 
/ English trade, or some of it that I have met, leads me to the 

opinion that they will take everything you will give them and then 
ask for more; in other word3, they are of the Oliver Twist atvie. 
"Enough said". • 

how in regard to the time in which 'they are to be allowed to 
return records, I am still of the opinion that we have got to pur¬ 
sue this course, else we will opon the door to such an extent 
that the dealers will take advantage of the opportunity and keep 
returning records continuously, ovsn going so far as to offer 
exchanges to their customers. I realise, of course, that there 
are going to be exceptions such as you indicate, and, ds X thirds I 
have written you, where we have any such o.uantity as that indi¬ 
cated, of 19,000 records,, or even less, it is not our intention to 
insist upon the jobber taking double the quantity within a speci¬ 
fied time, but we purpose giving him an extended’ time in which to 
take tne double amount so that he will always keep a fresh, up-tr- 
date stock, rather than accumulate a lot of records that would 
eventually be returned to us on another exchange proposition 
This is exactly what I want to avoid. Your plan seems tc be'all 
right and it agrees exactly with what I want to do. X hope that 
tne situation will straighten itself satisfactorily. 

I note that you intend to keep the dealer within bounds 
and give him about ten days in which to make his returns. This is 
as it should be and is my idea of it. 

I note that all reoords will have to be returned to Xondon 
and naturally this is going to put you to a great deal of trouble. 
X had overlooked the fact that in sending-them back to Brussels 
du,,y would have to be paid. As you say, it is a needless expense 
and the records might "better be broken up and returned as wax* 
There is no question but that you will have to introduce some 
method of crediting these records as fast as returned* and 
if the quantity is correct that is about all you can pass upon* 
I do not see how you can make a test of each and every record 
to determine whether it is to go into stock or go into the pot. 
1^ am satisfied that if you try to test each and every record the 

Of course the condition^ as to dealers is entirely different 
there and I am rather surprised at the illustration that you make, 
as to a Iactor sending in an order for a total of 20 reoords of 
the January Amarioan and February British JfiLsts-. Of course these 
little fellows cannot hurt very much. I realize, of course, that 
there are going to be individual cases that you will have to pass / 
upon, but generally speaking the arrangement can be made effectives 
and go right ahead. / 
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You ask me whwther I expect to go over to Europe; I very much 
doubt it. I know that there are a great many thingc in which I 
could help you materially if we oould only get together, but 
since the New York oase has been decided against us and since 
the.business is growing so enormously here, I do not'see how I 
can arrange to get away at the moment. Personally I am under the 
impression that what you willhave to do is to arrange to come over 
here; and whilst on this subject, 1 would say that we concluded 
some little time ago to have, that jobbers meeting that was 
talked about last year. We are going, to hold it July 
I am enclosing you herewith a memorandum sto owing the itinerary. 
It seems to me. that you ought to try and come oyer here at that 
time. It iB quite a ways off and you have lots of time to thinJU 
it over. On the other hand, I suppose I could do a great deal more 
good if I went over there, but really -I do not soe how I am going to 
do It, aB there is no one here that I could leave entirely in charge 
You know thin perfectly well. There are so many questions that oome 
up almost daily which reauire my decision, and if I went away and 
left it to others they would naturally be afraid to aot, and if 
they appealed to Ur. Edison it is a question whether they could get 
any decision from him, as of course he is not at all familiar with 
details and he might decide absolutely to the contrary, that i3, 
from my standpoint. You know that whilst 1 have been away before 
things havo happened this way and I hesitate to give him'further 
opportunity to cio so. He, of course, means well, but nevertheless 
he is liable to make a decision that might materially affect the 
future business. I think you understand what I mean. 

Yours very truly, 

TOff/lW President. 
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March 18, 1906. 

J. R. Schermerhorn, Bsq., 

C/o Rational Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, Sngland. 

My dear John: 

"’-il3 is Saaday morning and I am all' alone at the 
ofiioe with Walker, and I will now take up your private letter to 
me of the 2nd, which X mentioned having received in a letter X 
wrote you durin g $he weak. 

that I was astonished does not express it, when I re¬ 
ceived your communication. I am exceedingly surprised at what you 
toll me about Squire. Ho has nover intimated to me that the diff or- 
enooa as shown on the statements that you sent-mo. transpired 
subsequent to his leaving London. In faot, I made it my business 
to interrogate him.most thoroughly on the situation to'see if he 
could help tof/ardsa solution, but without success, and, as:i have 
already stated to you, I am sacisriod that you have dofio all that 
you possibly could; together with Buehler, to try and find out 
why there was such'.a heavy loss, particularly in the record ac¬ 
count. Of course!I have not interrogated him on the subject of 
his connection with the concern that you mention, as I do not 
consider it wise to do so, and there is no question but that he 

■'W5Sudi.?eny J* in t?t0< In a11 tile conversations! that I have had 
with him relative to Hunting he has always spoken disparagingly of 
the gentleman, andtl had no idea that he was advocating the sale of 
the Sterling record. 

I have not asked him anything about the Plo'ra Pord contract, 
and wiKL not do so,' unless it is your desire that I take up all of 
the personal questions that you raise in your letter, but' as X oon9 
eider that you have! written it in.strict confidence I have refrained 
from saving anything to him about any of the matftars. In previous 
correspondence thfflt I had from White at the time1, it was thought 
wiso to take on this lady. I was led to believe [that she was some¬ 
thing extraordinary and that it was neceBBary that we make this 
contract with her tor order to avoid her being taken up exclusively 
I? X .L gramophone pjeople. I have always been unkor the impression 

thoroughly understood the transaction! and approved':it, 
and therefore I haVe never referred to it sinoo Squire's return. It 
woulh.seem to me that as White was in charge he Should have been 
thoroughly familiar with what waB going on and nfat have made a con- 
tract that would be detrimental to our interests!; i do. not mean 
absolutely detrimental, but would at leasy have kade a contract as 

lachinf coSaSlSS!^ "T th8 arranS9me^ wi^h other talking 

How in regard to his signing letters as "Assistant to the 
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Presidait", it has never teen my intention that he should supplant 
y5u any way whatever. It was absolutely imperative that somebodv 
should relieve me of the details, and all that Squire is doinF is to 
look after the general correspondence and answer all communications 
having reference to production, shipments, etc. He does not 
of^Se S® S?.01, tbe insidf workings, nor’has he to do ^itS any 

! t0 raportB< hank halanoeB or in faot anything 
else of that kind, as you seem to think. 1 was compelled' to 
somebody to assist me. I have looked all around and he was the onlv 

*hat. J C0UJ-d decide was available to take up the corrospondr-nre7 
^Io lr?^ren0f ,Bhlpmente or production, as he was more or 
t tSr!>favi+far tbo Prot)uction and, consequently, could attend to 
lutniv ^o^t^UVnyb0d? olBe that X had abound herm it is abso- 
lutoljr impossible .,.or me to attend to all these details It w»r 

ritlltll thaf ^ T1ellation* and a^ter due consideration I ,decided that the signing of letters in this way would not be at 

of here dt^ahsT’^rankly’ l did not want all letters going out 
no Im' a_craved by him or anybody else, signed in my name, as 
" d a gi eat many of the letters would not do justive to myself 

l°ttcrsTiiLel|,'rU?'v(iohimFt0 USe that titla and tbus all his ’ lottors^himself, X know of no one else that X could have nut in to 

as^Woulri h?re* X,hav<! been watching him just, asWlosolv 

p ar' 
± sswrs-twr 
S3 

•P. grass ■? as sg s» 
s*s sssssr^r- 

raiT.?.b00T1. abrfa?* and 1 have told -vou a great many things that 
rt=noIe-?aV0r t?ld anybody else; and in thus giving you ray oonfi- 

wasWin/on ^riLtW^nWo?™0?; keeplng y°u acquaintedWith what 
onnriVttn« you could he prepared to meet anv possible 

K.i at B“nQs he has heon attending to this part of the wnrir 
he has been very faithful and attentive to his duties and seems to 
take a great deal if interest in his work. Naturally I a^ now 
placed in a rather embarrassing position, and if I find*thatn£o 

rwm0doWWeW*^? of anything or anJb^^WsfasSurfc 
feotly weU tha? f± doWf^ itTbea°m^ neoecsa^’you know Jer- 

reoeiWdTour^tt1^ Ss&oted £m £o ffiSSii 

m i-s aa^affasssf^^ar1-** 
s s f? zr^°l p*riis*ajr' the position that I had no one else availableWho oould be used 
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for the/purpose. Of course I realize your personal feelings, and no 
doubt,you are entirely just in the position you have taken so far 
as he is concerned. I must say, however, that I do not agree with 
you that he should be entirely eliminated and I do not feel that 
I want to discharge him at once, or until you have had an oppor¬ 
tunity to think it over further. He is doing good work, but the 
evidence that you have produoed is so staggering that I am really 
thunder-struck; I do not want to get rid of him, however, until 
I oan at least get someone to take his plaoe. 

It would seen as though your letter was written whilst you 
were either in a “blue" spirit or very hot-headed, but if, on the 
oontrarym you have written your letter after full and due consider¬ 
ation and you are still of the opinion that he should be entirely 
eliminated from our business, I am willing to abide by your judg¬ 
ment. I feel there is a great, deal more that you could better tell 
me than you could write it, but before taking an absolute stand 
I prefer to hear from you again. In the meantime I shall watch him 
even more closely, and rest assured that if he does anything inimi¬ 
cal bo our interests I will be the first to cut him out entirely 
from our business. • ' 

I can only add in conclusion that of course you have feu.ad out 
a great deal that nobody else ever knew, and it would seem to me 
that if Squire has been carrying.on in this way I cannot sec whv 

■White should have permitted any'such thing; he’ was the man in charge 
and necessarily must have known what he was doing. You will remember 
that a year ago last Christmas, when White came over here, he told 
me a great deal about Squire, and when he went back it was with the 
distinct, understanding that he v/ould be let go; but it never hap¬ 
pened and therefore I could only assume that some truce had been 
fixed up and he was continued in our employ. Of course I realize 
that £»qhj3:' 'gi&PgfcftsBnees is the reason for the hoefey losses made 
in London during the past year, but nevertheless, the blame must 
attach to the head of the business, and not altogether to subordi¬ 
nates. Had V/hite given due consideration to these matters there 
would not have been any such losses. You know perfectly wbll 
that any mistakes that occur in this business are chargable to me, 
and aS'r. "Edison looks to mo for results. There is no use of my mnHng 
excuses or endeavoring to put the blame upon any of my subordinates, 
as I am here for the purpose of producing results, and if I do not 
produce the results somebody else will. 

Generally speaking, your letter has had a most debilitating 
effeot upon me, as with all the troubles I have here it seems as 
though everything is coming all together; but I can only add that 
I fully realize that you have written this communication with the 
best intention, and rest assured it is so received by me. Before 
doing anything drastic, however, I should like to have your further 
views at your convenience. In the meantime, as I have already stated, 
I shall keep both eyes wide open, and the first move detrimental 

will bode him no good. You will romembe r that X started to have 
him take up the primary battery under Bogus, but he could do nothing 
there whatever, as Bogus was absolutely negative, and his jealousy 
cropped out so strongly that I was compelled to transfer him, 
and thought that in having him look after the details as to 
shipments and all matters having to do with production he would 
materially assist me, and this is what he is doing. 
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I do not know that I oan add any more to this, but I hays 
given you frankly what my intention was in utilizing his services 
here, and 1 did so in all good faith, not knowing all that you have 
written me in this conimunioation, Had I known of this, rest assured 
my confidence would have been so shaken that I would not have placed 
him at anything, * 

Yours very truly, 
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WAtKdM'i PHONOGRAPH C& m - 

I enclose you herewith expense slip for fol.60 and likewise 
an R.M. hill from the National Phonograph Company Limited for a 
like amount covering expenses of my trip to Paris last week. 

The Kaltenecker situation is somewhat confused and also in 
view of the fact that Galloway was just taking hold 1 considered 
it necessary that I go on there. 

The Kaltenecker situation is very much muddled up. After he 
had the contract signed hy Kr. Marks and Mr. White there was called 
a special meeting of the shareholders. For some reason or other 
neither Kr. Marks nor Mr. White v/ere present at this meeting hut 
sent on Proxies to Brandons. At this meeting Mr. Kaltenecker had 
the contract ratified hy the shareholders and it appears in the 
Minutes of the Shareholders' Minute hook. I never had occasion to 
look over this hook, my previous investigations only going into 
the Minutes of the Directors' meetings (A separate hook is run 
for the Shareholders and Directors). 

This ratification of the Shareholders rather complicates the 
situation, and I was not aware that such a Resolution had been 
put through until my visit to Paris at the time Kaltenecker was 
relieved. 

At this same meeting there was also put through a Resolution 
hy the Shareholders that the Directors should receive fees to the 
extent of Frs. 9000, and the Auditor feeB to the extent of Frs. 2500 
per annum. 

With respect to these latter fees the trouble does not rest 
with Mr. Kaltenecker hut rather with Brandons and Mr. White, that 
is, it seems it is customary, and X believe more or less obligatory, 
for French Corporations to pay their Directors fees. Brandons 
pointed this out to Mr. White and asked him what figure should he 
put in and evidently suggested Prs. 3000 for each Director. Mr. 
White wrote hack and stated that it was not the purpose of the 
Company to pay their Directors fees, and that a Resolution to that 
effect would he more or less perfunctory, and therefore the figure 
set down was not of very serious moment. Unfortunately, however, 

1. 
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Mr. Kaltenecker is now looking for his share of the Directors’ 
fees, and as a matter of fact when the hooks were closed he set 
aside Prs. 11500 to take care of the fees. This was the first 
intimation I had of any-such Resolution. 

ICaltenecker has stated that he expects to he paid in full up 
to the end of next November, and he expects his share of the 
Directors1 fees, and at first stated that he was going to sue us 
for Prs. 50,000 damages for abrupt dismissal. Upon receipt of this 
advice I had Mr. Marks write to a firm of lawyers in Paris, and 
upon my last visit I called upon them. They are of the opinion 
that Kaltenecker could not, under any circumstances, collect more 
than his salary up to the end of May. The damages are out of the 
question; that he might collect a portion of the Directors’ fees, 
hut the amount that he would get would he very problematical inso- 
mucResolution provides that the Directors may divide these 
feeB/asra body may direct. Assuming the worst phase of the situa¬ 
tion he could got hut Prs. 3000. As against this there is a 
shortage of stock of something like Prs. 36,00pf or Prs. 37,00#, 
which this firm of lawyers advise me we could hold him personally 
responsible for. X then went hack and consulted further with Mr. 
Morin (a lawyer in Brandons’ office) and he confirmed his original 
opinion, which was to the effect that Kaltenecker could not col¬ 
lect anything after the date of his dismissal. X, however, con¬ 
sider that the Company is really morally obligated to pay him up 
to the end of May. The Directors renewed the contract, and there¬ 
fore it is a moral obligation. 

I stated to Brandons that I was perfectly willing to give him 
Prs. 3000, but if he wanted more we would fight, and I instructed 
them to proceed on these lines. 

Kaltenecker had the Btock-book in his personal^ possession and 
did not hand it over to Mr. Galloway until several days after his 
dismissal. When he did turn it over he had taken therefrom six 
shares of stock which are in his name, and served a written notice 
upon Mr. Galloway that the stock had not'been transferred, and a 
transfer would not be recognised unless it was dated after the 
issuance of the notice. Upon our receiving this information I 
instructed Mr. Marks to cable you for his blank transfer, and this 
transfer waB received by Mr. Marks this morning. I don't know 
whether it will hold good or not, but I believe it will. At any 
rate his stock is of no use to him, and of course no settlement 
will be made except it carries with it the transferring of the 
stock to me. • 

The above will give you some intimation as to the many 
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pleasant things that are confronting roe all along the line. It 
will Give you a very good insight into the prudence' which has been 
exercised by the Directors of the various European Companies to 
■best protect the. interests of Hr. Edison. The situation is rotten 
.from top to bottom,, and 1 am free to admit that I don't know where 
it is going to end. Every time anything comes up I find that it 
is a case of omission all round, and I am reaching the point v/here 
X am not sure of anything unless I do it myself. 

The idea that Proxies would be sent on for a Shareholders' 
meeting to absolute strangers is something that is entirely beyond 
my comprehension, and the further fact that the Minutes have been 
signed right along without knowing what is in them is equally in¬ 
comprehensible. 

Galloway seems to be taking hold, however, and X am hoping 
things will go more smoothly in the future. I have practically 
determined to give up the Paris store-rooms and move the stock out 
to levallois, but instructed Galloway to carefully consider the 
entire situation before proceeding, that is, for him to ascertain 
as to whether or not he could take care of the Paris trade as well 
from X.evallois as from Paris. 

There is the matter of taking care of the "octroi" on all 
stuff that comes into'the city, and that is something that will 
have to be provided for by our people, insomuch as the purchasers 
would not, of course, stand this charge, 

.1 
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My dear ad: 

I have your letter of March>£sth in reply to mine of February 
13th on the subject matter of the exchange proposition. 

She exchange proposition was put into effect as outlined in 
my letters. Dealers were not permitted to return broken records, 
but we find that a few were returned. Factors were permitted to 
return broken records, but were compelled to return all their 
broken records within a very short period. We received com¬ 
paratively few broken records, and insomuch as the practice, as a 
precedent, was established last1 year X believe it was a good plan 
to continue it this year, especially in view of the fact that our 
competitors are taking back'any and everything. 

The returns this year will be comparatively small, much 
smaller than last year, and the arrangement as put' into, effect 
by us seems to be working very satisfactorily. 

Vie are now getting the orders when the returns are made and 
we are executing the orders thereby being ensured that this return 
arrangement will not drag along indefinitely. There will, of 
course, be two or three exceptions to the general rule; in fact 
I have already made one exception giving a customer who has a very 
large stock until the 1st of August to clean up his unsaleable 
stock. Hereafter, however, he cannot return broken records, and 
as above stated there doubtless will be one or two other exceptions 
to be made. I am very pleased with the way it is working. 

It is a great surprise to me to learn that you are not coming 
abroad this summer. I was led to believe from what Mr. Parshall 
told me that you would be here very early in the Spring,' probably 
early in April, and there are many things which I should like to 
take up with you. J 

I am inclined to the opinion that if .we are .to hold our own 
here and increase our .business so as to‘ get it' on a satisfactory 
paying basis changes wlll have to be' made.;' : .J y" “l'. 

In the firqt place wehave not sufficientmanufacturing capacity 
to take care of the demand when the big demand is bn. ‘Again, we 
are so far away from the factory that it is difficult to get new 
stuff on the market promptly. I very muck fear the practice that 
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that is now followed, which is the same as the American practice, 
namely: of sending new lists out a month before shipment is not a 
good plan for this country. The minute we send out a list of this 
nature our competitors select the most popular titles, hasten the 
manufacture of moulds, and got the records on the market away in 
advance of us, and in addition to this they doubtless learn from the 
Talent the titles of the selections that are made for us, and if any 
of them seem to be "hits" they make them and get them on the market 
in advance of our product. You will doubtless say that the same 
thing is true in America, and while I agree with you in the main’you 
must not overlook the fact that here we have seven competitors 
whereas you have but one, and all.of these competitors are selling 
their records at a list price of 1/- each and selling them to 
factors from sixpence down to a trifle over fourpence. 

It is impossible to increase the output at the Brussels 
factory, at least to any appreciable extent, that is, while the 
output may be gotten up a few thousands per week they have no 
more room for further kettles. Three kettleB are erected and they 
take up all the available space, and in fact when working full 
force they are quite congested. I have been utilising Berlin for 
the last three months with more or less satisfactory results. 
America is entirely out of the question except possibly for the 
advance American selections. It is difficult to handle this from 
America in view of the fact that the demand is so unequal and so 
unstable. 

Again, the properties which we are occupying in London are 
very badly adapted for our business. It is costing us at least 
50 per cent more than it should to handle shipments. Our record 
stock is stored on three floors of the building, and you can well 
appreciate what it means to unpack 60 or 70,000 records per week, 
rack them, get them out on orders, pack and ship, and especially 
when you consider that our elevator id about 3 x 3. 

'M Unfortunately when the new property was taken on last year 
■ar stock was not transferred to'that building which is much better 
adapted for a shipping place. Of course the transfer could be 
made, during the coming summer but that would be expensive. 

I also think that we should pay freight to factors. I wrote 
you on this subject under date of February 28th last, but as I 
outlined in that letter it would impose a considerable additional 
expense on the national Phonograph Company Limited, end while it is 
possible it would tend to materially increase bur business it is 
a problem as to whether or not it v/ould increase to a sufficient 
amount to absorb the additional expense. 
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i/ts You now have before you figures showing the business of the 
present factory and likewise the London office and know what to 
expect. You know how much profit the National Phonograph Co. Ltd. 
are getting on each record and how much they are getting on ma¬ 
chines. VThilo the general expense of last year was quite high 
X do not believe it could be appreciably decreased without cutting 
out advertising, which is without a doubt a very necessary factor 
in business prosperity. 

You must stop to consider the output of the Brussels factory. 
It would be impossible for them to supply us with more than about 
two million records at the moot, that is, we can figure on but 
about a six months' business, the other six months the business 
is more or less limited, and -while X hope it will be greater than 
it was last year that feature is, of course, a problem. 

The situation is such that it requires a great deal of thought 
and it is one that is difficult for an individual to satisfactorily 
decide as to what is best to be done. 

I well appreciate that the changes which I think should be 
effected would mean an expenditure of a considerable amount of 
money, and that such changes v/ould carry with it the possibility 
of not further, increasing the business. I only wish to bring out, 
however, that with present facilities only a certain amount of 
business can be' done, and that being the case the profits are 
limited. 

I do not see that it would be any use my coming to America in 
July. It v/ould then be too late to effect changes insomuch as it 
would be impossible to get a new plant started in time for the Pall 
business, unless steps were taken to immediately get it in opera¬ 
tion. 

In conclusion I only wish to say that while I believe the 
above v/ould be to our interests I am not prepared to take the 
responsibility of going ahead on that basis. Conditions are ouch 
here that I am not sure irt my own mind as to just exactly what can 
be expected. 

J.K.S./L.D. 
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.T. R. Scherraertiorn, Esq.., Chairman of Directors, 

National Phonograph Co., T.td., 

April 10, 1906. 

My dear John: 

London, England. 

I duly recoived your letter of March 27th, and am very 
glad to learn that the exchange proposition is working moat satisfac¬ 
torily. , 

I told Parshall that I thought 1 would got over, hut matters have 
so changed here and we are so extremely busy that I have had ail 1' could 
do to keep things going here, and what 1 lii'.vs already written you about 
the condition of business should impress upon you the fact that I could 
not very well run away and leave matters to operate thornselves. If 
you will eon Rider this for a moment you will soc why I cannot; £ot av/ay 

I purposely held up your letter, as I wanted to talk the -/hole situ¬ 
ation over with Mr. Edison, but did not get at him until yesterday 
(Saturday). I am writing this letter on Sunday and leave for Hot 
Springs tomorrow, 

I have already written you as to concentrating the manufaotu’-inv 
plants at one point and I have asked you to look into the situation to 
see If this could not bo done to better advantage than to try to operate 
three or four different plants at different places on the Continent and 
in England. The Gramophone people do it and it scorns to work'satisfac¬ 
torily. Mr. Edison agrees with me that after all this is the best thing 
to be done, and when Berginann was here he impressed upon me forcibly 
that we should go into Germany, as there is plenty of help to be obtained 
at the cheapest possible prices. Of course I give you this for what it 
is worth, and I presume that my letters ?/ill have been recoived by vou 
and that you are giving the matter further consideration. 

Now in regard to tho sending out of new lists, I do not see how this 
oan be avoided, and as you say, your competitors are bound to learn the 
most popular pieces that are tnken directly from the talent themselves, 
so that you would always be handicapped in this respect; but the only 
thing to do is to stand on our own feet and do the best you can. You 
say that we only have one competitor hero. I do not aeo' whore this comes 
in. • I figure that we have three strong competitors—tho Victor people; 
the Columbia people and the American Record Co*, besides sundry smaller 
oonoerns to whom'we give no thought whatever. Of course I realise that 
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the conditions there are different than they are here, but nevertheless, 
the only thing to do is to "keep a stiff upper lip" and follow out the 
lines already laid down, and I am sure that in the long run we will 
secure the results that we are after. This has been our experience here 
and I feel certain that eventually it will prevail with you as well. 

As to increasing the output at the Brussels factory, of course if 
the plant is not large enough we have got to make other arrangements, 
arid as you say, Berlin has been able to help you- out considerably, and 
the question now is whether it would not be better to consolidated the 
manufacturing plants at one point, as heretofore outlined. 

Regarding the London proposition, I realize, of course, that it is 
is very bad and that you are working under the most adverse conditions. 
If the John St. building can be utilized to better advantage for your 
reoord stock 1 would not hesitate a minute to have the transfer made 
during the Summer months, as of course this will materially assist you 
when the busy season sets in. Cost w-at it may, it is the best thing to 
do under the circumstanoes. 

' How so far as paying freight to factors is concerned, I realize 
that this would be a considerable expense on the Rational Phonograph Co., 
Ltd., but nevertheless, I do not see how you are going to avoid it. I 
am satisfied that it will increase your business, and in order to meet 
this condition I ampperfectly willing to make you some sort of a rebate 
so as to cover this'. Think over what you consider it would amount to 
and I will be very glad to meet whatever you have to suggest. You have 
been there a sufficient length of time to know what should be done 
to meet the conditions over there, and naturally you have got to take the 
responsibility of making the change. Do not think that we are going to 
oriticise you if you do err; surely you will not err in every case. 
Take heart and go ahead just the same as if I were there to confer with 
you. If I were there I would not hesitate in saying move the entire 
stock at once into the John St. building if it oan be utilized to better 
advantage. 

Look over the manufacturing situation most carefully and see if 
something cannot be done to bring the combined plants together. Do not 
get disheartened; that will never do any good to anybody. 

Yours very truly. 

WES/lW President, 
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31 Union Square, New York. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 

c/o The Homestead, 

Hot Springs, Va. 

My dear Mr. Gilmore: 

Last week I took the foreign Profit and loss sheets 

up to Mr. Edison, and he certainly acted and spoke as though he was 

thoroughly disgusted with the foreign situation; said he could not under¬ 

stand why you hung on to Jim White so long, and if we did the right 

thing we should get down to absolute figures so far as machines are con¬ 

cerned and put it up to Jim White to explain the shortages or put someone 

in jail. He said the situation was too serious to be passed over lightly 

and that the shortage of records would indicate a systematic method of 

robbery. You know we said the same thing, as the shortage figured just 

about two cases of records per day. He said it would be much better to go 

back to the old method of handling the foreign business entirely through 

the Foreign Department, New York, than to continue as at present. He 

spoke very strongly about holding White liable for the machine shortages. 

I am enclosing statements for weeks ending April 13th and 20th, 

which kindly return to me when you are through. 

Number of machines shipped last week- 5,426 
" records " " 360,880 

Bank balance April 25, 1906, Orange, 237,763.54 
" " New York, 10,512.10. 

All accounts' are paid with the exception of a few National accounts. 

Have also paid the General Electric Company's account for the new 
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generator, etc., amounting to $9,000.00, and $7,500.00 to the N. J. 

Patent Co. This is additional to the regular requirements as shown on 

the monthly sheet. 

I believe Randolph wrote you about Henry Dowd's death; he will be 

buried to-day. I also understand that Logue is seriously ill in Chicago 

have not as yet heard full particulars. Carl and his wife sailed last 

Saturday. 

I believe that is about all the news at present. Take a good rest 

and don't worry, as everything is going along smoothly. 

With kindest regards to yourself and family, believe me to be, 

Yours very truly, 



TjTp.nr letter of jAnu^ry 4th.on the suttfeot matter of banking 

through 'Morgan & Co. likewise your shBsetitMht let tar of April 2nd 

on the same sublet are both duly received. 

I did not answer the first latter although I h*v? ?.tven oaro- 

fttl thought to the suggestifip likwiqa ioqnmOt.^ some business 

Jdopla hero on the Eiaraq au^Jeot, of qoursp touching it ihdiroctly. 

How Morgan & Co. are simply private bankers and whtje without 

\a doubt they do a considerable business, they are hot recoghibefa. 

in ^hia country as a^epqcai h^pking rto. 

Again, apt a rule their rates of diaoouht are higher than tye 

can get alnetted^ < Oh the pth'or hand tha Credit lyonhaie, through 

whoit »^t qf our hualnaoe ip ioj\9x ih $. very sHfln^haofcing cor- 

poratifin With branches in al* tty* Continent^ ^unt^s with tha 

exception of Germany. (ty? arrangements with p opch that we 

oan draw a 9h??h? will he honoured in '^y of their 

branches as is th? <jftq,9 .w^th th*lh Mep^ representative. Under 

the otreq^tances, th^hefer^, t%re ip a vfsry strong reason 

for doitjg opr huaiheso though MofPjtn & Oo. I consider it wise not 

to- make a ohange. 
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On the other hahd conditions are softbWlidt ohangfcdr thp-t is} f9 fcuope 

we will not-lie under the neoesolty bf advahcirtg money to Berlin or 

Paris in the future, and it is quite possible that WS could make 

arrangements With $» S. "Morgan & Co. hereby cheques- on-them would 

be honoured in l/bW York and-posftlbly in Brussels, and'albh "Parle and 

Berlin If1 the occasion Mbuld arise. 

Thib is a question V&i'fih j'Stl cthd X diBouasod before I made my 

first trip abroad and bhbhYqubht thereto-', and the only point 4b as 

to whether or not the fact that we-are-doing a certain amount of 

buB^neso here and carrying a considerable bank balfthdW Wroiild4iavs 

any weight in advancing the other intfer'e'Wtt. 

You will understand, pf ceyrse, that* thby have no branches in 

whloh Morgan is actually J,n|ibasted other than Paris an,4 London. 

They simply-have oarrjpp<h$#!)tp 4h thp other places. 1 wilt, 

thW/£#Wre, take n$ ohsngeji pn.le@a your p^rlfh8V 9<3U8i.<Hratlon deems 

It advitdblb. Bn that eypyt write me yqur wishes and I will ho* 

‘inediately mdko the neddbaary-arrangements. 

While os this subject- it ^ m* to pay that ws are 

*®'arryings.two bank accountsv one of whjloh is for small amounts. 

It m.l<£ht be that we could arrange to tut out thie bank and use 

M^rSVl 4 Company tot the lafger iopbijitfl ^ t^ko oars of the 

American remittahoes through them. 

the Pr^oh $ppffiapi< oq\^h» ,httiUsi 

Morgan Harg^f & <^0, just as well as the Credit tyopnajls. 

You»9 truly, /? 

Chairman of Birectors. 

J.R.S./L.n. 



PERSONAL AMD PRIVATE 
May 11, 1906. 

J, R. Schermerhorn, Esq., 

c/o Rational Phonograph Co., Ltd..* 

London, England. 

My dear John: 

I am this morning In receipt of your personal letter of May 
1st, regarding the resignation of White. By the aame mail I received 
a letter written hy himself, whioh original letter I have hy this aame 
mail sent to Mr. Marks, together with my wishes in the matter. I have 
also cabled you this morning as follows: 

“White's resignation dated Sunday, April 30th, reoeived to-day, 
effective July 1st or two weeks earlier. Deoision as to acceptance 
left entirely to Marks and yourself. See Marks." 

To say that Mr. Edison and myself were agreeably surprised at the 
receipt of his resignation does not express it, as we have been most 
anxious to know when this would become effective and naturally were anxiou 
to get him eliminated entirely from our business. 

I have refrained from cabling you fully, as I am a little afraid 
that the cables and letters might get in other hands, and I have there¬ 
fore expressed myself most fully in a letter to Mr. Marks, which-ho will 
show you. There is no doubt in my mind that White has taken advantage 
of his'long stay with us to get all the data that might be of use to him 
in any now business that he might take up. S do not think he is going 
in the Slot business; he gave this up many many years agp. However, I 
wish him well in anything that he undertakes. If all the information 
that I have received from time to time is anywheres the truth, I think 
you will find him connected directly or indirectly with some of our com¬ 
petitor#. It is natural to expect it and I have no desire to thwart 
him in any new movement that he may make for his own benefit. This 1b 
a large world and everybody is entitled to make a living, and where a 
man has Bpent. so many years in the interests that he has represented for 
Mr. Edison and ourselves naturally his inclination is to go into a simi¬ 
lar business, so that we could hardly expect it to be otherwise. 

I wrote you yesterday that I expect to write you fully in answer to 
your personal letter from Paris, but now that thiB thing has been 
consummated I do not suppose it will be absolutely necessary, although 
X think that I should give you my opinion, nevertheless. However, this I 
will consider further, and I may defer the entire matter until we meet. 

In a short note that Westee reoeiired from Bushier-the latter states 
that he is expecting.to sail back the middle of next month, It is Just 
possible that you may want him to remain with you, now that White is 
entirely eliminated, but of oourse this is a matter that I Bhall leave 
to your own judgment to decide. 

I oan only add in conclusion that you do not know the relief it has 
afforded Mr. Edison and myself to get this resignation. I feel that 
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White has not been Giving us satisfactory servioe for the past two years. 
The reasons for this are obvious; in fact, I have written you bo often 
about it and we have talked it over so often that it is not necessary to 
rehearse it again. 

X am glad to learn that you have at last secured temporary quarters 
for six months. I have noted the new addreBs and of course will give it 
to Dena so that she can write to Agnes whenever she wants to. 

And so you met the McClellands; well 1 am glad to hear it. They 
are evidently enjoying life, which is more than they did before their 
marriage, although I have thought that McClelland himself did more or 
less going around, but I do not think that his wife had very much 
enjoyment out of life whilst her first husband was alive. You Bpeak 
of the Great Central Hotel; what sort of an institution iB it? Is 
that the one at which Johnson is staying? 

I am glad to note what you tell me about the April business, which 
is most gratifying. We must anticipate a slow business during the Summer 
months. Matters have not let up a bit with us yet here; we are over two 
million records behind our orders and about forty thousand phonographs. 

1 am writing this letter under pressure, as I want it to get out on 
tomorrow's (Saturday) steamer, as well as the letter to Marks. 

Yours very truly, 

P. S. 
I just want to say to you now that i am considering d proposition 

as to the management of the foreign selling business. I am not prepared 
to say, anything to you about it as yet; I hope to do so, however, within 
the next two weeks. Pa nothing about getting anybody as Managing 

■Director until you first confer with me by oable or ttdita0ijHtBaenoe. 
Have you got anybody in mind suitable fpr the position? 



May 11, 1906. 

G. Croydon Marks, Esq., 
Director, national Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London,: England. 

1 am this morning in receipt of your private fetter of May 
1st, advising me as to your interviews with Mr. 'White as to his resign¬ 
ing as Managing Director as well as Director of the/national Phonograph 
Co.. Ltd. By same mail 1 received the attached communication from Mr. 
White, dated Sunday, April 30th, 1906, written .from No. 23 Groat Russell 
Mansions, London, W. C.,, addressed to myself:'as. President of the 
National Phonograph Co., Orange, ![;, J. 1 do not. see what, the National 
Phonograph Co. of Orange has to.do. with his resignation,/hut as he indi¬ 
cates that he resigns/as Managing Director of‘theVMational Phonograph 
Co., Ltd., such resignation to take effect July 1st, 1906, or earlier 
if possible, 1 presume that.this will be all that you. require. 

1 have just cabled you .as follows: - ■ ‘ ■■ 

"White’s resignation rooeivod to-day, affective July first or two 
weeks earlier. /Leave this for Schermerhorn and yourself deoide; 
sooner the better; Board should aocept resignation and then obtain 
full release, from White without any payment other than, salary to 
July 1st, loss his. indebtedness.- to National.Limited. . He.has'no; 
claim whatever .against National Limited or-: us', ' as looses,dueto 
shortages and had aocounts.offset any possible’ claims he may demand. 
Responoibility entiroly.hls./ Consider we'have .'cause foh aotibn 
damages. . If frill release' not': givenj,' abcopt! rbeignatioh’Vithbut-' 
reservation. AOt promptly. Cable fully:. Writing.11 

Of course, the!tquestion of relieving, him is one, that must be settled 
by Mr. Schermerhorn and yourbelf, and 1 am writing you' thus' fully, rather 
than Schermerhorn, inasmuch as X am certain that'my'letter ‘to you will 
not,be tarapej'tfd .with^in’/any way, /whereas I am-doubtful about letters- 
going to No. 25, Clerkenwell Road. - . ■ , . . - 

As indicated lni,my oa,bl'e, we should got a full release, from White 
for *11 claims of any kind,pr nature.sbfar as the National Phonograph 
Co. j Ltd.,, or -the Edison Manufacturing Co; ,'- Ltd'.l- are- concerned, paying 
him,-whatever ■.lB./dueVhim., less any indebtedness that he may owe: either ! 
of these companies.' ',He.is not indebted to us'in- any way hors, ' 

The Accounts Receivable trial balance as of* February 28, 1906, { 
(the. laBt Orth ireoeivedi.'by us here) Shows that he\1b indebted to the 
National Phonograph Co; , Ltd.;, in the sum of S543A5/9, and also an ad¬ 
ditional/.,amount of <521/4/6.. PosBibly,; there may be an. offset to part of 
this account in tho way of expenses, but this Is a matter thbt 1 must 
of course leave to White and'yourself to settle, andthws eliminate him 
entirely from pur business. 

The Profit and Loss Bheet for the ten months ending December 31, 190§ 
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made up by Mr. Bushier, and a copy of which Mr. Sohermerhorn no doubt 
has in his possession, you will find shows that there were numerous 
shortages whloh have never yet been explained, nor oan they be explained 
by anybody over there. This is particularly so in the oase of the Record 
account. The other items, no doubt, you are thoroughly familiar with 
and it will not be necessary for me to go into details here. Suffice 
it to say, the figureB- indicate that there was the poorest kind of 
management, and naturally these losses were most serious so far as 
profits were concerned. The bad account situation you are more or less 
familiar with, and of course it is not necessary for me to go into 
details as to this. 

Now, notwithstanding any statements Mr. White might have made to 
you or myself as to these shortages, the fact remains that he waB the 
responsible head of the concern and is therefore responsible to the 
directors and the stockholders, and 1 do not see how any excuse oan be 
considered. We are -so positive about this that in case of any claim by 
Mr. white we think we have good oauwe for damages against him and feel 
certain that should he attempt to oolleot any monies of any kind or nature 
for additional services, we have an offset which would make him liable 
to us and under whioh we would recover damages. As I have Btated in my 
cable, however, if he refuses to give a full release, then acoept his 
resignation without reservation, and we will take whatever means are 
necessary towards collecting from him any indebtedness that may be due 
us. 

That part of his letter having reference to aiding us, eto., Bhould, 
in my opinion, be ignored. His services have not been at all satisfac¬ 
tory, and I feel oertain that the business can be handled satisfactorily 
by Mr. Sohermerhorn, with such assistants as he may have at hand. 

I can only add in conclusion that his resignation relieves us of a 
great deal of anxiety* inasmuch as we have been waiting and waiting 
a long time past to reoeive this and fully expected that it would have 
become effective long ago. However, I am not going to say anything fur¬ 
ther, but trust that the acceptance of the resignation will have taken 
place ere the reoeipt of this letter. 

Yours very truly, 



FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHDNDERAPH CO. 

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CD. 

31 UNION SQUARE, Cor.Broadway & 16™ Street. 

WORK,l- 

tray llth, 1906. 

MAY 12 |«os 

, ■ | 0* 
•Mrs W. 15. Gilmore, 'President, Y 

National Phonograph Co-., I %,'issS/ a 

: Orange, N. I. I A-1 :Xyf( ^ ■’* ■ 

WzrxL- ^iOj^CEjj . 

1 "beg to report *&b follows, with referenda li ;our Aae* ? 

tralian an| Mexican Companies- 

■ "Mi** ’William W. Wypory Managing director, ieift Hew York the 

early pajrt of October, 1908, Bailing, tfam Ssn Hranofdlo October T0thr 

and reached Sydney via Wellington Noreiahar 16th,. 1905.. 

Hig first ihtoifce covering b&Isb wasr dated BecemVer .:21st., 

3.-905, and from that -date 'Uhtil April- 4 th, 1906 ft he- iftSt mWu -re- 

ceiTddJ, hi* ealels amohtti tb........... ,K,... ,, . .$36,442.98. 

He hae forwarded remitt&ncee- to \j% ageiiist 

--■these epiee, iii fcidoant,    ... $36,94,8.85, 

'And hag collected for *mr account', against 

ehipment^ we direct, u*Jl, 

a tptal of .. .$39,621.98. 



' W.B, Gilmore, -2~ 

yimsM-MizoMLi mwmm m$m ■ 
Mr. ftaindl CabafiaB, Haeldent Manager, left New York for 

Mexico City October 10th, 1906, and reached Mexico City November 

6th. After securing the necessary quartern, and remaining eix 

weeks in Mexico-,City, he left for Cuba to Join Messrs. Werner and 

Burt for the purpose of taking a number of special Cuban Records. 

He reached Cuba about December 22nd, 1905, and returned 

to Mexico after completing his work in Cuba, reaching there March 

5th, 1906. i 

Hii first sales were forwarded March 13th, 1906, and from 

that timj to April 25th (last mail), he reports Bales, amounting 

to $3.,463.78. At this writing we have received no remittance from 

him, although in a recent communication, he advises us that he would 

soon forward same. 

Yours very/truly, 

j/liU/tL 
Manager Foreign Department, 

V. S, 



May 14, 1906. 

Walter Stevens, Dsq., 

Manager foreign Department, 

Hew York. 

Dear Sir: 

I am in receipt of your favor of the 11th, which I took up with 

Mr. Mdis&n this morning. He is quite pleased, at tho restilts shown in 

Australia, but he is not :<Pleaaod at tlle results accomplished by 

Cabanas in Mexico. I told him that you were stirring up Cabanas and I 

hoped for better resultB in the near future. 

I would suggest that you make it a point to write ine a similar let¬ 

ter as to this monthly, so that you want to send me another communica¬ 

tion on this subject, say about June 15th. 

Yours very truly. 

weg/iw ^ 
President. 

EDISOM bHOMOeBVbH M0HK8 



May 14, 1906. 

G. Croydon Marks, Esq., 

18 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Bane, 

London, W. C., England. 

Dear Sir: 

1 learn from Mr. Prank I. Dyer that your firm, Messrs. MarkB 

& Clerk, have been sending him weekly oopieB of all the British patents 

issued, covering the manufacture of phonographs, reoordB, hlankB, and 

in faot anything else connected with the art, and in this connection 

Mr. Edison and ourselves have been having quite a discussion as to 

whether it would not be good polioy to look into the meritB of all 

of these patentB with the view to purchase same for this oountry, par- 

. tioularly v/here the patents have been applied for or issued, and Buoh 

other countries as may be deoided upon from time to time. We have been 

looking at. this in a general way, and the idea is to buy up suoh of the 

patents as we think might be of advantage to us or that might prove 

detrimental to our interests should we noi, control them, either by an 

exclusive, license or an absolute purohase. 

In this connection our attention has just been drawn to British 

Patent No. 16674, of 1905, the date of the application being July 

31, 1905, issued to Messrs. James Edward Hough, Manager of the Edison- 

Bell Consolidated Phonograph Co., Ltd., London, and William Eorse, 74 . 

Great Chart St., Hoxton, London, Engineer. If Mr. Hough assures you 

imrgn&ien is all ri^0a$0^vS?$^oal advantage?, then you 
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oou Id get their prioe for the Patent in the United States, giving us 

an option for sufficient time to make a trial. 

You, of course, understand that in making inquiries aB to any 

particular patents, it is not our desire that you effect any arrangement 

whatsoever until you have first conferred with us, as in a great many 

oases we may find it proper and expedient to deoline to purchase or 

license under this or any other patent that may he offered, bo that you 

should not oommit yourself in any way whatsoever without getting our 

absolute sanotion so to do. 

Yours very truly, 

vm/vtm President. 

i_ 



On Saturday last Mr. White gave me a eopy of hie latter to you 

of April 30th in whioh ho tenders his resignation as Managing: 

Director and Director of the National Phonograph Company limited. 

I likewise received your cablegram ‘bearing on this subject and I 

immediately communioated withMr; Marks to whom Mr. White Has- also 

sent a copy of his letter. We this morning had a Directors' meet¬ 

ing and a general conference on the subject. 

Mr. White then indicated, that he would like to get away as-of 

June 15th, and -we told him that unforeseen circumstances net arising 

we would be pleased to meet his wishes. 

Mr. White and Mr. Marks had a conference regarding the special 

emolument which Mr. White received on the business for the fiscalT 

year ending February 28th, 1904, epd Mr. White then stated that he 

was entitled to an emolument on the business-of the fiscal year 

ending February 28th, 1905. 

Mr. White further advised that he wsb sending you copies -of 

the Profit and Doss -sheets of the two years. Of course Mm Sidlson 

and yourself are entirely familiar with what was dona regarding -the 

fiscal year ending February 28th, 1904. 

The Balanoe sheet which Mr. White has mad# out covering the 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Glerkenwell Road, 

fiscal year ending Pebruary 28th, 1906, shows a profit to the 

National Phonograph Company limited of £11,248. 

I have gone oven the figures as made out hy Mr. White and so 

t far as I can see they are entirely in accordance with the statement 

jrtWtt0the hooks as of that date, and so far as I can determine Mb 

U figures are made out an the same lines, and the same special 

expenditures show, Ub on the previous list. 

Mr. White stated to Mr. Marks in my presence that he felt he 

was entitled to at least £1000 on the showing of the fisoal year 

ending Palmary 28th, 1905. The hooks-indicate that he is indebted 

to the National Phonograph Company limited for cash advanced to 

the amount of £544.0.9. whioh would leave due him on his figures 

£455.10 .-3. 

Mr. Marks brought up the fact that the fisoal year ending 

December 31st, 1905, showed a very deoided loss, and Mr. Marks has 

written you on the subject bringing out some figures which he de¬ 

duo ad, his figures indicating that by splitting the difference Mr. 

White would be entitled to £383 plus. Mr,. White then made the of¬ 

fer to accept £400 in addition to the amount owing the National 

Phonograph Company limited, or, in other words, he would reduoe his 

figures by £55.10.8. 

X have gone-over the Profit and lose eheet for 1005, and 

of course it should be reduced by the amount for trade mark and 

moulds which amount ta £4333.6.6. and also it ocours to me that 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

80 Clerkenwell Road, 

among the it erne of Dad Debts the one incurred by the Phonograph 

Supply Company might With fairness be deducted because of the fact 

that I understand the venture' was really backed by the Company and 

was more or less of an advertising experiment. The loos sustained 

through the National Phonograph Company limited amounted to 

£2424.0.8. Adding thi^ to the trade mark bill makes an aggregate 

of £67Q7.6,8. whioh deducted from the book Iobb - £9389. 6.1.- 

would make the trading and shrinking and other bad debt losses 

amount to £2631.19.6. Dqduoting this f rdifr the profits of 1905. 

would leave a ddtt profit of £861^.1.0. on the two years* busi¬ 

ness, and figuring thip on the same basis as the 1904 transaction 

it would indicate that Mr. White was entitled to about £948. 

Deducting the amount .due to the National Phonograph Company Limited 

from this would leave <&04. 0. 0. 

After dub coribidbratlon 1 believe that a settlement on the 

basis of £400 over and Above the amount owing the National Phono¬ 

graph Company Limited WOUld riot be at all out of the way, and I 

would strongly recommend that this be done. 

X am saying this without prejudice either to Mr. White or to 

our own Company insomuch as X am not entirely familiar with the 

arrangemente that were made by Mr. White with Mr. Edison and your¬ 

self. 1 am Only bao^g oy conclusions on precedent. If Mr. Edison 

and yourself agreq with fie in this I would suggest that you cable. 

I will be glad to take the matter up with Mr. Marks and I am 



very sura that Mr. Wait a will meet us more than half way in ordei- 

to have things pasB off in the most pleasant and easy way for all 

of us. 

Ordinarily I would not hays dictated this latter hut I Want 

to make it complete and somewhat long henoe my reason for so doing. 

With respaot to the loss of last year 1 would further add that 

1 am perfectly satisfied, although I cannot give documentary 

evidence to that effeot, that the figures ard reached due to the 

fact that there was some disorepanpy in heaping track of the re¬ 

turned material, and I am more or less satisfied that Orange 

Was not Oharged with all the reoorde that were broken up and sank 

to Brusaalaj; in other Words, I think that Brussels reoeived more 

records tHan Were actually charged to Orange, although unfortunate¬ 

ly we are unable to prove that. 

fours thfLy, / ' A 

/ Aselsii^jt Oenppl Meager. 



Kay 17, 1906. 

Thomas Graf, Esq'., Managing Director, 

Edison Gesellsohaft, m.b.H., 

Berlin, IT., Geraany, 

Dear Sir; 

Your letter of the 11th of April, advising that you had sent 

forward a fu$l report for March, 1906, showing sales amounting to marks 

115,063.64, as against marks $6,060.50 for March 1905, oamo duly to hand, 

as well as the report itself. 

I note your explanation about shipments of reoords, which is quite 

understood. We have also received, through Mr. Schefmerhorn, the Trial 

Balanoes for November and December of last year, as v/ell as the Profit 

and loss sheet for the 10 months ending December 31, 190$, and the 

writer has M^the pleasure of going over them most carefully and desires 

to congratulate you most heartily on the very good showing that you have 

made, particularly in view of the opposition that you have had’to meet 

and the further fact that a very large outlay was nec'essary in advertis¬ 

ing, cataloguing, etc., to get our goods before the public. 

It will not be possible for us to show Mr. Edison these papers 

for aijou^f a month, as he has gone away on a prospecting tour and will 

not be back until theft. I daft assure you, however, that he will be most 

pleased to-go over this report, and if he has any comments to make I 

will write you further. 

The decision reached by Mr. Schermerhorft, that the catalogues and 

<Otfcher°'printed-E)![iatter Bhould tnot^beooarrledoforward as aft asBet, is wise. 
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it is'•hot a good asset and it should therefore be oharged up and wiped 

out, as naturally it evens itself up at any rate, and if you get the 

benefit of it during this year it will naturally show after the fiscal 

year is closed. 

I particularly want to congratulate you on the very small amount of 

bad debts incurred during the time the office has been established in 

Berlin. This is most gratifying indeed and speaks well for your manage¬ 

ment , 

1 note with pleasure that on understanding has been reached between 

Mr, Schemerhprn and yourself as to working up the business in Austria 

as well as in Warsaw, and 1 hope that this will prove beneficial all 

around and sincerely trust that.you will be able to do this increased 

business without materially increasing your office staff. It goeB 

without saying that naturally we have got to pay out money to make the 

new selections, but nevertheless, 1 trust that the business that will- 

inure from same will be satisfactory. 

Now as to your visiting us in America, I am going to leave this 

entirely to yourself to determine when you rant to come over. I should 

like very much if you oan arrange to be here about July 15th, as July 

17th, 18th, 19th and 20th we are going to entertain the Edison Jobbers 

of the United State*. I know that it would be most interesting to you, 

and I want to extend to you a special invitation to be’with u*. In order 

that you may understand about what we are going to do, I am enclosing 

you herewith the itinerary, and I would suggest that you get into 

communication with Mr* Boheraerhorn at once and arrange to come over 

so as to be with ub at that time, I presume you can leave matters 

in such a way that the business will go on just the same in your absence 

and that you have a Competent mart fully able t0 handle the business whilst 

you are away.J I, of course, realise that it will not go on e5a*ctly 

iftHW°way ydtt-would life*, these little holidays , 
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we have to suffer the consequences when we get hack. 

Yours very truly, 

wbg/iw President. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GO. 
ORANGE, N.J. .A'' 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. f 
31 Union Square. New York. 

son, Esq., 

Lincolnton, N. C. 
A. &J’nCt* ’JjjufYV i-i.v< v-ve .of I 

Dear Mr, Edison: W--. U" *> wu**. fri Uw» 

_ <j(.(LUK(tr3 O-tX^l—lk Cv 
X received this morning your telegram instructing me to (J 

O- CrtCf" lASArcV H-kbWJ W-fi 
address letters to you at Lincolnton, M, C., and I therefore enclose you 

herewith letter dated May 15th, from James^H.*Wlte, Iqndon, tle^er^ - p 

dated May 15th from Mr. Schermerhorn arUi^letter date^T^ay l!5th from . ^ 

5. Croydon Marks. ^ ^ <J~L ‘^1. ‘ ^ r^‘ *3 1^7"' 
<L.- fruto — 0 

The Profit and Loss sheet for the ten months ending .February .28 

1905 (a copy of which is also enclosed herewith), shows that the net 

profits at the London offioe were £11248/o/5, which, figured at $4.80 

to the pound, equals $53,990.40 (abouj), and on this White seems to think 

he is entitled to some consideration. You will note that in the communi¬ 

cations of Messrs. Marks and Sch<}|||feerhorn they ask that a compromise be 

effected with White. You have heretofore taken the position that he is 

entitled to nothing, inasmuch as his method of doing business was not 

satisfactory to us. You will remember that the loss for the ten months 

ending December 31, 1905, amounted to £5055/19/5, or about $24,268,68. 

He does not seem to consider this, however, but it seems to me that we 

should give it a great deal of consideration* However, in order that 

you will have all figures before you, I would say that in the settlement 

that you made with White for the year 1904 we gave White the benefit of 

certain losses incurred at the Antwerp end of the line, same being covered 
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■by materials that had been shipped from Antwerp to London, consisting 

principally of records, which had never been entered up during the'year 

1904 and were discovered after the P. & L. sheet had been closed. So 

that you will understand this, I would say that the P. & L. sheet showed 

actual profitB for the year ending February 29, 1904, of about $27,400.00, 

but by giving him the benefit of the error of others, the figures that 

you estimated upon as profits were about $41,000.00, and against this he 

was handed your check for $4400.00, as indicated in his communication, 

or a little more than 10$. If you will now take the three years business 

(two years and ten months), it figures out as follows: 

Profits year ending February 29, 1904, $27,400.00 

" " " 28, 1905, 55.990.00 

Total, $81,390.00 

Losses ten months ending December 31, 1905, 24.268.00 

Net profit for three years, $57,125,00. 

Against this he has received a total of $4400.00, or, approxi¬ 

mately, 8$. 

You and myself have heretofore taken an absolutely negative stand 

so far as he is concerned. The reasons are obvious. As you will see by 

the letters of White and Marks he owes the National Limited the sum of 

£544/9/9. Now, if you give White what he asks for, that is,-this £544 

plus £400, it would amount to $4531.00; add this to the $4400.00 that he 

has alreacfcr received, makes a total of $8931.00, which he desireB you to 

pay him, on a total profit of $57,125.00 covering the three years, or 

15 $. This I could not, and I know you will not, consent to do. It 

would seem to me, inasmuch as we have taken the firm stand that he is 

entitled to nothing, that we should continue to take this stand, I do 

not think that we will ever collect the £544 that is now ov/ing the 

National Ltd. 
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Now in regard to the statement that he put.£300 of his own money 

into the Phonograph Supply Co., I do not believe this. I think it is 

another one of his beautiful dreams. The losses, if any, have been 

thrown back on us. .1 did try this as an experiment in the way of a 

retail store at his solicitation, and great money was to be made out of ' 

it. The loss, however, was very considerable, and I doubt very much if 

Mr. White ever put a cent into it. However, it does not enter into the 

question. 

Now if you will take the net profits of $57,125.00 for the three 

years and assume that he has received 10# of the profits, which you 

stated distinctly was not an arrangement made by you when White was last 

over, you will figure the total amount to be— $5712.00 

less amount paid-- 4400,00 

$1312.00. 

Against this we have a charge of £544, or $2611.00, and he 

will therefore be owing us, $13$0.QO. I do not see but that you must take 

the stand that you owe him nothing, and if he wants to do any fighting 

or wants to do any other dirty work by statements or otherwise, let Trim 

go ahead and do it. 

Now so far as Schermerhorn's statement at the bottom of page 2 

and the top of page 3, it would seem to me that if he thinks that we had 

better give him credit on the losses incurred by the Phonograph Supply 

Co. he might as well ask us to pay him on the gross profits, as he would 

have just as much claim to say that all bad debts should not be deducted 

from any percentage that you might consider was payable to White. This 

is all "rot". If we want to advertise goods, no matter what method 

may be adopted, it is, of course, an item of expense and is for the bene¬ 

fit of the business, so I ignore this portion of his letter and ignore 

entirely his suggestion as to.paying about £400 more; and the same 
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remarks apply equally in the case of Marks. I should like to cable 

Mar'kS as follows: 

- "Edison's position unchanged. Consider that wiping out indebt¬ 
edness White, five hundred and forty-four pounds, all he is entitled 
to. Will not consider further payment four hundred pounds. Writing." 

GILMORE." 

On second thought, possibly I had better sign this cable in your 

name, and that will keep me out of it officially. 

Please return all these letters in enclosed stamped envelope 

promptly so that I can write them at once. 

Enc- 

Yours very truly, 



rfSbLmaa (X £d'iOon-, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAM 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Thomas A. Edison, Esq., 

lincolnton. 

Dear Mr. Edison: 

EDISDN FHnNEERAFHS &RECDRDSV / , 

M.-'.IN OFFlCLcA|yM: 

May 26, 1906, 

TyrW/f bct«j RA&y-ckvoiM <x ,. trid-urCCt 

N. C. £U\ (U4.w cvw.cc •vylo^vo-<m: •: V'fvc (jvcav.vt^,.. 

I enclose herewithreceive^on'my ret|irnC^from'lv''0^'^ 
cblXo\.~,v--y>-~i—el 6~vl H CL^/" 

Chicago from Blackwell, from which you will; see that he) is willing to . J ' 
l(- (,.«. lu-urwto W-£- I-V-ULH. 

take up our Business in Europe. I hardly know what {to say to him as yet 
Tvf Kczd1 ^ 

as I do not know what you are going to thinjc about his having an ^ 

interest in the Business. Of course I know that you want to do the .ki-c**— 

right thing with anybody that handles our Business there, and that he 

will receive a percentage of the profits should they Be satisfactory. I 

do not think we will have any trouble in coming to some suitable arrange¬ 

ment with Blackwell, and the more X think the matter over the more X am 

convinced that he is going to Be a good man for us. 

I was about to cable Schermerhorn to give him full authority to 

look over the books and business at Clerkenwell Road and then write him 

just exactly what we want him to do. However, before doing 30 I thought , 

I would send this letter to you for your comments, and wish you would 

comment on the back of it what you have to say so that I can write him 

forthwith. 

Yours very truly, 

~T<^> 



June 12, 1906. 

G. Croydon Marks, Esq., 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of the 15th came duly to hand, on the subject mat- 
ter of White's resignation, and 1 cabled you on the 26th as follows: 

• "Letter fifteenth. Edison SotiiSh; now in communication with him. 
Don't oonsider White entitled further payment four hundred poundB. 
Will cable fully next week." 

I sent your letter, as well as a communication that 1 had from Mr. 
Schermerhorn dated the 15th, on the same subject, to Mr. Edison in North 
22,r21ina', and reo®iYed his reply baok a day or two since to the effect 
that he thought it would be better polioy for us to pay White £400, get¬ 
ting a receipt in full from him; although, aB ho states, hesdocs not 

'whit9 ha® anY claim whatever against us, and he.'also suggests 
"aat you oan Eet an uhdcr'taking from him that he will keep out of 
the phonograph business in Europe and the British Isles so much the bet- 

Although his opinion was different from mine, I nevertheless de- 
oided to aocept same, and cabled you to-day as follows: 

"Edison approves payment four hundred pounds White. Suggest proour- 
ing full release and undertaking he will not compete phonograph 
business.w 

As I kave written you previously, we have never had any arrangement 
whatever with Mr. White direct. The arrangement originally made with 
him was between Mr. Edison and himself, and any payment that he has 
received he has reoeived from Mr. Edison direct and not from this company 
or any other company. I learn that he did reoeive $4400.00 in the 
early part of 1904, but this was given, to him by Mr. Edison, and not 
by us. His statement, that he was to get 10#,in addition to his salary. 

£lis’ a0 we *now* not the truth, and I remember dis¬ 
tinctly Mr._Edison telling him when we met in the Laboratory that we had 

So far as his putting £300 
nothing to 'say. 

in the Phonograph Supply Oq., I have 

. I presume that if the arrangement is put through you will secure 
from him a full release of all interests whatever and include Mr. Edison 
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as well. 'I want to oover everything so that he will have nothing to say 
later. I do not agree with Mr. Edison on this situation, of paying 
the‘fi400, for reasons that 1 have explained to him and which 1 will 
explain in detail to Mr. Schermerhorn in reply to his letter, whioh will 
go forward hy this same mall. 

Trusting that you will have concluded this very long-drawn-out 
and unsatisfactory situation ere the receipt of this letter, believe me 
to he, 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iww President, 



June 12, 1906. 

Robert W. Blackwell, EBq., 
Parliamentary Chambers, Westminster, 

14 Great Smith St., London, S.W., Eng. 

My dear Blaokwell: 

v=«r 

MdaalsonthefletterdwMOnT,brSin0fS °n the lineB indicated in my cable and also the'letter which I wrote you under date of the 14th of May. 

Ltd ,,lan.aSing Director for the National Phonograph Co., 
„7' *1wiil also have jurisdiction over the management of the sellinsr 

mi tM’ ”rs” *• “* 

fs&t^srss.*sa?tr2Srj satwfSii.,1 r“sW a 
Paying Blackwell a salary, but with an assuranoe that"if he 

manages the business successfully, to be determined by mvself that he 
wili receive a further amount, also determined by myself7 Ind that 

: oiMSTis!" h6 Pr°VeB thS 110 *n Z™ no regrets^that he . 

This seems to be about the "meat" of the whole situation an* i+ 

^j£a£^iS*zi’jrszag. ’ 
fiscal year, which has been.changed by us to December Slsfof each yea? 

rnmmmm^me 



6/12/06. R. W. Blackwell. 

I feel perfectly satisfied that your coming with us will he advantage 
bus all the way through, not only frcrn a monetary standpoint hut in other 
directions as well, whioh, of course, is something that wb will have to 
leave for time to determine. 

Now as to the battery, I can only say that Mr. Edison is looking 
around for jBohalt to take oare of the hattery business. This seems to ' 
he the hitoh now; in fact, so far as I know is the only hitoh that he'has. 
In the absence of any details, however, 1 oannot say anything more than 
I have already written you; and 1 have also written Marshall to about 
this same effect some little time since. 

I have also sent you a oable to-day to the effeot that you oan now 
oonfer with Mr. Sohermerhorn, and of course I have cabled him; and I 
trust that you will be able to put in a little time before your marriage. 

Yours very truly, 

tcg/iw President, 



June 12, 1906. 

J. H. Sohermerhorn, Esq., Chairman of Directors, 

National Phonograph Co., ltd., 

London, England. 

My dear John: 

I duly received your letter of May 15th on the White 
situation, but X have been unable to answer it, inasmuch as I had to 
forward your letter, as well as the communication of Mr. Marks, to Mr? 
Edison in the South, and only got it bank a-day or two since. In re¬ 
turning it to me Mr. Edison says as follows: 

"In my opinion if we oan forever get rid of White by payment of 
$2,000.00 we. better do it, as it may be cheaper than lawyers, although 
he has not the ghost of a claim; but one never knows what a damn fool 
will do. Xf you,can get paper from him that he will keep out of the 
phonograph business in Europe, so much the better." 

t do not agree with Mr. Edison for the following reasons; In look¬ 
ing over the Profit and loss shqet for the ten menthB ending February ?28, 1905, I notice that the net'profitB of the London office were 
11,348/0/6, which, figured at $4.80 to the pound, equals $53,990.00 
about), and on this White seems to think he is entitled to some con¬ 

sideration. You will also remember that the loss for the ten months 
ending Deoember 3lat, 1905, amounted to £5055/49/5, or about $24,268.00. 
The figures that-I have before me show that the profits for the year 
ending February 29, 1904, were about $27,400.00; but it would seem at 
that time others had made errors at Antwerp, and in ft&hjaWtong figures 
to Mr. Edison by which he oould determine what further,fcompensation 
should be paid to White at that time he decided to pay him $4400.00. 
We will now take the three years business (two years and ten months): 

Profits year ending Feb. 29, 1904, $27,400.00 
Profits year ending Feb. 28, 1905, 53,990.00 

Total, $81,390.00 
losseB 10 months ending Dec.31,1905, 24.268.00 

Net profits for the three years ' $57,125.00.- 



2. 6/12/06. J. R. Schergterhorn, 

Agaipst this Mr. Edison paid Mr. White $4400.00, whioh is approxi¬ 
mately 8/. As I understand it, he askB us to wipe out the amount stand¬ 
ing against him of £944/9/9 and give him an additional amount of £400 
to square up matters. As I figure it, and these figures have heen 
checked by both Wostee and Buehler, this would he giving him a total of 
$8,931,00 in oash, whioh. on a total profit of $57,125.00 oovering the 
three years, is about 15/. I do not think this s fair at all. On 
the other hand, if you will take the net profitB for the three years 
at $57,125.00 and accept his own. statement of 10/ on the profits to he 
paid him it will come out as follows: 

10/ of $57,125.00- $5,712.00 
Less amount paid,. $4,400.00 

Difference, ' §1,312.00. 

Against this we have a charge of £544, or $2611, and I figure that 
he will therefore he owing ub $1300.00. Howevor, as Mr. Edison has 
decided to pay over the amount rather than have any further controversy 
I must of course how to his decision, and I hope this will he the end of 
it. 

I note what you have to say in your last paragraph, and there may 
he a great deal of truth in this, hut then he should have, taken measures 
to protect himself. 1 hope, however, that you will soon he able to get 
rid of him and get everything closed up. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iww President. 



June 1^, 1906. 

J. R. Schenaerliorn, EBq., Chairmen of Directors, 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd, 

London, England. 

My dear John: 

I have your favor of May 28th. 1 have already written you 

fully regarding the resignation of Mr. Write. 

Regarding phonographs, 1 will say to you that the total unfilled 

orders at the present tine amount tp 25,860, A great many of those are 

for future .delivery and quite a number are to be Bhipped to you, but 

nevertheless, the fact remains that this represents the unfilled orders. 

The unfilled record orders amount to 1,450,168. 

We are working to gat our output of machines up to 8500 per week. 

This requires a great deal of additional machinery, the greater part of 

which has been ordered for a long time past and which is coming in weekly. 

We are not turning out the required quantity as yet, but I am hoping, of 

oourse, for better things and continue to press matters all around with 

this objeot in view. If we ever do get up to any such output I think 

we will be able to take dare of you in good'style as well as ourselves. 

Now so far as reoords are oonoerned, we appreciate the faot that 

you have competition over there, but nevertheless, as I have stated 

bafor®, I do not see why, if we keep up the quality of our records, 

we should not get our share of the business. , 



2. 6/lJ/06. J. R. Schennerhorn. 

So far as Chicago la concerned, Lloyd's defalcation amounted to 

§3240.00, He was bondod for $6,000.00, oo that, of course,; we will get 

our money back. I hare had so much trouble with Chicago, that after due 

consideration 1 decided to close it up ontirely, and this became effective 

Hay 31st. I expect to have everything cleaned out there by the end of 

this month. This does not apply to the Edison Manufacturing Co. goods 

nor to the Commeroial Department of the Phonograph businessj they will 

retain one floor and it is our intention to sublet the other. Eloyd 

was not very long in our employ but oarae to us very highly recommended. 

It was the same old thing with him—"Wine, women and song"; this generally 

oatches them, and the man with a twenty-five dollar a week salary and 

a wine taste does not make a success of it. 

V/e have retained quite a few of the old help, but the greater part 

of it wub dismissed, among others Harry Campbell; he got So bad that - 

I had. to let him out, and then again he was a '’sixth wheel to a wagon" 

anyhow, as he never' improved from the time we took him on. 

I understand that Klimpers have started home. My family are all 

quite well indeed and the Hot Springs trip did us all good.- I believe 

your father is still in Orange, and‘when I see him I will remember you 

to him, as requested. 

Mr. Edison is. still South, but is expeoted baok this week; however, 

you know what that means—we never know when he will get back. He 

■started off on a three weeks trip to hunt for cobalt. He is traveling 

in the wildB of North Carolina. As to whether he will find what he is 

after is problematical. I understand .that on this hinges the "Great and. 

Only" new storage battery. let us hope that he suooseds in getting it. 

TJlth kind regards to Agnes and yourself, and trusting this finds 

the children quite well, believe me to be, 

Yours Very truly. 



Aug. 13, 1906. 

G, Croydon Marks, Esq., . 

Lpndon, England. 

Dear Mr. Harks: 

I duly received your letter of the,Slat of July, and I 

also received a previous communication from you enclosing copy of the 

hill before Parliament covering the copyright situation. I have noted 

most carefully the clause that you had inserted in this hill which exempts 

records, and I sec by a later letter from you; dated August 3rd, received 

this morning, that the hill has passed the House of Commons as well 

as the House of horde, -.he clause that you inserted being unamended 

and that it will shortly bocome a law. Allow me to congratulate you on 

your success in this connection. 

It is a very vital question over here no/ as to what they are going 

to do about our copyright law and it looks very much as though we arc 

going to have a hard fight on our hands when Congress convenes again in 

December. 

1 also note that the German Dcabrioro patent has boen assigned to 

the Edison Gesellschaft and they will thus be enabled to begin suit 

against infringers there without any delay. 

With kind regards, believe me to be, 

Yours vory truly', , 

WEG/lWW President. 



EDISON■ EE5ELL5CHAFT m.b.h: 
EDISON-PHnNOERAPHEN u.GDLDEUSSWALZEN. 

SUDUFER 24/2S. KUMER^JtaaCHlI 

CAugust 27,h 1906. 

Personal._ 

W. E. Gilmore, EBq., 
Presiiternt. 

National Phonograph Co., 
Orange. N* J* 

Dear Sir, 

On the 25th inst. I.cabled to NetiYork:' 

"Gilmore ship all machined less reproducers, latter less Sapphires". 

This cablegramm was the outcome of a long conference, I had with my 

attorney on the patent situation. <&iB opinion as* put down in wri¬ 

ting I herewith enclose. He advises utmost care in that direction, 

because of our intended proceedings againBt infringers of our pa¬ 

tents on the moulding process. Although the reproducer question 

haB no bearing on our intended proceedings, our opponents very like¬ 

ly will search for we*k points wherever they can find them, if 

for no other reason tMkn merely to annoy us. The opinion of the 

Authorities is more favourable to small partial importation of 

patented goods aB my lawyers's. You will find thi% on reading 

the translation promised and made for Mr. Edison. I send same 

/ to you under separate cover. However I wish to be absolutely safe 

I in every respect, before I shall strike. Eor that very reason X 

I have also cabled to Mr. Stevens, not to Bhip any more records to 

I , us until further notice, and have^dancelled all my record orders 

|f in New york, London and Brussels. I shall refuse to accept all 
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W. p. pilmore, Pag. Orange. 

AmericaRVTSHipmentB already made, and shall instruct the shipping 

agent to return same to Mr. Stevens. I shall return to Orange all 

hills covering such shipments and no credit memo he sent for 

same, as these returned hills will not appear on our hookB. 

The first cahlegramm not being in cipher, appears to rifce 

quite plain and 1 am sure you have at once issued instructions 

that all machines should he shipped to us less reproducers. The 

reproducers packed separately, should he shipped less sapphires. 

In addition to this I should request you to again changB the order 

Reproducers to he shipped less sapphires, reproducer hut- 

ton arm and reproducer button arm screws. a quantity of button 1 

arms and button arm screws^he mailed a b per enclosed order .a." *' 

A decided advantagedwould he to ub, if orders are execu- V 

ted in that way. With the old method, when the reproducer! arrived, 

we first had to remove the button arm and Bcrew from the reprodu- ! 

cer, before we could insert the sapphire, and above all we had to 

have the reproducer before we could attatch the sapphires, which 

meant delay in turning out reproducers and machines. With the new 

method we Bhall simply keep a large enough stock of button' arms 

with the sapphires inserted, ready to be used as soon as a ship- I 

ment of reproducers strives. 

It goes without special aBBurance, that all machines, j 

which in the meantime were shipped to me complete, will be handled 

just, as if they had no sapphires, and a German made sapphire in- j 

• fstfsthta, in plane of the other one. 

Megy truly yours 

Han&ging-Director. 





EDISON -EE5ELL5CHAFT m.b.h. 

EDISON • PHDNOERAFHEN u.EIILDEUSSWALZEN. 

It is now almost a month ago, since I am hack in Berlin, 

and if !L have not written you about the patent situation, it is, 

because I have been very busy with our current affairs and espe¬ 

cially with the patent quest-iron, which takes up most of my time 

and thought. It is. suoh an important question, in fact, the most 

important question to me, at present, and I am using every care 

to make a sure success of it* 

I have also taken exceptional precaution by counterman¬ 

ding all my orders for records with Orange, London and Brussels, 

I wrote you about this before. Our importettion has always been’ 

exceedingly amai;, compared with our manufacture, so that accor¬ 

ding w^th the examples in jurisdiction (see. the translation of 

Seligsohn's commentary to the #11 of the patent Law,recently Bent 

you) no harm would be done by continued small importation, as 

long as the largest portion of the demand in Germany is'si$plied 

by home manufacture. We have manufactured even more than the de - 

mand, by exporting into Switzerland, Russia, Austria etc. in 
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W. j!. Oilmore, Esq., Orange. 

quantities considerahlj^'larger than our imports. Thus if the impDr 1b 

would continue at the same rate, no harm would he done. But with 

the valuable object in view, X wish to go safe in every respect 

and rather do more than necessary towards that purpose. By can¬ 

celling all orders pending abroad, and absolutely refusing all 

importation, I am fully protected against the dangers, which the 

§11 has in store for the patentowners. The former patent owner 

Mr. Marks has never imported, and we, the patent owners Bince last 

week, have not imported a single record. - - No one can start 

a suit for revocation of our patent, based on that assertion that 

the patent is not worked to an adequate extent. 

Patent lawyers. I have mentioned to you Justizrat Dr. Katz and 

Justizrat Dr. Seligsohn. They are the two best in Berlin. There 

is not a third one who rankB with them. I have been Bomewhat pre¬ 

judiced against Dr. SeligBohn, but I do not hesitate to confess, 

that I have ohanged my opinion, and I should very much prefer to 

have him also. Our principal strength of course lies in the Me¬ 

rit of our patent, but the personality of our representative,' or 

that of our opponent', if a much smaller one, it is still a factoy 

and I should not like to see eiither of these two eminent lawyers 

on our oppononts side. I should like to retain both and give eabh 

a case in the lower or court of first instance. I have therefore 

cabled to you yesterday: 

"Amortiguar Cagnesoo Cenoby opinions very favorable 

Arqueeis Katz and SeligBohn both eminent Bevernel give 



Edlson-Qesellschaft in. b. H. J*age 3. 
Berlin N. 

W. E. Gilmore, , Orange. 

each one asperate case thereby lnourred additional 

Andranno Credebamus Gable Authorization" 

which translates; 

"Evidence has been secured suit will be brought next week 

opinions very favourable will mail you a letter giving 

full particulars Katz and Seligsohn both eminent strongly 

recommend you to give each one separate case thereby 

incurred extra expenses will be about # 800.-. Cable 

Authorization." 

The tenor of the cable is evident. X wish to advise 

you, that I have secured all evidence necessary, and that I am 

prepared to start two suits next week. My object in engaging both 

lawyersDr. Katz and Dr. Seligsohn, iB to prevent our opponents 

to engage either of them. Katz or SeligBOhn cannot accept anymOBe 

the work for any of the larger Companies later on, whenever we 

should think it necessary to start a suit against them. The extra 

expenses, which we shall incur by also engaging Dr. Seligsohn will 

not amount to more than # 800.-. and I believe, the object in view 

is worth the investment. It is doubtless, that the engagement of 

the two most prominent patent lawyers wil add to our prestige. 

I obtained a favourable opinion from Justizrat Dr. Katz, 

which was essentially the same as that given by Dr. Seligsohn. 

X caused Dr. Seligsohn to give his opinion also in writing, in 

order to engage him thereby particularly for us and caused to re¬ 

fuse in case any of our opponents should wish to retain him for' 

a possible suit. 
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Berlin N. 

W. B. Gilmore, IsTq.. Orange. 

For your information I bag to Bay a few wordB about the 

proceeding of law suits in Germany. A suit for patent infringe¬ 

ments before being absolutely final, has to go through three courts 

or instances. If it goes through three instances, it is handled 

by three lawyers. The first lawyer is allowed to plead in the 

court of the first instance only. Dr. Katz and Dr. Seligsohn can 

appear only in the courts of first instance. After a decision in 

the court of first instance has been handed down, in many cases 

the suit is dropped there by both parties. Should the plaintiff 

ot the defendant not be satisfied with the decision of the first 

court, he then can appeal and a suit is carried on in the. court of 

the second instance. 

Against the decision of the latter, plaintiff 

and defendant can appeal and then it is brought before the (Eeicha- 

Gericht (Imperial Supreme Cnurt^ at Leipzig. For the courtB of 

second and third instance I have also secured the two best lawyers 

Ko expenses were incurred by securing the lawyers; it is simply.ne¬ 

cessary to ask them not to take any case against us if it should 

be offered them. Of course, when the suit later passes over to the 

court of second and third instance, we are under a certain obliga¬ 

tion, to let it be handled by the lawyers thus refined. 

The Evidence against Abrahamsohn of CologiA, the party 

who uses our records as masters, will be procured 6ir Saturday or 

Sunday. I have inserted an advertisement in several Cologne, papers', 

demanding hands for a record Factory, statin®.that those* having 

experience, will be prefared.This will bri.QgWtkm ot A&rttwaqqgnfe 

jfeage 5. 
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W. Gilmore, EBq., Orange. 

to the place In Cologne, which I have named in the advertisement, 

and where my representative will he. The names and addresses of 

the workmen will he sufficient evidence. 

I have translated Dr. Seligsohn'.s opinion and tried to 

make the translation as plain as I possibly could. I herewith en¬ 

close a copy of same. I have also given orders to two sworn ex¬ 

perts at the court to give an opinion on the import of the 

Deshriire patent. One expert has finished the opinion and I am 

just now at work to translate it. As soon as it is ready, I Bhall 

he pleased to send you a copy. 

I trust that you will approve of my plans and that I will 

receive an answer to my cable to-morrow. 

Very truly yourB. 

Managing Director. 
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o-usa NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD 

. EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

25 . CLERKENWELL ROAD. 

PERSONAL, 'tzau&n,, $.c& September. 18th, '06. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., 
Orange, New Jersey. 

My dear Ed: 

With reference to your letter of August 15th on the subject 

of the Edison United Company, I heg to quote you a letter whioh I 

have reoeived from Mr. Graf 

^eutsohe,Edison Phonographen Gesellschaft. m.b.H. Cologne £35 ^Tl?8 y°u tKat th9 liquidation of the above cofoem 
"tiondint+^hSr«esinnin? 2f tMo year. According to a publica- 
„ Commercial Court dated January 3rd. 1906/the 

"extinct"&tl° °f ^ lio*uidatore terminated and the firm is 

This would seem to indicate that the fact of liquidation has 

carried with it the forfeiture of their Charter and whatever similar 

procedure may he necessary in Germany. 

I have written Graf further on this subjeot to ascertain as 

to Aether or not it would not he. possible to''in some way get the 

German control of the word "phonograph" or "phonographen" in 

connect ion'with the name "Edison". I believe that we are unable 

to incorporate the word "phonographen" in the title of the German 

Company. 



FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 
OF THE 

NATIONAL PHONOEHAPH UU. 

EDISON MANUFACTORINE CD. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CD. 
31 UNION SQUARE. Con. Bhoaoway <S> 16th Smcsr. 

Mr. Thomas Graf, Managing Director, 

Edison GesellBchaft, m.b.h., 

24/25 Sud-Ufer, 

Berlin, N., Germany. 

Dear Sir:- 

I received, late yesterday, the following cable from 

London, signed by Mr. Schermerhorn:- 

"Gilmore: German patent suits causing consternation 
customers demand names infringing makes mentioning Colum¬ 
bia especially Columbia promising indemnity excelsior lar¬ 
gest German company solicit license could p robably arrange 
limited license with strong opinion their solicitor advo¬ 
cating license account invulnerability our position royal¬ 
ty fifteen pfennigs and raising price to one mark twenty- 
five at which figure competition comparatively harmless 
recommend serving Columbia to strengthen good impression 
created with trade also your consideration license ques¬ 
tion which might establish favourable impression graf re¬ 
turns Berlin tonight cable answer there." 

In accordance with Mr. Schermerhorn's instructions, and 

after due consideration, I cabled you thiB morning as follows:- 

"Ediphon, Berlin: Think favorably license full term 
patent royalty fifteen pfennigs and one mark twentyfive 
list, both to be incorporated in contract, maintenance 
selling price part of consideration for license. If pos¬ 
sible advise delay serving Columbia until Excelsior 
closed. " 

I assume that the patent referred to is that of Desbrier 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

However, your cable ie quite understood, and I trust that our reply 

will he entirely satisfactory* We have assumed, of course, that 

the royalty of 15 pfennigs is the very best that you can do, but we 

have not indicated a larger royalty, inasmuch as we prefer to leave 

this to your best judgment, rather than to interpose an objebtion- 

able price . As we figure it, this amounts to 3-6Ao^ per Becord 

royalty. 

The further consideration that the Excelsiorwerk shall in¬ 

crease their list price to mk. 1.25, is good, but of course, they 

must arrange in the contract that they will maintain this selling . 

price with all their customers. Their selling price to the trade 

will no doubt take care of itself, and I assume that this royalty 

will prevent their cutting the price very much below that at which 

we are now selling. 

Our suggestion that you delay serving tho German Columbia 

Company until after the agreement with the Kxcelsiorwerk haB been 

closed will no doubt work advantageously for you in the long run, but 

thiB, of course, is a matter that we prefer to leave to you and your 

attorneys to decide. 

Trusting that thiB will turn out to the mutual satisfaction 

of all concerned, and awaiting your further communications, I am, 

Yours very truly, 

V/. E. G. 

President. 
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EDISON—GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. 

Mr. Graf came on from Berlin yesterday morning to confer with 

me regarding the German patent situation. He translated for me 

some articles that had been printed in German trade papers, a circu¬ 

lar which he sent out, and also showed me a number of letters 

from his dealers. s 

It seems that the solicitors, Dr. Seligsohn and Dr. Katz, 

both recommended that a circular be sent to the trade drawing their 

attention to the fe.ct that we own certain patents, and cautioning 

them against handling infringing products. Necessarily this 

created a big stir among the trade, end naturally it brought forth 

enquiries from the trade as to which records were infringing pro¬ 

ducts, end in most instances the Columbia record was mentioned 

particularly, insomuch as this is one that has the largest sale in 

Germany other than our own. 

Mr. Graf advid&s that the initial effect of this circular 

has been very good in that orders have very materially increased. 

The largest German manufacturer of records 1b the 

Excelsiorwerk of Cologne. These people are very much exercised, and 

their Manager has practically admitted to Graf that he is afraid of 

our patent, and has therefore approached him to the end of securing 



EDISON—GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

The Columbia people have sent out a circular to the trade 

stating that they would indemnify them against damage and so forth 

provided all cases are turned over to their solicitors. 

Graf naturally feels, in order to strengthen the impression 

that has already gained ground, that it would he very advisable to 

start a suit against the Columbia Company, and it is practically 

imperative that this procedure be followed provided he advises the 

trade of the names of the records that we consider are infringements. 

The cost of bringing a suit against the Columbia Company would 

run probably to about Mice. 3000. 

After talking the matter over with Graf and giving it oareful 

consideration I agreed with him that it would be well to start a 

suit against the Columbia Company. Without a doubt the additional 

business that would accrue through fear on the part of dealers 

would much more than offset the expense of starting such a suit. 

I also considered very carefully the question as to whether or 

not it would be advisable for us to license the Excelsiorwerk. 

It occurred to me that by pursuing such a plan it might create a 

favourable impression in that we had no especial desire to stifle 

existing German industries although the lawyers Btate that they 

thhik it will make no difference with the status of our case. The 

point is, however, that these suits are naturally long drawn out 



EDISON—GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. 

26 Clerkenwell Road, 

and it is quit® possible that from a year to two years will transpire 

before a final decision' is arrived at. Such being the fact it 

might be advisable to license this Company as by so doing it would 

be an acknowledgment on their part of the validity of our patent 

which faot oould be used to very good advantage with the trade. 

Of oourse it goes without saying that should we grant them a 

license it would be for a limited period, say, two years at the 

. maximum, and the license would also carry with it the faot that 

they should sell their records at a higher price than is now asked, 

their present price being Mk. 1.00. 

Graf feels quite satisfied tliat if we make them sell their 

records at Mk. 1.25 their competition would not be harmful; in 

faot that their business would be very materially decreased, and the 

decrease- would probably come to us. 

In view of the above I cabled you. as follows 

ZYMOTIC HEW YORK 

GIIMORE German patent suits causing consternation Customers 
demand names infringing makes mentioning Columbia especially 
Columbia promising indemnity Excelsior largest German Company 
solicit license Could probably arrange limited license with 
strong opinion their solicitor advocating license account 
invulnerability our position Royalty fifteen pfennigs and 
raising price to one mark twentyfive at which figure 
competition comparatively harmless Recommend serviij* Columbia 
to strength good impression created with trade Alsoftyour 
consideration license question which might establish 
favourable impression Graf returns- Berlin tonight Cable 
answer there SCHEHMERHOHH. 

I tried to make the cable plain and trust that the wording conveyed 

to you practically the information given in this letter. The last 
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paragraph, was added so as to apprise you of the fact that I had had 

a personal conference with Graf on the subject. 

In conclusion I can only reiterate that I think it would be 

advisable to commense suit against the Columbia Company, and I 

rather incline to the opinion that it would be a good plan to 

license the other Company provided vo could do so on the terms 

indicated in the cable, viz: get an opinion from their lav<yer that 

he considered our patent good, increase in prioe, and for a limited 

p"loa- ^ 
The question of royalty is not of suchAmoment to my way of 

thinking except that by making them pay a rather heavy royalty it 

will carry with it the neoessity of their selling at higher prices 
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ies, Thomas A. 

' usa national phonograph on. ltd. phoho™! 
EDISON PHDNDERA|h.^C RECORDS. P*oVBil’° 

25 . CLERKE?|il?ELL RO/&1 V Battmv Fan*' 

September 27th, 1906. 

PERSONAL. \( \ /\;|. |J: 

!• Gilmore, Esq., \ i 
Orange, Hew Jersey, U.S.'A. 

V 
My dear Ed: \ 

1 have been here praotically a year although of oourse I did 
nothing muoh in the way of actively looking after the business 
unt^l the latter part of October 1905. During that period the 
reports which you have had have indicated that there has been a 
growth in the business as compared with the previous year, and 
during the first eight months of the present year there has been, 

19O5°Ur80’ a V<5ry deolded lncrease over the first eight months of 

The comparative figures are as hillewfe 

i905. 1906. 

"Gem" phonographs . 16720 

"Standard" " 4886 . 6147 

"H6me" " 1168 . 1S03 

"Triumph" " i60 ........ 163 

Rbbbfds 664,407 . 932,076 

Sfoles . £64,123.11.10 . £78,399.16. 8 

The skies for the first Sight months of the year 1904, which 
was the largest year's business, were £78,217.18.8: and the skle of 
records during the first eight months of 1904 was' 1,221,628. 

The above figures will indicate to you that while the business 
as a whole is larger than any like period, it further shows that 
tne'growth runs to machines rather than records as compared, of 
course, vfith the largest year, ’ 

„„ You will, of course, know that the large inorease is in the 
"Gem" type machine, thereby indicating very conclusively that our 



products ara sold very largely to the Masses. 

Naturally this increase in "business is gratifying, "but I 
regret to admit that it is not entirely satisfying to me. Such 
information as I have "been able to get shows very conclusively 
that while wo are getting the major part of the machine business 
we are not holding our own in the record business. Even though 
there is an increase this- year over last year it is nevertheless 
a fact that the business of our competitors, particularly the 
Edison-Bell Company and the Sterling Company, has been much larger 
than has ours in reoords, and it is also true that there has been 
a decided increase in the business of the Edison-Bell Compeny even 
in the face of the amount of business that has been done by the 
Sterling Company. I have not considered the amount "of business 
which has been done by other competing firms such as Paths, 
Columbia, Rex (Lambert) and' several other makes, whose business, I 
believe, Is comparatively unimportant. 

I am of the opinion that we are not getting more than 25 
per cent of the reoord business, or a maximum of 331/3. 

I am further compelled to admit that the strength of the 
shilling competition is growing, end this will be particularly true, 
from now on with respect to the Sterling record. 

As you know X am about to do some direct advertising which 
will possibly change conditions, but I am not especially optimistic 
as to the final results. 

There is no question but that a shilling 1b a popular price 
in this market, and there is no question but that phonographs are 
largely owned and purchased by a class of people to whom sixpence 
is of considerable moment, and I. believe that the matter of price 
has a larger governing influence here than it has in America. 
There is no question, therefore, that so long as we maintain a price 
of l/6 on our records it will have a tendency to strengthen the • 
position of our competitors’ and it is a question as to whether or 
not we will eventually have to reduce our prices in order to do a 
satisfactory amount of business. 

In my talks with the different factors very few of them advo-* 
cate that we reduo e' the price of our records, jjjrtwhen you stop 
to consider that, they are all handling one -or two^maftes of l/- 
reoords it is rather Immaterial to them aB to whether we reduce 
our prices or not insomuch as if they cannot Bell our records 
they are in a position to tales cafe of thd shilling trade. 

Now the question is as to whether or not we will be able to 
increase our record business at present prices. Necessarily we 
must increase otherwise v/e are not making progress. The other 
question is as to whether we are satisfied with 25 or 30 per cent 
of the reoord business;. As above stated there is no question but. 
that the Edison-Bell and the Sterling have grown stronger during 
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the past year, particularly the last mentioned Company who are 
doing a profitable business, and have recently taken on the ex¬ 
clusive agency of a disc machine and record - "The Odeon" - and 
v/ho will cut quite a figure in the business if something is not 
done to offset their progress. 

The next point is if they continue to grow and we are com¬ 
pelled later on to reduoe the price of our record, is it not worthy 
of consideration at this time, that is, to cut the price before 
they become so strong as to make it much harder to overcome such 
a position as they may establish for themselves. 

I realise that in considering the question of reducing the 
price of records in England we have got to bear in mind our 
affiliations in other directions, but it occurs to me that even 
though the price of records were reduoed here it need not of 
necessity influence the prices in other countries. 

The next point is - the matter of ooste. Could we afford to 
reduce the price and still make a satisfactory profit? The last 
report which I had from Rlehl indicates that his costs were about 
9/jijwl oents, but it strikes me that there is no reason why this cost 
could not be materially reduced provided the output could be in¬ 
creased. Also in figuring these costs without a doubt he has in¬ 
cluded the cost of moulds. 1 understand that eventually the moulds 
have to be v/ritten off, but in the paot we have taken rather an 
arbitrary stand in writing off each year the entire expenditures 
or rather in charging up the recording and mould-making expenses 
against the cost of records. 

Another point is that with our present manufacturing 
facilities' it would doubtless be impossible for the foreign plants 
to take care bf the demand should our price be reduced to one 
shilling, but insomuch as you are largely increasing your facilities 
at Orange it occurs to me it is more or less probable that you 
would be able to furnish a considerable number of records for this 
market from Orange. 

The prices of bur principal competitors are as follows 

Factors. 

s. d. 

Sterling Company . 6 

Edison-Beli '. 4$ 

Dealers 

s. d. 

8 

7 / 
In considering the matter of reducing prices we must, of course, 
consider the prices at v/hich vs should sell to factors and dealers. 
The lowest we shouj-d have to give would be to meet the price of 
the Sterling Company, but it ooours to me that we could sell our 

/ 3. 

- 
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records at 7d (sevenpence) to factors and 9d (ninepence) to 
dealers, and "by spending eomh money for a time in direct adver¬ 
tising would force the dealers to give our product preference, 
even though the profit were a penny per record lose. 

It is possible that from this letter you may feel that I am 
down in the mouth, hut I wish-to assure you that such 1b not the 
fact., that, on the contrary, I am very pleased with the fact that 
the business has increased since I have been here. I am writing 
this letter, however, because I appreciate that there is an existing 
condition that is worthy of our serious consideration, and that 
I personally feel it will be impossible for us to attain the 
pre-eminence in the market here that our Company ought to have 
unless we make a different move. VTe shall doubtless continue to 
do a certain amount of record business, in fact we may increase it 
slightly but I am rather of the opinion that we v/ill do well to 
hold our own from now on, end I know very well that this would not 
be pleasing to either Mr. Edison or you. On the other hand if we 
could sell our reoords at l/- (one shilling) each I am quite 
satisfied that we would in a short time .practically control the 
market, at any rate we would seriously affect the business of all 
the other concerns, and as a matter of fact I do not believe that 
any of them would live except the Sterling, and their life would 
depend entirely upon the fact that they are making a longer record. 

It goes without saying, however, that if the change of 
prices here woqld necessitate changing our prices elsewhere then I 
do not think we should consider it, even though the business here 
did not meet our expectations. 

I have not heard anything from you as to whether or not you 
purpose getting here this Pall, but in the event of your so doing^, 
which v/ould be very gratifying to me, I thought it well to write 
you this letter so that you could talk it over with Mr. Edison 
before your departure snd be prepared on your arrival here to go 
into the matter very oarefully with me. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

OOt. 11, 1906. 

J. R. Sohermerhorn, JBsq., Chairman of Directors, 

National Phonograph Co., ltd., 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

X duly received your letter of September 29th, on the subject 

matter of the Mison-Bell Co., and it came in the very day that we had a 

conferpaoe with Marks. Mr. Mieon, Mr. Marks and myself discussed the 

situation generally, and Mr. Mison, after reading over the communica¬ 

tion, simply stated that he wanted nothing whatever to do with them, 

and in this I agree with him. After looking over the statement whioh 

you sent me in your previous letter, I do not see how they could expeat 

to continue to do business. They are simply overloaded with obligations 

of all kinds and I do not see but that in the long run the company will 

have to be entirely reorganised or else be sold out for the benefit of 

creditors, bond-holderB and stook-holders. So far as the proposition 

to purchase at or about £120,000, this is, to say the leaBt, preposterous 

The United Co. come at us with a proposition to purohaso their 

assets for something over $400,000. This was thrown down so hard by 

Mr. Mison that I can aotually see the sky rockets going in all direc¬ 

tions yet. They seem to be on the run all around, and we have no 

money to spend buying up rotten defunct corporations, so the next time 

Mr. Hough oomes in to see you or approaches you on thiB general situation 

simply turn him down oold and tell him it would not be considered. 
Yours very truly, 

TOG/i w President. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

Oct. 15, 1906. 

'Thomas Graf, Esq., Managing Director, 

Edison Gesellschaft m.b.H., 

Berlin, Germany. 

Bear Sir: • 

I have your favor of the 2nd, enclosing copy of letter to Mr. 

SchemerJiorn, relative to the contract with Exooleiorwork as to the manu¬ 

facture and sale of record^. The only thing in this that scums to 

require any answer is as to. whether we will permit them to retail recorda 

at a list price of 1.20 Marks and 80 and 70 Pfeniga respectively for 

dealers and jobbers. I do not know what decision was arrived at by 

Mr. Schermerhorn and yourself, but I assume it was in the affirmative. 

X see no good reason why you should not permit these prices, but it is 

purely a question for your deoision, and I cannot, of course, say what 

should or should not ho done. The difference of 5 Pfenign, however, would 

not seem to mu to be of any great moment so far us the prices of our 

records are concerned. 

Let me congratulate you again on the promptness with which you made 

this arrangement-, and l'hope that the fact that this contract has been 

made will prove very effective ammunition for you in connection with 

jobbers and dealers who are handling the product of other manufacturers, 

particularly that of the Columbia Co. 

I also acknowledge your letter of the 3rd, enclosing translation 

6f the agreement with Itocoelsiorwork, which I have read over most care- 
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fully and which seems to be in every my satisfactory so far as X can 

judge. 

Yours very truly, 

WEO/lW President. 
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EDISON• GE5ELLSCHAFT m.b.h. 

EDISON ‘PHUNDGRAPHEN u.GOLDBUSSWALZEN. 

SUDUFER 24/25. 

0ctObe£l8th 1906 

fRiciTvEo' 
V/.E.Gilmore, Esq. 

President, National Phonograph Coj. 

Orange, N.J. 

Dear Sir, 

During my visit in Organs I promised to give you a report 

in what way the special registration of our Berlin factory could 

be, effected. To register the factory as a branch of the 

National Phonograph Co, Orange, is rather difficult and Dr.Schnei- 

der strongly recommends not to do this. The difficulties 

which are to be met with in establishing a branch house of a 

foreign company are the following: 

1) As may be seen from the enclosed copy of the concession, 

in order to etsablish such a branch house, it would be necessary 

to obtain the permission for manufcturing from the Prussian 

Secretary of Commerce, before the registration could take place. 

There is no doubt that such permission would be granted to us, 

however it must be considered that it would take a very long time, 

in any case a year and a half or two yearB, before the concession 

is given. To this we must add the fact that such concession! 

could at any time be withdrawn, without any reason being named 

for such an action, although under ordinary circumstances such 

withdrawals do not take place. Very often, however, we must 
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reokon with the possibility of such a withdrawal. All these 

difficulties can he avoided, by establishing a company with limi¬ 

ted liability in the same form as the Edison Gesellschaft has 

been established. 

2) A branch house is obliged to supply to the chief police 

department annually, not only the special balance of the Prussian 

branch house but also the general balance of the Head Company. 

According to the lawyer's experience most American cqmpanies refuse 

to show their own balance if they are not obliged to do that in 

the United States. 

3) The main difficulty consists in the assession of taxes; 

th6 principle to tax the branches of foreign companies consists 

therein that the profit made by the Prussian branch house or 

factory must be determined and compared with the general profit 

made at the head quarters in order to ascertain the ratio of the 

profit of the branch house to the general profit. To arrive 

at this result the authorities demand regularly the balance of 

the main house and of the branch, certified copies of the minutes 

of the meetings of shareholders, when the balances were approved, 

and a great number, of other formalities. The lawyer says that 

his experince has taught him that most American companies do not 

at all care to go to the trouble of supplying all these papers, 

and he knows that many companies that had their branch houses 

registered with great expense and trouble, have afterwards with¬ 

drawn the registration of the branch house and have chosen to 

establish a company with limited liability in order to avoid the 
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difficulties which the authorities make. 

4) It does not appear that there is any special reason why a 

limited company would not answer our requirements. The formali¬ 

ties are simple, the expenses of establishment small, if compared 

with those of a branch house. Companies with limited liability 

pay no higher taxes than branch houses. 

Eor this reason I should advise you to establish a company 

with limited liability and authorise Mr.Schermhorn, Mr.MarkB or 

myself to make all arrangements to that effect. There are two 

ways: 

1) The Edison Gesellschaft could take the factory over. In- 

that case small or no formalities at all would have to be ful¬ 

filled. 

2) The National Phonograph Company, Berlin, is to be re¬ 

gistered as a company with limited liability with two or three 

shareholders. The number of shareholders is not limited, 

( however there must be at least two) and one or two directors. 

Very truly Yours, 

Einlagen. 

Th.G./Sch* Dikt,17. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

Oct. 24, 190G. • 

I. R. Schemer horn, Esq., Chairman of Directors, 

’rational Phonograph Co., Dtil., 

London, England*. 

Dear Sir: 

-1 have your favor of Ootober 3rd, giving details of the 

transactions of the Rational Ltd, for the month of September, Ofoourae , 

had we been able to give you all the (Jeans you could use you would have'bee 

able to show an Increase rather titan a decrease in their sale. Hr. 

Edison hue seen the letter and of course is very .glad to know that we are 

forging ahead in the British Isles. 

lhe figures as to the increase in the sale of records for the first 

nine months of 1906 over 1905 are also most gratifying. As I have 

heretofore indicated, there-is only one thing to do pnd that is to keep 

plodding along in the same old way and X tun sure that v® will eventually 

be able to do a satisfactory business on the other side. It is not 

what v/e expected so far, but as it continues to increase of course wo 

will have to be satisfied. 

I have just read over the reports of the Gramophone & Typewriter, 

which came in several days ago. I must say that they are indeed grati- 

.ying*, and it only go to show that, their methods are entirely proper 

and they seem to be succeeding all the way around. V/e must pursue the 

same course and endeavor to increase our business in all directions. 

I do not feel, however, that we want to take on any other oountries 

until what we have at pre® nt are on a paying basis. Tho Prenoh situation 
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strikes ne.as being most deplorable, and in discusd. ng the situation with 

Jfr. Edison our impression seems to be that unless there is a very marked 

'improvement it will be far better for us to discontinue that branch 

entirely, wipe out the Preuch company and arrange to make such sales as 

we can under the old process of distribution in the principal oities. 

I do not know but that you bad better onaider this situation carefully 

and let me have your views. 1 do nor. know whether Galloway has proven 

to be all that you expected of him, but X know one thing,—that tho sales 

are not increasing materially, it may bo that the French situation is 

so entirely different fron the other countries on the Continent that the 

course above suggested will be the best in tho long run. It would be 

an awful black eye for ua, however, if we were to consider doing any such 

thing, an it would uimply mean that our competitors would say that they 

had driven U3 out of t.ho country. However, it is food for thought, and a 

you are on the ground you can give me some pretty good data to enable me 

to form a definite conclusion. I am loath, however, to give up until I 

am thoroughly satisfied that ip in the best thing to do under the cir¬ 

cumstance s. 

Yours very truly, 

to/iw President, 



Oct. 24, 1906. 

J. R. Sohormerhorn, Esq., Chairman of Directors, 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

My dear John: 

I am in receipt of your personal lettor of September 

27th, on the general condition of business and outlining’ the compara¬ 

tive sales for the first eight months of the calendar year as against the 

same period of last year, which shows a marked increase in the sale of 

machines and also a decided increase in the sale of records. 

I was able to get at Mr. Edison and discuss this communication very 

fully with him last week, but I wanted to consider the matter fully 

before I wrote you, hence the delay in doing so. 

Of course, so far as machines are conoerned, the increases show for 

themselves, and I am satisfied that as time gooB on we will continue to 

do an increased business on phonographs and v/ill also continue to do an 

increased business in records, providing the new output, about which I 

will refer to later in this letter, is satisfactory for all conditions. 

-;>Now ip regard to the competition of the Edison-Bell and Sterling 

Co, , i do, not see how you can take the stand that the Edison-Bell 

competition is so severe as to hurt us to that extent as does the Sterl¬ 

ing Co., and the latter company are only able to do us any great amount 

of harm by the factb that they have put on the market a little longer record 

which gives a trifle more for the money, and oven then only when sold 

at a lower price than that which we ask from the publio. If the 
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Edison-Bell Co. are so anxious to sell out, what is the reason for it? 

Surely if the concern is nuking money they would not care to sell out, 

and it looks to me as though they are selling their records to the trade 

at such low figures that there is no profit whatever in it. This is 

particularly the case so far as factors are conoerned. Yfe do not see 

how they can make very much profit hy selling their records at 4 3/4 d. 

per reoord, nor do we consider that the Sterling Co. are making any great 

profit in selling to factors at 6 d. • We find over here that all the 

ingredients;!;that go to make up the component parts of records have 

increased in prioe, and X must assume that prices have not diminished on 

the other side of'the water, as if manufacturers can got better prioes 

for thoir products here, naturally they are going to ship the goodB 

here and thus secure the increased profits, so that I must therefore 

assume that neither of these conoorns can produce records at a very 

much lower cost than oursolves. I not only refer to our own manufacture 

here, but also to the cost of records as made in Brussels and in Germany, 

with the figures of which you are familiar. 

How so far as a longer record is concerned, immediately the Sterling 

records came in we at once got to work to see what v® could do towards 

bringing out something of a similar kind. It is out of the question to 

do anything this year, but we are hoping by March, 1907, to produce a 

reoord that will be superior to the product of the Sterling Co. 

There is another question, however, that seems to me vital, and 

that is, whether the® records are going to stand up to the work all the 

way around and in all countries satisfactorily. There has always been a 

question with us as to whether a record could be produced that would fill 

all requirements, but I am firmly convinced, and I have so stated to all 

of our people here, that there is no good reason why we cannot make up 

a satisfactory reoord that will meet all conditions throughout the 
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civilized globe, and it was with this end in view that we purposed 

meeting the competition of the Sterling Co., which will of course be 

followed by others as well; in fact, it Booms to me, from the adver¬ 

tisements I have seen in some >®iigl'ish journal recently hands d to me, 

that the Edison-Bell, White and others are going to follow in the foot¬ 

steps of the Sterling Co.,so that they will not have the monopoly all to 

themselves. Later on we will come out with ours. 

Row in regard to the amount of business that.^ are getting, if, 

as you state, we are getting 33 l/3^ of the record business, we are 

perfectly satisfied to continue to hold up our prices, and we feel that 

by so doing, producing bettor results than those of our competitors, 

giving our customers good service, meeting them half-way in all disputes, 

giving them the benefit of an exchange proposition and treating them 

liberally in every way, holding up prices and assuring them of an abso¬ 

lute profit under the agreement, we are bound to get their good will 

as against the poor business methods heretofore followed out by our com¬ 

petitors and which it is not necessary for me to refer to in detail here. 

furthermore, we want to keep advertising, and to this end I should 

be very glad to know what lines you have laid out in the way of adver¬ 

tising. It seems to me that we ought to be able to make Borne arrangement 

with the new people that we have taken on here to look after our adver¬ 

tising matter, so that they can take up and furnish all necessary data 

for proper representation in good magazines and periodicals throughout 

the British Isles. I do not know what arrangements you have made, and 

therefore I will do nothing fcntil I know what course you are following; 

and I wish you would also arrange at the same time to see that magazines 

with our advertisements are forwarded to me monthly. Your Advertising 

Manager can no doubt secure copies and send them to me in one package. 

I would like to see what we are doing, and Mr. Edison 1b sIbo interested 
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sufficiently to want to see them as well, and ho also, wants to know what 

is being done,on the advertising situation. 

So far as reducing our price to a shilling is concerned, we have 

not yet reached the bridge that compels us to do so. Ur. Edison is as 

strong au myself in keeping to the present prices. Bear in mind this 

fact, that if we intend to reduce our prices, we will have to reduce them 

as a whole; we cannot expect one public to pay one price and another 

public another price. Then again, it will wreate a great deal of 

criticism on the part of our United States jobbers and dealers if we list 

our reoords at lower prices in other countries. You must also bear in 

mind the fact that the Sterling Co. were compelled to put out a shilling 

record in opposition to the Edison-Bell Co. Hunting left the Edison- 

Bell Co. in anger and with the full purpose of putting them out of bus¬ 

iness so far as records were concerned. In order to do this naturally he 

had to put a record on the market to sell at one shilling in competition 

with the Edison-Bell and others who were putting out a product of that 

chpracter. We further see that this would naturally have something to do 

so far as competition is concerned with us, but nevertheless, we feel 

that if we are getting any such portion of the business as that indicated 

in your letter we are satisfied to continue to uphold prices, and we have 

got to bo very fully convinced that a reduction is absolutely imperative 

before it willbe madej and then, as I have stated before, it will have to 

be considered as a whole and not so far as any particular seotion is 

concerned. Leaving out the question of the United States entirely, 

naturally if the price has to bo reduced in the British Isles the same 

price must prevail on the Continent, and it is a question in my mind as 

to whether Graf would consider it wise and expedient to reduce the prioe 

in Germany at the present time. This 1b a question, however, that I 

wish you would discuss with him .the next time you see him. 
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Thia subject was referred to at a conference had between Messrs. 

Edison, Marks and myself, and wo impressed upon Mr. Marks particularly 

that we did not see why it was at all necessary at this time to reduce 

the prioe of our records to one shilling to meet the competition of our 

competitors. Surely you have not in mind, now that White hus entered the 

field, that he is going to beooae a potont factor in the record business. 

The way he has commenced to do business would seem to indicate to the 

oontrary. You know perfectly well that he never had any business system, 

and before he gets through I am afraid he is going to find that he is 

up against a pretty expensive proposition. As to other competitors, 

of course, the same remarks would apply. The Pathe people have been in 

the field for a number of years, but their business methods you are 

familiar with, likewise the Columbia. As to the Rex and such others 

as you refer to, we have never considered them a factor, so that it is 

not necessary for me to even mention them. 

Of course for the present we do not consider it wise to reduce 

prices to anybody, and your suggestion of making the price 7 d. to 

factors and 9 d. to dealers will, not bo considered at this time. As to 

what we will do in the year 1907 must remain open for the preffint. Your 

letter, however, I will hold in front of me and later on we may decide 

to do something else. What we have got to do is to get out a better 

record, making it just as long as the Sterling product, and if we do so, 

naturally we are n<ft going to roduoe the price under any oirounstances. 

What we want to do in to give them better quality, and X think that we 

can hold our own. 

I have already written you that I shall not be able to go abroad 

this year, nor can I say when X will be able to leave. Mr. Edison has 

read over your letter most carefully and the situation was very fully 

discussed between us, and this communication is the substanoe of our 
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Yours vary truly, 

TOd/lW President. 

^ * There is another thing that I meant to refer to, and that is, 
whether we could not in some way work out a proposition whereby factors 
and dealers would he compelled to purchase a certain number of our records 
per month, based upon the number of machines that they order from us. 
If we do considerable good advertising, the public are naturally going 
to ask for our product, and if the factors and dealers want to handle 
the Edison pkodpgbaph it seems to me that we can work out a scheme 
whereby they would be compelled to purchase a certain quantity of 
records per month. Of course you may say that conditions over there 
are entirely different and that the trade would rebel against any ^uoh 
proposition. I wish, however, you would talk it over with Mr. Marks, 
who. naturallv knowing more about English business raethodB than yourself, 
can give you seme good advice on thiB particular point, and I should 
like to have his opinion on the subject. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

Nov. 8, 1906. 

E. Biehl, Tgaq., European Supt., 

National Phonograph Co., 

Brussels, Belgium. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of the 23rd of October came duly to hand, 

and-1 have been looking into tho question of a contract for, say 

300 tons of ebonite for 1907 delivery. Your experience with‘the 

material that you have received simply confirms v/hat wo find hare— 

that they have been sending us an inferior quality, which necessi¬ 

tates our working it up with othor ingredients to make it corno up 

to standard, and in some cases it has not proven what it should 

even after being made into records. As already written you, wo 

cabled you on tho 6th as follows: 

"Ebonite on contract and in Btock sufficient 
for next year. Make no contract." 

I can only add that with tho stock we have on hand at the 

present time and the balance due on contract, wo will have suffi¬ 

cient ebonite to practically carry us through 1907. It will take 

us so long to use up what we have that if we want to make any addi¬ 

tional contract there is plenty of time to do so. In tho meantime, 

our experimenters are working on something different and we 

may get up another material that will answer our purposes hotterj 

and Inasmuch as we havo sufficient ebonite already contracted for 

to carry ub through the year 1907, we cannot soo our way cloar to 
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placing an additional order for 300 tons, even under the conditions 

nanod in your communication. Another thing is, that if they find 

that we'are not inclined to take on an additional contract I think 

it willhave the effect of materially reducing their pri.ee, even, 

helow the 70 narks. r'believe they have the impression that 

V/G have got to use this material and they can about-dictate the 

price to us. You can now lot them know our position in the matter 

and doubtless this will bring them around. At any rate, do not make 

any further contract for us at present. 

Ypurs very truly. 

W/IW ' President. 



copy. 

Nov. 12, 1906. 

Mr. Thomas C-raf, Esq., Managing Director, 

Edison Gesellsohaft, m.b.H.,. 

Berlin, Germany. 

Dear Sir: 

I duly received your letter of October 18th, but X have been 

unable to answer it fully inasmuch as I have been unable to get at my 

people so as to discuss it in its entirety. 

There is no question but that we must abide by the decision of 

Dr. Schneider and your good self as to what is best to be done so far as 

registering the factory as a branch of Ihis company is concerned. It 

goes without laying that the preliminaries necessary to secure the 

registration to say nothing of the requirements thereafter, are entirely 

out of the Question, as we would not for one minute think of submitting 

a general balance sheet of our company to the German Government or anybody 

else. The reasons for this are obvious. Of course, the greater part of 

our business is done in countries other than Germany, and naturally we 

do not want them to know what we are doing all over the world other t.hqn 

Germany. Of course we realize that the German Government has a right to 

exact anything that they d'esire, but nevertheless, we muBt do what is 

considered best to meet the Government conditions. I would therefore 

suggest that you make it a point to confer with Messrs. Schermerhorn and 

Marks on this entire situation. The proposition which appeals to me is 

that marked "No. 1" on the last page of your letter, i.e., to turn over the 

factory entirely to the Edison GesellBchaft. On the other hand, the only 

difficulty X see is that some other individual or concern might decide to 
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organize under the Name of the National Phonograph Co., and this might 

prove detrimental to us. This seems to he the only objection, howev.er, 

and X presume that your attorney can straighten this out satisfactorily. 

If on conferring with Mr-. Schermerhorn he decides that it would be best 

not to have Mr. Marks go into the matter at all, all well and good. Mr. 

Marks, of course, is not familiar with German law to any extent, and Mr. 

Schermerhorn and yourself .should therefore be guided by Dr. Schneider. 

I should be glad to hear from you as to what decision is finally 

reached, and proper transfers can be made to meet all conditions. Of course 

we can give you full particulars of the investments which we now have at 

the German plant whenever you care to have same. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iww President. 



Dear Sir, 

PleaBe exouee if I did not write you for some time. But 

the law suits and the season's Business have kept me Busy, without 

offering much subject matter for correspondence with you. And in 

suoh matters which would surely interest you, I first wished to get 

thoroughly familiar with the details, Before reporting to you. I 

have Been in Paris and have studied conditions there. I hare told 

Mr.8ohermerhorn what I hare found there, and gave him my ideas as 

to how 1 would reform this office. He may already have written 

to you. Nevertheless I wish to give you hereby some faots and 

ideas, which on the one hand will acquaint you with thePhistory 

of our French Business and the causes which Brought about the 

results you know, and on the other hand, I hope they will give 

auoh confidence in the possibilities of the French Business, as 

you naturally opuld not have had in the past. 

I have read over the correspondence Between our French 

company and our customers from the Beginning of our Business up to 

the present. I have also looked into the other departments and,made 

inquiries about what has Been and is Being done. 1 found the 
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‘business in a deplorable condition, worse than I imagined I should 

find it* Erom all appearanoes it seems, there has never been a 

plan underlying the work done there. The size, location and arrange¬ 

ment of the offices and several warehouses prove this assertion. 

It also appears that the people at the head were utterly incom¬ 

petent, waited till the business forced them to work, and then 

they relieved themselves of the work somehow, irrespective what 

the result will be. 

lErom the letters of our customers I learned that there 

is no national prejudice against our goods. On the contrary, the 

dealers like our machines and records, they acknowledge the 

superiority of our records over all other makes. Nevertheless 

the correspondence shows a continued dissatisfaction on the part 

of our customers owing to the unsatisfactory service and treatment 

they receive. 

Mr.Galloway waB not able to remedy the ills of the 

And I am sure he could never be able to remedy same. 

He has no sufficient knowledge of our business, and consequent¬ 

ly lacks the confidence which he would need. I also believe he has 

not so much extraordinary energy, application and patience which 

the cure of the French business would require. This is insofar 

somewhat discouraging to me, as the French .office requires a 

change in methods nearly in everything, beginning at the smallest 

details. By this I mean to say, that it would not have much pur¬ 

pose to simply give him general instructions and informations 

which if carried out should lead to the result we want, but it : 
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means that I shall have to undertake the organisation of the 

office in all departments and details. When this^is done and the 

wheels of the business run smoothly, I believe he will be quite 

capable to keep them oiled and running. At present he^quite over¬ 

whelmed by the many little difficulties which present themselves 

dally. I am giving you this information strictly in confidence, 

sinoe you Bee from the above that I do not contemplate a change 

there. I mean to keep Mr.Galloway when I have taken general charge 

of the business. What I Intend is to take the organisation of 

his office upon myself, select with his assistance and approval 

competent people to surround him, and this being done, I personal¬ 

ly feel certain that Paris will show better results at the end of 

1907. I cannot, of course, promise too much, as it would be useless 

to make estimates on the time necessary to secure results. But I 

can give you the guarantee that 3 months from now the Prench 

office will be on the road to improvement. 

In the first place it will be necessary to do away with 

the several premises which we have rented in different quarters 

within and without Paris. We have at present an office in Rue 

du Quatre-Septembre, two machine stock rooms near the fortifica¬ 

tions, one machine stock room and repair shop at our factory at 
_ _ * gtrfrft ft*, ftsowt-.*. . 5 *<+4-* P«->v*4» , 
leyallola-Perret, ^change. . 

clerk throneB at the factory and moves, between there and the 

record stock room. Mr.Oalloway moves between the office, the 

factory, the record stock room, the machine stock room and the 

reoord department; all located fr«* 15 to 60 minutes apart. 
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Mr.leveque realises that he Is under instructions from, and la 

paid by^,the Manager of the Compagnie Francaise, hut he aleo reali¬ 

ses that if mistakes are made he must not he reprimanded by the 

Manager of the Erenoh Company, for hktfhnder obligations to Mr. 

Riehl and Mr.Marks or Mr.Sohermerhorn of the National Phonograph 

Co. The recording department is also responsible to the Manager 

of the French Company, but It seems that they do not always hold 

themselves obliged to carry out the demands of the Manager of the 

French Company. Their is also an idea of their being independent, 

which idea may have been conveyed into their heads by being 

repeatedly told that for technical results and in their technical 

work only Mr.Hayes has something to say. This is perfectly right, 

but unnecessary to tell them, because no Manager would be silly 

enough to tell the recording men, how deep to out the records, 

what needle or what diaphragm to use, or anything similar. If they 

are all told they are responsible to someone else, they soon 

enlarge their independence with the result that the little amount 

of work done, isr achieved only with a good deal of friction, 

stlffllng the manager's ambition and capacity to work eto.etc. 

We would have exactly the same conditions here, if I had not 

the various departments under my hand, and if I had not crushed 

the first faint attempt made in the direction above indicated. " 

How with a little diplomacy everything goes wall la Berlin, any 

unnecessary expenditures are made la “^department, and I ass no 

reason why the same conditions should not prevail in Paris. I 

have told this Mr.Sohermerhorn and he will see that it is olearly 

understood, that all these people are iiirsetly responsible to 

the Manager of the French office. 
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In the past it seems that ve have been robbed right and left. 

Moat people seen to hare made a lot of money outside what they 

earned? Hummel it seems got a ntfce off from every advertising 

order given. He must have made from 2-3000 Erancs last year. It 

would lead too far to enumerate all these things and I oannot 

exhaust all details which I found, but to show you how business is 

handled I will give you two examples: 

1) A customer complains that for a small shipment of about 

16 reoords he has to pay the exorbitant freight of Frs.4.50 and in 

a letter to us he oonslders the charge too high. The Co^iagnie 

Erancaise on receipt of this letter communicates with the shipping 

department. The shipping department simply asserts that the charge 

is justified, the shipment was made in the proper way, the customer's 

complaint 1b unfounded. As soon as I read this correspondence I 

went to find out the truth. I found out shipping conditions with 

the result that I determined that this shipment could have been 

made at a freight or postal charge of Ers.1,70, which is Ers.2.80 

less than the customer had actually to pay.. 

2) For shipping small quantities of reoords by parcel post, 

the shipping department employs small cases of two sixes, one 

which costs Ers.l/•- and the other Jrs.0,90 each. This appeard^ to 

me sonewhat high as compared with the prices we pay in Berlin, 

and I ordered two saagples of those oases to be sent from the 

shipping department to the Conpagnle Erancalse at Paris. There¬ 

upon I wrote for quotations to 3 firms, and the same oases for 

which during these past years we had regularly paid Er.l- and 
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Ere.0,90 respectively were offered to us for Ere.0,50 and Ers.0,40 

reepectiTely. So we have up to now practically paid for our paoking 

material twice as much as it actually ooate. 

Similar conditona prevail all around, and it will simp¬ 

ly mean that all departments muBt undergo a complete reform. In 

order to he in a position to satisfactorily handle the business, 

it is imperative that all departments should he brought under one 

roof. I have looked for suitable premises and I have found a num¬ 

ber of them ranking in price from Era.12-16000 a year; This is 

about the same or a little above the total rent which we pay for 

the several premises we occupy at present. I have not got the 

figures at hand just now, but as soon sb I come to Paris, I will 

give you a liBt of the rent we pay now and of the dates when our 

leases expire. If we give notioe in time, we can by June 1907 get 

out of all our different places, the recording department and 

office at 31, Rue du Q,uatre-Septembre excepted. Eor these two wo 

have longer leases. This however should not prevent us from moving 

into new quarters. Ee might possibly find someone who will rent 

these plaoes from us. The question now Is whether the place where 

the different departments are to be concentrated should be within 

or without the fortifications of Paris. The first would be prefer¬ 

able, if we can avoid paying the Octroi by which our goods are 

taxed when going into Paris. If we can not avoid this, I should 

advise renting premises outside the fortifications* *• 

To determine whether the octroi can be avoided, I have 

.written a letter to the Director of the Octroi, and during my 
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absence from Paria Mr.Oalloway received a reply to the effect 

that it would lie possible to make certain arrangements which 

would relieve us fro* paying the octroi, fholly apart fro* this 

question I believe that the Octroi has been unjustly imposed a* 

our goods. I studied the tarlf of the octroi and I cane to the 

conclusion that our goods should enter Paris free. I go to 

Paris to-aorrow to meet Mr.Sohermerhorn there and we shall then 

decide whether we Bhall take any steps to prove to the authorities 

that the octroi has been unjustly lnpoBed on our goods, or whether 

we shall *ake certain arrangements with the authorities by which 

ws are relieved fro* paying the octroi on such goods whioh are 

again shipped out of Paris. 

Pro* the conversation I had with Mr.Sohermerhorn, I see 

that he is intending to stay in London all the winter. This will 

give ae a ohanoe to spend several *onths in Paris to organise the 

office. I intend to spend about 8 to 10 days every aonth in Berlin. 

I trust that you will see your way to authorise us to 

oarry out our plan,that Is to say, rent a place large enough to 

bring all departaeats under one roof. This will enable the Praach 

Manager to properly look after the business without internal 

friction and loss of ti*s. 

Proa all I have seen, 1 beoame convinced that a profit¬ 

able business can be done in Pranoe, and there is no reason why 

we should not do it. The reorganisation of the office will cost 

us sons *ore money, but it will oome back to us. 

Th.O/Soh.Dikt.22. 
Very truly yours, 

_: 



Compagnie Frangaise du Phonographe Edison 
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31, Hue du Quatre-Septembre, 31 

Gr.V. .... 

. .. M>' i > 
W.E.’Gilmore , Esq, , 

C/0 -National Phonograph Co; 
ORANGE. N.J. 

/ /' 
Dear Sir:- 

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor of 12th Inst, 

having reference to the matter of registering the Berlin factory. 

I am glad to hear that the suggestion marked,1) appeals to you 

most and as I shall be in Berlin in a few daysj I shall determine the 

details vhich we require in order to effect the transfer. 

It is of course understood that there is no change otherwise 

than in the form which we should agree upon. The management, the 

superintendence, the reporting system &/c. as well as the book-keeping 

are not at all affected by the new arrangement. It will only be 

necessary that besides the books kept Ip the factoly and ty the 

sales department, a new ledger be introduced containing the figures 

of the ledgers of both departments. 

I have conversed with Mr.Scheraerhorn on this subject, but the 

details I shall determine in Berlin after having had a conference with 

Dr. Schneider. 

As to the protection of the name "National Phonograph Co." I 
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would say that in—as_,rauch as we have not registered this name, there 

was no protection in the past. To protect the name I would suggest 

to start a company by 2 or 3 individuals of our firm under thename 

of National Phonograph Co. The purpose of the new company may be 

to take care of the recording department, arranging for the engagement 

of the Artists, disbursing the expenses of the Recording Department 

&/c.The new company to transact that business for a certain per¬ 

centage on the money paid out to Artists. The new company can be 

located in our office and a sign be fixed at the door. The shares, 

profits aqd interests in the company can by agreement be transferred 

to you. 

This is only a suggestion which can be carried out in different 

ways and with little expense. 

As soon as I go to Berlin I will write you and Mr.Schermerhorn 

more fully on the subject and shall then await your final decision. 

Yours very truly 

Ann: nil 



Regarding the attached correspondence, I. find that 

Messrs, Marks & Clerk have not understood the situation. They 

were sending each week, three complete sets of British patents, 

one to you, one to Mr. Edison, and one to myself. For the 

first week or two, Mr. Edison looked over his set as they came 

in and sent them to me. After that I found that he was not' 

paying any attention to them, so it seemed a waste of money 

to have these patents come to him, and with his approval I 

wrote Messrs. Marks & Clark to discontinue sending the set to 

Mr. Edison. This did not interfere with their sending the 

patents weekly to me, and I, of course, did not intend to in¬ 

terfere with your own set. They have simply misunderstood the 

situation. 



Dec. 31, 1906. 

Thomas Graf, ISsq., Managing Director, 

Edison Geaellschaft, m.b.H., 

Berlin, Germany. 

Dear Sir; 

I duly received your letter of the 6th, enclosing copy 

of letter written Hr. Sohermerhorn under oasao date, xtMMmmmMGI 

1 enclose herewith copy of letter that I have just written 

Mr. Sohermerhorn on the Gorman situation. 1 do not seo any 

reason why we should carry two sets of hooils, one for the factory 

and one for the selling branch. It io our intention to turn over 

the factory to the Edison Oeaellachaft at the dead cost an shown 

by our boohs at tho closing this date. Of course if thore is 

any objection to tho amount we can easly adjust thisi but we do 

not want to come in conflict with tho German Government. We want 

to make an absolute bona fide sale to the Edison Gesollschfift and 

oarry the business as one institution, and if thero are any losses 

in one plant as against the other,the Edison Gosollschaft will 

have to Btand it. We give them the benefit on tho product as to 

coat and they reap the benefit as a whole. I cun afraid that 

it would complicate matters if we attempted to operate two distinot 

branches, and unless you have some good reason to tho contrary, 

or Dr. Sohneider has some reason that X cannot Bee at the preaont 

time, X think the oleanost and beot way 1b to make the transfer 
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absolute and let tho 3d icon Gcsellschrft own the manufacturing 

plant and Van soiling business absolutely. 

So far an t.ho national Phonograph Co. 1« concerned, aa I 

have alfoady writtoo yon, all I wont to do is to get this company 

organised there so that nobody can com in and usa our nano in 

the same lino of business. Thoy can, of course, be organized 

aa suggested by you, and the 3di«on tteasllnohaft con advanoa thorn 

such monies ae they require for the purpose of mating original 

records by talent, orchestras, band3, ate., oto., and then we oon 

agree to pay this company a certain percentage over and above 

tho amount, to toko care of their expenses, It Dooms to me this 

io the simplest way out of it. In addition, thoy oau, of course, 

look after the patent interests of the National Phonograph Co., 

•although this is something that the Edison. Gesollacbaft-ie more 

interested in and you will look after it to far bettor advantage, 

I note that thoro are 'two companies using names similar,- 

the "Internationale; Phonograph Co." and “National Phonogram 

QoaeUschaft, m.b.H,". The latter seems to be very conflicting, 

and if thoy should continue to do buoinoen it^'might be that mail 

intended for no would got into thair hands and vice vorse, and this 

might prove detrimental. Aa we do not intend to uee the name of 

tho National Phonograph Co. generally, I do not nee/that this will 

have much effect so far ae we aro concerned, as of course the 

general business will be oarried on by the Edison Oosellsohaft. 

On tho other hand, if'competing concerns ere oparated by individ¬ 

uals and they have no right to carry on thoir business as a 

company under tho German law, I presiimo wo will have no trouble in 

stopping them iiroedlatoly w do organise legitimately. I think 

it wise that you look fanther into this to see shat, if anything, 
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can he done. 
■i 

Nov so far as the price of our manufacturing plant is con¬ 

cerned, 1 think it would he far better to wait until you have made 

the inventory as of this date, when we will agree on a price and 

charge same over to the Edison Gesellschaft, and it will stand on 

our hooks as an obligation pure and simple, to he liquidated as 

may be determined later. 1 do not see how we are going to give 

you credit for the amount until same has been liquidated, and of 

course, if the accounts are carried correctly on the hooks of the 

Edison Gesellschaft, there is no reason why the increased profits 

that will accrue to the Edison Gesellschaft from the manufacturing 

end of the business as a whole should not very soon liquidate this 

indebtedness. 

1 have instructed Mr. Westee, our Secretary and General 

Auditor, to communicate direct with Mr. Buehler as to the proper 

method of handling the books, which I presume will be entirely 

satisfactory to you. 

Yours very truly, 

President. VEO/im 



National Phonograph Company Records 

Correspondence, Domestic (1907) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

commercial exploitation of phonographs in the United States. Most of the items 

are letters to and from William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Other 

correspondents include Carl H. Wilson, manager of sales; Leonard C. 

McChesney, manager of the Advertising Department; Nelson C. Durand, 

manager of the Commercial Department; F. K. Dolbeer, manager of the Credit 

Department; and attorney Frank L. Dyer. Included are letters pertaining to the 

manufacture, distribution, and sale of phonographs and cylinder records, as 

well as correspondence about litigation, patents, and other legal matters. 

Among the documents for 1907 are letters regarding technical changes in 

phonographs and records, the organization of business on the West Coast and 

in Chicago, the activities of the Advertising Department, and its relations with 

the Essex Press—a printing company controlled by Gilmore. Also included are 

a report prepared for Gilmore on the patents obtained by NPCo employees 

during 1906; reports on the progress of dictaphone installation and sales; and 

a list of dealers enrolled by NPCo jobbers. At the end of the folder is an 

undated letter from Edison to Gilmore concerning the development of longer- 
playing records. 

Approximately 15 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are documents pertaining to ongoing litigation with the 

New York Phonograph Co. and other parties and to the business of individual 
dealers and jobbers. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

(XEdiAoru, EDISON PHDNDGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

Dear Sir: 
Your memorandum of the 15th with reference to Pearson's 

Magazine and Leslie's Weekly makes it necessary to write another of 
those letters that "cannot he read in a minute," in order to give you e 
better understanding of our relations with piagasines and other publi¬ 
cations. 

When we began with Calkins & Holden last summer, it was 
decided that we v/ould get the rrost of our expenditure by deciding 
irt advance which of the many publications seemed to be the best suited 
to Phonograph advertising; reduce the number to a reasonable limit, 
and make up a schedule for an entire year,using each publication as 
many times as our appropriation would permit and as conditions made it 
advisable. We decided that we could spend £'50,000 for advertising of' 
this character. We, therefore, made up a schedule spending this amount. 
Attached is a summary of this schedule. It shows the publications , 
the number of times we decided to appear in each, and the cost. 
Circumstances made it necessary to change this materially since we began 
to use it. Vre have dropped some publications entirely; have added 
others; have increased the insertions in the weekly papers, and rateB 
have been increased in some of them. Its only use is to show to you 
how limited after all is an appropriation of #50,000 when an* attempt is 
made to cover available general mediums. 

How, it is a generally accepted belief among advertising men 
of experience that the nearer an advertiser can get to having consecutive 
insertions in a publication, the greater will be the results‘from that 
particular publication. You will note that in this schedule, the greatest 
number of insertions that we get in one year is nine. Ip the weeklies 
like Collier's and Saturday Evening Post, our schedule provided for six 
insertions in the former and eight in the latter. We have since changed 
this to appear at least once a month. In no case, therefore, do we get 
the maximum benefits from any publication. We get more when we can 
appear nine months out of twelve than we do when we can only appear in 
alternate months. It is evident, therefore; that we cannot add publi¬ 
cations like Leslie's Weekly, Puck, Judge and others in which you have 
shown un interest in the past, unless we still further weaken our 
present campaign or add to the appropriation. This situation is also 
true of many other desirable mediums. Should we desire to spend more 
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money, it is a question whether v.-e should not take more insertions in 
the publications we are using regularly than to add new ones. It is 
also a question whether our present list of publications is not too 
large. I believe we would get more out of our expenditure, if we 
reduced the number a third unci increased the insertions in the others. 
Still this is a rather radical thing to do and I would not care to 
recommend it without a very careful discussion. 

I am only writing this letter to explain why we do not add more 
mediums to our present list. I will hove Pearson's Magazine sent you 
regularly because we have just given them a two page order for March 
and expect to continue with them with some regularity, this magazine 
being one of the changes in our schedule. I do not see how we'"can ask 
to have Leslie's sent to you unless we advertise with them. Leslie's 
is one o-r the mediums occupying a doubtful position in an advertising 
sentse and no one seems to know whether it has value or not. It is one 
of the publications that have been before the rubllc for many years, 
but would seem to be losing ground because of the success of the more 
aggressive publications. At your request about two years ago we used 
Leslie's, Puck and. Judge for a time but the returns received from them 
m inquiries seem to bear out the general impression of advertising men 
and we discontinued using them. 

You might direct that enough additional money he spent to in¬ 
clude these and any other publications, but 1 would point out that our 

present is to run the double advertisement wherever we anpear 
ancl this maxes it necessary to spend twice as much as we ordinarily did. 
ii1® ®°£edule v;hich we laid out last summer will he exceeded by at least 
,.10,000 before the year is up. This is because we have used kn extra 
pare in colors in Collier's and have used space in Century, Scribner's 
carper's, Sunset and the Pacific Monthly. 

Very truly, yours, 

NATIONAL PH01J0GBAPH CO. , 

Advertising Department, 

Manager i 



[ENCLOSURE] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COKPANY 
SCHEDULE OP MAGAZINE ADVjSRTI SING, 1906-1907. 

Publications Total Space Cost 

Ladies' Home Journal l/4 pare 3 times $3,000.00 

Anso. Sunday Mars. l/d pare 9 times 4 ,465 .00 

Argosy & All-Story 1 rape 8 times 3,200.00 

Smith>s Harazine ) 
Ainslee's ) 
Popular ) 

1 page 6 times 
601.38 

1,202.88 
721.74 

Pour Track News 1 pare 6 times 504.90 

National Magazine 1 pare 5 times 841.50 

Red Book 1 pare 8 times 1,787.60 

World To-Day 1 pape £ times 525.90 

Hunsay's 1 pare 8 times 4,000.00 

American Illus. 1 rare 8 times 1,995.84 

Everybody's 1 pare 9 times 4,207.50 

KcClure1 a 1 pape 9 times 3,726.00 

Review of Reviews 1 page 6 times 1,336.50 

Cosmopolitan 1 pare 6 times 2,128.92 

Success 1 page 6 times 2„’661,I2 

Collier's WeejftLy (p/s pare 1 time ) 
( 1/4 pare £ times ) 4,752.00 

Saturday Event nr "Pont (1/2 page 1 time) 
(1/4 page 7 times) 

a,050.00 

Good Housekeeping 1 page 6 times 1,188.00 

The Delineator 200 lines 3 times 3.000.00 

49,886.78 



March B-1907. 

mr . kc cheshry....... • 
I am attaching hereto, a communication from 

our Mr. Veter addressed to Mr. Wilson, on the subject matter of . 
phonograph springs, which are being purchased by a number of jobbers 
and dealers from outside sources. 

In conversation with Mr. Gilmore this morning he' suggests 
that you take this up' very strongly in the "Phonograph Monthly" 
and if the desired results cannot be obtained in this way, it will 
be necessary to send a letter to the entire Trade cautioning 
them about buying springs other than those we are now using • iiir 
goods of our manufacture • ■ ;r.;. 

Kindly give this your" attention, MAI? 0 1907 ] 



[ENCLOSURE] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 
31 UNION S9UARE, New York. 

Feb. 25 

Mr. C. H. Wilson, 
Sales Manager, 

national Phonograph Co., 
New York Office. 

Dear Sir;- 

I have just received a letter from our Mr. M. B. Komaine 

who is at the present time in Detroit, Mich., looking into some 

complaints made by the American Phonograph Co. 

Mr. Romaine finds that the dealers are purchasing main 

springs of inferior quality with the result that the springs do 

not operate satisfactorily, and especially are not strong enough 

to run the required number of records. In several instances Mr. 

—P.VV./C.TM 

Romaine has been somewhat puzzled to get machines to operate, and 

he finally discovered that the main spring had been put into the 

machine by the dealer, or jobber; and upon investigation he found 

that these springs were soft and not of the same quality that we 

furnish with out machines. Do you not think it advisable to cau¬ 

tion the Trade not to purchase main springs from every Tom, Dick 

and Harry because they are cheap, but to send their orders to us 

so as to insure their getting springs of standard quality. 

Yours very truly. 

Gen. Supt. 



MEMORANDUM 

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Orange, March 9th, 1907. 

Mr. W. E. Gilmore,.Pres*t., 

•Dear Sirs- 

Attached, please find statement of the 8th month 
bushess of this department, commencing the first month in which we kept 
our expenses, namely:- July 1906 and ending on March 1st, the end of the 
fiscal year. . 

„ You will notice the total in whith we have put out 
$154942.50 worth of goods, on which we have realized $107253.27, 
representing an efficiency of 69,2-10^ for fee atire organization, which 
means thi practically 7 out of 10 people who have had our goods on trial 
have kept them. . 

Also please;note that our expenses have been $45733.57 • 
and that we have thus teen able to have our expenses in proportion to our 
sales, 42,6-10/6. 

' We have grown from an organization of five people at 
the N. Y. office in July 1906 'to a total *ia people in nine districts 
on March 1st, 1907. /I 

0ur shop orders are now for 126 machines per week, 
or 500 per month, all of whi'ch we are selling or placing in various parts 
of the United States for a stock in the new offices.which we are continually 
starting. * 

It is a pleasure for the writer-to state that the 
outlook for our business, is very good. Our Main Office is giving us the 
greatest amount of support, including the departments under Mr. Westee . 
and Mr. Dolbeer. The shop have woke up to the. necessity of giving the 
Commercial Dept, the proper attention and the ffreqtest praise is due 
Mr. P. Weber and. Mr. E. L. Aikei^ for their ilS^rem ent on the machines, 
and their thoughtful attention to our requirements.during these early 
months when oft times we have needed a great deal.of advice. 



MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

MAIN OFFIOE, ORANGE, N. J. 
BOSTON OFFICE, 702 P. O, SQUARE BUILDING 

BUFFALO(OFFIOE, 853 ELLICOTT.SQUARE 
CHIOAGO OFFICE, 304 WABASH AVE. 

NEW YORK OFFICE, 31 UNION SQUARE 
PITTSBURG OFFICE, ROOMS 303-304 MAOHESNEY BLDG. 

Trusting that you will he encouraged with these figures 
we remain 

Yours very respectfully, 

Mgr. S. C. u. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

STATEMENT OF 

EIGHT MOITOHS BUSINESS--( JULY 1906 to FEB. 1907.) 

COMMERCIAL DEPT.. NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GO; 

t 

DISTRICT. 

U. Y. 

CHICAGO. 

PITTSBURG. 

BUFFALO. 

BOSTON. 

PHILADELPHIA. 

CINCINNATI. 

NEWARK. 

ATLANTA. 

MAIN OFFICE. 
Total- 

36695.83 

37491.94 

21581.15 

15165.58 

10831.20 

9224.15 

2445.80 

2012.37 

877.80 

_l.86I6.5e 
■154942.50 

AMOUNT OF TRIALS 
CLOSED AND INVOICED, 

25860.88 

22238.13 

14324.15 

11238.78 

8015.93 

5500.04 

2455.80 

1629.27 

460.55 

15523.74 
107253.27 

EFFICIENCY PER CENT 
INVOICES TO TRIALS., 

70.4 

59.3 

66.4 

74.1 

74.0 

59.6 

77.1 

80.9 

46.9 

83.4 
69.2 

OFFICE EXPENSES. 

13558.98 

11097.49 

4872.85 

3196.39 

3991.40 

4581.19 

753.07 

681.14 

244.61 

2756.45 
45733.57 

( ECONOMY PER CENT ), 
EXPENSES TO SALES. 

52.4 

49.8 

34.0 

83.3 

30.6 

41.9 

52.4 

18.0 
42.6 



[ENCLOSURE] 

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT. 

NINE DISTRICTS FOR EC (HOMY AND EffPICIKffCY. 

Bxpensea. 
ECONOMY -Sales. 

3. Buffalo. 

2 Cincinnati. 

3 Pittsburg. 

4 Newark. 

1 Newark. 

2 Cincinnati. 

3 Pittsburg.' 

5 New York. 

Above average economy._Above average efficiency. 

Below' average efficiency. 

5 Boeton. 6 Pittsburg. 
6 Chicago. 7 Philadelphia. 
7 Atlanta. 8 Chicago. 
8 New York. 9 Atlanta. 
9 Philadelphia. 



I have written for the Phonograph Tonthly an article on the 

subject of inferior parts that I think will cover the case. I do not 

know what steps are being taken to correct this evil,but it seems to 

me that we can correct it quickly if we ret after the people who 

put inferior parts into our machines. It should not have been difficult 

for fir. Komaine to have determined through whose hands the inachineswae 

passed that he wrote about and furnish us with such information as 

would have made it possible to write a strong letter to the offenders. 

If Jobbers and Dealers are making a practise of substituting parts,they 

are doinr something that injures the Edison reputation and they could 

not find fault if we treated them harshly. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

March 25, 1907« 

,1 
Mr. Thomas A. Edison, yUjb, ^ 

Eort Mirers, Florida. \ 
My dear Mr. Edison: ^ 

As you will see by the .detached, the American 

Graphophone Co. are again in the market'-'Vor money, and they want 

$500,000.00 more, for which they pijfpotfe, issuing five-year 6% 

notes. The circular explains i^elf, and 1 send it to you simply 

for your infonnation. It Bjfiios to me that this has got to stop 

some time or other. Wheiyfou are through with the paper, please 

return it to me in the Envelope also enclosed* 



[ATTACHMENT! 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
Uf 

American Graphophone Company, 

nt. TRIBUNE BUILDINGS, 

15-4 Nassau street. New York Citv. 

TO THE STOCKHOLDERS:— 

February 28, 1907. 

For the purpose of providing additional capital, made advisable by the large increase of 
business, the Board of Directors, at a meeting held February 25th, 1907, unanimously resolved 
that there be offered to stockholders of record March 15th, 1907, the privilege of subscribing at 
95 to an issue of five year b% Convertible Coupon Notes to the extent of \\% of their 
stockholdings. 

Total authorized issue, $500,000. Denominations, $100, $500 and $1,000. 
Principal due April 1st, 1912. Interest coupons payable October 1st and April 1st. 
These coupon notes will be convertible at par into the common capital stock of the 

company at 55% of its par value at the option of the holder at any time before April 1st, 1910; 
they will be redeemable at the option of the company after April 1st, 1910, at par and interest, 
upon sixty days’ notice, on any interest date before maturity. Fractions of stock or notes 
resulting from conversion will be adjusted in cash. 

Subscriptions may be paid at any time before April 1st, 1907, but those who desire may 
divide their payments into four instalments as follows: 

25% on or before April 1st, 1907. 
25% on June 1st, 1907. 
25% on August 1st, 1907. 
2<j% on September 30th, 1907, 

which case interest will be adjusted at the rate of 6% per annum. 
Stockholders who are entitled to subscribe for less than $100 may subscribe to the extent 

the regular subscriptions, over-subscriptioi In addition t 
annexed form. Over-subscliptions or regular subscriptions remaining untaken will be allotted 
or disposed of at the discretion of the Board or Executive Committee. 

Our stock books show thaLyou are entitled to subscrjbHpr . 
for which your remittanctf at..fyk.... amounting to.., may be made 
by check or money order Jo the order of the American Graphophone Co., Tribune Building 
No. 154 Nassau St., New '|ork City. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

Over-Subscription. 

I hereby subscribe for $_-of the Five Year 6 per cent. Convertible Coupon. 

Notes (Series of 1907) of the AMERICAN GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY at 95 per cent, in accordance with 

circular letter to stockholders dated February 28. 1907, for which I agree to pay on receipt of notice of allotment. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

March 26, 1907. 

Helson C. Durand, Esq., 

Manager Commercial Dept. 

Dear Sir: 

I refer the enclosed letter from Hibbard to you for 

proper attention and reply. 

The question of furnishing Hibbard with a draughtsman will 

have to be left entirely to Mr. Weber to decide; in fact, when Mr. 

Hibbard reports here on or about April 1st he will report to Mr. 

Weber, qho will assign him proper quarters and do all that is 

necessary in connection with the getting out of a new type 

machine. 

So far as his household effects are concerned, we will pay 

the freight on these goods from Chicago to Orange. 

Relative to salary, this is a question that will have to be 

decided later and can )q'ait until my return. 

Yours very truly, 

WEO/lWW President. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 
31 Union Square, New York. 

Mr. Wm. R. Gilmore, 

The Homestead, 

Hot Springs, Va. 

Dear Sir:~ 

Referring to our conversation of yesterday in 
relation to Babson Brothers matter, would advise that 1 immediately 
wired Mr. Babson in accordance with your suggestion, oopv of tel¬ 
egram being enclosed for your information. Shortly after 
receipt, of this telegram, Mr. Babson wired that he would be in^New 
York on Thursday the 28th, and he has been with us ever since the 
arrival of the limited, and has just left for Chicago. He did 
not bring a detailed financial statement with him, but supplied me 
with figures as shown by enclosed statement, the original of which 
Mr. Babson signed, and is now in my files at this office. In ad¬ 
dition to this, he assured me that the March account' which up to 
yesterday amounted to $89,119.03, would be paid prior to the date 
on which wo purpose making shipment' of the large order on which he 
requested special terms. Taking into consideration the large 
amount of their available assets, as also the fact that the March 
purchases are to be discounted, I advised him that we would make 
shipment' of the train-load of merchandise on the terms he requested;- 
that is, one third of the merchandise contained in large order is 
to be paid on May 10th, together with all goods regularly ordered 
and billed during the month of April; On June 10th we are to receive 
another third in cash to apply on this order, together with remitt¬ 
ance covering all goods ordered and billed during the month of May; 
On July 10th we are to receive balance due on original order, and 
in addition, an amount sufficient to cover all goods ordered and 
billed during the month of June-. It is further understood that 
we are not to be requested to accept any additional Notes other 
than those we are now holding, until these transactions have been 
settled in full. We are now holding three Notes for $10,000. each, 
one of which is to be renewed on April 10th, maturing six months 
from that date, and the other two are renewals of original Notes 
which matured Neb. 10th and March 10th respectively, and which are 
now payable six months from those dates. 



vr. G. 

tl'®ir »®w thfiir Purohaaes'‘duringCMaytand JiLe36 
considerably curtailed, and that by approving these terms on the 
large order, we will not he increasing their line of credit to any 
great extent'; in fact, it should not at any one time exceed $175,000. 
talcing into consideration this large order which amounts to approx¬ 
imately $100,000., three Notes for $10,000. each, and their regular 

$45^000 Pto°$50e0OOhi°h ln 811 prolDability will not exceed from 

4. .. In conversation with Mr. Bahson I suggested to him that 
if they were not obtaining any special favors from their hank by 
holding their deposits there until the 10th of the month, they might 
feel inclined to forward two checks to us each month; or, in other 
words, tliat they send us a check covering a portion of their pur¬ 
chases on or about the 25th of the month, and on the 10th of the 
following month forward check for balance due on monthly account. 

They are now sending out about' 250 Standard Outfits per 
day, and in addition to this,approximately 250 record orders, which 
run anywhere from 12 to 48 records each, and out of these shipments 
they are receiving about 16 returned outfits, so that their sales 
are showing a very material increase over what they were a month 
ago when I was in Chicago. 

They have contracted for approximately $20,000. in adver¬ 
tising during the month of April, and a like amount for Mav, mak¬ 
ing the total expenditure for these two months $40,000. ‘During 
the Summer months they will reduce this very considerably, as they 
cannot obtain results at that time from the Farmers, with whom they 
are doing their principal business. 

Their wholesale business is also increasing, and their 
sales during the month of March will amount to approximately $28,000. 
They now figure on being in their new building about April 15th, and 
they will probably vacate our floor at 304 Wabash Avenue bv Mav 1st. 
I will, therefore, write Mr. Chandler-to-day again calling‘his‘'at¬ 
tention to the fact that we are very anxious to sublet this floor 
for the remainder of our lease, if possible. 

In the course of conversation Mr. Babson advised he had 
learned indirectly that the Victor Company had made an appronriation 
of $50,000. for advertising, the object being to handle the Victor 
goods from the office of the Chicago Talking Machine Company on 
practically the same basis as the Babsons are now selling our goods. 
This, of course, has not been verified, but from the treatment Mr. 
Henry Babson received when he was last in Camden, it would appear 
as though they purposed doing all they could to injure Babson Bros.’ 
business• 

After considering the facts as herein set forth, and ac¬ 
cepting statement made by Mr. Fred Babson as to their assets, I feel 
quite sure you will approve my action in granting them special terms 
on the train-load shipment of goods, and in this connection would 
advise that we will in all probability be able to ship the entire 
250,000. records, and all the machines, with the possible exception 
of some Standards, aB it does not appear as though we can give them 
the entire 5,000 of that type. 



No. 3 W. J! . G, 

You may destroy copy of statement, inasmuch as I shall 
retain the original for my files. 

Hoping you had a very pleasant trip, and that the entire 
family are v/ell and enjoying themselves, I remain, 

Yours very truly, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

(Signort) 



V NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GO. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHDNDERAPH5 & RECORDS. 
31 Union Square, New York, 

0. B. Haynes, EBq., 

C. B. Haynes & Co., 

Richmond, Va. 

Dear Sir! 

(Copy of letter sent 
direct from Hot Springs, Va) 

I have yours of the 3rd. Our opinion was exactly 

what you say in your letter, that the Jamestown Bair would he a 

frost. However, if you think it will aid our mutual interests 

to some extent I am willing to aid. My opinion is that the larger 

space 30' X 21' 6".would he the best, as if we intend to make any 

showing we can only do it in the larger space. Therefore, we will 

go in for not to exceed $2,000.00 in cash, and you can go ahead. 

If, on the other hand, you think that the 15' x 21' 6" will 

answer, all well and good. Let me know to Orange just what you 

want in the way of machines, etc., to make a good showing. I 

suppose you will look out for the horns and accessories. I do not 

want you to lose any money on the proposition. I return the 

drav/ing you enclosed. Remember, we will not go into any compe¬ 

tition game under any circumstances. Better do everything in 

your own name arid we will stand.behind you, as above indicated. 

Yours veryt ruly, 

W. I'!. GIIMOBE, 



6. S3. Tiaynes, 
Cl" --WHOLESALE AND RETAIL—.-- 

5c)Ison Phonographs anc) SR.ecorcls, 

^Ategu Morris, CJiapke Qranes, "«5^ | 602 Q>. ^Atain Street. 

Dear Mr. Gilmore:- /,;r; orF[r:F..J 

Yoiir favor of the 5th received, and carefully not¬ 

ed. X must confess that it is a very liberal proposition you have 

offered, and I want to than* you for it. I honestly believe it 

will aid our mutual interests because if your Company was not rep¬ 

resented at all, it would create the impression that the other 

Talking Machines would take advantage of it. I have decided to 

take the 30X21 6" space i L if you can induce Mr. Durand to put i 

display of the Commercial Machines there it will add to the attrao" 

tion. If the expense exceede the $2000 you have so generously 

agreed to expend, we will endeavor to pay the rest of it, but we 

are going to try to keep it within this limit. I have written the 

Exposition people to reserve this space, also requested them to let 

us know the date of payment for same, and instructions regarding 

the shipments. I am going to be in New York on the I5th. and will 

come over to see you in regards to the Machines we want for display 

The Homs, Cabinets, and other things, we will look after. Wo vail 

not enter for any competition nor request any Medals to be given. I 

can assure you that the Machines on the floor will be in perfect 

running condition, and we are going to try to sell some goods there, 

if we can, and have them shipped from Richmond, and sign up all the 



(2. SB. S^taijnes, 
«-WHOLESALE AND RETAIL---— 

dbd/son ^P/ionoqrap/is and ^Records, ^Rhonocjrap/is 

^Aleffa EHorns, ER.ap/le Qranes, Supplies, (Etc. 

Richmond, Va.„ 

602 (s. ^M.ain Street. 

dealers we can. 

Trusting you have been benefited by your sojourn at the Hofc 

Springs, I am, sir, 

Yours very truly. 

NCT/CBH 



Complying with your memorandum of the 12th 

inst. I beg to advise you that the following patents were taken 

out by employees of the National Phonograph Company and allied 

concerns during the year 1906:- 

No. 810,018, January 16th, 1906, granted to E.L. Aiken. 

This patent relates to a special repeating attachment that was 

designed for use in case as a result of litigation with Rosen- 

field we were required to give up our present return attachment. 

Under the present circumstances, I do not regard the patent as 

important. 

No. 811,010, January 30, 1906, granted to Peter Weber. 

The patent covers the special speed index that was used, and 1 

believe is still used with the Triumph machine. 

No. 813,514, February 27, 1906, granted to J.P. Ott. 

The patent covers the machine used for applying the white pig¬ 

ment to the engraved ends of the records. Of course, many other 



No. 2 - Wm. E. Gilmore, Esq. 

forms of apparatus can be devised for accomplishing this result. 

No. 817,152, April 10, 1906, granted to Jonas W. 

Aylsworth, This patent covers the special nickel-plating ap¬ 

paratus used by the Storage Battery Company for nickel-plating 

continuous strips, and is probably of some value. 

Ho. 817,851, April 17, 1906, granted to Aiken. This 

patent relates to the special dipping mechanism now used in 

which the molds are automatically elevated and lowered at regu¬ 

lar intervals. Eor the particular molding process we use, I 

think the patent is of considerable value. 

No. 820,158, May 8, 1906, granted to Peter Weber. 

This patent covers the improved sectional horn in which the 

sections are telescoped together. Its value depends entirely 

upon commercial questions. 

No. 820,165, May 8, 1906, granted to Aiken. The patent 

covers the special repeating attachment used by the Company, and 

so far as that branch of the business is important, it no 

doubt possesses some relative value. 

No, 821,071, May 22, 1906, granted to Peter Weber. 

This patent covers the special guard or shield that protects 

the feed spring in the Home machine. The patent, of course, is 

not indispensable, but in its relation to a small detail, is no 

doubt of some value. 



No. 3 - \7m. K, Gilmore, Esq. 

No. 824,773, July 3, 1906, granted to Aiken. The 

patent relates to a special ear piece that was invented at' one 

time for use with the commercial machine, but is not now used. 

I do not regard the patent as having any material value. 

No. 827,295, July 31, 1906, granted to David A. Dodd. 

This patent relates to the special dipping receptacles for hold* 

ing the molds used by the Company, and is no doubt worth some¬ 

thing, but not much. 

No. 829,123, August 21, 1906, granted to A.N. Pierman. 

The patent relates to a special friction reproducer, but I do 

not consider it of any value unless materially modified. Fur¬ 

thermore I would doubt the wisdom of our taking up that branch 

since the Higham patents are owned by competitors. 

No. 831,668, September 25, 1906, granted to Maurice 

Joyce. This patent has already been bought by the Company. It 

relates to a special molding process v/hich has been made the 

basis of a suit againBt the American Graphophone Company; if 

the patent is sustained it will, no doubt, be valuable. 

No.834,485, October 30, 1906, granted to W.F. Nehr. 

She patent covers the special end cap used by the Company in its 

molding process, and I understand that the invention i.s of 

considerable practical value in a commercial way. For this 

reason the patent is nor.doubt worth something. 

No. 837773, Dec. 4, 1906, to J.W. Aylsworth. The patert 

relates to a special process for cleaining the metallic surfaces 

of storage batteries, but I understand the invention is not of 
any special value. 



No. 4 - Yftn. E. Gilmore, Esq.. 

- APPLICATIONS PILED DURING 1906 - 

Jonas W. Aylsworth, filed Pebruary 5, 1906, Serial No. 

299,630. The ai>plication covers the special molding composi¬ 

tion now used, and if the patent is granted it will, no doubt, 

’oe of considerable value. 

E.L. Aiken, filed Pebruary 5, 1906, Serial No. 299,483. 

This application covers the special recorder or reproducer 

used, I believe, with the Commercial machines for takirg care 

of the considerable variations in the thickness of the blanks'; 

In a small way I would regard the invention as of value. 

E.L. Aiken, filed Pebruary 20, 1906, Serial No. 301,982. 

The application covers the special regulating mechanism, which 

so far aB I know, has not been commercially used. If the device 

should be commercially used, it would, no doubt, be of some 

small value. 

A.N. Pierman, filed March 22, 1906, Serial No. 307,324. 

The application relates to one of the several reproducers in¬ 

vented by Mr. Pierman, making use of a vacuum, and the value 

of the whole scheme in my judgment depends upon the extent of 

itB commercial success. 

C.L. Hibbard, filed April 5, 1906, Serial No. 310,138. 



No, 5 - Y/in. E, Gilmore, Esq.. 

The application covers the special start and stop mechanism 

used with the commercial machine, where the foot petal operates 

a chain that passes*thru a flexible chute. There seems, how¬ 

ever, to he very little novelty in the invention, so that 1 do 

not regard it as being particularly valuable from our point of 

view. 

John Oertly, filed April 24, 1906, Serial No. 313,385, 

The application relates to a special projecting shutter for 

automatically cutting off the light in the moving picture ap¬ 

paratus when the film stops. I understand that Mr. Oertly 

has already been paid for the invention. I consider the inven¬ 

tion of value in a small way. 

J.W. Aylsworth, filed May 8, 1906, Serial No. 315,716. 

The application covers a special expanding mandrel for holding 

records that are provided with cylindrical bores, instead of 

tapering bores. Unless such records are adopted commercially 

I do not regard the invention as of any special value. 

J.W. Aylsworth, filed May 11, 1906, Serial No. 316,250. 

The application covers the Bpinning process in which a hot mold 

is used, and assuming the commercial importance of this scheme 

X regard the invention of very considerable value. 

J.W. Aylsworth, filed May 16th, 1906, Serial No. 317,083. 

The application covers the spinning process in which the cold 

mold is used and is of value only as supplanting the general 

scheme. 
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J.W. Aylsworth, filed May 16th, 1906, Serial Ho. 317,082. 

The application covers the spinning process in which solid 

material is introduced within the mold and the Bame remarks 

apply as to its value as above. 

J.W. Aylsworth, filed May 31, 1906, Serial Ho. 319,422. 

The application covers a special reaming process for finishing 

the bore of records made by Spinning and is of value only as 

generally supplanting the scheme, 

•T.W. Aylsworth, filed May 31, 1906, Serial Ho. 319,421. 

The application covers a special composition for making dupli¬ 

cate records, but as it is not used and probably will not be 

used, its only value is in preventing the employment of the sane 

by our competitors. 

J.W. Aylsworth, May 31st, 1906, Serial No. 319,464. 

The application relates to a process for Bpinning celluloid 

records and is of value only as supplanting the general scheme. 

J.W. Aylsworth, May 31, 1906, Serial No. 319,465. The 

application relates to a special fireproof celluloid composition 

which may possibly be developed for use in the moving picture 

art, and also, possibly for phonograph records. At the present 

time the value of the invention is very problematical. 

J.W. Aylsworth, May 31, 1906, Serial No. 319,466. The 

application relates to a duplicate record made of the abotd 

celluloid composition and the same remarks apply as to its valise. 

jL 
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J.W. Ajisworth, filed June 16, 1906, Serial No. 382,078. 

The application relates to a celluloid record by a spinning pro¬ 

cess. I do not regard the invention ao being particularly 

valuable, particularly since it is doubtful whether a patent 

can be obtained. 

W.E. Nehr, filed July 3, 1906, Serial No. 324,522, The 

application covers certain details in the molding process now 

used and I regard the invention as possessing some value. 

A.N. Pieman, filed July 5th, 1906, Serial No. 324,756, 

The application relates to a testing device for determining the 

quality of blanks used with the commercial machine. I do not 

regard it of value, particularly since it seems to be substan¬ 

tially old. 

A.L. Aiken, filed July 14, 1906, Serial No. 326,275. 

This explication covers a fireproof shutter for use with pro¬ 

jecting machines, and so far as it relates to a relatively 

small detail of the business, I regard the invention as having 

some value. 

A.N. Pierman, September 13th, 1906, Serial No. 334,441. 

The invention relates to a sound modifier for use with the com¬ 

mercial machines, and in a small way, may possess some value. 

Walter H. Miller, filed September 24, 1906, Serial No. 

335,878. The explication covers a special diaphragm invented 

by Mr. Miller, concerning which he seemed to be quite enthusi- 
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astio at the time the case Y/as filed, hut as nothing seems to 

have been done with the suggestion X assume that it is not of 

special value. 

Durand ft Aiken, filed October 26, 1906, Serial No.340728. 

The application relates to a small detail for use with the com¬ 

mercial machine, which I understand is nov/, or soon y/ill be, 

obsolete, and I therefore d6 not regard the invention as being 

of any special value. 

JonaB \V. Aylsworth, November 7th, 1906, Serial No. 342317, 

The application covers a very hard composition for use v/ith 

records of fine pitch. Assuming that such records are made 

and that this composition is adopted, I would regard the inven¬ 

tion as of considerable value, but I understand from Mr. Ayls¬ 

worth that he expects to produce a different composition, so 

that in that case the value of the invention consists practical¬ 

ly in preventing its use by competitors. 

«T.W. Aylsworth, November 7th, 1906, Serial No. 342,318. 

ThiB application covers a special composite record having a 

hard outer layer and a reamable inner layer, and I understand 

from Mr. Aylsworth that if a fine pitch record is adopted, this 

scheme will no doubt be used. Prom this point of view, I v/6u]dl 

regard the invention as of considerable value. 

Of coUr$se,’..tha,opinions I have above expressed as to valia 

or lack of value of inventions or patents, are based only on my 
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personal observation and sometimes v^ith talks with the differ¬ 

ent inventors. Perhaps in some cases, I have done them injus¬ 

tice, and in other cases I may have been too optimistic. No 

doubt a more definite opinion could be based as a result of a 

joint consideration of these matters between Mr. Weber and my¬ 

self, because he could pass on the commercial aspect of the 

Invention, and I could pass on their aspect in a patentable and 

legal sense. 

Yours very truly, 

‘XT. —. PLP/ARK. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

May l, 1907. 

P. K. Dolbeer, Esq., 

Manager of Credit, 

Hew York. 

. • 1 hHVe your lett®r of the 29th» enclosing letter from 

C. B. Haynes| JUohwond, Va., dated April 27th, and I note that he 

has decided to discontinue the Jamestown matter. As to your 

suggestion, that Droop, of Washington, D. c., take it up, this 

is a matter that does not interest me. I never was interested in 

Jamestown and I am less so at the present time. If anybody else 

wants to take it up, however, I am willing to stand by the same 

arrangement I made with Haynes, and that was, to put up $2,OOo'.00} 

but our name must not be mentioned in connection with the contract, 

nor will we under any circumstances enter into obligations to 

Place our apparatus in competition with other manufacturers’. The 

reasons for this are obvious. As I have told you before, I am 

satisfied in my own mind that the Jamestown Exposition is going to 

be a oold cold "frost". We have never gotten anything out of 

the fact of awardB that were received from expositions and 1 do not 

propose to begin now to use our mon y for the purpose of obtaining 

awards. 

Yours very truly, 

WEG/tw 
Eno 

President. 
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ma„** my a'Meaoa our Seuratwy,' Mr. Westee,- will look.after all 
th^Ba.ns f' t?S?0,r* ®T?rythin;5 that ®ay Ms lsrcef'srjry- to "be apuroyV. 
the s am-.. d,;J i* I wore here, and 11 goes without raying that'Hr..'■ 

charge of pur business, ether than the ' 
Mechanical - repartition ct, which will he locked after by Hr. Ve'oer 
our General Superintendent; therefore the approval o* “ither of’ 
these gentlemen will be considered as final. ' 

couBUlt4loneV?nrt-^ aily Question coming'up that may require a 
consultation, I dosire that a conference be held between the oar- 
tie.-, at interest, and if a decision - cannot be reached then the 
“Vr,. £“*a bVtaken up-with Mr. Edison... I'particularly do not 

'• I! LhJ*5al8?n brougnt into any-questions of-business policy, 
' +1 +a?t ftny otner mUerB< unless it is absolutely necessary 

bf, approached on the subject, my idea being: thatwith the 
combined, judgment you should in nine’out of ten. 
act intelligently and wisely without disturbing 'i 
Eaia.on-Wj.tn matters with the details- of which ho¬ 
lt is not to be considered, however, on the part, 
Edison''with matter 
It is not to be co. 
Managers of the de 
inform him as to c 
course I desire th 
has been the case 
that, Mr, Edison sir 
and all informat io: 
him conversant wit; 
this memorandum as 

L iven him tfca 
the general o< 

l hamper to thi 

iut disturbing or-bothering Mr.- 
.Is- of which he is;.not familiar, 
ir, on the par, of any of the 
.hey shall.not see Mr. Edison and 
dr-relative, departments, as of. 
1 be pursued in my absence as 

want i.t distinctly understood 
. as- to. how business, is progressi’-- 

he may require, so as to keep 
nditions., and I dp not intend 
Manager-of any department. 

/ 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
^-% ORANGE, N.J. 

^^onwJ"a£d'w!>oruk EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & REGORDS. 

^ore^E^q., President, 

/National Phonograph. Co., 

' London, England* 

I give you below report of shipments, orders re¬ 
ceived, etc.! 

-^.Ve shipped last week a total of 6601 phonographs and 537,443 
records, of .which 208 machines went abroad and 6393 throughout 
this country, and of the reoords 33,444 went abroad and 503,999 
throughout this country. 

».Ie^Bh?:pped a total of 188 projecting kinetoscopes and 
72,310 feet of film. We have unfilled orders for 456 machines and 
51,625 feet of film. 

The total pay-roll for week ending May 4th amounted to 
(48,506.02. 

The National Company's sales up to and including the 11th 
amounted to $326,878.63, as against $118,085.56 for the corresponding 
period last year, and as against $281,264.72 for same period last 
month; While this looks as if we were beating the month of April, 
it is not bo, as we will fall down the latter part of the month 
as the Babson shipments boomed April. 

Manufacturing Company's sales amounted to $36,663,45 as 
against $15,817.22 last year. 

BateB sales amounted to $3,315.21 as against $4,590.59 last 
year. This shows a falling off, but then the month of May, 1906, was 
the biggest month the Bates Co. ever had, no doubt due to special 
efforts of Burnham to make a showing. 

After a whole lot of nonsense on the part of Randall, we 
finally got the Valley Road deal dosed at $10,250.00 plus what¬ 
ever the taxes will be for last year (about $50.00), as the owners 



poaittyely refused to pay same. On the Hippie affair, as Horton 
did not want our representative (O'Hagen) present at the closing 
of the deal, we called the matter off until your return. Horton 
has kept himself over in New York, so Helm haB had no chance to get 

22? him next woek> as 1 have “ad® an appointment 
with him at his office and will have Helm there. 

We are negotiating now for the purchase of outstanding bonds, 
and shall accept any we can get, even if we pay par. Mr. Edison 
has approved of this. The Insurance people are beginning to puBh 
us quite hard on insuring the new buildings. We have several 
cancellations of policies and notification of 50/ increase in rates. 
Mr. Weber and myself are going to discuss this situation with Mr. 
Edison this afternoon and I will let you know the result of our 
conference in my next letter. 

Faithfully yours, 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. tONDON. 
ORANGE, N.J. PAbTf?i: 

EDISON FHDNDBRAFHS & RECORDS. S' B*\ 
31 Union Square, New York. 

W. E. Gilmore, Esq., President, 

National Phonograph Co 

May 22, 1907. 

ending May 18th: 
I give you below report of the bueineau for week 

We shipped last week a total of 6648 phonographs and 
416,439 records. Of the machines 458 went abroad and 6190 in 
this country; and of the records 2673 were shipped abroad and 
413,766 throughout this country. 

We received orders last week for 5576 phonographs, of which 
3122 are for foreign shipment and 2454 for. domestic shipment; and 
the orders for recordB totaled 618,143, of which 66,000 are for 
shipment to Sydney. 

We reoeived orders last week for 349 Projecting Kinetosbopes 
and 51,895 feet of film, and shipped 114 machines and 27,175 feet 
of film. We have unfilled orders for 691 machines and 75.070 
feet of film. * 

The total pay-roll for week ending May 11th was 148,002.79. 

We have total retail dealers amounting to 11,033. 

The National Phonograph Company's sales up to and including 
the 18th amounted to $488,066,75, &a against $189,735.02 for the 
corresponding period last year and as against $562,304.30 for same 
period last month. 

Manufacturing Company's sales amounted to $59,468.74 as 
against $23,927.80 last year. ■ ' 

Bates sales amounted to $5,026.76 as. against $7,680.23. 

In regard to the insurance question, Mr. Weber and myself 
had quite a conference with Mr, Edison, who finally decided that 
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" , we allow the policies to expire and that we immediately insure 
ourselves, creating a fire fund, to he subject to the control of 
the Board of Directors. We have started to purchase the outstand¬ 
ing bonds and have so far secured 40 out of the 84 outstanding, 

with prospects of securing a big portion of the remaining outstand¬ 
ing bonds. Eor whatever outside bonds we cannot secure, Mr. 

Edison will give the trustees a personal guarantee, indemnifying 
the outside bond holders from any Iobb. I have had Helm, Felzer 
and Dyer together on the legal end of the question, and we will no 
doubt have everything fixed satisfactorily so far as that is con¬ 
cerned. 

After settling the fire insurance question I delved into the 
Liability insurance, took the matter up with Mr. Edison, let him 
read oertain portions of the policies, and convinced him that 
liability insurance is one of the greatest "sucker” games afloat. 
He agreed with me, and we decided to let the policies expire on 
July 1st, and insure ourselves. 1 have arranged that all 
accidents be reported to Frost as the head of our Insurance 
Department, who will give necessary attention to these matters, 
consulting with the Legal Department when necessary. The reasons 
for taking these risks ourselves, and the economy thereof I shall 
defer explaining until your return. I am sure, however, that you 
will approve of my action. 

Nothing further has developed in the Horton situation, as I 
have neither seen nor heard of him in a week. Otherwise everything 
is going along in good shape. 

With kindest regards to all, believe me, 

Yours very truly, 

P. S. We have sent off the dividend checks, except the ones for 
MT. Schermerhorn and yourself, which we will hold here until your 
return. 
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May 27th, 1907. 

A. Westee, Esq., 
The National Phonograph Cokpany, 

Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

My .dear Westee, 

Your letter of the 15th instant oame in ooveral days ago, hut. 

I have just gotten down to acknowledging anything. 

X fun indeed glad to loam how matters are progressing with us. 

What you want to do now is to get after Weber at once and see that 

the production of kinetoscopos is increased. Tell him from me 

that we want to keep ahead of orders on this particular branch as 

we must get all wo can out of the business as fast as it comes to 

As to the film end of the business X don't see but what Moore 

can take care of his orders promptly. 

The rest of the information is most interesting indeed. I am 

glad to learn that you have got the Valley Road deal closed up. 

As to the Hippie affair Horton has got to do just as you say 

or else we will do nothing. .Evidently he wants to take advantage 

of your ignorance and therefore did not want O'Hagen present. What 

you have done is entirely in order. I hope Helm will keep after 

Horton, and that I will be advised later as to what (if anything) 

has been accomplished. 

You speak of purchasing outside bonds but I don't quite under¬ 

stand as to whether you intend to buy them for Mr. Edison or some- 



"body else. I don't see how it is possible for "us" to buy thorn. 

They should, in other words, bo bought indirectly if at all. 

So far as insurance is concerned what was decided as to this 

should be followed out at once oven though policies are cancelled, 

and when they ask for an inoroaso in the rates simply tell them to 

cancel it. Let us start bur own insurance Pund at once. There is 

no reason v/hy we should not deoide upon an amount to bo set aside 

to take cafe of fire risks out of the past year's profits. You 

might disextss it with Kr. .Edison and then decide as to what is best 

to be done. If, on the other hand, it wants to be left open until 

I return all well and good. I write you my opinion even before 

hearing from you so that you v/ill know v/ha,t my position is. Now 

that we have decided that the Insurance Companies cannot runs us 

and do as they choose wo might as well let thorn understand at once. 

Yours very truly, 

President. 

V/.iS.G./l.D. 



COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON COMMERCIAL SYSTEM 

HD5INESS PHONOGRAPH 
31 Union SquARE, New York. 

xeer tyorAy, liay 29 th 19 07. 

Confirming Mr. Edison'a cablegram to you 
to-day, to the effect that we had a phonograph of one ■ 
hundred and fifty threads to the inch ready, and requesting 
your decision about putting it out, I may state the following 
for your further information. 

The writer being very keen for any improvements 
on our phonograph which would give me a radical argument 
for customers who were in doubt between two types of 
talking machines which are practically the same, dropped1.: on to 
the fact that a one hundred and fifty thread machine 
could probably be made. 

Several months ago Mr. Weber took this matter 
up, and about a week ago succeeded in producing a machine 
which I have been using at my desk very successfully, 
combining this one hundred and fifty threads to the inch, 
with no other change except the back feed screw and a new 
recorder and reproducer. The expense in changing 
over the old machine will be the feed screw. The recorders 
and reproducers which are taken from the old machines 
being useful for parts in the amusement machine. 

However, fearing that any interest I might 
show in this one hundred and fifty thread machine might 
influence our competitors to work upon something of the 
kind for the amusement machine, I took the matter up. 
with Mr. Wilson and Mr. Dolbeer, who appointed themselves 



COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD 
ORANGE, N. J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON CUMMER DIAL SYSTEM 

Conducted with the 
BUSINESS PHUNUERAPH 

#2. W. E. G. 

as a committee with Mr. Westee and Mr. Weber to talk 
the matter over. This morning Mr. Edison was also 
called in, and the consensus of opinion was to the 
effect that since Mr. Edison had the two hundred threads 
to the inch machine almost ready, according to his 
own statement, that we oould not possibly do the amusement 
business any harm by adopting one hundred and fifty 
threads to the inch. If our competitors attempted 
to copy this design Mr. Edison felt sure that he would 
have the two hundred threads to the inch out before -very 
long, and therefore the worst that could happen to the 
business, would be for our competitors to copy the 
one hundred and fifty threads to the inch for the 
commercial machinei only. 

The writer feels that this will be of great 
assistance to him during the summer months, and believes 
that our competitors will not be so ready to copy this 
machines, but will allow a considerable time to elapse 
before making any improvement of that nature. 

To-day we are constantly confronted by 
competition which is practically beyond our prices, because 
Graphaphones which are worth only §10.00 to old users, may 
be cleaned up and put into business for transcribers 
use only. 

If we had something radical in the way of an 
improvement which we could show customers a fifty 
per cent saving in the cost of wax and breakage, such as 
the new one hundred and fifty thread machine would produce, 
we could undoubtedly get most of the business this summer, 
and realize on the large expenditure which confronts the 
Commercial Department. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

Manufacturing and Installing Appliances for the 
EDISON COMMERCIAL SYSTEM 

Conducted with the 
BUSINESS PHIINDGRAPH 

nion Square, New Yi 

#a. W. E. G. 

We hope for a favorable oable, but meanwhile 
are sending you this letter to give you the fullest 
information. 

With kindest personal regards to yourself 
and friends, 1 remain, 

Yours very respectfully, 



June 22nd, 1907. 

Dear Sir, 

I duly received your letter of May 29th confirming Mr. Edison’s 

cable to me relative to manufacturing the business type machine 

to operate at 150 threads to the inch. I cabled my approval to 

Mr. Edison direct, and I presume that the work will have proceeded 

ere this. 

I should have answered your letter before but I have been 

travelling on the Continent, and it is almost impossible to secure 

satisfactory English stenographers. 

Trusting that this finds you enjoying your usual good health 

and with kind regards 

Believe me, 

Yours very truly, 

W.E.G./t.D. President. 
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June 28, 1907. 

Messrs. Aiken, Mohr, Sims, Sturm, 
George Weber, Riley, Cromelin, 
Payne, Hlrd, Malone, Dempsey^, 
Hamilton, Moran, Gilmore, (ggdferj>. 

Hereafter the monthly supplement records will he moulded 
and finished complete on the second floor of building #21. After 
boxing they are to bo delivered to the first floor of building 
#21.and stored there, end when paokod' the eases are to be kept 
On this floor until ready for shipment. Ho more supplement 
rooords, paokod or unpacked, are to be stored in the new Record 
building (#24) and in faot no rooords that are made in building 
#21 and stored in the same building are to be carted to #24. 

As soon as the current stock and racks are transferred 
from #21 to the second floor of #24 there will be -sufficient room 
on this floor of building #21 to carry a certain amount of ex¬ 
celsior, and in unloading exoeloior from oars it can be delivered 
direotly to the packing floor, building #21. 

All current records are to be moulded on the top floor 
of #24, and the moulding tanks on the first floor of building #20 
have been shut down, ad the dipping apparatus, ettc., is to ba 
transferred to the tanks on top floor building #24. Jaoket 
washing, eto., oan be done in #23 where the repairing of jackets 
is being done, and this will vacate the first floor of'building 
#20 entirely atftd the doors of this floor oan bo looked. 

The current records will be finished, lnapeoted and 
boxed on the third floor and stored on the second floor. All 
orders are to be made up on this floor and delivered to the 
Packing Room first floor building #24 through shutea and conveyors 
leading from the seoond floor building #24,to the first floor. 
Por the time being all surplus record cartons are to bo stored 
on the first floor building #24 and taken to the fourth floor 
as they are required. 

The Blank Shaving and Duplicating Department is to be 
transferred from third floor #20/to the fourth floor #34. lnoluding 
Mr. Payne*b Department, and all material now located on the third 
floor of building #20. The moving of this department lnoluding 
the exhaust head and blower will be done Saturday and 
Sunday. The blank moulding and rough shaving of blanks le to 
be transferred from #L9 to the fourth floor of building #24. 

P.WEBER. 
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' JULY 8» 1907 • 
Mr. L. 0. McOhesney, Adv. Mgr., 

National Phonograph Co., 
_ nJ Orange, N. J. 
Dear Sir: 

hao hpori v,nr,^Ur lett®r of July 6th, to Madison & Co., 
has been handed to me for reply by Mr, Friend. I am 

denLS +t0 Constantly letters from yotir 
work bei^ 2ur ?ompany complaining about prices for 

^insrdene- In view of the many letters received 
a ’ 1 haT® re<iuested Mr. Friend to turn all of 

vou to me9fnrn^en?e lnTt’}e nature of complaints from 
you to me for reply, i do not consider it fair on 
f°f„part t0 be constantly complaining and annoyinc 

you hav|etoemnkP ? W?^ldpsnggest .that any complaints 
until 2 H*e future you will hold them up 
that w^lv ]T ?u the Pres’deut of the company, so 
tnat we may take them up personally with him. Conatnn+ 
annoyance simply breeds trouble hei-e at the ^lant and 

l l°ggedsrSider “ a PerS°nal favor if you would do as 

’ your courtesy in the 

Vice-president. 
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July 11, 1907. 

• Deur Sir! • 

I must take exception to the attitude 
indicated by your letter of July 8th with 
reference to the.letters about'prices of printing 
I have written to Madison & C(5. X 1’epudiate . 
your statement that X am constantly and tiurifairlv 
annoying the management of your company. I 1 

' have written no letter and made no statement 
not wholly consistent with my duties as Advertising 
Manager of this company, nor inconsistent with 
what X have believed and .still believe to be in ' " 
accordance with Mr. Gilmore«s views. . 

' 0n a,fc least two different occasions, 
Mr. Gilmore stated to me that he did not want 
Madison & Go, granted more than reasonable 
preference in the matter of prices over what wo 

He a£reed that "s would allow 
f on khe ooat< of paper und stated 

f? *H®°L?,hat ?- might pass bills for factory printing 
if they wele no., more than 10;/. to' 15% over previous 
thetai’v,in addlti,on to the PaPer margin.' Believing 
that these advantages were sufficient, to enable 
T 'w»n/Ci+°* t0 d? buBiness 'on a profitable .basis, 
I have felt warranted in questioning such bills : 
as scorned to oonflict with this basis. Mr. Friend 

wUhethahadd?ftnnB Sr?IiOU;Jly paid f0* catalogues, etc. 
profitable^1* f th° paper raarSin> would be 

„ °n at least two occasions. X have 
expressed my opposition to the policy of putting . 

xid^?L«i’±^^yp0n^w0rk.1:han c^di-tions justified. 
,X, dQt^aot nothing from, thoBe views. As Manager of 
thiB Department, I dsn consider no others. I- 
refuse to believe that Mr. Gilmore ever intended 
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John E. Helm,Esq. 7/11/07 

me to approve and pass hills without proper 
supervision, and, until he instructs me otherwise, 
1 must insist upon being permitted to exercise 
the functions of my position. 

Your letter practically states that I must 
oease questioning any hills rendered hy your 
oompanyj or, at least, I must do- so to Mr. Gilmore, 
if at all. This- assumes that Mr. Eriend oannot err: 
a virtue that Mr. Eriend himself will not olaim. 
Probably one-half of the' letters that we have written 
to your company havo referred to what we believed 
wore errors and a good percentage of these proved to 
ho suoh. I reoall one hill that we questioned on 
which your oompany had figured an item of $13.00 
as $130.00. This- was an error and your oompany 
admitted the faot. Our books Bhow a number of 
similar errors, but for minor sums. And yolr such 
errors would not have been detected had your 
contentions prevailed. 

Since the forogping was dictated", Mr. Eriend 
has sont the details of the Mates bill notwith¬ 
standing his and ;vour refusal of July 8th. ' These 
details prove the wisdom of furnishing them, both 
for-your benefit as well as mine, in this instance), 
they pointed out wherein I had been laboring under 
an error. I had compared your bill with that 
rendered by another printer for the preceding Bates 
Catalogue, whereas the latter comprised only 16 

pages- and,coyer against 20 pages and cover in your 
edition. I do not agree with some of your charges 
and will write a soparate letter to Mr. Eriend, hut 
in the main, I was -wrong. Had you persisted in ’ 

■ refusing the details of the bill, I would have 
continued in the belief that you had made an error. 

. I again want -to express my beliofethat Hr. 
Gilmore's desire has been to have the relations 
between your oompany and the Edison companies 
businesslike in every respect and subject to 
businesslike supervision. If such is not his 
purpose, I have certainly been following tho wrong 
course and, when opportunity offers, I shall get ' 
Bucn definite instructions as will r ' ' " 
misunderstanding impossible. 

•will makn further , 

Very truly yours, • 

Manager Advertising Bapartinenb. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. L, 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON FHDNDDRAFHS & RECORDS. 
BRUSSELS, 



[ENCLOSURE] 

AffGUST 8-1907.. 

P. Bacigalupi‘& Sons, 

1021 Golden Gate Ave., 

' San Francisco, Cal. 

Gentlemen:— 

i , Aa Jr°u were advised in one of our previous 
letters, we purposed discussing the San Francisco situation in 
gen®!fel.Z md 70ur oocount in particular, with Mr. Gilmore at the 

d£, mre *“ l0ia "•rore 

°n f consignment basis, and you, of course, understand that 
ton at° ”aohinen only* Before changing the machine account 
to a consignment one, we would prefer ,to have the old account closed 
lipwrt8i^ date* . We flnd y°u are now owing us as of Aug. 7th 

an* we w0uld respectfully request that at the earliest 
possible moment you forward a check for §2381.75 and §10.000. *n 1 

ofteach1mon?hUiiTi+ .?f>.they to mature on the 15th and 30th 
? ^ the entire amount has been paid, eaoh Bote to 

bear the legal rate of Interest of 6$. 
.. .p1*0 handling of the old account we feel will prove en- 

^««+1nv.Saoisfact0ry-.t0 you» inasmUGh as it extends the time of pay- 
ment on your general'account very materdairy, and the consignment 
o machines will permit of your draining sufficient quantities to 
toko care of your dealers requirements. 

to «ntaAcn^n«the P\Rt* f11 recordo shipped and billed to you are 
^4P^ld f0r °n resnlar terms. In considering the line of credit 

to which you would be entitled, Mr. Gilmore and the writer have 
agreed that taking everything into consideration, we will not be 

\° Lemi£ I0nr l*ne °.T oredlt t0 exceed §15,000. at any 
one time, including Motes, Open Account and consignments. 
* a.. . , °rder to avoid the necessity of our calling your at- 
iompntntu° conditio? of account, you will understand that the 
moment^the three accounts mentioned reach the §15,000. mark we 

furth®r, shipments whatever, until either a Mote has 
ld| or we hove received cheok.tp apply either on Open Ao- 

count or consignment purchases. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

P. Baoigalupi. 

Vrm to-day (August 8th) all machines of any typo whatso- 
over, will, «8 before stated, ha hilled aonsignraent sooount, and 
In order that thorn may not he any mistaken as to this, it will he 
nooeonary for yon to oend the Secretary of our Company, Mr. Westoe. 
a Monthly Report, name to ho forwarded not later than the Sint of 
each month, covering entire sales of consignment goods, mention¬ 
ing the serial numbers and types of machines as add, and at the 
same time forwarding remittances for such goods. Biich reports 
will he filed for future reference, and the proper orodito enterod 
in opr ledger offsetting such sales. 

When forwarding your orders for msohlnos and records, we 
would respectfully request that they appear on separate orders, no 
that they may he approved in the regular way, either Open Account 
or consignment, thus avoiding any confusion or mistakes when billing 
the tfooafu 

this matter has boon given very oaroful consideration, and 
In dift;! 0t3ln£ of it an outlinodj we feel that yon arc belnfi; treated 
vary liberally, and the proper handling of thin noootmt ought to ' 
soon place you in position to nettle the old ncoount in full, to 
close this consignment nocount in the near future, and enable vou to 
perhaps take advantage of cash discount on future purchases. 

the writer has'been keeping in clone touch with tho con¬ 
ditions in your city, both by personal interview with parties who 
are residing thoro, as well as with others who ore engaged in 
ousinoaa »in Ban prenoinco, and we at one time felt justified in 
practically refusing to make any .further shipments on Open Account, 
hut Hr. Gilmore in so kindly disposed toward you, he has instructed 
trio writer to place this mutter before you as herein outlined. 

Wo aro quite certain you villi appreciate! the concessions 
which Mr, Gilmore has so kindly granted, and it now reetn with 
yourself to adhere vary strictly to ths limit of credit decided upon. 
If thin is done, wo will endeavor to see that shipments are mode 
promptly fro® tho factory, thereby Enabling you* to take onre of 
your dealers' full requirements. 

Rot having hoard from you regarding your standing order 
for phonographs, wo aro to-day instructing our Order Department to 
canoo- tho order in Q.UGotionf hut. at tho oamo tizuo v/o are ©pprovin/t 
your order Ho. 868 dated July 30th calling for 80 Hemes and SO 
•.-tanaards, same to bo shippod on consignment. Wq aro also issuing 
instructions that the 100 Hemes, 10Q Standards, 80 Gems and 80 
Triumphs referred to In your letter of July SPA, which aro to bn of 
the new equipment, bo shippod at the earliest possible moment oa 
consignment. 
,u. - shall hope to receive by early mail a reply to this 
letter, toga ..her with full comments on name, assuring us that you 
thoroughly tnderstand tho situation. 

With kind personal regards, and wishing you a full measure 
of.success, we remain, ' 

Yours very truly, ' 
-n RATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. . . 

Manager Credit Department. 



August 29,1907 

Mr. JJ.E.Gilmorej President, 
Orange, H.J. 

Our expend4*#tJ?es for magazine advertising 
SSe year en£^r August, 1907, were: - 

§21,897.06 
§64,541'. 72 
§86,458.78 

I have made two groups for the reason that 
during the first period we were working on an appro¬ 
priation of §50,000 a year for this class of adver¬ 
tising. In the second period, we were running 
double 3pa.ce in all publications and wording on a 
basis of §100,000 a year. The above amounts do not 
include cost, of sketches, plates, etc. 

Our expenditure for newspaper advertising 
in the United States was approximately §41,000, 
including the special Record advertising in Hew York, 
Boston and Philadelphia in May,June and July. 

Our total expenditures for all classes of 
advertising during the year ending August, 1907, were 
approximately as follows: 

Magazines ' §90,000 
newspapers in United States 41,000 
newspapers & magazines in Canada 8,000 
Railroad Bulletin 28,000 
Posters (paper) 12,000 
Trade Papers & Miscellaneous 10,000 
Foreign Department 4,000 

§193,’COO" 

We are already committed to the following 
expenditures in- the new advertising year.beginning 
September, 1907: • 

Magazines 1 §115,000 
Canada 10,000 
R.R. Bulletins 22,000 
Posters (hangers) , . . . 12,000 
Trade Papers & Miscellaneous 10,000 
Foreign Dept. 4,000 

§173,000 



W.JS. Gilmore-2- August 29,1907 

Brought forward 173.000 
If we should spend only the same amount for 

newspaper advertising as last year, it would add 41,000 
“214.000 

Mr. Edison has repeatedly referred to street 
oar. advertising and if we can afford the cost, it is 
good advertising. We also thirds that greater efficiency 
would he secured by increasing the appropriation for 
newspaper advertising. We are, therefore, suggesting 
an appropriation of $125,000 for the two kinds .'making 

yefr? °f §298>000> or §105.000 more thin last 

The period to be covered by the newspaper and 
streeu car^.advertising can.be cut down and the expenditur. 
decreased, uo $100,000. If this amount should still be 

n "HI 5e better-to abandon street 

advertising1 alone!:' SPend a'”°Ut $6°’°00 f0r new**aP« ' 

Vevs truly yours. n 

Manager Advertising Department. ' 



With further reference to the matter of the pro- 
. posed allowance of a 6# discount for cash on Edison 

machines sold at retail, we wish to state that this 
proposition has received our most oareful consideration 
and we are of the opinion that for the heat interests of 
all our Jobbers and Dealers, a discount for cash, or 
otherwise, should not be permitted on retail sales of 
Edison Phonographs, or parts, Records or Blanks. 

The success of this company, and the consequent 
success of the business of our Jobbers and Dealers as a 
whole, has been due to the establishment and maintenance 

aL^°ne7.price syste?’ and u is °ur opinion that any 
deviation irom, or variation of the one-price system, 
would, in the end, prove prejudicial to the interests, 
not only of this company, but equally so to the business 
of our Jobbers and Dealers. 

We have, therefore, decided without any equivoca- 
tion whatever, that under no circumstances will we permit 
the allowance of a discount on retail sales of goods manu¬ 
factured or sold by this company. 

Yours very truly, 

President. 



I f I /wave a^cetter from Mr. Hibbard, in which he tells 

me tmat h of has JjiKe drawings out for a newbusiness phonograph 

fot use Jin MKnection with discs. I don’t .see what benefit this 

wiirSwbe^fe us. Before starting anythirg definitely about it, I 

Bhould like to discuss it with you, so see me in regard to it. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Sept. 14th, 

Mr. Gilmore• 

I thought it might' he interesting for you to know that 

it has taken me just four months and five days to design, get out 

drawings and build a complete model of the new Edison Business 

Phonograph. 

REGLI V E D 'j 

SRP 14 IB07 

ANS. 

OFFICE.] 

I also wish to state that I have drawings practically 

completed for a disc business phonograph with all the features of 

the present new machine. It has taken four days to get out these 

drawings, and as a disc business phonograph is entirely new, I 

thought it might prove some advantage to the company sometime in 

the future, as I was informed that the Columbia company had given 

this matter some thought. 

C. I. Hibbard. ' 



£^fCmnici Edison. 

NATIONAL PHONEEHAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

10 Fifth Avenue New York 

SEPTEMBER lfi-1907. 

llr. Wm, I?. Gilmore, President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Bear Sir ■ 

Orange, N. J. 

Herewith attached are several sheets showing the 

number of dealers signed through our jobbers,, which is complete up 

to gap tamherr 13th, 1907. 

This is being sent yon in accordance with your request of 

recent date. 

IiVR 

Yours very truly, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

A 
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Ackerman & Co., Scranton, Pa. 100) 
Andrews, W. D., Syracuse, N. Y. 320 
Andrews,, W. D., Buffalo, N. Y. 97' 
American Phono. Co., Detroit, Mich. 240 
American Phono. Co., Gloversville, N. Y. 146 
Asohbach, G. C., Allentown, Pa. 33 
Atlanta Phono. Co., Atlanta, Ga. 7,0 
Atwood,, P. M., Memphis, Tenn. 27/ 

BahsonBros., Chicago, Ill. 800 
Bacigalupii, Peter, San Prancisco, Cal. 461 
Ball-Pintze, Newark, 0. 291 
Bailey, Wn., New Orleans, la. 25 
Ball-Pintze, Cincinnati, 0. 34 
Bettini Phono. Co., New York City. 226 
Blackman Talking Mach. Co., New York City. 550 
Blackman, J. B., New York City. 36 
Bolway,. P. E., Oswego, N.Y. S3 
Boston Cycle & Sundry Co., Boston, Mass. 508! 
Buser, Prank, Helena, Mont. 60 

Clark-Horrocks, Utica, N.Y. 55 
Clayton Music Co., Salt lake City, Utah. 51 
Conroy Co., St. Louis, Mo. 109) 
©rosfcy,, S. 1., Bangor, Me . 122 
Cummings„ Shepherd & Co., Port Worth, Tex. 92 
Curtice Co., Ross P. Lincoln, Neh. . ’ 125: 

Davega, I., Jr., New York City. 
Davega, S. B., New York City. 
DePoreest & Son, New Castle, Pa. 
Deninger, E. J., Rochester, N.Y. 
Dernror Dry Goods Co., Denver, Colo. 
Douglas Phono. Co., New York City. 
Droop & Sons Co., E. P., Washington, D. C 
Dyer & Bros., W. J., St. Paul, Minn. 

155 
204 
129 

32 
102 
533 
210 
619) 
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-2- 

Early Music House, Et. Dodge,, Iowa. 
Early* Music House, Sioux City, Iowa. 
Eastern Talking Machine Co., Boston, Mass. 
Eclipse Musical Co., Cleveland, 0. 
Eclipse Ehono. Co., Hoboken, N. I. 
Edisonia Co., Newark, N. I. 
Elmira Arms Co., Elmira, N.Y.' 

E'erris. A. E., Utica, N. Y. 
Einch & Hahn, Albany, N. Y. 
Elint & Brickett, Springfield, Mass. 
Eorsyth & Davis, Kingston, N. Y. 
Poster,. J. A., Providence, R. I. 

105 
90 
63 

Graves & Co., Portland, Ore. • 150 
Grinnell Bros., Detroit, Mich. 158 

Hamburger, S. K., Harrisburg, Pa. 
Harrison, Win., Utica, N.Y. 
Haynes, C. B. & Co., Richmond, Va. 
Heppe, C. J. & Son, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Hext Music Co., Denver, Colo. 
Hayes Music Co., Toledo, 0. 
Harger & Blish, Dubuque, Iowa. 
Houck, 0. K., Little Rock, Ark. 
Houck,"0. Xf „‘Memphis, Tenn. 
Hopkins'Bros., Des Moines, Iowa. 
Hough,, Thos. ©., Minneapolis, Minn. 
Household Eur. Co., New Bedford, Mass. 
Household Eur. Co.„ Providence, R. X. 

Indiana Phono. Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 68 
International Cor. Schools, Scranton, Pa. 104 

Jacot Music Box Co., New York City. 231 
Jenkins, J, V. & Sons, Kansas City, Mo. 687 
Johnson, Iver Sptg-. Goods Co., Boston, Mass. 471 
Jbhnson, Iver Sptg. Goods Co., Eitchburg, Mass. 69 
Johnson, Iver Sptg. Goods Co., Worcester, Mass. .29 
Johnson, D. S., Seattle, Wash. 126 
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Kann, S. & Co., Washington, D. C, 37 
Kipp-Link Phono'. Co., Indianapolis, Ihd. 170 
Klein & Heffelman Co., Canton, 0. 218 
Knoxville Type. & Phono. Co., Knoxville, Tenn. 22 
Koehler & ChaBe, Oakland, Cal. 208 
Koehler & ChaBe, Seattle, Wash. 5; 
Koehler & Hinrichs, St. Paul, Minn. 189 

Lyons, Jas. I.,, Chicago, Ill. 216 
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, Ill. 1152 

Montenegro-Riehm Co., Louisville, Ky. 185 
Mackie Piano & Organ Co., Rochester, N. Y. 40 
Magruder & Co., Nashville, Tenn. 52 
McGreal Bros., Cincinnati, 0. 2 
McGreal, L. E., Milwaukee, Wls. 238! 
Minnesota Phono. Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 21 
Minnesota Phono. Co., St. Paul, Minn. 220 
Musical Echo Co.., Philadelphia, Pa. 34 
Myers,, W. A., Williamsport, Pa. 85 

Nashville Talk. Mach. Co., Nashville, Tenn. 16 
National Auto. Eire Alarm Co., New Orleans, La. 8:6 
Neal, Clark & Neal Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 43 
Nebraska Cycle Co., Omaha,- Neb. 435 
Niehaus & Dohse, Dayton, 0. 59 

0"Dea, James K., Paterson, N. J. 2S 
Omaha Bicycle Co., Omaha, Neb. 170 

Pardee-Ellenberger Co., New Haven, Conn. 313 
Penick, R. L., Montgomery, Ala. 22 
Penn Phono. Co., Philadelphia,-Pa. 260 
Peoria Phono. Co., Peoria, Ill. 30 
Phillips & Crew, Atlanta, Ga. 100 
Pittsburg Phono. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 190 
Pommer, A. J. Co., Sacramento, Cal. 149) 
Powers & Henry, Pittsburg, Pa. 185 
Proudfit Sptg. Goods Co., Ogden, Utah. 57 

Quincy Phono. Co., Quincy, Ill. 70 
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Rapko, Victor H., New York City. 
Reading Phono. Co., Reading, Pa. 
Bees Optical Co., San Antonio, Tex. 
Reynolds, W. H.,.Mobile, Ala. 
Rickard, J. A., Schenectady, N. Y. 
Regina Co., New York City. 
Robitaille, C., Quebec,, Canada. 
Rose,, John, Astoria,; N. Y. 
Ross & Son, W. H., Portland, Me. 

Seattergood Co., A. T., Providence, R. I. 20 
Samuels & Bros., J., Providence, R. 1. 89 
Schmelzer & Sons Arms Co., J. P., Kansas City, Mo.575 
Silverstone Talk. Mach. Co., St. louis, Mo. 28 
Sidles, H. E., Lincoln, Neb. 110 
Southern Cal. Music Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 167 
Southern Talk. Mach. Co., Dallas,- Tex. 95i 
Spokane Phono. Co., Spokane, Wash. 102 
Standard Talk. Mach. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 232 
Stoll Blank Book & Sta. Co., Trenton, N. J. 12 
Sykes,, John, Trenton, N. J. 5 

Talking Machine Co., Birmingham, Ala. 65 
Talking Machine Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 65 
Talking Machine Co., Rochester, N. Y. 72 
Texas Phono. Co., Houston,, Tex. 260 
Thorne, W. H. & Co., Ltd., St. John., Canada. 57 

Utica Cycle Co., Utica, 85 

Warick Co., John B.r Manchester, N. H. 112 
Vim Co., Chicago, Ill. 108 

Walz, W. 0. Co., El Paso, T'ex. 52 
Wahl,, A. B., Indianapolis, Ind. 90 
¥anamaker, John, Philadelphia, Pa. 20 
Wanamak&r, John, New York City. 11 
¥aitt & Co.„ M. W., Vancouver, Canada. 30 
Ward, Montgomery, Chicago, Ill. ;i 
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Wardell,, Thos., Lowell, Mass. 50 
Wells Phono. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 225; 
Whits!*, Perry B., Columbus, 0. 170 
Western Talking Machine Co., Philadelphia,' Pa. 170 
Western Talking Machine Co.,. St. Louis, Mo. 25 
Werner, Win., Easton, Pa. 35 
Weymann & Son, H. A., Philadelphia, Pa. 240 
Williams, R. S. & Sons Co.,, Toronto, Canada. 400 
Wels3, Alfred,, Hew York City. 46 
Wurlitaer Co., R., Chicago, 111. 38; 
Wurlitzer Co., R., Cincinnati, 0. 449 

Youmans,, Geo. R., Waycross, Ga. 
Youmans & Leete, Savannah, Ga. 

120 



I saw a copy of your new contract 

recently, and I think it is truly excellent arid most 

exhaustive, hut I note you have neglected to tell 

the Jobber and Dealer when he might wash his windows. 

Would you be good enough to mail me a. 

copy of this contract for my desk, as I shall no doubt 

wish to steal a number of ideas from it in the future? 

I shall, of course, be delighted to reciprocate at 

any time. 

Trusting this finds you well, happy, and 

prosperous, I beg to remain, 

Sincerely yours, » a 

o$Uu 

lfg/fh 



Messrs. Walker..MoChesney..Pelzer..Brovm..1 
Leonard. ,H. Miller. .Erost. Jiforan. .Leeminp'. 
Xreton..Weber..Aiken..Redfi&arn: 

W. L. Eckert..H. Eckert.. 
•Hird..Youmans..Baldwin.. 

Hereafter Mr. Timms, of the Commercial Department, will have 

charge of all Business Phonographs in use in the Office Building, 

and it will he his duty to see that they are kept in proper run¬ 

ning order, as well as to make any changes or repairs necessary 

on them. He will also attend to the collecting of dictated cylin¬ 

ders, Bupply shaved blanks etc. As some of the maohines now in 

use are perhaps not in good order, you will please permit Mr. Timms 

to examine the one you are using, and make any changes or repairs 

neoessary. You will also please arrange at once to dictate all 

letters, memos, and matters of other nature possible,to the Com¬ 

mercial Machine, instead of to a stenographer, as we desire to have 

all work of this kind transcribed in the department which we have 

fitted up for this purpose, thereby relieving the regular stenog¬ 

raphers of all the work possible. If there is any further infor¬ 

mation you desire in connection with the operating of the Commer¬ 

cial Machines, or the method of sending cylinders back and forth, 

having proper oarbon copies made etc., kindly consult Hither Ur. 

Timms or Mr. Hibbard. 

10/15/07. 

C. H. Wilson. 

Copies to' Messrs. Oilmore..Durand..Hibbard;.TimrnB. 



MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Mr. Osborne will hand you this letter which was 

dictated on a Phonograph at ray house, and you will understand 

for this reason that'I am not signing it. 

While I ara down to Atlantic City it oeourrs to 

me that you could greatly assist me by taking up a few 

matters which, under any consideration, would require 

your personal attention but which would appear much more 

natural for your attention under the circumstances that I 

am away. .. 

In.the first place the results of my experiments 

with .Mr. Hibbard's machine and the 'demonstration of the 

Graphophone at the Business Show in New York City leads 

me,to believe that a diaphragm of a larger size than the 

.present one we are using would probably bring better' results, 

and I-would like to seO this tried at-any rate,. Even if 

a new Phonograph was to be built;, we should try the new 

diaphragm on the present model machine so as to'have the 

diaphragms conform with.'any new model that we brought out 



MEMORANDUM 

COMMERCIAL. DEPARTMENT 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

Sheet' #2—Mr.- W. E. 6., Pres't. 10/21/7. 

to protect us from making too many changes from the old 

to the new machine. ' 

I would be greatly obliged if you will"take this 

mattor up with Mr. Weber, personally,' without reference to 

the writer. 

Another matter that has been on my mind to speak 

to you about for some time is the condition of our Training 

Dept, which was left on the.3rd fl.oor at 31 Union Square 

when we moved .to 10—5th Ave. I have talked with Mir. Pelzer 

several times about the bad condition of these old offices, 

and we have discussed improvements from time to time, but 

for some reason there has been Nothing done. The room should 

be fixed up very tastefully for these girls who visit us 

in.large numbers to learn about the Business Phonograph. 

We have representative stenographers from all the large 

offices visit us before plants are put in, and if we are 

not successful in impressing therewith the seriousness of 

our proposition and the general tidy appearance of our 

Training Bureau we are operating at a great .disadvantage”. 

I will be greatly obliged if you will take this matter up' 

in such a way as not to have it appear that I am making a 

complaint. 

Yours very truly,- 

Manager. 



-r*£ 

ART PRINTERS 

STATIONERS 

BINDERS 

TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN MARKET STREET 

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

Nov. 21st - 07. 

Mr. WM. E. Gilmore, 
Pres. Nat'l Phonograph Co., 

Orange, N. J. 
Dear Sir: 

At.your early convenience we would be 

pleased to confer with you regarding the making of a 

contract in renewal for the coming year, for the print¬ 

ing and stationery supplies for your companies. 

We would suggest the advisability of 

taking up this matter at this time in order to secure 

favorable contract prices for paper supply etc. 

Thanking you for your kindly con¬ 

sideration of our request, we remain. 

Very truly yours, 

THE ESf 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

10 Fifth Avenue, New York 

Our advertisement will appear in January Weekly publications 
and February Monthly Magazines as per the list below. ThiB only 
differs from our regular schedule in running single pages 
and in dropping Harper's, Century and Scribner's, to which 
Mr. Edison objected as being too high class for Phonograph 
advertising. 

Ainslee1s 
American Magazine 
Argosy 
Asso. Sunday Magazines 
Collier's 
Cosmopolitan 
Everybody's 
Ladies' Home Journal 
Ladies World 
Metropolitan 
Munsey's 
national 
Pacific 
Puck 
Red Book 
Review of Reviews 
Sat. Evening Post 
Woman's jrome Companion 
World To-Day 
Youth's Companion 

202.50 

450.00 
720.00 
362.88 

315.00 

153-.00 
72.25 

'47-. 25 
212.50 

405.00 
95.62 

504.00 
#3540’. 00 

354'. 00 

252.00 
300.00 

500'. 00 
1000.00 

200.00 
500.00 

225.00 
900.00 

§3877.00 

3894.00 
§7771.00' 

Very truly yourB, 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
Advertising Department, 

Manager, 
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e®£ EDISON PHONOGMPI 
Makes home the most entertaining spot on earth. You can give a 
dance with an Edison Phonograph, supply music at a reception, 
accompany a singer, entertain the children, break the ice at a party 
while away pleasantly a few hours when you are alone. 

Put it to the test. Go to the nearest Edison store and hear the 

thwrniwTT ?C!ller Play for y°u some of 
the NEW FEBRUARY RECORDS. (Out January 25th.) 

If you already own an Edison remember that to get the fullest 
enjoyment out of it you must keep up with the new records. 
Ask y ir dealer or w s for the new catalogue of Ediso 

10 nog ram, describing each Record i Phonographs, ____ 
detail; the Supplemental Catalogue, listing*9 the new February 
Kccords, and the Complete Catalogue, listing all Edison Records 
now in existence. Records in all foreign languages. 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Lake.ide Ay., Orange, N 
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National Phonograph Company Records 
Correspondence, Foreign (1907) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

marketing and supply of phonographs and cylinder records in Europe, India, 

Australia, Mexico, and elsewhere. Most of the items are letters to and from 

William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo. Some of the letters were written while 

Gilmore was in Europe in June and July. Other correspondents include Walter 

Stevens, manager of the Foreign Department; Thomas Graf, managing director 

of NPCo, Ltd., and the Edison Gesellschaft; and chemist Jonas W. Aylsworth. 

Among the items for 1907 are letters pertaining to prices and management, the 

condition of phonographs shipped to Europe, and the quality of records 

manufactured there. Also included are letters regarding a proposal to increase 

the capital of NPCo, Ltd.; the outfitting of a new record manufacturing plant near 

London; competition with Columbia and Victor; and ongoing litigation with Edison- 
Bell. 

Approximately 10 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are correspondence regarding weekly and monthly 

remittances and accounts, two reports on business conditions in India, and a 

financial report on the competing phonograph companies in Britain. 



J. B. Schermerhorn, B3q., Asst. Gen. Mgr., 

National Phonograph Co., 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

I have received your cable of the 5th, reading aa 

follows: 

"Aa per my letter December 19th, I think it would 
he advisable transfer Berlin factory to selling 
oompany immediately. Send the bills to me. Cable 
when mailed." 

and I cabled you to-day as follows: 

"Just returned Chicago. Invoice covering transfer 
Berlin factory plants goes.tomorrow*s steamer." 

Prom this you will understand that the delay in answering 

was due to my absence in Chicago. 

I'am enclosing herewith a bill amounting to $35,000.00, which 

is a little more than the actual account as shown on tho books 

at this date. The actual amounts are as follows: 

factory Plant, $19,443.57 
Wax Department, 12.742.22 

Total, $32,185.79.' 

Of course, these figures may vary somewhat from their boqkiv 

as the acoounts have not yet been finally agreed. I have there- 

fore deolded to make the amount a straight $35*000.00, subject to 

Sny adjustment that may be necessary later on. I had hoped that 



* 2. l/ll/07, J. R. Schermerhorn, 

we could await the final inventory as of December 31, 1906, in 

order that we could reach a balancing point and so have made the 

transfer absolute, plus whatever might be necessary subsequent 

thereto, but in view of your cable I have decided to send the 

bill at once. 

Youra very truly, 

rao/tw President, 



Adr. Tfilfigr, RANDOMLY-BHUXELLES 

National Pbooograpb 
TTsines de Bruxelles : 

NEW-YOHKN.Y.U 
GiXTA.1 XDXT HALAGB 

ORANGE N.J.U.S.A, 
^ BRUXELLES 

TELEPHONE 5569 

Brussels January I5th 1907 

Mr. Vf.y.. Gilmore 
President 

The National Phonograph Company 
0 R A U 0 E 

Bear Sir, 

X expected to he able to send you ere this the financial statements 

of our European plants for the fiscal year of 1906, hut due to Mr Bueh- 

lers visit to the Paris sales Department,, our books will he closed 

only on his return, or in approximatly 2 or 3 weeks, at which time I 

shall also forward you a general manufacturing statement of the various 

plants, shovnlng details of cost of records, moulds, amount of records 

manufactured, amount of records shipped, etc. 

The Brussels factory earnings would make a much better showing 

on our hooks, hut for the fact that records were invoiced at frs 0,50 

0.10) instead of Prs 0.70 (# 0.14) during the first 6 months of the 

year, the 3 to I London Sales Department exchange arrangments, which 

were charged against the factory account and amounts to a big item shows 

up to our disadvarfctage. The Brussels plant also supported 2 recording 

Department expanses, naraaly the London and Paris departments, at which 

the heaviest expenses are incurred. The Paris recording department 

expenditures alone amounted to Prs 70.000. 

Over 2 million records were shipped from Brussels during 1906, and 
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the average cost price of each record inclufllin^ all recording expenses/ 

cost of moulds, in fact inducting all purchases appearing on our 

hooks is frs 0.46 (# 0.091) and the actually sales price is 0.70 0.14) 
tHS- 

Nearly (I)million more records were shipped in 1906 than in the prece¬ 

ding yaer, which shows a marked progress in tJB sales. 

The cost of each mould manufactured at Brussels talent expenses 

not included is Frs 9.82 (0 1.96) and Including talent expenses 

frs 44.95 (0 8,99) each mould. 

The wax manufacturing cost is Fra 0.44 (0 0.09) per American pound. 

I am glad to advise that the British: records are also springing 

into favour for the past 4 months and the prorata of sales has considerah 

ly increased over the American selections. 

In order to develop our industry in Europe, there seems to he a 

developing department, in need, as there are many countries, at v/hich our 

industry is hardly known, such as Sweden, Norway, Danmark, Italy, Spain, 

Austria, Holland, Portugal, Switzerland, Algeria, Russia, etc, countries,, 

which are practically undeveloped and which undoubtedly if prpperly 

worked, would bring no mean addition to our sales and we should not 

wait to develop these countries until our competitors take a firm foot¬ 

hold. y 

The managers of our established sales departments can hardly be 

expected todo that work as they have their hand3 full in developing 

business in .their own country, therefor I suggest a special department, 

and I am certain that such a department would soon pay for itself.- 

In countries such as Holland, Switzerland, Algeria; Spain; Austria 

and ^taly, no more selections jjeed to be recorded, as our French, German 
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Spanish and Ttalian Catalogue would suffice. 

Hoping to soon have the pleasure of seeing a department such 

roughly above outlined, I beg to remain 



X enclose you herewith copy of letter whioh X have written 

to Mr. Miller, and as indicated therein you are going to have the 

same trouble in America that we have had here if we can be guided 

by the 72 records from the March list that were sent us. If you 

do get into it you have my sympathy. I am getting be.tohes of 

letters daily complaining and stating that they have discontinued 

purchasing our records, and the decided decrease in the sales is 

quite conclusive evidence that these statements are not over- 

dravm. These letters come;not only from users but from dealers as 

well. The factors are 'writing us, but of course are compelled to 

continue ordering although they are ordering in decidedly reduced 

quantities. 

I shall probably be compelled to tell Riehl to discontinue 

the use of ebonite unless America can cable some positive remedy. 

I was beginning to fear that Riehl was not properly making 

the wax, or possibly that there was some carelessness in the 

manufacture but the fact that Amerioan records turn out in the 

seme way has catised me for- the mtment at least to banish that, 

idea. If, however, you feel that. Riehl is overlooking something, 



or, in other words, that you are not having serious difficulties 

in America then I would again recommend that some-one who is thor¬ 

oughly oonversant with the manufacture of the wax, as well as the 

manufacture of the records, he sent here, preferably, of course, 

Mr. Dodd, who I believe is thoroughly conversant v/ith each and 

every operation. 

I can only say to you that if the trouble continues for 

much longer we v/ill have received such a set-baclc that I fear it 

will take a long while to recover if we ever do. Having the 

trouble with the records in addition to complaints regarding 

machines haB not increased the standing of our product. 

Tours very truly, 

. 
Chairman of Directors. 

j.r.s.A.d. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

February 6th, 1907. 

Walter Miller, Esa., 
79, Fifth Avenue, 

Now York. 

Dear Sir, 

The trouble which we havo had duo to rooordo wearing out 

auiokly hao not boon ovoroome. 

Wo have recently cent out our February list and oomplainte 

continue to oome in. I havo had 3ome wear testo made here, and I 

find that many of the rooordo begin to wear after being reproduced 

from 15 to 20 times., and they wear in the same manner as the 

eamples which X sent you. 

Wo yesterday received throe different samples of the 

American March supplement and have started a wear test on them. 

The first record that I tried was No. 9482 “The Uhlan'3 Call". I 

had previously tested the Brussels-made record which showed signs 

of wear after 15 reproductions, and was very badly worn after 50 

reproductions. The Amerioan rooord acted in almost identically 

the same manner, that is, after being reproduced 19 times there 

wore dlstinot Bigns of wear, pieces had chipped out, and tho sur¬ 

face underneath was the peculiar bright brown colour. 

Now it is very evident that tho material of which this rooord 

was made must have been almost practically identical to that used 

by Riehl, and insomuch as wo are having so many oomple.lnts here 
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It- occurs to mo that the conditions cannot he otherwise in 

.America. 

It alBO further occurs to me that in making tho wax from which 

this particular record was made, the hard ebonite concerning which 

you wrote Riohl was usod, thereby oausing it to wear unsatisfactori¬ 

ly, wheroas if this is tho first lot of this now material that you 

have usod America may not have experienced tho difficulties that 

have confronted us. 

At any rato over hero tho situation is serious. We have had 

thousands of reoordo retumod, and thero are thousands yet to oomo 

back which have boon'retumod to doalers and factors, end more 

unfortunate still is tho fact that wo do not know how many records 

may bo in the stock of dealers, factors, this office, and tho 

faotory that will prove unsatisfactory. 

Since starting to dictate tho above I have considered it 

expedient to cable America and have oabled as follows 

"ZYMOTIC NEW YORK MII.TJ2R American March Semples 
"have same d.ofeot Brussels Bollings (Samples sent) you" 

which cable I trust will be perfectly clear. 

Riehl does not seem to bo able to discover the cause of tho 

trouble. It has been suggested to me that thore may be sulphur in 

some of tho ingredients, and that if such i3 the fact sulphur would 

produce this result. Firstly, because, naturally, sulphur rises to 

the ourfa.ee of the record, and secondly, because tho friction 

oaused in reproducing the record would create static electricity 

which would cause the oulphur to rise to the sirfaoo, thereby dis¬ 

integrating tho texture of the material. 

I have taken a number of these defective records to an 
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Analytical Chomist who is to report thoreon, and I would suggest 

that immediate touts he made in America to the end of discovering 

vhioh particular ingredient, io rOBponslhle for the defect, although 

I am quite satisfied it roots entirely v/ith the ebonite. 

host important, however, io - What ia to he done to overcome 

tho difficulty? So far aB X oan remember when oamauba was used 

results vrere eatiofaotory, therefore would it not he wise to revort 

to its use? 

I am also Disking wear toots of records of other makes, but 

these have not ao yot been concluded, although they may be in time 

to advise you of tho results by this mail. 

If you have learnt anything please cable mo insomuch ao if 

we a,re to retain any of our business radical improvements must bo 

effected at once. Innumerable dealers have discontinued purchasing 

our records, and factors* orders have consequently very materially 

decreased. 

Yours very truly, 

Chairman of Directors. 

J.R.S./L.D. 

W.2.G. 



fear Sir, • . 
carbon copy fk* <$ Oryu^zK 

I herewith enclose) a^letter written by Mr. Marks tp youJAnkgs by 

mistake was sent to Ip: Teighton of Leeds and Relieve you have Mr 

feightons, I should be exceedingly obliged if-you will destroy this. 

Yours faithfully. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

J 

Eebruary Oth, 7. 

V/. 2. Gilmore Esq., 
national Phonograph Company, 

Orange, M.J., U.S.A. 

Pear Mr. Gilmore, 

I have seen from the hooks at Clerkenvrell Hoad that my sur¬ 

mise as to the growth of our machine sales with a lack of correspond¬ 

ing growth of record sales in this country during 190S, is confirmed. 

V/e sold in 1905, 34180' Machines and 1,343,426 Records, and 

in 1906, 56,089 Machines and 1,746, 352 Records. 'Thile other mak¬ 

ers* Records are being largely sold it is clear they are taking the- 

place of those we should sell with our machines. 

Shore are a large number of other make machines being sold 

in this country ana there are, as X have already reported, far more 

Records being sold by others at l/- each than we are selling. There 

is a colonial trade we do not get that other makers arc enjoying. Our 

Record iff reduced to l/- would mean that we should sell three times 

as many I em persuaded, &s we should not increase the dead charges on 

the manufacture by increasing the number made wo should get far more 

profit than now, even by reducing the price to l/-, and v/e should 

sweep the market as the public can be made to prefer the "Genuine 

Edison" if it is not too dear. 

An English manufacture would bo lest and I am obliged to 
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W. E. Gilmore Esq. 2. 

mention this fact again as I had to again appear before the Income 

Tax Assessor yesterday to meet a report that has been sent to the 

authorities that we are making a profit in America and not paying 

proper Income Tax on the goods sent for sale to this country by a 

"branch office called a separate and distinct Company". I argued 

pretty strongly against this and said we had notMjrg to do with pro¬ 

fits made in U.S.A., any more than any other firm of merchants who 

bought foreign made goods. I beliebe Edison Bell have started that 

inquisition but I think wo shall come out properly. 

It is only another argument in favour of meeting the preju¬ 

dice which certainly exists today against certain foreign made-goods, 

by starting a proper business here on the lines I have perhaps too 

often suggested to you. 

Pardon my reiteratingpthe point, but I feel bound to tell 

you my convictions when I see how others get what we ought to have. 

Yours faithfully, 



[FROM WALTER H. MILLER] 

-~7T)a. 

CVV^ q C{ 

Mr. J. R. Schermerhorn, 
London, England. 

February 19, 1907. 

Since receipt, of your cable of Eebruelpr 6th, stating that 
our March samples had the same defects as the atopies which you have 
sent us, I have made several wear tests on the l%rch Supplement, and 
the results of these tests have turned out quite satisfactory with 
one exception. X reproduced 4 or 5 different reofrds among which 
was "The Uhlan's Call," which you stated in your letter of February 
6th, showed wear at 15.reproductions. This latten selection wa3 
reproduced 80 times and the wear was hardly perceptible, but the 
exception I speak of above was a Xylophone solo, H o. 9493. This 
showed signs of wear at 25 reproductions, and it had a reddish look 
that was easily visible without the aid of a miorOsoopo, but it was 
in no way as bad as the samples which you have sent ub. 

I have referred your cable and also the samples to Mr. 
Aylsworth and Mr. Dodd, and I had a long conference with them 
yesterday afternoon, and made experiments for you last night until 
XI o’oloclc, 

The difficulty we are having is to produce the same 
resuits that you are getting, that is, to have the moulded records 
show the same kind of wear producing the reddish tinge where the 
reproducer has worn the record. Of all the various tests we have 
made, moulding in different ways and different combinations, we 
have been unable to produce this reddish effect, with the 
exception of the Xylophone record mentioned above. 

.. . .. . 1 have advanced the theory to Messrs. Aylsworth and Dodd 
that it is strictly a moulding condition and not the wax that 
causes this defect, as in samples you have sent, X find that on one ' 
half of the cylinder the wear has shown red, while on a portion of 
the other half, where the dents are equally as deep, the wear is 
very slight and does not show red. It seems to me that this is 
positive proof that there is some defoot, in the process of 
moulding. We are today making some records and are using the water 
in the extracting jacket very cold to see if this second ohill, 
which the reoord would got under this condition, would chill the 
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record bo that it produces the extra hardened, thin soalo which iB 
quite evident is the trouble. I will write you the result of this 
experiment by the next, steamer. 

It is also ray opinon that if the wear on the records was 
not so visible by turning this roddiah color your complaints would 
not be so numerous. As you know, if a record ia slightly worn and 
can be seen plainly the party using it will, no doubt, think it 
sounds worse than it really does. I brought up this point to Kr. 
Aylaworth and ho recommended that v/e add lamp blaok, and v/o find 
that it improves the wear of the record considerably. In the 
several tests we have made you oan get at least 20 more reproduc¬ 
tions out of a cylinder doped with lamp black, and v/o think that 
at the same time this will assist in keeping down the reddiBh color 
which ia produced by wear. The lamp black should be added in 
proportions of 4 pounds to 150 ebonite. 

Your letter giving the analysis of the wax has been 
received by Mr. Gilmore and referred to Mr. Aylsworth in regard to 
the sulphur which you say exists in the surfaoo of the cylinder. Mr. 
Aylsworth seems to be rather doubtful as to the truth of thi3 
condition, but is considering it and may make further analysis on 
the same subject. 

In regard to your reference to doing away with ebonite 
and using carnauv*.would say that our tests have shown that oarnautux. 
does not v/ear nearly as well as the composition we are now using. 
However, in summing up the whole situation I think the best thing 
to do at the present time is to have Mr. Reihl add the lamp blaok 
in the proportions given you, which will certainly do no harm to 
the composition and will give better wearing results, and at the 
same time have him look into his extracting Jackets and see if they 
have not been running them entirely too oold, as the v/ater during 
the winter would be much ooldor than it, would be in summer if he 
is pumping it out of that oanal, which I think he makes a praotice 
of doing. 

I will send a copy of this letter to Mr. Reihl in order 
to save time, and if I find that our test of extracting with oold 
jackets produces the inferior results I will cable, and you will 
receive it before this letter. 

Yours very truly, 

Mgr. Recording Department. 

V/HM/fcTR. 



■«-.« n.j, u.s.a. NATIONAL PHDNQERAPH CO. LTD. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

5 , CLERKENWELL ROAD. 

February 19th, 1907. 

V/. E. Gilmore, Esq.., 
Orange, New Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

As our ’weekly reports -will show the sale of machines has 

been praotically nothing for the last three weeks, and from what 

I can learn while there has been a falling-off in the business as 

a whole our sales have suffered particularly due to the machines 

being unsatisfactory, concerning which I have written you on 

several occasions. 

The "Gem", of course, is the one that has excited the most 

criticism, and I pointed out the defects. 

The "Standard" has suffered because of bad assembling and 

being noisy. _ _ _ 

V/e have a considerable 3tock of machines here, and unless there 

is a decided improvement we will not require any from America for 

some time to come. 

I would strongly recommend that no more of the old style 

"Gem" maohines be sent here, that is, that immediate arrangements 

be made to correct the principal defect which is in the winding 

ratchet and pawl. 

I sent. Mr. Yfeber a sample of the way one of our factors is 

correcting the defects, and there is no reason why a somev/hat 



similar simple method cannot he adopted at Orange, and this could 

he put into effect without in any way interfering with the production 

So far as "Standards" are concerned it is simply a matter of 

proper inspection and proper assembling. Inherently they are all 

right. 

The same remarks would apply to the other European offices 

and without a doubt to the American trade insomuch as you must have 

had criticisms there in view of the very unsatisfactory impression 

made here. 



[FROM JONAS W. AYLSWORTH] 

Mr. W. 2. Gilmore: 

Regarding the trouble they are having with the 

wear of records in Europe, Mr. Miller in his latter has told you 

of the tilings that we went over together; but since seeing him 1 

have thought of the following, and believe Mr. Schermerhorn should 

be advised of these points as well. 

While 1 do not believe that the sulphur as found by the 

chemical examination made by Mr. E. P. Harrison of London accounts 

for the trouble, yet it strikes jbo that the amount he found is 

very large, and if correct might indicate the source of trouble, 

though in a different manner from that which he indicated. I 

would euggest that the investigations in this respect proceed 

with the particular ebonite that Mr. Riohl i3 using; but before 

waiting for these results I would suggest that Mr. Hiehl increase 

the amount of precipitated copper used in treating the ebonite to 

remove the sulphur, to say double what he now uses, and, whether 

there is more sulphur or not, it will not hurt the product. It 

impossible that there may be sulphur compounds in the material ' 

are not ^B^Kilf*with the wax and that possibly float on the - 

surface, so that when a mould Is dipped in the wax any of these 

products which might be on the surface would naturally coat the 

mould first; or, in other words, there would form on the inner 

surface of the mould, a thin shell, which X can readily imagine 

would peel off or scale off in the'manner observed in these 

defective records. These records seem to be softer than our pro¬ 

duct and it is possible that some such effect as this is taking place, 

ALso, in remelting one of those records I noticed a considerable 

amount of fcothing or foaming took place, which indicates that the 

material is not cooked^e^r^ttgh”, a?|>ossibly, that it has attracted 



(a) 

Borne moisture since the record was caat. Possibly he 1b running 

into a grade of ebonite different from that we are using, which 

may take considerable longer cooking to bring the same result. 

1 would also suggest that the stearic acid Riehl is using 

be tested for percent, of oleic acid or iso-oleic acid, and if 

over 5/ is found of the two together or of either one separately 

that a better grade be used in place of the one containing the 

excessive oleio. Too much oleic acid in the stoario would make 

the composition softer and give impaired wear, and it also is 

dangerous from the tendency to attract moisture. 

1 believe the bast plan to overcome the troubled is to do 

all of these things, both what I have suggested and what Mr'. 

Miller has written, and we will be pretty sure to hit it right 

in 3ome of them. 

I intend to investigate this matter further, and anything 

more that 1 find out I will communicate to you promptly. 

2/20/07. 



[FROM PETER WEBER] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

.... ... Feb; 22,' 1907. 

Mr. J. R. Sohemerhorn, 
Rational Phonograph Co. ltd., 

London, 
Eng. ■ 

Dear Sir:- s’ 

We beg to advise that we have received the Excel¬ 
sior machine and find it to be a vary fine little ma¬ 
chine. 

As regards the Gem, we have given this a great 
deal of attention and have made some changes, which 
we believe will make a better machine out of it than fee 
Excelsior. , In the first place, we have designed a new 
pawl with a double tooth, arranged ro that as soon as 
the pawl engages with the ratchet, it will draw in. 
We have also made arrangements so that the gears of the 
winding shaft will be in mesh during winding without 
maintaining an inward pressure on the crank. This is 
accomplished by cutting a recess 1/64" deep on the end 
of the winding■shaft, this recess forming a bearing in 
the hole of the body after the crank is pushed in and 
the slight shoulder of the recess holds the shaft in 
place; and as soon as the hand is taken from the crank 
the shaft will center itself in the center of the body 
and the spring will push it back. 

We found that the tension of the spring was stiff- 
er than necessary, requiring a great deal of pressure 
to hold the shaft in place during winding, which no doubt 
was the cause of the gear's getting out of place,or 
rather out of mesh during the' winding and placing exces¬ 
sive strain on tho pawl and ratchet. With this provis¬ 
ion in the winding shaft and the new pawl, we have ov¬ 
ercome the chief trouble. . . 

The next point is the noise, and we are now making 
a^.fibre 9ear> which will make the Gem as -qUiet as any 
of the other machines. The first machine, which we havo 
assembled with this gear, is really more quiet th® the 
excelsior and with our latest diaphragm the reproduction 
is far ahead of the Excelsior machine. Until we get 
the fibre gears out, we are equipping machines with 
the old brass gears and special care is being taken that 

fai?lyrqnietPerl3r fitted and drawn perfectly true and 

n0I 6£e die for 6,1(5 new Pawl and expect 
to have it ready within.two or three weeks. In the mean- - 
time, we will use the old pawl with a good spring prop- 

winding&|ear ^ th° PaWl studs wil1 be driven in tte ' 

r We found that on most/of the pawls, which have 

nushadaintnUfnfle thS ?aat 6w0 Months, the studs were 

£ ttfrl?S"heM°,ly *h* *•!»»*“. 



For tha past two weeks we have not assembled one 
single Gera raaohinebut have taken them from stock and 
stripped them, reassembling the same with new winding 
shafts, with new pawl studs and new pawls and springs. 
We have also put in new gears, where the machines were 
found to be noisy. 

Another thing we have done is that.we haVe made 
the pawl stud 1/32" larger in diameter to allow for • 
larger shoulder and the part, which goeH through the 
winding gear , is made heavier so as to make a Rood 
driving fit. ° 

I have instructed Mr. Hird to ship you one hundred 
(100) of these machines to replace some of the old de-' 
feotive ones and I think.:that you might as well retii'rn 
a lot of the machines, that you have in stook or that 
may have been returned to you so we may change them ov- 

I am sending you one of these Gem machines and 
winding shaft, which has'a recess exit Cut, and also 

spring shaft equipped with a new pawl. This machine 
is exactly the same as the 100 machines we will send, 
and is as we shall make them for a short time. The 
spring shaft has the.new pawl, whioh we expect to nut 

• i'tthin tke next three or four weeks, or possibly 
within two weeks; and just as soon as we can turn them 
out we shall replace the old pawls. 

In replacing the pawls it wili be necessarv to 
furnish a new stud, and, with a slight increase'in the 
diameter of that part which goes into the. winding gear 
it can easily be fitted; in fact- these pawl studs should 
be agood driving fit. This part is also made longer so 
as to form a good strong riyat head. 

I am also sending you one Gem fitted with the fibre 
gear and new pawl; in fact, the machine is a model as 
we intend to make it in the futxire- just as soon as we ' 
can manufacture these fibre gears. You will note that 
!VotPR?LvP=w?S“ade of spring wire in place of the 
flat stock and it will hold out as long as the machine 
ltseif. Kindly examihe this machine, test it and let 
me have your opinion. 

Yours very truly, 

bia^t nr ^at we find a tendency to 
SvfseSt over Jr PfJhS Frenoh records, that you nave sent over, and would suggest that vou ado-nt the ' 

ppigsiiisis- 
“ th~ '“•s&sszsz?. 



PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 

Mr. J. R. S. #2- 

)b. 22, 1907. 

The idea is to give Mr. Killer reproducers, which have 
a slight tendency to blast so that his reproducers will 
hold every part of the Master; and then we shall have 
no difficulty to adjust1 our reproducers to hold all re¬ 
cords. . 

In carrying on our experiments with copper diaphragms 
we have found that when we have a reproducer of very good 
tone quality it would blast on either a very high note 
of a selection, or on a very low note; and a peculiar . 
thing about this■is that a stiff or sharp diaphragm will 
hold a very high note that has the tendency to blast; and 
a very sensitive diaphragm which has a good, full tone, 
will blast on a high note but will hold on a very low 
base note. 

For example, we have during the past few months 
..tested all. of our diaphragms, to hold ..on die very high 

notes o_f Selection #9400, using the regular 14" horn. 
A very large, percentage of these same reproducers would 
blast on the low notes of Selection #9418 ( Cello- Simple 
Confession ). 

Selection $9400 has been made over' so as to relieve 
us of adjusting every reproducer, which we make, to 

two or throe very high notes that have been badlv reoord- 
.od and thereby spoiling, the tone quality of all other 
selections. 

Of course it must be admitted that the first dia¬ 
phragms we made were too sensitive, and therefore not 
-satisfactory; neither was the diaphragm from the last 

®» which we made, 0«X. , although it did give much 
better results and satisfaction. The diaphragms in the 
tV:? (2) reproducers we are sanding you with the two (2) 
Moael Ggm Machines are made with our new die. This dia¬ 
phragm has the outer edge turned up and.is held between 
.the rubber cushions in auch a manner that we can make 
the tension more or less by adjusting the clamping ring. 
, . We “°w are fitting up a Testing Room; which will 
be free from all noise, and are locating it on the 5th 
Floor of Concrete Bldg. #17, where we can tone up every 
reproducer by means of the clamping ring. 

^ believe that it would be a good idea if you would 
hand over some of these reproducers to your Recording 
Department to be used in testing records for blast; and 
whrie i am suggesting this, it has oooured to me that 
it would be well to send you one half dozen of these 
reproducers with the two (2) Gera Machines and the winding 
ana sprang shaft. ° 

■'•n ®10 future we are going to make the 
,seats .in the reproducer cups a little wider, and also 

iOWO? edfe °f the eloping ring wider to give 
4ilts-L^arin? t0 Jhe^iaphraem. As you will note 
this-diaphragm is made in such a way that the lower 
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side will have a hearing about 1/16" in from the o,uter 
edge, and the upper side has this bearing on the extreme 
outer edge. In this way we can get any desired tension 
on the diaphragm by turning the clamping ring more or 
less. 

Yours very truly, 

PW/CJM 

Gen. gupt. 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH ,-p 

April 10, 1907. 

Thomas A. Edison, Esq., 

Port Myers, Elorida. 

Dear Mr. Edison: 

1 Some little time ago I received a personal letter 
from Mr. Sohermerhorn, dated Eeb. 23rd, which 1 enclose you here¬ 
with. X did not answer it for some time after its receipt, inas¬ 
much as I wanted to consider the proposition, and then when X 
learned that Mr. Buehler was returning I decided not to send it 
along to you until X had had an opportunity of discussing the 
European situation fully with him. Air. Buehler got baok from 
Europe a week ago' laBt Saturday, or March 30th, and of course I 
have not had an opportunity to talk to him until the last day or 

two, as I have been South and did not return until Monday. 

The faot of the matter is that the situation, in the British 
Isles particularly, is becoming quite grave, and the oompeition 
of the Edison-Bell and Sterling Companies, who have had on the 
market for a long time past reoords that sell for one shilling, 
or 25 oentB U. S. currency, is cutting into our business materially. 
In addition to this, as you will remember, each of these companies 
lengthened their records, and they have used it as a good talking 
point and naturally increased their business. In addition to 
this the Edison-Bell have materially improved their product, and 
of course, as you are well aware, the difference in price figures 
very very materially with the English public. Our prioe to the , 
public, as you will remember, is 1 s. 6 d., or praotioally 3®,3"]■£ 

cents U. S. ourrenoy, and- our price to dealers is one shilling, 
or praotioally 25 cents U. S. currency, and to the Jobber nine 
pence, or practically 18 cents U. S. currenoy. The Edison-Bell 
sell to dealers at 7 penoe, or praotioally 14 cents U. S. ourrenoy, 

Aso you will see that in handling our records the dealer makes 
6 pence, or 12 1/2 cents U. S’, ourrenoy} on the Edison-Bell he. 
makes 6 penoe, or 10 U. S. currency and on the Sterling 4 
penoe, or 8 oents U. S. ourrenoy, and the Jobber makes 3 penoe 
on our reoord, or practically 6 cents U. 8. ourrenoy, 2 pence or 
4 l/2 cents U. S. ourrenoy on Edison-Bell and2penoe, or praoti¬ 
oally. 4 oents U. S. ourrenoy on Sterling. 

Mow it seems to be the opinion of Messrs. Sohermerhorn, Graf 
and Buehler that in order to turn the trade in our favor we have 
got to meet the lower prices of the Edison-Bell Co., as if we do 
so we will get all the trade coming back to us, to their detriment, 
for it is acknowledged by the trade generally that our reoords are 
superior both as to rendition and manufacture, in.faot, better all 

around. As Mr. Buehler explains it, the masses in England are 
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poor as a whole, and whenTI€fie^ FSlSS°&3^PhblfiP^AE!lison-Bell records 
for 75 oonts, whereas it costs them 75 cents for two of our records, 
they can only see the number and price, without regard to quality, 
merit or anything else. 

On the other hand, Mr. Graf feels that it is not at all 
necessary to cut prices on the Continent; in fact, he is very much 
opposed to reducing prioeB in Germany, and 1 presume that the same 
romarlcs would apply elsewhere on the Continent. It is a question 
whether wo will ship any of the English records abroad at any rate, 
other than instrumental pieces, a3 of course the vocal records 
vjould not go on tho Continent. 

The next question is, how are we going to handle it? At the 
present time the factory at Brussels is charging the National Co., 
London, 7 pence, or practically 14 cents f.o.b. London for their 
records, and if we reduce the price naturally we have got to sell 
to jobbers at 6 pence, or 12 1/2 cents. Now the records co3t the 
Brussels factory, with general expense added, a little over 8 
cents per record, delivered in London, and the difference between 
this price and the price to factors would therefore be 4 1/2 cents. 
Of course it is impossible to operate the Brussels factory except 
at a profit. The output of the Brussels factory for the fiscal 
year ending December 31, 1906, was practically 2,000,000 records, 

and their gross output for the entire year could be made 4,000,000 
at least, so that if they only turn out 2,000,000 per year and 
receive 10 cents for the records thev should make, with a profit 
of 2 cents, $40,000.00, leaving 2 l/2 cents as the profit to the 
London office for the sales that they make to factors. You, of 
course, understand that the bulk of the business of the National 
Co., Ltd., London, iB with factors, but even at that they would 
nrnVp on the sale of 2,000,000 reoords a gross profit of $50,000, 
and there is no question but that they could double this if tho 
price was reduced to one shilling. 

In thinking over this proposition I have in mind the new 
200-thread record that wc will put on the market some time during 
the year and which will, of course, supersede the present record 
eventually. 

Then again, if we do reduc’d the ’price' to one ~shi-lling in the 
British Isles, it will be a terrific blow to our competitors, so 
this wants to be considered very carefully. Under the present 
scale of prices London purchases these reoords, as I have 3tated 
above, at practically 14 cents f.o.b. London from the Brussels 
factory, and they sell to factors at 9 pence, or 18 cents, a profit 
of 4 cents. They sold the last calendar year a total of 1,740,000 
reoords, at a gross profit of §69,600.00. Now if they could 
double their sales to, say 3,500,000 records at 2 1/2 cents gross 
profit, the gross profits would be §87,500.00, and we would keep 
the factories going continuously as vrell ns keep the working force 
going continuously in the selling end of the business, so that it 
is not a bad proposition. Then the most vital thing we have got 
to t.VMnk of is that with this increased production it is natural 
that the cost of the records to Brussels will be considerably less. 
The records are costing us here in the United StateB §8.39 per 100, 
packed and delivered, or in other words, this §8.39 is Labor and 
Material plus General Expense. Therefore, with cheaper labor 
Brussels should do better than the price of 8 cents that I have 
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mentioned above. Of coM§Nth«rH8SI8Gfmi£P^pfiJlS.t we must further 
consider is the shipment of these records into other English 
territory, such as Australia. The last letters that we had from 
our nan there were to the effect that the novelty of the long 
record turned out by the Sterling Co. had not been found to be 
such an important factor, and their business was decreasing rather 
than increasing. On the other hand, we must consider our English 
business as a whole, and there is food for thought. 

Another important subject to be considered, and on which Mr. 
Schermcrhorn wants Instructions, is the question of moving the 
Brussels plant into England adjacent to London, which subject has 
already been brought up and discussed by us on several different 
occasions. 

I am also advised by Mr. Buehler that our facilities in 
Berlin are not sufficient, and that is a question that must be 
taken up and decided, and it is a grave question as to whether we 
do not want to purchase our own plant, rather than rent. However, 
this must be decided after wo look over the situation. 

Another question that must be decided, and that'at onoe, is 
our going into other territory such as Austria and Russia, to 
say nothing of Norway, Sweden and othor countries which you and I 
have discussed from time to time in the past. 

Another subject that will require careful consideration and 
immediate attention is the Kinetoscope and Film business, which Mr. 
Buehler informs me has been growing in leaps and bounds, not only 
in Germany but all over Europe, and wo are getting mighty little 
of it. We have got to establish a plant. The little side shows 
are as numerous, or even more numerousiin the principal cities 
of Germany and France than they are with us, and we are getting 
little, if any, of the business, simply due to the delay that 
ensues in getting goods into Germany. 

Mr. Buehler has brought back with him a summary of the European 
business for the fiscal year ending December 31, 1906, and the net 
profits and losses are as follows: 

PROFITS ;-——-r.-— 

London, $22,943.94 
Berlin Sales Dept., 14,603.43 
Berlin Factory, 40,661.81 
Brussels Record Factory, 55,093.66 
Brussels Wax Factory, 21,896.83 

Total, $156,198.67 

LOSSES 

Paris Sales Dept. $20,938.85 
Paris Factory Dept. 1.772.83 

Total, 32.711.68 

Net manufacturing and selling profits, $132,486.99. 
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In explanation of flhWoNErffi0B02eRWaxcpMe*!ary" account, would 
say that this is kept separate, the wax being sold to the Brussels 
and Berlin factory plants at a profit. 

In addition to the above, there is something like §25,000.00 
in profits to which the various plants are entitled, as dpTing 
the first part of the year all records were charged to Orange, and 
subsequently charged out to the different Selling Departments or 
factory Accounts by us here at a profit, which naturally belongs 
to the faototie3 abroad. Then against this $132,486.99 above 
mentioned is a oertain amount of depreciation, with which I will 
not burden you in this letter but which can be explained when you 
get back. 

Bow this is not a bad showing, when you come to consider the 
previous years, which, as you will remember, shov/ed losses. We 
are beginning to realise that we have got to put all the Plants, 
Selling Departments and everything else on their awn feet, and of 
course the Paris end needs considerable up-building. As to Y/hether 
they are going to show a profit this year is problematical. They 
are starting off considerably hotter than they did under the 
Kaltenecker regime, but nevertheless they need some help there, 
advice and some other strong things to bring this business up to 
a profitable basis. 

How I suppose you have been thinking while reading all this 
that Gilmore has got something in mind. Well I have. I do not 

3ce but that I have got to go to Europe so as to study over the 
situation and decide what is to be done. There is no reason why 
I cannot do the trip inside of eight weekB, and of course I can 
arrange matters in such a way that everybody will come' to me in 
London, prepared to go into all and everything. 

I should not have written you so fully and bothered you with " 
this situation, but inasmuch as Hr. Weber tells me you are not 
coming back until the end of the month I want you to give it con¬ 
siderable thought, and then after you have made up your mind as 

to what you think ought to be done, telegraph me your opinion, 
as of course I have got to arrange everything in good shape here 
before I leave, and I want to cable Mr.'Schermerhorn as soon as 
possible so that he will know I am coming. I do not intend, of 
course, to go over until you get back, but I want to make all 
iny arrangements so as to leave as early in May as: I can, if I am 
going at all. I do not see but that everything v/ill run along 
smoothly here for that period of time, and further them this, it 
seems to me that I ought to spend a little time with' Mr. Graf at any 
rate, so as to give him my opinion as to how he ought to do 
things. He wants some help the same as anybody else, and they 
all seem to want to get it from headquarters. 

Let me hear from you just as soon as you conveniently can. 

Yours very truly, 
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FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 
OF THE 

NATIONAL PHONDEHAPH CO. 

EDISON MANUFACTURING DO. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CD. 

Mr. W. E, Gilmore, President, 

National Phonograph. Co., 

Orange, IT. J. 

Dear Sir:- 

I desire to call your• attention to conditions now exists 

ing in India, and beg to submit the following;- 

Our business in India during the year 19Q5 was $44,145,95; 

in 1906 it dropped to $13,836.91, showing a loss for that year of 

$30,309.04. Nearly one half of this business was done by our 

principal jobbers in Bombay, Messrs. Valabhdas, haJchmidas & Company, 

and their business dropped from $18,652, in 1905, to $7,844. during 

the year 1906. 

Naturally, when I found this business falling off, I 

set about to ascertain the cause. Por several years the only 

things we could offer the Indian trade were our phonographs and 

Records of instrumental and vocal music made in the States. We 

were, however, on an equal footing with our competitors, in this 

respect. 

In order to supply the demand for Records of native in- 
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strumental and vocal music, our principal jokers and dealers in 

India purchased our Blanks in large quantities, and made their own 

native Becords. Duplicates were then made, and supplied to the 

trade. The finished product was very crude, indeed, as was proved 

hy some of the samples forwarded to us. 

In the past year, however, conditions have changed very 

materially. The Gramophone Typewriter & Talking Machine Qompany 

of London, and the Beka Company of Berlin, have sent their experts 

to India, and recorded a large number of selections; and our lar¬ 

gest Jobbers, Messrs, Valabhdas, Lakhmidas & Co., Bombay, have been 

appointed agents by both theBe Companies. 

Other Talking Machine Companies are about sending their 

people into this territory, to take native Becords, and I believe 

that if we are to do anything at all in the way of business in 

Tndia, it is imperative that we send our people to India, unless 

we wish to surrender this very valuable territory to our competi¬ 

tors. 

It would be impossible for us to undertake this work 

without co-operating with our principal jobbers, who understand 

fully the situation, and are in close touch with the talent, aB 

all have made native Becords for their own trade. I .appreciate 

that it will not be an easy matter, as it is one of the most dif¬ 

ficult fields we have to handle in the foreign trade, Indian mer¬ 

chants are extremeiy jealous one of the other, and competition is 

very keen. it has been reported to us from time to time that some 
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of our Jokers in India would supply goods to dealers, and only 

retain for themselves the 2$ cash discount which we allowed^provided 

funds accompanied the order. 

If you oonclude to send an expert into this territory, 

it is very necessary that he he accompanied hy a tactful man from 

our office, to look after the commercial'end of the "business, - one 

having had experience with the several Indian jobbers. 

As to the cost, this would be a rather difficult matter 

to figure out, but I am sure that we could send our people, and ob¬ 

tain from 800 to 1,000 native Records, at a cost not to exceed 

%L3,000, I have baeed my calculations aB follows:- 

Fare to Bombay and return, including side 
trips; two men, ........ 

Cost of talent, and recording 1000 
Selections, 

Hotel expenses, four months, ..... 
Cl am ensured that first clasB accomoda¬ 

tions can be secured from $2.00 to 
$2.50 per day) 

freight on Record Outfit and Blanks, , . , 
Duty, , 
Fitting up Recording Outfit, . . . , 
Rent, . . . ,. . . . , . . , 
Salaries, two men, .... ... . . 
Apnoynoer, Stenographer, and incidental ex¬ 
penses not covered by above, ..... 1,620. 

y-J— / - J Total,, , $13,000. 
tSfr i&l/rf {fyktsy'Ci <XAAJ .vCfc- CLo£ot~- . ___ 

& I am pure the above estimate is ample to povet^&cpensesV 

When you consider the field, and the amount of business we could do 

if we had something we oould give these people, I am sure you will 

agree thiB is a very important matter, and one worth considering. 

The largest amount of business we have received in one 

year from India was, approximately, $50,000'. Row,'if we can give 

these people something in the v/ay of native Records, there iB no 

$ 1,800. 

20Q, 
200. 

1,000. 
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reason why we should not do $100,000, worth of business per year, 

if not more; whereas, if we allow our competitors to get fes, it 

wfll only he possible for us to do a very limited business. 

I am advised by an Indian merchant in Hew York that the 

cold seasoii in India covers a period between Hovember 1st and 

Ajjiril. 1st. After that, the season alternates, hot and rainy. It 

would therefore be necessary for our people to leave Hew York soon 

after September 1st, to get established and ready for work by the 

first of Hovember, 

I enclose herewith several extracts from communications 

received from our Indian clients, and, while some of the reports 

era conflicting, I believe as a whole they will give you a very 

good idea of the conditions existing. In these several communica¬ 

tions', knowing these Indian,merchants as I do, I believe they have 

placed the^amowt^t^a^high^figure, with an idea of getting a good 

big "rake-off" for themselves, provided we made use of their ser¬ 

vices. 

Hr. Heram^i, resident partner of Messrs. Dadahhoy & Co., 

Hew York, is a native Indian, and a man of considerable experience 

in matters of this kind; and he assures me that the best talert can 

be procured At a very much lower figure than that given by some of 

our correspondents. 

Apologising f-or this lengthy report, and awaiting your 

comments, I remain, 

Enclosure. 

W4 S, 



June 10, 1907. 

W. E. Gilmore, Bsq., President, 

National Phonograph Co., 

1 have to report as fdlKSwa on results of trip in Europe. 

I found that the records made at Brussels factory were the 
ones Which were had and that those made' and used in Germany were 
very little complained of. The worst trouble is experienced in 
England. Records being made at the time I arrived and tested 
in Brussels were 0. K. for wear, but the same records shipped to 
England and tested were very had. This was a significant obser¬ 
vation and led me to look for the trouble in the hygroscopic 
nature of the composition. X found that Berlin had been stocked 
with material made previous to the appearance of the trouble. 
A glance at the stearic acid they were uBing at Brussels indicated 
the source of the trouble. We then went to the manufacturers, 
both of which are in Brussels, and found that they were supplying 
the Brussels plant with single press stearic. Without further# 
investigation, decided to have all the Btock of^stearic acid on 
hand returned and replaced.with double-pressed material, free 
from Oleic, and specified that all future material should be free 
of oleic and made by saponification process. 

By way of confirmation of cause of the trouble, had analysis 
made by a chemist in Brussels, who found 7# oleio in the steario 
they had previously furnished, while in our standard sample 
which I brought over with me ho found only trace (his method)! 
Now since our method shlrra 2.3^ in our standard sample, the bad 
lot must contain about 10^ (our method). Mr. Riehl proceeded 
right off to make wax with the new good stearic. The good 
stearic makes^a harder wax and-admits of the uso of more ebonite 
(montan pitoh) and this compensates for the higher nrioe whioh the 
double-pressed, steario makes (Iff per lb„),. The records made from 
<-his composition wore fine, even when put?: in cold moist air for 
twelve hours. 

., The material was further improved by increasing the lamp 
black, cautipusly^^jPid^ppt v/ant. to advance too far in this direc¬ 
tion till further tests were made in America. 

Mr. Riehl had a large amount of wax on hand which was of the 
poor wear, and this Was experimented on with a view to making it 
0, K., and with complete success, but they were instructed not to 
use more than 10J6 of the old in now work. 

found that their wax wao too high in congealing point, 
and this was remedied. High congealing acts hand in hand with 
excessive oleio to cause water absorbing properties. 

.. * found all: other factory conditions at Brussels and Berlin 
hl^ily satisfactory, and Mr. Riehl deserves great credit for the 
high state of efficiency and good management displayed at both 
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Mr. Graf, Riehl and myself saw the Sichleiman Cos and Impressed 
•£hem with the. Importance to themselves, as well as the Phonograph 
<?o., of furnishing us with a uniform material, of the proper quali¬ 
fy- ”hoy claim that they will be able to do so and will.be able 
t-0 1umisii us up to 60'tons per month, and very soon-120 tons. 
Ve could jxot get very satisfactory information from Schleiman 
^.bout the manufacture of. montan pitohj they, afa very secretive^. 

We did not think it advisable at present .to close contract 
ror year's supply, as we can have all we want without oohtraot. 
afliore Was a strong effort on the part of Sohloimaji to increase 
Ifrice, blit they weakened at end. Part of this conversation was 
parried oP in German, ao I did not got it quite clear aa to whether 
fchs pri00 for the.pitch will be old price,or.a,price lator.deter- 

on ^lien . a contraot is made . 

, Gfaf learned accidentally from a jobber in Hamburg that 
Schleiman has an American experimenting oh wax composition at his 
factory. His name I think, in Van Deventer, and he is Jim White's 
n»fn- Be is, a fellow who has seen ^ A, Sv about cobalt proposi- 
t-fons. Graf haa no doubt reported this information more clearly. 
n.«;« #ot much consequence, except,that it warns us to keep 
^chieimajj in the Sark as .muoh as possible about our was. 

Vontan acid, the refined product frwa montha wax, we will ' 
pxobably use in the new 200ithread composition.,/.fcut it contains 
a^out of a hydro carbon-, which it lis necessary to ..remove. 
1 this matter up with Schleiman*’s chemistl-iBr. -Hertz ,"tdnd. he 
3#aid thoy could not easily remove it, but that: they would experi- 
arsht some °n • They- state that they can supply about one-fifth 

nuioh of this material-as they do of the pitch* ' ;They drefship¬ 
ping tia.a small lot for our- experiments* al30 some of their "S"'" 
a^tefija,.. whiOh is .a compound t.hisy have made with the view of " 

a,finiahed :waxi ; >a ..will ..give this a trial 
promising will perfect it ourselveBj' as. it'would not be 

v/^li to be dependent an any concern for, our finished product.. 

Throu^H Braf wo had a consultation with a:'Berlin chemist, 
who is a specialist on.,brown c.balsj.'.raontaa’ wax and ' 

asphalts. Ho is - a Jew,, but a very modest one and quite free of 
j^sw traits» etd very we 11 -inf ormed-and experiehce'd'i • • Prom him we 
gOt a. sr.ettt: deal ,of :valus about..t.ho. Trioritari .wax business that to me • ’ 
e^piaina » great deal- of the trouble we have had Wi Lhf pitch in 

Past. > He; states: that there 'are at least “five producers ' 
montan *rax from brown coal, that Sohleiman da one and- that he 

octrois the. pro;duLc#:,pf ,ahotherfV tlmt the . etfal must contain 
the t0 P^t0 w<>rki that" it was formerly 

e3*tra.oted ,t>y benzine, but that, now-.benzole is univeraally used; ' 
tjda* the ; results ;are better when they extradf ^the wefscoal - than 
w^n they previously dry it, as in drying paygen is; absorbed. and 
wach of the contents are lost ^through insolubility in .the benzine. 
Ude bronn. coal-avqragos 10^ montsin wax. , The rniners are exper¬ 
ienced and cull out the good: material^ which' occurs in strata. 

art|8*II®re ?Mpped “8 ^y to^ .ErMUc which contain 
; 24^ al^°. samples, of so-called white coal: also 

Bj^ntplo of fine itiontau pWcoh oompounded with 255? of aaphalt: also 
samples of asphalt extract. Shat Schleiman - compounds his 



montan pitch with various residues; that one concern defti their 
coal successfully hy gteam; that the yield of refinecTmon'fan' acid 
by a team vacuum dfstiUafTon of montan wax is a great deal more 
than SOfi, as indicated .toy Schleiman; that in order to produce 
pitch in quantities schleiman does there would have to he a very 
much larger market for-the refined montan acid, which is now the 
case. 

Uext we went to one of the concerns who extract montan wax 
who are independent of Schleiman. They are also Jews (Klienburgh 
& Co. of Dinsburgh). They have been experimenting to obtain a 
grade of material, to equal Schleimana, but ao far have not suc¬ 
ceeded. They will send uu some of the montan wax to experiment 
with. Their price is 68 M. per 100 IC. After Einaburgh went: 
back to Brussels and found everything satisfactory. 

I advised Riehl to either hire a chemist or have frequent 
tests made outside of his raw material, which latter he will do.. 

Respectfully yours. 
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PERSONAL■ 

Hr. V. E. Gilmore, President, 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd. 

London, E.C. 

Dear Sir:- 

I must apologize for delaying somewhat my report covering 

work accomplished in Mexico, which was due to an accumulation of 

current work which required my attention. 

I reached New York (coming up from Mexico City by way of 

El Paso) May 31st. I returned by that route in order to permit me 

to call upon our jobbers at Torreon, Chihuahua and Ciudad Juarez. 

Immediately upon my arrival in Mexico City, I called at 

the office, and found it well equipped, with a fairly good organiza¬ 

tion. Mr. Cabanas has as his assistant, Mr. Melgarajo* a young 

Mexican who was in my employ at the New York office for -about a 

year. This young man attends to most of the detail wotk, as Mr. 

Cabafiaa is obliged td spend bonsiderdble time on the outside, look, 

ing after the general business. 

Mr. CabaKas enjoys a good reputation in Mexico City, and 

has excellent connections, in a business way. He is very seriously 
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handicapped in his work, on account of hie inability to procure 

capable help. The average clerk in Kexioo City is very unreliable, 

and extremely incompetent. I am therefore arranging to Bend a good 

mah from the Hew York office down td hiul in the very near future, and 

I hope to be able to send other help as needed. 

I found that he had a fairly good bookkeeper, the best he 

could obtain, but his accounts needed systematizing. I arranged 

with Mr. .Tdinson, an Auditor who has audited; their accounts from 

time-to time, to go through the books with Mr, Cabanas and the book¬ 

keeper, and thoroughly systematize same. After this is done, I am 

sure the business will run more smoothly. 

In going through their Accounts Receivable, I found sev¬ 

eral accounts overdue, and before I left. Borne of these accounts had 

been collected, and one against the ESplnosa Phonograph Conpany, 

which is really the Columbia Phonograph Company, and .which had been 

standing open for 3ome months, I instructed Mr. Cabanas to place in 

the handB of his attorney for collection, which was done. Mr. 

Smith of the Columbia Phonograph Company, who is acting in the capa¬ 

city of Assistant Manager of the Espinosa Phonograph Company, called 

at the Mexican office of our Company with regard to this matter, and 

was very anxious that we should take back their old stock of-Edison 

goods. This, of course, I refused to do. He would give me no 

promise as to when the account would be paid, and I told him that ■ 

unless the account was closed on or before the 15th of May, we would 

be obliged to place the acdOUnt in the hands of our attorney for 

collection. By way of excuse, he stated that they had a very large 
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draft to meet in favor of the Columbia Company, and I came to the 

conclusion that if the Columbia Company could not trust the con¬ 

cern, it would hardly be a safe thing for us to do. 

blth regard to the collection of accounts in Mexico, would 

state that 1 found, in talking with several managers of large con¬ 

cerns, among others, the Remington Typewriter Company, and the 

Singer Sewing Machine Company, that it is next to impossible to col¬ 

lect accounts promptly at the expiration of thirty days. Even the 

largest concerns insist upon taking sixty, and sometimes, ninety, 

days. I advised Mr. CabaHas that it would be necessary for him to 

do a little educational work along this line, as we could not con¬ 

form to this custom. 

In my judgment, there is no better field than the Republic 

of Mexico for the sale of our goods, either in this country or 

abroad. This applies, particularly, to Mexico City. ThiB city 

has a population of nearly half a million. About four-fifths of 

the population are very poor people, and are hardly in a position to 

purchase anything in the way of luxuries. The remaining one^fifth. 

however, are people in fairly good ciypuroBtanceS, an4 seem to haTQ 

plenty of money, which they spend very freely. Competition is, 

naturally, very keen along all lines, and this applies particularly 

to Phonographs. The Victor and Columbia people recognise that this 

is a good field, and each of these oonoepns have four stores in dif¬ 

ferent parts of the city, which are run by natives, but, I under¬ 

stand, under their direct supervision. Path! Preres, also, have a 



large establisliment, and are doing a very large picture machine, but, 

X believe, very little Phonograph business. I Heretofore, the price of all cylindrical Records has been 

$1.00 Mexican Currency. The Columbia people, however, have recent¬ 

ly reduced the price of their cylindrical Records to 75jf, and have 

also made a corresponding reduction on disc Records. 

I had spent but a very little time in the city before I 

found that our efforts to protect dealers and jobbers, by throwing 

all business into their hands, was not appreciated, a8 these people 

were carrying very small stocks, simply using our office as an ac¬ 

comodation, - in other words, the Mexican office vms doing a retail 

business at Jobbers' and Dealers' prices, and the trade as a whole 

received very little attention from these Jobbers and Dealers, the 

sale of our goods being greatly retarded on that account. 

In my judgment, it was imperative that a retail store be 

immediately opened, and Mr. Cabanas was of the same opinion. We 

at once oast about to find a choice location. We found there was 

likely to be vacant a good store on the main street, and after con¬ 

ferring about three days with the owners&nd^a^awyer, we finally 

succeeded in getting a lease, beating out about a dozen,other appli¬ 

cants. This store has a frontage of 18 feet, and a depth of 130 

feet. The lease was drawn fOr three years, with the privilege of 

five years. The rent for the first three years is $700.00 per 

month, Mexican currency, and■#800,00 per month f6r the following two 

years. 
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This way strike you as being a very high rent, which it 

certainly is, hut smaller places in the same neighborhood, are bring¬ 

ing §1000.00 per month,. - in fact, that was the price asked for this 

place. 

In order to make the store attractive, it will be neces¬ 

sary for us to spend, approximately, §3000.00, Mexican currenoy 

for shelving, redecorating the walls, repainting the front, putting 

in boothB, and arranging to have an exhibition roora/to have Phono¬ 

graph concerts,installed in the rear. The store is directly under 

the Hotel Porter, and nearly opposite the Hotel Iterbede. 

San Francisco Street is the Broadway of Mexico City; it is 

a short street, and no trip to the city is complete without passing 

through this street. On account of the people congregating there, 

rents are very high. A store could have been secured on one of the 

side streets at a much less rent, but the cost of refitting, clerk 

^•re > and, in fact, all expenses, would have been the same, and the 

difference in rent will be wade up by the amount of business done. 

This store, I am sure, when completed, will reflect credit 

upon the Company. 

Aside from the retail business, I am sure a large business 

can be done on the instalment plan. All typewriters and Sewing 

Machines are sold on this plan, and in a conversation with several 

managers representing these products, I find that nearly 75^ of 

their business is done in this way, and their losses are very small. 

Mr, Cabanas is having a form of contract drafted by his lawyer for 

the sale of Phonographs on-.the instalment plan, which will hold in 

the Mexican Courts, and. just as soon as this contract is completed, 
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he will send it to us for approval. 

Naturally, our expenses will be large the first year, but 

the business is there, and if we expeot to control .it r we simply must 

go . out and get it, and not leave the field entirely to our com¬ 

petitors. 

Mr. Burns, the Manager of the Foreign Department of the 

Columbia Phonograph Company, has spent considerable time in Mexico 

City, as has also Mr. Lightner, of the Victor Company. Both Com¬ 

panies are giving this field special attention, and there is no 

doubt we should do the same. 

Messrs. Burt and Werner have completed their, work of Re¬ 

cord taking, and Hr. Cabanas expects to issue a new list each month. 

They have made a number of very fine selections, and the first list 

we expect to be able to ship to Mexico within a week or two. These 

new monthly Records will be a great help to us, and will greatly 

stimulate business. 

Returning to the States, my first stop after leaving 

Mexico City was at Torreon. We have there as a jobber the Warner 

Drug Company, who are the most enthusiastic Phonograph people I 

have ever met. Mr. Warner, who has the general managing of the 

business, his partner tells me, "talks Phonographs if a man comes 

in to buy a box of pills". They have a young lady whose whole time 

is devoted to running the Phonograph, and the machine never ceases 

from morning till night. They have a printing establishment which 

they run in connection with their business, and dodgers are gotten 

out every day, a man being enployed to distribute this matter two 
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hours each day on the principal street. 

Theirs is largely a mail order business, and they have a 

standing semi-monthly order for 65 Maohines and 5000 Records. Their 

business is constantly increasing. 

I also visited our Jobbers, Messrs, H, Kordwald & Co,, 

at Chihuahua. These people are large furniture, dealers, and do a 

large business. 

I was greatly disappointed, upon calling at Ciudad Juarez, 

to find that Ur. \7alz, who is our jobber there, does not carry a 

single machine or Record in stock, all goods being drawn from his 

El Paso store as required. Upon speaking with his people there, 

they informed me that the initial order recently forwarded to him 

for his Juarez store had been sold in Mexico, and that goods were 

being drawn from their El Paso store. One of his clerks in Juarez 

stated that there was no reason why they could not do a very good 

business, by carrying a stock in Juarez. I was disappointed in not 

seeing Mr. Walz, but he had left for Mexico City prior to my reach¬ 

ing the border. Mr. Cabafias, however, will meet him in Mexico City 

and go over the situation with him. 

Taken as a whole, my trip was an exceedingly pleasant and 

profitable one. X am sure that the information gained will prove 

invaluable to me in the future conduct of the business of the Poreign 

Department, and Mr, Cabanas also assures me that he has been greatly 

benefitted by the time spent with him, in going over the affairs of 

the Mexican Company. 
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I trust this letter will find Mrs. Gilmore and your good- 

self enjoying hast of health, and hoping that you may return safely 

to us, I remain, 

Yours very/truly, 

Manager Foreign Department. 

T/. S. 
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OREIGN DEPARTMENT 

. "* NATIONAL PHONOEHAPH CD. 

EDISON MANUFACTURINE CD. 

BATES MANUFACTURINE CD. 

31 UNION SQUARE, Cor.Broadway & 16™ Street. 

Mr. V. E. Gilmore, President, 

Rational Phonograph Co., 

25 Clerkenwell Road, 

London, E.C. 

June 17th, 1907. 

y 

fa V 

Lear Sir:- 

Wednesday of last week I called at the factory, and spent, 

some' time with Mr, Edison, giving him a full report of the work ac¬ 

complished during my recent visit to Mexico City. 

VX. Edison seemed very much interested in the matter, and 

approved the work being done there, - among other things, the estab¬ 

lishment of- a retail store. 

I have just received a communication from Cabaflas, advis¬ 

ing that the Columbia Phonograph Co. had decided to open a branch in 

Mexico City, to look after the wholesale end of their business, and 

Mr. Snjith, who has represented this Company with the Espinosa Phono¬ 

graph Company, will act as manager . in future the-Espinosa Company 

will only have the retail end Of their business. 

The business of the Forelgi Lepartment is keepipe up well, 

and I enclose herewith a comparative statement for 1905, 1906, and 

March and April, 1907. By referring thereto you will npte we show 
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an increase of $198,795,91 in 1906 over ■business dons in 1905, and 

for March and April, 1907, we show an increase of $64,291.47 over 

March and April, 1906. 

On June 1st we made a shipment to Australia covering, ap-> 

projdmately, 8000 oases -Of Phonographs, Records, etc,, and we expect 

to ship about- 4000 cases bj>- Steamer bailing from this port June 20th. 

W have received the following remittances from Australia: 

Alrfil 23rd,.$50,521.00 
May 15th. 34,456.25 
June 14th, , . . . . 37,412.40. 

On May 1st we forwarded the factory $60,000., and under 

date of Hay 22nd, we forwarded the national Company $15,000,; to 

the Edison Company $a,657,01, and to the Bates Co., $925.27. 

Our BanJc balance today is $43,934.45. 

The average^ sales of the Australian office for seven months 

October., 1906, to April, 1907, inclusive, was $35,342*97. 

Trusting that this will flna both Mrs. Gilmore and your 

spodself enjoying your usual health, and hoping that you may have.a 

pleasant return trip, I remain, 

Yours very tryly, ^ 

Manager foreign Department* 

w. s. 



[FROM WILLIAM E. GILMORE] 

j i - 

June 21st, 1907. 

/ ThomaB A. Edison, Esq., 
l Edison laboratory, 
\ jS" Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

Wy dear Mr. Edison, 

___ * *?*Tf “°J written you since I left London for the simple 
reason that I hare been unable to secure a satisfactory English 
stenographer in Paris, Brussels, or Berlin. ® 

bad aI«+S?L1,ack*llere la£® y®Btsrday afternoon; in the meantime I 
had sent for a stenographer to come from the London offioe. 

LONDON. - 

°f r®duolnE the price of standard reoords was de- 
early in the month, and oiroular letters to the Jobbers 

togllsh *? 0fifunQ 8th- Under the terns of the 
+bRio?ov.AS+^ tJ6°4.?aj';''J n.°tioe muBt be given of any changes, 
therefore this reduction in prloe will not become ooerativa unit! 
or^to«n+oWh8S<thS 0f reoordB to the publio will be lA & sssxsvir. 
taoKs^L^LJiinf JSd!n ySHui remeSber^that^0th“of1S 

Si Sa“dT2f.5; “4 th* *««» 
Sohermerhorn and I talked with several of the Jobbers 

relative to this ohange before it waB made effective and the con- 



sensuB of opinion was that we would increase our business very 
materially. However, the future can only determine this. Gener¬ 
ally speaking our records are considered the best on the market as 
to quality. 

I referred in my previous letter to the new plant that we pur¬ 
pose taking on in England. We now have an absolute offer of the 
rental of the place at L750 or 03750 on a lease of seven years, 
and thereafter at the rate of £800 or #4000 per annum. I have 
not decided the matter absolutely and will not do so until we get 
back to London. The plant 1b very much larger than what we 
actually need, but it may be found necessary to utilise portions 
of it for other purposes later. If, for instance, we want to start 
manufacturing the storage battery in a small way a certain portion 
of the plant can be set aside for this purpose, and the buildings 
arp so arranged that it would not in any way conflict with the 
phonograph business. 

In addition to the above rental we, of course, have to pay 
the taxes which would be one-third of the amount of the rent: 
The property is located in a manufacturing district, and help can 
be obtained readily, although we will not be able to secure help 
as cheaply as we do in Brussels, still there is no doubt but that 
we, can produce a larger quantity of records which would offset 
the increased wages that we would be compelled to pay: Ab I have 
already indicated to you the property is practically new: built of 
brick, and thoroughly up-to-date: 

,, ?he situation in Paris I find has improved somewhat, but the 
Managing Direotor, Mr. Galloway, has had the most strenuous time of 
it in straightening out the bad performances of his predecessor. 
I find that Mr. Kaltenecker, although designated as the Managing 
Direotor, acted more as a: figure-head than anything else, and a mail 
by the name of Hummel, who had charge of the recording plant; hiring 
the talent; orchestra; bands, and so forth, was also in charge of 
the ordering of all stationery and printing, as well as the adver¬ 
tising, and the prices paid for everything under his administration 
was in some oases 35Z/5 Per cent higher than is now paid. You can, 
of course, draw your own conclusions. Mr. Galloway came into the 
business not at all acquainted with it, and it took some time for 
Him to ellminite not only Rummel but all the subordinates that he 
had, and_before he got through he practically cleaned out the en¬ 
tire offioe force and, has Btarted everything anew. There have 
been many complications as the Prenoh law is peculiar in that 
certain notices have to be given to all clerks, and the higher the 
position the different the notice. What I mean by this is that 
in some oases you can dispense with an employed services upon 
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thirty days* notice, whereas in others the notice must "be six 
months. Law suits are consequently very much in vogue here. 
However, the offices have been moved to new and much "better 
quarters and everything seems to "be going along very satisfactory. 

It is our Intention to reduce the price of records here, but 
it will not be on the Bame basis as the British Isles or elsewhere 
as we have, of course, the Authors’ tickets to consider. You will 
remember that where we have to purchase these Authors’ tickets 
for use in connection with vocal records the cost of each ticket 
is about four cents. 

Mr. Graf waB with us ten days ago, and we have gone over the 
situation most thoroughly, and it is his intention to begin an 
aotive campaign in the late summer so as to endeavour to get a 
larger portion of the business throughout France. 

Mr. Waddington, who is connected with Morgan Hodges & Company, 
ascertained in same way that I was in town and wrote asking me to 
call. I was Just leaving for Brussels and told him that I would 
look him up when I got baok: I am hoping to see him early next 
week. I presume what he wants to see me about is the storage 
battery. 

We left here for Brussels a week ago yesterday and stayed 
with Riehl to look over the ipanufaoturing situation and such other 
matters as he had to take up on Friday and Saturday when we went on 
to Berlin. 

The Brussels faotory is not large enough to meet till demands 
in the busy season, and we are all oertain that they will not be 
able to cope with the business later on. Mr. Riehl has a very 
clean nice faotory there; in fact it would be a fine object lesson 
to our people in Orange if they could see it. Their production is 
about 5000 records per day at the present time, and this oan be 
increased to 70;b00 reoords per week. Of course this plant is 
utilised not only for records for the British Isles but for 
Belgium qnd Holland; and; in fact, for all other countries than 
Germany and Austria, and it 1b a grave question as to whether they 
will be able to take oare of the business when the new reduced 

* price beoomes effective. This is another reason why we hqve got 
to get a larger plant; and as I have already written you we will 
doubtless have to begin the manufacture of new reoords under our 
patents in the British Isles, and there is no reason why they 
should not be all made there. 

I Intended to add above that at the present time we are paying 
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for the Brussels factories, the-store-houses and offices in 
Clerkenwell Road, a total of #7800 per year. Under the new con¬ 
ditions should we decide to take the plant at Willesden Junction 
above mentioned the total rentals with all taxes added will he in 
the neighbourhood of 05000 per annum. 

It is the intention to move the Book-keeping Department, and 
in fact all the offices of the new plant, and Mr. Graf will only 
have the London office for himself and suoh other employes as 

he may require there to look after the selling end of the business, 
and this additional expense should not exceed what we are at present 
paying. 

The visit of Aylesworth was of great benefit to Mr. Riehl as 
he was working more or less in the dark trying to discover the 
cause of the trouble with records, which trouble we had also ex¬ 
perienced in America about October of last year. Then again Mr, 
Aylesworth was able to proceed to the factories of the ebonite 
people to learn the method of production, and other information that 
he haB obtained will no doubt prove most valuable to us in the 
future. He, doubtless, will have talked with you direct on this 
however; and as I did not see him before he left you will know more 
about it than X can write you. 

BERLIN. - 

Ve arrived in Berlin and looked over the general situation 
then. You will remember that when I left America I told you that 
Mr. Graf was firmly convinced that it would not be necessary to 
reduce our price on records in Germany, but since then he frap had 
good reason to change his mind. The suit which we had against 
the Columbia Phonograph Company in Germany on. the Desbriere patents 
was decided against us in the First Court. It has been appealed 
and we had a long conference with Dr. Seligsohn, our Attorney, who 
reels that on the appeal our case will be sustained, as the intro¬ 
duction of new evidence will; he feels satisfied/, be beneficial 
to our cause. In any event we have decided that if the case is 
decided against us in the second instance we shall appeal to the 
Third and last Court where the prospects are that we can secure a 

in our favour, at least this is the general opinion 
bf both of our Attornies, the other being Dr. Katz. However, the 

.decision being against us in the First Court; and the further fact 
that it does not seem Judicious to hold up prices in all other 
countries than the British Isles has caused us to come to the con- 
clusion that it would be far better to reduce the prloe to Mk. 1.00 
or 25 cents in Germany. If we do so it will be a body-blow to 
our competitors, and Germany is full of them. True, they are not 
very strong in most inBtanoeB but it is the small manufacturer that 
is doing more ham than the larger manufacturers. 

4. 



Another very had feature in Germany is the duplication of 
records. 1 am informed hy our Counsel that there is no law 
in Germany that will prevent the duplication of records where the 
announcement haB been eliminated, hut in accordance with your 
policy 1 have instructed them to go into the matter most care¬ 
fully, and I am hoping to take haok with me a written opinion on 
the subject with suggestions as to what is the best course to 
pursue should this duplication became extensive. To-day it is 
being carried on by a few small concerns having no responsibility 
whatever. I was very strong on this point and I feel sure that 
the justice of our situation can be brought so foroibly to the 
attention of the Court that we will, in the end, be able to secure 
a decision that will prevent this sort of thing being carried on. 

I find that the Gramophone Company did bring suit for duplica¬ 
tion of their record same years ago, but the case was compromised. 
The fact the matter is the Zonophone Company were the culprits 
(then operated by P. M. Prescott). In the compromise the Gramo¬ 
phone Company bought up the Zonophone Company after a decision had 
been rendered against them (The Gramophone Company) in the PirBt 
Court. 

Graf has everything in shape in Germany and intends to take 
up and push actively the sale of our goods in Austria. Duties will 
compek him to increase his prices all around, but he feels certain 
that a large business can be done, and I have given him full 
authority to go ahead. 

I find that the factory plant in Berlin, although sufficiently 
large for the purpose at the present time, will not take care of our 
future requirements, and as the lease expires in September of 
next year it is almost certain that the owner of the building 
will require the premises for his own use: The same remark will 
apply to the offices which are located in the Bame building, the 
latter lease expiring April 1st, 1908. 

This again brings up the question of a manufacturing plant 
for Germany. We looked over a new and up-to-date factory with 
ample room for office purpoBBB, and although no decision has been 
reached I will decide this matter before I return when I expect 
that all facts in oonneotion with the amount of rental, length of 
leaBe; changes and so forth; will be put before me by the owner: 

' I have only given you the important matters that I have looked 
into and with which I know you want to be acquainted: There are 
a great many other things that we have taken up and Bettled whioh 
it is not necessary to write about. 

Mr. Bergman, I learn; returned about June 1st, and was im¬ 
mediately ordered by his phyaician to go to Kissingen for a rest 



of three weeks. I understand that he will get hack next Monday 
although before I left Berlin they had no definite information. 
You doubtless can judge by his visit as to, whether it was neces¬ 
sary for him to take a rest. He still continues to operate the 
entire plant; and it has grown very materially since I was last 
here. I did not, of course, have the pleasure of meeting him. 

Yours very truly, 



July 1st, 1907. 

Mr. Pel;or V/obor, 
General Superintendent, 

Scliaon Phonograph Works, 
Orange, Few Jersey. 

My dear Weber, 

X received a cable on the Continent about the 20th ult. 

reading as follows 

"All indications point to getting out now reoords next 
"Januray AYXESVORTH KILIJ5R". 

I am somewhat disappointed in this as I was under the impression 

that we would do better than 1908 on getting out some of those 

reoords, but, I presume there are good and sufficient, reasons that 

osm bo explained to mo when I get back. X assume that you were 

consulted in the matter, however, and that you concur in what they 

say. 

X shall, of course, want to disouoo this with you when I 

get b aok. 

Yours very truly, 

.^.President, 

W.B.G./L.D, 
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, Gilmore Esq., \ 
Edison laboratory, ' 

Orange, N.J., U. S. A. 

INCREASE OE CAPITA!, of N. P. CO. LTD. 

As arranged, I am sending this letter to remind you of 

the position that arises in this country owing to the small 

Capital of the National Phonograph Company, Limited, and to 

give you the facts necessary to lay before Mr. Edison with 

a view to increasing the Capital of the Company to £50,000 

from its present nominal amount of £5,000. 

We have to make arrangements to increase the Capital 

as no lease will be granted us for the Works at Willesden 

except upon the condition that someone guarantees the whole 

rent, or that the Company becomes one of £50,000 paid up 

value. I have seen one of the Trustees owning the property, 

and he will not allow the Lease to be given to us unless I 

personally guarantee the amount of the rent and the true 

observance of the conditions of the Lease, but such guarantee 

to be removed when the Company has £50,000 paid up Capital. 

I have explained that we are going to put in a great 

deal of machinery and shall have valuable stock,to pay for 

which will practically absorb the increased Capital, so 

that while the Company will have £50,000 allotted in Shares, 

there will not be available any more loose CaBh at our 

Bankers than at present. This is accepted by the Trustee/ 

and he will allow us to have possession at once of the 

Works, and I am prepared to guarantee the rent as desired 
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by him, subject to the conditions that the guarantee is 

withdrawn and not held "by him when the Capital has been j 

thus increased. 

It will be an easy matter increasing the Capital. All 

that we have to do is, to ball acmeeting of the Shareholders 

in this Office and pass an extraordinary Resolution author¬ 

ising the issuing of the further Capital, which Capital 

is to be allotted in Shares as the Directors may determine. . 

Two weeks later, another extraordinary meeting has to be 

called to confirm that previously passed at the original 

meeting, and then notice has to be sent of this increase to j 

the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, and the Tax paid on 

the additional £45,000 by way of duty. Then, after the 

issuing of the certificate that such has been increased, we 

can allot the Shares to the National Phonograph Company of 

America in payment of the debt standing against us to that 

Company for goods supplied, and,; we can if need be allot other 

Shares to any other Company, such as the New Jersey Patent 

Company to cover patents or to cover machinery and plant 

that is to be supplied for the new Works. nwrt- 

This proceeding will make the mac Company much stronger 

financially, and will also increase its credit when we go 

into Court, because it is always at the present time a 

matter of reproach that we are of so small dimensions and 

it is urged that we are, therefore, not a bona-fide trading j 

Company, but simply the English Agency for an American ' 

undertaking, and therefore the 1 

liable to pay Income Tax on the 

by us in this country on their behalf. In this matter of 

the Income Tax we have heretofore been successful, but as 

you know an enquiry as to whether something further is not 

due for past profits is going on. This, however, will be 

American undertaking is 
tncu/Ct 

profits'of the goods sole! 
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dealt with much more easily in the future when we have a 

larger Capital such as Justifies the position we take up of 

"being an independent concern. 

Yours faithfully, 

LIST OP COMPANIES AMD THEIR CAPITALS. 

Company. nominal Cap. Paid up Cap. 

Paths Preres (London) Ltd. 

Stirling & Hunting Ltd. 

General Phonographio Co., Ltd. 

Singophones Ltd. Wound up. 

Gramophone & Typewriter Co. Ltd. 

Heophones Ltd. (Heophones 1905 Ltd.) 
Wound up. 

Edison-Bell Consolidated Phonograph Co. 
Ltd. 

Debentures 

£ 160,000 £ 107,858 

£ 20,150 £ 20,150 

£ 60,000 £ 31,507 
(Only 7 in cash) 

■£ 5,000 £ 3,627 

£ 600,000 £ 600,000 

£ 70,000 £ 54,377 

£ 27,500 

£ 96,002 

Deferred Warrants for 
Debenture Interest 

Prior Lien Bonds 

Interest on do. 

Mortgage on Lease 

£ 2,400 

£ 15,000 

£ 712 

£ 7,000 

(Particulars of Companies as abstracted from the Registrar's 

Office sent separately.) 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

July 23, 1907. 

Thomas Graf, Esq., 

National Phonograph. Co., ltd,, 

london, England. . 

Dear Sir: 

I received yesterday your cable reading as follows: 

"Schliemenn1s hills heavy; Brussels tax due; Riehl’s Willisden 
demand too great; funds soon exhausted. Only resources we have 
now to depend on till September £50, due to rebate scheme. Pull 
particulars by letter, Y/ant £5,000. Cable through your bank 
£2500 to our account Credit Lyonais, london; forward by null 
check for balance." 

and I cabled you this morning in answer thereto as follows: 

"Twenty-five hundred pounds cabled Credit Lyonais yesterday; 
balance mailed to-day." 

Prom- this you will understand that we arranged v/ith our bank 

to cable £2500 to your credit at the Credit Lyonais, London, and 

a draft for another £2500 goes forward by steamer sailing tomorrow,- 

that is, it will leave here to-day so as to ..catch the steamer going 

tomorrow. 

I assume that this will he about, all the money you will 

require, but should'you require any additional funds, do not hesi¬ 

tate to let me know, as we can, of course, send, you further ad¬ 

vances. ’ 

The only question now is, how are you going to handle this? 

Do you intend to repay these loans later? If you feel that you 

cannot make the repayments in the near future, the only thing that 

I oan see is to have you send us your note for.the amount, drawn 



2. 7/23/07* Thomas Graf, 

at,' say four months, fjgSPfcKhum. Of course, 

this must he considered as a loan, pure and simple. If at the end 

of four months you find you cannot liquidate the note, we will he 

very glad to make you a further extension for the whole or a por¬ 

tion of the total. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iw President, 



PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

Aug. 5, 1907. 

E, Hiehl, Esq,, European Supt., 
55 Qual du Halage, 

BruBBels, Belgium. 
Dear Sir: 

I duly received your letter of the 13th of July, en¬ 
closing copy of letter that you received from Mr. J. H. Van Meter; 
as also your letter of the 18th, enclosing oopy of a further let¬ 
ter from the same gentleman. 

I cabled you under date of August 2nd as follows: 

"Betters 13th 18th July; Van Meter absolutely untrustworthy. 
Have nothing to do with him. He wants money and will resort to 
anything to get it.? 

but I did not write you fully, inasmuch as 1 wanted to ascertain 
from Hr. Aylsworth and such other people as might be interested, 
whether what he has would be of any benefit to us whatever. 

The powder sample that you enclosed has been analyzed and 
we find that it amounts to nothing. The cutting machine that he 
refers to is of no interest to us whatever, and our people do not 
see that there is anything in it. 

Mr. Aylsworth tells me further that m are not bo much inter¬ 
ested in ebonite, or montan pitch, as we were. It would do no 
harm, however, for you to meet this man Van Meter, get all the 
information you oan out of him regarding montan was and any other 
information that might prove useful. 

He is a son-in-law of Peter Baolgalupi of San Erancisoo, but 
.he is no credit to his father-in-law so far as I have been able to 

-A"®* s02! yeBXB ae° when he was passing through 
here, and he met Mr. Edison and impressed him quite favorably. I 

never impressed with the man, and subsequent events proved 
that I waB right. He is absolutely unreliable, has no standing 
in the community so far as I have been able to learn over here? 
and therefore would be of no use to ub whatever. Under no cir¬ 
cumstances must you permit him to look over the plant, as I am 
satisfied that any information he would obtain from you or anybody 
else would be disposed of for a monetary consideration. I think 
my cable is so plain and lucid that you will have no trouble in 
understanding it, and so far as we are concerned this party would 
b8.alMol.it.»iv 1,..!... YourB very truly, be^absolutely useless. 

vsa/im 
_E£fifLLk._ 



Referring to the attached papers, read them over care¬ 

fully and then file them away in the safe in an envelope, setting 

forth exactly what they are. I do not know hut that the envelope 

had better read: "Authority to Riehl to pay over to the Belgian 

Government 20,000 Francs as taxes for doing business in Belgium, 

with copy of agreement in French sent to Riehl August 12, 1907, 

as per carbon copy attached to these pape: 

8/13/07. W. E. Gilmore. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

COPY. 

National Phonograph Co., 
Brussels, Belgium. 

1 wap ind«Bd'-T.^r.3ucn'- SU5jriSJi-to- T«ceive your letter 
of fuly.26th, advising me that the tax collector insists upon 
having the Orange annual financial statement as well as a copy of 
the Board's minutes approving same. : In the first place, the 
annual financial statement of this company has not yet been 
approved by the Board, for the simple reason that I have not yet 
had an opportunity to go over it carefully, as since my return I 
have been more than occupied with very important matters that re- 
quired immediate attention, and, necessarily, these statements 
have had to wait until I can find time to make same up. 

Secondly, I desire to say to you distinctly that we will not 
?nd??’ any circumstances submit a copy of the financial statement 
to the Belgian authorities; in fact, we will not submit- such a 
statement to anybody. It is the private business of the stock¬ 
holders, officers and directors of the company. I am authorized 
to state that a copy cannot and will not be made to be submitted 
to the scrutiny of anybody and everybody. There may be a law 
that compels us to do such a thing in Belgium, but up to this 
time we have never been asked to furnish same to the Belgian 
authorities or anybody else, and, naturally, we will not submit to 

ye^B that we haTe *een doing business 
-rinjiBelgium,.. ■ W there is no other recourse,-then the only-—=— 
instructions that I have t"o give you are that you shall remove the 
Brussels plant as quickly he possible to TilleSden Junction, or"' ■ 
take out of the Brussels plant as much of it“hs you can be • : - - - 
spared,and' reduce the assets carried in Belgium to a minimum. 

x 1 understand the reason for their asking for a stab e- 
ment of this kind at thiB late day. .This company is a close 
corporation, has no stock on the market for sale at .'any price, no 
stockholder has ever made a complaint as to the conduct of the 
business of the company, and in view of this.I fail to see how : 
any government can ask us to furnish them with data which up to 
this time we have never submitted to ,a stockholder personally \ 
since the inception of the company many: yea,rs ago, 



[ENCLOSURE] 

(2) 

•f You are at Perfect liberty to submit this letter to our 
LaTal> and 1 ^ sure that he will see the justice 

of our position and give you such an opinion as will enable you 
to do what is right and proper for the protection of our inter- 
fjr?' If Jhere is nothing else to do, then you should move out 
or une country, 

T'v* ^7® yQUf further letter of Aug. 2nd on thisrsubject, .and 
I have reluctantly approved the document nhich you enclosed in 
your letter of the 25th of July, as I do not feel that you should 
be called upon to make any such undertaking for our account If 
they are g°ing._to exact this sort of thing, then all I can say is 
s£?rVWUallad *ett8r m°Te yQur entire outfit away from Belgiii as - 

...qyicklj as you can. We are d erf got ly willing to pay over to 
Bvlgfari ^eyernmeh1;' s.f^€Wsg~ic--wt^oh-th,ey-are_antitled. but 

this beats anything that I haye ^nsr heard of, and I would. Bay 
in conclusion that if you can by any means withhold handing 
this paper over to the Government I would by all means do so. I 
do not want to have any trouble with the Government and therefore 
have got to leave it to you to use your own best judgement as 
to what should be done under the circumstances. 

Yourji -/ery truly, 

WHIG Aw President. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

AUg. 13, 190V. 

Thomas Graf, Esq., Managing Director, 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd,, 

London, England, 

Dear Sir: 

1 hay° been so pressed with many important matters here 
that I have not been able to take up and reply fully to your tv?o 
letters of July 19th, setting forth financial oonditiore in 
London. The fact of the matter is, I do not know that there is 
very much comment to make, 1 realize, of course, t!hat you have 
a great many credits to render on the record proposition, in ad~ 
dit.ion to the heavy credit bills that must go to Murdoclc, Brown 
Bros, and others under the arrangement with them when I was last 
in London. Of course9 X did not anticipate that you would he 
compelled to call upon us for money; in fact, to bo frank with 
you, I did not give the matter any thought. I realize, of course, 
that you will have a great many expenses to take care of, not 
only so far as the office end of it is concerned, but for the 
Brussels factory as well, to say nothing of the changes in the 
Willesden plant and the other extraordinary expenses that you will 
have to incur on the trip to Norway and Sweden. X can only say 
in conclusion that you rao^Ttry and get along the best you can 
with such money as X have sent you; but if you find that you must 
have more money during the months of August and September, do not 
hesitate to let me know, and I will gladly advanoe such amounts as 
are imperatively necessary to take oare of your requirements. I 
want you to feel at ease and be able to devote your entire time 
and efforts to the straightening up of the selling branches of 
the business, to arrange for the proper advertising and systema¬ 
tizing of the different branches as well, so that any monies that 
you may require you need have no hesitancy in advising me about 
2nd.*! be Prepared to cable you, if necessary, or to send 
drafts, as you may indioate. 

... I realize, of course, that this is rather an unfortunate 
thing to have you take charge of the business litterally and be 
forced to ask us for money in the beginning, but realizing all the 
circumstances, X fully appreciate that it is necessary, and there- 

requlreU need n0t hesitate t0 cai:iL on UB for anything that you may 

Yours very truly, 

WEG/lWW President. 
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never was 

judgment 

Note attached correspondence 

They put forward a claim, the amount of 

us; hut we appealed to the higher court, asking for thj 

right to examine their hooks to prove their statement. In this 

we have been sustained, as the papers will show. When I was over 

they were very nervous over this, and I am therefore forced to the 

conclusion that Hough has blown up the statement with fictitious 

figures, etc., and when they come to he verified the amount of 

damages that he will obtain, if any, will he materially reduced. 

Kindly return all papers with your comments. 

8/16/07. 
Enc-E 

Gilmore. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

Aug. 15, 1907. 

§. Croydon Harks, Esq., 

London, England. 

Lear Mr. Marks: 

I am in receipt of your a steamed favor of July 

31st, advising that the Court had handed down an order giving you 

permission to inspeot the books of the Bdlson-Bell Co. This is 

indeed .gratifying. It is aerfeatly natural that they should 

make a most determined fight against the granting of such an order 

and it only bears out what I have already stated to you, that they 

must be afraid of it. The reason* for this are obvious. I shall 

be interested to know whether the Minon-Bell Cc. carry the appeal 

to the House of Lords, but I do not think it would even pay them to 

do this. I also note that nothing can.be done until November, 

and as we shall see each other before then, this matter can be 

fully discussed at that time. ^ 

I am receiving information from Riehl right along as to 

the condition at Willesden. He seems to be getting along fine, and 

hopes to be making records there before the 1st of September. 

The advertisement of the Edison-Bell in the -'Talking Machine 

Hews" is, from your standpoint, libel puro and simple. It has no 

weight with the trade as a whole mid is simply the bollowings of 

an individual for whom none of us have any respect whatever. The 

only thing to do, therefore, is to ignore it entirely. 
Yours very truly, 

vzG/rm 
President. 



N. P. Co., Lti» - TTVa^-Hj ■' 

National Phonograph Co. ltd., 

Victoria Rd., 

Willesden, N.W. 

Ur. W.B. Gilmore, President, 
National Phonograph Co. 

Orange, N.J., 
Amerioa. 

ipi August 1907. 

I have great pleasure to report that the first reoord 

has been moulded at our London Paotory to-day. I was determined 

to oommence this week and I have gained my point. 

The moulding of our first reoord, however, does not mean 

that we are producing the oapacity of one kettle, hut it means 

that the oritioal point has been passed, and that we are beginning 

to break in hands. We are about to break in one crew, and When 

the latter is efficient, we shall start with another, and then 

a third, and so forth. 

The erection of one kettle is complete, with the exception 

of the steam, as the boiler can only be mounted in approximately 

a week, but that does not prevent us from breaking in help, and 

by the time they are efficient the steam boiler will be set up. 

The seoond kettle will also be complete in about a week 

henoe. The tank itself has not yet arrived from Germany, but I 

have reoeived shipping advices, and if I get it within five or 

six days, the seoond kettle will be in working order next week. 

The gas plant, gas engine, main Shafts, and other shafts 

are working satisfactorily. 



Mr. Gilmore. (Coni'A), 

Backs are 1)8186 put up to receive our finished work, and 

a fireproof mould vault is in course of erection. 

This building will he amply large enough to receive all 

the finished moulds that will he manufactured for the next six or 

seven years to come, and is situated right opposite the big 

hlftoksmith's shop, which will remain idle for the time being. 

All other departments which will be used by the factory 

have been cleaned, whitewashed, and oleared of the rubbish they 

contained when we took possession of the premises, and they prosent 

quite a neat appearance, especially the Inspection and Moulding 

Departments. 

The steam heating apparatus has been ordered, and will 

be put in shortly. The cost, however, is a very big it«n, as 

the heating of all the building has been taken into consideration, 

(exoept the blacksmith’s shop above referred to), and the boiler 

will be large enough to increase our manufacturing plant, after 

the eight kettles ars in, if necessary. The oost of our London 

Eaotory installation will leave quite a big gap in our oash box, 

as the steam heating alone will amount to approximately £600. 

A epeoial and separate account has been kept on our 

Brussels books from the commencement of all expenditures made in 

oonneotlon with the erection:of the new plant. 

All bills are paid by the London Office, after they have 

been duly O.K’d, and the faotory has a petty oash capital of £76. 
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Mr. Gilmore. (Confd). 

deposited In the. nearest Bank. 

We are fctviKF somewhat under difficulties owing to not 

heing able to get the telephone connections up at our Works, 

especially is this, apparent when a new .factory is being ereoted, 

as a thousand and one articles are needed. . The nearest Willesden 

Telegraph Office Station is nearly a mile distant from our premiseo. 

We are, therefore, much handioapped by not having a telephony, and 

to do business under these circumstances can be well compared to 

writing a letter without ink. I hope, however, that we shall 

succeed in getting connected shortly, but there is no telling, as 

the distanoe between the nearest wire and the factory out-distance 

the Willesden Bye laws, and the proprietor of the anti-building 

lots around our plaoe will not oonsent to the erection of a pole. 

We are beginning with manufacturing Chriotmas selections, 

of which I expect heavy sales this year, and no stone will be left 

unturned in the endeavour to supply the demand in order^to oreate 

a loop-hole for our competitors. 

All indications point to a busy season, and we are 

already working our full oapacity at the Brussels Baotory, and Z 

hope- the London Baotory will soon be needed to supply records. 

Labour, I am glad to state, is plentiful here, and out 

be had in unlimited quantities. The expense of the same, however, 

is higher than we pay in Brussels, and to give you a fair comparison 



of the difference, I may eay that we pay a labourer here ae much 

do we pay a shilled mechanio in the Brussels Factory. 

Relative to the naming of our Factory, Mr. Marks proposes 

(for income tax reasons^- "Edison Works, Rational Phonograph Co. 

Ltd.," ignoring Xondon^Plant’’or branch! His suggestion will, of 

course, he adopted unless you otherwise- decide. 

1 shall spend most of. my time at the London Factory, making 

an occasional flying trip to Brussels, and you may address all communi¬ 

cations to me at the Edison Works, Rational Ehotfograph Co. Ltd., 

Victoria Rd., Willesden, R.W. 

I hog to 
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September 11th 1907 

G.Croydon Marks,Esq. 
19, Southampton Buildings, 

Chancery Lane, E.C. 

Dear Sir, 

I have a letter of the 9th instant- Monday- being a 

notloe that you enclose copy of a letter to Mr.Galloway, that 

you will be in Manchester until Thursday, in your office on 

Friday morning and leave for Baris in the afternoon. This letter 

is bearing your rubberstamp signature. 

Although you told me that you will go to Baris on 

Saturday next, I learn for the first time by your letter to 

Mr.Galloway that the purpose.of your visit is to hold a Board 

Meeting of our French Company, in order that you may bring 

Mr.Sohermerhorn's resignation and transfer, mentioning at the 

same time that you forgot to tell me about this matter when I 

was at your offioe, and unless I otherwise wish there does not 

appear any necessity for me to remain over the meeting. If you 

will remember I told you on Saturday morning that I shall leave 

for Brussels on the same evening in order to meet Mr.Galloway 

and Mr.Wilm on Sunday and stay there during Sunday only, and 

under these circumstances, of course, it would not be necessary 



Mr.G.Croydon Marks,London. Sept.11th '07 

for me to stay on the Continent for the meeting an entire week, 

when it was intended to stay there only for a day. 

As to the subject matter of the meeting of course, 

although it is only formal, aB you say, it is Btill sufficiently 

interesting to me to know something about the transfer itself. 

1 have not heard anything about it,when I saw you on Saturday, 

and I oannot find anything about it in your letter to me nor in 

the copy you enclosed. 

As to the transfer itself this has been arranged by 

Mr.Gilmore and it is needless to say that I must and will gladly 

abide by any of his decisions. As regards the decision itself, 

however, you know and will understand my desire to know some¬ 

thing more definite than I oan find in your letter and also my 

feeling to be entitled to know it. Mr.Gilmore's decision, of 

oourse, is as I suppose the only one whioh is possible under 

the present conditions; the transfer of all positions held by 

Mr.Gcherraorhorn should be made to himself. 

As regards the meeting I wish to Bay that as long as 

I hold my position I wish it to be understood that I oan be 

present at any of these meetings, or if the meeting is not of 

sufficient Importance to warrant my making a Journey,I should 

at least know the details of suoh arrangements whioh are im¬ 

portant enough to call for a meeting. The principle point, 

however, is the legality of such meeting.- And in this respect 

1 feel obliged to advise you that I have laid it down as a 

matter of principle, when I assumed the position whioh Mr.Gil¬ 

more entrusted to me, that anything I will do, or look at being 



done, shall be in strict accordance with tho laws of tho country 

where it is done, and this meeting held without due notice does 

not seem to me to he in accordance with this principle, and as 

X do not see any reason whatsoever why due notice should not 

he given I have written a registered letter to Mr.Walloway, of 

Whloh X enclose a copy, and which you will see I have worded 

very carefully, 

I am- very busy, having to attend to good deal of the 

German and French business as well as to tho increased work 

here ocoasionod through the absence of several of our employees 

(Mr.Thorhauer and Mr.Lemolne), and I should therefore be very 

glad, if you would be kind enough to arrange to see me on Friday 

at any hour convenient to you. 

Yours very truly, 

Managing director 

Enoloeuro. 

Th.G/Soh.Diot.ll. 

-v 



Sept.11th 1907 

Registered. 

Mr.R.Galloway, Managing Director, 

Cie.Franc.du Phonographe Edison, 

Paris. 

Dear Sir, 

I received a letter from Mr.Marks, as well as a copy 

of his letter to you. I bob from that letter that a Board 

Meeting is intended to he held in Paris, on Saturday next. The 

matter as Mr.Marks states is merely a formal one, and as I have 

not any chance of seeing Mr.Marks during the next few dayB he 

heinG away from London, I have written him asking to put off 

the meeting to another date in order that I can he present. 

Furthermore it is my desire that these meetings, 

without exception, should he held in accordance with the re¬ 

quirements of the French law, as thore 1b no reason whatsoever 

why this should not he done. The meeting which was intended 

to he held will he illegal, of course, and cannot he hold on 

Saturday, inasmuch as due notice was not given to any of the 

parties concerned. 

Youtb very truly, 

Th. (r/Sch.Dict.ll. Managing Director 



September 12th 1907 

G.Croydon Marks,TCaq. 

19, Southampton buildings, 

Chancory lane, 'JSi.C. 

Dear Sir, 

I beg to call your attention to a little matter which 

it appears has escaped your notice. Tott will remember that at 

the last Jfeeting hold at this office 1 was nominated Managing 

Director of this Company. In order that this nomination should 

become legally effective, it v/n.3 necessary thatcertain shares 

should he transferred to me and this transfer was arranged for 

and agreed to by me. You said at that time that you would 

handle it, but it must have altogether escaped your attention, 

because nothing haB been done up to now. 

I Bhall be glad if you will at once make the prelimi¬ 

nary arrangements which are necessary to effect the entry into 

tho public register. 

Yours very truly, 

Managing Dlreotor 

Th.6/3ch.Diot.l2. 



EDISON—GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. 

'• 25 CLERKENWELL ROAD, 

2Z>9tc/o9?-j 3. c(o. September 26th 1907 

VhE.Gilmore,Esq.President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange , Hew Jersey. 

In the public register and on our books {the following/ 

parties figure as partners of the above. Company: ' 

Mr.Thomas A.Edison Me. . 2000.- 

Mr.R.Croydon Marks " ISjOOO.- 

Mr.-James H.Vfhite " 2000.- 

Hational Phonograph Co.Ltd.London " 394000.— 

The investment of Mk.394,000 o'? the National Phono¬ 

graph Company Limited, London, consists only pf patents, valued 

at that figure. I would suggest that the investment fcf the 

London Company should at once be transferred to the National 

Phonograph Company, Orange. Mr.Marin# will be at Orange in the 

early part of October^, and if you agree that my suggestion 

should be carried cut, hV® visit will enable you to thoroughly 

discuss the formalities WISich will h& necessary in order to 

effect the transfer. 

In connection with this I would say that it is alto¬ 

gether immaterial to the German authorities wheth&t the London 

or the Orange Com^a^y figure partners and it does in no 



. Ibr..Gilmore, Orange. 
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v/ay affect the taxes, the 'American manufacturer being entitled 

to sell his products (machines) to the German company in which 

he is interested, at any price he chooses, and the tax is 

levied only on the profit the German company makes over and 

above that purchasing price. In other words, the American manu¬ 

facturer is entitled to make as much profit as he chooses on 

the goods he sells to the German company he is interested in, 

and this profit is not subject to any tax whatsoever. An 

American or an English firm interested in a German company has 

only to pay income tax on their share of the profit shown by 

the books of the German company. 

The question of so-called "Foreign Concerns" has 

never been raised nor can ever be raised with limited Companies, 

under the present law in Germany. 

The above statements are made after I have thoroughly 

investigated the matter. 

Yours very truly, 

r _^ 
Managing Director 

t . trw 1&JL. (r#(S_£A_> j 

<^01^-0! Qji^Y c^>~> 

, t* ^^s^b5lccb25-.dL . J c4-aj \h—s—• 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GO.LTD. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECriRDS. 

25 , CLERKENWELL ROAD, 

I received a copy of a letter which Mr.Wyper, of our 

Australian Company, wrote you under date of August 13th. This 

copy was sent here to Mr.Schermerhorn, and inasmuch as the 

correspondence treats only business matters I kept it here, and 

I have replied to that part of the letter which refers to the 

prices of other manufacturers in the United Kingdom. 

Prom the contents of Mr.Wyper1s letter I note, that he 

would he able to declare and enter Brussels or Willesden made 

records at 6d each, provided they are invoiced from the London 

Office. I assume that this matter has been discussed after you 

received Mr.Wyper's letter, and I shall be glad to hear your 

decision. Without wishing to prejudge the question, I suppose 

that you will decide, that beginning with a certain date the 

American factory will discontinue to ship records to Australia 

of all and every selection of which we have moulds at Brussels 

or Willesden. 

In this connection I beg to refer to my letter of 



Hr.Gilmore, Orange. 
Sept.28th 1907 

September 26th and to copies which I attached thereto. If 

masters of all these selections are shipped us, as demanded, 

the Brussels and Willesden plant will he in a position to 

Bupply Australia with 

1) all British selection?, 

2) all American selections up to Ho.8722, with the excep¬ 

tion of 16 selections, enumerated on the copy I sent you. 

3) All.American selections above Ho.8722, with the excep¬ 

tion of those which we have been in the habit of cutting from 

the American regular monthly supplement, because of their being 

unsuitable for this territory. 

Mr.Wyper therefore can, from that certain date, 

either limit his catalogue to the selections which we can 

supply from here, or leave his catalogue as it is, get the 

majority of the records from here, and the 16 selections and 

other cut outs above mentioned from America. 

As I advised you in a previous letter I expect this 

season, to make use of the entire capacity of the Brussels 

factory as well as of the Willesden plant and I shall probably 

be obliged to call on Berlin even. I shall therefore be glad 

to hear that the date above referred to, is not fixed too 

early. 

Mr.Riehl, no doubt,, keeps you informed on the progreBB 

made at Willesden and‘the manufacturing possibilities there 

for the next few months. 

Th.G/Sch.Dict.27. 

Yourg-vgry truly, 

Managing Director 



[ENCLOSURE] 

NATIENAL FHnNIIERAFH CH. 
HF AUSTRALIA LTD. 

3 40 Kent St.. 

L3tb-Aug_'..07,_ 

Ur VI. E. Gilmore, 

President, 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 

ORANGE ., N.J., U.S.A. 

Dear Sir, 

We have just received Mr Scliermerliom’8 letter of July 

10th., in reference to the question of all our supplies in Records 

coiing from Brussels or London, and asking us what Duty would ho payable 

if such a course is followed. 

The first question that we would answer is the value at 

which the Records would Ids entered in the Customs House here. This 

v/ould be the lowest selling price in England, which we understand to be 

6d. To allow of entries at this price, it would be necessary that all 

Papers and Invoices shew unmlstakeably that the$*'clofes‘^to us from London, 

and it is at London that our Purchases are made. We have to 

declare the Market Value of the Products in the Country from which we 

make our purchases. It is on this basis that we are now endeavour¬ 

ing to have our American, as well as British Records,, entered in through 

the Customs at Bd per Record^, instead of os heretofore, 17/ j/er Record. 

If we are successful in our present endeavour, the question of the 
at «U)|£«uJluoj 

Custms Duty^‘would be1eliminated. Vie cannot state positively, that 

we will be allowed to enter the Records coming from the United States 

pt -less than the 17/ heretofore paid, as the Governmenl 



[ENCLOSURE] 

W.E.G., Orange, H.J. -2- 13/8/07. 

payment of Duty on the Market Value, in the Country whence they are ex¬ 

ported, If you wore using the sane Record in England that is 

being manufactured in Orange, our basiB would be much stronger than it 

is at present, where tho Record issued on the English Market, are not 

those manufactured in Orange, although they are made from the same Masters. 

The reason we cannot give you any decided answer on this 

point, is the fact that we have nothing to present to the Customs at 

the present moment, indicating that our price would be 6d in London, 

as the Invoices already to our hands, indicate 17^ from Hew York. 

We have, however, already cabled to Rev/ York for Invoices dated at 

London, bearing the price of Sd to us, when we will take the whole matter 

up with the Commissioner of Customs, and have his final judgment thereon. 

Were we to approach them at the present moment, there is no question 

but that their decision would be,"You must still pay Duty on the 17^ ■ 

price." From this you will see that our only claim in entering 

Brussels made Records throflgh the Customs at the price of Gd each, would 

be tho fact that these are the identical Records that are being offered 

in England at that price, and that it is only a matter of convenience to 

the Shipper and the Consignee, that they are forwarded from Brussels 

instead of from London. 

Seeing that tho price you 'specify of 5d for charges to 

the national Phonograph Co. Ltd., as well as to the other selling Agencies 

of the National Phonograph Co., is not applicable to the General Buyer, 

we would not be able to use this price for our Customs Entries. The 

Customs would not accept an arbitrary price made by a manufacturing con-, 

cern, for sale to practically its own members, but would levy the Duty 

on the Market Price in the Country from which the goods vie re purchased. 

The Second point is, as to what^uty would be imposed on 

Records manufactured in Brussels, or in London. With the Tariff 
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at present before the Government for consideration, the Duty for Brussels 

made Records would be 35# as against 25# for British made Records; we 

might here state that Phonographs and Accessories would come under the 

same head as Records. 

We ore extremely glad to have the information that you 

intend to establish an English Factory, but are not sure whether this 

would include the manufacture of Phonographs os well as Records. 

Thors is just one point we might bring to your attention, and that 

is that the American made Records are very much superior in their finish 

to the British, the surface having a much higher polieli than those turned 

out at our Brussels Factory, and also giving a much smoother reporduc- 

tion. We unfortunately find that quite a few British.Records have 

rather a noisy Reproduction, i.o., they crackle, through some slight . 

surface defect,, which complaint cunnot be put against the American 

Records as a general thing. The complaint that we have to 

make against the British Records might be on account of the manner of 

packing. Quite a few of these Records recently have come to hand in 

a damaged state, apparently caused through dampness, but there is no 

evidence in the case, or in the cartons containing the Records themselves 

that any water was ever near them. We have just written a letter 

on this subject to Mr Rlehl at Brussels, sending him a.sample of the 

Record, so that he can judge for himself just why tills defect should 

arise. In a small shipment recently to our hands, wo had just about 

one half of the Records turn nut absolutely unsaleable, they being 

pitted more or les6 through this dampness. We might eay 

here that the Sterling people haiU the same difficulty with the first 

Records they sent out to Australia, though this has long since been 

overcome. Theypsend all their Records to Australia, wrapped in 

Oiled Paper, but this would hardly seem necessary, as it is only recently 
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W.E.G., 11. J., -4- 13/8/07. 

that the trouble complained of has appeared even in the Brussels made 

Re'c ords. 

Referring to your Postscript, we might inform you that we 

have just undergone a rather rigid investigation from the Customs Dept., 

in relation to the price at which our Records have been entered from 

the time at which we first commenced business in Australia, some 20 

months ago. From information received in Melbourne, we understand 

that Ayers Henry & Co., who are Agents for the Edison-Bell Records, gave 

information to the Customs that we were entering Records at 5^d each. 

The Customs Authorities were in a position to repudiate tills at once, 

but they did not seem to take thut course, they rather put themselves 

to the trouble of going through all our Invoices and Papers from the 

time of our start in business here. Vie are very glad that we were 

on a perfectly safe basis without" Entries, so thut no trouble will ensue 

from the investigations which have taken place. 

We understand that the Sterling people, at the moment of 

the reduction that is being made in the price of our Records,(l.e., 

shortly after oftr notification was sent to the Trade on June 10th., 

of the present year, that our Hew Price would be 8;jd to the Jobbers,) 

made a reduction, their price being brought down to 5^ F.O.B., London, 

instead of Od F.O.B.,London, as heretofore ruling. 

We have endeavoured ta obtain information from the Customs 

Officers as to what price these people are using for entries, but have 

so far failed to ascertain; they do tell us, however, that all of 

the Record! Manufacturing CoS are undergoing the same rigid inspection 

tliat has been given to ourselves. We do know, that only recently 

the Edison Bell People were enabled to have the Customs place a value 

on their Records foreiitryrhere, and we understand that this is 6d apiece 

for the short Records, and 7d apiece for the long Records. 
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We have not been able to gather* any Information in regard 

to Pathe Freres, Paths & Co., or Paths, as the import of this particular 

make lias been very small for a long time past. 

Will you kindly confirm the Prices for the Russell Hunting 

Co., Edison Bell Consolidated, a3 Gd since your reduction took place, 

and also give us, if you can the English prices as made by the Paths 

concern. We have offered to supply any information in our Power 

to the investigating Agents of the Customs at any time they like to call ! 

on us, and we would like to have authentic figures to present to them. 

There is just one point that we have previously overlooked, I 

and that is, what is the arrangement you hove in London for the payment 

of Freight on shipments to Jobbers. Is your price to them 6d 

F.O.B., London, or do you absorb Freight, the sane as is done in ship- j 

ments in the United States. . This would have some bearing on the 

value at which we enter the Records in Sydney, or in Australia. 

Vre have paid, on the Itzehoe shipment just in, on a value of Gd 

C.I.F., Sydney, this being based on the supposition that you do pay Freight 

on shipments to your Jobbers throughout Great Britain. As before 

stated, we had no authority to shew the Customs for this reduced price, 1 

so that we had to pay a deposit for the difference between the Duty at fid i 

each C.I.F., and the old price of 17/ C.I.F., this deposit to be refunded i 

to us only when we can prove the 6d price is a bona fide one. 

We are. 

Yours very truly, 

NATIONAL phonograph CO. 
eF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED. 

.LUi'jjimhjl.-. 
- • vj MANAGER. 

WW/FLT. 



Mr. Edison: 

ITote attached letter from Mr. Graf; it is interest¬ 

ing reading. Please return when you are through with it. 

10/2/07. W. E. Gilmore. 
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sa NATIONAL PHONOEHAPH CO.LTD. 

EDISON PHONO GRAPHS & RECORDS. 

25 . CLERKENWELL ROAD, I 

W.E.Gilmore,Esq.President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange , New Jersey. 

rR E c ti i V i - dn?c 

SFP so IfH 

I Ss^) 

T j 
s 

,AI'o,f u 
j.,orH 
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Dear Sir, 

Just a little business gossip for your "leisure" 

hours, that will not require any reply. 

Mr.Lewis Young is now connected with the Columbia 

Phonograph Company and active in their advertising department, 

as I am told. 1 believe I am right in assuming that his engage¬ 

ment by the Columbia people is due to the developments in our 

German patent suits, where they believe his knowledge can be of 

use to them. 

EC#0 RECORD is the name of the product of White's 

German factory at Berlin. The whole output, as I am informed, 

is bought by Herman Lowitz or the Adler Phonograph Company of 

Berlin. In other words the factory was erected for the purpose 

of filling a contract made with kite's people for the supply 

of 1000 records per day for a certain period. That contract 

was obtained prior to our announcement of reduction in price of 

our records in England and on White's assertion that he is con¬ 

vinced that we shall not be able to manufacture and sell our 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

Hr.Gilmore,Orange. Sept.12 07~ 

records at less than l/6 list price. It seems that the 

TOiite people have a security for a considerable amount of money 

in their hands, which made it impossible for Lowitz to get out 

of the contract. 

Van Meter, the son-in-law of"Peter PacGgalupe, is 

appearing and vanishing in and from all principle places on the 

Continent. First he has been for White in Berlin, then in London 

afterwards he went to Hamburg, and from a reliable source of 

information in Hamburg I found out that he was engaged as ex¬ 

perimental chemist by Schliemann. I advised Mr.Riehl and 

Mr.Aylsworth. of this when we three were in Berlin. Mr.Riehl 

no doubt wrote you about his patent scheme at which he worked 

with Schliemann. The thing it appears fell to pieces, the only 

remaining fact is that Schliemann through these experiments 

has been caused to work at compositions for records and he is 

malting such compositions. Van Meter was in Brussels to see 

Mr.Riehl and sell him master blanks. Mr.Riehl reported you 

about it. He did not succeod with Mr.Riehl, but by a letter 

which I received from Berlin to-day I see that he has succeeded 

in sticking my German people. He came there to show them 30 

master blanks of the old type used^S^fars ago. He told them that 

he purchased these master blanks from Stollwerck Bros..Cologne, 

in order that they should not come into the hands of other people 

He alBO told them that he is closely connected with you and 

Mr.Riehl. He asked Mk.72- for these old blanks and Mr.Wilm 

bought them. When I heard about I telegraphed at once to Mr. 

Wilm and Mr.Grusser something that will cause them to show.Van 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 
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Meter the door if he should call again. 

The Edison-Bell Company have sent enclosed circular 

to the trade announcing reduction in the price of their records 

to dealers: Extra long records 7/- per dozen, Standard 6/6. 

Yom-s very truly* 

Managing Director 

Enclosure 

Th.G/Sch.Dict.ll. 



NATIONAL 

Oat. 21, 1907. 

Thomas Graf, Esq., Managing Director, 
National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

Dear Sirs 

I dulyc eceived your letter of September 26th, advis¬ 
ing ae to the partners of the German Co., Mr. White's name included. 
In addition, I have received your later letter of September 28th, 
advising me that the stock held by him had boon transferred and 
that you had been misinformed. I um glad to learn this, of 
course. 

I took up with Mr. Marks last, week the question of transferring 
the amount standing in favor of the National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 
London, amounting to 394,000 Marks, and after fully discussing 
sane with Messrs. Weatee and Buehlor, it was decided that what you 
purpose doing is entirely in order, and there is no good reason 
why it should riot be transferred to this company. Although we 
were advised at the time that It should go to the National Ltd., 
the conclusion reached is that they had nothing whatever, to do 
with it, as it is a matter distinctly between the National Co., 
Orange, and the Edison GeBellschaft. On the other hand, there is 
a possibility that the patents may have been transferred to the 
National Co., Ltd., London, and then assigned to the Edison 
Geoellschaft. However, I understand from Mr. Buehler that the 
amount of 394,000 Marks has never been charged to the Edison 
Gesellschaft on the books of the National Co., Ltd., London, so 
that \vhat I want to do now is to get the matter fixed up satisfac¬ 
torily, and I am going to leave it to you to fix it up with Mr. 
Marks just as soon as he returns. In this connection I desire 
to say that Mr. Buehlor is leaving for the other sideLthe latter 
end of November or early in December, so as to take up the matter 
of closing the'books in all factories and selling offices at the 
end of the year. Possibly you would prefer to leave the matter 
for him to properly adjust when ho gets over. I know you will 
be glad to hear this, inasmuch as Mr. Buehler is going to be able 
to give you lots of assistance, and if you do not. want to hold it 
up until he gets over, then go ahead and fix it up forthwith. 
Mr. Marks thoroughly understands the situation and agrees to what 
you state in your letter. 

Yours very truly, 

veg/iww President, 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

yw. 
/ w - y 

Thomas/oraf^q., Managing Director, 
wrfcional Phonograph Co., ltd., 

London, England. 

Oct. 21, 1907. 

your letter of ^he^llth^aaSimimdanonid a£ * ef+ ?\6ading 0TQr 

b^tL^tS^ 
placed in a very had position by^y^uch^c^f on^o^tS? S 

si sass it 

——^ r»:., 



2. 10/21/07. NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANV^hOmaB Graf. 

way. From time to time for the last few Mr. Marks has 
endeavored to impress upon mo the neceBBity^of increasing the 
capital stock of the company and issuing some of such stock to 
English stockholders, we, of course, to retain the control. Mr. 
Edison and myself have absolutely refused to do anything of the 
kind, and I think you will agree with me that this is the best 
oourso to pursue. It has not been our idea that the business over 
there should be conducted on. anything but the most open lines.,_ 
What I moan by this is, that there is no necessity Mr*anybody 
endeavoring to obtain information surreptitiously, 'and it was 
never the intention of Mr. Edison or myself but that our business 
should bo conducted in the most open manner. 

X have read over till of your letters not once, but three or 
four times, and after doing so I concluded to lot Mr. Edison read 
them over in their entirety. To say that he was surprised does 
not define it, and his first uttorance was (and it is exactly 
what I expected), that you must bo upheld in every possible way. 
You have been elected as the Managing Director of that company 
as well as General Manager of all of the selling companies abroad, 
and such being the oase, it is the intention of both Mr. Edison 
and myself that you shall not be hampered in any possible way, 
eo that you are at liberty to go ahead and make such ohanges as 
you may see fit. If any subordinate is not in aocord with your 
methods or does not work to your interests, which are the interests 
of all of us, there is nothing else to do hut to dispense with 
his services. I am sorry indeed that Demoine has undertaken 
to do the things that you refer to; it is absolutely beyond me. 
He is no more capable of operating a company than one of your 
Office clerks, and we have got to run our business in an open 
and frank way if wo intend that it shall work out satisfactorily 
to all concerned. . Right here I want to say that X was going 
to write you some ten days ago, but after thinking it over careful-..- 
ly I decided that I'would await Mr. Marks' visit, to see what, if 
anything, he had to say regarding your good self. I want to say 
frankly now that he spoke very well i ndecd of you, although he - 
did think that you were somewhat suspicious. X told him distinct¬ 
ly that you had good cause to he; the treatment that you bad 
received from the late Chairman of the Board of Directors was 
anything hut decent; that a year ago last July, when Mr. 
Sohermerhorn and yourself were here at the Jobbers Convention, it 
was decided that you were to be made Managing Direotor, and that 
nothing had been done until ny arrival in Europe, about one year 
thereafter. Of course Mr. Marks had nothing to do with this, 
and I again reiterate that he had nothing to say of you hut good. 
I have known you too long and too well to take, even from people 
who have been with us for a few years, information that will 
compromise you in any way without at leaBt giving you an oppor¬ 
tunity of giving your version of anything and everything that may 
oome up. You must know me well enough to know that I am not 
addicted to anything of this kind. Thero are two sides to every 
story and I believe in both parties being heard before any decision 
is reached; and right here X want to say that I have not up to 
thiB writing heard anything directly or indirectly detrimental 
to yourself. 

You will remomber that' in our last conversations the question 
of obtaining a satisfactory Sales Manager for the English company 
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was brought up and decided upon and X judged at that time that a 
suitable man would be obtained by you in due course. This man, 
of course, must be subordinate to you and follow out your instruc¬ 
tions in the same manner as the man in Berlin and the man in 
Paris. In other words, you must be relieved of the detail, so 
that you can give your time and attention to the business as a 
whole. 

So far as Mr, Lemoino is concerned, I have no interest in 
the gentleman one way or the other. I know little about him, 
but personally he never struck me as being a man of any great 
resolution, nor did I consider that he could handle a position 
of any great moment. 

Bear in mind that Mr. Marks has not reoelved one bit of 
Information from Mr. Edison or myself, directly or indirectly, 
conveyed in any of your communications. We singly ablced him his 
opinion and I have stated above his reply. Our talks have been 
on the general situation from a legal standpoint, such as the 
Edison-Bell and other suits, but no further, with the exception of 
the increase of the capital stock of the National Co., Ltd., about 
which I shall write you later. If any attempt is made to obtain 
control of the business there by any one or set of individuals 
they will find they will have me to deal with, and I am certain 
that they will not bo winners. As we say over here, "I am with 
you hand and glove". I intend to give you every opportunity to 
show that you can operate our business satisfactorily on the other 
aide, and if it should be found later on that you arc not able to 
cope with the situation, it is a question that we will take up 
together and deoide what is boat to be done' under the circumstances. 
It, of course, goes without saying that should such an event ever 
happen you would court an investigation and I would be justified in 
coming to you to.invite your co-operation looking to the best .. 
interests of our general business. I think you get my meaning 
and that you will thoroughly understand that so long as wo are 
togother we want to work amicably and to the benefit of all con¬ 
cerned, and when such a time comes that this is not possible, 
then, of course, we must look at it from another standpoint. 
Judging from the communications which you enclose, they seem to 
have their own ideas, and the proof is very much against them and 
very much in your favor. I am glad to know, however, that the 
matters are being straightened out to your entire satisfaction, and 
all I can say is to keep a stiff upper hand, and not only will you 
be upheld as Managing Director in name, but in fact also. 

In conclusion I can only say that both Hr. Edison and myself 
have the most absolute confidence in you. You arc placed in a 
position which, through successive years of hard work, you arc 
entitled to, and we want you to feel that you have our co-opora- 
tion in every way. If any matters should come up requiring your 
presence here or my presence there, arrangements can be made in 
a short time so that you either come over or I will go to London, b 
but I do not feel that this is at all necessary at this time, and 
I feel that as time goeB on you will so master the situation as to 
be able to handle it to the satisfaction of Mr. Edison and myself. 

As I have stated above, Mr. Marks identy with us was, firstly, 
from a legal standpoint, and, secondly, as a Director in the oorapany, 
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to help get the business operated from an English standpoint, which 
as you know, could only he done hy the introduction of somebody 
familiar with the English method of doing business, and we con¬ 
sidered at the time that Mr. Marks was about as good a man as 
we could have obtained. 

I have written you thus fully and I think I have obvnredoaboui 
all of the points that you have brought up, but if there is any¬ 
thing further that you want to know, I do not want you to hesitate 
a minute to ask it, as I shall bo perfectly frank with you, having 
nothing to conceal v.'hatever. 

Trusting that the entanglements that have occurred in the 
past will soon be straightened out to your entire satisfaction, 
and with best wishes for your continued suooesr “ * " " 
Edison joins me, believe me to bo, 

in which Mr. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iw President. 



Oct. 21, 1907, 

Thoms Graf, Esq., Managing Director, 
National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

My dear Graf: 

The question of increasing the capital stock of the 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., was Drought up at the time I was 

last in London by Mr. Marks. It has now teen decided to increase 

the capital stock by £47,000, such stock to he turned over to this 

oompany to apply acainst their current indebtedness. With this 

end in view, I am about to write a letter similar to the copy 

enclosed. I do not suppose that you will have any objection 

whatever to this, but in order to make sure I send it to you 

forthwith, so if you approve it, cable the word "Approved". If 

you do not approve it, then cable "Not approved" and give me the 

reasons therefor in the cable, if possible. I want to settle 

the matter before Mr. Marks leaves for London. He will be back 

hei’e early in November, having gone Yfest on other business of his 

own. You should get this letter a week from to-day and be able 

to give me an answer before he arrives back from the Y/est, when it 

will be settled. 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iw President. 
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National Phonograph Company, ltd., 

London, England. 

Gentlemen:- 

In reference to the possibility of adjusting 

the very considerable indebtedness due us, and concerning 

which numerous discussions have been had, I propose, with 

the consent and approval of the Directors of the National 

Phonograph Company,that the National Phonograph Company 

Ltd. shall take steps to increase its capitalization by the 

issue of £47,000. capital stock; and upon such issue, the 

National Phonograph Company will accept the same dollar for 

dollar;in liquidation of an equivalent amount of such in¬ 

debtedness. Should this proposition be accepted, the Nation¬ 

al Phonograph Company hereby subscribes to said stock to be 

issued in amount of £47,000. par value, with the understanding 

that such stock shall be considered as being paid for in cash 

by the concurrent reduction of an equivalent amount of said 

indebtedness, due the National Phonograph Company. 

Yours very truly, 





Co., Ltd. 

Mr,Gilmore,Orange. 
Nov.22nd 1907 

and due to the Season, the incoming orders are unusually large 

and to-day our Brussels and Willesden plants are about 1153,000 

records behind. In other v/ords, the orders which they have 

to fill are equivalent to the output of the two factories for 

approximately the next two weeks. As the daily influx of orders 

is very satisfactory and as I cannot expect an immediate increas e 

of the Bupply from the Willcsden plant for many a<week to come 

I have found it necessary to call on you for help, and I have 

therefore yesterday cabled you an order for 62,300 records, 

of such titles which are ready sellers and about which there 

is no fear of overstocking. I do not know at present how far 

you can possibly help me in that matter, but should I find 

that this order can be executed from Orange promptly I will 

work out and cable you a second smaller order. 

YourB very truly, 

Managing Director 

Th.G/Sch.Dict.22. 



C.JI.W. Deo. 3, 1907. 

Mr. Thomas Graf, Managing Director, 

National Phonograph Co. ltd., 

-London, England. 

Dear Sir: ' . 

Your communication of the 22nd, addressed to Mr. Gilmore, 

having reference to the Willesden plant, at hand, and in his ab¬ 

sence I simply acknowledge same, saying we are very sorry to learn 

that this plant has not yet come up to expectations, and Jirust 

that .these conditions will soon change for the better. 

I have no doubt but that the arrangement you have made, 

whereby the advance records for December will be made at Berlin 

plant, will turn out to be the proper course to have taken; at 

any rate, you are in a much better position.to decide questions 

of this nature, than anyone else. 

We are certainly pleased to note that your record orders are 

in every way satisfactory, and as to your oalling on us for 

assistance in order to fill them promptly, we are pleased to advise 

that we can fill promptly and praotioally complete any orders you 

may send us. Your order for 62,300 reoords was gotten'out and 

shipped within four days; the larger portion of it going forward 

within two days, and from the present indications, we will be able 
to fill any future orders you may send us equally as prompt. 

Your letter will, of oourse, be submitted to Mr. Gilmore 
immediately he returns, and should there be anything further he 
desires to write you in oonneotion therewith, you will then hear 
from him direot. • 

. Yours very;truly, .. " 

.CHwA ...... 



have v/ritten me thus fully, and the information given vd.ll, of 

course, he treated strictly confidential. 

As far as the increase in our staff is concerned I 

regret to say that X have not been able to make headway as 

quickly as X should wish, hut I believe that I have now found 

the proper person for the position of Sales Manager. 

I likewise received your letter having reference to 

the increase of the capital stock, and at the time when I 

received your letter I cabled you the word "Approved". 7/hen 

Mr.Marks returned from America he told me of the arrangements 

which are being made vdth regard to the capital stock, which 

are entirely satisfactory to me, but Mr'.Marks and I have agreed 

not to carry out this plan just at the present moment, because 

I do not wish to pay the heavy expenses, stamps, fees etc. which 

•are connected with the registration of the increased capital 

i -v- 



?'r. ft.ilraore, Orange. 

-0- 
Dec.4th 1907 

stock. 

As far as the adjustment of the capital of the 

Edison G-esellschaf t in Berlin is concerned I have not done 

anything in that matter, hut I am waiting till Br.Euehler will 

come over here to close our hooks, as usual, when I shall go 

with him into that matter with a view of finally settling it. 

With the exception of the consolidation of the hooks 

of the factory and the sales end, as far as London and Willes- 

den is concerned he will X believe find less work to do than 

in any of the previous years. 

Thanking you again for your very complete and frank 

letter which has done me a lot of good, I am 

fh. (r/Sch.Dict. 4, 



Mr.'' Edison: 

Referring to the attached letter from Mr. Graf, re¬ 

garding our suit in Germany against the Columbia Co., this looks 

quite favorable for us. Please return with your comments. 

12/13/07. 

Enc-A 



[ATTACHMENT] 

* EPISON—GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. 

25, CLERKENWELL ROAD, 

as^ 

W.E. Gilmore,Esq. President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange , Hew Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

Infringement suit against Columbia Co.and othors. 

The above case which was decided against us in the 

lower court, has been brought before the court of appeal, and 

the first hearing took placeon last Saturday November 30th. No 

decision was rendered, and if I nevertheless send you a report 

I do so because I feel you will be interssted to hear that our 

case is now in better hands than previous. If the judges in 

the lower court were unjustly against us, the "Kammergericht" 

(court of appeal) seems willing to make good for it. The 

proceedings are very interesting. 

The court consisted of three members: two judges, and 

the President of the superior court, Mr.Kindi. 

We were represented by Dr,Magnus, assisted by Dr. 

Seligsohn. 

The Columbia Co.was represented by Dr.Isay, Koch, 

and Lazarus. 

At the beginning the attorney of the Columbia etc., 

who v/as very nervous, endeavoured to got an adjournment of the 

case. Our attorney protested and the president of the court, 

Mr.Kindi declared, there was no cause whatsoever for adjourn- 
’ ment. 
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Edisoii-Gemdlaohaft m. b. H. 
BERLIN N. 

Kt.Gilmore,Orange. 

Dec,4th 1907 

Thereupon Dr.Isay replied that he would not consider it necessary 

to adjourn if the court would decide to call in an expert. The 

president replied that it may he quite possible that the court 

would come to a decision to-day altering the decision of the 

first court, hut he believed that the court would decide to 

call in an expert before deciding, in order to get their opinion 

confirmed. This all was preliminary to the actual pleading, 

which now commenced when president Kindi lectured on' the 

decision of the court of first instance, criticising same very 

severely and accepting materially our arguments. Especially 

the opinion of our new expert, Dr.Traube, has made a very 

favorable impression on him. He mentioned this several times 

and declared that he was very glad to have his own views con¬ 

firmed by Dr.Traube's opinion. The position taken by president 

Kindi .was, of course, very unpleasant to our opponents, but 

Kindi was not to be shaken, and when Dr.Isay (opponent) began 

his pleading by saying: "I believe Mr.President that I shall 

convince you" the president drily remarked: "I don't thinks so 

Dr.Isay, for I have looked into this matter very closely and I 

know what I have to think of it". The court evidently did 

not care to make a similar mistake as the lower court, to decide 

without getting independent experts' opinion, and consequently 

they decided to call in an expert, his examination to take 

place, not as usual, through one specially delegated judge, 

but before the court in full session. Nov/ the question of 

electing an expert haiL to bo decided. President Kindi sug¬ 

gested 
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Kdison-Geaollsoliaft m. b. H. 
BERLIN N. 

-3- 
Rec.4th 1907 

Mr. Gilmore, Orange,. 

the Rector of the Technical College at Chariottenburg should 

he requested to name an expert. It was contended, however, 

that the rector of that college would he placed in rather an 

awkward position, considering that hoth party-experts, Professor 

Mis the and Prof.Trauhe (Edison C-esellschaf t) as well as Prof. 

Schlesinger (for Columbia) are teaching at the same college 

and have given contradictary opinions. Then Rr.Isay said: "I 

should like to make a suggestion", to which president Kindi 

replied smiling: "Well, I suppose it will he declined, hut 

speak". Isay then suggested to ask the"fierman Association 

of Phonograph Manufacturers" to name an expert. Very appro¬ 

priately our attorney Rr.Magnus remarked that this proposition 

would mean to set a fox to keep the geese, and Isay's suggestion 

was declined. Then it occurred to Rr.Beligsohn the Patent Office 

should he requested to name an expert. Rr.Isay (Columbia) of 

course, protested, because the Patent Office had recently 

decided in our favor in the suit for revocation of the Resbrifere 

patent, but the court was in favor and it was finally decided 

to request the Imperial Patent Office to name an expert. 

And now Kindi crowned all. Kamely when our attorney 

Rr.Magnus said that he would leave it to the court to call in 

2 experts (which is usual in case of dissention) in order to 

get the case decided without delay, president Kindi replied to 

him: "Two experts are not necessary, one is entirely sufficient 

for me, only in case that one expert should give an opinion 

favorable to your opponents, I shall then probably call in a 
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?')'r. Gilmore, Orange. 

second expert, because I would then consider the first expert's 

opinion he±ng wrong". 

You can imagine the long faces of the opponents in 

the court, and the satisfaction on our part. 

Yours very truly, 

General Yanager 

Th.fr/Sch.nict. 4. 
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Regarding the attached'letter from Mr. Graf of the 

4th inat,, in reference to our suita in Germany again8t the 

Columbia Company, and other infringers, 1 think the situation 

ia certainly very encouraging. ■ Apparently the Appeal Court 

la with ub, if Mr, Graf haa been entirely impartial in hia re¬ 

port. At the same time I have very often had the very un- 

pleaaant experience of being misled by the remarks of judges 

during the argument of ca86B. They aometimea give very differ¬ 

ent impreaalons at hearings than those which they reach aa a 

result of an examination of the testimony. Of course, it will 

be a fine thing if we should succeed with these German suits, 

but do not be entirely confident of the reaultB. 

Yours very truly, 

i^LD/tax 



Dear M3?. Edison: 

c-Ur*** O^trvA-tf-5 s\\-£pP •C-kS-6-^ ■-JZZ*, c*.w-. 

—-c^-b-b. \ 

Note attached letter!from Mr. Marks, as well/^ts the ' 
letter referred to from Mr. J. E. Hough of the Edison-Bell Co. 
Mr. Hough evidently has his hands full and is looking-for U3 to 
help him "pull his chestnuts out of the fjjak?-“I do not see that 
any arrangement made with his cancerrr'alid th^-Columhia Co. would 
he of any benefit to us-w-haiTaver. \ s, __... -- 

[ yJU>-»—^£-yM Or-^o-^c <*<srs+<XLd Uasum 
I am also* attaching letti 

Graf, from which you'will see 
up. Of courseJ^ft'*g3'es"withou‘ 
to do anything / 
just what Hough 

that I have just received from 
^t^his business has been picking 

. _ r-'§ay5Pn?f^that we do' not want 
Ithout having Graf's opinion. It seems to me that 

driving at will eventually occur, and the 
little fellows will be driven from the field. I am satisfied 
that the reduction in price to 25 cents on the other side is going 
to have a good effect so far as increasing our business is con¬ 
cerned over there v/ith a natural'decrease in the business of the 
others. They may decrease the'ir lint prices, but they cannot 
continue to make records at a profit. Hough is feeling it already, 
an£.he..&as reduced the price of his records, as you will remember, 
torTTpeJc e, and is now looking for us to help him out of his 
troubles. Personally, I do not want to have anything to do with ... 
him, and so far as the Columbia Co. is concerned, I would not 
trust them around the block. I am still of the same old opinion, 
and that is, that we should "paddle our own canoe" and have nothin g 
whatever to do v/ith either of these concerns. 

I also attach letter from Mr. Marks, in which he encloses 
copy of the last annual report of the Edison-Bell Consolidated 
Phonograph Co., Ltd., from which you will see that their profits 
were very small and the greater' portion of them have been written 
off against "Patent" Account. It still leaves the "Patent Account" 
very large and absolutely worthless, as, of course, the patents 
have all expired. 

I should be glad if you will return all of these papers to me 
with your comments, and I have instructed Walker to go up v/ith 
the papers so that you can dictate your reply, as, of course, I 
should answer Marks very quickly. . 

12/16/07. 
Enc-A 

V/. E. Gilmore. 
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(COPY) 

39 Charing Cross Road. V/.C. 
4th Not. 07. 

Nr. Mr. Croydon Marks: 

whinh t + Vi a , i ,.vi + The other day I casually mentioned a method hv 

7*1 3S; JSJ'SifSSuS 
or^should heethpnnfa0tU:!le °f phono, records. Now the record is 
lopers iLS in to ^ tra£e an£ these incidental inter- 
+h?= kin it# There have been f°ur instances of 

aS ihe^larion reco?dr.eXiStinS’ ^ The Whlte; the SterlinS 

oonsideleL^tLb™HHt^eenAia,nU£fCtUr?rB 0f Monographs who need be 
tv,nniv,+r?£ **Edison, Columbia and ourselves; and I, having 
that therp i«anniBr ° very fully since seeing you have concluded 

is only one way to squelch this unfair competition as 
at present existing and prevent exploiters in the same direction. 

. i.e., National, Columbia and ourselves that 
we will not supply or permit to be supplied any of our rlsnective ' 

Hi? ^ “ 
If bsJP:^°M'“s*»r“ s? 
the C0B1Plying With, the conditions. In this there is 
be usele^^AdTh"* °f iUS£ice> as without machines records would 
ah-io 1 +f and„tlle manufacture of machines is not nearly so profit- 
anoutlavol °CLT°^\ Besides> to Mice machines “Quires lilt 
undertake it.P that n°ne but very substantial people could 

be welLmed^!^ a f!r reaching effect and I believe would 
realized thP^AAA1 factors> who must by this time have 
t^s of records? inconvenience of handling so many different 

SS¥gfll|fSSS;3'3ss"' 

would^othbe so^ifheefed611^ C°uBd be arranged so that artists 
artists except bv ciieen? ’ 7 1ea ,°0Iapany n0t emPl°ying another* 
of as being specially desired by thtm?iStOfbourse thLgc!n fi?tioe 
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•'modified in any reasonable way, but the inflated gees which these 
people are paid are mainly due to the competition existing between 

Price maintenance can by this co-operation be better maintained 
and insisted on, and some device agreed to effect the relief in 
some reasonable way of unfashionable stock. 

New starters with a dozen or so titles would -have little 
chance, for any dealer would think twice before ordering if he 
knew that he would be cut off standard supplies and would lose the 
opportunity of selling the hundreds of records in the established 
lists, and 1 believe it. would to a large extend result in the 
sales of the country being in two hands. 

I have only touched upon the subject and would like to 
thoroughly discuss it with you and whomsoever you may choose of 
the National staff7-in whose secrecy you can rely, as you see I 
am not employing the typist here--so as to keep the matter private. 

Yrs. truly, 
J. E. Hough.' 



'<7 
GtmisuUhur Q&urtttm* &JJnicu£ (ExiwKi. 

W. E. Gilmore Esq., 

Orange, H. J., 

U, S. A. 

Dear Mr. Gilmore, 

I am sending you the hest news that I have had t<5 send over 

for a long time in confirming the cable as to the Court of Appeal 

deciding unanimously in our favour against Edison-Bell on the con¬ 

spiracy case, 

I should like you to have been presents to have seen Mr. 

Hough and his crowd this morning. His face looked many hued, and, 

while he attempted-to smile it off, the smile was of the sickly order. 

He came to me afterwards and said he must congratulate me upon a ray 

of sunshine,to which I replied that I thought the sun would have to 

shine a little brightly into Edison-Bell offices before congratula¬ 

tions were all over, as this was only the beginning of the refresh¬ 

ment that the sun wauld bring to us. 

I will send on a feranscript of the judgment. There were 

three separate judgments, and, while some of them differed on the 

points of law, they were unanimous as to damages that we have suffered. 



Things in France, too, are brightening, Pathe Brothers 

want to settle hut I am not troubling you with detailB until definite 

proposals have come to hand as to what they will pay ub. I am going 

into this personally and visiting Paris for the purpose. The German 

case is also going apparently in our favour so that it looks like our 

coming into our own in the end all along the line. The remarks 

the Judges made as to the deceit that was practised by Edison-Bell 

and the fact that they had thought it necessary to resort to such 

contemptible practice to purchase our machines established the utility 

and value of these goods. 

I must congratulate you all in America upon this upholding 

of our rights against competition. 

Yours faithfully. 
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[ATTACHMENT] 

Mr. Gilmore:- 

I enclose copy of a letter written today 

to Mr. Marks in reference to the Edison-Bell Conspiracy 

cade. 

Dec. 30,1907 

S.L.D. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

Deo. 30,1907 

G. Croydon Marks, Esq., 

18 Southampton Bldgs., 

London, England. 

My dear Mr. Marks:- 

Yours of the 18th inst. is received 

and 1 am much pleased to have you confirm your previous 

cablegram as to the decision in our favor by the Court of 

Appeal in the Edison-Bell Conspiracy case. You must admit 

that you were very faint hearted concerning this matter, 

and 1 am glad that I insisted that it should be gone ahead 

v/ith. Upon discussing the case with Messrs. Edison and 

Gilmore, it is needless to say that they were both much 

gratified at your success, and they are both of the -unal¬ 

terable conviction now that we have penetrated the armor 

of the Edison-Bell people, that we should push the case 

to the uttermost limit, and that if any damages are to be 

oeoured, they must be exacted to the last farthing. To 

achieve this result, you are authorized to take any nec¬ 

essary steps to make the accounting as effective and har- 

rassing to the Edison-Bell Company as possible. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

Ho. - 2 OCM. 

In reference to the Marks-Pathe suit in Paris, I 

noH that there is a possibility of settlement. My po¬ 

sition in this matter haB been somewhat embarrassing, be¬ 

cause v/hen I was in Paris in 1904, I was led to believe 

that thedaotion would be pressed and would be brought on 

for hearing sometime in the following summer (1905). The 

delays have been very discouraging, both to Mr. Edison and 

to Mr. Gilmore, and they have requested me to ask that you 

take up the matter and see if something cannot be done to 

facilitate it. 

Yours very truly, 

EIjD/ARK, General Counsel. 



Dear Sir: 

A Special Meeting of the Directors of the Mexican 

National Phonograph Co. will he held Thursday,. January 2, 1908, 

at 3 o'clock in the afternoon at the Edison Laboratory, West 

Orange, IT. J. 

The purpose of this meeting is to take action on the resig¬ 

nation of the Managing Director of the Company's office in Mexico 

City and the appointment of his successor, and such other business 

as may come before the meeting. 

Yours very truly, 

MEXICAN NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. , 

By CX/. 
Secretary, 



Mr. Edis on: 

Note attached letter from Graf, which 1 send you as a 

matter of information. When the enclosures he refers to come in 

I shall he very glad to have you see -these. Please return same' 

with your comments, if any. 

12/30/07. W. E. Gilmore. 

v' Enc-B 



[ENCLOSURE] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD. 

EDISON PHDNnEHAPHS & RECORDS. 

25, CLERKENWELL ROAD, 

V.B.Gilmore,Esq.President, 

national Phonograph Company, 

0 r a n g e , New Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

December 19th 1907 

pr-— 
| Di-r.80 i. . 

I herewith beg to giro you a few lines on miscellaneous 

matters. About the German patent ease I have reported you in 

my letter of December 4th. 

A very good thing that we decided to continue the case 

against Path!) PrSres with regard to the Desbrllre patent. Also 

this case seems to take a favourable turn and I understand that 

Path! are prepared to enter into an arrangement with us with a 

view to having us drop the aotlon. They have approached 

Brandon Bros, and it appears that they are willing to pay 

damages on all the records they have sold and they wish to have 

a license to work under the DesbriSre patent. These negotiations, 

however, are not sufficiently advanced for a fuller report} as 

soon as they are Mh.Marks will no doubt communicate with you. 

The Conspiracy Case which we have brought a long time 

ago against the Edison-Bell Con®any and which in the lower Court 

was decided against us has now been decided in our favour, as 



[ENCLOSURE] 

Nv P. Co., Ltd. fi\r\y 

Mr. Gilmore, Orange. iAvc' December 19 th 

you will see from the enclosed report in "The Times" December 

19th, and from Mr.Marks full report. It is true that the Libel 

Case in which the EdiBon-Bell Company are plaintiffs has been 

decided against us, inasmuch as the court is of opinion that the 

Edison-Bell people have sustained some damages. It will now 

be for us when the damages will be assessed to prore that there 

were no damages, and the evidence which we have obtained from 

the Edlson-Bell books is Buch that in my opinion at least we 

shall be able to prove that there were no damages. 

Beginning with this year our business in this country 

had a decided downward tendency, as the monthly comparisons of 

last year's business will show, and while the reduction in the 

price of our records designed to improve conditions will finally 

work out to our benefit the increase in sales did not come as 

quick as I anticipated. This of eourse must be accounted for 

by the disturbance in the trade which immediately followed the 

price reduction and which expressed itself in different ways. 

Dealers have kept baek with their orders longer than they should 

the dealers' stoek in Edlson-Bell, Sterling, PathS etc.was 

thrown on the market at any price, and it is only since end of 

November that we feel an improvement. Thus to my great regret 

I shall not be able to make a good showing this year, and the 

only satisfaction which I have is that while we have been 

suffering ourselves the dissolution of the other cylinder 

concerns is rapidly progressing. The Edison-Bell and the 

Sterling Co.are at their wits end and the coming monthswill 



[ENCLOSURE] 

P. Go., Ltd. 
' -3- 

Mr.Gilmore, Orange. December 19th 

bring intereeting developments. 

The Clarion Record, a new product, I am Informed is 

having a good sale, which is not surprising as they sell quite 

a good record to the public at 9d. They were fortunate to 

start Just at the commencement of the busy season. It is a 

question whether they can make sufficient profit at that price 

to prevent their starvation when the summer season sets in. 

Similar conditions prevail In Germany and on the 

Continent. The "Electra" of Namslau, record manufacturers, 

who among others are defendents in our patent suit, are in 

liquidation. The Columbia are not selling any cylinder 

records in Germany. Another concern in Berlin (defendant in 

our patent suit) are selling out their stock. The only 

record which may be mentioned to exist is the Echo record, 

lately put on the German market b|! White’s correspondent in 

Berlin. Their sale, however, is not worth mentioning and 

there is no doubt that the reeord will disappear in the near 

future. 

PathS Prfcres, so I am informed, have largely reduced 

their Russian phonograph and film enterprises. They had an 

extensive establishment at Moscow and Petersburg. The Moscow 

enterprise has been given up and consolidated with the Peters¬ 

burg place, and likewise a conqplete change has been effected 

in the staff at Petersburg. PathSs opinion on the cylinder 

situation is indicated by the enclosed original letter to a 

Belgian dealer. The translation reads as follows: 

"We are pleased to inform you that we can authorise 



[ENCLOSURE] 

N. P. Co., Ltd. 

Mr.Gilmore,Orange. 

-4- 
Dec.lSth 1907 

"you to sell cylindere and cylinder machines in Belgium at 

"such prices and conditions as you may think fit etc.etc." 

I expect that the cylinder market here as well as 

on the Continent will he in a very anarchic state during the 

next few months-, all our competitors the Edison-Bell, Sterling, 

Columbia, Path& Er&res etc. have a very large stock of records 

which it is ray opinion will he thrown on the market after 

Christmas. I anticipate that their cylinders will he sold 

in masses at almost any price until the remaining Btook is ex¬ 

hausted. Bathe's notice to the Belgian dealer 1b an indication 

of it. How this will affect our business I cannot say, hut 

whatever the effect may he we shall ultimately benefit. We are 

very near the time when there will he only Edison records on 

the one side and discs on the other. To illustrate the 

situation I am Bending you under separate cover the last issue 

of a German trade paper on which I have marked in blue pencil 

all the advertisements of disc manufacturers, and in red ink 

all the advertisements that refer to moulded records. 

Yours very truly. 

mMn 
Managing Birector 

Th.G/Sch.Bict.18 





National Phonograph Company Records 
Correspondence, Domestic (1908) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 

commercial exploitation of phonographs in the United States. Most of the items 
are letters to orfrom William E. Gilmore, president of NPCo, and his successor, 

Frank L. Dyer. Other correspondents include Carl H. Wilson, assistant general 

manager (general manager after Gilmore’s resignation); Leonard C. 

McChesney, manager of the Advertising Department; and F. K. Dolbeer, 

manager of sales. Included are letters pertaining to the manufacture, distribution, 

and sale of phonographs and cylinder records, as well as correspondence about 
litigation, patents, copyrights, and other legal matters. Among the documents for 

1908 are items concerning the introduction of Amberola records, the activities 

of the Advertising Department and its relations with the Essex Press, and 

competition with the Victor company. There is also correspondence regarding a 

decision in the New York Phonograph Co. case, memoranda outlining an 

agreement with the chemist Jonas W. Aylsworth over patent rights, and minutes 
of executive committee meetings and a meeting with company salesmen. 

Approximately 15 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 

the items not selected are documents pertaining to ongoing litigation and to the 
business of individual dealers and jobbers. 



Mr. Edison: 

I attach letter from Mr. Dolheer enclosing communica¬ 

tion from Geo. 0. Silzer, salesman for Harger & Blish, which 

kindly note and return with any comments you may have to make. 

1/15/08. \V. 

fv\AiN OFFICE., 

Gilmore. 

M Enc-D 



[ENCLOSURE] 

J)f 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH EoT^' 

ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

10 Fifth Avenue, New York 

cA'S-%r£ JAM. 15-1908. 

Mr. Vm, E. Gilmore, President, 

national'Phonograph Company, 

Orange, H. J. 

Pear Sir: — 

■You will find herewith enclosed,^copy'Frieiter 

written by Mr. Geo. C. Silzer, travelling salesman for our jobbers 

Messrs. Harger & Blish, Bubuque, Io.v/a, and addressed to our travell¬ 

ing man Mr.. Kreusch. The original of'this you saw yesterday, 

but X assumed you might want to show this to Mr. Edison, giving him 

an idea as to the conditions in Iov/a. 

Yours very truly, 
s~~\ 



[ENCLOSURE] 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa,l/4/07. 

you, 'out Sony tha t yofwerfta^f^V1*1 gl 5(1 t0 hear 
his regret at that change iiso.k fZJ 1™®' Blish expressed 
occasionally. g aJ‘B0* 1 hope, however, to see you 

tell you that we^werf nearly KthT'^® sooner> v/hen I 
business is growing so fast tw wl* business. Our Edison 
The Saturday before Xmas, our bovs (i kfP paoe with 
o'clock Sunday morning. Tntv^ I7Vpi?ked orders until 3 
orders out onthe^oad. 1 signS J w ,f°£ 8 taitia:L Edison 
Dubuque, and Chas. the Red Cr08S Drug Co., 
in Dubuque. Why, it's the 31111 have 2 more prospects 
Blish said last ^ek he was confident t^t0f+\P,r°POSfti0n* 

line?llarS b6CaUse We Waitad ^at year before 

another regular mar^west? ^nd before"theVe11 ?he t^ne> 511(1 TO have 
put on 2 more. He is tickled fvith ye?r is out wiL1 Probably 
is when I tell you he alreaS^iJ^m*1^ a?dyou,°an imagine he 
another floor lS the bSffiX 5^":a?h£5S,i{f T‘M*Dept- 

sold a trifle1o^ert|2^100fineth"titS|B not * 16+day triP and 1 
repeat orders. Today X sold aJ^L+^fnn* ??untlnS mail order 
Rapids. Monday I expect to slice a?tn§ht here in Cedar 
about 1,000 titles S Start Sth? ^AX, OHOER in Waterloo for 
all along the line. We are iust bei-inS-tf V e dandy prospects 
have been missing: in fact "Our 6 tag-to realize what we 
asleep" until we%ut in t& Edison^ °re °P6n’ but We were s™nd 

say I never6wis L^nthVIfn V° ?°re you wlth any more, but I will 
business in sight, as I am now? ”y 11:Pe °Ver the Prospects of 

Very truly yours. 

Geo. C. Silzer. 



& Edison- 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHDNDERAPHS & RECORDS. 

10 Fifth Avenue New York 

.Tan. IS, 1908. 

Jil 

’ The arrangement with Mr. ,T. W. Aylsworth, as made between 

Mr. Edison, him and myself, is that he will he paid by the New Jersey 

•Patent Co. a total sum of §35,000.00, §25,000,00 of which is to 

cover all patents that he has taken out in connection with the manu¬ 

facture of the 200-thread records, and the additional §10,000,00 to 

cover all of the machinery that must be designed for the manufacture■ 

of the said record, all being based on the condition that it is made 

a commercial success. My understanding is that Mr. Aylsworth has 

been paid a total of §12,500.00 against the above total of §35,000.00 

so that at this writing there is a balance still due of §22,500.00. • 

I send this to you as a matter of record and would suggest 

that you have it approved by Mr. Edison, provided it is necessary 

so to do. 
iip«r 

Yours very truly, 

weg/iww 

P.S. Mr. Walter H. Miller is also to be paid the sum of $10,000.00 
for his work in connection with the manufacture of the 200-thread 
record, which amount was agreed upon by Mr. Edison, and against 
which he has already received the sum of §2,500.00, the final 
payimnt being contingent on the commercial success of this new 
record. 

QajuU/U Wstw WJ ^ / 0 0D<->, 

oo 
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[ATTACHMENT] 

ffyr/fi-) ty//fwr//fw/e//Yv/f/ri^6^ 

William E. Gilmore, Esq., 

Orange, New Jersey 

Dear Sir:— 

The following is a brief report or resume on the 

more recent inventions of Mr. Aylsworth, relating to the phono¬ 

graphic art: 

No.676,111, granted June 11, 1901: Record Composition con¬ 

taining soda and lead soaps, resiri sdch as colophony, and hydro¬ 

carbon suoh as oeresin. The material is amorphous and almost 

transparent. 

PENDING AMPLICATIONS 

Serial No.290,540, filed December 6, 1905: Process and Ap¬ 

paratus for Duplicating by placing an expansible celluloid blank 

in a matrix, exhausting the air between the blank and the matrix, 

softening the blank and expanding the same into engagement with 

the matrix. All the claims - 4 - are rejected. This I do not 

regard as important, sinoe the manufacture of celluloid records 

seems very remote. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

TO—2 '*'• * 

Serial No.316,250, filed May 11, 1906: Process and Apparatus 

for Making Duplicate Phonograph Records by rotating at high speed 

a hot mold containing molten material. Allowed November 19,1906. 

Serial No. 317,082, filed May 16, 1906: Process and Apparatus 

for making duplicate records by introducing within a rotating 

heated mold, a charge of solid fusible material. Allowed October 

2, 1906. 

Serial No. 317,083, filed May 16th, 1906: Process of Dupli¬ 

cating with a rapidly rotating thin tubular mold. Allowed 

August 28, 1906. 

Serial No. 319,421, filed May 31, 1906: Record Composition 

of Asphalt and stearine Pitch and sometimes stearic acid. Allowed 

January 9, 1907. 

Serial No.319,422, filed May 31, 1906: Process, Apparatus 

and Record using a surfacing layer of the transparent exposition 

of patent No.676,111, and an inner or body layer of asphalt and 

stearine pitch. Allowed October 20, 1906. 

Serial No. 319,464, filed May 31, 1906: Process of making 

Duplicate Records by a rapidly rotating mold by introducing a solu¬ 

tion of a solid material, and evaporating the solvent therefrom, 

as by a blast of air. Allowed September 27, 1906. 

Serial No.319,465, filed May 31, 1906: A Celluloid Compo¬ 

sition, practically non-inflammable, licensed to National Phono. 

Company for Phonograph Records and Moving Picture Films. Of the 

six claims, two are reflected and four allowed. The allowed claims 

fully, cover the invention. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

Serial Ho. 319,466, filed May 31, 1906: Duplicate Sound 

Record composed of a practically non-inflanmable celluloid,that is, 

celluloid mixed or combined with halogenized stearic acid. Allow¬ 

ed January 8th, 1907. 

Serial Ho. 322,078, filed June 16, 1906j A Sound Record of 

celluloid like material in which the s ound record is cast on the 

exterior as distinguished from pressed. The one claim is re¬ 

jected, but I expect to secure its allowance. The invention 

however, is not, in my opinion, important. 

Serial Ho. 342,317, filed Hovember 7, 1906: Composition com¬ 

posed of asphalt and a metallic stearate such as stearate of lead 

and sometimes copal gum. Allowed Hovember 28, 1906. 

Serial Ho.342,318, filed Hovember 7, 1906: A composite 

Record comprising an outer layer of asphalt, or asphalt, stearate 

of lead and resin gum, and an inner layer of stearate of soda. 

Of the ten claims, four are rejected and six allowed. The allow¬ 

ed claims fully protect the invention. 

Serial Ho.353,007, filed January 19th, 1907: Process of 

making blanks by rotating a hot mold at a high speed, cooling and 

removing the blank and shaving off the outer surface thereof. 

An office letter indicating tjhe allowance of the claims has been 

feceived but some formal changes are required by the Patent 

Office. 

I remain, 

Yours very truly 

'lS. 
PID/iUL 



" pJU*- 
NATIONAL PHONDEHAPH CD. 

ORANGE, N. J. 

-’JoLs!.,c,r H 

(^iomal><XEA\Lm, 

EDISDN PHONEERAPHS & RECERDifLltE C E IV 

ANS. 

I MAIN OFPICF J 
Messrg. Gilmor' 

’What is your opinion as to the advisability of continuing 
to feature,to a greater or less extent ,in,our advertising, 
the picture of the old couple? We have used this for some 
magazine advertising; we used it on 2,000,000 cards in four 
colors, on about 800,000 post cards (the order was for 
1,500,000, hut the printer spoiled nearly half the job, the 
loss falling on him.i) We are now using it on some 8-sheet, 
posters and on our railroad bulletins. We printed large 
lithographs of them and furnished the trade with copies either 
framed or unframed. As an ordinary illustration, we have 
used it about as much as could be expected. To continue its 
use much longer, must be with the idea of making it a permanent 
part of our advertising. In fact, we should use it to the 
exclusion of the Edison picture or trade mark. The latter, 
in my opinion, is inadvisable. On the contrary, I think how 
that Mr. Edison seems less opposed to the use of hiB picture 
than he was a few years ago, we ought to use it more rather 
than less. While the uses we have made of the old couple 
have been satisfactory to the trade and we have had many 
favorable expressions concerning it, the trade, from my 
observation, constantly wants something new in the way of 
illustrated matter, hew folders, new cards, new lithographs, 
new posters',! etc., in my opinion, have a greater selling value 
than the continued use of one subject like the dog or the old 
couple. 

The prolonged:use of special illustrations like these 
undoubtedly connects them closer and closer with the companies 
exploiting them, but I doubt if they will have much influence 
on an individual in inducing them to buy talking machines. His 
eye catches the illustration and if it is one that he is 
familiar with, he Ipows it is the advertisement of something 
that he does not want and he does not read the argument in the 
advertising. If each advertisement and each new piece of 
printed matter that he sees has a different illustration, his 
attention is arrested longer and he is more apt to read the 
matter that follows. 

If we intend continuing the use of the old-couple, then 
the original picture should be changed to show the new_equip¬ 
ment and all of our present advertising should be corrected 
to conform with it. 

Ii. C. McChesney. 



■Riloy. .Ironing. .Iroton. .Philipo, 

ing verbal instructions iBouod yoatorday morning^... r- 
tko~no ohipmants v/Iiatovor, oithor dlrnotly or in- v 

V phonographs or.p'ferts thereof, to Jobbers, Poolers Jin how York City, or llow York Stnto. Uoither are v;o to 
ouoh ohipmlntB to tho Douglas Phonograph Co. at Hcviork. 

I shipmonAs mow continue an horotoforo. 
'Thin doom not/fprohibitVtla) shipping of machineb on orders 

reooivod fx’ornlourWordignr bopar tricnt, whioh nocdanarily have to 
bo Bhippod IntiW^dk YcM:J“ but nro)again ohippdd to Foreign countries. 

Those 1 nobruct.ldnc'Pnuot bo absolutely complied with*. * 

s/7/06. C. H7NSilopn. 

Copies to Kossrs. Gilnoro..Weber..Dyer. 

"the western union telegraph compansT 
-- INCORPORATED- . f . \ 

84,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORl-D. \ ' 
__’ ROBERT C. CLOWBY, President and Oenoral Manager.. ' \-v . ■, s-'_\ 

Kelson C. Durand., 
bS c/o Rational Phonograph Co., 
w 856 Ellicott Square Bldg., 

Buffalo, K. Y. 

Peb. 7\ 1908. %) \i 

■ ■. 
’V/ 

Absolutely close Buffalo Office upon receipt'of this message., 
and transact no further business of any kind or nature, even 
discontinuing all correspondence. Return all goods, furniture 
and fixtures to factory at once. Advise all salesmen and 
representatives doing business through or for Buffalo Office 
to "'this effect, and instruct them accordingly. 

C 
AC 

/ ■ C. H. Wilson. 

r READ THE NOTICE AND AGREEMENT C 



Dear Mr, Gilmore 

In order that we may comply exactly 

with the decision of Judge .Hazel on the contempt motion 

in the Hew York Phonograph case, and confirming the ad¬ 

vice which I have already given you verbally, I beg to 

advise you as follows:- 

Prom now on, the vacuous deposit process must not 

be carried out in connection with the manufacture of any 

molds from which records are to be made for shipment into 

the State of Hew York, but all such moldB must be made 

by the graphite process* Commencing October 18th cf next 

year (1909) the vacuous deposit process can be resumed 

for the manufacture of molds from which records are to 

be made for shipment into the State of Hew York. 

Ho orders for machines for shipment into the State 

of Hew York are to be. filled until certain features have 

been eliminated, These features are the following:- 



He—2--IEG. 

First: The shaving hnlfe ana wax chute covered 
by patents numbered 448,760, 465,972 
and 499,879. 

Second: The .twin nuts covered by patent Ho. 
465,972. 

Third: The cam lift lever covered by the same 
patent. 

Fourth: The spring loch for the end gate, cov¬ 
ered by the same patent. 

Fifth: The.Jewel recorder covered by patent Ho. 
484,583. 

Sixth: The jewel reproducer covered by patent 
Ho. 484,564. 

Seventh: The swinging end gate carrying a bearing 
for the overhanging end of the mandrel 
shaft, covered by patent Ho. 499,879, 

Eighth; The use of an electric motor with a verti¬ 
cal ehaft for operating the horizontal 
phonograph mandrel, covered by the same 
patent. 

Hinth: The use of an electric governor for the 
electric motor machines., covered by the 
last mentioned patent. 

Tenth: The scheme for tightening the belt of an 
electric motor machine by shifting the 
frame longitudinally, covered by the laBt 
mentioned patent. 

Eleventh: The use of cushions between the hed 
plate and the auxiliary Trains of the phono¬ 
graph, covered by the last mentioned patent. 

Twelfth; The employment of a removable feed nut 
on the feed arm, covered by the last mention¬ 
ed patent* , 

In. order that we may be entirely safe, and that no 

question may arise as to our willingness to comply in 

every respect with the decision of Judge Hazel, I recom- 



(a) pat the shaving apparatus on ail raaoihines 
he dispensed with entirely* 

{hj That some ether material than a jewel he used 
for manufacturing the recording and reproducing styluses. 

{hi That Instead of twin nuts, a single nut he 
employed. 

.. _ That Instead of removably securing the nut to 
the feed arm, the nut he riveted, soldered or brazed there- 

(e) That the cam lift lever he substituted by the 
pin arrangement now used with the Gem and Standard machines, 

(f) That the end gate he dispensed with on all ma¬ 
chines except the Gem, 

(g) That all electric motor machines he provided 
with horizontal electric motors. 

(h) That all electric motor machines "be provided 
with a friction governor. 

(i) . That with the electric motor machines, the top 
frame he secured to the bed plate against longitudinal 
movement and a separate belt tightener he used. 

(j) That with these machines, the cushions be dis¬ 
pensed with between the frame and the bed plate. 

To obtain further security in the matter, I recom¬ 

mend that before the new machines are actually sold, they 

be -submitted to me for approval. It is unnecessary for me 

to urge upon you the absolute importance of seeing that 

these instructions are carried out to the exact letter in 

every respect, because under no circumstances, should we 

be placed in a position that could be considered in any 

way in vitiation of Judge gasel's decision* 

Tours vegr truly, 

HD/ARK. General Counsel, 



decision on the contempt motion in the New York Phonograph 

Company Case, I heg to advise that I have made the necessary 

arrangements throughout the factory to guard against shipment to 

our trade located in-the State of New York of any of the apparatus 

or material affected by the decision. 1 quote herewith memoranda 

I have issued to the factory, one to Mr. A. Wurth, foreman of our 

MouJLd Making Department, and the other to Shipping Clerk and 

my assistants in the factory. 
Peb. 6,1908. 

-"Beginning today, no record moulds of any descriptiorj 
must be made by the vacuum process. You will therefore arrange 
immediately that all moulds that you will make up from now on 
shall be made by the so called graphite process. Adopt all 
necessary safeguards against finishing up any moulds that are 
now in process of construction by the vacuum process. The only 
exception is in the case of moulds for the Argentine Records . 
which you are now completing, and of course a correct record 
should be kept of the date when they are completed. We have to 
guard very carefully against any records made from theBe 
Argentine Moulds being shipped to any of our dealers or jobbers 
in the State of New York." 

i -v 



2/8/08. 
W.ffi.G. -2- 

i,.T ^ I’eb« 7,1908. 
anv of our °f any tyP0 phonographs must go to 

SrifSiF sjszrxsx £.% 
ESS:™ s~ * &, 
Shaving Machines, etc.. 
Reproducers, 
Recorders, 
Sapphires, 
Diaphragm arms. 

Yours very truly, 

General Superintendent. 



PJLo-iA . - 'r_3 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. LONDON, - 

ORANGE, N.J. beruTn, 

EDISON FHDNOERAFHS & RECORDS. EsS/LVCrv 
-—£ToiH..K ' 10 Fifth Avenue, New York buenos aires. 

Mpiomnt CL 6d iaoru. 

IIVIDUAL AND MENTION Tl 

t,- a. w. 7/P veto. 21,1908 

Hr. V. 13. Gilmorei, President, 
Office. 

Dear sir: 

I find that the letter to Mr. Edison that I spoke of 
this morainn: does not cover the amounts we are spending for 
various advertising. • 1 send the letter, however, since 
you may he interested. I now recall that the chief reason 
for writing it was to explain to Mr. Edison just how we made 
up the list of papers in various cities. He is inclined to 
think,that possibly some of the papei'3 were too high class. 
The approximate amounts that we are spending for advertising 
outside of printed forms are as follows: 

Magazines ...§115,000 
Newspapers (7 mo3)... .1100,000 
Trade Papers & Misc^Mediums... 5j000 
Foreign Department . 2,500 
R.R. Bulletins .._25,000 
Bill Posting . 10,000 
Street Cars .•.. 2,500 
Commercial Department....5,000 

$265,000 

The expenditure for magazine advertising will probably 
be a little less^ecauoe Hr. Edison hacjC cut out of the 
schedule, Century, Harper's and Scribner’s and we ourselves 
cut out the extra page in certain publications. The total 
would be nearer $100,000. 

The’ Commercial Department expenditure is purely an 
estimate. At the present time we are spending about $400 a 
month for space in a few publications like "System".Bookkeeper," 
Office Appliances," etc. This amount will probably be in¬ 
creased within the next six months. 

Manager Advertis^g^^^^r^ent^^^^ 
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(SOfcimaiClSjUion. 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CD. 
ORANGE, N. J. 

EDISEIN PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

This letter is written to acquaint, you with 
some facts about our newspaper advertising ahcL'. the 
advertising being done in conjunction with Babson 
Bros., which it was not.1 possible to give you in 
our conference on Saturday morning. 

After we had decided to have a newspaper 
campaign this fall and winter, we sent out in 
A^sust, a letter to.all Jobbers asking them to adviBe us 
which, in their opinion, were the best three papers 
in their cities for-Bhonograph advertising, giving 
the papers in the. order of their merit. We then 
made up alist of papers in all jobbing cities, select- 
ing those in each that seemed to be nearest to the 
^ Amerl^n, N.Y. World and N.Y. Evening Journal in 
character, that is, papers that went to the greatest 
®4;^n+v,alI1?fl§ the. masses. We then compared our list 
i f?™ation sent, in by Jobbers and made up the 
list as finally decided upon. We believe that in 

the matter in this way, we have, as near as 
circula?i0nU^»^11in fettinS the kind of newspaper 
ou£ Hi give UB 1316 greatest results from 
oui expendituies* If you are at all familiar with 

S-Sas's-My? ess: a 
•t ths lov,L?prioSr'I;a"oine'toathe £Lo“!°r‘ "lllnB 

SllSfto*6 i 5rSeii-h"oS’ 
G ay. We felt it advisable because of this fact to 

—+ 
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run advertisements of practically the same size as 
tneirs and appear only twice a month. We felt that we 
ItUOT»rf^aii'tertaUy if our small advertisement appeared 
at practically the same time as the Victor and was 
compared with their- larger advertisement. We believed 
that we would maintain ourpyestige better by using a 
large advertisement twice a month.* and changed our 
plans accordingly. 

+VlB we„afe a 42" advertisement, on 
the Record selling date and a 24" advertisement 
once a week. As I stated before, we are doing this to 

ou? Chicago. Bcoause of the larger 
F0*1*0 of fita*}v,several of our Chicago Jobbers 
thin ¥iotor goods t0 a far greater extent 

and Dealers generally could not afford to 
adveitise in Chicago papers. Consequently, we have not 
had the representation there that the size of the 
city warranted. 

. ** attach a list of magazines and papers being used 
to advertise the Edison Phonograph by Babson Bros, of 
Uiicago. As stated on Saturday, we have made an 

With them t0 allow them an amount equal to 
ir F, Purchases for the months of October to 

^ovided they d0 advertising equal to 
three times of the allowance we. make them. In other 
woids, to earn a 10% allowance on $60,000 purchases 

d0 '^1f»000 in advertising. Purchases for the 
l2lOtonnreewm°nthS tde Period, are approximate 

^ ° F® allowing',them' $21,000 for advertising 
and the amount they have spent in the same three months 
ioi advertising our goods only has exceeded $70,00Q. 

„„ an agreement, they are not UBing publications 
or magazines that are on our list, and we, in turn, are 

out.of “a11 order and farm publications, so 
that there is practically no duplication in the two. 
d*0ts’ v-.fn S16 attached list are„alrery known mail 
t-i^^^dicaVion ,including all of those published in, Maine 
™nf.Wll3'Cl1 y2u rf?erred on Saturday. Between our own 

FFentg> 0ur newsPaper advertisement and 
ai rt w"g Toeing done by Babson Bros. I believe that 

where t^r^??h°me F the United States and Canada 
where the English language is spoken. About the only 
people that get away from us are those who have come to 
this country within the past few years and who- do not 
yet speak English or take English publications. 

i Jn addition to the above advertising, as you probably 
already knOw* we have about 400 railroad bulletins ini 
use in various parts of the country; we are engaged in 
putting up 8-sheet posters in various partB of the country,- 
w® are advertising in the elevated and subway cars of 
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inWtpnrot£^yA<rf ar® lflai:irle a trial campaign of street cars 
in ten other cities,; we are conducting an active 
campaign at all times for new Dealers.UBing music trade 
S?djfk.ine machine publications,. circularizing etc. 
We are also supplying the trade with large quantities 

Very truly yours, 

Manager Advertising Department, 
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BABSOH BROS. LIST 

American Business Man 
American Family Journal 
American Fpnily World 
American Farmer 
American Home 
American,Stories 
American Swineherd 
American Woman 
Appleton's Magazine 
Atlanta Constitution 
Atlanta Journal 
Badger 
Baptist Argus 
Bee Hive 
Blue Book 
Breeders Gazette 
Broddway Magazine 
Cheerful Moments 
Christian Evangelist 
Christian Herald 
Christian Republic 
Circle 
Comfort 
Commoner 
Currier-Monthlies: - 

Woman's World 
Homefolks 

Dakota Farmer 
Delineator 
Designer 
Deutbh.'American Farmer 
Digrams Magazine 
Earth 
Ellis List 
Everyday Life 
Family Doctor 
Farmers Voice 
Farmer's Wife 
Farm Life 
Farm Magazine 
Farm Journal 
Farm Hews 
Farm Press 
Farm Progress 
Farm Star 
Farm Stock & Home 
Farm & Fireside 
Farm & Home 
Forester 
Gates List of Railroad 

Men's Publication 
Gentlewoman 
Germania Milwaukee 
Gleaner 
Goodalls Farmer 
Good Stories 

Green's Fruit. Grower 
Grit 
Haus Bauermfreund 
HauSfrau 
Health 
Hearst American Home Magazine 
Hoard * s Dairyman , 
Home Friend 
Home Instructor 
Home Life 
Home Magazine 
Home Monthly 
Homemaker 
Home Queen 
Home & State 
Homestead Trio 
Household 
Household Guest. 
Housewife 
Human Life 
Illustrated Companion 
Indiana Farmer 
Inland Farmer 
Iowa State Register 
Kinder og Kjemmet 
Ladies Family Magazine 
Ladies Favorite Magazine 
Ladies Magazine 
LadieB Review 
Lane' B' Li'stT- . 

Sunshine 
Family Herald 
Golden Moments 
Literary Companion 

1 Rational Farmer 
Live Stock Report 
Lupton's List:- 

People's Home Journal 
Good Literature 

Magnet 
Mail Order Monthly 
McClure's newspaper Syndicate 
Metropolitan & Rural Home 
Michigan Farmer- 
Missouri Valley Farmer 
Missouri & Kansas Farmer 
Modern Stories 
Modem Woodman 
Mothers1 Magazine 
national Co-operative Farm Jml. 
Rational Farmer'& Stock Grower- 
Rational Fruit Grower 

BHSSS 
.Rational Stockman & Farmer 
HebraBka Farmer 
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Hew Bra Monthly 
Hew IdeaB 
Hew York Magazine 
Hormal Instructor 
northwestern Age 
Ohio Farmer 

. Oklahoma Farmer Journal 
Paragon Monthly 
Paris Modes 
Parks Floral Magazine 
People's national Monthly 
People's Popular Monthly 
Pictorial Review 
Popular- 
Postmasters' Advocate 
Railroad Men's Magazine 
Royal Neighbor 
Rural Free Delivery Hews 
Rural Hew Yorker 
Rural Weekly 
Smith's Magazine 
Southern Agriculturist 
Southern Planter 
Southern Ruralist 
Southwestern Farmer 
Soverign Visitor 
Spare Moments 
Sports Afield 
St. Paul Farmer 
Strand 
Strawberry 
Successful Farming 
Technical World 
Uncle Remus' Magazine 

j Union Postal Clerks 
Up to Date Farming 
Vickery & Hill List:- 

Fireside Visitor 
Hearth & Home 
Happy Hours 

Vick'B Magazine 
Wallace's Farmer 
Weekly Magazine 
Welcome Guest 
Wellspring 
Westerner 

j Western Fruit Grower 
! Western newspaper Union • 
I Wide World 
! Wilshire's Magazine 
! Wisconsin Agriculturist 
j Woman's Gazette- 
I Woman's Realm 
i World Events 
| World Wide Missions. 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH DO. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON FHENIIERAPHS & HEnflHDS. 

10 Fifth Avenue, New York. 

Some year or more ago, a paragraph in the Phonogram 
on the subject of omitting announcements from our 
Records brought to us quite a number of letters from 
Phonograph owners. Fully as many of these writers 
protested against omitting announcements as there 
were in favor of doing go. I believe that were it 
possible to take a vote: among ysers of our machines, 
fully as many would vote for continuing.them as for 
their removal. I think that a lette®. written to 
the entire trade, with a blank calling for an' expression 
of opinion,would result in much: the Jsame way. After 
the announcement has been played once'or twice, 
it becomes more or less objectionable". What would be 
the effect, however, if there were no announcements? The 
lettering . on the ends of the Records'does not give 
the name of the singer and lacks other information 
that most people would want and which, under our present 
system, they could not get unless they had at hand 
one of our supplements or other printed list of Records. 
Shouldwe drop the announcements we would be compelled to 
furnish this information in some such way as is done by • 
thei disc pepple, that is by a special label- giving in 
fulp. the number, title, name of singer, etc. 

Personally, the announcements are objectionable, 
but I would preferjto have them if the title and name of 
singer could not be had in some equally convenient way. 
If you care to go so deeply into the matter? I would 
Buggest that you ask the Jobbers for an expression of 
opinion, and also a given number of Dealers,say from 
250 to 500, taken at random from various parts of the 
country. This would not be decisive, but it would 
give you,some better indication about the feeling 
of the public at large than could be obtained from our 
own people. 
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Mr. V/'. E. Gilmore,President* 

March 12, 1908 

Would it not be well to discuss it as you suggest 
with Department heads; and determine what is the best 
way to get more light- on the subject? At present, we 
are getting practically no letters on the subject^ either 
for or against it. 

Very truly yours, 

fJ: vz-c 
Manager Advertising Department^/ 



vr. p. New York, N. Y., March 19, 19( 

Mr. W. E. Gilmore, 

N. Y. Offic< 

Dear Sir: 

Referring to the attached correspondence in reference 
to the question of omitting or retaining our announcement on 
records, I heg to state that I hare never heard of anyone,other 
than our own people, argue in favor of retaining the announce¬ 
ment; on the contrary, I have always heard it criticized, as hy 
Dr. Held in his letter of February 26th. 

I have always argued in favor of retaining the 
announcement for two reasons: 1st. Bor legal reasons, in 
order to give us a stronger position in case of unlawful dupli¬ 
cation; 2d. For advertising purposes. I understand that 
when a record is played and it pleases anyone hearing it, very 
frequently inquiry is made as to the make of record, title of 
the selection, etc. Of course, if the announcement is left 
off, there might he an incentive for users to keep themselves 
supplied with Record Catalogues in order to better keep track 
of their records, and if. by this omission we create a demand 
for catalogues, we might increase the demand for records by 
drawing attention to other records on our list. 

I am well satisfied in'/my Own mind that a large ma¬ 
jority of record buyers are governed by the announcement; that 
is to say, they know a genuine Edison record by its announce¬ 
ment, and in no other way. I do not believe that buyers pay 
much attention to the trade mark signature on the end of a 
record, and that i±':: is. acommon thing to hear the cylinder re¬ 
cords generally referred to as Edison records, and disc records 
as Victor records. This, X consider, is dye largely to general 
advertising. The public, I believe look at the talking machine 
business as comprising two types of machines; a cylinder machine 
and a disc machine, and do not draw a distinction between the 
different makes of cylinder machines or the different makes of 
disc machines until they have become thoroughly familiar with 
the different makes. An old user of a cylinder machine would, 
of course, recognize the. difference in cylinder records; but, 
since our obje.ct is to interest persons who do not own machines, 
we should do everything possible to point out the difference in 
cylinder records; and since such persons very often become in¬ 
terested after hearing machines play at the homes of friends, 
the usual announcement I consider important for this reason 
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1 have a phonograph and have given one 

to a friend of mine. It has been my observation, that' 

almost everyone who comes to the house and hears any 

of the records, objects to the monotonous prefixed 

phrase "played'by th'e edison etc". Everywheres one 

notices attempts of the people who use phonographs 

to avoid placing the recorder on this unnecessary 

line. Let me suggest that you would conferva favor 

upon a very large number of people by omitting this 

phrase. Every new record contains the imprint anyhow,) 

therefore further assurance that a record is an Edis: 

becomes unnecessary. Hoping this suggestion will 

bring results 1 remain 
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MINUTES 03? COMMITTEE MEETING 

Held April 30, 1908, at 7.30 P. M. 

Present: Messrs. Wilson, Eolbeer, W. H. Miller, McChesney 
Westee, Yftn. Pelzer, Buehler, Weber, 

NAME OP NEW SOP-THREAD RECORD. 

The first question brought up was the name of the new 200- 
thread reoord, and the following names were submitted: 

Ebonite, Ebonol, Polmol, Amber, Amborite, Cerol, Kesinol, 
etc, eto. 

All the names suggested were discussed, but the general 
opinion was that they would not convey any definite meaning as to 
the length of the record. Mr. Eolbeer then proposed the name 
"3?0UEMINITn (or "4-MINIT"), with the suggestion that the name 
"TTO-JUNIT" could be applied to the old record, or if longer 
records should bo brought out in the future a similar name could 
be applied to same. Mr, Eolbeer'3 motion was seconded by Messrs, 
Pelzer and Aiken, and on a vote, the result was as follows: 

Mr. Weber, Aye, 
Mr. Miller, Aye, 
Mr. Eolbeer, Aye, 
Mr. Pelzer, Aye, 
Mr. Aiken, Aye, 
Mr, McChesney, No, 
Mr. Buehler,.No, 
Mr. Westee, 3To, 
HT. Wilson, No, 

Mr. Westee thought some better name might be used. Mr, 
Wilson would like to see the two words combined, such as 
"Amberite Eourminit" record, "Amberol Eourminit" record, etc, 

Mr. Wilson then suggested that it,might be called the 
"EDISON AMBEROLE FOUBMINIT" record. Mr. Westee seconded this and 
the vote stood as follows: 

Mr. Weber, No.’ Too much name, and it should not be so 
encumbered; Edison stands for quality and that is enough. 

Miller, No. Title too long 
EolbeerNo. Too long and does hot oonvey anything. 
Pelzer, No, Title too long and does not convey anything to 

the public. 
McChesney, No. Too long for 'advertising purposes. 
Aikon, No., Too long for sake of appearance. 
Buehler, No. Same reason—too long. 
Westee, Yes. I think it conveys to the publio that it is 

a composition that is entirely different from anything now on the 
market. 

Wilson, Yes. Because the word "Amberole" means a first- 
olasB ar.tiole, arid connected with "Eourminit" indicates that it 
1b not only a longer record, but also that the material of which 
it is comgrosed is of"the best. 

It was univoiBally agreed-that whatever name shall be 
applied to the new long reoord*^hallvB% applied to the two-minute 
nmnl A . 
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Tha next question was how many the first list of the new 
200-thread records should conBiBt of. 

Fr Miller said that 50 reoordB was the number first suggested 
with the idea that the records that would host show'.«£ difference 
in length should he issued in the fired list. Mr. _ Aiken said 
that the people who bought the new machines would in that case 
have only a small number to select from and thought even 100 
would nod be u lar&g number'to select from* 

After discussion Mr. Dolbeor moved that 100 selections be 
ms.de for the first list, with 10 per month thereafter. Mr. 
Aiken seconded this motion, and the votes were all-in favor 
of ioo r‘"s amnddocv/i t.w 10 each month. Mr, Miller thought it 
would bed^ossible to get out more than 75 selections, however. 

After general discussion it was decided that we should work 
toward the end of having the new record and machines ready for the 
market hy September 1st. 

PHIOB. 

\JMr. Pelzer moved that prices, be made as follows! hist 50 
cents; dealer 25 cents and jobber 20 cents. Mr. Dolbeer seconded 
this motion. . Mr. McOhasney moved that, the price to the.dealer 
should be 29 cents, instead of 25 cents and 20 cents to the 
jobber, which was not seconded. Vote on original motion by Mr, 
Bolboer stood as follows! 

Mr,.Weber, Yes, 
Miller, v Yes, . 
.Polbeer, Yes, 
Pelzer, Yes, 
Aiken, Yes. 
McChesnoy, Yes 
,Buehler, Yes, 
Westee,.Yes, 
YTi; son,. YeB. 

It also .seemed to, be the opinion that' the present record 
should remain, at the present price and discounts. 

MACHINES. 

Hr, Weher said that wo ought to make a combination 
machine for the new record and accumulate a stock so as to have 
them go out when the new record goes out, end every machine from 
that on should be a combination machine,.: and. that we must also 
accumulate a large number of attachments for use in connection 
with, the new' re cord so that they canh e.shipped out at the^time 
the new record is put out. The general opinion was that_the 
present machines with the present type straight horns, with the 
changed reproducer and gearing for the. new 200-thread record 
should he produced, keeping the sarnie list prices.-- 

SUGOESTIOHS. „ . . . 

’ How about machines that are in stock? Shall we furn¬ 
ish attachments free. Shall we include Gem type for the 200-thread 
record or let it remain as it now is for only the present record? 
The general opinion seemed to “be that the G-em should -remain as It 
is and the Standard, Home and Triumph machines changed. 

PRICE OB ATTACHMENT. 

Mr. WeBtee said he would have Mr. Redfearn get out figures 
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on the attachment and reproducer and this would have to lay over, 

CROOKED HOMS. 

Mr. Dolhoer thinks there would "be little additional 
3ale for Standard and Home machines vd-th crooked horns. Hr. 
Tffeber thought machines vd.th crooked horns should sell for $5.00 
more list. He suggested that we try the crooked horns on the 
Idelia and Triumph machines. Mr, Dolheer thought it might 
increase the sale of the Idelia machines, hut was doubtful about 
the Triumph. It was the concensus of opinion that both the 
Idelia and Triumph should bo tried out with the new crooked horn 
at the same prices as they now sell for, or if it is necessary to 
change the price of the Triumph, then try it on the Idelia only 
at the present price. 

DARED SOK HEW RECORD. 

The design of this label should he decided on as soon as 
possible bo that as fast as records are manufactured they can be 
placed in the new bozos and stocked. 

4/30/08, I.W.W. 



C.H, Wilson, Esq., 

Building, 

Dear Mr. Wilson:* 

Referring to your notice of the 15th inst. 

for a Committee Meeting to he held Monday evening, I am juBt 

leaving for Washington, hut will try to get hack in time to 

he present at the meeting. Most of the questions which are to 

he passed upon relate to commercial and manufacturing matters 

concerning which any opinion which I might have would prob¬ 

ably he of no value,,but there are some questions in which 

1 am much interested. 

Bor instance , the first question, as to the name 

for the four-minute record, any name which may he selected 

should he of sUch a character that it cannot he used or imi¬ 

tated by our competitors. In other word?, it should he a 

L°-na. trademark, capable of registration in the Patent 

Office. A trademark whioh is merely descriptive of an arti¬ 

cle, or descriptive of its quality, or which is a mere geo¬ 

graphical name, cannot he exclusively appropriated. Such 

words aB "Pour Minute", or "Indurated", or "Extra long", or 

"Orange", should, therefore he avoided. A trademark may he 
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suggestive of an article v/hen not absolutely descriptive 

and be properly registrable, such for example as "fformin". 

It is best, however, to select a purely arbitrary word, which 

has no possible connection with the article, as for example, 

"Amber" or "Amberol", both of which have been proposed. A 

common practice at the present time is to adopt trademarks 

which are based on the name of thecompany, as for example, 

"Haphoco". The principal thing to avoid is the selecting 

of a name which is merely descriptive of an article, and hence 

can be applied by any one making a corresponding article in 

connection wijfch which the name is equally descriptive. 

The second, third, fourth and fifth questions 

relate to matters on which I have no opinion. 

Regarding the sixth question, if a descriptive 

name is selected for the new records, it should, if possible, 

be engraved directly on the record, so that there can be no 

question as to the identity between the name and the article. 

This requirement, hov/ever, is not absolutely vital, but is 

only desirable. 

In regard to the seventh question, my personal view 

is that the new name should be adopted only for the new 

record, bo as to make that article entirely distinctive. 

The eighth question relates to the designing of the 

oarton label, concerning which I have no suggestions to make. 

Questions 9 to 16 relate to commercial and manufac> 

turing pointB, on which I have no opinion to express. 
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Regarding the last question, it seems to me that our 

experience with the blue label records shows the character 

of elections that the public demands. By those records we 

had the opportunity of getting "higher class trade", but 

we were not very suooeBsful. 1 imagine that most of'our 

machines are owned by people of poor or moderate circumstances 

and to most of them, classical music does not appeal, People 

who like , or pretend to like, classical music, are general¬ 

ly of the class who buy the highest price machines, and until 

we get out enough high price machines in their possession 

to warrant a demand for a classical record, I do not believe 

there would be anything in that part of the business. 

edd/ark. General Counsel. 



MINUTES OE COMMITTEE MEETING 

X, HELD MAY 18, 1908. t 

\ 
*p *res®?t: Messrs. Edison'- Aylnworth- Pelzer- McChesney- 
Buehler-Stevens- Weber- Aiken* Miller- Gilmore- Redfeam- Westee- 
ireton- Dyer* Wilson. \ 

c°nsldered wan "What shall the new record 
„,iVhe^ast favored the name 

Eourminit", but Mr. Dyer said that wap a name that could be used 
by anybody, for the reason that it is descriptive, and that some 

l?tlm^Ln?^n„S??Uld^e+fd0?Jed that wa&'tot entirely descriptive. 
Mr. Wilson thought a distinctive name should be given the record, 

the public were used to "Edison Hecocrd.*f \nd a name such as 
.Amberol would indicate that- it was an improvement over the old 

record and of new composition. Mr. Edison wanted a name such as 
Amberol so that it could be usdd as a trade name. A vote was 

taken, which resulted as follows! 

Mr. Edison, Amber 
Aylsworth, " 
Pelzer, Edison Record 
McChesney, " 
Bushier, « . 
Stevens, " /\ 
Weber, Eourminit 
Aiken, Amberol > 
Miller, " 
Gilmore, " 
Redfeam, » 
Westee, " 
Ireton, » 
Wilson, " 
Dyer, ». 

The next question was the number of records to be issued 
first and the number each month thereafter. The decision* was 
that 100 selections should be put out first, if possible, 75 at 
least, and 10 each month thereafter. 

List price was considered next, and it was the unanimous 
opinion that it should be 50 cents, and it was so decided. The 
net prioe to jobbers and dealers was not decided, being left to 
the executives. 

"How many records of each selection shall be made up and in 
stock Sept. 1st, to take care of first orders?" Mr. Wilson 
said that taking the 13,000 dealers and figuring only 1 1/2 records 
to each would make 20,000 of each selection, and he thought this 
number should be in stock on Sept. 1st. This would make a total 
of 2,000,000 records for 100 selections, or 1,500,000 for a list 
of 75 selections. It was decided that 20,000 recordB of each 
selection should be made up. 

"Should anything be engraved on the end of the record to 
designate it as a four-minute record?" On about the first 20 
selections the letter "D* has been introduced. Look into this and 
see whether "4 M" can be substituted or added. On all subsequent 
selections "4 M" is to be introduced. The flat top will also 
help to designate it. .. 

"Should the name of the present two-minute record and labels 
for same be ohanged to contain the new name adopted for the 
four-minute record?" It was decided not to change this, as it 
would kill the sale of the records already out. 



"Carton label for four-minute record." The Btyle and color n-e 
sangple label submitted by Mr. McChesney was adopted. 

"Detenaine definitely the hind of attachment that is to be 
new madline® of eaoh type." The samples submitted by 

Mr* Vsber were approved and adopted* " 

fnr *n“ine, on *he different kind of attachments to be supplied 
for machines already out and whioh will frcm time to time be P 
ohanged over." Samples submitted by Mr. Weber were approved. 

■h«^t+^lne^dSfinit?ly4.if new madiines are to go out equipped 
for both two and four-minute records, and, if so, should list 
prices be changed?" It was decided that they are to go out 
equipped for both the two and four-minute records (combination 
reproducer) and list prices to remain the same as at present. 

.. "determine definitely Prices and discounts on extra 
attachments to be supplied for machines already out, both on a 
straight selling basis and exchange basis." To be decided by 
executives* 

. - B?ow,many of eaoh attachment should be made up and in stock 
oy Sept. 1st, to take care of orders received at that time’" 

50,000 Combination attachments for Model "B" Standard 
25,000 « n TTom« 
2,000 « 
5.600 » 
3.600 " 

inn " " Triumph 
100 " Model "A" Triumph. 

"How many combination machines should be made up of each 
type to take care of orders received at that time?" 

Model "°* Combination Standard Phonographs 
25*000 w « HonB « 

Mr, +r?eterini?e t2pe °£ reProducer that is to be adopted for com¬ 
bination machine.". Combination type submitted by Mr. Weber . 

"Determine kind of reproducing point to be adopted for 
combination reproducer." As submitted by Mr. Weber. 

"Should we go into high-clasB music for new records?" Mr. 
Edison suggested that we ought to have short stories by Mark Twain. 
rwiioSi s+nesJ>y noted singers such as Caruso; music by 

Orchestra; Violin by Kubelik, etc., 
on account of the advertising feature. The general opinion seemed 
as a rule* th0Se reoords should contain a higher class of music 

w *** ^estion of using the entire space of the record surface 
UP> instead of leaving considerable space where the 

Gilmore thought that by all means they 
Ton?-- -n d out *n s?me way> 80 that when people buy the 
oni^ion dT«h+? would fet a.Jong record, and this was toe general 
opinion. In the meantime, this question is to be thought over, 

is> a8 to what shall be done to fill out the record or 
whether only the song shall be put on them. 

"Shall the words "Edison Record" be omitted?" It was 

fwnf * ih?*4.w^er,e two or more were played if the name 
should be Emitted there.would be nothing to indicate whether the 

announcement01**3 We °UrS “ °therB‘ C°“sidar •* 

1. W. W. 
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Opinon of Mr. W. H. Miller on the questions asked in the 

Committee notice, dated j/lj/08. 

1st: (To determine definitely a name for the 4 minute record.) I 
have thought over very carefully the various names suggested for this 
record, including "ArabOBite" and "Amberole," etc., and it is my 
frank opinon that none sounds better than "Edison 4 minute Record.11 
The word "4 minute" appeals to me strongly, due to its meaning some¬ 
thing and describes something, and is a name the public will call 
the record irrespective of v/hat other name we might give it. 

It has been stated that the v/ord "Amberite" or "Amberole" 
would mean amber like, denoting the fine quality of the material 
of which it is made. If such is the case we will shortly have to 
call the 2 minute record by the same name to be consistent, as this 
record, I understand, will shortly be made of the same material, a# 
as soon as we are able to get enough spinning machines in operation. 
To call it the "Edison Amberite 4 minute Record" is, in my opinon, 
entirely too long. I have always maintained that the word "Edison" 
denotes quality of the highest order, and it would be superfluous 
to add nnothor name which is much inferior. In conclusion would say 
that I um strongly in favor of calling the new record the "Edison 
four minute Record," to be spelled in ouch a way as to be a coinod 
word and copyrighted, and the 100 htread record be called the 
"Edison two minute Record." 

2nd: (As to number of selections to be ready before tlie public 
announcement on September 1st.) In reference to this 

would say that I believd in listing as large a number as we can 
possibly make in that time. By keeping our force constantly working 
the number we could possibly make by that date would be about 7J, 
and still keep up with our regular supplement work. Such being the 
case I hardly think it possible to present to the public and have 
moulds and stock made of many more than JO or 60 selections. I 
think this is enough to start with and believe in putting same on 
the market at the earliest possible moment. I think JO titles will 
be sufficient. 

3rd: (As to how many of this type record to be trerett put out a month.) 
I think 10 selections will be sufficient until the public 

gradually changes over their machines. We can see how this goes for 
a month or so, and then gradually decrease the number of selections 
per month of the other records, t du. ^ ^ a^Uc 

4th: (What the list and net price of the record should be.) 
I think 50 cents, list, with a liberal discount to 

dealers and jobbers. 

Jth: I do not think I am competent to answer the question regarding 
the amount of stock. 

6th:(Should name be engraved on the record to designate it as a 4 
minute record?) Ho. We need all the rooia on the rim for 

the titles of the pieces. The fact that the 4 minute record differs 
±ha from the 2 minute, having a square end instead of a beveled one 
is a better identification mark than anything we could engrave on 
the label. I would, however, be in favor of putting the hhh name of 
the talent on the record, instead of the word song which has been 
our practice. — 



7th: (If a name is adopted for the present two minute I would not 
advocate going to the esqiense of discarding any labels which we maji- 
already have printed, hut as soon as they run out change the label. 

8-9-10: These questions were decided at the last meeting.and Hr. 
Weber and Hr. KcOhesney has this information. 

11th:(Should the new machines be equipped with attachments for two 
and 4 minute records.) By all meanB machines after September 1st 
should be equipped to play both the 2 and 4 minute records, and, if 
possible, keep the price the stime as at present. 

12th: (Referring to list prices and discounts on attachments to be 
supplied to machines already out.) 
I think it would be wise to sell these at cost in order to 

in>*»duco everyone to make the necessary changes to play 4 minute 
records, so that the market will be increased for same. 

13 th and 14th: I do not feel EKWkiduni: competent to make any 
recommendations on these questions. 

l?th: Will form an opinon as to the kind of reproducer to use as 
soon as I see the various types. 

l6th: (Regarding the reproducer ball for the combination speaker) 
I think the reproducer ball should be 8 x 15, and as Mr. 

Aylsworth continues to improve the material gradually make the ball 
none round until we can use a round ball, that is providing the 
composition will Btand it. 

17th: I am heartily in favor of trying anthing that will allow us 
compete for the better class of trade, and I think, besides trying 
to secure talent with reputation, we Bhould try to put on the market 
some fine cabinet work which is different from our regular type of 
machine. 

W. H. Miller. 

5/18/08. 
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- Referring to the attached correspondence from 

Blackton and McChesney, of course I have never thought it wise to 

let jobbers know what we contemplate doing in the future. The 

; trouble is that just t i you begin to talk to them 

about it, it becomes noised abcjut long before we want it to get 

out, and the consequence is then that the sale of the present 

product is reduced* to a minimujiL I refer, of course, now to the product is reduced*to a minimujii. I refer, of course, now to the 

200-thread record and the new type machines. I know it would get 

out that we have something elbe in mind, and to get their opinion 

on all these subjects is a question that I have never considered 

the proper thing to do. You had better take these papers up to 

Mr. Edison and discuss it with him and see what his opinion 1b, i what his opinion 1b, 

i get together and decide what \ 

// 
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/&trtfaut 

DISTRIBUTORS OF 

EDISON and VICTOR 
PHONOGRAPHS TALKING MACHINES 

New York City. May 23, 1908. 

Mr. Wm. E. Gilmore, Pree ., 
National Phonograph Co., 

„ „ Orange, N. j. 
My dear Mr. Gllmore:- 

"Talking Maohine°fforld"°Pthe^subject^beingll"Effecta°of Trade^De- 
pression", and would like to have you read it wefully. 

s:1iiSj:.rcrsL1a-. 

thii idea I am am0n? the trade ln S^eral. . With * idea I am sending a copy to every one of my dealers. 

szx a- ir •r-“» •»”-^!»sr^wpro- 
present and paBt policy, by making it profitable for me to do so. 

amn, .My acquaintance among jobbers in this line has given 

.hr;¥ sti 
lmAte?H8t> best,by sticking to the two leading companies, as 
andgd!llerl? a disP°8ition to work with their jobbers 
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Any changes that are made between now and the fall 
should be given very careful consideration, for many jobbers 
have lost much confidence in the business and a change by the 
manufacturer that would bring about new burdens would not help 
the business in general. * 

Aa a Jobber who handles talking machines exclusively, 
it is natural that X should be greatly interested in every move 
the manufacturer makes and I think other jobbers in general will 
show their appreciation of your protection to their interests bv. 
a loyalty to your goods, and this should be of great value to you. 

Trusting my views, as expressed in the enclosed article, 
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d^SurmnTci £dwon. 

NATinNAL FHENIIEHAFH CE. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHENEEHAPHS & HECEHD5. 

10 Fifth Avenue, New 
fRECHIVED’ 

Gilmore, Presiden 

1 
■' ;i,r‘s Office 

S— . 

May 27, 1908 

Dear Sir: 

The views of Mr. ^lackman, both in his article 
in the Talking Machine World and his letter of 
May 23rdiare those of a man deeply interested in the 
welfare of the talking machine industry,particularly 
as represented by the Victor people and ourselves,and 
he deserves commendation for his views and for the 
efforts that he is making to impress them upon the 
trade. 

His suggestion that any changes made between now 
and Pall should be given careful consideration, brings 
up the'point whether v/e should not take the Jobber's more 
into our confidence than has been done-in the past. 

Mr. Blackman spent two or three hours in my 
office one day last week and during his talk it 
occurred to me that we might avoid some serious 
pitsfalls,in making the contemplated changes in 
September, if v/e invited a few jobbers whom v/e know 
to be loyal to our interests, tell them what v/e purpose 
doing,: point out some of the obstacles that v/e ourselves 
can see and ask them for their views. I have- in 
mind such men as Mr. Blackman, Mr. Hankie, Mr. W.D.Andrews. 
Mr. Pardee,-Mr. Ellenberger, Mr. Buehri, Mr. McGreal and 
Mr* Kish at.t, • Doubtless there are others who could he 
named if it was found necessary to increase the list. 
These men are thoroughly representative men in the 
Jobbers' Association and their views could be accepted 
as representing the Jobbers as a whole. They might 
be invited to a conference at the factory or to be here 
on a given day and we could well afford to pay their 
travelling expenses# I feel that the changes v/e are 
about to make are such that if successful, it will 
largely change the character of the business and we can 

—V-V- 
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Mr. YT. E. Gilmore, President -2- May 27,1908 

hardly take too much counsel before putting the new 
conditions into effect. Every one here is giving the 
matter deep consideration and apparently every feature 
concerning the changes is being carefully discussed, 
and yet, in spite of all,we might'fail to do the one 
thing that would make for success. This one thing might 
be instantly pointed out by those who would see the 
business from a different standpoint. It seems to me 
that the Jobbers are entitled to every consideration 
before changes so important as those contemplated are 
put in force. 

' This suggestion has little bearing upon 
Mr. Blackman's letter; still, I trust you will not 
consider it impertinent. 

Very truly yours^^^ 

Manager Advertising Department 



Messrs. F, K. Dolbeer, W. M. Brodie- F. A. Burnham, Jr.- Win. £/•»/(>$* 
Pelzer- A, T. Moore- Walter Stevens- A. Westee- Peler Weber- ' ' 
L. C. MoChesney- C. H. Wilson- N. C. Durand- H. F. Miller- W. H. 
Miller- J. W. Aylsworth- W. J. Buehler: 

During Mr. Gilmore's absence, the executive management of 
the Edison Manufacturing Co., National Phonograph Co., Bates 
Manufacturing Co. and Edison Business Phonograph Co. will he 
vested in an Executive Conmittee composed of Frank L. Dyer. 

?lairmfrn^]Peter ¥etoer» C- H‘ wilBOn> A. Westee, F. K. Dolbeer and Xi« C» McChe sncy # 

This Committee will meet every Wednesday afternoon at 
for ne°fBSary J3 consider questions presented 
for its decision* All questions arising in any department involv¬ 
es a change in business policy may be presented to the Chairman, 
who will, if necessary, bring them before the Executive Conmittee. 
All headB of departments having questions arising within their 
particular sphere and on which they wish advice or desire to be 
relieved of responsibility, can discuss the same with Mr. Dyer, 
who will, if necessary, bring the same before the Committee. 

Questions relating to business management, sales and offici 
employees are to be discussed with Mr. Wilson. 

Dolbeer!Sti°nS r8lating to creditB to De discussed with Mr. 

Questions relating to advertising and printing are to be 
discussed with Mr. McChesney. B 

Except as noted, no substantial change in the business 
management is contemplated. The earnest and hearty co-operatioi 
of all employees is expected. y 

6/10/08, 
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June 12, 1908. 

' Mr. Dyer:: 

The figures given on the attached, sheets do not 
represent the exact coot of my department.They are simply the totals 
of hills approved hy the department. The figures,for instance, do 
not include any salaries or other general expense of the business. 
The following explanations of the different headings are for your 

. information: 

E.P.M, means the Edison Phonograph Monthly, Part of the 
increased cost 'of the year 1907-8 over the previous year was 
due'to our having addcd^cover printed in tv/o colors,. 

Catalogues, etcmean Phonograph and Record Catalogues, 
Polders, cards and other similar matter printed for distribution 
to the'public.and not included under the heading of "Porms Issued 
Monthly," Up'to March,1907, the monthly forms were included 
in this classification.j^6r the purpose of comparisonwith the 
previous year* 'fhe figures opposite the line'Torms Issued Monthly" 
should be added to the total of "Catalogues, etc." 

General Trade printing means forms like Numerical 
Catalogues, Order Blanks, Reoord“"Sulletins and similar forms u'sed 

-by the trade only and not distributed to the public. This shows a 
less amount for last year than the year 1906-7 because one or two of 
the forms have been included in the classification "Porms Issued 

Monthly," . 

.Stock Electros mean.electros carried 'in stock and furnished 
without charge to" Dealers for use-in local papers.. 

Publication Advertising means expenditures for magazine, 
newspaper, trade, paper and other similar publications. The total is 
much larger than the previous year because of our increased advertis^ '- 
ing 'in magazines'and newspapers. 

Department Mailing me tins expense for mailing matter 
to the trade, "two or more "times each month,and includes postage, 
which is probably three-fourths' of the total amount. 

Follow-up meari3 the expense in connection with following 
up inquiries received from advertising and includes postage. When 
inquiries are received from advertising, we send Catalogues and a 
letter to the inquirer and then ask one or two Dealers nearest to 

.the inquirer's home to call upon or writs the inquirer. A month 
later letters are sent to both inquirer and Dealer to determine, ' 
if possible, what sale was made. Inquiries from advertisements 
are a sort of blty-product and this plan is followed by ■ advertisers 
generally for the purpose,of getting the most out of them. It is 
an improvement over the old plan of merely sending catalogues 
and doing no :other work upon the ;inquiry. ' • 

Agreement System means the amount spent for printing 
jobbers and.peelers' agreements and forwarding them to Jobbers, 
together with other incidental expense. . . 

'Sales department means such formq as are printed solely 
for the use of the Sales Department, as for instance, miscellaneous 
stationery for salesmen. 



. Dealers1 Printing means work done for dealers for which they pay 
us practically the entire cost. 

Chicago- means work done for the Chicago Office-before it was 
discontinued. This was principally letter heads end envelopes. 

Foreign Department means advertising and printing expenses 
incurred on behalf of tKe Foreign Department. 1’his has grown 
considerably in the past two years, because we are now furnishing all 

printed.matter,except letter heads, envelopes and interior forms 
to the Foreign department without charge. This is one of those caseB 
where we are charging to peneral Expense, Items that,in my opinion, 
should be charged to the department- itself. They are legitimate 
expenses of the department and we simply fool ourselves on the 
profits of the department when we do not charge the expenses. 

Miscellaneous Foreign Office is work done J’or the branches 
in Europe. This has been charged to the various branches,although 
I am not sure that the charges are not afterv/ards rebated by the 
Accounting Department. 

London means charges of the same character as those against 
the Foreign Offices. 

Factory Forms are those used in the various departments of 
the factory. 

Phonogram giveB the total yearly coat of getting out the 
Phonogram. Fully. 3/4 of this amount is paid by the trade itself. 

Office Expense means forms like letter heads, envelopes etd. 
used throughout the office building. These have been kept separate 
from factory forms. 

Commercial Department are expenses for printing and advertising 
incurred on behalf of the Commercial department. Under the existing 
arrangement, these will be very much less for the present year. 

Billposting means the amount expended for putting up 
8-sheet posters in various parts of the country. This shows a 
large increase in 1907-8 over the previous year because considerable 
work was done in the latter part of 1906-7 and not billed until 
the beginning of the next year. 

Fainted Bill Boards mean charges for-maintaining nearly .400 R.R. 
bulletins in various parts of the country. The charges for the 
two years are uneven for the same reason as given in-the preceding 

paragraph. , 

Forms Issued Monthly Include Record Bulletins, Record 
Supplements, etc. which, up to March 1,1907 were included in 
the classification of catalogues, etc^ 

Legal Department means charges for stationery incurred on 
behalf of the Legal Department. 



Street Car Advertising explains itself. 

. „ Miaaa,y»?l®.9Jl5 “eans such charges as could not be included 
in the previous classifications. 

■ I shall be glad to give you 'any furnish information concern¬ 
ing the expenditures of. this department if you desire them. 

L. C, McGhesney 
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' 2000'M 

24 l/2 M 

35. M 

610 II ■ 

16 M 

10 M 

12Q0 M 

2000 M 

1000 M 

52 H 

550 M 

35 M 

FORMS ISSUKD REGULARLY 

4 page supplements of American .selections—Cost.$1.00 
per M or $2000 total. 

Record Bulletins of American Selections cost $140.00 

Dealer's Order Blanks of American selections, 

s for+’imprints V,r?liCh al30ut ®19 is paid 'by. Jobbers ' 

Phonograms, the total cost of which is about 
5^°• °£ ^is amount the Jobbers pay all but about 
”150. (The Phonogram now costs us about $2.65 

per M and we get only $2.50 from Jobbers.) 

co»teofE$375nooh0n°graPh MOnthly at an approximate 

ann°uncing new monthly Records. Cost 
$135.00 pur month. -' . 

Domestic Record Catalogues every four months or 
h°oM3f0^ S5r year* The present cost of this form 
(1^20) 13 $7.00 per II. On this basis the year's 
supply will cost $24,500 or about $2,041.66 per month. 

(Approximately) Phonograph Catalogues per year. 
The present edition of the form (1135) cost'$7.00 per ¥. 
On this basis the year's supply would cost $14,000 
or about (>1166.66 per month. 

(Approximately) Foreign Record Catalogues per year. 
The present edition (1250) cost $ * 

Supplements in Spanish of Mexican. Records, issued 
monthly for Foreign Department at an approximate 
co3t of $135. 

Supplements in Spanish of American instrumental 
Selections issued'monthly for Mexico City, at a cost 
or about $18. 

Grand Opera Supplements every four months at an 
approximate cost of $750. 

numerical Record Catalogues every six months. 
Present edition (Form 1240) cost $865. On same. * 
basis our year's supply would cost $1730.00. 
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MAILING 

V/e cover the entire- list of Dealers twice 
each month, at the least. In one mailing we- include 
Hecord Bulletins, Supplements and Phonograms, and 
in the other the Edison Phonograph Monthly, Each 
l°w usually costs 1 / to mail, Tout nearly every month 
we have additional extra forms which brings up the 
cost of one or the other to 2 J for each piece. It is 
safe to figure that both mailings cost us on an 
average of 3 f!_ for each of about 13,500 names—Total §405.( 

, ThB B0Bt °f envelopes is not included in the above, 
we use a long Manila envelope worth §1.34 per H 
iotal §34.84. 

Grand total for mailing $439.84 per month. 

i • 4..- v/e have- occasion to cover the mail 
list' with some extra form. Several cases of this kind 
are not figured in the above.) ' *lna 



Vzn,iw 
jioj^v^, 

Regarding the attached memorandum, the matter of 

the exchange proposition was discussed by the Executive Committee 

on the 17th inBt, There seems to be a very strong sentiment 

against repeating our last experience with this proposition, 

because, undoubtedly,^ many jobbers took advantage of us. por ^ 

instance, Mr. Wilson says that Davega laBt November,' evidently 

anticipating a business depression, unloaded his entire stock 

on us, including records that had never been unpacked, and even 

at this time he Is still receiving credit for these goods. it 

seems to me inevitable that if we cut out the exchange proposition 

and simply allow rebate there will be a strong temptation to 

order more conservatively, reducing stocks of records on hand, and 

in that way doing us harm, both because of the cutting down of 

orders and because of inadequate representation of our goods. 

The following plan was suggested as a possible compromise between 

a straight return proposition and the rebate scheme: 

A rebate sufficient to cover defective and broken records, 

say 2$, to be allowed on all purchases, either annually, quarterly 

or monthly. To permit jobbers to get rid of cut-out records and 

dead stock, the exchange proposition will be limited to records /| 

which have been issued, say six months previously or earlier. 

This would require jobbers and dealers to always keep a stock of 

current records and would prevent them from unloading on us abso¬ 

lutely, as was the case with Davega. It'would probably be 

well to take up the proposition quarterly and perhaps monthly, 

so as to minimize the disturbance; this will probably make it 

necessary to establish a separate department that will have direct 

control of this matter. What do you think? 

/ E. L. D. '.i 

-6/19/08. *** ) : v 1 
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Mr. Edison: 

Regarding your memorandum re the Scranton people, 

of o our Be nothing would have been done with the oylinder attach¬ 

ment for the disc machines without your approval. At the same 

time, I appreciate the danger of putting out suoh an attachment, 

even if its use ware strictly limited to language records, because 

there would he an inevitable tendency on the part of customers 

to use them with other reoords. This would no doubt create more 

or leso ill feeling with the Victor people, and it seemB to be 

highly important that we should continue to have their good will. 

I wish, however, that the good-will would extend far enough to 

have 3ome understanding that would prevent jobbers from "knocking" 

our goods} but I suppose this is humanly impossible. 

The general sentiment of the Committee wasthat the Soranton 

people should be turned down, and X will take up the matter at the 

meeting tomorrow and see that this is done. We have tied our¬ 

selves to them when \re had other ohanoes of making language 

records, and it is only fair that they should tie themselves to us. 

6/23/03, S’.!.]). 



June 27, 1908, 

Mr. Louis IV Geissler,. General Manager, 

Victor Talking Machine Oo., 

Camden, N. J. 

My dear Sir: ' ■ , 

X have read v/ith interest your letter of the 20th 

Inst, to Mr. Dolbee®, and.I hasten to reciprocate your eapressions 

of good-will. The-relations our oonrpanies have always "been most 

cordial and I oan conceive of nothing more unfortunate and un¬ 

necessary than an advertising or bonmeroial war between them. 

And in this Connection I wish to express my appreciation of the 

fine spirit of your oiroular of Juno 8th, which I read with much 

pleasure. 

Having reference to the advertising point you refer to, X 

do not taibw exaotly what advertising statenentB you have.in mind, 

hut I am Informed that the only statement which we have made 

referring to the needle-ohanging feature of your machines-is found 

"This reproduoer point absolutely prevents the harsh, disa- 
80^to^i?e:'souhd8 often notioed in instruments having 

ne?dle Suoh noadle points also require frequent 
+?d are injurious to the records, whereas the recording 

point of the Edison reproducer never needs to be changed," ' 

Assuming that this is the'statement to Which you rofer, I do 

not see how-you oan objeot to it, it being entirely legitimate. 



2. 6/27/08. 1. I’* Geissler. 
. NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH OOMPANY 

It is certainly permissible for any manufacturer,, without violating 

business ethics, to point the advantageous features of his goods, 

so long as in doing so a competitor's goods are not mentioned by 

name. Your company had done exactly thijs thing in the past, with 

no objection from us. . Eor instanoe, the following statements 

have been issued by the Victor Co.: 

"The improved died talking machine represents the most 
advanced method of reproducing sound. 

The flat disc makes it possible to.reoord sounds that would be 
completely loot by any other method. The tone or timbre that 
dintinoguiohes one voice from another and the very breathing of 
the great operatic artists are reproduced on diBC records with a 
realism that is little lads than miraoulous." 

"Many of the great artists themselves who now make records 
formerly entertained a prejudice against talking machines. The 
perfected talking machine, gave them an altogether different idea, 
arid they now consider it a distinction to be immortalized on the 
talking machine disc." 

"They have formed the habit of associating talking machines 
with the raucous strident sounds of the old-time noise-making 
'devices, and they won't take the trouble to go and hear- a first* 
olass talking machine for themselves. 

but eventually in one way or another they do hear a perfect 
talking instrument. They sit down in front of the Victor and 
listen to Caruso and Melba in some great operatic role,-and in 
an . instant every pestige of prejudice is swept away. wv 

During .the past week I am informed that, the "Central Dis- 

trubiting House" of Chloago, which I understand is a Victor 

distributor, has put out advertisements with the following state¬ 

ments: 

"Every Viotor Diso. Record is made by the best ialent that 
can be obtained. They are oonsidered the loudest,' clearest and 
most durable records made and are far superior to the cylinder 
records, whioh are used on other machines, as they will 'retain the 
original Volume of . sound and last many timeB longer. On aooount 
Of the romarkable success of the Viotor records many oheaper j. dan do¬ 
tations, which are really worthless, have been offered the public, 
Don't buy these limitations at any prioe, as they sobn'beoome 
soratohy and worthless." • 

I must say that I do not see how any distinction can be made 

between statements whioh you have issued and our statements which 

you object to. The machines of both companies have characteristic 

talking points, which the advertising people of both conoerns are 
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putting forward as ingenuously as they can. If I had any 

oritioisino to make, it would, be tMh. the statements of your oom- 

pany are hardly fair, and I think you will agree that the state¬ 

ments put out hy the Central Distributing House should not he 

continued. 

Ho doubt you will attend' the Jobbers’ Convention at Atlantio 

City and I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you there, at 

which time we oan take up thiB matter and go over it together. 

Yours very truly, 

PLD/lOT Chairman Executive Committee 



June 30, 1908, 

John E. Helm, Esq,, 

Helm & Knight, 

Dear Sir: 

Prudential Building, Newark, N. J, 

In rsforenoo to retaining the services of-Mri Knight and 

yourself and of the firm of .Helm & Knight, concerning which I had- 

a talk with you recently, at the time of our conversation I was 

not fully advised as to the facts. On the assumption that you 

were working at the rate of §15.00 per day and Hr. Knight at the', 

rate of §40.00 per day, !t took it for granted that your charges 

could not he very large, as you had often told me that you had a 

very considerable outBide business whioh ocoupied muoh of your 

time. Upon looking more carefully into the matter, I find that 

the bills of Hr> Knight and yourself from Ootober, 1907, to 

Hay, 1908, amount to almost $15,000,00. This, was a very great 

surprise to me, because it Would appear that you and Mr, Knight 

wore being paid much more than any other attorney or firm of 

attorneys employed by the company, while at the flame time moat of 

the work on which you were employed was relatively unimportant\ 

so much so, in fact, that except in a most incidental way I had 

no knowledge of the work on whioh you wore engaged. Mr. Edison 

wau equally surprised to'know of this situation. It is needless 



for mo to say that I cannot consent to having the work done hy 

you on any suoh hasis as in the past, and X would propose the 

following arrangement, the successful carrying out of which will 

depend very largely upon yourselves: we, meaning the combined 

Edison interests, will pay you and Mr. Knight, individually and 

as a firm, an aggregate retainer of #3500.00, payable semi-annually 

or quarterly, as you prefer, in advance, the arrangement to con¬ 

tinue for one' year and to be renamed from year to year if mutually 

agreeable. Against this retainer you and ?,tr. Khight are to make 

charges of #30.00 per day each. Monthly bills are to be rendered 

showing the expenditure of time, the proposed-retainer covering 

somewhat oVer 100 days service. All work is to he done at my 

direction and I am to be'kept fully informed of its progress and 

development. Any expenses incurred, represented by proper 

Vouchers, will of oourse be'paid for in addition to the retainer 

- and can be included in the monthly statements. 

Kindly let me know if such an arrangement as X have above 

outlined will be satisfactory, and if so, I will take the proper 

steps to carry it into effect. 

Yours very truly, 

EXD/lWV/ Chairman Executive Committee, 
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In reference to our alleged unfair adverting, 

I attach a letter from Mr. Geissler, which please return with 

any comments. 



Ur. Frank L. Dyer, 

Chairman, Executive Committee, 

■National Phonograph Co. 

Orange, IT. J 

Tiy dear Sir: 

^RECE 
I JUL 

:iveoN 
1908 j 

Your favor of June 27th just received. 
The quotation which you make from your catalog 
was not what made an impression upon us, hut 
rather your general publicity work - see "Youth's 
Companion:" "Collier's"; "Associated Sunday Maga¬ 
zines " of May 28th and 30th - in which you say - . 

"It is an improvementthat the Edison 
Phonograph Co. uses a reproducing point 
of such hardness that it lasts for years 
and does away with the annoyance of con¬ 
tinually having to change needles." 

The same ad. appears in Magazines of June, 1908. 

I take it that there is a difference 
between what may probably be said in private lit¬ 
erature or the catalog, and that that should be 
said in public print. 

Furthermore, it seems to me that the 
three quotations which you present from our liter¬ 
ature are not very strong arguments for your case. 

1st - We emphasize only the advancement 
made in the art of recording Bound and reflect 
rather on the earlier efforts of the manufacturer - 
even our own. 

_i 



2nd - The word "Cylinder" is not men¬ 
tioned or any direct comparison made. 

\7e do not .know the Central Bistrilmting 
house of Chicago personally. They are not Bis- 
trifutors, and 1 doubt if either of us can control 
the advertising of Bealers, unless positively 
libelous, although we shall always be willing to 
co-oPerate as far as we can in any such objection¬ 
able oases. 

I expect to attend the Jobbers' 
BanG.ue1;i at least, and should be very pleased to 
ineeb you there. 



Mr. Dyer: 

I still hold to my original opinion regarding our method 

of advertising being considered by Mr. Geissler as unfair competi¬ 

tion, and do not see how it would be possible for us to exploit 

or talk up the merits of our machines, as compared with others, 

without drawing comparisons. In no case have we mentioned the 

name of any other line of goods, and as there are several disc 

machines on the market in addition to the Victor, I think Mr. 

Geisslers complaints and criticisms are very much overdrawn. 

In the July issue of "The Voice of the Victor", they say on 

page 8: 

"The Victor is more than a perfect musical instrument- 
more than a song—more, even, than a voice. H H t * But 
only by means of the Victor is it possible to perpetuate the 
actual living voice of a great singer or the art of a noted 
musician." 

"The difference between thd Victor and all other musical 
instruments is the difference between an original masterpiece 
of art and a print, etc. etc." 

In both of these items they refer to musical instruments, 

but 'Whoever reads them will not draw a comparison between the 

Victor Talking Machine and a piano, organ, violin or some other 

instrument of that nature, but on the contrary will immediately 

take it for granted that the other musical instruments referred to 

are other .makes of taking machines, and that; according to the 

statements made, the Victor is fthe only one capable of accomplish¬ 

ing perfect or satisfactory results. ThiB I consider just as 

much of a direct hit against our line as is our comparison of 
reproducing points a hit against theirs. I do not think we should 
draw this matter out into a long controversy, but should we meet 
Mr. Geissler at Atlantic City, I believe we should take it up with 
him along the lines above indicated, and under no consideration 
do I think we should retract ot- withdraw any advertising or com¬ 
parisons now in use, 

7/2/O8. C. H. W. 



&. /). t> (• 

Edi00n: 7/15/08. • 

Referring to the attached report from Mr. Ilug, the 

reason he did not put this on the regular blanks was that he 

had run out of them, apparently, as about the time this was se 

in he aslced for more blanks, which teve been sent him. 

3?. L. D. 
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[ENCLOSURE] 

Addenda 

to 

Jobbers' Contract 

list Prices 

of 

Combination Type D Edison Phonographs. 

STA’TIARD Combination Type D 
Haras « « « 
TRIUMPH 11 '• « 

$30.00 
40.00 
60.00 

TIDE IDELIA 
BALMORAL 
CONQUEROR 
ALVA 

$125.00 
70.00 
85.00 
So. 00 

On and after Oct. 
above,yill be of the 
to play both Standard 
to remain a3 before. 

1, 1906, the four types mentioned 
combination Type D model equipped 
and Amberolxtecords, list prices 

All of the above machines subject to regular Jobbe-s' 
and Dealers' discounts. 

Prices Combination Type D Attachments Complete. 

STANDARD 
HOME 
TRIUMPH 
IDELIA 
BALMORAL 
CONQUEROR 
ALVA 

$3.00 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 

Dealers' 
$3.75 
6.25 

6.25 
6.25 
6.25 
6.25 

„ List 
$5.00 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 

Prices Edison Aaberol Records 

Jobbers' Dealers' List. 

$ *18 $ .28 $ .50 

Clause #22. 

On and after Oct. 1, 1908, we will refuse to supply 
Edison Phonographs, Records, Repair and Supply Parts to 
all Jobbers and Dealers who continue to sell any other 
make of Cylinder Phonographs, Cylinder Records or Cylinder 
Repair or Supply Parte. 

Signed 

Business 

Street and ITo. 

City State 

Dated 1908. 

¥itn 



[ENCLOSURE] 

Addenda 

to 

Dealers' Contract 

List Prices 

of 

Combination Type d Edison Phonographs. 

STAJIDARD Coaibination Type D 
HOHE « It „ 
TRIUMPH » n n 

§30.00 
40.00 
60.00 

THE 1PELIA 
BALMORAL 
COHQUBROR 
ALVA 

§125.00 
70.00 
85.00 
85.00 

On and aft-er Oct. 1, 1906, the four types mentioned 
*o°7iBW1T"L<-ve«!?f combination Type D Model equipped 
?° Play Both Standard and Amberol Records, list prices 
to remain as Before. 

All of the above machines subject to 
discounts. the regular Dealers' 

Prices Combination Type D Attachments Complete. 

STANDARD 
HOLE 
TRIUMPH 
IDELIA 
BALMORAL 
C01TQUER0R 
ALVA 

Dealers' 
$3.75 
6.25 
6.25 
6.25 
6.25 

List. 
§5.00 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 

Prices Edison .Amberol Records. 

Dealers' 

$ .28 

List. 

§ .50 

Clause #22. 

°n after Oct. 1, 1908, we will refuse to supply 
Edison Phonographs, Records, Repair and Supply parts to 

w}l° continue to sell any other make of Cylinder 
Parts“ral}lS> Cylinder Eecords or Cylinddr Repair or Supply 

Signed 

Business 

Street and ITo. 

City State 

Dated 1908 

Witness 



Copies to Messrs. Dyer, Uiilson, Bolheo-r, McChaaney & Phi-lips. 

Orange, N, J., August 5, 1908. 

PA* 
MINUTES 0I> MEETING AND CONFERENCE 

WITH TRAVEL ITT 0 SALESMEN. 

V / Present: E. L. Dyer, President; P. K. Dolbeer, 

/ Oeneral Manager of Sales; L. C. McChesney, Manager of Adver¬ 

tising Department; F. H. Philips, Manager of Salesmen; 

Messrs. Caulkins & Holden, Advertising Agents for the Company; 

and the entire complement of Traveling Salesmen. Mr. Edison 

al30 appeared and was introd.uced to each salesman. 

The meeting was called to order by Mr. Dolbeer, v/ho 

explained the object in bringing in the salesmen at this time, 

J.Jc, 

pointing out that it was necessary to acquaint them v/ith the 

new goods and certain policies of the Company in exploiting same. 

Mr. Dyer then stated that the general policy of the old management 

would be continued by the new officers,and in a general v/ay ad¬ 

vised what the future policy would be, after v/liich he retired to 

meet other engagements. 

Mr. Philips had prepared a list showing towns having 

a population of 500 and over where we are not now represented, and 

told the salesmen they would be expected to make an effort to 

pi ace a dealer in each town or render a detailed report showing 

that a dealer was not needed or could not be secured. 

Mr. Dolbeer then asked for suggestions and criticisms 

from each individual salesman. Mr. Chaidler suggested a Record 

"Exchange Proposition" with the consumers on a "10 to 1" basis. 

Mr. Hug recommended issuing permits to dealers to sell second-hand 

machines at reduced prices. Mr. Kreusch thought it unwise to 



■ #2 

allow jobbers to send Sample Records to dealers. Mr. Soott 

suggested the issuance of a circular letter to jobbers, urging 

them to ub6 more care in packing aid handling records in order to 

prevent breakage in transit. Mr. Kloehr claimed dealers were 

asking for definite information regarding the question of dis¬ 

continuing each year as many old reoords as wei-e added to the 

list by monthly supplements, in order to keep the''Rome stic list 

down to a stated number. Mr. Kloehr also recommended using two 

Mexican band or instrumental reoords each month on regular qup- 
■ ' 

pleraents, omitting an equal number of Domestic selections, w 

Mr. Hope asked whether it was advisable to furnish raoord^trfc4(,.a.nd . 

labels to such dealers as were willing to carry a complete lifAi ‘of 

Domestic selections, "free of charge." The questions brought 

up by the several salesmen were discussed and are to be placed on 

file for future consideration. 

Mr. Dolbeer asked for an egression of opinion from the 

salesmen regarding -the question of omitting the announcement on 

record. After discussion, it was decided to ask for a vote on 

the advisability of omitting the announcement or continuing it as 

heretofore, with the following result:-- To .discontinue: Stanton, 

Hug, Ewan, Hedden, BarKLow, Warren, Scott, Turner and Hope;Total,9. 

To continues-rHeff, Kocher, Kreusoh, Clark, Veale, Gill, Chandler, 

Renner, Eritchey and Kloehr; Total, 10. 

Mr. McChesney asked for a better understanding and closer 

relations between ttie Advertising and Sales Departments and intro¬ 

duced Messrs. Caulkins and Holden, who offered many suggestions to 

that end. Mr. McChesney continued: with remarks along this line 

and asked each salesman for suggestions pertaining to the Adver¬ 

tising Department, after Which the entire company adjourned to the 

Oralge Club f or luncheon. 
A. C. 1EET0N. 
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fro^ali8mr Sronn 8j we eliminate the entire announcement 
Lu rv In, rdSi that is* as faat « the new moulds are made 

with the saleXnnvem+nt whateYef* T]?is matter was fully discussed 
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Mr. Edison: 

a.,? , /®i 
^ ■ 

I would lilce to have your opinion as to the advisability 

of omitting the announcement from our records. This is a. question 

which has been frequently discussed, and the general opinion is 

tlhit the announcfjaont can very properly he left out. In the olcl 

dsys, before the title was engraved on the end of the record, this 

announcement feature was no doubt important, as the record could 

not h". identified any other way. With the introduction of the 

engraved announcement there would seam to he hut little necessity 

for continuing the verbal announcement. The only 'argument I can 

think of for retaining the verbal announcement is, that if our 

records axe duplicated some difficulty would be encountered in 

obliterating iho announcement so tliat it -would, not tm reproduced. 

I uni told, however, that this can be done and, in England, has 

beori done in a number of cases. Wc ought not to particularly fear 

the duplicating of our records because a duplicate must, necessarily 

ho of poor quality and could he immediately detected. By leaving 

off the verbal announcement some space will be saved; this might 

he important in special cases. Tho most important advantage, 

however, to my mind is that by omitting the announcement the foreign 

records heooroe immediately available for sale in this country merely 

by changing the engraved titlo, and in some cases even this might 

not bo necessary. In othor words, by omitting tho announcement 

a large stock of foreign reoords can be effectively marketed 

Wieh at the present time is practically unsalable. I am informed 

also that there have been complaints from customers who objeot to 

the announcement preceding tho soleotion as detract ing from tho 

soleotion. Personally I am in favor of omitting the announcement. 

I would like to have your views. 

i- 

8/12/OB. F. L. D, 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

.’Aug . XV, 1908. 

Mr. 3?. K. Dolbeer, 

Manager of Sales, 

Dear Sir: 

Hew York, 

With reference to tho omission of the announcement on our 

records, I onclouo herewith a memorandum which I sent Hr., Edison 

and on which ho. has endoi'sed his reply. What do you think of his 

suggestion of submitting tho question to a vote of our jobbers? 

If strikes me as being a very good way of securing the opinion 

■of the trade oil this important matter. If you see no objection, 

I wish you would arrange to present the question to the jobbers and 

got their views. , 

I do not think that Mr. Edison's point on the importance of the 

announcement when records are played before a number of persons is 

well taken. When a person is running the phonograph it would be a 

very s iraple mat ter, to toll the people what reoord he intended to 

play, and as a matter of fact I presume practically everyone does 

this, so that the announcement on the record cones as a sort of 

anticlimax. 

Yours very truly, 

ETD/lWW President, 
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18,1908. 

The oondltiona under which we are haring printing done ie 
becoming more and more difficult as other printers than the 
Essex Press realize that they are making estimates and no 
matter how low they are, they do not get any of our work. 
As you already know, we are pursuing-bhb'foll&wing plan 
for bringing down the prices paid to the Essex press: 

We are asking a reasonable number of printers to figure on 
each job, the firm' names varying with the character of the 
work to be printed. The Essex Press is also asked to bid. 
When the bids are received, we compel the Essex press to do the 
work at the average price between its own bid and the lowest bid. 
This plan works well where we can get a sufficient number‘of 
estimates, although it compels us to pay more for our work 
than- it would if we sent orders to the lowest bidder in each 
case. It brings down the prices of the Essex Press and results 
in a large decrease from the prices paid when there was no 
competition; The prices thus far fixed by the foregoing 

method will result in a saving of probably $20,000 over the 
old prices of the Essex Press. 

Unfortunately, other printers (and we are at present 
also confined to union shops) are realizing that they are getting 
none of our work and are gradually refusing to bid. Out of 
the last requests sent- out for estimates to 16 printers, only 
five of them responded. ThiB shows that in a very short time 
we will not be able to get estimates and shall be oonpelled to 
pay the- prices of the Essex Press unless some other plan is 
adopted. 

I wish very muoh that some other plan oould be adopted 
for forcing down the prices of the Essex Press,because the 
present one puts ub in a disagreeable business light. The 
printers who have estimated, ask all sorts of questions aB to 
why they have not received orders and since it does not seem 
pGlitio to tell them the truth, I am compelled to resort to. 
all sorts of subterfuges to put them off. It doep not 

. seem to me businesslike to put ourselves in a position vdiere 
we cannot give- all printers a square deal and be frank and 
open with them. Printers are quite as essential to ub as we are 
to them and some day we shall want their goodwill and co¬ 
operation. 

—t-V - 



Mr. Edison—-Mr. Dyer -2- Aug. 18, 1908. 

Existing conditions more and mors bring up the advisability 
of doing our own, printing. I believe that we should do it and I 
think that the whole subject of advertising and printing is big 
enough tod permanent enough to warrant us in providing 
quarters that will house the Advertising Department- and 
provide ample room for a printing and binding plant. Hot a 
makeshift arrangement to be changed, but one that will be 
permanent and,therefore, more economical because of its 
permanency. To provide Buoh quarters and put in the necessary 
equipment would mean the outlay of considerable money,but I 
believe that it would in the end, prove a wise and economical 
thing to do. 

Very truly yours, 

■CC 
Manager Advertising department. 



T/a'Vf&As 

Most of the unfairness displayed by Victor sealers 
toward Edison goods cannot he prevented. It is the 
natural attitude of Dealers who would rather sell Victor 
goods than ours. I have no doubt that there is a great 
deal more unfairness toward Victor goods by Dealers who 
prefer to sell ours than the other way. This must be so 
because there are a great many more Dealers favorable 
to Edison goods than there are to' the Victor. I believe 
it would be a good plan wherever we find that a Dealer 
is carrying our go.ods merely to sell Victor goods and ■ 
where they do not give us a fair chance,to have the Sales 
Department write them a firm but courteous letter,suggesting 
that such Dealers drop our line entirely, unless they 
can at least give us an equal chance. If possible, we 
ought to do something to prevent Dealers from handling 
our goods and giving them a poor demonstration merely 
to sell Victor goods. Possibly this cannot be done in any., 
legal way, but good might be accomplished by pointing'out 
that v/9 are aware pf the conditions and insisting that 
we be given .better treatment. To this end it might pay 
to have a few men doing nothing but continuing the work 
that the three salesmen did last month. 

I would also suggest that the salesmen be instructed 
to- see that all dealers ire running their Phonographs 
at the proper speed and that they also do all they can to 
insist upon Victor Dealers giving us an equal chance,even if 
they are compelled to suggest that such Dealers drop our . 
line entirely. Certainly, Dealers of this kind are of 
no advantage to us and' the quicker we eliminate them the 
better we will be off. 

Running all through these special reports there is a - 
note more or lessi familiar to us all,namely; that t’he 
Victor Company have been doing everything possible to , 
put their goods into a better class of homes, while all of 
our efforts have -been toward parrying out Mr. Edison's 
idea that the Phonograph is a machine for the masses. 
The Victor people have obtained the best talent possible, 
have improved their machines, have gotten out a hornless 
machine and where they have, continued the use of a horn 
have done .so onless objectionable features than our 
long horn with a supporting crane. These reports sho.w that 
the Victor .people are reaping the natural harvest from 
'their sowing. • We are also reaping our harvest but it 
is of a different kind. ■ '' 

Our present attitude toward better styles of horns ' 
ahd hornless machines is that nothing, can be done. 
If we are'disposed to think that improvement is possible, 
we are putting it off to some future day. Personally, I 
do not know what can be done toward getting out hornless 



Mr, Dyer -2- Aug. 25, 1908. 

machines or changing our horn to the less objectionable 
style of the /Victor people, but I do think that we -ought 
to have one or rao.re persons doing nothing else but 
working on thia problem• I .think that we ought to have 
a special department that would make a'more thorough 
study, of the' subject and, if possible, get out something 
that is not only as good as the best on the market but 
better still-. Even we cannot deny that we have not been 
a?J.?ro®I-eBS*-Ve ®,s *lie Victor people and our present 
attitude is not much better. 

Our new Record will eliminate one of the claims for 
Victor Records and even though we cannot get thendisc 
volume on our Records, I believe that.with a carefully 
planned campaign.good Grand Opera talent and better machines 
we can secure a large percentage of the business that is 
now going to the Victor Company. i have been surprised in 
the past six months to find how many people'of my 
acquaintance have bought Victor machines and who regard 
them as of a superior type. This,not only shows that their 
advertising is producing results, but it shows that the 
ale of one Victor machine in a.'better grade home is selling 
others in the same class. Unless we can do something to 
check this tendency, the feeling of the public that 
Victor goods are superior to ours will increase as time 
goes on. We all know just where the difference lies 
but the public does not. 

L'. C. HcChesney. 
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(received^ 
SE'P'23W 

.. y FRANK *1. PYEB. J 
Mr. Dyer: 

Sept. 22, 1908. 

I am glad that you Drought up the question as 
to whether or not our various forms of advertising 
were being secured at the lowest cost, for it gives 
me an opportunity to give you some facts about 
present day advertising that I think you will find 
interesting. 

Our principal forms of advertising are: Magazines 
and weekly periodicals like Saturday Evening Post, 
Collier's,etc.; daily newspapers, trade publications, 
railroad bulletins and billboard posters, we also do 
a small amount of street car advertising and’ we spend 
approximately $3,000 a year for electrotypes. Under 
these headings are grouped practically all our 
expenditures except those made for printing. You are 
quite familiar with the uncertainty regarding the cost 
of printing and I will not touch upon it here. 

The magazines and weekly publications that we are 
using are unquestionably the leading ones in the 
country. V/ithout exception, their rates are fixed and 
inflexible. Most of them sell space on what is known 
as a flat rate, which means that the rate is the same 
to all advertisers whether they use large or small 
space. I do not know of a single publication on 
the list being used by us thatcould be induced to 
vary its rate under any conditions. I am sure that 
the rates given us are as low as those obtained by 
any advertiser in the United States. If you have 
any friends among other advertising agencies, I 
would be glad to have you test this statement, both to 
satisfy yourself and to enable me to confirm quotations 
of our own agency. Then, too, we have an.hinderstanding 
with Calkins & Holden that at any time we can show that 
we can buy space in any way lower than the rate 
quoted by them, they will rebate us for the difference. 
In effect, we are buying space cheaper than many large 
advertisers, for we are only paying Calkins & Holden 
10^ commission on the net cost of our business. In 
other words, if a page of space in a publication cost 
$500 and She agency is allowed 10^, we pay on $450 or 
$495. 

Many national advertisers are paying their agencies 
a commission of 15/4 on business. On the other hand, 
of course, there are advertisers who pay agencies less 
than 10^s, but it is a recognized fact, among men who know, 
that no agency can do a profitable business on less than 
10^ and give its clients proper service. For this 
reason, I have never advocated the plan, of seeking' 
the services of agencies who are really price-cutters. 
All agencies bind themselves not to cut rates, and those 
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Mr. Dyer -2- Sept. 22, 1908. 

who take business on a lower basis than our arrangement 
with Calkins & jiolden.can only do so at the sacrifice 
of their pledged word and it has never seemed to me wise 
to deal with men of this kind. I have always felt that 
men who did not keep their word with publishers could 
not be relied upon to be honest in their dealings with us. 

The exceptions to our plan of paying for advertising 
on a basis of 10ft off and 10^ on are certain publications 
like McClure's, Munsey's, Saturday Evening Post, etc., 
that do not permit agencies to divide commissions, but 
who insist upon the agencies charging their clients for 
the full schedule price of space. That is, Munsey's 
insist that Calkins & Holden shall make us pay §500 net, 
including their commission, instead of following the plan 
of deducting 10/u and adding 10^> as commission. Our 
arrangement with Calkins & Holden provides that we shall 
pay 10^ on the cost of business except in cases like 
Munsey's and similar publications, but there are a.few 
publications that allow them with a stipulation 
that they will lose the discount entirely if they share 
it with their clients. We could insist upon Calkins & 
Holden billing space in these publications at a discount 
of 15^> and art addition of 10^ for commission, but to do 
so would make them lose their: standing with publications 
and lose the discount entirely.1. I believe that the 
arrangement we have with them, is businesslike in every 
respect and one to which no exception can be taken. 

The rates in daily newspapers are more uncertain than 
they are in magazines. Every daily paper of any standing 
maintains its rates absolutely and no one advertiser 
can buy space better than another. The newspapers in 
the smaller cities, however, are not so rigid and it is 
sometimes difficult for an advertiser to know just when 
he is getting the best rates. I believe that Calkins & 
Holden are, with few exceptions, getting from newspapers 
as good rates as can’be had by any agency. The following 
statement seems to me to confirm this: 

Cluett, Peabody & Co. were formerly large users' of 
newspaper space and their account was handled by 1T.W. 
Ayer & Son of Philadelphia, Who make very strong claims 
as to their ability to buy newspaper space. Cluett, 
Peabody & Co. became dissatisfied with the services of 
H. W. Ayer & Son and sought the assistance of Calkins & 
Holden. They were, however, uncertain as to the latter's 
ability to buy newspaper space and before they would 
finally consider their claims, they had Calkins & Holden 
make up an estimate covering newspaper work that had been 
done through Ayer & Son. They furnished Calkins & Holden 
with a list of the papers they had been using and the 
amount of space in each. Calkins & Holden obtained rates 
from the various papers and the total of their estimate 
showed so little difference between • that charged through 
Ayer & Son that Cluett, Peabody. & Co, gave them their 
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Mr. Dyer -3- Sept. 22, 1908. 

account and they are to-day placing a large amount of 
newspaper advertising for the latter. I do not believe 
there are twenty papers on the list of one hundred and 
forty-six being used by us that could be induced to give 
any advertiser a better rate than we are enjoying. 

The cost of' space in trade papers 4s always a 
matter of dicker, ft is possible that we may not 
be getting quite as low rate in the few that we are using 
as some other advertisers, but we more than make up for 
it in the additional publicity that we get from the papers. 
3?or this reason I have never attempted to beat down our 
present prices. When our contracts were made they were 
declared to be low and from all that v/e could learn about 
the papers they were as low as other advertisers were 
getting. 

Billboard posting is controlled by one of the 
best associations connected with any form of advertising. 
Membership in the association includes every firm or 
individual of any standing throughout the entire country 
and the association fixes the price to be paid for posting 
in every city and town. These prices are absolute 
and I do not'know of an instance where an advertiser 
has succeeded in having his work done at less than regular 
rates. The prices per sheet for posting vary from 
6? to 16fl for a month's posting and this includes the . 
commission paid to recognized agencies. - 7/e place our 
orders through V/. V/. Seeley & Co. who are one of about 
twenty firms who are permitted to handle business for- the 
association. Here, again, we can get a rebate wherever it 
can be shown that an advertiser has had his posters put up 
at a less cost than charged us. * 

The cost of z’ailroad bulletins varies according to 
conditions. Prom inquiries that we have made among other 
firms who do this work, I know that the prices we are 
paying are extremely low. We have contracts for a small 
number of boards with the 0.J. Gude Company of Hew York 
and the prices we are paying them are low compared to 
those of most of their clients. The major- part of our 
railroad boards are controlled by the R. C. Maxwell Co., 
lrenton. Their prices are much lower than Gude & Co., so 
much so that I sometimes feel that they are too low 
to get the best service. X will be glad to furnish you 
with a schedule Of our railroad bulletins and have you 
compare it with other similar contracts if you have anv 
means by which this could be done. 

Ii. C. McChesney. 
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Ur. L. C. McChesney: 

The attached, 

hut before submitting it to Mr. 

that the statement on the first 

is correct. 

' St? 

memorandum is very satisj 

■Edison I would like to be\ i 

page which X have interroga 

eld/ivw I1’. L. D, 
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Mr. Dyer- 

RECE: 
SEP2biyU8 

mm l. urn, J 
Sept. 

As a further explanation of the last part of the 
third paragraph of the attached, I am adding below 
the names of the publications that we are using and the 
cost per page in each. The first column after each 
publication is the net price to the agents and' on 
which we pay 10$ commission. The prices in the second 
column include the commission to agents. These are 
the papers that do not permit agents to divide the 
commission with their clients. That is, they do not allow 
them to deduct 10$ discount and add on 10$ for commission. 
The case of the Associated Sunday Magazine is similar 
to one quoted in my letter. The price of a quarter page 
is $500 and the agen/t is allowed 10$. He bills it to us 
at $450 and we pay. ^.0$ commission on the latter amount. 

Collier's Weekly l/2 page 720.00 
Saturday Evening Post 1/2 page 900.00 
Asso. Sunday Magazines 1/4 page 450.00 
Youth's Companion 1/4 page 504.00 
American 1 page 252.00 
Cosmopolitan 1 page 362.88 
Everybody's 1 page 500.00 
McClure's 1 page 414-. 00 
Munsey's 1 page 500.00 
Review of Reviews 1 page 225.00 
Canadian 
Ladies Home Jrnl. 1/4 page 

21.67 
1000.00 

Woman's Horae Comp. 1/4 page 405.00 
Ladies' Y/orld 1/4 page 315.00 
Outlook 1/4 page 114.75 
Argo sy 1 page 300.00 
Pearson's 1 page 172.12 
Red Book 1 page 212.50 
Success 1 magazine page -448.00 
Metropolitan 1 page 200.00 
Pacific 1 page 72.25 
Sunset 1 page 70.00 
World’s Work 1 page 120.00 
World To-day 1 page 95.62 
National 1 page 153.00 
Delineator 200 lines 1000.00 
Ainslee's 1 page 250.00 
Puck 84 lines 42.00 



EUGENE VINCENT DALY 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 

76 WILLIAM STREET, 
TELEPHONE, 0605 JOHN. 

m ?- 

NEW YORK,.Sept,.3.0..,.. 

Thomas A. Edison, Esq., 

Llewellyn Park, Orange, N, J. 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose notice of sale which may be interesting to you. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt. Ver^uly'yours, 

uj, oar Hwum ' Kj..^ 
A--6 

J^OTICK IS IIKRF.RY 01VI 

YJ 



Mr. A. Wes tee, 

Office Building. 

Sept. 30, 1908. 

Dear Sir: 

A oontract has "been made with Louie Hicks for legal 

services, under whioh he has been paid §10,000.00, for whioh I 

enclose receipt. The oontract runs from September 25, 1908, 

for five years. It provides for an annual retainer of §1,000.00 

and guarantees §5,000.00 in additions payable monthly. I have 

arranged with Mr. Hicks to consolidate the retainer with the monthly 

payments, so that he will receive $500.00 each month. Therefore, 

arrange to send him a check at the end of this month for the 

fractional period betv/eon September 25th and 30th, then at the end 

of the succeeding months send him a check for §500.00.- He will 

render monthly statements showing the amount of work done, and if 

that work is less than 100 day3 he gets nothing in addition to the 

monthly payments; if, however, he spendB more than 100 days in any 

one year he is to be paid a't the rate of §50.00 per day. Wo 

also pay his expenses, statements for which will be rendered 

probably monthly. I attach letter which I wrote Mr. Hicks 

and also his reply, and Mr. Pugh has the original contract. - 

.Yours very truly. 



JOHN J. O’CONNELL. 

> ELLO R AT LAW. 

October 3d, 1908. 

Mr. Prank 1. Dyer, 

Lakeside Avenue, 

West Orange, TT. J. 

Dear Mr. Dyer:- 

I have been so huBy Binoe my visit to Washington that it slippai 

my mind up to the present time that I ought to have sent you a copy of 

the memorial and inform you as to what was done. 

I enclose a copy of the memorial herewith, and if you can find 

time to look at the "Music Trades" of September 26th, you will get a good 

idea of what happened. While that report will show that no instruction 

were given by the Secretary to Mr. Solberg, I taka it to be a diplomatic 

denial, because the Secretary did tell us that he would instruct Mr. Sol¬ 

berg. At any rate, it has stirred up the Library end of matters consid¬ 

erably, and I am Bure that the Register will be very careful of what he 

says at Berlin. 

I received from Cromelin a copy of a long letter which he wrote 

Pettit, and of which he says he also sent you a copy. 

Cromelin is extremely persevering, and the whole gist of his 

letter is that we ought to fight against any extension of oopyright at 

all. That may be all very true, but he knows perfectly well that my 

clients are oonmitted as far aB the American Congress is concerned, to 

an extension conditioned upon royalty, l take it that you are, in effect, 

committed the same way. Therefore, I cannot afford to give Mr. Cromelin 

letters of marque for the Berlin Conference wherein he would be placing 

me in a position which might have an Injurious effect upon our interests 

here in December. 



I received a letter from Mr. Pettit this morning, in whiph;he 

tells me that he has cabled Cromelin that the Victor Company would take 

no further interest in the Berlin Conference. 

Under the oiroumstanoes I cannot see my way clear to giving 

Cromelin any authority to proceed upon the lines indicated in his letter} 

nor can I see my way clear to agreeing to pay the pro rata amount of ex¬ 

pense mentioned therein. 

Judging from a long article in the New York "World* of to-day, 

your Company will have to pay about seven million dollars on acoount Of 

those old New York Phonograph Company suits. I noted with interest, from 

the article, that one of the stooJdiolders or directors of that Company in 

MT. Prederiok G. Bourne, 

The article says that they expect a decision to the above effect 

from the Circuit Court of Appeals almost at once. 

I suppose if you are hit that hard you won't be able to find 

time to play that golf game with me. 

.-V- 
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The Secretary of Ctate, 

Washington, 7). c. 

Sir; 

Vf*» t3ie undersigned, The National Piano Manufactur¬ 

ers Association of America, The National Phonograph Company 

(Edison), The Columbia Phonograph Company, and The Victor Talk¬ 

ing Machine Company, beg leave to petition regarding the atti¬ 

tude to bo taken by the United States delegate to the Inter¬ 

national Copyright Conference to be held at Berlin on Cotober 

14th, 19CS. 

We have been informed that Kr. Thorvald Solberg, the 

Hegister of Copyrights, has been appointed delegate from this 

country, and while we do not know what his instructions are, we 

respectfully submit that the magnitude of our business interests 

and the far-reaching effect which new copyright legislation 

would have, not only on the capital invested in our respective 

industries, but also on everybody engaged'in those industries, 

in this country, justify us in laying the matter before you to 

the end that any notion taken may be with a full understanding . 

of the situation. 

While it may be that the action taken at Berlin, oven 

though participated in by our Government, may not be binding on 

the American Congress, there can be no doubt that the result ar¬ 

rived at in Berlin will have great weight when the matter is 

against taken up here. 

As your Department may not be entirely conversant with 

the details of the Copyright situation to-day, as regards tup 

mechanical reproduction of_musio, we beg leave to present a brief 

outline of it: 
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In May 1002 there existed an association known as Hie 

American Music Publishers Association, comprising every large 

music publishing house in the United States, except two. Since 

then, one of those two has become a member. This association, 

then, controlled the output of sheet music in this country. The 

Aeolian Company of How York in that, month made contracts with 

every member of that Association whereby it was to receive the 

exclusive right to out perforated rolls from all copyrighted mus¬ 

ic owned or controlled by the publishers at any time during the 

terra of the contraots, vis: thirty-five years. As the copyright 

term was then in effect forty-two years, the monopoly would be 

absolute for practically seventy-seven years. A suit was also 

instituted and carried to the United states Supreme Court, to ob¬ 

tain if possible a decision to the effect that a perforated roll 

for use in a player piano, is an infringement of the musical 

oopyright under the existing United States Statutes. 

It finally readied the Supreme Court for argument in 

January 1003. In February 1003 a decision ms handed down to 

the affect that mechanical reproducing devices are not infringe¬ 

ments of the present musical copyright. 

White-Smith Co. vs Appollo Co., 209 U.S., 1. 

Uuring the progress of this litigation determined ef¬ 

forts were made to amend the oopyright laws so as to specifical¬ 

ly include suoh devices. It would be trespassing unwarrantably 

on your time and patience to give the history of this fight in ' 

detail. The fight was bitter and three separate sets of publio 

hearings have been had before the Joint Patent Committees of the 

Senate and House of Representatives, vis: June 1906, December 

1906 and March 1903. The arguments made at those hearings jgro 

and oon are contained in the printed records, whioh are respect- 
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fully to your attention, particularly the Printed Pro¬ 

ceeding,, r-' <;1\n Knurl n£gs ■before the Committees on Patents of 

the "enjxr.^ r+.nti. Howie of P.oprnsontativeB, of Karoh 86th, 87th, 

and .'ilJtjj 1.006, 

r.^iierRHy speaking, the results of those hearings 

.Tune 1906 — 77o report. 

December 1006 - House Committee reported against 

any olin,,^ 1 n existing laws as regards musical copyrights., 

while Committee*. by a vote of four to three, voted for 

the oha,,,^. Senators Mallory, poster and Smoot submitted a 

fiimorifc, ...iport agreeing with the House Committee. 

••j. <;oti.on was taken in either House up to the ad- 

jonniw^, on Tto-roh 4th, 1907, 

'Cnroh Itofi - While neither Committee has report- 

ed a tli*e concensus of opinion appears to be in favor of 

exten«i0|i ,f -the oopy right to inolude mechanioal reproduction, 

7,1 rovltlft^ ^v-n^ybody has the right, under oertain conditions, of 

reprotl;^,, an on R universal royalty basis - the amount of roy¬ 

alty not; » agreed upon. 

potion is expected to ho taken when Congress msetB in 

Deoerfte,, utVl "the Pills now pending are as follows: 

Senator Universal royalty on a peroentage basis. 

Senator ^,%j-r5’dge: Extension of copyright absolute and without 

^on^ltion. 

Hepreno^^-jLv^ Gnrrtar: Universal royalty on a flat slid- 

soaie, 

Hepr6a9n(,^5lve Sulaeri Universal royalty on a basis of 

r iio oauts each on phonograph reoords and ten per cent 

otl retail price on perforated rolls. 
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Representative Washburn: Universal royalty on an unnamed 

basis, but with right to ovmor of oopyrifjht to with- 

hold composition from mechanical reproduction. 

Representative Barohfeld: Extension of copyright absolute 

and without condition. 

Senator 'bnoot is Chairman of the Senate Committee, and 

Mr, Currier of the House Committee. 

As we have stated above, the Great weiGht of opinion 

in the Congressional Committees appears to be against extending 

the oopyright as an absolute right. We speak with knowledge 

as we have participated in every step of the proceedings. 

Of oourss the extending of the right at all is one of 

expediency, Many arguments - some of them quite potent - have 

beep made against any extension of the right. 

Our position as manufacturers is this: The National 

Piano Manufacturers Association is interested only in the per¬ 

forated roll business. Within a few years from now every piano 

must have a player raaoJtanism. In view of the ease with which 

the Aeolian Company obtained exclusive contracts in the past, it 

would be no difficult matter to obtain similar exclusive contracts 

in the future - although we contend that the old contracts would 

be operative under new legislation. Anybody having a monopoly 

of the rolls would unquestionably in time have a monopoly of the 

instruments. That, the Association seeks to prevent. If Con¬ 

gress should see fit to extend the Copyright, and give the com¬ 

poser a revenue, then not only would the composer be paid, but a 

monopoly of the playeu industry would be practically impossible 

if everybody had the right to manufacture upon payment of the 

stipulated royalty. 
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The Bhonogr&ph nor.rani.flfi signatory hereto, are in esr 

actly the s;r.;;s j:oni tion - filmy want a square deal and nothing 

Everything we have said in the foregoing ia borne out 

by the public records either in the Supreme Court or in Congress. 

In the industries carried on by the undersigned there 

is invested directly shout one hundred and fifty million dollars. 

This does not to.he into consideration at all the amount invested 

hy dealers and jobbers throughout the country, 

T?ne condition of the Copyright Laws in the various 

countries to-dny is ns follows: 

United Stases: All mechanical reproductions free. 

United Kingdom: All mechanical reproductions free, by deci¬ 

sions and Bpeoifti law of August 1906. 

Germany: Mechanical reproduction free, unless "ex¬ 

pression" reproduced. This makes all phonographio 

records free. 

Belgium: All mechanical reproduction free. 

Switzerland: All mechanical reproduction free. 

Austria: All mechanical reproduction free. 

France: All mechanical reproduction free as regards 

sounds, hut not as regards words. 

Italy: Court of Intermediate Appeal, contrary to 

Berne Convention of 1336 which it signed, decided 

that such reproductions are forbidden. Court of 

last resort has not yet passed on question. 

VdUiRKFOTtji: we respectfully petition your Excellency that 

the American delegate be instructed to work and vote, in the de¬ 

liberations of the Berlin Conference, against the absolute and 

unconditional extension of copyright to mechanical reproducing 
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davie03, and to go no further than a protection conditioned upon 

& universal rig)it of user, finch universal right to he based upon 

a royalty or revenue fixed, not hy the Conference, hut hy the in¬ 

ternal legislation of the respective powers taking part. 



'QJ U 
lfr. 3*io: ll/a/os', 

• /. / 1 lland y°u herewith various papers in connection with 

the schema which the Victor Co. adopted some time ago and wfcicl: 

hau net with success, providing for the granting of special licens 

to sell second-hand, and obsolete machineb at a cut-price. This 

is a concession which seer,a to bo generally demanded in the trade 

and which we have decided to grant,tiathomgh X have not yet fixed 

the date when the plan will go into effect. I v.ish you would 

drav; up the necessary papers to put the ccheitt into effect in 

with our business, including the actual license, the 

dealers applying for the 

accompanying the license 

oonnectii 

letter ti 

license, 

1 signed by jobbers and 

* authorization to them 

and a short, modest letter to the trade announcing the 3 ©he. 

Perliapfi you can think of some way by vhl ch the license can be 

drawn without including the original price of :he machine in ink. 

If this can bo done, I do not sen any xjEXKkS^objection to having 

a special license for our principal types--Get', Standard, pome and 

Triumph—and a blank license for the other types in which the name 

could be typewritten. Ky whole thought on this matter is that 

the license ought to be as neat as possible. 

HD/tOT P. X,. D. 



A/ A _ ^ 
^Mtr. Pieman: .- psJUUJu • 

Regarding the special speaker which you handed me yesterday, 

, I return the same herewith for the reason that this docs not in 

my opinion avoid the claims of the Smith Patent, if those claims 

are infringed by our present construction and assuming them to 

be valid. The fundamental idea of the Smith patent is chat 

the vortical pivot.cn which the stylus lover is free to move, 

is in line or coincides with the horizontal pivot on which the 

stylu.. lever oscillates, the construction really amounting to 

nothing more than a universal mounting. To avoid the smith 

patent the pivot which permits the stylus lever to move sidewise 

should on out of line with the pivot on which the stylus lover 

oscillates up ana down. 

ELD/lW 
Enc- E. L. D. 

- rf) ejf iC^3 

)i<-'o [ C-w,. i-CQ. 

= Qafttw 

■<- ^ iezzz: 
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November 6th, 1900. 

Mr. Frank L. Dyer, pres.. 

National phonograph Co., 

Orange, N. J. 

Dear Mr. Dyer:~ 

Mr. Gilmore was here to-day, for the 

purpose of calling on you, in company with the writer, in 

reference to the matter we talked about recently. 

His suggestion is, if you think well 

of it, that a conference be held between yourself, 

Mr. Wilson, Mr. McChesney, Mr. Gilmore and myself, to 

discuss the situation. 

Mr. Gilmore and myself will be very 

glad to keep any appointment that you may make, either at 

Orange or the New York Office, any time next week. 

Hoping that this may be agreeable to 

you, and thanking you for your many courtesies, I remain, 



-i* ^ CL^'J 

Tfr/TSdisoJ 11/13/08. 

-"'Iiegarding the attached circular, this is a preliminary 

announcement alonr the line of our nev/ policy not to establish 

dealers in towns that appear to he thoroughly v/«ll represented 

at the present time. The circular goes only to jobbers,and not 

to dealers. In going over our records we find that in the towns 

mentioned in this list we are already properly represented, but 

of course the list will be increased right along as more and more 

of these towns are determined. The purpose of the list is simply 

to advise jobbers that in the towns referred to any dealers that 

they may hereafter attempt to establish will probably not be 

accepted. It does not mean that the list is absolutely conclusive 

ancl that no more dealers in these towns will be r- cognized, but 

that all applications from these towns will be very closely 

scrutinised. This list of tovms is probably only a very small 

percentage of those in which vc are now well represented, but 

the list will bo increased as rapidly as possible. Our jobbers 

seem to be all . ell satisfied with the, nev; plan, and so far I 

have not heard of a single objection from thorn. They realise 

that the appointment of dealers in the past has been overdone. 

JTJ)/lVAV F. I.. D. 

^ l , G 

>10 ^ 

Cl(U 
Fnc- 
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; ■ Copy;of letter being 

mailed to Jobbers in United 

States and Canada, all'j 

Salesmen,' Foreign Offices, 

and special "Push" list. 

: j ADVERTISING ;DEPARTMENT. 

Nov. lltli, 1908.! ! 
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<^5furnuL>* CL £d»on« 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 
ORANGE, N.J. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 
BUENOS AIR 

"ZYMOTIC, NEW YORK” 

Hot.7th, 1906. 

SALES DEPARTMENT BULLETIN (HUMBER S PEC I Ah ^"A"! ' 

SPECIAL BULLETIN » 

TRADE INFORMATION FOR 

itq »nrtr^SP°^eKCe °°”oerninS this Duixetin should menti 
sale* +e ^d™!^ed t0 the national PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
bales Department, 10 Fifth Avenue, New York, N, Y 

bulletin should mentl^ff'''' 

iniz of t0 °Ur Pro^eotive Policy regarding the establish- 
ing of new dealers: we desire that you refrain from establishing 

thisXLr*ale+8 ln the1followlnB towns. Also, that you refer to 
this Department any applications for dealership from these places. 

...... «,i,vd-Ltvk°4Par^icUlar note of the towns named below, and 
direotl n ^hanks ln adTance for your co-operation in this 

ALABAMA. 
Oneonta 

ARKANSAS. 
Stuttgart 
Camden 
Springdale 
Gillette 

Yours very truly, 

NATIONAL fHONOGfRAPH-COMPANY, 

7%a 
Manage^of Sales. 

CALIFORNIA. 
Merced 
Santa Rosa 
Colusa 
Eureka 
Selma 
Whittier 

COLORADO. 
Durango 
Rifle 

CONNECTICUT. 
Brookfield 

DELAWARE. 
Bridgeville 
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GEORGIA. 
Toocoa 

IDAHO. 
Lewiston 
Boise 

ILLINOIS. 
Tallula 
Anna 
Morrison 
Keithsburg 
Havana 
Murphy sboro 
Momence 
Springfield 
Vandalia 
Carmi 
Bloomington 
Newman 
Albion 
Olney 

INDIANA. 
Anderson 
Lima 
liberty 
Batesville 

IOWA. 
Centerville 
Iowa City 
Tama 
Boone 
Wapello 
Center Point 
Anamosa 
Conesville 
Keota 
Brighton 
Riverside 
Wellman 
Wyman 
Verdi 
Washington 
Victor 
Brooklyn 
Davenport 
Toledo . 
Denison 
Kalona 

KANSAS. 
Sharon 
Belleville 
Baxter Springs 
Quenemo 
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KENTUCKY. 
Elizabethtown 
Cynthiana 
Horse Cave 
Hartford 
Pulton 

LOUSIaNA. 
De Ridder 

MAINE. 
Bar Harbor 
Camden 

MARYLAND. 
Pooomoke City 
Westminster 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
Everett 
Lawrence 

MICHIGAN. 
Zeeland 
So. Boardman 
Imlay City 
Hastings 
Menominee 
Grant 
Adrian 

' Three Rivers 
Byron 

MINNESOTA. 
Albert Lea 
Browns Valley 
Cannon Palls 
Marshall 
Winona 
Underwood 
Le Roy 
Torah 
Coldspring 
Eden Valley 
Roscoe 
St. Martin 
Elmore 

MISSISSIPPI. 
Culfport 

MISSOURI. 
Kahoka 
Clinton 
Burlington Jot. 
Canton 
Stewartsville 

NEBRASKA. 
Cornlea 
Hastings 
Poster 
Pierce 
Bloomfield 
Ohiowa 

NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Colebrook 
W. Stewart8town 
Manchester 
Dover 

NEW MEXICO. 
Tucumcari 

NEW YORK. 
Moravia 
Sacket Harbor 
Geneva 
Carthage 
Ithaoa 
Iyndonville 
Corning 
Ploral Park 

NEVADA. 
Reno 

NEW JERSEY. 
Red Bank 
Somerville 
Belmar 
Dover 
So. River 

NORTH CAROLINA. 
Caroleen 

NORTH DAKOTA. 
Carrington 
Cooperstown 
Ray 
Stanley 
Enderlin 
Wahpeton 
Lansford 

OHIO. 
Leetonia 
Ravenna 
Defiance 
St. Johns 
Bowling Green 
Pindlay 
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OKLAHOMA. 
‘, Wagoner 

Pawnee 
Custer City 
Shawnee 
Snyder 
Holdenville 
Ponca City 

OREGON. 
McMinnville 
Astoria 
Woodhurn 

PENNSYLVANIA. 
Hamburg 
Lock Haven 
Lewisburg 
Newport 
Pottsvile 
Millheim 
Clarion 
Latrobe, 
Genesee 

Eleven Mile 
Oswayo 
Erie 
Hopewell 

ONTARIO CANADA. 
St. Catherine 
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PENNSYLVANIA. 
Saxton 
Youngsvilie 
Denver 
Titusville 
Waynesburg 
Brockwayvilie 
Coudersport 
Estella 

SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Rock Hill 

SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Bixby 
Willow Lake 
Wagner 
Mill bank 

TENNESEE. 
Ashland City 
Stayton 
Greenville 

TEXAS. 
Plainview 
New Braunfels 
New Boston 
Belcherville 

VERMONT. 
Brandon 

Burlington 
So. Randolph 
Brat.tleboro 

WASHINGTON. 
Sedro-Wooley 
St. John 
Wanatchee 
Chehalis . 
Waitsbur g 
Bellingham 
Centralia 

WEST VIRGINIA. 
Martinsburg 

WISCONSIN. 
Arcadia 
Lake Mills 
Amery 
Riee Lake 
Alma Center 
Spring Green 
Prentice 
Augusta 
Plymouth 

VIRGINIA. 
Charlottesville 

Towns and Cities in 
following Counties of 
VIRGINIA. 

James City 
Norfolk 
Elizabeth City 
Isle of Wight 
Nansemond' 
Buffolk 
Princess Ann 



Pl^.-LuZ 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 

ORANGE, N.J. 

EOISDN PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

££££,£ d"0- =1-1908. 

M.. 
Mr. E. L. Dyer, President, \j 

national Phonograph Company,^ 

+i, * 4.x. , . Referring to my trip to Chicago, would state 
that the entire force of Western salesmen were there, and we had a 
very interesting meeting Monday after-noon, going over matters 
generally with them, and outlining the campaign for the coming season. 
We found that the salesmen were vary enthusiastic over the prospects 
for business, although in certain localities, business had not come 
up to the jobbers or dealers expectations. This was due in a 
great measure to our inability to supply the new goods as the trade 
demanded; although in some parts of the country where the jobber or 
d.?al!r^de?anded upon employees of factories or mines, it was brought 
about by the fact that such people had only recently returned to 
work, and as they were in debt for actual necessities, they were 
not in position to buy luxuries. 

There were a number of suggestions made by several of the 
salesmen, which will be taken up by Mr. Philips with the various 
departments. All these salesmen will continue their work, starting 
in January 4th, 1909. * B 

On Monday evening we had an informal dinner at Rector’s, 
at which eighteen were present, we having invited several out of 
town people who happened to be in the city,- among whom were 0. P. 
Craig, formerly of the Indiana Phono. Co., Indianapolis; to. Myers 
travelling salesman for.Schmelzer Arms Co., Kansas City; Chas. Arm¬ 
strong, an Edison dealer from Clinton, Iowa, and D. 0. Hopkins of 
Hopkins Bros. Co., Des Moines, la. 

We had another business session on Tuesday, and on Tues¬ 
day evening we all went to a Show. 

, 0n Sunday, Messrs. Weber, Philips and myself, went to 
Milwaukee where we had a very pleasant interview with Mr. Me Greal. 
Mr. Philips succeeded in obtaining a settlement of the Me Greal ac¬ 
count, in full to Dec. 1st, 1908, consisting of a small check and 
a series of Hotes, which Mr. Philips will draw to your attention 
personally* 



Me Greal has 326 signed Edison dealers as against 70 
Victor dealers; he received 309 dealers' orders for Edison January 
records, as against 4 advance orders for Victor list. He inform¬ 
ed me that his purchases for Victor goods during the year 1908 
amounted to approximately $18,000. as against $77,392.33 in Edison 
goods. He also stated that 90^ of the Victor goods he handles is 
sold at retail. This condition of affairs in the State of Wis¬ 
consin is verified hy our Mr. Hope, travelling salesman, who advises 
that our line has the call in that State. 

In Chicago we found that the jobbers are particularly 
well pleased with their holiday business, as also fully satisfied 
that they will obtain good results in the next two months. 

I discussed with Mr. Ered. Babson, the matter of their 
advertising, for the reason that Mr. Edison had informed me he had 
received a number of copies of Stock and Earn papers, in which he 
found seven Victor advertisements as against one of the Babsons* 
Ads. Mr. Babson explained that in all probability these particular 
papers had been sent to him by someone who desired to show what the 
Victor Company wub doing in the way of advertising, or it might 
have been that these papers were certain ones which he only uses on 
alternate weeks or months. He advised me that they will expend for 
January advertising approximately $30,000. and that they have all 
back pages in the entire list of Stock and Earm papers that amount 
to anything. Mr. Babson stated that he was approached 
by the Victor Company to take on their line, on the same basis as 
they are handling ours, with the understanding that the Victor 
Company would pay for all advertising. This proposition was prompt¬ 
ly turned down. They had one day in December in which their re¬ 
tail sales amounted to $17, 500., ail of which covered Edison goods. 
They are now receiving about 3,000 pieces of mail daily. 

In an interview which I had with Mr. Goodwin of lyon & 
Healy, he again brought up the matter of the neoessity of our 
producing the hornless machine, and the stand of the Victor Vic- 
trola. 

There appears to be a continued demand from the jobbers 
that we lessen our present two-minute monthly list, and I believe 
it will be well to again give this matter careful consideration. 

This is simply a brief outline of conditions as I found 
them, although there, are a number of suggestions offered by both 
jobbers and salesmen, which will be taken up with the various de¬ 
partments. 

Yours very truly 

MaimgBr ofvSales, 



National Phonograph Company Records 
Correspondence, Foreign (1908) 

This folder contains correspondence and other documents relating to the 
marketing and supply of phonographs and cylinder records in Europe, Australia, 
Mexico, and elsewhere. Most of the items are letters to or from William E. 
Gilmore, president of NPCo, and his successor, Frank L. Dyer. Other 
correspondents include Carl H. Wilson, assistant general manager (general 
manager after Gilmore’s resignation); Walter Stevens, manager of the Foreign 
Department, and Thomas Graf, managing director of NPCo, Ltd., and the Edison 
Gesellschaft. Among the items for 1908 are letters pertaining to prices and 
management, the condition of business in Europe, and the quality of records 
manufactured there. Included are reports outlining changes in the extent and 
organization of the European business under incoming president Dyer and the 
liquidation of the record manufacturing plants in Great Britain, France, and 
Germany. Also included are letters discussing the introduction of longer-playing 
Amberola records and phonograph attachments; the production of recordings by 
Leo Tolstoy; the capital stock of NPCo, Ltd., Compagnie Frangaise du 
Phonographe Edison, and Edison Gesellschaft; and ongoing litigation with 
Edison-Bell, Columbia, and Pathe Freres. 

Approximately 10 percent of the documents have been selected. Among 
the items not selected are letters regarding price changes and ongoing litigation 
with the Edison-Bell Consolidated Phonograph Co., Ltd. 
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EDISON WORKS^ 

^jftornnoClEIdieoTv 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 
VICTORIA ROAD, WILLESDEN, 

LONDON, N.W. 7th Tan.3.908.. 

Mr. ViT.E.CriJmor®, President, 
National Phonoeraph Co.J 

Orange N.J., Merioa. 

Please find enclosed a report showing the amount 

of records shipped from the Brussels, Berlin, Paris, and London 

Paotorlee during the years 1903, 1904, 1906, 1906, & 1907, up to 

and including Deoeniber 31st 1907. 

As usual, the Sales Departments cancelled their 

stock orders January 1st 1908, whioh were placed at the various 

Paotories, in order to enable them to take stock. New stock 

orders are now beginning to come in. 

The day after Christmas the Brussels Factory had 

orders on hand for 80,000 records for the London Sales Department, 

and on Deoember 31st 7,000 records were still due. to the Sydney 

Sales Department, a, 600 records to Reimera Eenberg, and 1,000 reoor* 

to the Paris Sales Department. These amounts seem to be enormous, 

but considering a Paotory with the production of 70,000 records per 

week, it is absolutely necessary to have orders for above amounts 

always on hand, inasmuch as there are many selections among the 

orders, of which abnormal quantities ars required of the same 

Selections. 

The Paris Paotory had orders on hand for 5,000 reoords 

on Deoember 29th. 
, Address reply to this Communication to NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH Co., Ltd., •• Factory" Dept., not the Individual. 



N.-P. Co., Ltd. Sheet No.2. 

Hr. W.-B.Gilmore, President, 

The London Factory had orders on hand for approxi¬ 

mately 30,000 reoords, the day after Christmas. 

You will find from enoloeed report that an average 

of 70,460 records have been shipped from thB Brussels Factory weekly 

during the weeks ending October 29th to December 31st 1907 inclu¬ 

sive, to the London Sales Department, Sydney, Paris Sales Depart¬ 

ment, Keimera Eenberg, Berlin Sales Department, Orange and the 

London Factory. 

At the London Factory we only manufacture records 

of Selections appearing on the American Catalogue, and we have nearly 

completed the transfer of American mouldB from the Brussels Factory 

to the London Plant. This has been done in a systematic manner, 

as care must be exercised that only suoh moulds are transferred 

for which no orders are on hand, in order to avoid any loss of time 

during the transit. 

We hope that by the end of this month all moulds 

of American Selections will be transferred. We shall then com¬ 

mence the transfer of the British moulds, and suspend the manu¬ 

facture of records at the Brussels Factory at the earliest date 

possible. 

Hie Mould Manufacturing Department will he removed 

during the summer months, and during this transfer moulds for one 

supplement will hare to be manufactured at the Berlin Factory. 

However, it may be possible that the London Sales Department will 

decide to suspend one supplement during one of the summer months; 

in that case, we shall not need ths assistance of the Berlin Manu- 



Hr. W.fl.Gilmore. 

faoturing Department. 

I expect “by the end of August or the beginning of 

September next the entire Brussels Plant will be removed to Willes- 

den. 

Yours very truly, 

NATIONAX PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 



Wa have your favor of November 14tli, commenting on the list of 

the amount of business done by our different Jobbers through Australia 

and New Zealand, as sent you on September 25th. Now that we have finish¬ 

ed the year, 1907, we feel sure that it would interest you to have a 

further memorandum of the total amount of business done by our Jobbers 

through the year. Y/e are therefore sending this to you herewith, and as 

well as showing the amounts for the year, we will include the figures for 

the first six months in parallel columns, so as to be easyof comparison 

by your goodself. You will note on going through' this list, that perhaps 

the largest number of the Jobbers show a falling off in the last six 

months. The figures for the year are net, that is, after deducting 

credit on our books, so that it is only natural that the last six months 

would be les3 than the first six months, even supposing the Jobbers did 

the same amount of business. In the first place our prices v/ere reduced 

as a matter of fact from June 15'th, the credit for this reduction in price 

from June 15th to June 30th, being included in the last six months figures 

As:.well as this, we have of course a slight falling off in the business 

itself, especially in some of the States, Victoria probably showing worse 

in this respect than any of the others. The less populous States, are, 

we feel sure, judging from the figures shown, going to make very good re¬ 

turns for the present year. 
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We have jUBt received a visit from Mr. A. E. Beal, of Rock¬ 

hampton, Queensland, and he is very pleased with his present prospect of 

largely increased business in. the coming year. 

Now in relation to increasing the amount of business that it bB 

required of Jobbers to do per year: We do not think it would be wise to 

stipulate the figure-, mentioned by you, for New South Wales and Victoria, 

that is 44000 per year. Thera would of course be two or three Jobbers 

in these States that could come up to that figure, but the large majority 

would not. One special reason for fixing a lower figure than shown by you 

is the fact that our prices are again reduced on account of the eliminat¬ 

ion of the Customs duty, the reduction in the selling pfcice to Dealers, 

will be approximately sixteen and one third per cent., or one sixth of 

the whole, so that we should reduce the amount of business to be done by 

this figure from what we would have expected had it not been for the 

present redaction we are making in the prices. We quite realize that 

our present figures are far too low, as we have stipulated^1000 for the 

New South Wales and Victoria, and ^600 for all other locations'. New 

Zealand has heretofore been fixed at a higher figure than the other small¬ 

er populated States here, on account of the fact that our prices to them 

had been lower than Australian prices,, because of the Drawback that we 

obtain. Now,,of course, that there is no Customs Duty in Australia, 

these figures will be on the same basis. We would suggest the fixing of 

the yearly business to be done in New South Wales and Victoria at £ 2500, 

and for South Australia say ^1500, with dfl200 for Queensland, Western 

Australia and New Zealand. 

We have just arranged for a new Jobber in Launceston, Tasmania, 

and in this field,, we rather think we should charge the first year at say 

$ 1000, building that up, as we find the business can be done ini that 
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new State. The population in Tasmania is not large enough for us to make 

room for two Jobbers, although we have had numerous applications for such 

business there. We now feel that our list of Jobbers for Australia and 

New Zealand is pretty well complete, and in fact we would rather see a re¬ 

duction made in some States than an incnease. 

Even with the figures that we have stipulated above, we will 

probalbly eliminate two Jobbers in Sydney, these being Mr. J. K. O'Meagher 

and Osborn & Jerdan Ltd., on account of not coming up to the necessary 

figure, and as a matter of fact these two are not at present attempting 

to do a wholesale Trade,, preferring to strive after a large tetail Trade 

to keep up their figure. 

In Victoria, we will probably,, by increasing of the figures, 

eliminate at least thro® Jobbers, and probably four. The three would be 

James Anderson, Preemantle & Co., and Maples. We could easily do without 

all of these three, but the fourth one, v/e would not like to see elimina¬ 

ted from the List. This is Suttons Prop. Ltd., If they are eliminated 

however, it would be entirely their own fault, as they have notified us 

that they do not consider a nealers business worth chasing after on ace 

count of the comparatively*small profit obtained. If they do not core 

for Dealers' business, naturally we do not care to have them on our 

Jobbers List. The stipulations of a higher business would probably 

stimulate them to seek after new business with Dealer^, and thus bring 

them up to the limit that we make. The figures that we mention above, 

would not, as far as we can see, alter the List of Jobbers in any other 

We sincerely hope that the amounts we have mentioned will be 

icepted by you, as correct, as we will probably have to send out our r 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
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Agreements prior to the time of a written reply from you. Before making 

out such new Agreements, we will await information from you, as to making 

this on the same lines as your Agreements in the United Staes, and if this 

does not come to hand in letter fora, by the time we are ready for the 

work we intend to Cable you for your views. 

In the meantime, commending these new figures to your kindly 

consideration, 

We remain, 

Yours very truly, 

National Phonograph Company, 
of Australia, ltd., 

(Signed) W. W. Wyper„ 

Manager. 

Copy/PHH’ 
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JOBBERS BHSIHESS DURI1TG" YEAR 1907. 

Albert & Son J. 
Blackaddor J'. 
Jackson & I.iacdonald 
O'Meagher J. K. 
Osborn d> Jordan ltd. 
Baling & Co., Ltd. 
Willoughby & Co. 
WUrcker Mux. 

2470) .3 
B41i 2 

1770 14 
3281 11 
2800 7 
2723 ■ 111 

£17602n 11 

4818! 5: 
4554 7 

£31202: 10' 

Allan & Co., Prop. Ltd., 
Anderson J. 
Firth G. 
Freemantle & Co. 
Maples; 
Macrow & Sons Prop, Ltd. 
Suttons Prop., Ltd. 
Westbrook C ,D ,. 

QGOBi 13 
1538 13 
4577 4 

872 6 
1080 3 
6662 191 
1740! 0 
3738 14. 

£26720 10.' 

Naw York Import Co., Ltd. 
Williams T. E. 
Symonds Bros. 

4708! 16 
3746 12 
1373 7 

£0917- 15; 

Palin g & Co.,Ltd. 
Helndorff Bros. 
Beal A. E. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Begg Chas. & Co., Ltd. 1244 
Chivors A. M. 510) 
Hards & Van Stavoron 1042 
Ilayward & Garratt Q33 

Nn Csn]iUry Tall<lne Machine,Auck. 901i 
. ” " Wellgtn. 1600 

Pldgeon & Co., Ltd. S64 

1606 10 
1230 15 
1845; 0 . 

£4672 0' 

1730 8 
1239 19 

£2970 T~ 

Hew South Wales 
Victoria 
South Australia 
Queensland 
Western Australis 
Hew Zealand 

31202 10' 
26720 10 
0017, 16 
4072 6 
2970 7 

12098' 11, 

l 



FOREIGN lEPARTMENT 

' NATIONAL PHONDERAPH CO. 

Q-tdiooi^ EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 

BATES MANUFACTURING DO. 

Mr. W.E.Gilmore, President, 

National Phonograph Co., 

Orange, N.J. 

Pear Sir: - 

I enclose herewith copies of letters recently received 

from our Australian office, having reference to the reduction of 

duty on our goods in Australia, and in order that you may thorough¬ 

ly understand the situation, I beg to submit the following paftiou- 

Por a number of years, and up to August 9th, 1907, Phono¬ 

graphs and Records in Australia were subject to 20$ ad valorem. 

After that date, the duty was increased to 35$. 

No notice whatsoever was given in advance of the proposed 

increase in duty. 

On all shipments landed subsequent to the date whan this 

new duty was fixed, the increased duty was applied. 

This action on the part of the Government proved very un¬ 

popular with the Australians, and the entire press waB filled with 

adverse criticism. It was assailed from every quarter, claim be- 
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ing made that this waB not a protective tariff, as no Phonographs 

were manufactured in Australia, and the whole burden fell on the 

working class, who were the largest purchasers of talking machines 

and Records. 

Some time before this matter was to come up for offioial 

decision, our Mr. TS/yper prepared to fight the measure, and he, in 

connection with several of our largest jobbers, raised a fund, and 

employed a party to represent their interests. 

Under date of December 7th, I received a cable from Mr. 

WyPer, reading as follows 

"Phonographs, Records, made duty free; cable new prices, 
when operative", 

and the following cables were exchanged between us:- 

„„ J "Mew York, December 11, 1907. 
"Sonido, Sydney: 

"Referring to your telegram of the 7th, if it is 
true that duty will be abolished on Phonographs Records, 
would suggest that prices should be reduced to corres¬ 
pond London. Unless absolutely necessary, should not 
be effected within the next sixty days, unless you are 
compelled to take such action as may be necessary to 
guard your interests against your competitors. We re¬ 
ly on your judgment. Do not advise any immediate ac¬ 
tion until you cable full particulars. Is rebate al¬ 
lowed custom duties? Will invoioe Records f.o.b. Mew 
York from December 1st." 

Commenting on the last sentence, would state that we had 

been delivering Records to Sydney f.o.b. Sydney, but, on account 

of the reduction in price to 10/ each for Standard Records, we 

withdrew the freight allowance, and compelled Mr. Wyper to pay the 

freight from Hew York to Sydney. 
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"Sydney, December 18, 1907" 
"Zymotic, Hew York: 

"In reply to your telegram of the 11th, we fully 
agree with London prices machines subject usual dis¬ 
count. Do not recommend l/s Records. Would suggest 
that lower price should be effected to Jobbers and Deal¬ 
ers January 1st, retail Maroh 1st. Customs will not 
refund duty unless for export only." 

"Hew York, December 24, 1907, 
"Sonido, Sydney: 

"Received your cable of the 18th. You are charged 
Records 10/6 f.o.b. Hew York and London. Can you sell 
Jobbers 7d, dealers 9d, list l/ld? If not, telegraph 
suggestions. Will deliver free Sydney everything with 
the exception of Standard Records." 

"Sydney, December 30, 1907. 
"Zymotic, Hew York: 

"We recommend jobbers 7d, dealers 9fd, liBt l/3d, or 
Machines London prices at present rate of discount Aus¬ 
tralia. Would prefer Gems 45/s with 35 and 5% to job¬ 
bers instead of 42/s, 30 and 5% Hew York." 

"Hew York, December 31, 1907. 
"Sonido, Sydney: 

Received your telegram of the 30th. If you can pay 
freight records Hew York to Sydney, approve 7d, 9fd and 
l/3d list. Approve Gems 45/s, discount 35 and 5% job- 

I have received no further cable messages, but expect to 

receive in the course of a few days, a letter from Mr. Wyper, which 

will undoubtedly make the entire matter clear. 

I might here state that prior to this last reduction, 

the following prices on Standard Records ruled in Australia:- 

s d 
LiBt, ... 1 6 
Dealers, ......... Ilf 
Jobbers, .. 8f. 

The new prices will be:- 
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a d 
Mat. 1 3 
Sealer a,.. 9$ 
Jobbers, ..,. 7. 

On August 9th, when the duty was increased to 35$ on 

Phonographs and Records, the duty on Kinetoscopes and Films was 

raised to the same amount, i.e., 36$. Prior to that date, Kln- 

etosoopea and Films were shipped free of duty. This duty on 

Kinetoscopes ard Films has been confirmed, and is now in force. 

This increased duty on Kinetoscopes and Films will un¬ 

doubtedly affect our sales somewhat, as the same material can be 

brought in from England far 10$ less/ this being preferential duty 

in favor of England. 

With reference to the machines and Records on which duty 

has been paid, Mr/WJrper writes as follows:- 

"We can undoubtedly look afier the majority of this 
stock, so far as Machines are concerned, by exporting, 
and therefore obtaining the Drawback. On Records our 
position is not so clear. The consumption of Records 
in Hew Zealand, which is our present main outlet for ex¬ 
port from Sydney, would not consume anything like the 
Records we have in stock at duty paid price within the 
next three years, which is the limit of time in which 
we can apply for and obtain a Drawback on the dutieB 
paid. The writer has naturally been evolving a number 
or schemes in his mind which we could use to esse our 
present position, but this will be made the subject of 
a separate letter." 

Enclosures, 
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Peb. 11th, 1908. 

Mr. W. B. Gilmore, President, 

National Phonograph Co., | 

/ -o Orange, N.J. j 

We are at times greatly inconvenienced on account of the 

delay made necessary by forwarding checks in payment of our ac¬ 

counts to.you at Orange for your signature, or for the signature 

of Mr. Randolph as Treasurer. 

:v- We::are, as you know, importing large quantities of wax, 

on which we are obliged to pay duty. Sometimes we onOy have a fet 

hours' notice to pay the duty, and it requires the services of a 

special messenger to' send the check covering this duty to Orange, 

unless you happen to be at the New York office when these notices 

To cite an instance: Saturday of last week we were called 

upon to pay, in the forenoon, $500.00 duty, covering a shipment of 

wax. Unless this duty was paid before noon of that day, we were 

notified that the shipment would be sent to the Public Stores. As 

you were at Buffalo, and we did not have time to send a messenger 

to .the factory in the forenoon, in order to have Mr. Randolph sign 
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a check, X was obliged to borrow the money, to keep the shipment 

from going to the Public Stores. 

I again bring this matter to your attention, as I believe 

it would work out to the advantage of all concerned if you would 

vest me with the necessary authority to sign Poreign Department 

checks. 

Awaiting your reply, I beg to remain, 

Yours very truly, 

Manager Department. 

W. S. 

C. 
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lephones 
N? 5050 Holborn. 
. 1190 

NATIONAL PHONOBHAPH CO. LTD. 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS. 

25, C^ERKENWELL ROAD, 

February 25th 1908 

W.E.Gilmore,Esq. President, 

National Phonograph Company 

Orange , New Jersey, 

L- 

Dear Sir, 

PleaBe excuse my not having replied to your letter 

of the 13tli instant at an earlier date, 1 have spent nearly 

two weeks at the Berlin office where 1 was unable to dictate 

any English letters as at that time I had no stenographer to 

take them. The few letters which I wrote you and Mr.Wilson from 

Berlin I first had to write out by hand. 

With regard to the moneys which you can expect from 

time to time I shall be very glad to carry out your suggestions 

and write you, say twice every month if 1 am able to send you 

any money. I Bhould, of course, be glad to make it a point to 

send you remittances twice a month, but the present situation 

is such that I can not do it, and more than that, I am afraid 

that I cannot even make monthly remittances. I appreciate the 

situation in America and I wish I could do more than I am doing, 

but the business of the past months and other things indicate 

that our business over here shall not be Bpared by the effects 

of the depression in America. The present situation over 
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here is somewhat discouraging. I was not sure whether it is 

only the phonograph and cylinder business that is suffering, hut 

I have in the meantime made inquiries with a number of factors, 

and although they all agree that the disc business is better 

than the cylinder business it nevertheless is poor as well. 

The factors X have seen here and in Germany tell me that the 

orders from dealers are coming in very slowly, and the dealers 

tell me they have never before experienced such bad times. The 

recent reduction in price of the Gramophone Co., from 5/- to 

3/6, and of the Odeon records to 3/- each bears out that it is 

not the phonograph and cylinder trade only which is affected 

but the Talking Machine Trade as a whole. In Germany we have 

had a number of failures in the business, and through one of 

these failures -the Orchestrophon Company- the Gramophone Co. 

lost Mk.96,000, and a German manufacturer of discs Mk.50,000, 

so I am reported. 

Our Bank Balance to-day is £10143.17.9, and as I 

cannot expect any large payments between now and March 10th I 

am not in a position to make any remittance. Under ordinary 

conditions I would not want a bank balance of £10,000, but not 

knowing how the business will turn in the near future I feel 

obliged to hold to the money as much as I can, as it would be 

rather awkward if shortly after having made a remittance to you 

I should be obliged to call on you for assistance. 

I regret that I cannot give you yet any definite figures 

for the fiscal year 1907, but X can already tell you that in 
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spite of the low sales in the first half of 1907 and of the 

enormous amount credited in connection with the reduction in 

price of our recordB, the result will not he quite as unfavorable 

as I anticipated. The London business X estimate will show 

a loss of approximately £3500, against which stand the profits 

of the Brussels factory and wax plant, Mr.Buehler told me that 

he has written you about the Brussels figures from Brussels. 

The Berlin sales department will show a loss of 

Mk.48,000 (#12,000), against which stands the profit, approxi¬ 

mately the same amount, made by the factory, so that the final 

result,which I cannot yet tell, will be either a nominal loss 

or a profit. The result will be a few thousand Marks one way 

or the other, but I regret that I cannot yet Bay anything 

definite as the work there is not advanced far enough. 

The figures of the Paris office X Bhall make the sub¬ 

ject of a separate letter. 

Yours very truly, 

( 3^— 
Managing Director 

Th.G/Sch.Dict.24. 
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C.H.W..0 I Mar. 17, 1908. 

Mr. Thomas Graf, Managing Director, 
National Phonograph Co. Ltd., 

London, England. 
Dear Sirs 

Due to a rkoent legal decision, regarding the sale of * 
present type Edison)Phonographs and Edison Records in New York 
State, we have been/ compelled to make ohanges in the construction 
of machines, as pei details enclosed. The new model maohines will 
he known as model n'pn. 

Until our prefjent stook of prohibited parts is exhausted, 
there will he no oljange made in machines to he shipped outside of 
New*York State. TMs will mean one to three months, as for some 
types of maohines we have more parts than for others. The Gem 
will probably he tho first to he changed over for universal use, 
and others will follow. In the meantfata? machines of present type 
will he shipped on all your (foreign) orders. 

If you so desire, we will ship to you personally one. eaoh of) 
the Gem, Standard,1 Home and Triumph model "C" machines, hut they ( 
must he kept absolutely under cover and no one besides yourself ) 
see t^iem until suoh time.as we are in a position to supply them \ 
for your trade. Let us know your wishes in regard to this. ) 

Regarding records, we have discontinued the gold moulding 
process and have adopted a graphite process. We are also discon¬ 
tinuing the use of the name "Gold Moulded Reoords" in all adver¬ 
tising, on carton labels and wherever else it has heretofore been 
used, and in place thereof will use simply the words "Edison Records1.1 

It will not be necessary for you to discontinue the ubs of 
Gold Moulds at present, if at all, in the manufacturing of your 
reoords, hut in order to have uniformity of name in advertising, 
&o., it will he advisable for you to discontinue the phrase "Bold 
Moulded" in all its present usages, just aB rapidly as 1b possible 
and convenient for you to do so. 

Yours very truly, 

DJL Asst. Gen. Mgr. 
Eno- , _ 

F.S...Mr. Gilmore requests mo to advise that Bhould you instruct 
us to forward you samples of the different model "C" machines, 
they should he kept in a room at WilleBden, under look and key, in 
order to prevent any possibility of their being seen by any of your 
trade or our own people other than yourself. 

H-V- 



Mr. Westee and X have both read the attached 
letter from Mr. Graf, and as he requests' a cable reply to several 
questions asked, we thought it advisable to forward Bame to you, 
as we do not feel in a position to reply to them. There is no 
question but that v;e can supply him with all of the American selec¬ 
tions he deBires, if you decide that he should draw on us for these 
records. I dislike to trouble you with any business matters, and 
would not do so in this case were it notj that Mr. Graf asks for a 
cable reply. 

4/24/08. C. H. WilBon. 

m 
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25, CLERKENWELL ROAD, I 
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received) 

Strictly Personal. 

W.E.Gilmore,Esq. President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

feh 1908 

Orange , Hew Jersey. 

Dear Sir, 

X herewith enclose two letters which are specimen 

of the complaints we receive. The terms used in them are com¬ 

paratively tame. We are receiving numbers of letters from dealers 

and the public which express the same ideas in terms of indignance 

etc. It is true the general conditions over here, not of the 

Phonograph business only, are very bad indeed, and although I 

expect an improvement when Pall sets in, it is of course idle to 

make any prediction with regard to the economical and financial 

conditions. The worst of it is that in addition to the general 

condition the quality of our records is not only not improving 

tut is getting worse,-the pin hole trouble is simply awful and 

I am entirely helpless in that matter. To-day I received 

letters from Berlin asking me to do something at once towards 

the improvement of the quality of our records, as customers do 

not accept, or listen any more to the evasive explanations which 

we- were wont to give through the last 18 months. Our customers, 

of course, no longer believe that the trouble is only a temporary 
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April loth 1908 

Mr.Gilmore, Orange, 

one, since it has kept up right along and is becoming worse and 

worse. The latter condition haB caused the opinion that the 

poor quality of our records is due to the reduction in price. 

We have, of course, kept on asserting the usual formula,- that 

if anything the reduction in price has caused us to do more 

than before towards the improvement of the quality of our records. 

.The erection of the factory at Willesden and the removal from 

Brussels have of necessity made me more indulgent than otherwise, 

and when Mr.Rlehl was at a Iobs to remedy the difficulties, I 

advised him to call for help, which he did. Mr.Aiken came over 

here with Mr.Tigho, but the presence of Hr.Aiken has been in no 

way beneficial. Mr.Tighe haB probably tried to do his best 

during the short time of his stay, but 1 must say that he has 

also failed to do anything towards overcoming the difficulties. 

He is as helpless as everybody else about the pin hole trouble. 

In addition to this the output of the Willesden factory, 

which was always too small for the expense of labor which we 

invested, has become smaller than before. We are sinking into 

the factory enormous amounts of money for wages and don't get 

any practical results. Mr.Buehler will probably speak to 

you about some differences between Mr.Rlehl and Mr.Tighe, but 

these differences are not so very serious. I have had a talk 

with Kr.Riehl and if there Bhould have been any ill-feeling oil 

the part of Mr.Tighe because of a supposed uncertainty of his 

position, this should have been smoothed over by the fact that 

Mr.Rlehl has named him Assistant Superintendent, and I have 
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convinced myself that he has givem him full swing now, if he 

has not already done it before. The real fact is, that Mr.Tigho 

is also at his wits' end and he seems to find himself incapable 

of producing results and he evidently hae not sufficient back 

bone to face the difficulties until he has overcome them, for 

he repeatedly e^ressed his desire to go home, where he is I 

suppose in a less responsible position and where things probably 

run much smoother. Mr.Riehl is very meek at present and any¬ 

thing you will introduce here will be gladly accepted by him. 

Mr.Riehl and I have always been on good terms, but you know when 

Mr.Schermerhorn left for some reason or other, our original 

intentions were not carried out, probably in order not to hurt 

Mr.Riehl's feelings, or more likely in order to keep the two 

branches apart as far as people over here are concerned and have 

a centralisation personified by Mr.Schermerhorn in America. In 

my opinion this was quite unnecessary, as Mr.Riehl at that time 

was quite willing to accept conditions, but seeing how things 

went I did not insist on anything. 

I am giving you this description of the present con¬ 

ditions here solely for your own information and if you can act 

upon it, according to what you yourself think necessary, kindly 

give the question of the production here your immediate consi¬ 

deration and let me know what you possibly can do towards im¬ 

proving the manufacturing conditions. 

The workmen here are at present not on piece work, but 

arc. paid by time. Mr.Riehl has tried repeatedly to put them on 

i-V- 
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piece work, hut was always forced to go hack to time work, how¬ 

ever expensive, in order to fill our orders. He will now go 

hack to piece work again, and with the poor results we get here 

I am sure this will have the effect that most or perhaps all of 

the men will go and Kr.Riehl will have to start over again to 

break in new help. The consequence will he that we shall not 

even get the had deliveries which we have had for the last 6 

months, hut we shall practically get no deliveries, and in order 

not to sacrifice too much of the business 1 will during that 

time place orders for American records with you, provided that 

you are in a position to fill these orders and provided that 

this scheme is to your satisfaction. 

For the Bame reason and furthermore to cut down our 

expenses, I propose not to issue any supplements of British made 

recordB during July, August, and possibly also September. This 

will reduce our recording expenses considerably, and I think it 

will not do us any harm, as the present conditions are such that 

we cannot expect very good sales during these months. X do 

not anticipate any difficulty on the part of our customers in 

carrying out this scheme. I think factors as well as dealers 

will fall in with the explanation we will give them in a circular 

letter in which I shall tell them that acting on suggestions of 

factors and dealers we have decided to bring out only the American 

records during July, August, and September, in order not to over¬ 

load our catalogue. This circular letter can he hatter worked 

out and more and better reasons stated. 
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Kindly cable me on receipt of this letter 1) if it 

is satisfactory to you if I draw on you for our supply of American. 

Juiy, August, and September records, 2) if you approve of our 

not issuing any British records during July, August and September. 

This as far as the British territory is concerned. 

With regard to the French territory you will have i 

noted that business is improving there, but as X must save 

wherever I can in all of our territories I will not issue any 

French records during July, August, and September in Paris, but 

only issue during these months the 6 band, orchestra, and in¬ 

strumental records which we take from the American list every 

month. This will do away with all talent expenses of the Paris 

recording department during the next 3 months. ! 

What I have ju3t said about the Paris supplements I 

al30 propose doing with the Berlin supplements. | 

Kindly also cable me if this scheme meets with your I 

approval. j 

I think our French and German customers will find this 

scheme very acceptable, because we are rather overloading them 

with selections, as we are bringing out the whole year round the 

same number of selections every month irrespective of the im¬ 

portance of the season. 

Yours very truly, 

Managing Director 
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*U • April 29, 1908. 

Mr. W. 15. Gilmore, 
. The Homestead, 

Hot Springs, Va. 

My dear Gilmore: 
Edgar delivered your letter of the 25th, with 

which you returned Graf's letter of April 16th. I showed Graf's 
letter to Mr. Edison, and lie, of course, could not understand it 
any better than any of the rest of us can. He did not think a 
conference between the different heads you mentioned necessary, 
but did think that Graf’s reason for discontinuing July, August 
and possibly September lists, waB principally because of trouble 
experienced in manufacturing, and for that reason instructed me 
to send the following cable in your name; 

"If you think it advisable instead of cutting July and August 
lists go ahead with them—send us duplicate masters—we will make 
moulds and fill your orders without delay." 

I hardly thought this cable necessary or advisable, inasmuch 
as from Mr. Graf's letter, I take it that business conditions , 
as well as poor manufacturing restate were the reasons for his 
thinking it best to discontinue the two months' lists, with the 
exception, of course, of American’selections which we will manu¬ 
facture here. On the 25th, I cabled him, as instructed by you, 
that all propositions in his letter of the 16th were approved 
by you. 

I will answer Mr. Graf's letter aB fully as I am able, but 
those portions which evidently relate to Riehl and Tighe, ns 
well as Riehl and Graf, not working in perfect harmony, I cannot 
answer very intelligently, owing to lack of information concern¬ 
ing their different positions and just what each ones power and 
authority is. 

I have conferred with Messrs. Weber, Aylsworth, Miller, Dodd 
and Aiken, regarding the poor results they are obtaining on records, 
and the consensus of opinion is that the trouble lies principally 
in the making of them; that is, if Riehl uses the same formula we .. 
do and carries on the different manufacturing prooesseB the same 
as we do, we can aeo no reason why he should not get equally as 

• good results aB we do, and although we, of oourse, have had and 
are’ still having our own troubles in manufacturing perfect records, 
our percentage of good ones is certainly much larger than theirs. 
There is not reason why Riehl should not follow our formula and 
methods, as when Mr. Aylsworth was abroad last year, he fully ex¬ 
plained them to Mr. Riehl, Mr. Dodd keeps him posted from time to 
time as to the mixture we use to obtd n best results, how it is 
used, &c., and Mr. Aiken claims to have explained and gone, into ,: 
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this matter very thoroughly from all points of view when he was over. 
Mr. Aylsworth lias furnished me with some data explaining just what 
may cause their troubles, which I will incorporate in my reply to Mr. 
Graf to-day. ThiB should be unnecessary-,-however', for the reason as 
before stated, not he alone but Mr. Dodd as well as Mr. Aiken, have 
already furnished Mr. Riehl with this Bame information. 

1 am enclosing a letter from Ered Babson, which waB received the 
latter part of last week and which 1 did not forward at onoe as I 
thought you might return on Monday last. I have not acknowledged 
same, thinking it would perhaps be better for you to do so personal¬ 
ly, and also felt that there was' nothing in it that demanded an im¬ 
mediate reply. 

Everything here is moving along niaely, and so far. as I know no¬ 
thing of enough importance has come up to demand your personal atten¬ 
tion. I have called a meeting of the Heads for Thursday evening to 
go into the matter of the new record and maohine, so that when you 
return I will be able to present to you a consensus of opinion regar¬ 
ding the quantity of records to be listed at the start; number to be 
listed monthly thereafter; name and price, also whether the new ma¬ 
chine should be equipped with the crook-neck horns, whether they 
should contain attachments to operate both the old and new record; 
whether an increase should be made in the list price, and if so, how 
much; whether the machines should be put out Under the present name, 
or new numes given, &o. 

Business is certainly very quiet—last week's shipments of ma¬ 
chines being the lightest in several yearB. The total machines 
shipped boing only 733—records 115,577. 

The matter you,referred to in your personal letter to me will 
hold over until you return at least, and I hope to be* able to get 
along without it altogether. 

Trusting you are feeling bettor daily, will return fully recu¬ 
perated, and with kindest regards to both Mrs. Gilmore and yourself,. 
I am, 

Yours very truly, 

P.S. If Mr. Graf is going to run the foreign plhntB so light during 
the summer months, it would perhaps be a good idea to have Riehl come 
over hero and get fully posted on our methods of making records, so 
that when they start up there again he will be in a position to pro¬ 
duce satisfactory results. 

C.H.W. ■ ■ . 
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C.H. 'V. . .E April 29, 1908. 

Mr. Thomas Graf, Managing Director, 
Edison Works, * ' . 

London, England. 

Dear Sir: 

Your strictly personal letter of the 16th to Mr. Gilmore, 
was forwarded to him at Hot Springs, Va., where he has been for the/ 
past two weeks and will perhaps remain another week or 10 days. 
After reading your letter, he wired jaeu to cable you, which I 
did as follows: 

"Refer to your letter of the 16th, approve all propositions." 

He then returned letter to me with instructions to show it 
to Mr. Edison and reply direct. Mr. Edison's impression was that 
the principal cause for your not issuing foreign lists during July, 
August and possibly September, was due to trouble you were ex¬ 
periencing in 'obtaining satisfactory manufacturing results, and 
that if we were in a position to do your moulding, you would per¬ 
haps decide to continue the listB. On the 27th, I therefore sent 
you another cable, as follows: . 

"If you think it advisable, instead of cutting July and 
August lists, go ahead with them. Send ub duplicate masters, 
moulds can be made by us and can executjB orders -to any extent 
for your account without delay." 

My opinion is you will not do this, as I take it that it 
is not on account of poor manufacturing results altogether that 
you are dropping these lists, but also on account of business 
conditions,aab well as to save expense in your re'corckplant. 
However, should you decide to continue the lists, and^heBire us 
to make the moulds and supply you with the recorda, we can do so, 
but you would, of course, have to send ns theM&MHifc.aoma time 
in advance, in order to obtain the records in time to go onn sale 

'on your regular dates. So far as American selections are con¬ 
cerned, we can furnish them promptly, particularly current stock. 
On now lists, I would suggest that as soon as you play over the 
samples which we furnish,Rishat you forward order for minimum 
quantities deBired, so that we caetttt get to work on them and make 
shipment in advance of our domestic orders. You c&r&A then follow 
this initial order with additional ones if the occasion required. 

We all regret and are‘ very.much surprised to learn of the 
continued tiouble you are experiencing in obtaining satisfactory 
manufacturing results and cannot understand why such should be 
the case. Evidently, the percentage of.good records manufactured 
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at your p^antB is much smaller than with us, and even the per¬ 
centage that you do get, develop pin-holeb after having passed 
inspection. ThiB we cannot understand, as Hr. Hiehl is uBing the 
same ingredients that we are, knows exactly what our present ' 
mixture is, had,4*«# it fully.explained to him hy Mr. Aylsworth 
when he was over last year, hy Mr. Dodd through correspondence 
and hy Mt. Aiken when he was over, just what our methods are 
and how we work to obtain best results. It would, therefore, 
appear to slimier down to one of two things. It is either be¬ 
cause your help do not, cannot or will not produce good results, 
or beoause Mr. Rlehl is not following our mixture and methods, 
but instead is constantly making ohanges in the mixture, tempera¬ 
ture and speed, with the hopes of bettering the situation, but 
instead of doing so, constantly making it worse. 

The labor conditions which you have to contend with are, 
no doubt, a great handicap, but we do not soe how we can advise or 
help you any regarding them. We were in hopes that Mr. Aiken's 
visit would relieve and straighten you out on these conditions, 
and that Mr. Tlghe's remaining with you would soon result in such 
methods being ddopted as would enable you to work your orews on 
piece-work, in such a manner as would be entirely satisfactory 
to thentj as well as produoe satisfactory and profitable results 
to you. 

Prom your remarks, however, Mr. Aiken's advloe and instruct¬ 
ions were in no way Tjeneficial, and although Mr. Tighe has done 
his best, he has failed to overoome the difficulties. What more 
we oan do from this end vie are oertainly at a loos to determine; 
however, you should not give up in despair or become discouraged, 
but on the contrary keep at it with renewed exertion, firmly 
determined to surmount and overcome all obstacles. This may take . 
time but the turn is bound to come and when it does you will 
feel well repaid. 

I have talked over with Messrs. Weber, Aylsworth, Dodd and 
Hillary the unsatisfactory results you were obtaining, parti¬ 
cularly the pin-hole difficulty, and they are at a loss to know 
what further assistance can be given you from here. Mr. Aylsworth, 
however, deBires to have again brought to your attention several 
things which might cause the pin-hole trouble. These you will find 
on separate sheet enclosed. 

Regardless' of what you do in the way of listing new records, 
or having us Bupply your requirements for American selections, it 
is quite evident.you will not be able to dose your moulding plantB 
altogether, as you will have to continue them to make ourrent 
stock; therefore, in addition to overcoming any troubles which 
may bo due to reasons stipulated by Mr. Aylsworth, it is also 
very neoessary that you overcane any troubles you are having with 
the help, and if the changing from day-work to piece-work is 
going to interfere with your obtaining a good produotion, you 
Bhould keep the men on day-work until the produotion of good 
records represents a much larger percentage, or in other words, 
until you have overoome any troubles which may be due to reasons 
given by Mr. Aylsworth. Then when you beoome satisfied w^th the • 
percentage of good records obtained, we cannot see why you should 
experience any difficulty in shifting the-men to pieoe-work and 
convincing them that they oan make more money than" by day-work. 
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So far as the output of the Willesden factory being too 
small for the amount expended for labor and its now being smaller 
than heretofore, is concerned, we do not Bee but that this con¬ 
dition is bound to exist until your present difficulties ate over¬ 
come and better results obtained, and unless this oan be accom¬ 
plished it would appear that we might better give up our foreign 
plantB altogether, and arrange to do all manufacturing from this , 
side. Let us hope, however, that the enormous amounts of money 
you refer to as sinking in the WilleBden faotoiy, will eventually 
be returned in the way of increased output, satisfactory results, 
eto. 

Mr. Buehler has mentioned some little differences which have 
taken place betwoen Mr. Riehl and Mr. Tighe, but does not think 
they should prove at all serlouB, and now that Mr. Riehl has made 
him Assistant Supt., we trust the differences have all been smoothed 
over and that they are working together in perfeot harmony. If 
Mr.. Tighe is unable or findB himself incapable of producing satis- ’ 
factory results, or if he lackB stamina to face and overcome 
such difficulties as arise, It would appear that he is not the 
proper man for the place and the sooner that is definitely deter¬ 
mined the better.' We would suggest, however, that hasty con¬ 
clusions be not jumped at in c.anneotion with his ability or know¬ 
ledge of the business, but, on the contrary, that he be given 
every opportunity to demonstrate what he can do. 

That paragraph of your letter referring to Mr. Riehl and 
the original intentions decided on when Mr. Schermerhom left, is not 
not understood by either Mr. Gilmore or myBolf. Mr. Gilmore 

■ states that when he was abroad last year, he had long talks with 
both you and Mr. Riehl, and impressed upon you both the necessity 
of working hand in hand to accomplish the best reBultB, and if 
there has been any friction, or if your disagreeing as to methods 
or policies has in any way been the cause of the trouble or com¬ 
plaints you refer to, we would like to have you write ub imme¬ 
diately, giving full particulars. 

In approving of your discontinuing the July,jAugust and - 
September lists for Paris and Berlin, also London, we are, of 
course, guided by the assumption that you have carefully considered 
the question and decided It would be for the best. Yfe fail to see 
however, how you oan out out all talent expenses, by closing any 
or all of your Recording Departments, as you must certainly have 
some of the talent under oontraot, whioh means their Balary will 
have to be paid whether-they work or not, and there may be others 
who if you shut them out for three months, will either Bedure work 
of a similar nature elsewhere, or not feel willing.to come baok 
when you want them, and suoh’notion might seriously handicap you 
later on, * 

The letter whioh you enclosed from one of your dealers is 
only similar to those we receive from domestic tradeooooasionally, 
and while the complaints mentioned therein are no doubt true, you 
should not permit them to worry you too muoh, as until the 
millennium 1b reaohed and we' are able to turn out a reoord, tisefc 
each and every one of whioh can bo guaranteed as absolutely per¬ 
fect in every way, shape and manner, such complaints as this are 
bound to be received oooasioHaliyii'j/nWdbjreluiiiythe letter herewith. . 
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As you will draw on us for Amorican selections for July, 
August and possibly Sept.* we presume you will not require moulds 
or duplioate masters ooverlng these three months' selections; at 
any rate, I have inBtruoted that shipments of same he held up , 
until we hear definitely from you in the matter. This also applies 
to the Grand Opera records, July list. 

It is quite possible that when Mr. Gilmore returns, he w,ill 
write you further in connection with certain portions of your 
letter, at least. In the meantime, I trust my reply will be 
entirely Batlsfaotory and prove of some benefit. 

Yours very truly, 

BOX ' 
J-Eno- 

Asst. Gen. Mgr. 



[ATTACHMENT] 

CAUSES A17D SUGGESTED REMEDIES EOR PIN-HOLE RECORDS. 

EIRST: Insufficient foaming 'off of new wax or re-rmeltadg aorap. 

SECOND:-Sediment in dipping tanks. 

THIRD: Too rapid circulation in dipping tanks, 

.EOURTH: Too low temperature in dipping tanks. v ' 

Regarding the first oondition, if the capaoity of your plant 
is not suoh aB to allow the proper time for necessary foaming off. 
then the plant should he enlarged, or you should work slower. 

As to the second, if sediment is found, it should he ascertained 
whethor it comes from the ebonite or from settling of the lamp 
hlaok. If the former, reject the lots of ebonite which caused it, 
and if the latter, use less lamp blank, or select a grade whioh 
is sufficiently light so it will not settle. This oan be tested 

‘ in a small way by keeping the wax quiet at the dipping temperature 
for a day and noting the sediment by feeling with a glass rod, or 

if by oarefully pouring off and noting the sediment. It wwould be 
f a good plan to store the wax in a couple of large tanks which oan 

be kept at about 300 and draw from one of these after it has 
settled quiet for a day, allowing a spaoe of a few inches for 
sediment to collect. 

As to the third condition, the circulation should be Just 
rapid enough to get a dear surfaoe of wax and not so rapid as to 
cause waves or ripples,. . 

As to the fourth, the temperature should be kept constant 
at 286 E., and the congealing point should bo kept constant at 
290° E. 

It is barely possible that the Be temperatures would have to 
be slightly changed to meet certain conditions, but the best of 
judgement should be used in making any changes whatever, as 
under most conditions the regular temperatures will produce best 
results. 
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FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 
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NATIONAL FHCNCERAFH HO. 

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 

BATES MANUFACTURING CO. 

I beg to submit the following repost covering the work 

accomplished during my recent trip to Mexico City:- 

I left Hew York March 16th, accompanied by Mr. Cabafias, 

and reached Mexico City March 21st, going by rail. 

RECORD MAKING: 
- b 

The first matter to receive attention was arranging neces* 

sary quarters for Record Making, and also making contracts with the 

talent. 

A part of the second floor in our building, 20^ Santa 

Clara was partitioned off, and a rooip of the proper size was ob~ 

tained. Contracts were made also with part of the talent, so that 

no delay was occasioned, and almost immediately upon the arrival of 

Messrs. Werner and Burt, they were enabled to go ahead with the work 

of recording. 

As Mr. CabaHas expects to. leave the employ of the Company 
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just as soon aa hie work of record making ia finiahed, I arranged 

to have Hr. Lewie and myself present when nearly all the contracts 

were made with the talent, and have on file copies of all the con¬ 

tracts, and full details, both at the Mexican and Hew York offioos, 

in order that when this work ia taken up another year, Hr# Lewis 

will he thoroughly conversant with the whole matter. 

We expect to make about 300 selections; of this number, 

l65 will be new selections, the balance made-over selections, the 

masters of which are mechanically defective. These made-over sel¬ 

ections represent titles which we first made in Mexico City, and 

many of which were defective. I am sure that the selections which 

are now being taken will excel any heretofore made, as we are taking 

unusual precautions to have the greatest possible care taken, Mr. 

Werner is looking after the mechanical end very carefully, and, in 

addition to the services of Mr. CabarSas, who has a large experience 

in Record making, we secured the services of the assistant leader of 

the Orchestra of the Conservatory of HuBic in Mexico City, who is a 

very competent musician., This gentleman gives his whole time, 

charging us a very modest salary, and, in addition to criticising 

the Records from a musical standpoint, he also does all the work of 

arranging orchestral and bapd selections. . . 

In making contracts with the talent this year, we found 

that on account of thej1 other Talking Machine Companies.having made 

use of their .services,,1 their prices had materially increased. In 

view of the fact, however', that our business relations with the tal¬ 

ent have always been of a pleasant character, we were'.able to 
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arrange satisfactory terms with them, and as a whole, the prices 

asked were not very much in excess of those previously paid.. 

CABAfiAB AS A JOBBER: 

As soon as the work of recording is completed, which 

will undoubtedly he on or about July 1st, Mr. Cabafias desires to 

take up the sale of our goods in the Republic of Mexico as a job¬ 

ber. He will have associated with him a Hr. Barker, a man of 

large business experience and of considerable means, who, at the 

present time has the sole agency for the Oliver typewriter, having 

branches in most of the important cities in the Republic. 

During my visit I had several conversations with Messrs. 

Parker and Cabanas, and both of these gentlemen are very enthusias¬ 

tic , and expect to establish branches in the different cities of 

the Republic. 

They propose., also, to take over our retail store, paying 

us jobbers' prices foi the entire stock, and also reimburse us for 

all expenses incurred in fitting up this retail establishment. You 

will recall that when I visited Mexioo City a year ago, I found 

that we did not have p single live jobber or dealer in Mexico City. 

The people doing business there were more dead than alive, and it 

seemed to me imperatijtre th^t we adopt some method of bringing oiir 

products to the attention /of the buying public. The only remedy 

seemed to be the establishment of a retail store* and a store in 

a splendid location was obtained, and after refitting, it was opened 

up for business. This jltore, with the exception of the first 

month it was opened, ha^ shown a profit, but I believe that when 

Messrs. Cabaflas and Parser are ready for business, they will take 

up the work enthusiastically, and we will then be well represented, 
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both in a wholesale and retail way, and the necessity of maintain¬ 

ing a retail establishment will then be obviated. 

By turning over this retail store to these people, it 

will relieve Mr. lewis our Manager, of considerable responsibility, 

and will enable him to give more attention to the wholesale end of 

the business, 

COMPOSERS * COPYRIGHT SUIT: 

Upon investigation, X found that the suit entered by the 

composers of Mexican selections against the Victor Company had been 

decided by the lower Courts in favor of the composers, and I have 

been promised a copy of the decision, which I expect to receive in 

the near future. 

So far as the iuit against our representative, Mr. Alcalde 

is concerned, as far as X can learn, nothing further has been dine. 

Mr. Edward M./Burns, Vice-President of the Columbia Phono¬ 

graph Company, called upon me in Mexico City, and wished me to 

oall with h#m on the American Minister in Mexico, and enter pro¬ 

test against the manne: ’ in which the decision was rendered against 

the Victor Co. I dec lined his invitation, as I told Mm that our 

attitude was not to retognlae the composers' claim in any way, and 

X refused to have anytiing whatever to do with the matter. 

It seemed in ionsistent to me, as representing the nation¬ 

al Company, to Join with the Columbia Company and’ enter a protest 

to the American Minister on a decision against another Company who 

wub not represented in any/way. I expect to make an appointment 

with Mr. Dyer at an early, and will take up the whole matter Very 

fully with him at that tipe. 
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It is the general impression in Mexioo that Messrs. Bicor 

di & Co., the Italian publishers, are behind this suit, and if the 

higher sustains the verdict of the lower courts, then all the Talk¬ 

ing Machine Companies will be involved. 

It is also olaiined that the composers have engaged a very 

prominent attorney, who id related to some of the legal lights be¬ 

fore whom the case was called, and that undue influence was used. 

MEXICAN BUSINESS: 

I find that busihess in Mexico is rather quiet at the 

present time. Business there seems to have stiffered the same as 

here, on account of the recent depression. Al things considered, 

I think that our busit/ess is keeping up remarkably well. 

Our important jobbers ill Torreon, The Warner Drug Company 

have praotically dropped out of b/usiness, on account of their en¬ 

deavoring to do a la^ge credit bUsinesB on the installment plan. 

They are trying to weather the storm by discontinuing purchasing, 

and giving their entire attention to the matter collecting their 

aooounts. They are very honorable people, and no ^oubt will even¬ 

tually win out, and be able to meet all obligations promptly, but 

on account of their very limited means, they ape making very few 

purchases, hence our trade!. haB. suffered somewhat on that account 

in their locality. Our Mr. lewis has been netogiating with other 

parties, and hopes in the'near future to establish another jobber 

in that territory, and Messrs. CabaHas and Parker also expect to 

open a branch in that city. 



I am very glad to report that Mr. Lewis is working hard 

to make our business a,success. He is an exceptionally good sales¬ 

man, and although his knowledge of general office work and account¬ 

ing is rather limited, yet he is very anxious to learn, and I tun 

sure that with the experience he is gaining every day, he will soon 

become very competent. 

I might state that much of my time during my visit to 

Mexico City was spent with Mr. Lewis, in going over matters of bus¬ 

iness, and giving him instructions as to the conduct of the business. 

■When I first reached Mexico City, I found that Mr. Lewis 

v/as handicapped on account of his having an inefficient bookkeeper. 

The old bookkeeper had resigned his position prior to Mr. Lewis' 

coming to the Mexican office, and Mr. Cabanas had engaged a new man 

who was recommended to him as being competent, but who proved to be 

very incompetent, and my advice to Mr. Lewis was to dispense with 

his services at once, and obtain a more competent man. This was 

immediately done, and I believe the present bookkeeper yill prove 

very efficient, a? the work was practically up to .date vfhen I left 

the city. 

I might also state that Mr. Lewis has given special atten¬ 

tion to the collection of several accounts which had been oareless- 

ly handled by his predecessor, and he is using every ,endeayor to 

placeAbusiness on a ffolid footing, and I believe, that he will 

succeed. 

CASHIER: 

During my stay in Mexico City, I met several prominent 

business men, and I found it to be a very usual occurrence to have 
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their "bookkeepers and cashiers resign their positions very suddenly, 

and take with them several hundreds, and, in some instanoes, sever¬ 

al thousands, of dollars of the firms' funds. Our friends, the 

Columbia Phonograph Co. proved no exception. Their Manager, Mr. 

Smith, left suddenly with §10,000. in gold, and they have not as 

yet been able to locate him. Mr, Burns of the Columbia Cor^pany 

also advised me that they had a similar experience with their Manager 

in Havana, Cuba. One of our large dealers, Messrs. Gerber Sz Car¬ 

lisle, who have one of the largest furniture stores in Mexico City, 

had a like experience. Mr. Parker, representing the Oliver Type¬ 

writer Company, and who expects to be associated v/ith Mr. Cabanas, 

also suffered a loss of several thousands of dollars, through one 

of his trusted employees, and I might go on enumerating several oth¬ 

er experiences. 

Under the circumstances, I advised Mr. Lewis to discontin¬ 

ue the practice of having the bookkeeper handle the funds, and ad¬ 

vised him to appoint Mr. Huebner, the young man I sent down to the 

Mexican office a year ago, to aot in that capacity. He will place 

Mr. Huebner under bond, and by appointing him to this position, it 

will relieve the bookkeeper of considerable work, enabling him to 

keep up his work much better, and will also make our funds more se¬ 

cure by having Mr. Huebner (who, by the way, has been with our Com¬ 

pany eight or more years, and was always found to be thoroughly re¬ 

liable), act in the capacity of cashier. 

In conclusion I might add that business at present is 

very quiet, on account of the mining interests being very hard hit; 
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yet the general feeling i3 one of optimism, and there is no doubt 

that business in the near future will begin to show a deoided im¬ 

provement . 

I have just received the Auditor's Report from the Mexi¬ 

can office, and just as soon as I have time to go over this report 

carefully, I will take the matter up with you personally, or make 

it the subject of another letter. 

Your 

Manager Poreign Department. 

W. S. 

C. 



G» Croydon Martas, Esq., 
18 Southampton Buildings, 

Chancery Bane, Bondon, W.O. 
England. 

* Hy dear Hr. Martas; 

Hours of the 3rd inst., to Hr. Gilmore, has 
Been received, and I find that your letters of April 13th, April 
22nd and April 27th have apparently not Been answered. 

Mr. Gilmore has retired from the various Edison Companies, 
to be gone about a year, and 1 have assumed executive control 
under the title “Chairman of the Executive Comnittee". My duties 
are so absolutely novel and I have had suoh a very limited exper¬ 
ience in business, matters that I do not feel qualified to say 
anything at this time regarding the questions to which you refer 
in your letters. I might say, however, that the ooming of Mr, 
Graf to America has reforenoe to the entire foreign situation, 
which we expeot to go over minutely in detail with him. for¬ 
tunately, Mr. Gilmore expects to be here at that time, and I can 
have the benefit pf his advice. 

I note that you leave BiVerpool on September 5th, and 
will be very glad to see you when you oome. 

Hours very truly. 

EBD/lW Chairman Executive Committee. 
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June 23rd, 1908. 

g. I. Dyer Esq,., 
Edison laboratory. 

Orange 

My dear Mr. Dyer, 

I have yours of the 13th instant, and I congratulate you 

very heartily upon this further marls: of oonfidenoe that Mr. Edison 

has reposed in you, for I am perfectly certain that no better, se¬ 

lection could have been made in the interests of all concerned* 

1 quite appreciate that for a little while you will find 

that difficulties in oonneotion with business matters will arise 

as to whioh you have not had absolute parallellezperienoe, but on 

the other hand ± am of opinion that a professional man's training 

broadens the ambit of his vision and view of affairs generally, so 

that you need have no apprehension as to the outoome of that whioh 

you do, for after all "business" is applied common sense along a 

certain line while "professional praotioe" is applied common sense 

and higher judgment along general lines with no prejudices or nar¬ 

rowed views due to want of experience in other matters. 

I hope that the retirement of Mr. Gilmore, whibh, I pre¬ 

sume, may be for reasons of health, will bring about all that he 

wishes during Mb period of rest, and I oan assure you that I am at 
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your service at any moment and you need have no hesitation at any 

time in writing me confidentially or otherwise, and no one becomes 

acquainted over here, unless it is necessary and desirable for them 

to taH»w;of anything vfoioh I may hear or communicate to Amerioa. 

Of course X am not aoting as a spy nor as someone to re¬ 

port for or against those working over here, bu,t I consider that 

while I am to co-operate, and do co-operate, with those concerned 

and especially interested in the business, I have the higher and 

possibly the more personal interest to consider of Mr. Edison and 

the Orange end of the matters, Judged not as one whose sole interest 

depends upon ingratiating himself or keep-ing in with one or the 

other, but rather as onemin an independent position who can unhesi¬ 

tatingly advise without fear of the consequences and of that advioe 

happening to dash with the interests of others immediately concerned. 

If there is any matter that you may wish to know particu¬ 

larly about, do not hesitate to oable me or to call for £ more defin- 

Jte £etail®a reports, for naturally there are questions involved as 
to which you for a short time,may not be acquainted as fully as vou 

fours faithfully. would wish; 
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"Mr. Edison: 

I have talked over the European situation with Messrs. 

Gilmore and Dyer and I have expressed the opinion that a compari¬ 

son of the European Profit and Loss sheets with those of the 

Australian Co. does not give a true and correot idea of the 

relative profits of these branches. The difference lies therein 

th&t the European branches stand not only by themselves, but in 

addition the Profit and loss sheets contain illegitimate items 

introduced for different reasons, by which in appearance, but not 

in reality, the profits of our European branches are reduced. 

I might mention here the charge of £5200 for trade-marks in 

London and a depreciation of Mk. 157,596 and Mk. 26,267 for patents 

in Berlin. Then, also, all the loss incurred through the regu¬ 

lar annual exchange statements, the rebate given last year to our 

customers at the time we reduced the price of our records and 

the return of over 120,000 records made by three of our large 

London factors, records which were sold by us previous to the 

erection of our European plants; all this had to be stood by our 

European branches. Items such as the latter, which are very 

considerable in amount, do not figure in the statements of the 

Australian Co., because Orange stands all the cost of these 

transactions. The allowances that were made by our Berlin and 

London branches on the stock of our customers at the time of the 

reduction in price and loss through the exchange system in 1907 

amounted to over $50,000.00. Furthermore, advertising is a very 

big item in the general expense of our European branches. In 

1907, for instance, we spent in Berlin and London approximately 

$90,000.00 for advertising, of which about 60^ was for general 

publicity and 40j£ for catalogues and other printed matter. In 

other words, our Berlin and London branches spent during 1907 
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$36,000.00 for printed matter-'While the printed matter 

used hy Australia does not influence their profit for 19.07, as 

our Australian office obtainfi^all printed matter gratis from 

Orange, or, whatever expenses they have in connection with printed 

matter they charge^back to Orange. Therefore, if our European 

branches have not received the benefit accorded to Australia but had 

to s.tand independently and pay all and every expense, they should 

at least, for the sa&e of a fair coiqaarison of the Profit and Loss 

sheets, be treated altogether independently from Orange and 

should have the advantage of the entire profit on our goods. 

1 have prepared the enclosed two statements of profits and 

losses of the Berlin, Brussels and London branches, which show 

the figures of the regular Profit and Loss sheets cleared from 

illegitimate items and supplemented by the intermediate profit 

which Orange has for years past been making on the European 

record production, also the profit on machines. 

1 have left out the Paris branch altogether, as there is no 

reason, for the present purpose, to consider it in connection with 

the Berlin and London branches, the business in Prance being just 

as independent of London and Berlin as the Mexican business, for 

instance, would be from the Australian, the only difference being 

there in the geographical distance. I do not refer to Paris 

because the fate of this branch has practically been decided by 

you, while the others will be under discussion *w*t week. 

As the statements show, our German business has yielded 

a profit of $15,054.49 in 1905 
’ " 37,036.00 " 1906 

6.186.11 " 1907 

Total in three years $58,267.60. 

The resuitd of our London branch are 
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$ 24,851.93 in 1905 
153,573.81 " 1906 
28,867.25 " 1907. 

Total for three years $208,282.99. 

I am sending you these two'statements in advance of other 

information. Mr. Dyer and myself will work out a plan showing 

the advantages and disadvantages of several of the possible schemes, 

najans on which we would like to get your decision. 

7/6/08. THOMAS GRAS1. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

LOUDON SALES OFFICE 

1905 1906 1907. 

Sales Office §16,383.00 / §21,825.00 i §12,085.00 

Profits made by Orange 

(a) On records 41,209.68 27,270.50 

(b) On Machines 26,294.93 40,629.31 27,280.25 

Brussels Record Plant 39,390.00 43,317.00 6,586.00 

" Wax » 13,120.00 20,532.00 7.076.00 

§24,851.93 §153,573.81 §28,857.25. 

^ Our London ‘books show a greater loss, to wit: L9389/6/1, 

which figure, however, is incorrect— it should be L3272/12/9, or 

§16,383.00, as above, the difference being due to two items which 

Orange charged to London for trade-marks and experimental work^) 

amounting to L5200/0/0 and L91S/13/4 respectively. I understand 



[ENCLOSURE] 

EDISON GESEDDSCHAPT, BERLIN. 

Pactory 

Sales Dept. 

Profit made fry Oranc-e 

(a) On Records 

(h) On Machines 

London and Brussels as 
per separate sheet 

' 1905 

§7,733.00 

1,543.00 

17,747.00 

3.438.49 

15,045.49 

24.851.93 

§39,897.42 

1906 1907 

§10,166.00 ) 
‘ , ) § 286.00 

13,500.00 ) 

8,139.00 

5.251.00 

37,036.00 

153.573.81 

§180,609.81 

6.472.11 

6.186.11 

28.857.25 

§35,043.36. 

X _ net profit on Berlin "books and Profit and Doss sheets 

is §3,651.00, hut should he §13,500.00, the difference being due to 

an item for depreciation of patents, an item introduced in order to 

reduce profits on our Berlin hooks. 

0 The net loss on our hooks and on Profit and Doss sheets is 

given as Mk. 27,412.61 (§6,853.00) of which Mk. 26,267.11 is for de¬ 

preciation of patents, an item introduced in order to reduce the prof¬ 

its on the hooks. The loss should really figure as Mk. 1,145.50 only, 

or §286.00. 



Thomas A. Edison, Esq.., 

Orange, N. J. 

Dear Sir: 

The question as to what should he done with the European 

business presents many difficulties. I am oonvinoed that a fair 

comparison cannot he made with the Australian business, for the 

reason that many charges have been made against Mr. Graf from 

which Mr. Wyper has been relieved, and credits have been given to 

Mr. Wyper which Mr. Graf has not received. This does not mean 

that the European business did not lose money during the year 

1907, but that the Australian business has not been as profitable 

as you may have been lead to suppose from the Profit and Lobs 

sheets. Not only has every legitimate charge been made against 

the European business as shown by the Profit and Loss sheets, but 

for the year 1907 there was a purely fictitious charge of about 

$7|000.00 for depreciation of patents, which would decrease the 

apparent loss to that extent. In addition the year 1907 was an 

extraordinary one in a number of respects. In the first place, 

the price of our records was reduced, involving a direot loss of 

almost $50,000.00 which had to be rebated to dealers and which, 

of course, influenced the profit to this extent. In addition to 

this, something like 120,000 records had to be taken off the 

dealers' hands, involving a further loss pf about $12,000.00. 
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Furthermore, a very extensive newspaper an4 magazine advertising 

campaign was conducted during that year, involving an expenditure 

in this field of about $30,000.00, which Mr. Graf believes was not 

warranted by the results. These extraordinary charges amount to 

almost $100,000,00, so that if they are not considered, the profit 

of the entire European business would have been in the neighbor¬ 

hood of $56,000.00. Furthermore, I call your attention to the 

fact that the loss incurred in the operation of the Paris office 

and plant for 1907 alone was greater than the total loss shown 

on the Profit and loss sheet, so that if the French business had 

been eliminated entirely, the london, Brussels and Berlin branches 

combined would have shown a small profit, and this notwithstanding 

the extraordinary charges against them. 

Mr. Graf has already furnished you with a memorandum pointing 

out these facts and seems to be very anxious that you should under¬ 

stand his position, and that a fair comparison cannot be made with 

the Australian business. 

So far as the year 1908 is concerned, Mr. Graf believes that 

the Berlin business, both factory and selling office, will proba¬ 

bly net a small profit. The Paris office will probably still run 

behind, although not nearly to the extent of former years. In 

other words, heretofore the loss has been about $20,000.00 yearly, 

while for the present year Mr. Graf believes that this loss will 

be almost entirely cut out, and possibly a small profit may be 

made. The English business will show very poor returns, owing 

largely to the expense incurred, time lost and difficulties; en¬ 

countered in connection with the Willesden plant, and an actual 

loss may be anticipated, unless, of oourse, during the coming 

months conditions are very favorable. All of this is certainly 
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not encouraging, tut at the Bane time, Mr. Graf advances mary 

arguments in favor of maintaining the Willeeden and Berlin plants 

which I commend to your consideration: By having the foreign 

manufacture we will always have a quick supply of records; With 

a properly working factory on the spot, or substantially so, wb can 

make deliveries within a few days after reoeipt of order and in 

that way most effectually meet any competition giving the same 

service; a comparatively small stock could he kept on hand, 

because it could be replenished daily, as at present. Keeping 

a large stock on hand not only increases General Expense in the 

way of salaries, rents, etc., but involves the risk of a gradual 

accumulation of unsalable,records. Eor instance, Mr. White at 

one time broke up over 100,000 unsalable records,'and even after 

that there were many thousand unsalable records left, some of which 

are still in stock. With no factories, and even with a large 

stock, there would be greater delays in shipping orders, although, 

with effective management and a v/ell conducted system, these 

delays would probably not be embarrassing. In a territory like 

Australia, the delays incident to foreign shipments would not be 

harmful because every competitor is in the same position, but in 

Great Britain the Edison-Bcll Co., the Sterling Co. and the 

Clarion Co. are all manufacturers and who will be in a position to 

fill orders on short notice. To give an equivalent service from 

Orange would mean the carrying of a very large stock in England. 

If, on the contrary, factors* orders are to be filled in every 

instance from Orange, it will not be possible to fill orders as 

promptly as our ccmpetitors in Great Britain can do, and this would 

undoubtedly have some effect on our sales. Of course the factors 

with whom we deal might be persuaded to carry sufficiently large 
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stocks to promptly fill orders for dealers, tut this point could 

not he determined until the factors themselves have been approached. 

In discussing this particular point with Mr. C-raf, he is strongly 

of the opinion that the factors in England could not be induced 

to carry sufficiently large stocks to promptly fill orders, as 

they have become accustomed to obtaining their supplies almost 

daily from the different manufacturers. Any delays in filling 

orders would act detrimentally to the business in a number of ways. 

In the first plaoe, inoreased opportunity would be offered for 

canceling orders before delivery. In the second place, delays in 

filling orders, especially if chronic, would be disturbing to the 

jobber16 business and prompt him to go to our competitors who 

could give better service, even if he were not forced to do so 

by the importunities of his dealers. In the next place, repeated 

delays in filling orders would no doubt tend to lessen the inter¬ 

est of dealers in our goods and turn their attention to those of 

our competitors' which could be furnished more promptly, and I 

have no doubt that the Edis an-Bcll and other concerns would very 

quickly take advantage of the situation and emphasize the slowness 

of the service which would result if the goods were supplied from 

Orange* Of course, in what I have said above in reference to 

delays in filling-orders I do not refer to initial orders, which 

could be furnished to factors as quickly from Orange as at present, 

but to renewal orders, which they would probably expect to be 

filled promptly.. It seems to me that these points which Mr, 

Graf advances are well taken, but it would of course be impossible 

to say how important a bearing they might have on the future 

development of the business; they might be very serious indeed, 

and on the other hand the trade in Europe might be educated to 
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the situation and become entirely satisfied. The in^ossibility 

of competing on an equality with home manufactured records would 

in my opinion always'be a handicap. In addition to the actual 

comnercial disadvantage in which we would be placed in attempting 

to compete with European manufacturers by supplying goods from 

Orange there are other considerations which must be taken into 

aocount in passing upon this question. These considerations are 

largely psyshcaogical. For instance, our withdrawal from the 

field of manufacture, after we had built up a substantial business, 

passing the Edison-Bell, seriously crippling the Sterling Co. 

and practioally wiping out the Columbia Company's oylinder business 

from the foreign field, would probably be misinterpreted by the 

trade. It might look like a confession of failure and our 

competitors would no doubt ascribe it to that fact. It might be 

taken as the first move towards a complete withdrawal from the 

market, causing factors and dealers to lose interest in our goods, 

and we would certainly not be placed as prominently before them 

as when maintaining home factories. At the present we are by 

long odds the first company in the cylinder business in both 

Great Britain and Germany, and this fact gives us prominence and 

commands the attention and interest of the trade. Mr. Graf tellB 

me that the general opinion in Europe is that we actually do a 

much larger business than is really the case. To weaken our 

position by withdrawing from the field might have serious results. 

All of these arguments which Mr. Graf has urged upon me have 

disturbed me very much. The bad results of 1907 are apparent 

on the face of the Profit and Iosb sheets, but these results were 

due to extraordinary expenses which were fully considered before 

being incurred and the consequences of which must have been antici¬ 

pated, The equally upfprtunate result? whjLch will undoubtedly 
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toe shown for the year 1908 are not bo otovioUb, tolit for the most 

part can toe attributed, to the removal of the plant from Brussels 

to Willesden and the failure to turn out a satisfactory product 

at the latter plant. Mr. Graf seems to feel that the troubles 

at Willesden are substantially over, and this view appears to toe 

confirmed toy the manufacturing reports of Mr. Riehl. Operations 

at the Berlin plant are on a good working basis, and if the Berlin 

and Willesden plants could toe counted on to turn out satisfactory 

records the maintenance of these plants should have most careful 

consideration. Of course, there is always the risk of the fac¬ 

tory operations abroad going wrong and of encountering difficulties 

which they may not toe able to correct, and it is undoubtedly true 

that these troubles are minimized in a single large plant, as at 

Orange, having superior advantages of experience and skill. If 

I felt confident that the Willesden and Berlin plants could toe 

counted on aB surely as Orange to operate satisfactorily I believe 

the conmercial advantages of manufacturing abroad would v/arrant us 

in keeping them going, because I feel that more money could toe 

made in that way than toy manufacturing in Orange and supplying the 

records to Europe on a "dumping" proposition. If, however, you 

think that the substantial surety of good results which we might 

expect from manufacturing at Orange would justify the abandonment 

of one or tooth of the foreign plants, a number of schemes have 

been discussed with Mr. Graf, and to which I direct your attention. 

1. The first proposition is to discontinue the WilleBden 

plant and do all the foreign manufacturing in Berlin, making the 

masters and moulds abroad and continuing the present selling orga¬ 

nizations at Berlin and London, with possible reductions in the 

selling expense. Among the reductions in selling expense would 
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130 thfl elimi»ation of magazine and newspaper advertising and the 

curtailment of staff and salaries, and especially legal expenses, 

which have been absurdly high. Reductions of from $20,000.00 

to $30,000.00 per year, Mr. C-raf thinks, could he made. If a 

single plant is to he maintained in Europe, there are reasons why 

the Berlin plant should he selected. The cost of manufacture at 

Berlin is somewhat cheaper than at Willesden or Brussels, and in 

fact, even including General Expense, it is hut very little more 

than at Orange. The figures show that records made hy the same 

process in Berlin, counting General Expense, cost very little more 

than the same records made in Orange and including only the items 

of labor, material, packing, transportation and duties. A com¬ 

parison of the cost of records made hy the spinning and dipping 

process at Orange and laid down in Berlin or London (including 

only labor, materials, packing, transportation and the German 

duty). with the cost of such records as made in Willesden and 

Berlin (including labor, material and general expense), shows 

the following: 

°f by GI,ilining process made in 
Orange and laid down in London, $5.50 per : 

?ade by sPinning process in 
Orange and laid down in Berlin, $6.90 » 

records by spinning process 
at Willesden, 

Cost of records by spinning process 
at Berlin, 

Cost of records at Orange by dipping 
process laid down at London, 

process ^ 

aJmSeSf'’ * alppl"e 

$7.54 

$7.18 

$7.60 

$9.00 

$9.64 
iS 

„ / 

« / 

Cost of records by dipping process jit Berlin 9.00 
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If the output Of the Berlin plant is increased to include 

the British trade, the cost of manufacture would undoubtedly be 

still further reduced. Should manufacturing be continued at 

Berlin we would imnediately do away with the problem of handling 

the Berlin business in a new way and none of the difficulties 

involved in manufacturing in Orange would be encountered. Ship¬ 

ments from Berlin to London take from eight to ten days, and mail 

reaches either place on the morning of the second day after post¬ 

ing. This would mean a saving of from four to six days in favor 

of Berlin as compared with Orange on an original order, and a 

materially greater saving in correspondence. There would be less 

loss of prestige and less of the psychological objections than 

if European manufacture were entirely discontinued. Our British 

factors are now receiving records from Berlin and have really not 

fully accustomed themselves to receiving records from Willeeden, 

so that the change to Berlin entirely would not be disturbing. 

It would not be difficult to turn the business gradually to Berlin 

step by step without any disturbance to our regular supplies. Of 

course in a measure the same would be true of changing from Willes- 

den and Berlin to Orange, but the difficulties would be greater 

and the disturbances probably more serious than in changing from 

Willunden to Berlin. 

2. The second proposition involves discontinuing both the 

Willesden and Berlin plants, maintaining the present selling orga¬ 

nizations in Berlin and London, with the possible economies al¬ 

ready discussed, and supplying factors in Europe from a warehouse 

in which a sufficiently large stock could be kept, the recording 

being done in Europe and the manufacture of moulds and records 

being conducted at Orange. By carrying a sufficiently large 

stock ofrecords, the difficulties due to delays in filling orders 
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could undoubtedly be overcome and orders could be filled as 

promptly aB at present, but the stock would necessarily have to be 

very large and it would undoubtedly become unwieldy and unsalable 

records would accumulate in large amounts. Furthermore, the 

item of General Expense would be considerably increased by rent, 

insurance, transportation and labor. Should this soheme be 

adopted, the stock in question should be carried in England, 

because it would then be admitted duty free and from there could 

be supplied as ordered to the various European countries. 

3. The third proposition is to manufacture in Orange exclu¬ 

sively, maintain selling offices in London and Berlin to receive 

orders and handle accounts, shipping direct to factors from 

Orange and making the masters in Europe. This, I understand, is 

the proposition which you are inclined to favor. It differs 

from the plan last discussed only in the fact that it shifts the 

responsibility of carrying a sufficiently equipped and large stock 

of records to the factors. Should the factors fail to carry 

sufficient stockB there will undoubtedly be delays in filling 

renewal orders, Which must hurt us to some extent. At the 

present time we have a large stock of records on hand in London, 

Berlin and Paris and at present could no doubt fill orders from 

these supplies with reasonable promptness, but as sooil as we had 

to supply from Orange alone we would certainly encounter diffi¬ 

culties in filling renewal orders in competition with the home 

manufacturers. Mr. Graf calculates that a sufficiently large 

selling organization to handle the British and German business 

would be the following for eaoh country: 
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Office Rent, 
Insurance, 
light, Heat and Power, 
Salaries! 

2 Stenographers, 
1 Book-keeper, 
1 Assistant & Order 
1 Boy, 
3 Salesmen, 
1 Porter, 

Postage, 
Printing and Stationery, 
Telephone and Telegraph, 
Miscellaneous, 

$1250.00 
75.00 

250.00 

$1000.00 
1600.00 

Clk. 600.00 
150.00 

4600.00 
500.00 8450.00 

250.00 
200.00 
750.00 

3500.00 

Total, $14725.00. 

With this expense, assuming that the Business in Great 

Britain would he as large a3 for 1907, namely, 2,000,000 records 

and 34,000 machines, and that the cost of laying down the records 

at London, made hy the spinning process, including labor, material, 

packing and transportation, would he $5.50 per 100, the profits 

would show as follows: 

Supposed sale of 2,000,000 records at 10/, 
" " 34,000 phonographs, 

Cost of records at London, 
" 11 phonographs " 

Selling expense (estimated), 
Catalogues, etc. (no magazines 
or newspapers), 

$200,000.00 ' 
282,000.00 - 

$482,000.00 

$110,000.00 / 
243,000.00 ' 
15,000.00 ' 

_50,000.00 $■ 398,000.00 v 

$ 84,000.00.J Profit, 

In the above statement the cost of the machines ($243,000), 

inoludes profits of about $15,800.00 made by the National 

Phonograph Co, in excess of the manufacturing profit made by the 

Edison Phonograph Works. If the machines were sold to the 

English Co. by the Edison Phonograph Works at cost (labor, material 

and general expense) with manufacturing profit added, this profit 

of $16,000,00 now made by the National Phonograph Co. at Orange 

would be made by the British Qo,, raising the profit to about 

$100,000,00, 
On the above basis, for each 1,000,000 records sold by the 
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British Co. there would he a profit of $45,000.00, and a corres¬ 

ponding reduction for less records. In other words, if 1,000,000 

records were sold, the estimated profit would he $39,000.00, 

assuming the same number of machines to he sold. If it is 

assumed that the records are made hy the dipping process, the cost 

on 2,000,000 would he increased $42,000.00, reducing the estimated 

profit to $42,000.00. Of course, there is no way of telling or 

even guessing at the number of records which would he sold. Any 

business that might he lost hy reason of delays in filling orders 

from Orange and hy loss of prestige in giving up the foreign plants 

might very readily he recovered and surpassed hy reason of the 

reduction in price of the records to the factors to 10/, as 

against 12/ at present. If instead of selling to jobbers at 

10/ the price was made ll/ the estimated profit on 2,000,000 

records and 34,000 machines would he $104,000.00. If the present 

price of 12/ were maintained the estimated profit would he 

$124,000.00, not talcing into consideration in either case the 

net profit of about $16,000.00 made hy the National Phonograph 

Co. over and above the manufacturing profit of the Edison Phono¬ 

graph' V/orEs on machines. On the same basis as above, the showing 

for Berlin would not he so good, because the general business is 

smaller and the cost of records laid down in Berlin is higher on 

account of the duty. 

On a basis of 1,000,000 records and 4,000 machines sold in 

1907 figures would he as follows: 
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Supposed sale of 1,000,000 records at 10/, 
' " 4,000 phonographs " $10.20, 

Cost of records at Berlin, 
" Phonographs " 

Selling expenses (estimated), 
Catalogues, etc., 

$69,000.00 
33,000.00 
15,000.00 
14,000.00 

$100,000.00 
40.800.00 

'$L'4'<5,0'iJSTOty 

131,000.00 

Profit> $ 9,000.00. 

In the estimated cost of phonographs ($33,000) is included 

profits of about $3,000.00 realised by the National Phonograph Co. 

at Orange over and above the manufacturing profits of the Edison 

Phonograph Works and vihich might very properly be allowed the 

foreign business. This would increase the estimated profits 

to about $12,000.00. yor each additional 1,000,000 records 

sold there would be an additional profit of $31,000.00. You will 

readily see from the above figures that even a very small falling 

off in sales at Berlin would involve losses. Eor instance, even 

if the sale of machines was maintained and the sale of records 

fell off to 750,000, the profit would be reduced to only about 

$1250.00, so you will see that the Berlin situation presents a 

very close business question. Even if the records were sold 

to jobbers at ll/, the profit would be only $19,000.00, and if 

sold at 12/ the profit would be $29,000.00, assuming the same busi¬ 

ness to be done. If records are made by the dipping process, the 

added cost of production at Orange would involve a loss of 

$12,000.00 on a basis of 1,000,000 records and 4,000 machines. 

With this process, even if the record sales increased to 2,000,000, 

there would still be a loss of $2,000.00, and if increased to 

3,000,000 there would only be a profit of $8,000.00. The unsatis¬ 

factory condition in Germany from all points of view is no doubt 

due to the reduotion in price from 1.50 Marks to 1 Mark. At the 

former price we were enabled to get a fair profit, and the figures 

show that in the year 1906 the profit made in Germany on records 
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and machines, exclusive of the profit made at Orange on the 

machines, was about $32,000.00. It was ejected that by reducing 

the price of records in Gerraargr to 1 Mark the sales in Germany 

would be increased, but this hope was not realised, and as a 

result the year 190? showed a slight loss. To sell records at 

10/ to factors at Berlin means an inconsiderable profit, when the 

bulk of the business is considered, and the ready possibility of a 

very considerable loss. Perhaps when the new Amberol record 

comes out the increased price which it will bring will make the 

dumping proposition for Germany more attractive than it is at 

present. 

The foregoing covers substantially the European situation 

as I see it. It seems to be a business of limited proportions 

that has been conducted on a very narrow margin of profit, sus¬ 

ceptible of wide fluctuations, and unless the business can be 

materially developed or the margin of profit can be materially 

increased, there does not seem to be very much in it, either as a 

dumping proposition or by direct manufacture. 

The possibilities of the British market, notwithstanding 

the competition, seem to be greater than in Germany. 

To continue the foreign plants may mean a larger profit, but 

it means greater risk. To conduct a dumping proposition in 

Great Britain offerB enough margin to take care of a considerable 

falling off in the demand, but in Germany a relatively nmaii 

falling off would quickly wipe out any possibility of a profit. 

It seoms to me that a serious mistake was made in reducing the 

price of our records to one shilling in England and one mark in 

Germany. This reduction involved not only a direct loss by 

rebates, but a very serious loss in profits without a material 

increase in sales* If the prloe had been kept at the old 
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figures, substantial profits, Instead of losses, could undoubt¬ 

edly have been counted on. 

Yours very truly, 



The following proposed arrangement has been practically 
decided on for dismantling the Willesden, Berlin and Paris fact¬ 
ories, with the view of having all records made at Orange. 

PARIS PLA1TT: As soon as Mr. Graf returns to Europe, all 
manufacturing will he suspended at the Paris plant, and such 
moulds as they have there will he immediately shipped to Orange. 
■While these moulds are enroute, or until Orange factory receives 
them 'and is in a position to furnish the Prench selections, the 
supply will he made at the Willesden plant, Where they have a 
duplicate set of Prench moulds. Then after we are in a position 
and have commenced supplying the Prench records from Orange, 
the Prench moulds remaining at the Willesden plant will he trans¬ 
ferred to Orange. 

The machinery and tools at the Paris plant will he sold to 
the best possLhle advantage, as it has been decided by Mr. Weber 
that they are not of sufficient value to warrant their/being 
returnedtfco Orange. 

WILLESDEN PEART; Immediately Mr. Graf returns, he v/ill have 
shipped to Orange moulds of such British selections as are the 
slowest sellers and of which they have a sufficient stock to 
carry them along until the records can he furnished from Orange. 
The shipment of these mould s may consist of one or several con¬ 
signments. Pollowing this he will immediately manufacture a 
stock of the remaining British selections, and as soon as he has 
accumulated a sufficient quantity to carry him along until records 
can he furnished from here, he will begin shipping a certain 
number of moulds of each selection, retaining a sufficient quantity 
to enable the Willesden plant to manufacture a few more records, 
provided they find they will he unable to secure the records from 
Orange in time to meet their requirements. After Orange has 
received the first consignments of different moulds and has 
shipped a stock of records therefrom to London, the balance of 
the moulds which were retained at Willesden will be shipped to 
Orange. 

After having shipped all moulds to Orange, the machinery and 
tools- of the Willesden plant will be sold at the best possible 
price. Before this, however, Mr..Graf will furnish Orange office 
with a list of machinery and tools, so that Mr, Weber can look 
it over and decide if he wants any of them returned here. 

BERLIN PLANT: This plant will continue to operate as at present 
until siuch time as it has been shown that Orange can properly take 
care of the work heretofore done by the Willesden and Paris 
plants, after which it will be dismantled and the moulds and 
machinery and tools handled in the same manner as at the Willesden 
plant. The object .in not starting to dismantle the Belin plant 
immediately is to make it possible for the Orange factory to get 
in thorough working order under,the new conditions, as well as 
to satisfactorily handle the work from each foreign plant without 
causing confusion or embarrassment# 

Each consignment of moulds shipped to Orange from the 
foreign plants will be accompanied by a letter of advice, also 
a list showing the title numbers and names of selections, the 
number of moulds of each selection1 and the quantity of each 
selection, which, in Mr. Graf’s opinion, we should carry in 
stock. When each consignment of moulds-is received here, Mr. 
Graf is to be immediately notified and advised as to when we- will 
be in a position to supply him with records from such moulds. 

-"--V ’-1-\ 



Everything so far referred to relates to current recordB, that 
is, those already listed and of which mouH s have been made, 

KEW MONTHLY RECORDS; Up to and including October supplement, 
records will he made and handled from the foreign plants as 
heretofore. Beginning with thd November list, the records are to be 
furnished from Orange. The masters for the November list will 
be shipped to us from London, between August 10th and 15th, and 
when shipment is made we will be advised as t o what it consists 
of, names and title numbers of the selections, together with all 
other information necessary for us to proceed.,with the moulds. 
Of these lists, 12 copies should be furnished, in order that 
everyone at the Orange plant interested in them may have one 
without their being reprinted here, thereby preventing the possi¬ 
bility of any mistakes occurring in the spelling of wordB, 
proper y. opunctdation, &c. Together with list and advice of 
shipment, Mr. Graf is to furnish order for sample and stock 
records. Immediately the master records are received at Orange, 
Mr. Graf is to be notified and alBO advised as to the approximate 
date on which we can make shipment of both the sample records 
and the stock order. Eollowing the November list, subsequent 
supplements will be handled in the same manner,, 

GENERAL INFORMATION: All records supplied from Orange for 
European use are to be packed in our regular American cartons, 
such cartons, however, must contain a top label with the title- 
number, name of selection and name of talent imprinted thereon. 
The side labels of cartons containing German, Erench or British 
records, must be printed in German, Erench or British, from forms 
or sample s submitted by Mr. Graf, either before he leaves Orange, 
or immediately he returns to London. Such American selections 
as are supplied for European trade will have the regular side 
label on carton, with a special slip pasted thereon similartto 
the ones now used on records furnished Australia, Mexico and 
South America. The top label containing the title number, name 
of selection and name of talent, must also be placed on the cover 
of the carton containing American selections, 

C. H. Wilson, 

P.S, Later on it was decided that all foreign selections 
should be supplied in the amberol boxes and the American 
selections in the regular American boxes. 

Copies to Messrs. Edison: Weber. Dy^f Aiken: Hird: Youmans: 

Dolbeer: Stevens: W. Miller: McChesney: Westee: Buehler. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH OOMPANY 

Personal ^ July 22, jsfeefy 

Thomas Oral', Esq., Managing Director, 
National Phonograph ao., Ltd., 

Wiliosdan Junotion, London. 

Dear Sirs , 

I hope to advise you.shortly of the hilling price f.o.b. 

New York for phonographs., records, films and projecting machines, 

which ini'ormation 1 have requested Hr. Buehler to furnish me. 

■ Tffhen the new arrangement goes Into offset, you are authorized 

to uee your best judgment in offering to any factors who may agree 

to purchase records in excess of their purchases last year a rebate 

below 12 cents and of not to exceed one cent, making the minimum 

net oost to factors 11 oents. . This concession is made upon the 

strength of your statement that similar concessions are made in 

other lines and that this is the oommon British and European prac¬ 

tice. Of course, the maximum rebate of one cant will not be allow¬ 

ed unless necessary. The rebate in question will not be paid until 

the orders actually reoqived exoeed the orders for the past year, 

and not on each invoice. 

In conneotion with the proposed change in.the foreign business, 

I suggest that all of the present foreign books be closed on. 

August 31, 1908, and .that'new books'be opened September 1st. 'in 

these new books there should be a special aooount against whioh may¬ 

be charged all axpensoB incurred in oonneotion with the changing 

of the several plants to Orange. By having a .special aocount of 
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this kind it will he a simple matter to determine the exact posi¬ 

tion of the foreign business outside of the extraordinary expenses 

due to the contemplated changes. 

Regarding the amounts to be spent for advertising, I vdll 

advise you thereon in the oourse of a few days. 

Let me knovr immediately, as promised, the exact situation 

concerning the several foreign companies, and particularly what ' 

steps will have to be taken to center the entire oentrol in Orange 

I am anxious to have this matter settled without delay, as I 

anticipate difficulty in certain channels with which you are 

familiar. 

Yours very truly, 

ILD/lW Chairman Executive Committee, 



JvtlSf , 1900, 

Thomas orui', Managing Director, 
Mat ion ill Phonograph Co , Ltd., 

7/ill os den •Tui’iotion, London. 

My dear Sir: 

I hand you herewith a personal letter from wr. ’Edison 

to Count Tolstoy, which I wish you would uee is promptly delivered. 

My impression is that Oouuu Tolstoy hue a personal agent ,in London, 

asid if. so, you might. deliver' the letter to him, tut if not, see,that 

it goes direct and do v/hat you think is. necessary to. obtain a favor¬ 

able response. 

I have ins.true tod It'x, Miller to have one or two recording 

machines sent you capable of making the 200-throad records, so 

that by the time you hear from Count Tolstoy these machines will 

probably have been received by you. 

Yours very truly, 

KLD/lWW Chairman Executive Committee. 

Enc- 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD., 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS, L^F‘ 

EDISON WED RKS, '■AR,S 

Willesden Junction, 

^»oTT»t Th.G/Sch. V" / 
~^/-oruu/m aw. August 5th 1908 

Prank L.Dyer,Esq. 
Chairman Executive Committee, 

National Phonograph Company, 
0 r a n g e , N.J. 

Dear Sir, 

I have your favor of the 23rd ult.enclosing personal 

letter from Mr.Edison to Count Tolstoi, which I am forwarding 

from here to-day as soon as X have obtained Tolstoi1s full 

address from his London publishers. 

I have just read in a paper that'Tolstoi will not 

spent his birthday in Russia, but is to take a cure in some 

health resort in Austria, and this would very much facilitate 

the taking of records, if he is inclined to make them during 

his stay in Austria. 

YourB very truly, 

Managing Director " ' 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD., 

EDISON PHDNOnRAPHS & RECORDS, 

EDISON WORKS, 

Willesden Junction, 

Th. O/Sch. 
jvjv. August 7th 1908 

Confidential 

Prank D.Dyer,Esq. 
Chairman Executive Committee 

National Phonograph Company, 
0 r a n g o , IT. J. 

RECEIVED?^ 
AUG l V1908 • 

l FRANK L DYER. J 

Dear Sir, 

I regret that I have not ye+ “been able to write you 

at an earlier date with regard to the shareholders of our 

several companies., for the reason that I have been kept very 

busy by making arrangements for shipping the moulds from Paris 

and from here and a number of other arrangements necessary 

through the changes adopted at Orange. 1 went into the 

question of control of the companies with my solicitor and 

under the present conditions I would advise you just to write 

Mr.Marks that you wish to acquaint yourself with the details 

of our different organisations, asking him to furnish you with 

a complete up-to-date statement of the present shareholders 

in the British company, and, if I may BUggest that, also advise 

him that it is Mr.Edison's wish to have the entire control of 

the business in Orange and for this purpose all the shares, 

with the exception of Mr.Gilmore's and the 900 shares of the 

National Phonograph Company at Orange, should be transferred 

\- 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 

Prank L.Dyer,Esq. Aug.7th 1908 
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to Mr.Edison, yourself, or the company at Orange, whichever 

may he the case, and with the further exception of such 

shares as the directors residing in Europe (Mr.Marks and myself) 

are obliged to hold by existing laws. I must add here that 

a year ago I signed a certificate kept at Mr.Marks' office 

transferring to me some shares, but to my regret I cannot tell 

JUBt now whether it is one or two shares, at any rate you 

could in that letter point out that Mr.Graf's shares, if he 

should hold more than one, should also be transferred to Orange, 

the idea being that no more shares than absolutely necessary 

should be in hands outside of Orange. This would bring down 

the list of shareholders and the shares held by them to the 

following: 

G. Croydon Marks.. 
Thomas Graf.. 
National Phonograph Co. Orange.900 
W.E.Gilmore.... 793 

1695 

X.X. The party at Orange to whom the 
remaining shares should be tranBf.1305 

~<m— 

I hear Mr.Marks is to leave for the States in 

September. If you write him as suggested above on receipt of 

the* letter, your letter will reach him before his departure 

and consequently there need be no cause for delay in settling 

the matter either before or at ttie time when he sees you in 

Orange. 

As no statutary regulations for the management of 



N. P. Co., Ltd. 
Frank L.Dyer, Esq. August 7th-1808 

the company were filed when originally registered, our company 

comes under table A (page 628) of F.Gore-Browne's Handy Book 

on Joint Stock .Companies, of which I am sending you a copy 

under separate cover. As-this hook may reach you a few days 

or considerably later than this express letter 1 should advise 

you to write Mr.Marks at once, not waiting for the book, so 

that the letter reaches him without unnecessary delay. 

All other changes and transfers which may be con¬ 

sidered necessary either in the Bhares still included in the 

above list or in the list of directors could be arranged with 

Mr.Gilmore when he returns. The principal thing necessary 

to transfer the control to Orange would be the transfer of the 

1100 shares held by Mr.Marks. What will further be necessary 

would depend on the reply to the letter which I suggested to 

you to write. 

Managing Director 



Mr. C. S. Wilson: s/lo/08. 

, Here is a letter from Mr. Riehl, explaining what 

he proposes to do in connection with discontinuing the foreign 

manufacture, and I have told him that the arrangement is 

satisfactory. 

hld/iww R. L. D. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 
VICTORIA ROAD, WILLESDEN, 

LON DON, N.W.30th July 1903, 

Mr. Prank L. Dyer, 
Ghairaan Executive Gommittee, 

National Phonograph 0°, 
Orange W..T, 

Dear Sir:- 

/receiWo.^ 
I AUG 8-1908 
V FRANK l. J 

X am in receipt of your esteemed favor dated 22nd inst., 

advising of the decision to discontinue the manufacture of moulds and 

records at the London, Berlin, and Paris Plants. I note that you 

intend to continue making the Masters in Europe, whence they will he 

shipped to Orange, and records manufactured for all our European Sales 

Departments. 

I have had a conversation with Mr. Graf relative to 

this matter, and we came to the conclusion to send you all the Paris 

Moulds first in four shipments, then the British Moulds will follow. 

We shall, however, keep a sufficient amount of moulds here to take 

care as far as possible of the orders we may receive during their 

transit. Upon receipt of same by you, we shall then ship the balance 

of all American Moulds, including the original jjoulds of the Grand 

Opera, Hebrew, Elemish Selections, etc. 

We shall forward a complete and detailed shipping liBt 

of all consignments of Moulds to Mr. Stevens, New York, requesting him 

to re-forward the moulds to Orange, and a copy thereof will be sent to 

Mr. C.H. Wilson, Assistant General Manager. 

Address reply to tills Communication to NATIONAL PHONOQRAPH Co., Ltd., '• Factory” Dept., not the Individual. 



As soon as the Inventories of the three Factories 

are completed they will he sent to Mr. P. Weber, General Superintendent 

for the purpose of deciding which articles appearing thereon will he 

advisable to send to America, and the balance will he sold at the best 

obtainable prices. 

advise by return mail, 



G. Croydon Marks, Esq., 
18 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, 

London, W. C., England. 

My dear }ir. Marks: 

... the subject of the various foreign companies 
there ore a number of points on which I have attempted to secure in¬ 
formation here hut without success, and as you expect to oonr to ^ 
tliiB country next month I haston to v/rito you in order that we can 
take up the points when we meet. 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.. LTD. 

Concerning this company, I wish you and Ur. Graf would hold a ' 
Directors meeting and elect me a Director in place of Ur. Gilmore. 

• i8'0wner on the hooks of i.he company of 793 Bhares of £1 
each, hut, as you know, these sharos have been transferred in blnnk. , 
Please arrange to issue a new certificate to me for this number of V 
Glares,. which you oan bring over when you come, together with a V 
blank transfer, and I can then sign .the latter and complete the ' : A 
transaction. If neoessary, you can then take .back with you:the ' ' 

, certificate and transfer from Mr. Gilmore. ■ ' K 

^eoSr^a,5e^e 8h0? ***& on September 20, 1905, you bbtained\~ T 
Ce^torti°a^e No* 12 for £1,000, which certificate Was to be cancelled ~ 
and_900 shares issued to the National Phonograph Co. and 100 shares ' ^ 

Schermerhorn. . I understand that this was done, but cannot • 
find-the; now_ certificates to the National Co. and to Mr. Sohermerhorn ' ‘ 
if ,y°u these certificates I wish, you would bring them overi ; 
Did J£r. Schermerhorn assign his shares by a blank transfer? On ' 
the same date .you also receipted for' Certificate No. .11 for 100 :‘vjjfy- 
shares, vrhich was apparently in the name of James H. White but had ^ a 
been assigned by a blank transfer. Is Mr. White still a stockholder 

V^h y?u-J?ould arrange .to have these shares transferred also 
to the National Phonograph Co., Orange, so that wo will stand as 
the owner of 1000 shares. . v 

' +*, Mr* Graf advises me that on JUne 30, 1908, the capital stock of 
"the British company wsb inoreased by-£45,000. I was under*the 
i^ression that this matter was boing. held in abqyanoe on account ' ' 1 

in offooting the "increase in capitalization. 
I assume that there .was soma emergency requiring the increase, but ■' ' ' 
I wish you would explain the matter in order that I may bo fully i 
advised. It would seem to me that since we propoeed giving ud - - 
manufacturing operations in Great Britain there would be no speoial' , 



b/zo/ob. 0. Croydon Marks. 

necessity for increasing the capitalization beyond the origi¬ 
nal amount. 

COMPAGNIE ERftNCAlSE DU PHONOGRAPHS EDISON 

Our records concerning this aompany are very ohaoti'o. Orig¬ 
inally you subscribed to 1? Bhares, White to 125 shares, 
Kalteneoker to 8 shares and P. H. Brandon to 20 shares. Brandon'a 
holdings appear to have boon reduced to 18 shares and the holdings 
of yourself, Mr. White and Mr. Kalteneoker appear to be divided 
up in the proportion of 146 shares to you, 2 shares to Galloway, 
2 shares to Mr, Graf and 2 shares to Mr. Gilmore. If my under¬ 
standing of the situation is correct, I would like, if possible, 
to have youroduoe your holdings to 20 shares and issue a new certif¬ 
icate to me for 126 Bhares, which you can bring over with you, 
together with a blank transfer and I can then Blgn tho latter here. 
I make thiB suggestion in view of Mr. Edition's instructions to me 
to bring the control of the foreign oompanieB as much as possible 
in Orange, in view of the fact that wo now contemplate making them 
merely selling companies. I would like also, if possible, to have 
my name substituted for Mr. Gilmore's as a Direotor of the French 
oompany, but this may not be possible, since Mr. Gilmore has not, 
apparently, transferred his stock. Possibly I might be mauo an 
additional Direotor. 

EDISON GESEKLACHAFT 

Concerning this company, I understand that the National Phono-' 
graph Co., Orange, is the owner of shares to the value of 394,000 
marks, Mr. Edison 20,000 marks and you 4,000 marks, but we have no 
certificates here to evidence this fact. I am informed that German 
companies do not issue certificates, so that I presume this situa- . 
tion is all right,- but I would like to have your views. 

When you get over we can have a- general talk concerning these" 
matters in order to adjust the corporate affairs to the new condi¬ 
tions. 

Yours very truly, 

FBD/lWW Pro sident. 



Your several cablegrams ■ of the 24th, 25th and 26th 

instants, in reference' to combination machines and Amberoi reoords, 

were duly received. The manufacture of these machines and reoords 

has not progressed as rapidly as we anticipated, while the orders 

which have been so far received and those which we may reasonably 

anticipate indioate that-tho immediate demand for this new type 

apparatus will be very considerable. Having set Ootobor 1st as 

the day on which the new goods go on sale, this necessitates our 

making shipments very soon, and in fact, we are actually over the 

time that shipments of.the Amberoi records should have gone forward 

to the Pacifio Coast. We expect to have our handB full in handling 

the situation that is presented here, and it is Bimply out of the 

question to oonoider Europe at this time. Furthermore, it is 

difficult to anticipate what the effect the new machine will have 

on orders for machines oil the present type. We may find ourselves 

Bhortly unduly stocked with tho present machines, and if this'is so 

it would be better to have tho European market in its present condi¬ 

tion so that there would be a ohanoe of these machines being disposed 

of. To announoe the now maohines and reoords in-Europe would 

practically close the door to the sale of the present maohineB. 



2. 8/26/08. Thomas Graf. 
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

I have thought that should we have on hand a considerable number of 

the present machines they might he. equipped with the 200-thread 

attachment and sold as combination machines. As so modified they 

would not he exactly like the new modiJi "D" combination machine, 

J>ut they still would he perfectly satisfactory for the two kinds 

of recordB. To furnish Europe with any considerable number of 

modhi "D" combination machines would make it difficult to dispose 

of the. present combination "3" machines with, modflifc "D" attachments. 

In vievr of this situation I .have cabled you to-day as follows: 

"Replying cablegrams 24th, 25th and 2Gth, cannot send combina¬ 
tion machines or Amberol records. Do not announce as suggested. 
We expect difficulties in meeting American demand and cannot supply 
Europe. Expect to have considerable stock of present machines 
which we hope to dispose of in Europe. Combination machines 
and Amberol records cannot, be expected for Europe before first of 
next ye fir and probably later. Have written." 

Yours very truly, 

fld/iot President. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH GO. LTD., 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS, ■; 

EDISON Win RKS, 

Willesden Junction. 

c; 

7h< 

Th.G/Sch. MW. August 27th 1908 

STank L.Dyer, Esq. President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange , N.J. 

Dear Mr.Dyer, 

sent you the following cablegram:- 

“DYER PREGIAVANO MY ANNOUNCING PERENTAART AS DATE OP INTRO- 

"DUCTION OP COMBINATION MACHINES AND AMBEROL HERE AGAINST YOUR 

■PERENDIHUM AND SUPPLY SAME TO SUCH FACTORS AND DBAT.PRg ONLY 

“WHO SIGN AGREEMENT TO HANDLE NO OTHER CYLINDER LINE THUS 

“LEAVING CONDITIONS RELATIVE TO OUR REGULAR MACHINES AND RECORDS 

"UNCHANGED SUGGEST THESE PRICES COMBINATION STANDARD PYNOGONUH 

“HOME MUHALLAB TRIUMPH MUHURTA PROXIMO ATTACHMENTS STANDARD 

“MUGRIENTO OTHERS PRUEPLING AMBEROL PROMPTAVIT DROT.wp PROJIAGEM 

“PACTOR PROPITCHBN HIPPCMENES" , 

which translates:- 

“Is there any objection to my announcing October 15th as date 

“of Introduction of combination machines and Amberol hers against 

“your Oetober 1st, and supply same to such factors and dealers 

“only who sign agreement to Dandle no other cylinder line, thus 

•leaving conditions relative to our regular machines and records 

•unchanged. Suggest these prices:- Standard- £5.15.0} 



P. Co., Ltd. 

Mr.E.Ii.Dyer, Orange, 

August 27th 1908 

-2- 

" Home- £8.0.0; Triumph £12.12.Oj Attachments Standard* £1-; 

" others £1*10; Amherol- 2/-; dealer l/2; factor */9d, reply 

" hy telegram". 

On receipt of your cable I shall immediately plcae 

hy cable a small advance order for outfits and Amberol records 

to be installed with our factors, and this advance order will be 

followed by a regular stock order. 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD., 

EDISON PHDNODRAPHS & REDDRDS, 

EDISON wm R KS , 

, Willesden Junction, 

Th.G/Sch, 9? / 
jYM August 29th 1908 

L.Dyer, Eaq. President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange , N,J. 

1* received your cablegram of the 26 th inatant reading; 

"PHILYDRES 25 26 IMMUREMENT COMBINATION MACHINES AMBEROL RECORDS 

"BI0D0RE INSIBILAS CORCULQRUM MEETING AMERICAN DEMAND AND INTEC- 

"TURIS EUROPE DI8GRAD0 INGONALLA PRESENT MACHINES WHICH WE HOPE 

"CR0STAMH0 IN EUROPE COMBINATION MACHINES AMBEROL RECORDS DIS- 

"INTER EUROPE KOOKTEN AND PROBABLY LATER KONKELHUIS" 

which I translate 

".Refer to your telegram of 24th cannot send combination machines 

"Amberol record*; do not announce as you suggest, will have some 

"difficulty meeting American demand and oannot supply Europe 

"expect to have a good stock of present machines which we hope 

"oan be disposed of in Europe, combination machines Amberol, 

"records oannot bo expected Europe about the beginning of next 

"year and probably later, have written," 

This ie very Jerious Indeed, and I just send you thie 

letter, so that you receive acknowledgant in due course, but 



Hr.Dyer, Orange. 
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I shall write you more fully and possibly cable you within the 

next few days on the subject of your cablegram. 

Yourgjgry tnrl^j 

MANAOINO DIRECTOR 



fflmwrulftwt); Qjujjiuerr &#iitati (Gsqjcri. 

d?ec£hr/n^)^c>/t/ 

.jj &d^/snt^}yif-*=~^cc'n.es. 

September 2nd, 1908. 

I have yourB of August 20th, ana had intended.bringing 

all details and papers oonoerning the various companies with me, 

hut am glad you are considering them in advanoe of my arrival as 

all oan then the hotter he gone into after mature thought. 

H.P.Oo.Ltd. I will arrange for you to he eleoted a Director 

this week at the Annual Shareholder's Meeting called for to-morrow 

and as'Mr. Gilmore will retire hy rotation and not offer himself 

for re-election you will he proposed hy one of the shareholders for 

election as Director in his place. You have Mr. Gilmore's trans¬ 

fer at Orange which we will pass, you and I, when we meet as a 

Board Meeting at Orange. 

Mr. Sohermerhom's share was duly transferred, also Mr. 

White's, and neither .now hold any shares in our companies in 

Europe. 

The Capital of the Company was hound to he increased 

this year as we had given an undertaking to the Government Income 

Tax authorities that we should do so, and further our Lease of the 



Works at Willesaen oallea for it as the owners saia we were not 

a gooa enough Company with so small a Capital, viz:- £3,000 paia 

up. Then, too, there was stanaing in our hooks a aeht of £47,000 

to the N.P.Co. Orange, as to £45,000 of which we agreea last year 

shouia he aisohargea hy the allotment of new shares to that amount. 

There was further a new Aot commencing on July 1st, 1908, whloh 

reguirea full Balance Sheets of puhlio companies to he puhlishea 

unless such companies were what was then for the first time 

create! - "Private Companies" It was neoessary for"Extraorain- 

ary meetings" to he heia to make our artioles fit in with the 

"Private" Company regulations, an! then I male one series of for¬ 

mal meetings cover the entire changes, i.e. increase of Capital 

an! alteration of artioles for conversion into a Private Company. 

A Private Company may he converte! into a Public Company at any 

time hy like "extroorainary meetings". A "Private" Company is 

aefine! unier the Aot as one that aoes not offer its shares to 

the Puhlio an! whose sharehoiaers !o not excee! fifty. 

I will bring along all papers relative to this;also the 

papers ana particulars re French an! German Companies. 

Yours faithfully. 



NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 

ThomaB Graf, Esq'., Managing Director, 

National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

Y/iHendon Junction, London. 

My dear Sir: 

Count Tolstoy's secretary has written Mr. Edison a 

letter, of which I attach copy, and from which you will son that 

'•the Count is willing to oblige ub in the way.of nuking records. 

•I therefore .cabled you yesterday no follows! 

. "Tolstoy consents making four-tninutn records. Go aft or him. 
Get one or more,' preferably six, on suitable subjoots. Kayes 
lias complete Amberol recording outfit." 

My idea is that you should leave the selection of the 

records largely to his own taste, getting as many as six,.if 

possible, in order that we can certainly have enough to list if 

we'thinlc they will he successful. Some of the records, at least, 

should bo in English, and possibly one or two. in French, The 

important, thing ic to get the records as soon as possible, because 

Count'Tolstoy is an old man and in more or less feeble health. 

Yours very truly, 

FLD/l\7W President. 
T2no~ ' . • ' •, 

Sept. 5, 1908, 





[ATTACHMENT] 

to~. 

Ct, ^oLiyr*\ 



plmo , ->/W^ 
M 

Sept, j.6, 190B, 

• Thomas Oraf, 'Esq., liwiagiiig Director, 
National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

London, England. 

• Door Mr. Gruf: 

Wmt In your opinion would he the effect on our 

British trade if v;o issued an ultimatum to dealers, that they must 

handle Edison goods exclusively in the cylinder line, as we have 

done in this country? Would the effect he beneficial or harmful? 

Eurthermcro, under the British law, would it he legal?- Lot me 

have your views in full. 

The arrangement seems to ho going all right here and I think ■ 

it will he a success. Of course, v;o have a fev; kicks from people 

who have loaded up with other cylinder goods, tout the large major¬ 

ity of dealers seem'to ho glad of i.ho opportunity 0f limiting them¬ 

selves ”o the Edison line. Must of them who ltave taken oh other 

lines have done eo because their competitors have forced them to. 

Yours very truly, 

ELD/l\VW President. 





September 21st 1908 

Mr.Dyer: - _2_ 

consequence the information about the new machines and records 

has reached all our factors and a good many dealers. The 

inquiries which I received from the trade have satisfied me 

that they do not know wherein the improvement consists and in 

what way the sale of the present type machine and records will 

be influenced by these novelties. The trade considers conditions 

as very unsettled and will not order as they would otherwise 

for fear of having unsaleable goods left on their hands. Under 

these conditions we cannot withhold from them the new article 

unless we are prepared to see the business suffer, and after 

careful consideration I felt obliged to sent you the above 

cablegram. I am pleased to have received the following reply: 

"PHOEBIGENA ANNOUNCE BOQISLAW AND AMBEROL RECORDS PEREOVEBO 

"EXODORATOS HAARZUCHT EXCEPT 1NCIVISME BY PERENTAART AMBEROL", 

which I translate:- 

"In reply to your telegram of the 12th announce attachment and 

"Amberol records November 15th, advise us by letter what 

"quantity will you require, will be able to ship by October 

"16th Amberol". 

I shall be able to send you the order asked for within 

a few days, as soon as I have determined the manner in which 

I shall proceed. 

Yours very truly* 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 0 



Mr. "Edison: 

Some time ago youjl 

it was necessary to 

/ 9/29/08. 

•ought up the question as to whether 

l a large stock in Australia, and I 

t>eg to hand you herewith a report from Mr. Stevens on this point, 

which kindly l’eturivwhen you have read it. 

FLh/lWW / t,', L n &*- 
£■ 

o~f J ‘ 

"2XC<L& ^ 

I^CL^ 

J( 



[ENCLOSURE] 

Cablc'Xodress: “ZYMOTICiNEWYORKl1 
* Ai|..A.B.C..COMMERCrAL,LIEBER'S, HUNTING'S/ 

You recently aBked roe for particulars covering the credit advanced to 

our Australian office, and I enclose herewith an extract from the Auditor's Report 

dated June 30th of this year. 

By referring thereto, you will note that their stook on tend, represent- ■ 

ed §218,359.84, and inasmuch as their sales for the six months of 1908 represented 

§216,136.00, you will note that they practically turn over their stock every six 

months. 

How, v/lien you consider that it takes from three to four months for a ship¬ 

ment to reach Australia, it only means that they are carrying a stook a little over 

two months in reserve. 

It is absolutely necessary for them to carry a reserve stook, as ttare 

is always the danger of Bhipwreck and other casualties, which would cause a consider¬ 

able delay in duplicating the order for them. We liad one experience of tills kind 

in 1906, when the steamer "Oakbum" v/ent down off the coast of Africa. The entire 

oargo of this steamer was destroyed. 



[ENCLOSURE] 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT 

The other items on the statement, I holieve, will explain themselves, 

and I an sure that you will agree with me that the orodit extended to our Sydney 

office is not out of proportion to their requirements. 

Trusting this statement will give you the information you desire, I 

remain, 

Yours veiy truly, 

i'anager Foreigi Bepartmont. 

Enclosure. • 





fiW.- 7K° 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD., 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS, 

EPISDN WORKS, PAR'8- 

Willesden Junction. 

rthe Th.G/Sch. 9^ / October 7th 1908 

Prank L.Dyer,Esq. President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

0 r a n g e , N.J. 

' RECEIVED. ^ 
OCT J 71908 

FRANK L, DV 

Dear Sir, 

I heg to confirm my cablegram of September 30th:- 

"PIEGHEVOLE AMERICAN ULTIMATUM EXIBITURUS BUT BETUMBLING 

"BECAUSE IT BURLONES PRESENT DEALERS AGREEMENT AND ENTITLE THEM 

"TO SELL THEIR STOCK GOGUELIN UNTIL THEY HAVE SIGNED HEW AGREE- . 

"MENT I THEREFORE DEVISED SCHEME PHYLIQUE AUGUST BY WHICH WE 

"CONTINUE SUPPLYING ORDINARY RECORDS BUT REFUSE AMBEROL AND 

"ATTACHMENT UNLESS DEALER GIVES UP OTHER CYLINDERS AND SIGNS 

"SPECIAL AGREEMENT DELTOTON CONSIDER LATTER SCHEME BENEFICIAL 

"AND INTEND TO ANNOUNCE SAME BEGINNING OCTOBER CABLE DECISION", 

which translates:- 

"In reply to your letter of September 16th American ultimatum 

"will be legal but it is not advisable, because it will cancel 

"present dealers agreement and entitle them to sell their stock 

"at any price until they have signed new agreement. I therefore 

"devised scheme as per my cablegram of August 25th, by Yhich we 

"continue supplying ordinary records but refuse Amberol and 

attachments unless dealer gives up other cylinder and signs 



P. Co., Ltd. 

October 7th 1908 
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"speclal agreement to this effect. Consider latter scheme 

"■beneficial and intend to announce same beginning October 

"cable decision". 

I have not confirmed the above before, I deferred 

it for the reason, that what 1 would have to write you depended 

very much on your reply, which I expected soon after my cable. 

This reply has come to hand on Monday, and it reads:- 

"PHONASCOS MY OPINION BRITISH SITUATION CORAGGIO PROM AMERICAN 

"AS TO MAKE IT KAMSTEENEN TO CABALE EXCLUSIVE POLICY ENGLAND CY- 

"CLOBORUS PAYANT AMERICAN CYLINDER BUSINESS AND BURGERMAN 

"DICTATE TERMS DEALERS INGEMMATO WITH US ENGLISH BUSINESS 

"INERPICA AND DEALERS PROBABLY KNOOPSTERS US PULGURASES PADEST 

"DEALERS GOMMAIS THEY EXHAUSTION ALONE WE BEZOARGEIT TO LOSE 

"EVERY LEGITIMATE OUTLET BIBELOTS BEUDANTITE" 

which translates: - 

"In reply to your telegram of 30th my opinion British situation 

"altogether different from American as to make it undesirable 

to carry through exclusive policy England. We do 90^ American 

"cylinder business and we can dictate terms, dealers must stay 

"with us, English business is too small and dealers probably can 

"do without ub. In our opinion as long as dealers maintain our 

"prices they should be left alone, we cannot afford to lose 

"every legitimate outlet, if you do not agree to advise by cable. 

Upon this I wired you again: - 

"SCHEME SUPPLYING REGULAR RECORDS AS HERETOPORE AMBEROL TO 
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"EXCLUSIVE DEALERS ONLY APPROVED BY LOYAL FACTORS EULOURASES 

"DEALERS WILL FALL IN LINE ESPECIALLY IF WE MITIGATE TEEMS BY 

"JARGONING IMBUONISSI OUT ESQUISSE POLICY NOW WE PROBABLY CAN 

"NEVER AGAIN AND CAROONS CHANCE AND TIME TO PREPARE IMITATION 

"AMBEROL AND HANDSCHLAG HAVE ENTIRE NUMBER OF BRITISH DEALERS 

AT IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL WHICH SHOULD BE PREVENTED ESTIMATE CYCLO- 

"BQRUS PARVIENT BRITISH CYLINDER TRADE COLUMBIA AND STERLING 

"OUT BELL WEAK GLUTTONOUS KOOLPOEDER CONDITIONS PROBABLY VERY 

"DIFFERENT AS YOU WILL FORCE COLUMBIAS HEW RECORD AND CELLULOID 

"RECORD OVER HERE CABLE" 

which translates:- 

"Scheme supplying regular records as heretofore Amberol to 

"exclusive dealers only approved "by loyal factors. In our 

"opinion dealers will fall in line especially if we mitigate 

"terms by allowing sufficient time to sell out. If we do not 

"introduce policy now we probably can never again, and coiqpeti- 

"tors have chance and time to prepare imitation Amberol and as 

"soon aB ready have entire number of British dealers at 

"immediate disposal, which should be prevented, estimate we do 

"60^ British cylinder trade, Columbia and Sterling out, Bell 

"weak at present. Next year conditions probably very different, 

"as you will force Columbias new record and celluloid record 

"over here, cable". 

The history of the matter is this:- When I received 

the first circulars and literature relating to the Amberol and 

attachment, also your notice to dealers with reference to 
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exclusive policy, I gave this your new policy considerable thought. 

I concluded that it would not be advisable to inaugurate the 

same policy in England, not so much because of our relative 

strength, but mainly because this policy would cancel our 

present agreement. We have a large number of undesirable 

dealers on our list, who do ub harm by discouraging our good 

dealers. The question of eliminating them 1b important. Mr. 

Schermerhorn tackled the task, but he felt he could not go any 

further than just eliminating them from our mailing list, and so 

I am practically still confronted with the Bame problem. How 

to eliminate these undesirables, however, is a matter in itBelf, 

and I need not treat it here. These same people, who form 

a good percentage of our dealers, would probably welcome a 

temporary cancelation of our agreement, which would enable them 

to sell out at cut prices. This we must avoid. Thenagain, the 

general refusal to supply all and any Edison products unless a 

dealer agrees to handle no others, would be considered very 

arbitrary and would cause a great stir among our dealers, it 

would at least temporarily affect our sales very seriously. 

Although competition at the present moment is not formidable to 

any such extent as it was a little over a year ago, we cannot 

refuse to supply dealers with our present products over here. 

Considering conditions here as I know them, I concludedthat we 

should introduce the new Amberol record and attachment under 

some restrictions. The majority of the dealers today do not 
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care to carry the different makes of cylinders on the market, 

which means to them carrying a stock of practically the same 

titles in Edison, Edison-Bell, Clarion etc., and no increased 

sales. The majority of dealers is disgusted with this condition, 

they find it unprofitable and are turningmore and more to the 

disc trade. A scheme, however, like the one which I devised 

and cabled you, would be welcomed by the majority of dealers 

and eventually the entire trade would have to fall in line. 

At that time I worked out the enclosed circular, which 

as an advance notice would correspond to your circular announcing 

that you refuse supplying our products etc. I talked the matter 

over with Mr.Marks, I went into every phase of it, and the terms 

of the circular had been disoussed by him and me word for word. 

I meant to let you know my intention, but I shelved the whole 

matter when I received your telegram stating that I could not 

have the Amberol record and outfits until January and probably 

later. I took it up again when I heard I can have them early 

enough to supply them to the trade by November 15th, and as I 

expected that you would consider the Bcheme which I cabled you 

on August 25th, I expected to hear from you some time or other 

about it. Tffhen I saw that reply would not be coming in time, 

I intended to cable you, but on the same day your letter of 

September 16th,treating that very subjeot, came to hand, and so 

I could cable you as above. 

Erom the conditions as I know them I saw no obstacles 
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on the way, and I must frankly say that I did not expect to 

receive that answer which you gave me in your cablegram of the 

5th. Consequently I prepared everything and issued the advance 

circular, of which copy enclosed, to the trade. Of course, 

when I received your cablegram of the 5th I was very much dis¬ 

appointed, I could have telegraphed you tiiat the circular had 

already been sent out, but as I did not want to put you before 

an accomplished fact but let you judge my move on its own merits 

I telegraphed you as stated above giving the reasons why we 

should do as I proposed. I should naturally be very pleased 

if your answer to the above cablegram , which has not yet come 

to hand, will be such that I can consider it an approval of 

what I have done already. I should very much regret if it does 

not, but I cannot change things any more, and I will only say 

that the scheme has so far worked exactly as 1 anticipated. 

The factors with whom I had a talk more or less approved of it, 

their opinion, of course, is influenced by the amount of stock 

of other makes they have on hand. The dealers seem to be 

quite enthusiastic about it. This morning's mall for instance 

brought the enclosed letters, and you will note there is only 

one letter objecting. 

As the scheme announced by me is not arbitrary, I do 

not fear any difficulty and I expect to reap considerable benefits 

from it. In the first place I expect it will leave to our 

competitors only a small number of dealers to deal with, not 

enough to make it worth while to continue manufacturing. The 
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Edison-Bell Company are doing a very reduced business this 

season, there are rumours that they intend giving up cylinder 

records and will confine themselves to the manufacture of two 

types diBcs, of horizontal and vertical cut. The Sterling 

Company is out altogether, their stock of about 700,000 records 

is being sold at any price. The Columbia have not been selling 

cylinder records for nearly a year, but they have just come out 

with a preliminary announcement to the trade that they will 

shortly place on the market a new cylinder of great wearing 

quality, 4i inches long etc. The company doing a large cylinder 

trade at present outBide of our trade is the Clarion. The 

dealers, however, are very much dissatisfied with their record; 

it is sold retail at 9d. If they have nevertheless handled 

this record, they do because they are compelled. As there 

are no restrictions on our products any dealer can take up 

Clarion records, and those who did not a few months ago were 

obliged by their next door competitor to do so now. There is 

not a dealer of any importance in the Kingdom who cannot do 

without Edison-Bell and Clarion, but I do not think there is 

a dealer who can do and will do without Edison records. 

You see that my scheme will not reduce our present 

cylinder business. It is not considered so arbitrary that 

it would make dealers give up our products for any other reason 

than obstinacy. The letters which I enclose, and whioh please . 

return-to-nie, show you exactly in what spirit the scheme is 

received. 
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I may also add that I consider the present time just suitable 

for the announcement and it is most unlikely that we shall have 

another such opportunity for years to come. We had one such 

opportunity many yearB ago at the time when Mr.White issued 

that dangerous circular. My factors tell me, that if White 

at that time instead of advertising the Sterling record against 

the Bdison-Bell and issuing that circular which did us no good 

in the trade and cost us a lot of money, and worry, had approached 

them and the dealers with a proposition which put them before 

the alternative to choose between the Edison-Bell, Sterling 

on the one hand and the Edison product on the other, such a 

scheme would have met with success then. Later it would have 

become dangerous. Last year it would have been altogether im¬ 

possible, because of the dissatisfaction caused through the 

reduction in price of our records. Since then we have gained 

the good will of the trade,and from the enclosed letters so 

far received I hope you will infer that the scheme will turn out 

a complete success. 

I am expecting to get your view on the prices which 

I suggested for the Amberol record in my letter of September 

26th, and as soon as 1 hear from you I can have the printed 

matters, which are so far prepared, mailed to the trade. I am 

only waiting to hear from you about the prices, in order to 

Insert them in these printed matters and Addenda to agreement. 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Enclosures. 
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EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS, 

EDISON WORKS, 

Willesden Junction, 

October 19th, 1908. 

TRADE INFORMATION FOR EDISON DEAT.TCRS, 

November 1908, will mark the beginning of a new era in the 
history of the Edison Phonograph. During that month we will 
put into effect a number of changes and improvements in Edison 
Phonographs and Records that will mean as much to the future 
of your business, and ours as did the introduction of the 
Gold Moulded Record and the Model C Reproducer of 1902. The 
tremendous inorease in the sale of Edison goods since that time 
is known to you all. The improvements then introduced 
have, we firmly believe, caused the sale of more Edison Phono¬ 
graphs and Records than the combined sale of ,all other makes of 
talking machines. Therefore, these changes and improvements 
to be placed before the public will start with the prestige 
gained by six years of unexampled success. When to this suc¬ 
cess is added new conditions even more important than those 
that have gone before, we confidently believe that you will 
fully agree with,' our optimistic views regarding the future of 
the trade in Edison goods. The new features will consist of the 
following : — 

1. A new Record made of a new composition by a new pro¬ 
cess and playing an average of over four minutes, or 
about twice as long as our present Record. 

2. A series of attachments by which at slight cost all 
present Phonographs except the Gem may be equipped 
to play the longer Record in addition to the present one. - 

1. THE NEW RECORD, 

This will be known as the Edison Amberol Record. Its 
most important feature is a recording thread of 200 lines 
to the inch, or twice as fine as the present record of 100 
threads. By this means twice the playing length is secured 
without increasing the length or diameter of the Record itself. 
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Since the finer thread required a smaller reproducing 
point it became necessary to find a new composition that 
would successfully resist the wear of the reproducer. The 
successful and accurate moulding of a 200 thread record 
formed of a much tougher composition, also necessitated 
changes and refinements in our moulding process. 

More than two years were spent in experimenting to se¬ 
cure these results, the work of several experts being constantly 
directed and supervised by Mr. Edison. 

The Edison Amberol Record is the most wonderful produc¬ 
tion of its kind that the world has seen. The engraved sound 
waves are so minute that the eye cannot follow them, and yet 
the sounds are reproduced even more clearly, more naturally, 
and more sweetly than by the present Reoord. 

The new conditions will make no change whatever with the 
present type of the two-minute Record, which will be continued, 
and as great efforts made to improve it as heretofore. 

2. THE ATTACHMENTS. 

With a Record of finer thread came the problem of de¬ 
vising a plan by which the Record could be marketed without 
compelling present owners of Phonographs to buy new machines, 
this was solved by the construction of attachments embodying 
the principle of the differential gear and including a new 
Reproducer with a smaller reproducing point. Attachments 
have been made for all Edison Phonographs except the Gem. These 
attachments will be sold as separate parts only. There will be 
no change in the style, equipment or prices of the Edison Phono¬ 
graphs . ' 

PRICES, DISCOUNTS, ETC. 

COMBINATION TYPE ATTACHMENTS COMPLETE. 

Dealers1 List c 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

... 0 16 0 110 n>j>, . 16 0 1 11 0 

... 1 6 0 1 11 0 

... 1 6 0 1 11 0 -a-sA. 
. ... 1 6 0 1 11 0 . 16 0 1 11 0 . 16 0 1 11 0 

EDISON AMBEROL RECORDS. 

Dealers', 1/- each. List, 1/6 each. 

—t-S 

Standard 
Home ... 
Triumph 
Idelia 
Balmoral 
Conqueror 
Alva 
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WE WOULD ESPECIALLY POINT OUT THE LARGE PROFITS OFFERED TO 
THE TRADE BY THE PRICES OF THE NEW AMBEROL RECORD. The profits 
on attachments are less than those on machines. In order to 
keep down the retail price of the attachments and make it easy 
for owners to change over their machines, we are sacrificing most 
of our usual profit and are asking the trade to also make some 
sacrifice to the same end. 

HOW THE CHANGES WILL BE MADE. 

Salesmen will leave our factory early in November and call 
as rapidly as possible on all Factors. They will carry sample 
Records and fully instruot Factors concerning the new attachments, 
etc. They will equip a Standard and a Home Phonograph in each 
Factors1 stock so that Factors in turn may be able to fully 
instruct their Dealers on the subject. It is hoped in this 
way to get the entire trade fully informed by November 15th. 
Full instructions for putting attachments on all present Phono¬ 
graphs will be included with each attachment. 

SOW TO ORDER. 

The first list of Amberol Records will comprise 50 selections. 
An advance copy is enclosed. This list has been made up of 
such a variety of selections as will make the widest appeal. 
It will be impossible to supply samples of these Records. We 
must ask Dealers to place advance orders as early as 
possible for such quantities as they may require. There will 
doubtless be a large and immediate sale for these Records, 
for we feel assured that hundreds of thousands of Phonograph 
owners will change their machines to play the new Record just as 
rapidly as they can have the work done. 

Dealers are also urged to place orders for a quantity 
of the various attachments. In fact, they should give 
every phase of the new conditions the most careful con¬ 
sideration, and anticipate their requirements so far as possible. 
We shall work our factory day and night for an indefinite time 
but we doubt if we shall be able to meet the demand for the 
Amberol Records and the Attachments. We feel confident that the 
sale will be enormous. 
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Additional lists of Amberol Records will be issued later, 
and they will be handled in the same manner as the present Record 
as soon as- conditions make it possible. 

NOVEMBER 15th THE SELLING DATE. 

Under no circumstances will Dealers be permitted to offer 
for sale at retail, any Amberol Records or Attachments before 
November 15th, even though they may be received prior to that 

IN CONCLUSION. 

Much more might be said about the new conditions and the 
great impetus that will be given the trade, but enough has 
been stated to arouse all concerned to the fullest enthusiasm. 
As good as the improvements are they cannot exploit themselves. 
They must have the most cordial co-operation of all Dealers 
and this, we believe, we shall have from every true Edison man. 

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, LTD. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. 

We would particularly call your attention to the fact that 
the sale of Amberol Records and Attachments will be governed by 
a new Agreement, which you will receive in due course for sig¬ 
nature, together with a list of Factors from whom the new products 
may be obtained. 



Oot. 21, 1908. 

Thomas Oraf, Psq., Managing Director, 
National Phonograph C!o., Ltd., 

Wiliendeu Junction, London. 

My dear Sir: 

Your favors of the 7th and 9th inatB. have been 

received, on the subject .of Arabcrol records and attachments in 

general, and your proposed restriction scheme in particular, and I 

have read with interest the letters from factors and dealers, 

substantially ail of whom, I note, arc favorable to tire plan. 

Conditions here are moot unsatisfactory and we are having 

the great oat difficulty in taking care of our ..American orders. 

These orders are simply enormous, everyone apparently believing 

that the new record and machines will result in a gonmral boom 

in the business. The manufacture of machines, however, has been 

held back because of the difficulty in turning out sapphires fast 

enough, und the capacity of the record-making, machines is less 

than we- anticipated, I realize that you must be taken care of , 

however, and. in acoordarioe v/ith our1: Arrangement by cable we will 

ship you by Saturday's steamer. 4,000 Standard and 1,00.0 Home 

attachments, 100 of which will include sapphires. I think you 

•will have no difficulty in having sapphires made for these 

attachments since, as I cabled you, Pred Lee of Coventry has;. 

already made Borne of these sapphires for us and can no doubt do 

a satisfactory job. The shipment sent you will not. fully take < ■/ 
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care of your order, hut your English factors will on the whole 

be better situated than the American jobbers. You will, of 

course, recognize the situation in this country and will use your 

beBt judgment in effecting a fair distribution of the attachments 

ancl reoords. You may reBt assured that everything will be done 

to see that you are properly taken care of and shipments will bn 

made from time to time ns rapldl-y as possible. 

Yours vnry truly, 

iuj/iwv President, 



JJ*« Edits on: 10/29/081 

I hand you herewith a letter from Kr. Graf, from 

which it appears that the Supreme Court in Germany has decided 

against U3 in our suits against the Columbia Co. and Pathe Preres, 

holding that the Pesbriere patent covers the manufacture of an 

indestructible record and has therefore not been worked by our 

operations in Berlin, invalidating the first claim of the 

Mi 11er-Ay1sworth patent 

have been given. Mr. ( 

will be gained by going 

PBP/lOT 

although no reason in 

■af apparently believes 

iny further with these 

3 that nothing gjfoj 
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NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. LTD., 

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS, 

_ EDISON WORKS, 

Willesden Junction. 

IN REPLYINO ADDRESS THE COMPANY NOT THE X»1.G/S«fll. ^"jT / 
INDIVIDUAL AND MENtL"hEsT.K J . ■=^077^077^ 

October 2nd 1908 

Prank I.Dyer,Esq. President, 

National Phonograph Company, 

Orange , N.J, 

/RFC, 

om 
frank 

:E!ve;dA 
I 101908 
K L DYEJ?, j 

Dear Mr.Dyer, 

To my regret and disappointment 1 must inform you 

the highest German court- the Imperial Supreme Court at Leipzig- 

in a hearing held on Saturday, have revoked the German Desbrifcre 

patent 112517, on the ground of its not having been worked in 

Germany. In the same hearing our patent 128316 (the Miller- 

Aylesworth Dipping) has been annulled as far as claim I is 

concerned, and claim II has been upheld. 

To reiterate the history of our German patent suitB 

I beg to advise the following:- We have two series of suits, 

running parallel, all with reference to above patents. The first 

series are suits for infringement of our patents 112517 und 

128316, which we have brought againBt the Columbia, and others, 

In these suits the question of validity of the patents cannot 

be directly raised, as it is not in the sphere of the courts 

to decide this point. The patent has to be considered the same 

as a law, and the judge has only to interpret the patent and 

find whether it is being infringed or not. These infringement 

-V-V 
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suits are subject to two appeals, in other words, if they are 

carried through and appealed in every case, they come successively 

before three courts. In the lower court we lost, the judge 

disagreed with our interpretation and held that the defendents 

are not infringing. Against this decision we appealed, and 

the court of second instance seemed to differ from the lower 

court and share our interpretation of the patent. We were 

therefore expecting to come out as victors in that court. Its 

decision, however, would be subject to another- the last appeal. 

Parallel with these suits were running a number of 

other suits, or rather one suit brought jointly by the Columbia 1 

and PathS for the revocation of our patent 112517 (Desbri&re 

patent) and the annulment of patent 128316. In case 112517 

revocation only could be demanded, because the five years within 

which annulment of a patent can be pleaded had elapsed, and 

revocation was demanded on the ground of non-working. In case 

128316 the annulment suit was brought a few days before the five 

years mentioned run out. . Annulment was asked on the two grounds 

1) Want of novelty, 2) Want of invention. This kind of 

suitB are subject to one appeal only. The court of first instance 

is the Imperial Patent Office at Berlin, the court of appeal j 

the Imperial Supreme Court at Leipzig. The decision of the 

Patent Office was in our favor, The court maintained our 

interpretation of 112517, and considered our mode of manufacture j 

as working the patent 112517 and consequently patent was not ! i 

revoked. It likewise dismissed the plea for annulment L 
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of 128316, aB It considered the invention new and the amount 

of invention it contained sufficient. Our opponents appealed 

against this decision, with the result stated at the beginning 

of my letter. The result waB a surprise to us and our 

opponents. They expected with certainty that we should win, 

which can he seen from the fact that, with exception of the 

Columbia, they did not send any legal representative, and the 

lawyer of the Columbia approached us with this proposition: 

If we drop our infringement suit against his client and allow 

them to Bell their records without license, he would pack his 

papers and leave the court before the hearing takes place. Of 

course, the Columbia was the opponent we were principally aiming 

at, and as we were too confident, we could not liBten to that 

proposition. We were well represented and our lawyer made out 

his case very well. The decision therefore was the more sur¬ 

prising to all. The court simply disregarded our arguments 

and that of our opponents and based its decision on a new argu¬ 

ment not at all brought up by our opponents. The court said 

about this:- The pointson which Plaintiff and Defendent disagree 

i.e., the interpretation of plastic material eto.are irrelevent 

and need not be entered into. The question is not what has 

been actually patented under the claim of the patent, but what 

the inventors wanted to be patented and what consequently should 

have been patented to them. As the inventors in their 

specification never speak of their method of manufacturing 

records being a new method altogether, they cannot have meant to 
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obtain protection on such a general basis as that given in 

claim X of patent 112517. On the contrary, they always speak 

of their object being to make a non-breakable record, and con¬ 

sequently the subject of the patent is the manufacture of Buch 

unbreakable records either of a material named in the patent 

described or a similar material, but it must be an unbreakable 

record. As the Edison Gesellschaft is not manufacturing such 

a record, the patent has not been worked and is to be revoked. 

In case 128316 claim I was annulled, no reasons were 

given, the court reserved to give Dow reasons in their written 

decision. The claim in question is that which protects the 

dipping of mould into a liquid material of a temperature near 

the congealing point of the material, so that by dipping once 

the temperature of mould and material causes the material within 

the mould to congeal in sufficient thickness to obtain a record 

by dipping once. Claim II which has been maintained protects 

the employment of an air space between mould and molten material. 

The question now is what to do with the infringement 

suits which are before the court of seoond instance. As far as 

128316 is concerned, the suits have to be dropped beoaus^the 

patent has been annulled. In case 112517, which patent has 

been revoked and therefore been in force up to September 26th, 

all infringements of the patent prior to that date oan be 

prooeeded againBt. As beforesaid the court of seoond instance 

is inclined to acoept our interpretation and we had every hope 

that it would give a decision in our favor. But aB the supreme 
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oourt by revoking patent 112517 has given its interpretation 

of the patent to that effect that the process used by us is not 

working that patent, then we must infer, that the process of our 

opponents, which is similar to ours in so far as they do not 

use gelatine or similar material and do not make an unbreakable 

record, is not infringing our patent 112517. It is barely 

possible that after this decision the court of the second 

instance may still come to an interpretation in our favor, but 

even if this be the case, our opponents will appeal against 

such decision, and as the case will then come before the supreme 

court at Leipzig and before the same judges who revoked 112517, 

there is no doubt that they will adhere to their previous 

interpretation of 112517 and decide against us. I shall get 

the opinion of our lawyers, and in all probability Bhall drop 

the suits, but I shall inform you as soon as I have come to a 

decision. 

This turn of affairs has been quite a blow to me, 

as I have been spending considerable work on it and was convinced 

that we should be the victors. 

Youri 
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Strictly personal 

Trank: Ii.Dyer, Esq^ President, 
national Phonograph Company, 

0 r'a n g e , N.J. 

Dear Mr.Dyer, 

X have been unahle to write you at an earlier date 

with regard to the Amberol and Hew Agreement situation, because 

it had not developed so far that X could let you know any 

definite results. Mr.Marks.I understand sent you copies of 

the exclusive factor's and dealer's agreements as soon as they 

were prepared. I herewith enclose another printed copy. 

Since the agreement was ready I have been kept very 

busy in negotiating with our factors and I am very pleased to 

say that so far aB the great majority of our factors are con¬ 

cerned I have found their support, as they all find the present 

record situation over here untenable. As you' will see from 

the advertisement of the E.B.Company in the "Phono Trader" they 

are not content with selling a 9d record, but by their new 

exchange scheme they are practically reducing their record 

to 7d. With these continuous reductions and changes there is 

no money in the business either for factor or dealer. All 

factors, therefore, with the exception of those about which I 
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will tell you further on in this letter, have signed without 

difficulty. The situation at present is this: 

With the exception of R.J.Apple ton & Co. of Leeds and 

Bradford all the provincial factors have signed agreeing to 

handle our products only. Appleton as you will note is not 

doing a large business, he is not a very satisfactory customer* 

we carry him along by a current credit of £300. The reason why 

he does not like signing is that he is stocked to a considerable 

extent with Clarion records. I have no doubt that he will sign 

if I will see him, but due to the situation I have not found 

time to visit him. 

I am' enclosing herewith a list of all our factors; 

those marked with a cross, have signed; those marked with a 

line would sign, but I have not taken them on in accordance 

with the arrangements we made at Orange to reduce the number 

of our factors; they do a very small business and principally 

retail. This so far as the provinces are concerned. You 

will note that we are covered in the provinces. 

With regard to the London factors those marked with 

a line represent unsatisfactory factors. The Wholsesale Cycle 

Trade Supply Co.Ltd. is a company who haB failed twice; we 

have lost little over £100 at their last failure and their 

business is below an ordinary dealer's requirements; they 

really should be cut off, but I do not intend to be too rigorous 

just at this moment. Simpson & Co. and Lugton & Co. are 

factors who have anything but a good reputation in the trade. 

Although we cannot prove it to them, all factors consider Uiem 
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as price cutters} they do not take the agreement as serious aB 

it should he taken} they Eire reported to induce dealers to buy 

from them by giving 13 records to the dozen or four records to 

every machine they sell. This is asserted by all factors, but 

it iB very difficult to prove, as no dealer benefiting by this 

breach of agreement would give the factor away. If the exclusive 

agreement is to be carried out, it would not be advisable to 

take these two factors on, as I feel they would supply attach¬ 

ments and Amberol records to dealers who have not signed the 

exclusive agreement. 

The 3 London factors, without any mark, have not 

signed the exclusive agreement} they are: 

.Tohn O.Murdoch & Co. 
Hew Polyphon Supply Co.Ltd. 
Stocksill, Warples & Co.Ltd. 

Stockall have not definitely decided whether or not they will 

sign the agreement, so there is a possibility that this factor 

v/ill come in line in a few dayB, and only Murdoch and the New 

Polyphon Co.will be out of it. Murdoch and the New Polyphon 

Co.have definitely declined to sign the E^reement, and I am 

enclosing herewith letters from both parties which are the out- ' 

come of personal interviews and correspondence, and they will 

explain the situation. To make you fully understand the situation 

I must add that before writing theBe letters Murdoch and the 

New Polyphon Co. have communicated with our principal factors 

and have induced Mr.Duwe of Manchester and Mr. Tilley of Cardiff 

to come to London. The invitation came from Mr.Bradt of the 

N. P. Co., Ltd. 
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Colurabia Phonograph Company. A meeting was held between the 

five, at which Mr,Bratt used all his personal influence with 

the two provincial factors not to become exclusive Edison 

factors. He threatened with cutting them off the list of 

Columbia factors, he also held before them prospects of business 

with the so caUedi(blue ribbon record, which is to come, and 

with their latest product the undestruetable record which they 

expect to place shortly on the market here. I suppose the 

meeting lasted till very late in the night and I suppose a con¬ 

siderable amount of spirits, I hear champagne was consumed, and 

it was finally decided between the five not to Bign the agree¬ 

ment. Mr.Duwe and Mr.Tilley saw me the next morning at my 

house and they told me their decision not to sign. They had 

no serious objection to signing, but only the promise which 

they gave the night before. After a few hours discussion,in 

which I treated them very fairly, held before them the necessity 

of this move because of the deplorable condition of the cylinder 

market (KlxkoaixiinpcaaaigmMa^wtarkTTOatidiyjcasxa^akagtocMnHabtKa, and as 

Mr.Duwe had promised me to sign when I saw him in Manchester 

the day before and a few hours before the meeting was held, I 

finally brought them over on my side. Mr.Duwe was in“dilemma 

between these two promises, but he signed the agreement and so 

did Mr.Tilley; both told me they are very sorry that they ever 

have been led into thiB meeting be Mr.Bratt. 

Murdoch and the New Polyphon Co.will stand out. I do 

not know if these two, or Mr.Murdoch alone haB corresponded 

with you, but I just hear a report that he made an announcement 
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to-day that he will supply our attachments and Amherol records 

to his dealers, hut if they have written you, please let me 

know contents of their letters and your reply. I shall he 

very glad to have your opinion and criticism on the whole 

situation and also your advice as to what you think Bhould he 

done. You know Murdoch's and the Hew Polyphon Co.'s business 

with us is very considerable; in the month of October for in¬ 

stance Murdoch have purchased to the amount of #5726- 

and the Hew Polyphon Supply Co to the amount of 2457- 

or both in total #8183- 

which is above one eighth of our total business for that month. 

You note from their letters that they say they want to push our 

goods as heretofore, and if this is the case, their not signing 

will not mean any loss to us, the more since it is very probable 

that all the Amberol records an^> attachments which you can 

supply us in the near future will hardly be sufficient to 

cover our requirements even if these two factors do not get any. 

But you and Mr.Edison may be of different opinion with regard to 

this matter and I should be very glad to get your advice and 

criticism, and I will endeavour to act on it even if I do not 

agree. However, there is one thing to consider,— I have 

personally pledged myself to all the other factors not to 

supply Amberol records and attachments to factors not signing 

the agreement, and if you should find it absolutely necessary 

in the interest of the business to drop my policy, I do not see 

out of it for me but to resign my position. This ary other way 
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of course would not mean any change whatever in my attitude,- 

I would carry out your intentions until you have been able to 

make entirely satisfactory arrangements for replacing me. I 

need hardly point out that it is with great regret only that I 

would take a step like this, but in case of your disapproval 

and adopting a change of policy, I cannot see any other way out 

of it, in order to maintain prestige to myself and to the 

company. If you disapprove and I leave, the entire blame would 

fall on me, and you could then make any arrangements with the 

two factors you may choose to make. My relations with both 

factors have been very friendly, in fact I sounded them before 

I inaugurated the new policy, and I made a mistake in believing 

that I would have their support. However, please let me know 

what you think of it, probably you had the same or greater 

difficulties in carrying through your Bcherae in America and may 

find that the Bcheme so far is a success. Nearly all factors 

are with me; those dealer which have Been the attachmentssinee 

the 15th Eire quite pleased with them, and we have received by 

this date several hundred agreements and we are receiving new 

lots every day. Prom the South of England which Murdoch 

and the New Polyphon Co.have circularised we are receiving a 

few unsatisfactory letters from dealers siding their factors. 

The circulars which these two factors have sent to the North 

however, are completely counteracted by our factors there. 

If you see the necessity of any change with regard to 

Murdoch, then please write me fully by letter, but if you 
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satisfied with the results so far, please cable me, because 

I feel I need some moral support from you who has just gone 

through a Bimilar experience over there. 

I am sorry to say Mr.Murdoch knows a good deal about 

the conversation which took place in Mr.Edison's library between 
Owc-S, k|uui1 

Mr.Edison, yourself, Mr.'Wilson, Mr.Gilmore, and myselfThe can 

only have heard about Mr.EdiBon's original proposition through 

one of the parties who have been at that meeting at Mr.Edison's 

library; he is further influenced by Mr.Bratt of the Columbia 

Phonograph Co. and the prospects of their new blue ribbon and 

their indestruetable records, and then again he has always made 

it a point of handling anything and everything that comes along, 

just aB he says in one of his letters which I Bend you. Then 

he as well as the New Polyphon Co.are afraid that if they will 

Bign with us, the Gramophone Co.will very shortly come along 

with a similar agreement,- this especially because of the new 

combination- Sterling-Rodkinson-Bergwann-Columbia Phonograph Co. 

about which I wrote you. 

In closing my letter I mus4apologise for having left 

Mr.Durand without newB with regard to the commercial machine. 

But the important changes and reductions over here, the 

work increasing with the advancement of the Beason, the great 

work which I had with the Amberol situation and new agreement, 

have made it a physical impossibility for me to give attention 

to the organisation of a commercial phonograph business. Then 

again Mr.Edison wants to see as good results as possible this 
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year and I do not think that if X commenced handling the 

commercial machine just now I can expect to add anythingless 

hut expenses to this year's business. I mean to take up 

this branch of the business seriously as soon as we have made 

further progress in the Amberol situation, but I do not expect 

that I will be able to do anything of iinportance in the commercial 

line before the end of this year. 

Yours very truly, 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 
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Deo. V 1908. 

Thomas Graf, "RQq ., Managing Director, 
National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

Willeadon Junction, London. 

My dear Mr. Graf: . 

Your letters of the 19th and 20th insts. have 

been received in reference to the situation in England regarding 

the inauguration of the new agreement. I can see that you are 

worried over the situation concerning Murdooh and the New Polyphon 

Co., hut it does not seem to me that there io any other course to - 

pursue than that which you have taken, and Mr. Edison entirely 

agrees with me. Of course, it is ’too had if these people refuse 

to sign the new agreement, hut they Beem to he friendly onough 

to our otJier goods and apparently we will not lose them entirely. 

I think they are simply standing in their own light and are allow¬ 

ing a question of what they are pleased to call "principle11 to 

interfere with their own best interest. Furthermore, if the 

Amherol reoord meets with anything.like the suoceBS in England 

that it has in this oountry, I predict that both of these concerns 

will he only too anxious to come to you in the near future and 

sign the agreement. Whether they do or not, your position is 

entirely oorrect and meets with my cordial endorsement, I have 

therefore cabled you to-day as follows: 

"Replying-letter November 19th, oordially approve and endorse 
your efforts inaugurate new agreement. If Murdoch and Polyphon 
will riot sign, out them off from Amherol goods. Their size is 
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unimportant and good faith to other faotors necessitates this 
course. If Amberol succeeds in England as here they will have to. 
come to you later." 

So far as the agreement situation la concerned in .this coun¬ 

try, we have now signed up every jobber with one small exception, I 

believe, and about 90/ of the dealers, so that we have not had to 

pass upon any question such aB you have been confronted with 

in thiB case. Having decided on a definite line of action, you 

ought to go ahead and stick Inflexibly to that course, making no 

exceptions in any case. When the "English trade soeB that we 

are in deadly earnest about this matter they will respect us more, 

whereas if we Bhould bn weak and vacillating we would simply 

inour their contempt. In this country when we were inaugurat¬ 

ing our agreement system we found it necessary to out off some 

of our most important customers, but, although it seemed a hard 

thing to do, the results more than justified our action. 

Whatever you may do in "England, I shall always feel it was 

prompted byyour best judgment, and, although I might not agree 

with you, that fact would not alter my friendly interest and 

desire to keep you encouraged. So far, however, as I can see, 

you are handling the situation in England in an intelligent and 

satisfactory manner, and I do not see how there could be any, 

reason on the part of anyone to oritioise. 

Yours very truly, 

President, EID/lW 
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POHEXS DEPARTMENT' 

ORDERS RECEIVED EOR EXE MONTH OP NOVEMBER, 1908. 

RECORDS 

Australia, . 172,406 
Bahama Islands, . 139 
Bermuda, .. 
Brazil, .. 66 
Buenos Aires, . 104 
Colombia, . 71 
Costa Rioa, . 30 
Switzerland, .. 11 
Honduras, . 431 
Korea, . 18 
Mexico; Chihuahua,.;.... 463 

" D.P., . 700 
Mlsoell., Comm, houses,. 1,151 
Newfoundland, St.Johns,. 36 
Nicaragua, .  36 
Panama, .. 482 
Philippine Ib., Manila . 1,096 
Porto Rloo, . 483 
Santo Domingo, ......... 52 
San Salvador, . 97 
South Africa, Capetown . 581 
Hawaii .. 144 
Venezuela, Cartagena ... 31 
West Indies, .  1.131 

Total Moulded Reoords 179,728 

AMBEROL RECORDS: 
Australia, . 165,000 
Bermuda, .  18 
Europe, Switzerland, ... 12 
Honduras, .. 12 
Mezioo City, ........... 7 
Mlsoell., Comm, houses,. 20 
Porto Rico. 68 
West Indies, .  104 

Total Amberol Reoords 165,241 

GRAND OPERA RECORDS: 
Bahama Islands, . 2 
Brazil, .. 18 

' Colombia, . 19 
Mlsoell., Oomm. houses,. 46 
C.A., Nicaragua, .  11 
Panama .. • 10 106 
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Phonographs Carried forward 685 

HOME PHONOGRAPHS: OLD STILE: 
Australia, ........ 217 , 
Porto Rioo, . 1 
Venezuela, . 1 
West Indies, .  1 

Total Old Style Phonographs, 820 

HOME PHONOGRAPHS: NEW STILE: 
Porto Rioo, . 
West Indies, . 

Total Hew Style Homes, 

TRIOMPH PHONOGRAPHS: OLD STILE: 
Australia, . 41 
Colombia, ......2_ 

Total Old Style Triumphs, 43 

Honduras, . 1 
ltisooll., Panama, . 1 
St. Kitts, W.I.......v_1. 

Total Combination standards 3 

COMBINATION PHONOGRAPHS: HOME: . ' 
Mayaguez, Porto Rioo... 

COMBINATION PHONOGRAPHS: TRIUMPH: 
Europe, Switzerland.... 1 
Mayaguez, P.R.,.....1 

Total Combination Triumphs 2 

COMBINATION ATTACHMENTS: 
Australia, .. 5,000 
Benouda, .  1 
Miscall,, Panama,. 2 
Mayaguez, P.R. ... 9 
Jamaica, W.I., ........_2_ 

Total attachments, 5,014 5,014 

BUSINESS PHONOGRAPHS: DIRECT CURRENT: 
Mlsoell..Buenos Aires.. 6 

BUSINESS PHONOGRAPHS: SPRING MOTOR: 
Miscell. Buenos Aires.. 2 

" Cuba. L 
Total Spring Motor Maohlnes 3 
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Phonographs Carried forward ... 968 

I.C.S. ENG.-SPAN.: 
Pard, Brazil, . 1 
San Salvador...1 _2_ 

Grand Total of Phonographs 970 

CUSS "A": 

FILMS 

Australia, ..  16,455 
Buenos Aires,. 2,785 
Misoell., Comm .Houses,. 3,435 
Lima, Peru, .  5.485 28,160 

Mexico,^ 5,806 
Misoelli Comm. Houses 2,050 
Lima, Peru, .  4.530 12.386- 

Total feet Film ordered 40,546 

KINETOSCOPES 

UNDERWRITER MODEL: 
Misoell., Oonm.Houses,. 2 

UNIVERSAL MODEL: 
Misoell. Conm. Houses. 1 
Salaveriy, Peru, . .1. 

Total Kinetoscopes, 

2 

_2_ 
4 

NDMBEH INC MACHINES 

Colombo .Ceylon, . 3 
Colombia, .   1 
Havana, Cuba, . 18 
Guayaquil, 'Eouador,.... 1 
Japan, Kobe, . 20 
Misoell., Conm .Houses.. . 3 46 

FAN MOTOR OUTFITS 

Bombay, India, 
Misoell.,Conn .Houses, 10 16 
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■Doe-. PI', 1908, 

Thomtia Oi'cil’, wo.q. > Managing Director, 
National Phonograph Co., Ltd., 

Villesden, London. 

My clour Mr, Graf: 

Yom' letter from'Berlin of tho 10th inns, has 

been received. Unfortunately, statements have boon »do »*ich 

I Have not been able to prevent, to the effect that -Manufacturing 

-operations are to bo die continue aoroad, but these got out before 

1 Jma Un:; t0 8ta* th™‘ 1 «tink rather poor judgment wan shown 

ln £lVi-ni5 °Ut apixtrnntly authentic infdrtfj^sjW this character. 

It is hardly necessary for me to nay that the particular interview 

from the "London Star" of Nocomber,5 th, alleged to have,boon had - 

> ith „.r. Tiidioon, ii} at least in form, abuolutnly unwarranted, 

and I tJiink you-would be justified, if you think best, in making ' 

a formal denial, or in having Mr. i&rke .mkc a formal denial of 

tho same. 

Yours very truly, 

KLD/IW 
President-. 



PUBLICATION AND MICROFILM 
COPYING RESTRICTIONS 

Reel duplication of the whole or of 
any part of this film is prohibited 
in lieu of transcripts, however, 
enlarged photocopies of selected 
items contained on these reels 
may be made in order to facilitate 
research. 



A Note on the Sources 

The pages which have been 
filmed are the best copies 
available. Every technical 
effort possible has been 
made to ensure legibility. 
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